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Abstract
This thesis proposes a pitch-accent description of the pitch 
features of several dialects of the kiKongo language (Western Central 
Africa), hitherto considered tonal. Evidence is given that contour 
variation for the purposes of focus and emphasis exists in kiKongo, 
ie. that there is an intonational overlay to the basic pitch-accent 
system. The common pitch feature of 'bridging' (assimilation of low 
pitches to surrounding high pitches) is shown to be comparable to 
phenomena in three other Bantu languages, and like them has connotations 
of focus or emphasis. Previous systematisations of kiKongo pitch 
features are discussed and shown to be broadly comparable, especially 
in one area: comparison of the various tone-classes established in 
these works suggests that there are in fact two main accentual classes 
in kiKongo - rising (low initial) and falling (high initial). These 
classes are distinguished on words in isolation, but not on words in 
context. There is thus a three-tier system: accentual classes, pitch- 
accent system, and intonational overlay. Examination of pitch placement 
in the different dialects allows us to delimit four main dialect areas. 
Creole kiKongo (kiLeta) is shown to differ from kiKongo proper in that 
high pitch usually occurs on the penultimate syllable of the word 
rather than on the first syllable of the stem, and the development from 
one system of placement to the other is discussed.
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PART I 
PreliLm-inanles
CHAPTER ONE 
Introductory Rema-rks
1.1: dialects referred to In the thesis.
This thesis deals with material from several dialects of the 
Kongo language cluster (kiKongo)* The cluster is listed as H10 in 
Guthrie 1967-71* The dialects in question, classified as H16 by 
Guthrie, are as follows (with equivalents in Guthrie's listing 
when they can be distinguished):
The thesis also examines creole kiKongo, referred to here as kiLeta.
1.2: domain of kiKongo*
An exact idea of the geographical domain of kiKongo is difficult 
to obtain. The language (or, to be more exact, the cluster of dialects 
comprising the language) is spoken over a wide area in northern 
Angola, western Zaire, and southern portions of the R^publique 
Populaire du Congo, as shown on the map in Appendix 1. The number 
of speakers of kiKongo is estimated by the Encyclopaedia of Africa 
at around four million.
1.3: dialects.
1.3.1; number of dialects.
Estimates of the number of dialects comprising the cluster vary. 
Laman 1936 (pp. xl-xci) lists 13 main dialect areas, and Guthrie 
1967-71 (vol. 2, pp. 51-52) also has 13 members in his Kikongo 
Group, though there is only partial resemblance to those described 
by Laman. Van Bulck 1948 (pp. 359-392) lists 58 dialects; Bryan 1959 
(pp. 56-62) repeats these, and adds about 10 more mentioned by 
Guy Atkins.
1
kiNtandu
kiManyanga
kisiNgombe.
kiMbanz' aKongo 
kiYaka/kiNtandu ^  
kiZombo
(H16a?) 
(H16g?) 
(H16h?) 
(H16g?) 
(H16b??)
1.3.2: dialect areas.
My informants gave dialect listings differing somewhat from those
in the works cited in 1.3.1; their names and distributions for the 
central and southern dialects have been given on the map in 
Appendix 1, and will be used throughout the thesis. For the 
northern and eastern dialects the names used by Laman 1936 have 
been retained.
1.4: previous study of kiKongo.
Ever since the Portuguese explorers came into contact with the
Kingdom of the Kongo in the 16th century (see Balandier 1968, and
for an early account see Pigafetta 1591), the kiKongo language
has been the subject of study (van Bulck 1948 pp. 334-59 gives an
annotated list of early materials and authors). At first this
study was mainly to aid proselytising among the baKongo - a
catechism was published in 1624 by Cardoso (see Bontinck and Ndembe
Nsasi 1978), and another priest, Brusciotto, followed this with 
iurvivttxg
the first^grammar of the language (see Brusciotto 1659, Grattan 
Guinness 1882), which was also the first devoted to any Bantu 
language (so far as we know).
Thereafter there were many grammatical studies of various 
dialects (for a good listing to 1948 see van Bulck 1948). The 
methods of description first developed for Latin and Greek were 
used in most of these studies, except for the more recent ones 
(eg. Carter and Makoondekwa 1975, 1979; Daeleman 1966; Jacquot 
1967; Lumwamu 1973; ScSderberg and Widman 1966, etc.). The study 
of syntax has, however, been barely touched on, except for some 
preliminary observations in Guthrie 1961 and Carter 1973.
The first dictionary of kiKongo was compiled by Fr. Georges 2 
(see van Wing and Penders 1928), and thereafter several other 
dictionaries were published. The two most notable are Bentley 
1887 (with appendix 1895), dealing with the southern dialects, 
and the monumental Laman 1936, dealing primarily with the central 
and northern dialects. Laman's dictionary is one of the largest 
for any African language, and is carefully tone-marked 
throughout (see also chapter 14),
Other scholars have collected and discussed kiKongo literature, 
both written and oral* To take a few at random, we may mention 
Struyf 1908, 1935; deClerq 1939; Dennett 1898; Nsuka 1968; van 
Roy 1963; Mbelolo ya Mpiku 1972; Jacquot 1978. There have also been 
ethnographical studies such as Laman 1907, 1953-68; Bittremieux 
1923, 1934.
1*5: tonal studies of kiKongo.
There have been a few studies of the tonal aspects of kiKongo:
Lanan 1922 (one of the earliest extended studies for any Bantu 
language) and 1936 (introduction); Daeleman 1966; Carter 1973, 1974, 
1980; Meeussen and Ndembe 1964. There is also some information on 
the tonal aspects of kiYaka, a very closely related language, in 
van den Eynde 1968.
Each investigator systematises the kiKongo pitch phenomena in a 
different way, though there does seem to be a consensus that these 
phenomena are related in some way to syntax. Some differences in 
these analyses may be due to dialectal or chronological variations, 
while others may be assumed to relate to differences in personal 
approach*
All the above studies, with, the exception of Meeussen and Ndembe 
1964, will be referred to and discussed in this thesis; we may thereby 
be able to abstract some elements common to these systematisations* 
1.6: terms.
1*6*1: preliminary definition of terns.
One important question that will be asked is whether kiKongo can 
actually be said to have a tonal system* Both the practical and the 
theoretical implications of this question are important, and cannot 
be fully discussed here* However, it may elucidate subsequent comments 
if we give here an extremely brief notion of the reference of certain 
terms as they are understood in the rest of this thesis. Documentation 
and fuller discussion will be postponed until later.
1.6*2: early ideas.
Most studies of pitch phenomena in African languages take as their
basis Pike's classic definition of a tone language as one in which 
there is relative, significant and contrastive pitch on each 
syllable (Pike 1948). It has been generally considered that there 
are two main types of pitch phenomena - 'tonal' and 'intonational'•
It was, however, recognised that in some languages such as 
Norwegian, the boundary between tone and intonation was not clearly 
defined. Subsequent, more detailed research has allowed us to 
expand the notion of two types, first to give an intermediate 
grouping for languages like Norwegian, Serbo-Croatian and Japanese, 
and then to recognise that it may in fact be more fruitful to see 
the pitch phenomena of individual languages as being spread along 
a typological continuum, as McCawley 1978 has suggested.
While recognising this continuum, we have found it useful, for 
the purposes of our discussion, to distinguish three main areas 
along the tone-intonation spectrum.
1.6.3: intonational systems.
At one end of the spectrum are languages using pitch solely or 
primarily to identify different connotations (shades of meaning) 
of the speech token. We will refer to this type of system as 
' intonational' •
1.6.4: tonal systems.
At the other end of the spectrum are languages in which a primary 
function of pitch is to identify different denotations (semantic 
references) of an otherwise homophonous speech token, ie. to 
distinguish morphemes. We will refer to this type of system as 'tonal 
It is quite probable that there is an intonational element in every 
language, even in a tonal one, since the use of pitch in marking 
emphasis, emotional intensity, and so on, seems to be universal. In 
a tonal language, however, intonational pitch contours will modulate, 
but usually not replace, the morphemic feature of tone.
1.6.5: pitch-accent systems.
Somewhere between these points, towards the middle of the spectrum
are languages in which pitch plays some role in distinguishing 
morphemes or grammatical categories, but this is secondary to its 
affective and syntactic roles. We will refer to this type of system
The situation may be sketched as a graph. On the y axis is 
placed what we will call •domain'f where four main points may be 
distinguished: (i)pitch is bound to the syllable or morpheme;
(ii) pitch is bound to the morpheme or word;
(iii) pitch is bound to the word or phrase;
(iv) pitch is bound to the phrase or longer stretch*
On the x axis is placed what we will call1 variability', where two 
extremes may be distinguished:
(i)pitch is primarily fixed by the identity of the 
segmentals, eg. where the sequence
cannot be modified except by making the 
intervals larger, etc.;
(ii) pitch is wholly aesthetic - meaning in effect
that the speaker can select from a range of possible 
pitch patterns dp the individual language.
Plotting on a graph with these axes, the following curve would 
result:
as 'pitch-accent'.4
1.6.6: the pitch continuum. 5
syllable
tone
pitch-accent
intonptioni
morpheme
c
V
re
s
o■o
word
phrase — *
0
segmentally
determined
aesthetically . 
determined
variability
The three main types of system distinguished above have been marked 
off on the curve. Although an over-simplification, we can roughly 
characterise the three areas by saying that the domain of tone 
covers the area syllable-morpheme, that of pitch-accent covers the 
area morpheme-word (in the Dokean sense), and that of intonation 
covers the area word-phrase and longer. This has the interesting 
corollary that the shorter the utterance we are dealing with, the 
more difficult it is, working on the basis of that utterance alone, 
to decide which type of pitch system is being used in the language 
of the utterance.
1.6.7: aim of thesis.
This thesis will attempt, using data both from informants and 
from previous studies, to specify the position of various kiKongo 
dialects on the suprasegmental continuum, and to give some account 
of possible tonal-intonational interactions in the kiKongo system.
1.7. : the texts.
Texts from four informants were used as the basis of the work. 
Most of the texts were read from written sources, which in some 
cases were published works, in others self-composed pieces. Two 
texts, however, were spontaneous monologues. The texts were fully 
pitch-marked (see chapter 2), and are given, with translations, in 
Appendix 3. In one or two cases, the same written text was read 
twice,for purposes of comparison. In most cases, the informant was 
asked to comment on and explain specific pitch-features of the 
text. These comments were recorded, and constitute an important 
body of supplementary data.
1*7.1: dangers of using read texts.
There are of course dangers in taking a read text as the basis 
for a study, as there may well be special pitch contours associated 
with reading, or, indeed, with any material rehearsed in advance of 
the speech act. But at the least, use of read material permits the 
analysis of a valid subset of the language's pitch phenomena.
Though the limitations of such texts are recognised, it is important 
to note that the system abstracted from the read texts correlated
very closely with that abstracted from the two spontaneous texts
1.7.3: treatment of the texts.
After the texts were recorded their pitch contours were transcribed 
and examined. Any variant or otherwise interesting pitch patterns 
were then noted for discussion with the informant a few days later.
His comments on these patterns were recordedt and if necessary, 
further questions were asked.
This approach has the great advantage that the informant can 
describe in his own words what he sees as meaningful areas of the 
language* This led to several interesting comments which might not 
have come to light otherwise. It is a useful and sometimes 
illuminating exercise to seek the informant's opinion in this way,
as he most probably has insights into his language system which
6
the investigator does not have.
However, this advantage may be offset by dangers: the most obvious 
one is that the informant may manufacture 'explanations1 for 
differences I thought I perceived. I tried to guard against this 
by returning to the same point in several different sessions, so 
that any spur-of-the-moment explanations would be shown up as such.
1.8. : the informants.
The four informants were Rev. Andre Komy Banzadio (chapters 3, 10), 
Mr. Y.K. Katesi (chapter.11), Rev. Daniel Ntoni-Nzinga (chapters
7
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10), and Mr. Albert Ndolo Menayame (chapters 8, 9).
1.8.1: A. Komy Banzadio.
Rev. Komy Banzadio recorded a text in 1966 for Hazel Carter of 
SOAS, and it was this I used. I therefore had no opportunity to ask 
him for comments on his text. He was born in Kinshasa, but lived 
most of his life in Kimpese, some distance away. At school he 
spoke kiNtandu (see chapter 7), but as of 1966 spoke kisiNgombe.
His father came from Ntumba and used to speak kiNdibu, but now 
speaks kisiNgombe. His wife Marthe, also from Ntumba, speaks kiNdibu.
CORRECTIONS
'A comparative study of tone and intonation in 7 Kongo dialects'. K.G. Donnelly, 1982.
page 17» line 22: McCaulay -4 McCauley 316/27: unity (2nd instance) -4 correlation
28/16: there —> [there]] 339/3: insert 'may' at beginning of line
31/17: and — > [[and]] becomes —» become
32/7: 3.15 -4 3*5 339/5: 4 -4 22
35/15: insert pause mark (*) after 0.6% —» 3*4%
bu-katoombula 339/7: occurring — > co-occurring
36/14: ye-nsusu makumoole -4 ye-nsusu 340/l7: forms). -4 forms).1*
makumoole 346: insert facing p.346:
38/7: 3*15 -4 3.5 
38/13: their -4 [their]
44/3: delete Sje 
44/8 : 4.7.2 —4 4*6*1 
53/26; 4.7.2 -4 4.6.1 
56/27: and LOC -4 and + L0C 
70/12: kiZombo —> kiZombo*
72/21: eviimbu -4 eviimbu 
85/12: anayses -4 analyses 
83/29: engudi -4 engudi 
87/31: delete be 
113/26: my -4 [my]
114/last: sheep' -4 sheep)'
117 1 8 :----4
124/17: last word in the line is 
'time'
135/12:--- 4 - 4  7
137/13: text — > text' c
152/1: follows: -4 follows:
153/29: 12 -->14
155/3: neutalisation -4 neutralisation 
164/27: a —> as 
166/27: obugolo -4 obugolo 
obugolo -4 obugolo 
166/28: Kakulu —» Kakulu 
166/29: Kakulu — » KakSlu 
180/6: ahs -4 has
209/19: of the phrase — > [of the phrase]
210/28: a -4 a
216/22: -amwana -4 -amwana
219/9: practise -4 practice
222/10: his work -4 [his work]
241/24: ke le -4 ke [le]
246/14: phrasesin -4 phrases in 
252/13: -pitches -4 -pitched 
256/33: nani ke kuna -4 nani ke kuna 
258/27 : s a m b u sambu (g«p mark m.isrii'w) 
260/4: yai. -4y4i'.
264/19: delete th
265/33: consisten -4 consistent
270/30: 33 “4 32 
270/32: 33 -4 32 
270/331 ocurse -4 course 
289/1: delete 'define'
307/31: x (under 'citation form', 2nd 
instance) — » y
endnote 16:
This suggested derivation may in fact 
help to account for one feature that 
Garter has noted in her dialect, namely, ; 
the barring of a further high pitch on ; 
a word with high pitch on the second 
syllable (see chapter 4? endnote 13? p.91 
When the 'high pitch on the last syllable' 
pattern (cvcvcv) for the rising class 
was dominant, it was presumably imposs- 
-ible to have more than one high pitch 
on the word - the last syllable already 
had high pitch, and to put high pitch 
on a preceding syllable would have 
caused confusion with the falling class. 
For example, in a word cvcvcv, to put a 
high pitch on the first syllable would 
give it a fall there, the mark of the 
falling class. By the same token, though, 
a falling class word could take another 
high pitch because its defining feature, 
the fall on the first syllable, would 
already have marked it as belonging to 
the falling class. Even when the rising ; 
class high pitch migrated leftwards, the 
same behaviour continued; we might say 
that a further high pitch on a rising 
class item in Garter's dialect is barred 
by the ghost on the last syllable,
362: insert at end: /R/ = uvular r.
384/6: insert after 'texts': /r/ = uvular r. 
384/14: delete ve 
384/19: G iboosi -4 G iboosi 
N iboosi -4 N iboosi 
384/24: NdoloMenayame's -4 Ndolo Menayame's■ 
399/6: ‘So the elders ... in.1 -4 'Then they 
heard the entrance of they the elders, 
399/18: 'they did that.' -4 'they remained 
there.’
431/4: Duke 23:32-24:39 -4 pp. 99-100.
Additional corrections:
29/14: insert after 'gemination': 'and 
affrication'
40/14: "V- -* ~)(_
45/2: DC NC
r / ° 165/10: shortage -4 shortness 
121/20: visible -4 apparent
ADDITIONAL CORRECTIONS
'A comparative study of tone and intonation in 7 Kongo dialects1, K.G. Donnelly, 1982,
page 53, line 2: CONN > CONN 
53/30: ^STAB **STAB
53/32: £ CONJ P CONJ
55/6: gen gen++ / o
74/15: yo-yuvdzyaana — > yo-yuvuzyaana 
89/28: ens-sadisi -■> ens-sadisi 
100/27! 'spread —  ’spread1 
110/7: yakala —» yakal4 
115/27*. insert after maandi: ’he broke 
his teeth' 
baantu —> baatu
insert after baandi: ’he called 
his men'
151/9: any — » [anyj 
153/8: VI IV
153/91} riShtward(s)
281/18: 13.2 .2 13.2.3
305/32: kumdngo —» kumdngo 
kufula —  kufula 
342/17: can can
-•> leftward(s)
Q
2 4 /1 0: utterance. — > utterance.
28: insert facing p. 28: 
endnote 8:
The same corollary applies to the 
rhythm or timing system of a 
language (J, Kelly, p.c,).
35/22: insert after ’acute’: ’or grave* 
41/5 : tuna bee tuna bee-
53/28: SUB SUB +
125/20: weak —» unstressed 
1 25 /21: strong stressed 
202/23: affixes — » affixed elements 
244/9: (v)/. (v)/.al
264: insert following endnote 20: 
endnote 21:
The only two exceptions seem to be 
kreyon and kwaker, but here it is 
uncertain how, or even whether, the 
last letter is pronounced.
273: insert after endnote 9:
It has been pointed out to me (j.H. 
Carter, J. Kelly, p.c.) that 
continuity and emphasis are in fact 
complementary in that the former 
mainly acts ’horizontally', while 
the latter mainly acts 'vertically' 
(compare the distinction 'syntag- 
-matic/paradigmatic1). Continuity 
has an element of 'looking back- 
-wards' , while emphasis has this 
same element, but also one of 
'presentness'. There is a good 
example in Swahili of a word occur— 
-ing in both subsets of markedness: 
hapo 'here, there, in the place 
already referred to, in
the place in question' (continuity) 
papo hapo 'right here, at this very 
spot' (emphasis).
353: insert facing p. 353:
Abbreviations:
(B)SOAS: (Bulletin of the) School of 
Oriental and African Studies 
ALS: African Language Studies 
AS: African Studies
BFBS: British and Foreign Bible Society 
HMSO: Her Majesty's Stationery Office 
IAI: International African Institute 
IRCB: Institut Royale Coloniale Beige 
JAL: Journal of African Languages 
JALL: Journal of African Languages and 
Linguistics 
MRAC: Musee Royale de l ’Afrique Centrale 
OUP: Oxford University Press 
SAL: Studies in African Linguistics 
SCOPIL: Southern California Occasional 
Papers in Linguistics 
SLS: Studies in the Linguistic Sciences 
356/2 3: insert on next line:
1981 * 'Tonal accent in Somali1. SAL 12/2 
358/15: insert after 'A.B,’: 1980.
30/last: are is
94/33 I* y ’-^keento -■* y'-akeento
393/23J
130/11: bases —> based
416/26 J" Ve-mb^dazyaanu —> ye-mbundazyaanu
207/17: stongly — > strongly 
261/29: the work — > it 
278/2 5: stong strong 
298/8 : average individual correlation
(A)verage (i)ndividual (c)orrelation 
308/3 : likely numerically probable 
statistically 
318/18: transferred —> exchanged 
321/18: none are — > none is 
350/18: not -4 not
218/21 ; doctor1 —> doctor' 15 
226: insert after endnote 14: 
endnote 15:
Note that this would be the contour predic­
t e d  by Carter for 'it’s a doctor that I 
caught’, ie. stable noun + indirect relatfv 
(J.H. Carter, p.c.). In terms of the 
systematisation proposed in this thesis, 
nganga is emphasised by front-shifting it, 
and attention is further focussed on it by 
giving the two words anomalous contours to 
signal a close syntactic relationship - cf. 
endnote 13 to chapter 4 > p.98.
247/30: 1cardigan(?)’ —> ’sweater’
267/17: interpretaion -*» interpretation 
279/30: and > and/or
1.S.&: W.K. Kdtssx.
Mr, Katesi comes from Mateko in the zone of Idyofa in the Bandundu 
region of Zaire, His mother-tongue is eNgwii (see Bwantsa-Kafungu 
1966, Donnelly and Katesi 1981), but since Mateko is an important 
commercial centre in which kiLeta is commonly spoken, he started 
using this language from an early age, perhaps 3 or 4, Teaching in 
the first year of primary school was in kiLeta, and French was then 
introduced progressively, to be used exclusively in secondary school, 
Mr. Katesi had a passive knowledge of Lingala at primary school, and 
at secondary school he began to use it as a contact language; it was 
also the language of his military service. English was taught from 
the second year of secondary school, and used for certain university 
courses (eg. English philology), though French was the language of 
general use. He had taught for three years, paying visits to Zambia 
and the USA, before coming to Britain to attend courses at the 
universities of Leeds and Reading. .He was a lively informant, 
knowledgeable about linguistics, and easily able to produce 
spontaneous monologues in kiLeta.
1.8.3: D. Ntom>Nzlnga.
Rev. Ntoni-Nzinga, my main informant, is widely-travelled. He 
used to speak kiNdamba, a sub-dialect of kiZombo, but owing to his 
travels his idiolect has become rather mixed - when speaking 
spontaneously, for example, he would use several dialectal variants 
for 'people1: waantu, waatu, aatu. He spent about 10 years in Zaire, 
mostly in the kiNtandu dialect area, but also in the kiNdibu area. 
When he has been in other dialect areas he has consciously tried to 
imitate the speech habits of the people there, so that he has a good 
command of different dialectal usages, and knows what the different 
regional accents sound like* Of course, his reproduction of these 
was not always perfect; for example, while reading a passage he would 
occasionally use forms from another dialect. However, when the 
discrepancies were pointed out to him he would state what he should 
have said, attributing the mistake to the fact that he was not a 
first-language speaker of the dialect concerned. For this reason he 
was unwilling to read passages straight off, but preferred to have 
some time to 'practise* the passage, so that he could read it with as
little interference as possible from the other dialects he knows. 
Rev. Ntoni-Nzinga is greatly interested in language in general 
and kiKongo dialects in particular, which is why he took the 
trouble of trying to learn the regional accents; he could often 
give examples of different dialectal pronunciations of the same 
word, eg. kiNdibu vata «j 'village* but kiZombo vata £" ,
and he was very willing to discuss his language and answer questions 
on it. He speaks fluent French and Portuguese, and fairly fluent 
English. His wife is a kiZombo speaker, but, ironically, has 
learnt to speak kiNdamba more correctly than her husband now does.
1*8*4: A. Ndolo (Qenayane.
Nr. Ndolo Menayame originally spoke the kiManyanga dialect of 
Nsundi-Lutete, but now tends to speak French more than his first 
language* He had hoped to do an M.A. on kiManyanga tone at Essex 
University, but lack of library facilities forced him to write on 
sociolinguistics instead. He returned to Zaire sooner than I had 
anticipated, before I was able to obtain more information about 
his linguistic background.
2 3
Endnotes to chapter one.
1. KiYaka/kiNtandu (see 5.2) and kiNtandu are distinguished in this 
thesis; although both dialects could be described as 'kiNtandu*t 
the former shows an admixture of the closely-related kiYaka 
language. Both dialects, furthermore, show some significant 
differences from each other where pitch is concerned - see 
chapters 5, 7, and 15.
2. Van Bulck 1948, p.349, suggests that Georges was in fact only the 
copyist or translator of the dictionary, and that the real author 
may have been Roboredo,
3. The most recent work from this author may be found in Carter and 
Makoondekwa 1981.
4. This is a wider definition of the term than that given by Hyman 
1975, p.231: 'Pitch-accent languages are ... tonal to the extent 
that the feature which is assigned is tone (and that this tone can 
contrast with another tone in the same position). However there 
cannot be more than one syllable per word which receives the tonal 
accent*. In kiKongo it would seem that the contrast is between 
+high pitch and -high pitch; there does not seem to be a contrast 
between two or more tones (eg. level v, falling, etc.). Moreover, 
although there is usually only one high-pitched syllable per word, 
this is by no means always the case.
\
5. This section is based on an idea by Patrick R. Bennett.
6. One investigator working on Ndebele music was being sung various 
pieces of music by his informant, who prefaced one piece with the 
comment 'this is more difficult'. Further discussion of what he 
meant by 'more difficult' revealed that he thought it would be 
more difficult for the investigator to understand, but he himself 
did not find it any more difficult than the others he had been 
reciting. ThiB shows that the informant was tailoring his answers 
to fit what he thought the investigator wanted to hear, but more 
importantly, it shows that the informant had in his head a 
developed idea of the musical system, which he was able to vocalise 
with some success - so developed was it, in fact, that he was able 
to guess how the investigator might hear the music, and warn him of 
pieces he might find difficult. (C. Vassie, p.c.)
7. All the informants were in their early middle age (30-40).
CHAPTER TWO 
Textual Conventions
2.1: orthography.
2,1.1: previous orthographies,
The present 'official* kiKongo orthography, invented by the 
Protestant missions, is fairly phonetic, but, for example, it writes 
semi-vowel + long vowel sequences as vowel + vowel (eg. -waa- is written 
as -ua-), and separates locative prefixes from the noun (eg, mu nsi 'in 
the country* instead of munsi, which is to be preferred as the sequence 
has only one stress). Neither does it distinguish gemination, which 
seems to play a morphological role in the dialect studied by Carter 
(Carter 1970).
An alternative orthography was developed by Carter, This distinguishes 
gemination, and joins both locative and connective prefixes to the noun 
(eg. muntsi instead of mu nsi). But Carter consistently writes long/ 
double vowels as vowel + vowel, even though in some cases (eg. often 
before a nasal compound) this lengthening may perhaps be a conditioned 
variant (eg. -soomba 'buy' instead of -somba) - see 4.6.6 and 14,4. 
Likewise, in cases where there is a variation between semi-vowel + 
long vowel and vowel + vowel, she writes only the former.
A new official orthography is being discussed and tested by the 
recently formed kiKongo Consultative Committee (of which both the Rev.
D. Ntoni-Nzinga and the Rev, Joao Makoondekwa, who was Carter's main 
informant, are members), but no definite agreement has been reached 
as yet.
2.1.2: orthography of this thesis.
The orthography of the texts (see Appendix 3) can best be described 
as non-standardised. It is based on the present official orthography, 
but with the incorporation of some features of the Carter orthography.
It is not a normalising system; for example, long vowels, affrication 
and gemination are only marked where heard, and not according to any 
standard idea of which words should have them. Locative prefixes are 
written conjunctively (ie. muntsi), but the connective prefix is
hyphenated (ie. ye-ntsi 'and the country*), because the two types of 
prefix seem to behave slightly differently as far as pitch patterns 
are concerned. Relative prefixes (eg. bu- 'when, then'), object 
suffixes and negative elements are also hyphenated (eg. ka-bamtueene-dyo-ko 
'they have not seen it1). KiKongo proper names usually have the first 
letter of the stem capitalised (eg. diBuundu 'the Church'), following 
Doke's convention.
The word, for the purposes of our discussion, includes not only the 
stem and such bound elements as markers of class, aspect and the like, 
but also those elements linked by hyphens - the connective prefix ye-, 
the relative prefix, the 'long locative' prefixes muna-/ kuna-, uana-, 
the object suffix, and the negative elements ka-, -ko.
2.2: phrases and marking.
2.2.1: phrases.
In studying the composition of longer utterances it is useful to 
break them down into 'phrases'. Phrases can be defined in a number of 
different ways, depending on our purpose. For example, if we take the 
utterance
ibuna (pause) basiidi kilumbu (pause) ki-bakujeenda kuna-kizitu (5, 37—38)^
'so they set aside a day on which they would go to the in-laws'',
we can divide it into syntactic phrases (ie. clauses):
ibuna basiidi kilumbu (main clause)'
ki-baktueenda kuna-kizitu (subordinate clause)
or into pitch phrases (ie. sequences containing a high pitch - cf. Carter 1973)
/ibuna /basiidi kilumbu /ki-bakweenda /kuna-kizitu/
or into phonological phrases (ie. segments occurring between two pauses):
• ibuna • basiidi kilumbu • ki-bakweenda kuna-kizitu*.
In this thesis the texts will be discussed in terms of phonological 
phrases. Although pitch phrases can be discerned, and are useful in 
describing certain simple stretches, the variety of possible patterns 
in any given stretch in the text as a whole are more easily described
in terms of patterns occurring on phonological phrases.
„ We may consider phonological phrases to be conditioned by two 
factors: (i) semanto-syntactic considerations, and (ii) pulmonary 
capability; in other words, (i) the semantics and syntactic structure 
of the stretch being uttered, and (ii) the length of the stretch the '• 
speaker can utter before he runs out of breath. It seems as if the 
speaker picks out a suitable portion to be uttered, and then pauses 
while scanning ahead to consider what should be the next portion; the 
process is repeated indefinitely.
2.2.2: del'Cmiltat'Con of the phrases.
Where the punctuation of the written text matches the phrasing of 
the speech, pauses are marked with the marks of punctuation of the text 
Where a pause occurred that was not marked in the script, it was 
marked by a raised dot. Thus
.dlono ngyeele kuna-zaandu, ntsuumb-idnl'ingt ntsusu. (7, 79)
| phrase one | phrase two j
•I went to the market, and I bought a chicken.1
,dTlmonekene uo * sama-skut ytkitukildTl • sempil1 atadiya ... (10, 59-60)
) phrase 1 | phrase 2 ) phrase 3
•it was seen that the summer-school had become now a kind of factory ..
In some cases, the pauses are fairly prolonged, and this is marked 
by a series of dots:
.yantnlkidi mukuta ... buzoba bwaml. (7, 78)
| phrase 1 | phrase 2 |
•He began to tell of his foolishness1. .
The same convention is used for false starts.
Very often a short pause or 'gap1 occurs, usually the result of
hesitation or misreading. This gap is marked by A as in
.Sama-skul A yanthete yi-ttuayenda • ... (10, 79)
j phrase 1  | phrase 2 J
'The first summer-school that we went to ... '
As can be seen, these gaps have been taken to delimit the phrase 
just as pauses do, since', although a fair number of these gaps are 
non-significant and could perhaps be disregarded, this is not true 
in all cases.
The actual phonetic difference between gaps and pauses is, of 
course, relative to the speaker and the context, but a study of the 
tracings discussed in 3.15 (Appendix 2) shows that gaps are generally 
of less than half-second duration, while pauses are usually longer than 
half a second; pauses longer than three seconds were considered 
prolonged. In the actual transcription without mechanical aids, of 
course, there is an element of subjectivity.
2.2.3: high pitch.
Having delimited the phrases, we must next decide how to represent 
the pitch patterns occurring on them. Let us take two phrases from 
the texts (from now on, spaces before and after phrases cited out of 
context will stand for phrase boundaries):
We can see that the two contours differ only in the number of initial
low pitches, allowing us to recognise a generalised contour
Let us mark the highest point (ie. the peak) of this contour with an
Carter (1973) found that for many kiKongo phrases it was adequate to 
mark only the peak, that syllable which was higher than its neighbours 
on either side. I have found nothing to invalidate this concept, and 
so it is followed here.
2.2.4: several high pitches - doumdrift.
Phrases with only one high pitch are not very common; we usually 
find a series of high pitches:
buna ngiisidi kuna-nzo (7,46)
muna-magata (7, 25) and luyantiku (10, 100)
•in the villages’ ’the beginning*
acute (v), thus:
/ * muna-magata and luyantiku
’then I came home*
Here we have three high points (circled pitches), where the pitch 
rises after previous falls, ie. a contour —  /. In any such
kiKongo phrase with more than one high point, there is a gradual 
decrease in the height of the points, such as is seen in the example. 
This indicates that kiKongo shows the widely-distributed phenomenon 
of downdrift, and allows us to mark all three high points with an 
acute, with the convention that successive high points in the same 
phrase will be progressively lower in pitch. Thus:
buna ngiisidx kuna-n2 a
In some cases, though the second of two peaks was not higher than 
that preceding it, it was also no lower. Such instances are discussed 
in 2.2.6 and 2.2.10.
2.2.5: upturns.
2.2.5.1: pausal upturn.
Very frequently, there is a slight upturn before a pause:
ibuna baana bayenda (5, 69)
'then they went'
The contour is / /, and we will mark the upturn with a raised
circle (v), thus:
ibuna baana bayenda 
This pausal upturn has also been noted by Carter (1973, p.18) and 
Nsuka (1968, p.vi). It occurs only when the pause is not utterance- 
final, and seems to be an intonational indication that the utterance 
is about to be continued.
2.2.5.2: high upturn.
In one or two cases there is more of a rise:
umosi (8, 3,a) and tmazaya (6, 13,b)
- - Q ~ 0
1one' 'we know'
/ °  \While there is good reason to treat the usual upturn (v) as a 
relatively insignificant pausal feature, this high upturn presents
more of a problem, as the data give us no clear insight into its
function. It may in fact be a significant high pitch. Therefore,
although in the discussions of these patterns it will normally be
treated as a variant of v, it will be distinguished in transcription, 
/
and marked v. Thus:
/ q , oumosa and twazaya
2.2.6: bridges.
There are phrases in which there is a high pitch 'plateau' such 
that two or more syllables have the same high pitch, ie. the contour 
is A/ U/. Such plateaux have been called 'tone-bridges' by 
Daeleman 1966, van den Eynde 1968, and Carter 1980, and the term 
'bridge' will be retained here.
Bridges can occur
(a) between words, usually at any point in the phrase:
mono ndutidi mubuzoba (7, 41)
^
—  _  __ (brackets mark the bridge)
'I excel in foolishness'
bu-balmaaka kuna-nkunku gata dyau (5, 69—70)
'when they arrived at the outskirts of their village'
In exceptional cases, the bridge may be very long: 
kuna-mfwila maalu manzitu andil (5, 58)
'at the feet of his father-in-law's corpse'
(b) on individual words
(i) initially or medially:
ukuieeleete nkas' aku (5, 75)
'so that you could marry your bride'
(ii) finally:
bu-katoombula • gana-meesa (7, 47-48)
'when she put them on the table'
This type of bridge is always followed by a pause, and would 
therefore seem to be a pausal/hesitation feature.
We could mark the bridge, as Daeleman and van den Eynde do, by 
putting an acute on each syllable, thus:
bu-balwaaka kuna-nkunku gata dyau 
However, this tends to look cluttered,.and, more important, it tends 
to obscure the function of the bridge, which seems in most cases to 
indicate a close syntactic link. For this reason, Carter's marking,
putting a grave (v) on the first syllable of the bridge and an acute
2
on the last, will be used. Thus: 
mono ndutidi mubuzoba 
bu-balwaaka kuna-nkunku gata dyau 
kuna-mfuiila maalu manzitu andi 
ukweeleele okas' aku 
bu-kat^ombula gana-meesa.
2.2.7: long vowels, rises and falls.
The marking convention used for bridges is also applied to long/ 
double vowels when the two morae have the same pitch:
mumaambu makimpeeve (10, 74)
'in matters spiritual*
Where the two morae of a long/double vowel differ in pitch, an 
acute is marked on the higher of the two:
(a) fall: ibuuna NaFuungtua etc. (5, 23)
<s>- _ < ^
'then Mr. Owl ... '
(b) rise: baaboole ye-nkeento ye-yakala etc. (7, 53)
Q ~ -  - -  - -  - - -
'the two of them, wife and husband ... '
Rises are rather infrequent, and mostly occur at the beginning 
of bridges.
A fall in pitch over a short vowel is marked v in the few cases 
where it occurs:
yo rnbuta wubageene mbote (7, 106)
- - - - -  
•the man greeted them*.
This fall, like the rise marked with v, almost always occurs before 
pause. With both the fall and the upturn v, the vowel is sometimes 
heard as slightly lengthened (see 2,2.18).
A non pre-pausal rise in pitch over a short vowel is rare, and is
v
marked v. One of the few examples is 
kansi (5, 78)
1hut'•
In a few cases the rise is found at the beginning of a bridge, and is
V“
then marked v:
ye-nsusu makumoole (5, 40)
0  -
'and twenty chickens'.
2.2,8: rising bridge.
Sometimes we meet phrases such as
ndzefu zayandi bakala (7, 113)
'the beard of him the husband1
Here we can see that instead of the usual contour /L/P"s—  /, we have
, ie. that instead of downdrift'from a high point preceded
by low and approximately level pitches, we have a steady rise towards
a high point near the end of the phrase. This contour, referred to as
/
a 'rising bridge', will be marked v....v, ie. the regular bridge 
markings, but with an arrow to indicate rise. Thus:
ndzefu* zayandi bakala.
The first pitch-mark is placed on the first syllable of the phrase 
appreciably higher than the pitch starting the phrase - this is, of 
course, subjective, and we will take the rise as starting on the first
syllable of the phrase, except where there are a number of clearly 
low and level initial syllables#
2.2,9: bridge with extra-high final.
In addition to the level high sequence of the bridge and the 
steadily rising sequence of the rising bridge, we also find high, 
level sequences followed by a still higher syllable, ie. a contour 
/J /, as in
kyaakl lumbu ngeye sl-ukala yaaml (8, 20-21,z)
'this day you will be with me' 
taka kaka dltoka mtuiisi (7, 104)
'just sitting there steaming1#
The sequences in brackets are similar to rising bridges in that the
last pitch is higher than the first, but are otherwise more like the
bridges described in 2.2.6 in that there is no overall climb in
pitch towards the end of the sequence. We will therefore call these 
'bridges with extra-high final', and mark them v....v, thus:
/ \ & /kyaaki lumbu ngeye sx-ukala yaami
toka kaka dit&ka mwiisi.
These bridges seem to be variants of the bridges described in 2.2.6(a), 
since both types occur in similar contexts.
2.2.10: extra-high pitch.
Consider the following contours:
bakubika (8, 42,z)
<3
'they prepared'
ye-mukingetezo yibikuianga va (10, 106)
•and in English it is called'.
Here the circled pitches are higher than we find in otherwise 
comparable contexts. In the first example, the circled pitch is 
slightly higher than expected, and in the second example the circled
pitch does not show the downdrift usual in such a position. We will 
refer to these high points as being 'extra-high', and to mark them 
we will use the double acute (v) introduced in 2,2,9, Thus:
bakljbika
ye-mukingelezo yib^kujanga vo.
The perceived difference between high pitch and extra-high pitch is, 
of course, subjective, but a study of the tracings discussed in 3.15 
shows that an extra-high pitch of the type in the first example is 
higher than 180 Hz; a normal high pitch is usually lower.
2.2.11: extra-high bridge.
Quite frequently we find an extra-high bridge:
myaanzi kaminaanga myetoma syama-ko (6, 66,z)
' their roots are not really firm'.
Using the convention introduced in 2.2.6, we mark this
t . . ^  J /  / imyaanzx kan^naanga myetoma syama-ko.
The extra-high bridge may also occur on a single word:
kasfnsi kyeelo kis\idi ntutu (7, 86-87)
_
•but the door remained open'
ibuuna munsungnl yituukaanga lunswa (5, 83—84) 
'so in the season when the termites come out'.
2.2.12: extra-high fall.
There are a few instances of an extra-high fall, marked v:
wufuija (7, 55)uuTui i
'you would diej'
2.2.13: higher key.
We have been marking extra-high pitch when only one or two words 
in the phrase have a pitch higher than usual. But if both high and
low pitches all through the phrase are raised, it is counter-productive 
to have special marks for both extra-high and 'raised low'; it is much 
easier to use the marks already assigned for normal high pitch, but 
with a special mark indicating that the pitch all through the phrase
3
is raised, ie. that the phrase has been transposed to a higher 'key'. 
The mark we will use to indicate higher key is ^ at the beginning of 
the phrase, and it is important to remember that the higher key applies 
only to the phrase so designated. Thus:
* ibuna kayenda ssamuna (5, 25-26)
'so he went off to find'.
It should be noted that in a few cases phrases could be marked in 
either of two ways:
wantu woole or * uantu woole (4, 1) 'two people1.
In such .cases, whenever the entire phrase is raised, I have chosen the 
second method, reserving the extra-high marks for phrases in which 
only some of the words have extra-high pitch.
2.2.14: lower key.
Just as there may be transposition to a higher key, so also there 
may be transposition to a lower key. This is marked by ^ at the 
beginning of the phrase:
^ baiuu bad^ngalele (7, 109)
'they were silent'.
Note that in this case the lowering applies mainly to the high pitches, 
since the speaker usually has less pitch range below his normal low 
than he has above his normal initial high. Since the overall effect 
of transposition to lower key is to narrow the range between high and 
low pitches, in a few phrases in lower key the marking of high pitch 
is only tentative, since it was difficult to hear the contrast 
between high and low.
2.2.15: ultra-high pitch.
In a few instances the speaker goes so high that his voice breaks.
This phenomenon, which may be called 'ultra-high pitch', has so far
4
been found only in exclamations and ideophones. It will be marked 
by placing the symbol * before the word concerned (note that in this 
case the mark does not apply to the rest of the phrase)*
^jme (Ilbote yilugaanaangai (7, 108~9)
•says he, "Didn't I greet you?i" ' 
bauiupiit; (7, 106)
-->1
'they were as silent as the gravel'
2,2,16: lower high pitch.
2,2.16,1: final.
Consider the following phrases:
ekuma kadi (6, 51,a)
“ £>
1because'
ntatnbikidi (8, 25,a) and utoandete (5, 36)
“ C----- ) _ -  ->
*1 entrust' 'he gave'.
Here, we notice, the final pitch does not return to base pitch. The 
phrase ends on a high pitch which is, however, lower than the level 
of the first high pitch in the word. In the last two examples, it is 
not a single syllable but a sequence which is at the lower high pitch. 
If we mark the last syllable with a macron (v), and understand it to 
mean 'all syllables from here to the previous high pitch are on this 
pitch', then we have:
ekuma kadi!
ntamb-LkidT and utooridele’.
This final lower high pitch seems to be a non-significant pausal 
feature. It occurs in free variation with the pausal upturn (2,2.5.1) 
indeed, in some cases it is unclear which of the two is occurring - 
and with the hesitation bridge .(2.2.6(b)(ii)):
b^telama and batelama (8, 96, a and b) 'they got up*
ntamb-LkiLd^ and ntambilkidTl (8, 25, b and a) 'I entrust'•
2*2.16,2: preceding normal hilgh pitch.
There are a few examples such as
... gana tuna beeto batatu (7, 76-77)
'amongst the three of us'.
Here, the circled pitch shows an appreciable lift above the base pitch, 
without, however, reaching peak. We will therefore mark
... gana tuna beeto batatu.
We could also mark
... gana*tuna beeto batatu (cf. 2.2.8)
or ... gana tuna beeto batatu (cf. 2.2.9).
However, since two adjacent syllables are concerned here, the lower 
high pitch mark will be used.
2.2.17: lengthening of final syllable.
In some places a word-final syllable is slightly lengthened before 
going on to ,the next syllable, with or without a slight accompanying 
rise. This lengthening is marked v:
niantiku assalu kusama-skul (10, 100-1)
~  -0 -
'the beginning of the work at the summer-school'.
Since this lengthening seems to have an element of hesitation about 
it, and since the contours before and after it suggest two separate 
phrases, the lengthening has been taken as the equivalent of a gap, 
and we would thus mark the rise on that syllable, where it occurs, 
with the upturn mark v, as elsewhere:
njantiku assalu kusama-skul.
Sometimes the gap following this lengthening is clearly audible: 
buna 5i>tmabaka ^ mvutu (9, 38)
1 then we will get answers'•
2*2.18: uncertain high pitch.
In one or two places it is uncertain whether the high pitch is on 
the syllable marked, or the one before or after. In these cases the 
mark ~  is placed before or after the high pitch mark, as necessary:
nzailu zeeto » nzailu zeeto/ nzailu zeeto (9, 17) 'our knowledge*
Occasionally it may be uncertain whether a given syllable has high 
pitch; this is marked by putting brackets round the high pitch mark:
si-dia kim^ni (7, 49)
- e _
'for me to eat (?), I do not see jjlt]' •
Even if the marked syllable is not actually high-pitched, it usually 
has other perceptual markers of prominence, such as slightly greater 
stress and/or increased loudness.
5
2.2.19: stress.
Peaks of stress usually co-occur with peaks of pitch (cf. 3.5.4.2), 
but where this is not the case, or where it is very intense, stress is 
marked by a subscript dot:
musxkila yau (8, 91,z) 'to stay with them*.
2.2.20: nasal length.
In a few instances a nasal preceding a consonant seems to be
g
slightly lengthened. This is marked by underlining: 
jflbaki (a name) (7, 22)
2.2.21: creaky voice.
The marking trM under a word or syllable indicates that it is
pronounced with creaky voice. This has so far been found only in
exclamations:
taata (7, 125) '[by myl father!'.
iUttHfif W Im v -I
2.2.22: vouiel quality.
The mark ^ under a semi-vowel indicates that it was heard as 
nearly syllabic, eg. muieene (6, 6,b) 'I see' tends towards £mu£:nej.
The mark under -u- indicates that it was unusually low and/or 
open, tending towards C«J. eg. bu-bayenda (7, 11) 'when they went*.
2.2.23: other features.
Other important features of phrases are marked by putting +  at 
the beginning and end of the stretch concerned, with a note at the 
bottom of the page explaining what is referred to. Thus: 
whispered articulation: 7,64. 
indistinct articulation: 7,63-64.
slow, distinct articulation: 8,96-97,z; 9,6; ll,35,b. 
fast rate of articulation: 6,26-27,a; 6,28,a; 6,38-39,a;
6,69-72,a; 6,77-78,a; 7,10; 8,19,z; 8,68-70,z; 
9,13-14; 9,20; 9,35, 
forceful, intense articulation: 8,43,a; 11,31-32,b,
7
rising, crescendo contour : 8,75-76,z; 8,81,z; 8,84-85,z;
11,36-37,b.
0
fast falling contour : 10,41.
2.3: summary.
To recapitulate on the markings adopted:
phrase boundaries: punctuation marks, pause (•)» gap (A) (2.2.2),
hesitant lengthening (v) (2.2.17).
M  /
pausal features: upturn (v) (2.2.5,1), high upturn (v) (2.2.5.2), 
final lower high pitch (v) (2.2.16.1). 
high pitch (v) (2.2.3, 2.2.4), fall (v) (2.2,7), bridge (v...,v) 
(2.2.6), bridge with extra-high final (v...,v) (2.2.9), 
rising bridge (v*. ...v) (2.2.8), extra-high pitch (v) 
(2.2.10), extra-high bridge (v....v) (2.2.11), ultra- 
high pitch (*) (2.2.15), high pitch uncertain (v), 
position of high pitch uncertain ('**) (2,2,18). 
higher key (*) (2.2*13), lower key (*) (2.2.14).
others: stress (y) (2.2.19), nasal lengthening-(n) (2.2.20), vowel 
quality (w, u) (2.2.22), creaky voice (,„„,) (2.2.21).
These markings have enabled us to represent adequately the contours 
of all the texts. Few, if any, contours have been found which cannot 
be handled under this system.
These numbers refer to the texts in Appendix 3* The first number 
is that of the chapter where the text is discussed, and the se 
second is the line number in that text. Thus 5,37-38 means 
'lines 37-38 of the text for chapter five'.
The v...,v marking, introduced in Carter 1980, is in origin a 
divided version of her (1973) mark for peak pitch, v (see also 
4.7.2). The v....v marking also allows us to reserve the marking 
vv in this thesis for those few instances of 'downstep* 
that occur in the texts, eg. angumb' anzo (4, 22) 'of the 
temple', ka-maftueene moneka-ko (6, 21,b) 'they should not be 
seen'. Where it is necessary (eg. when discussing a word in 
isolation) to draw attention to the fact that an acute mark 
signifies the last high pitch in a bridge, the mark v will be 
used, eg. kan^-ko, from the phrase kadilenda kan^-ko (6, 28,b)
'it is utterly impossible'•
This concept was originally used in the description of kiKongo 
by K.E. Laman (1922, art.13 et al., see also Donnelly 1980), 
though the sense in which it is used here is slightly different.
In the dialect studied by Carter, the phenomenon often occurs 
with WH-questions - cf. Carter and Makoondekwa 1981, section 4*3.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to fully discuss or define 
what constitutes stress, particularly since this is still 'a 
matter of controversy' (Sommerstein 1977:36). I am content to 
accept general definitions of the phenomenon, such as that of 
Hartmann and Stork 1972 ('greater force exerted in the articulation 
of one part of an utterance compared with another, thus 
accentuating a certain part of the utterance, giving it more 
prominence'), or that of Pei 1966 (.'intensity of utterance; special 
emphasis on a sound or sound group, the result of greater 
amplitude of the sound waves, producing relative loudness'). 
Sommerstein (ibid.) believes that, 'Loudness itself is not the 
sole auditory component of what phoneticians call stress. Pitch 
and duration are relative cues as well', and concludes that in 
any case 'uncertainty about the phonetic nature of stress ... 
does not necessarily preclude phonological investigation of it', 
since investigators can usually agree on which syllables are 
stressed.
IfS
6. It is as yet uncertain whether this lengthening can be considered as 
syllabicity, ie. whether N:C - NC. Daeleman (1966) considers that 
syllabic nasals exist in kiKongo, but Carter (1970) argues 
against this on tonal grounds. The instances in the texts are 
insufficient to come to any firm conclusions,
7. This differs from the rising bridge (2.2,8) in that the rise is 
not steady, but 'jerky', ie. not /.—-""I. /, but Thus:
kaansi beeto tutasil'£di vuuuu vo yaandi ^ nd?ena (8, 75—76,z)
'but we had not left off hoping that he would be the one'.
Although there is an overall rise, high- and low-pitched syllables 
can still be distinguished. This is in contrast to the rising 
bridge, where there is a steady rise in pitch from syllable to 
syllable.
8. This differs from the usual downdrift contour (2,2.4), where 
high- and low-pitched syllables can be distinguished, in that 
there is a sudden fall from the highest pitch, during which there 
are no high/low pitch distinctions, ie. /jrNs^ _ / instead of /-/> ^
PART II 
Tonotogy: Texts and Systems
CHAPTER THREE 
A Preliminary Investigation - kisiNgombe
3.1: introduction.
This chapter consists of two main sections. The first section (3.2) 
is a summary of my first attempt at marking and analysing the pitch- 
contours of one of the texts (the kisiNgombe text by the Rev. Komy 
Banzadio - see also chapter 10). Although this syntactically-based 
analysis had later to be heavily revised in favour of a pitch-accent 
approach, the summary will serve as a useful introduction to the main 
problems of analysis. The second section (3.3 ff.) embodies an 
expansion and revision of one part of the first analysis (3.2.3, a 
study of high pitch placement), along with a discussion of additional 
material such as pitchmeter tracings. At the end of the chapter we 
should be in a position to suggest a method of description for the 
other texts, which we will then apply to progressively longer stretches 
of text through the rest of the thesis, refining and modifying the 
description on the way. Y
3.2: the origins! analysis.
3.2.1:marking.
Many features which it was later found useful to distinguish were
not noted in the original marking of the text. For the purposes of
this summary, however, the contours marked will be those originally
1
noted, since they were the ones on which the analysis was based. For 
comparison, the passage (10, 1-58) to be discussed below (3.2.4-6) is 
given both with contours in original notation, and with later, revised, 
notation as described in chapter 2.
3.2.2: variant pitch contours.
Study of the text revealed that the pitch contours showed a large 
degree of variability, in that the same sequence, even when occurring 
in a superficially similar context, might show differing patterns. Some 
38 sets of such sequences were noted in the text, of which the following 
are a representative selection:
(1) mpil* antsuungi zina zimonekene muntsT? adlphutu 5-6 'the kind of 
seasons which are experienced in Europe*
muntsuungi zjna zimonekene mu nttt aKoongo 7-8 'from the seasons 
which are experienced in the Congo'
(2) matoko ye-z£nduumba 36 'boys and girls'
I I  o. .♦ matoko ye-zinduumba 28 ditto
/ / o
bamatoko • ye-zinduumba 72-3 ditto
kiuamatoko * ye-zinduumba 163 'to the boys and girls'
/ I o
... ulolo wamatoko ye-zinduumba 199 'a crowd of boys and girls'
(3) tuuka ntangu yoyo ... 47 'from this time onwards* 
tuuka ntaangu yoyo 57 ditto
(4) imp\l‘ alekwa ... 68 'it is the sort of thing'
impil* adiambu ... 70 'it is the sort of matter*
(5) madya mankookila 117-8 'the evening meal1 
... madya mankookila 161 ditto
m£dya mankookila 167 ditto
(6) ndyaatulu ^asalu 115 'the progress of the work*
n'yaatulu asalu ... 192 ditto s
(7) ntaangulu aB^ibila 206, cf.140 'the reading o£ the Bible'
... kyantaangulu aBiibila 166-7 'of the reading of the Bible'
/ o
(8) ... mukukisonikisa mukwenda kusama-skuul 49-50 'to enrol to go to
the summer-school' 
makisonikisaA mukweenda kusama-skuul 52 'enrolled to go to the 
summer-school'
(9) ... mu?ool*a yanaana yampiimpa 119 'at half past nine' 
mu?ool' anaana yampiimpa 161 ditto
/ O
muool' anaana yampilimpa 209-10 ditto
(10) ye-m^nuta kumi ye-taanu 170 'and fifteen minutes'
... ye-minuta kumi ye-taanu 206 ditto
kyaminuta kumi ye-taanu 172—3 'of fifteen minutes'
The variations consisted in placement of high pitch within the word 
and presence or absence of high pitch on the word. The three members 
of example (5) illustrate these points. In a few cases, the patterns 
seem to be complementary: thus, in examples (3) and (10) we have a 
sequence 'high-pitched word + low-pitched word* in one member, and the 
reverse sequence 'low-pitched word + high-pitched word' in another, eg
(10) ye-m^nuta (kumi) ye-taanu but 
kyaminuta (kumi) ye-taanu.
This type of example might possibly be described in terms of a 
1moveable peak' in the contour.
Since differing contours are found with identical sequences, the 
pitch patterns cannot be determined exclusively by lexical tone and 
tonal sandhi. From the examples above, we can already discern some 
possible conditioning factors in the environment of the sequence, 
such as occurrence after the genitive element (examples 7, 10), or in 
its delivery - note the effect of pause in examples (6, 8),
3.2.3: general pitch patterns (original marking).
As a preliminary step, certain features of the pitch patterns 
occurring in the text (eg. number of high pitches in the word, most 
common place of occurrence of high pitch, variation of pitch 
occurrence throughout the text, etc.) were examined, in order to
have a general framework into which to fit the findings of more.
2 ‘ 
detailed analysis. Lines 39-8Q were chosen as a sample passage,
3.2.3.1: frequency of high pitch.
Of a total of 271 words3, 120 (44%) bore no high pitch. Of the 
remaining 151 words with *hi:gh pitch, 28 (10% of the total) had more 
than one high pitch. 27 of these had a bridge on the word, and in 
only one case4 were there two separate high pitches.
3.2.3.2: position of high pitch.
Of the 151 words with high pitch, it was found that the high pitch
5
rarely occurred later than the second syllable. It never occurred 
later than the fourth syllable, although there were 25 words long 
enough for this to happen. High pitch most commonly occurred on the 
second syllable of the word (80 cases - 53%), and/or the first
g
syllable of the stem (117 cases - 77%).
3.2.3.3: ratio of high pitch to word.
A rough count was made of the number of words and high pitches
all through the text. The ratio of high pitch to word was notably
consistent throughout (slightly less than 1:2), suggesting that the 
occurrence of high pitch was not dependent on factors of narrative 
structure•
3,2*3.4: conclusions.- the 1root-syllable*.
Since occurrence of high pitch was regular, and most high pitches 
appeared on the first syllable of the stem, we could therefore set 
up a 'predicted* (ie. unmarked or neutral) place of occurrence for 
the high pitch. We would then concentrate on the marked, non*-neutral 
pitch contours, attempting to identify the environments in which 
deviations from the predicted patterns were found.
In view of the importance of the first syllable of the stem, it 
was labelled the 'root-syllable', following Laman (1922), who had also notfed 
Its importance. The root-syllable (as defined here) is the first 
syllable of the stem of a noun or verb, or the first syllable of a
7
demonstrative, possessive , pronoun, adverb, etc. Thus, underlining
s
the first vowel of the root-syllable:
kabakefla 'they were1j myamb£te 'of goodness'; euo 'or'; 
maka 'some'; zina 'which'; kota 'enter'; vaaua 'now'; 
zozo 'these'; yaayi 'this'; kaansi 'but'; zilyxkiuanga 'they 
are called'; Intsiuaasiijani 'there is a difference'.
3.2.4: syntactic notation.
In order to judge whether or not such factors as phrasing, context, 
syntactic environment and so on played a role in determining the 
pitch contours, the syntactic parsing system devised by Guthrie (1961) 
and refined by Carter (1973) was chosen as a framework for classifying 
the sequences with which pitch contours -occurred. This system is a 
shorthand describing the surface syntax in terms of a number of 
syntactic 'units' (eg. subject, indirect object, etc.), each of which 
consists of a head (the most 'important' word in the unit) which may 
occur with one or more dependent items. Thus the phrase
mutuz^ilngu liuaau Iwamuiimba 39 'in their whole lives’ 
may be described as LGC-poss-gen. It is a locative unit, consisting 
of a head noun with locative prefix (LOG), a possessive (poss), and
a genitive (gen), both of which agree with the head noun. Other 
examples are:
munts^jungi y^ ayi! 17 'in this season'
TEMP - dem
(a temporal unit, consisting of a head noun followed by 
a demonstrative agreeing with it)
maka maambu ... 40 'a few things' 
dem — OBJ
(a direct object unit, consisting of a head noun preceded 
by a demonstrative agreeing with it).
Q
The system has not been described in full here , since it was later 
found that its use for the texts was unnecessary, and therefore it is 
not of prime importance for understanding the later chapters of this 
thesis. For a full description, the two works cited above should be 
referred to. For a critical analysis of the system, see Hayward 1976,
A method was then devised for incorporating abstract representations 
of the pitch patterns with the abstract representations of the 
syntactic patterns in the parsing system:
(1) since high pitch was most likely to occur on the root-syllable 
(3.2.3.4), we could mark this by underlining the abbreviation, 
eg. for a locative unit munts£ 'in the country', we write LOC;
“* 9
(2) if the high pitch occurred on the syllable preceding or following 
the root-syllable, this was marked by a raised + before or after
/ j, /
the abbreviation, eg. kumb£ 'in the sea' LOC; baana 'children' 
SUB* (a subject unit);
(3) if the high pitch occurred more than one syllable before the 
root-syllable, this was reflected in the number of signs, eg. 
alukanu 'of the aim* ++gen (a dependent genitive item);
(4) where no high pitch appeared on the word, the unit abbreviation 
was left unmarked, eg. kumwlini 'in the sun' LOC,
In the original analysis, it was the patterns of the unit heads 
that were focussed on; some attempt was also made to describe the 
patterns on dependent items, but these were considered subsidiary, 
with patterns perhaps linked to those on the unit head.
3.2.5: sample unit descriptions.
The three sample unit descriptions (out of the total of 21) which
follow have been chosen so as to highlight both the strong and the
weak points of the analysis.
3.2.5.1: subject unit.
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The first unit is that of subject (SUB) . In most cases we find
SUB, sometimes with a further high pitch:
(1) beeto muntsl7 aKoongo 8 'we in the country of Congo'
SUB*11LOC - gen
(2) yaau A intsuung£? amnlini 13 'it is the season of sun'
SUB STAB* - gen
(3) ntsuung^ munts^ afllphutu • intsujejasuiani ... 6-7 'the seasons in the 
SUB* LOC - gen STAB land of Europe are different'
(4) yaau yilu^tidi zzolakana 12 'it is the season which excels in beauty'
SUB* PRED INF
(5) ekuma* kad? 13, 14 'the reason being that' 
surf*- CONJ
(6) mbbutu myakala myamboote 47 'the results were good'
SUB PRED COMP
(7) kadi v/o mw£ni umonekene 24 'since the sun has come out'
CONJ-CONJ SUB PRED
(8) p£og£am 55 'programme' SUB
(9) besi-fllphutu bayyangalalaanga ... 13-14 'Europeans are happy'
SUB PRED
(10) baantu baluta bakkanga ... 17 'people often go £on holidayj'
SUB* AUX - *PRED
(11) ki^se kikalanga ... 21 'it is pleasant'
SUB PRED
(12) mbeeuoA mutup^taalu ziuayikiswanga 18-19 'invalids in hospital 
SUB* LOC PRED are taken ... '
(13) bauioonso bab^ndamene ... 23-24 'everyone feels obliged'
SUB PRED
(14) matoko ye-zxnduumba 36 ‘young men and women'
SUB CONN
(15) ys baleeke 56 'and the young people' 
j£ CONJ SUB
(16) ntsuungi zozo 10 'these seasons'
SUB'*' - dem
(17) nkuumbu yaay^ yasama-skuul 27 'this name "summer-school" '
SUB* - dem - ffen
(18) mbuta zab^yemese ... 53 'the directors of the BMS'
SUB* - *gen
(19) ntombokolo asalu 48 'the growth of the work'
SUB - gen
(20) sama-skul yantete yabtyemese 46 'the first BMS summer-school'
SUB - gen - gen
(21) mbut' alukanu luaame 41-2 'my main aim'
SUB - '*+gen - poss *
(22) baantu bans balaandila ... 49 'the people who continued ...'
SUB - rel - REL
(23) buna sama 11 'well, summer'
CONJ SUB
(24) sil<oola'> zikaangamaanga 18 'the schools close' ^
SUB* PRED
It is interesting to note that the prevalence of SUB is almost the 
opposite of what happens in kiMbanz' aKongo as described in Carter 
1973; there a subject unit has its first high tone 'neutralised* (see 
4*7.2ff), so that very often the first word in that slot has no high 
pitch at all.
In two cases we have SUB :
(25) \musama • baana 27 'it is in summer that young people ...'
A .
**STAB SUB*
/ o /13(26) ne? intsil aKoongp • baantu ka-bena ... 22 'like the country of
£ CONJ STAB - gen SUB+ neg- PRED Congo, people do not have
Note that in both cases the immediately preceding unit is STAB.
There are two examples of SUB;
(27) mphasi vo 19 'so that'
SUB - CONJ
(28) yaau yakala ... 46 'it was ...' (cc. nos. 2 and 3 above)
SUB PRED
We therefore have 24 examples of SUB, 2 of SUB* (occurring after
STAB), and 2 of SUB. As for other words in the unit, we have one each
of SUB-dem, SUB-dem-gen, SUB-gen (bridge), SUB-gen, SUB-gen-gen, and 
SUB-gen-poss. The subject unit is preceded by a pause in all examples 
except (6).
3.2.5.2; locative unit.
The second sample unit is that of locative (LOC). Most examples 
are of LOG;
(29) ntsiiungi munts^f afllphutu 6-7 'the seasons in the land of Europe*
SUB* LOC - gen
i f  O
(30) ziyikwanga mending' akingelezo 10 'which are called in the English 
PRED LOC - gen language ...'
(31) mbeevo mutup^taalu zivayikisuianga 18-19 'the patients in the 
SUB* LOC PRED hospitals are moved out*
(32) mbuta zab^yemese ktiLDondrl 53 'the directors of the BMS in London* 
SUB* - *gen LOC
(33) beeto muntsi aKoongo 8 'we in the country of the Congo*
SUB* LOC - gen
(34) buuna munts^ afllphutu 8 'whereas in the land of Europe' 
p CONJ LOC - gen
(35) munts\ ne? intsi aKoongo 22 'in a country like the country of
LOC p CONJ STAB - gen the Congo'
(36) kaansx kufllphutu 23 'but in Europe'
£ CONJ* LOC
(37) musama-skuulz zantete 54 'in the first summer-schools'
LOC - +gen
(38) ... munts^ aAngleteen 1 'in the country of England'
LOC - gen
(39) ... kyayanama kumtAin^-ko 23 'of lying in the sun'
gen LOC* -neg
(40) munts\ aau 34 'in their country*
LOC - poss*
(41) munts^ eto aKoongo 3 'in our country of Congo*
LOC - poss - gen
(42) ... mumbaanza zamphila mumphila 16 'in-various towns',..
LOC - gen — loc
(43) munts\ zclnkaka zina zilkwendanga ... 35 'in other countries which 
LOC - gen - rel - REL [[missionaries^] go to'
(44) muluz^lngu Iwaau Lwamviimba 39 'in their whole lives'
LOC - poss - gen
(45) muAfelika 22 'in Africa' (cf. no* 24 above)
LOC
But there are several examples of LOC;
(46) ... zina zimonekene munts^ afQphutu 5 'which are experienced in
rel - REL LOC -*gen the country of Europe'
(47) ... zfna zimonekene munts^ aKoongo 8-9 'which are experienced in
rel - REL LOC - + gen the country of the Congo'
(48) ... kota mungudi ansamu 5 'going to the heart of the matter'
INF LOC - +gen
(49) k-^ tya A muntsi? zankaka 16-17 'go to other countries'
INF LOC - + gen
(50) ... yakala mumbaanz' a^Folkcston 46-7 'it was in the town of
PRED LOC - gen Folkstone'
(51) ... muyangidika niltu kumumLilml 24 'to let their bodies enjoy the
PURP 0BJ‘ LOC sun'
(52) bakwendanga ulolo kusama-skul 28 'that they go in a crowd to the 
IREL REF LOC summer—school'
(53) ye-kota mudiBuundu 37 'and enter the Church'
CONN LOC
(54) ye-bankaka mubaau 37 'and some of them'
CONN LOC
(55) ... mukuienda kusama-skul 50 'to go to summer-school'
PURP LOC
(56) mukweenda kusama-skul 52 'to go to summer-school*
PURP LOC
There are a few examples of *L0C:
(57) ... yilvyookele muiuete 12 'which excels in beauty'
REL + L0C
(58) ... yobilanga kumbu 15 'swimming in the sea'
INF * LOC
(59) ... zivayikistuaanga A kumbazi 19 'are taken outside'
PRED * LOC
We therefore have 17 examples of LOC, 11 of LOC, and 3 of * LOC. In 
the original analysis LOC was called a 'continuous form', while LOC 
and*LOC were referred to as 'discontinuous forms', ie. they occur 
where after the unit there is some sort of switch of reference in 
what is being talked about. All examples of LOC and*LOC occur clause- 
or sentence-finally, and although there are a few sentence-final 
examples of LOC (nos. 38,39,44), in general the continuous/discontinuous 
distinction may be useful.
There are other differences between the groups. All instances of 
LOC and LOC are non-initial, and all but one (no. 54) are post-verbal. 
Examples of LOC tend to be non-initial (13 cases) and pre-verbal (11 
cases), but there are several exceptions in both areas. It seems usual 
for the locative unit not to be preceded by a pause - there are only 
six exceptions (nos. 37,40,41,43,44,45) in the above examples, all of 
them LOC.
As for other words in the unit, there seem to be no high pitches
on words following LOC, while those following LOC show a high pitch
on the prefix: LOC-gen (6 examples), LOC-poss-gen (2), LQC-gen-loc. 
LOC-+gen (4). The exceptions L0C-*gen (no. 37) and LOC-gen (no. 50) 
occur with unassimilated foreign words. L0C-poss+ (no. 40) may be 
conditioned by hesitation. No modifier appears in any example of * LOC,
3.2.5.3: direct object unit.
The third sample unit is that of direct object (OBJ). Most examples 
are of OBJ:
(60) £...] maka maamtfi? 1, 40 *a few things'
mod - OBJ
(61) ... baluta bakkanga uuundu 17-18 'they usually take a holiday'
AUX + PRED OBJ
(62) bai/\Alukanga ntima 37 'they cleanse their hearts'
IREL OBJ
(63) baziz^bula sikola naana 53 'they opened eight schools'
PRED-os OBJ — num
(64) ... muyangidika nitu kumiuiini 24 'to let their bodies enjoy the
PURP OBJ LOC sun'
(65) ... muvov/ita dyaambu dyasama 41 'to talk about the word "summer" '
PURP OBJ - gen
(66) ye-t^rja kimbaang^. 38 'and bear witness'
CONN* OBJ
(67) mpil' antsuungi zina zimonekene ... 5-6 'the type of seasons
OBJ - gen rel - REL which are experienced'
But there are almost as many of OBJ:
(68) ntsaangu zasama-skuulz zina zikubikwaanga ... 44 'information about
OBJ - gen rel - REL the summer-schools which are
organised'
(69) bakkubika lekwa kibookulujanga ... 26 'that they prepare
*IREL OBJ - REL things which are called ,..'
(70) bayetila mui^ini 19 'they may sunbathe'
PRED OBJ
(71) balenda yettla mui^ini 14-15 'they can sunbathe'
PRED INF OBJ
(72) boonso biuayantlkila 42 'how it began'
OBJ* - gen
(73) tez^ kyamafuunda matatu 51 'the number of 3,000'
OBJ* - gen - num
We therefore have 8 examples of OBJ and 6 of OBJ. The reason for 
the variation is unclear, since there appears to be no correlation 
with syntactic environment, context, or phrasing, A pause before the 
object unit seems to be optional, but more frequent before OBJ (nos. 
68,72,73) than before OBJ (no. 67). As for other words in the unit, 
we have OBJ-num, OBJ-gen (2 examples), OBJ-gen (2), OBJ*-gen-num.
3.2.6: conclusions.
We can therefore see that an analysis in these terms has mixed 
results. In some cases (eg. the subject unit) the basic formvseems 
fairly clearcut, though it is difficult to account for exceptions.
In other cases (eg. the object unit) it seems impossible to isolate 
any clear conditioning factors. In a few cases, though (eg. the 
locative unit), we do seem to find certain correlations between 
pitch contour and context (see also 10*3.4),
The results obtained from this analysis are therefore disappointing, 
and this is exacerbated by the fact that no consistent general . 
statement can be made for modifiers (other words in the unit), since 
the main emphasis of the analysis is on the unit head. We could 
perhaps treat gen, *gen, gen, for example, as tonally conditioned 
in some way, but this would have difficulties, and would also have to 
come to grips with the fact that the same word may have more than one 
of the patterns.
A subsequent attempt to apply this type of analysis to another 
portion of the text showed that the results were equally unsatisfactory 
- very few of the comments made on pitch contour in the pilot study 
turned out to be applicable, unless so many qualifying clauses were
inserted in the 'rules' that they were,well-nigh useless.
Nevertheless, it was decided that an alternative approach might 
bear some fruit. In this approach high pitch would again be taken 
as usually occurring on the root-syllable, subject to conditioning 
factors of some sort, and to possible intonational variation of the 
same utterance - that is, a type of pitch-accent system.
The textual marking of the original analysis was refined to give
that outlined in chapter 2, and subsequent texts were analysed in
this way, which did seem to produce more satisfactory results than
14the one outlined above.
3,3: further material*
The rest of the material in this chapter was not part of the 
original analysis. However, it is related to the matters already 
discussed, and must logically precede the rest of the thesis.
3.4: general pitch patterns (later marking) .
Since the text was later re-marked, the calculations described 
in 3.2.3 are no longer accurate, and are here expanded and revised.
The same portion of the text, lines 39-80, was used as the sample.
3.4.1: frequency of high pitch.
Of the 271 words (excluding 8 foreign words), 200 had high pitch.
67 (25%) had no high pitch, and 4 more occurred inside a bridge 
between two flanking high pitches. There were 55 bridges between 
words, and 29 bridges on individual words. There were only two cases 
of words with two high pitches not in bridge: mo-yangalala mpe 'enjoy 
them also' (57) and zaau mpe 'theirs also' (75) - as can be seen, 
they are followed in each case by mpe.
3.4.2: position of high pitch.
The 200 words with high pitch were examined to see on which syllable 
of the word the first high pitch occurred, and, if there was a bridge 
on the word, to see on which syllable the bridge ended. The results 
were as follows:
position of syllablei in the word
type of syllable 1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. total
root-syllable 66 81 13 2 162
non root-syllable 23 11 - - 34
total 89 92 13 2 19615
end of bridge - 18 7 4 29
These figures show that the most common position for high pitch is
on the 2nd. (92 cases, 46%) or 1st. (89 cases, 44%) syllables • Later
positions occur much less frequently (3rd. 7%; 4th. 1%).
No high pitch was found to occur later than the fourth syllable - 
this was true even of high pitches which were the last in a bridge.
This is interesting, since we might have expected bridges to extend to
the next high pitch, regardless of how far away it was, but in fact 
they seem to be subject to the same conditions of occurrence as first 
high pitches.
It is significant that all 15 examples of first high pitch on the 
3rd. or 4th. syllable occur on the root-syllable of the word concerned.
Most single and bridge-initial high pitches do in fact occur on 
root-syllables (162 cases, 81%), underlining dramatically that this 
is the expected place of occurrence of high pitch in this idiolect.
3.4.3: ratio of high pitch to word.
In all, counting first high pitches and high pitches last in a 
bridge, there are 225 instances of high pitch marked. A count of 
high pitches throughout the text was not attempted this time, but we 
can extrapolate to gain a rough idea of'the ratio of number of high 
pitches to number of words. We have here 225:271, which works out to 
1:1,2, as opposed to 1:1.9 based on the earlier count (3.2,3). The 
difference can probably be attributed to the fact that in the 
re-marking we have a third as many again words being marked with 
high pitch (200 as opposed to the earlier 151),
It would seem from the ratio 1*1.2 that we get a high pitch to 
almost every word. This high pitch usually occurs on a given syllable.
Further, we hardly ever find two separate high pitches on the same 
word. These facts suggest a pitch-accent rather than a tonal system. 
The ratio of one high pitch to one word is also interesting in view 
of a phenomenon to be discussed later - that when a word occurs 
without high pitch, there is a tendency for the preceding word to 
have an extra high pitch (see, for example, 5.4.3).
3.4.4: conclusions.
Comparison of the figures in this section with those in 3.2.3 
shows that the general patterns are very similar, the only real 
differences being in number of words marked with high pitch, and in 
number of bridges.
3.5: pitchmeter tracings.
Because of a certain degree of accoustic interference on most of
the recordings of the texts, it was decided to test the accuracy of
the pitch-marking described in chapter 2. Samples from the Rev. Komy
17Banzadio's kisiNgombe text were used to check my transcriptions 
against tracings of pitch and intensity on a pitchmeter. We may 
assume that the degree of accuracy seen in this sample transcription 
will hold for the other texts, which were all transcribed by the same 
investigator following the same system.
Four tracings were taken: (a) linear amplitude, showing volume/ 
intensity; (b) logarithmic amplitude, an enhanced linear amplitude 
which emphasises the range of the linear amplitude tracing; (c) 
frequency, in Hertz, showing pitch; (d) an oscillographic tracing 
conflating amplitude and frequency. Using such tracings it is possible 
to compute for a given vowel or consonant its length, intensity and 
pitch. For our purposes, the log amplitude and the frequency tracings 
were most important, though the other two tracings were occasionally 
helpful.1^
To facilitate discussion, the log amplitude and frequency tracings 
have been transcribed in graph form in Appendix 2, and it is to the 
page numbers of these graphs that the following sections will refer.3-®
3,5.1: sample passages.
Tracings were made of three stretches of the text: (a) 11. 1-6 
(length of tracing 300 cms.); (b). 11. 115-121 (480 cms.); (c) 11.
193-201 (600 cms.). The last two extracts were chosen for transcription, 
since they seemed to be more representative of natural speech. It is 
noticeable, for instance, that at the beginning of the text (extract 
a), the speech is restrained, while the speaker settles in to reading; 
however, as he becomes more at ease, his speech becomes progressively 
more intense. This is shown especially in the log amplitude tracings 
for extracts (a) and (c) - in (a) the peaks rise no more than 2 cms. 
from the base line, whereas in (c) they regularly reach 3 cms. above 
the base line. Likewise, comparing the frequency tracings for extracts
(b) and (c), we find that in (c) the tracing regularly reaches 200 Hz 
or higher, whereas in (b) it reaches 200 Hz in only two instances 
(Appendix 2, pp. 6 and 7).
3.5.2: questions to be answered.
We may consider the graphs in terms of three questions: (i) how 
close is the marking to the actual pitch contour? (ii) where there 
are differences between the two, are there any factors (preferably 
recurring ones) by which we might account for these differences? (iii) 
what are the main features of the intensity contour, and can it be 
related in any consistent way to the pitch contour? The first two 
questions will be discussed in 3.5.3, and the third in 3.5,4.
3.5.3: pitch and marking.
Firstly, we note that the contour as marked bears a very close 
resemblance to the pitch contour as evidenced by the pitchmeter. This 
is obvious from a simple examination of the graphs, but if we wish to 
quantify this observation, we may say that in only 32 out of 93 words 
(34%) does there seem to be any discrepancy between the marking and 
the contour. As will be shown in the following paragraphs, all but 
three of these discrepant markings can be accounted for-, and only one 
of all the 93 words seems to be incorrectly marked.
3.5.3,1: higher key.
At the beginning of paragraphs in the written text there is a
slightly higher key - pp. 1, 10, 15, 17. Only the last two of these 
are explicitly marked by ^ * The example on p.17 is not much higher 
in pitch, but it sounds higher because of the high intensity.
3.5.3.2: bridges.
Certain words are marked with a bridge when the pitch contour 
actually shows a slight drop; aola (1), sama (9), saambu (21), in 
which the second syllable is 5 Hz lower than the first; nAsyaneer 
(19), in which there is a drop of 10 Hz. It would seem that when the 
interval between the two syllables is small enough, they may be 
perceived as level. Note also dyamfunu k^kilu (17) and bal^eke (15), 
where the syllables marked as being last in the bridge are actually 
slightly lower in pitch.
Such a phenomenon might also account for isalu (2), but it may 
in
also be that^this word the last syllable appears higher than it 
actually is because there is a long drop of 65 Hz to the next syllable 
kya-. This may also account for yampiimpa (6), where ya- is level with 
the preceding syllable -na, but perhaps appears higher because of the 
drop of 50 Hz to -mpi-.
It would seem, therefore, that what are marked as bridges may in 
a few cases not have absolutely level pitch, but may show some 
downdrift. Nevertheless, the main features of the bridge are supported 
from the graphs: the end point of the bridge is appreciably higher 
than what follows, and yet not higher than the starting point (this 
may be contrasted with the rising bridge (2.2.8), where the end point 
is higher than the starting point).
3.5.3*3: extra-high pitch.
In several instances the usual contour pattern within a phrase 
(/y^v/) does not occur, and instead we find The last peak
here should theoretically be marked as extra-high (see 2.2.10), but in 
fact it is not: ndmaakulu (9), mbookolo (11), mxsyDnet£ (12), maana 
(14), byuuvu (16), bawoonso (5) are all marked with the ordinary high 
pitch mark, though they are higher in pitch than the previous marked 
syllable; ie. their marking implies downdrift, but this downdrift does
not in fact occur. It seems likely that in these instances the long 
vowel masks the impression of extra-high pitch.
3.5.3.4: lower pitch on the root-syllable.
The example of mbookolo (11) quoted in the previous paragraph has 
another interesting feature - the first mora, mbo-, is lower in pitch 
than the second, -o-. Several other words also show a pitch lower than 
that marked, the syllable in question always being in bridge to a 
syllable with higher pitch: mukubakaamba (2, the syllable concerned 
is underlined), bantu (5), yoyo (10), zozo (14), laandtla (15), mu7oola 
yantsambwadi (4-5), dy^na (17).
In each case the syllable in question is the root-syllable, and in 
each case these syllables are the most intense in the phrase (it will 
be noted below, 3,5.4.1, that the greatest degree of intensity usually 
attaches to the root-syllable). It would therefore seem that with a 
pitch pattern £- ~] » where the first segment has greater intensity 
than the second, £«■“} , the overall impression is that the two segments 
are level in pitch, .
A similar explanation may account for ekuma (18), ye-India (21), 
where -ma and ye- respectively are lower in pitch but higher in 
intensity.
3,5,3.5: differing pitch/intensity contours.
There are a few other cases where discrepancies between the marking 
and the pitch contour may be due to differences between the pitch and 
intensity contours. A syllable with high intensity may be perceived 
as higher than it actually is in pitch: antsangu (15), mumphila (16), 
dyamfunu k?kilu (17). Likewise, a syllable with lesser intensity may 
appear lower than it actually is: ye-kubazodilanga (9). Some similar 
explanation may account for basoogaga (13).
3,5.3.6: exceptions.
The processes described above appear not to have been consistently 
perceived, however; thus, in 18, taking the two contours together, we 
might expect -tuunta- and ulolo instead of -tuunta-, ulolo, and likewise
\ . I \ /
Afelika (21) instead of Afelika (cf. ye-India above). It would seem 
that pitch is the dominant factor; intensity may alter the perception 
of pitch, but does not interfere in all instances.
In vo baluungid? (5), vo should perhaps have been marked as high, 
to be perfectly consistent, while uiama toko (1G) seems to be the only clear 
example of mismarking - we should have, if anything, aiamatciko.
3.5.3.7: conclusions.
It will have been noticed that the discrepancies discussed above all 
have the same general features - the pitch pattern is slightly misheard 
due to (i) shortage of interval, (ii) length of vowel, (iii) occurrence 
of high intensity. Since the discrepancies are few, are minor, and can 
readily be accounted for (ie. they seem to be 'phonologically natural'), 
it would appear that the marking is essentially valid. We can conclude 
that the marking is sufficiently accurate to be used for subsequent 
discussion of pitch features in kiKongo, and forms an adequate basis 
from which to draw our conclusions.
3.5.4: intensity and pitch.
We may now go on to consider the third question asked in 3.5.2, 
namely, what general features can be discerned in the intensity contour? 
Whereas the previous sections hinged mainly on the accuracy of the 
marking, consideration of this question leads us farther afield and 
gives us some clues to the nature of the kiKongo system.
3.5.4.1: intensity on the root-syllable.
Firstly, it is noticeable that in all but a few instances (about 15
words out of the total of 93 - 16%) highest intensity, like the point
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of highest pitch, occurs on the root-syllable. Not all root-syllables 
have high intensity, and not all syllables with high intensity are 
root-syllables, but the equation holds in most cases. It is likely 
that varying the place of intensity from the norm, and its resultant 
coincidence with or variation from the point of highest pitch may have 
implications at the intonational level (see also chapter 12).
3.5.4.2: co-occurrence of intensity and high pitch.
It is also noticeable that in a great many cases (about %) high
intensity co-occurs with high pitch on the same syllable. This
generally close correlation of the log amplitude and the frequency
tracings implies that high pitch and stress tend to occur together.
Moreover, as noted in the previous paragraph, high pitch and high
intensity (c£ stress) generally occur on one syllable, the root-syllable.
If we can assume that it would not be likely for high pitch and
intensity to be so predictable or to co-occur to such an extent in a
tone language (P.R. Bennett, p.c.), then these facts indicate that this
idiolect of kiKongo, at least, is not tonal. These features point
rather to some sort of accentual system, whether we call this pitch-
accent or stress-accent - in view of the seeming dominance of pitch,
21
the former term might be more apt.
3.6: summary.
While the original analysis in the terms described in 3,2 seems to 
give little return, the general features of pitch occurrence (3.2.3,
3.4) and the evidence of the tracings (3.5) show that a recurrent 
system of pitch use is discernible. Having verified the marking adopted 
(3.5.3), we are now justified in attempting at- least a partial 
description along the lines suggested in 3.2.6 - that is, a pitch- 
accent system in which high pitch (and usually intensity as well) is 
often associated with the root-syllable of the word. The next chapter 
will explore this proposition a little further.
<?7
Endnotes to chapter three.
1. Nevertheless, for the sake of uniformity with other chapters of 
the thesis, the original pitchmarlcs themselves have been replaced 
by those described in chapter 2.
2. What is given in this section is a brief summary of the calculations 
performed on the original marking of the text. These calculations 
were later revised and expanded to take account of the re-marked 
text, and may be found in 3.4 below.
3. Unassimilated borrowings were not included in the count.
4. The compound makumasambanu 'sixty' < makumi 'ten'+ sambanu 'six'.
5. There were only 12 instances out of a possible 104 (11%), and in 
each of these the syllable on which the high pitch occurred was 
the first syllable of the stem.
6. In 70 (87%) of the cases with high pitch on the second syllable of 
the word, this syllable was also the first syllable of the stem.
7. In southern dialects such as kiZombo, where demonstratives and 
possessives may have an initial vowel, the.root-syllable would 
then be the second syllable.
8. For ease of reading, this summarised analysis uses mnemonic labels 
for the various units, rather than the shorter labels used by 
Guthrie and Carter. I have also chosen to differentiate word 
categories within the syntactic categories set up by these authors. 
For example, the above three units as described in Carter 1973 
would be respectively: S i ii; V ii; i Q-.
9. A word with a single high pitch after the root-syllable was rarely 
found - no examples occurred in the passage taken for the pitch 
count described in 3.2.3.
10. Abbreviations are as follows: SUB(ject), LOC(ative), gen(itive), 
STAB(ilised item), PRED(icator), INF(initive), CONJ(unction), 
COMP(lement), AUX(iliary), C0NN(ective),p CONJ (co-ordinating 
conjunction), dem(onstrative), poss(essive), REL(ative), rel(ative 
pronoun), neg(ative element), PURP(osive), IREL (indirect relative), 
REF(erent), mod(ifier), os (object substitute), num(eral).
11. The original analysis considered a bridge from root-syllable to 
final syllable as an extension of the high pitch on the root- 
syllable, and in the parsing marked only the root-syllable as 
having high pitch. The bridge has been made more explicit in this
£3
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suramary by marking, for example, SUB instead of just SUB, but 
it will be apparent that bridges in general (cf. 18,22) are 
somewhat problematic for this parsing, and hence for the analysis.
12. This example shows a loan-word which is irregular in its placement 
of high pitch. We must either assume high pitch not occurring on 
the root-syllable as previously defined (sikoola), or assume that 
another syllable be taken as the root-syllable (sfkaola). Either 
approach poses difficulties, and the latter option has been 
chosen - cf. also (45).
13. This word poses problems, since the segmentation into prefix and 
stem cannot be totally unambiguous. We could segment baa-nttj, in 
which case baantu would have high pitch on the root-syllable, or 
ba-antu, in which case baantu would have high pitch on the syllable 
following the root-syllable. In general, where ambiguous cases of 
this nature appear, I prefer, in accordance with the definition
of root-syllable given in 3.2.3.4, to consider the first syllable 
as the root-syllable.
14. For the new description as applied to this text, see chapter 10.
15. The discrepancy between 196 and 200 is accounted for by words like
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Iwasama-skul (43), where the high pitch is the last in a bridge, 
and we cannot specify where the first high pitch of the word 
might be.
16. That is, counting single high pitches and high pitches at the 
beginning and end of a bridge. The number does not include those 
syllables inside a bridge, which have unmarked, ie. non-significant, 
high pitch.
17. This particular text was chosen since it was the only one recorded 
in a studio - all the other texts were recorded on a portable 
cassette recorder in the informant's room, and contained a good 
deal of background noise. Though the ear was able to distinguish 
the pitch contours from the background noise, the more sensitive 
but less discriminating pitch-meter could not.
18. Since orthography is not the main concern here, geminate (intense) 
consonants (cf. Carter 1970) and long vowels have been marked 
only when particularly audible, and not consistently, as in Carter 
and Makoondekwa's books. If geminates, for example, have the same 
function in this idiolect as in Makoondekwa's, then they are
predictable from the works already cited, and if they do not, a 
statement of their distribution would exceed the scope of this thesis.
19. It should be emphasised here that although these tracings were made 
after the method of marking had been finalised and applied to all 
the texts, the marking of the chosen extracts has not been touched 
up or adjusted in any way whatsoever.
20. This is an interesting point to bear in mind when discussing kiJLeta 
- see chapters 11 and 16.
21. Further information on the nature of the kiKongo system might be 
obtained by comparing samples of kiKongo with those of other 
languages. Such an experiment, albeit on a small scale, was carried 
out. (I am grateful to P.R. Bennett for his help here.)
To test cross-dialectal systems, a tracing was made of an extract 
from Carter and Makoondekwa 1981* It was found to show many of the 
same features found in the Banzadio tracings, in particular the 
co-occurrence of high pitch and intensity.
Tracings were further made of an extract in Somali (a non-Bantu 
pitch-accent language) and one in Kikuyu (a Bantu tone language).
It was found that both the Banzadio and the Makoondekwa tracings 
bore a closer resemblance to the Somali tracings, especially as far 
as the intensity tracings were concerned. Kikuyu tended to have most 
intensity near the beginning of phrases, while Somali and kiKongo 
agreed in varying the position of greatest intensity - very often 
it occurred at the beginning of phrases, but also it frequently came 
in the middle. Moreover, both Somali and kiKongo could have several 
intensity peaks of roughly the same height in a given phonological 
phrase - this was less common in Kikuyu.
Although the results must be considered tentative, the tracings 
do seem to show that at least two idiolects of kiKongo show 
features more similar to a pitch-accent language (Somali) than to 
a tone language (Kikuyu).
CHAPTER FOUR
Towards a Pitch-Accent Description - kifUbanz 1 aKonga
4.1: introduction.
Now that we have come to some preliminary conclusions about the 
placement of high pitch and about a possible basis for describing 
that placement, the next step will be to test our conclusions by 
applying them to a short portion of connected text. This will suggest 
whether the analysis might be refined.
4.2: the text.
The text is a portion (Luke 23:32-24:41) of the San Salvador (Mbanz1 
aKongo) Bible (Bentley 1926) as read by the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga. The 
dialect is kiMbanz' aKongo, referred to in Carter 1973 etc. as kiZombo.
4.3: sample passage.
We will take 11, 39-46 as a sample passage. Of the 45 words in the 
passage, 37 (82%) have high pitch on the root-syllable, 4 have high 
pitch on some other syllable, and 4 have no high pitch. Of the 37, 8 
have one other high pitch in bridge with the first. These sets of words 
are listed below.
4.4: patterns in the text
474.1: first or only high pitch on the root-syllable
(a) nouns (wi th no ■ 
prefixed element)
hkala 40 'the tomb' (cf. kuna-nkala 44,45) 
nduumbu 41,44 'spices'
V-(isu 46 'Jesus' 
akeento 39 'the women' 
nswe 43 'earliness'.
(b) verbs: beezidi 39,44 'they had come' ‘ 
bavutukidi 41 'they returned* 
bauuundidi 42 'they rested' 
dyanengomoka 45 'it had been rolled away 
bako£ele 45 'they went in' 
baleende 40 'they followed' 
bamweene 40 'they saw' 
bawEen(e) 44,45 'they found'
/
banete 44 'they brought' 
bakbbikicfn!? 41,44 'they prepared' 
una 43 'it has'.
(c) others: y£andi 39 'with him'
kmau 42 'completely' 
znlna 44 'which' (cc, ana 39) 
mun'-omu 43 'according to' 
tuuka 39 'from' (cf. tuka 30),
It will be seen that in this list are not only words with a single 
high pitch on the root-syllable (/— — /), but also words with a
later high pitch in bridge with the first (/_4 /) and words with
the high pitch in bridge with that on a following word ( / ' * _ / ) .  
These latter two classes will be discussed below in 4.4.6,7.
4.4,2: nouns unlth prefixed element.
There is a group of nouns with a prefixed element, which have the 
high pitch on the root-syllable:
kyauuundu 42 'of rest' 
wankanikinu 43 'of the commandment1 ■
kyalumifingu 43 'of the -week' $
kuna-Ngalili 40 'to Galilee* 
kuna-nnlma 40 'behind' 
kuna-nkala 44,45 'to the tomb' 
ye-ns^wa 40 'and the laying', 
y'-omaazi 42 'and ointments'
evAnlmbu 41 'the body' (cf. evilimbu 36, cc.ev/iimbu 46)^" 
elumb$ 42,43 'the day'.
4,4.3: nouns unlth prefixed element and shift of high pitch.
In contrast, there are 4 nouns, also with a prefixed element, which 
show a shift of the high pi^'ch one syllable to the left of the root- 
syllable (this phenomenon will henceforth be referred to simply as 
'shift'):
mansunga 42 'of perfume' 
dyafUfumu 46 'of the Lord' 
etadi 45 'the boulder1'
eviimbu 46 'the body' (cc. su^ -(mbu 36, eumimbu 41).
4.4.4: words without high pitch.
Words with no high pitch marked are as follows: •
ana 39 'which* (cc. z^na 44) 
dyandi 41 'his' 
dyasiw(a) 41 'it was laid' 
also: kyantete 43 'first' (inside a bridge).
4,4.5: conclusions.
The large proportion of words with high pitch on the root-syllable 
suggests that this can reasonably be taken as the 'norm'. Hence we 
will give most attention to words not showing this feature of high 
pitch on the root-syllable.
The words in 4.4.2',3 each have a prefixed element, whether it be 
genitive, long locative, connective, or initial vowel. Yet it seems 
difficult to account for the fact that a few words show shift of the 
high pitch, and others do not.
There are three possible explanations:
(a) the variation may somehow be dependent on the prefixed element; 
yet the same elements (eg. genitive, initial vov^ el) occur in 
both groups;
(b) there may be two or more nominal tone-classes showing different 
contours in this context; yet there are the examples ev -^(mbu and 
euifimbu, showing variation on the same word;
(c) the variation could be conditioned by pause or syntactic order; 
yet there seems to be little clear evidence for any such condition- 
-ing, other than the fact that the words in 4,4.3, with the 
exception of etsdi, all occur after a preceding pause.
At this point it is impossible to decide on an explanation to accoun 
for the data. All the possibilities cited must be borne in mind until 
further data enable us to..come to some conclusions. In the meantime 
the variation can only be noted.
4,4.6: bpidges on individual words.
baleende 40 'they followed'
bakubikid^ 44 ’they prepared’
ke-bBiu^ ene-dyo-ko 45 'they did not find it’
akeento 39 ’the women'
etlimbu 42 ’the day’
ya-ns^ iuB 40 ’and the laying’
tuuka 39 ’from’
z\na 44 ’which’.
Three of these words (bakubikid^, akeento, ye-ns^wa) have a following 
pause. For baujeene a likely factor is that the following object 
substitute affects the verbal contour. However,, the other examples 
do not lend themselves to any one explanation.
4,4.7: bridges between words.
There are five of these:
bamweene nkala 40 ’they saw the tomb’ 
bakubikidi nduumbu 41 ’they prepared spices'
baween’ etadi 44-45 ’they found the stone’
// "■
elumbu kyantete kyalumtingu 43 ’on the first day of the week
una nsms 43 'very early’.
In each case the bridge is between or over words that are syntactically 
linked: verb + object, noun f+ qualifiers,' verb + complement. This fact 
may be of importance. The rising bridge in 43 may possibly be an 
exponent of emphasis - a new part of the story is beginning, and the 
speaker may wish to emphasise* the occurrence (the Resurrection) about 
to take place. (See.also 10.4.x.)
4.4.8: conclusions.
paltfernfc? this short extract fit fairly well, as we
have seen, a description in which the high pitch of a word is normally 
associated with the root-syllable, Although there are'exceptions, some 
of which.cannot as yet be readily accounted for, it does seem that a 
very simple rule ’high pitch occurs on the root-syllable’ will predict 
a large majority of the pitch contours,
4,5: comments on variant contours.
For jsome contours which are difficult to account for, it seems that 
we may have to postulate an intonational system modulating the basic
patterns (cf. 4,6.5.2). The Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga referred to this as 
'music', and his comments suggest that it plays a fairly important 
part in the kiKongo system. These comments by the informant on certain 
phrases will be given in each chapter (chapters 5-11) of this part of 
the thesis, and a final chapter (12) will summarise and attempt to 
classify the main comments on all the texts. The following sections 
deal with comments on this text.
(i) the difference between the verbal patterns baiAngaleele 67 'they 
were silent* and bay£ndaleele 68 'they looked sad': the bridge on 
the first verb was said to be due to the fact that it does not 
end the sentence - if bayilndaleele were in this position, it too 
would have the contour bay\.ndatee te. This comment makes explicit 
the connection between bridging and hesitation/non-finality, 
denoting 'to be continued*.
(ii) yo-yuvuzyaans 65 'and conversing with each other': there was‘said
\ /to be a possible difference between this and yo-yuvuzyaana. Both 
are pre-pausal and imply'-a continuation of the sentence, but the 
former may have some element of emphasis about it, or be exclusive 
of the speaker, while the latter is inclusive of the speaker. That 
is, the former may imply 'and conversing with each other' with the
speaker as spectator, as opposed to the latter'^ 'and conversing
" •
with each other1 with the speaker as a member of the group.
(iii) kwandi 27 'indeed' and kwaandi 34 'actually': the former implies
pity - Jesus was a good man and did not deserve to suffer. This
may be related to the fact that lower key expresses gravity or 
3 /seriousness. The kwaandil can imply either scorn or sympathy. It 
can suggest*that Joseph was a bad man, or unimportant, but since 
this interpretation is ruled out by the context, it implies here 
that his home town of Arimathea was very small and unimportant.
In some cases it could even imply that the town was of low repute. 
In Ntoni-Nzinga's words, J'kwandTl changes its meaning according to 
the context - in itself it is the same'.
(iv) the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga found it difficult to explain the precise 
difference between **\uantu woole 1 'two people1 and loaantu moole 47, 
since they occur in roughly similar contexts, introducing a new 
phase of the narrative. But he finally decided that the first
would be a special form which the speaker might use when beginning 
his story, or starting a whole new episode of his story contrasting 
with what had gone before.(cf* 3*5*3*!)*
(v) in connection with wamhintu ambote 32 'a.good man*, I asked if 
there would be any difference between imuntu ambote and tmuntu 
ambote. The reply was that the first would imply 'he/iib is a.good 
person', but the second would imply 'I am a good person'. There is 
a superficial similarity here with the Venda ndimuthu 'it is a 
person', ndimuthu 'I am a person' (4muthu, cf, also nd^mijthu 'X 
being a person'), as quoted in van Spaandqnck 1973* The Venda 
patterns can be described in tonal terms, but the merging of tonal 
distinctions in kiKongo may mean that the patterns there have to 
be described in terms of accentuation by pitch, etc,
(vi) there was also said to be an important difference between kyambote 
as a question, meaning 'are you well?', and kyambote, the answer, 
meaning 'I am well'* A further example was given: yaan? pfumu? 
(question), but yaarrf pfumu (statement). There are several other 
examples which suggest that final high pitch serves as a marker
of question intonation (cf. 5.5.ix, 6,6.vii, 8.6.2.iii, and chapter 
12), but the two examples above show clearly that in’certain cases 
purely tonal criteria are inadequate for describing the pitch- 
contour; we must resort to^accentual or intonational criteria.
4.6: other research: Carter.
We will now look at the systematisation proposed by Carter (1973 and
1980), and see how well it predicts the pitch contours on another
passage of the text.. First we must give a brief review of the system-
-atisation, with a view towards judging its efficacy, and comparing 
its features with those of others discussed in later chapters.
Carter's work is primarily based on the speech of the Rev. Joao 
Makoondekwa, and is certainly one of the most extensive and well- 
documented1 studies available, comprising theoretical analysis, and 
(compiled in collaboration with Makoondekwa) a wide selection of texts 
and tone-marked glossaries. The two sources Carter 1973 and 1980 
reflect two discernible phases in the development of the analysis, 
which will be discussed separately.
4.6,1: pitch features.
Carter 1973 defines phonemic low pitch (left unmarked) as *(i) non­
final pitches after which there is no immediate marked drop in pitch, 
and (ii) final pitches which begin at base pitch* (p,14). Base pitch 
is the lowest pitch of the speaker's range, while peak pitch (marked 
v ) is the highest (p.3), Phonemic high pitch is defined as1 '(i) pitches 
after which there is a drop immediately following, (ii) phrase-final 
pitches which do not begin at base pitch, though in some cases they 
may end there* (p.13). Peak pitch is effectively the first high pitch 
in the pitch-phrase (see next paragraph); subsequent high pitches are 
marked v. In some cases, high pitch may be unrealised; this, termed
'neutralisation* by Carter, is marked v.*
Two types of contour are distinguished: (i) peakless, in which 'the
whole contour is at base pitch',- and (ii) peaked, in which 'the patch
f
contour is characterised by the presence of one ... peak - never more 
than one', (p.5) For these contours she uses the term *(pitch— )phrase *. 
Pitch-phrases are not necessarily co-terminous with other types of 
phrase; for example, the pitch-phrase boundary (marked / ) may, but 
need not, coincide with pause. (p*9)
4.6.2: tono-mopphological variants. '
Most words show two different contours. This variation is 'tono- 
morphological1, which 'implies that tonal variation entails morphological 
variation, and vice versa* (p.146). Thus
o-ma-vata (initial vowel-prefix-stern) / ma-vata 'villages'*
Variant 1 is characterised by the initial vowel or other pre-prefix, 
Variant 2 by absence of pre-prefix. There is a relationship between the 
tone-patterns of the two variants, such that in most cases the 
occurrence of the pre-prefix 'moves' (Carter 1980b) the high tone one 
syllable leftwards. However, there are other cases where morphological 
variation does not entail tonal variation, eg.
o-s-seva / s-seva 'to laugh*.
Such instances are called Variant 1 and Variant 2 by analogy. The 
totality of pitch patterns occurring on variants is resolved into a 
system"of tone-classes (cf. 4.6.6) and realisation rules (see 4*6.3.1).
Occasionally a variant midway between Variants 1 and 2 is met* 
Though used by native speakers, this was rejected when Carter tried 
to use it. It is found only in the subject position. This variant 
(labelled la) has the tone-pattern of variant 1, but the initial 
vowel proper to that variant is optional, thus:
There are also some instances of items straddling the two variants: 
they have the same tone-pattern as Variant 1, but this pattern 
undergoes the realisation (see 4*6*3.1) proper to Variant 2, eg.
4.6.3: Canter 1973.
Carter 1973 defines 26 syntactic units (cf. 3.2.4), each of which 
has its own (pitch-) phrasing characteristics* Some are obligatorily 
phrase-initial (ie. must be preceded by a phrase boundary), some 
obligatorily non-initial (ie* cannot be preceded by a phrase boundary) 
and some may be either according to their position in a sequence, thus
Here, the locative unit is phrase-initial in the first example, and' 
non-initial in the second example, the variation depending on whether 
it precedes the predicator or not.
4.6.3.1: realisation.
The interaction between syntactic unit, phrasing, and tono-morpho- 
-logical variant specifies the realisation ('modification') of the 
tones in the word. 'The slot the nominal is to fill dictates the 
phrasing and the variant; the phrasing dictates whether or not there 
is to be initial modification, and the variant is modified according 
to its specific rule' (p.171). We thus have (p.169)
(e-)nk-kaanda 'book'; (o-)a-kulu 'ancestors'
It will be seen that this may result in a form with no high pitch, 
contrasting with Variant 2, which has high pitch, eg. 
nkkaanda / nkkaanda 'book1'.
kuna-mazaandu 'to the markets', cf. omazaandu, cc. mazaandu
/ o v a f f u l y  k y a a k ^ n a  / s e k o k a /  'at that place, turn 
/ s e k D k *  ouaffulu .,. 'turn at the place ...'. 
variant
modification (realisation)
^ phrasing
/i
with realisation being dependent on syntax, even though the relation- 
-ship is indirect. The modification is termed 'initial modification* 
because in fact it is only when the item is phrase-initial that there 
is a variety of possible realisations (see next section). When the item 
is non-initial, all marked tones are realised as high, and unmarked 
ones as low. When, however, the item is phrase-initial, there are two 
specific rules modifying the variants: (p.173)
Rule 1 (specific to Variants 1 and la): first potential high tone is 
unrealised;
Rule 2 (specific to Variant 2): second or only potential high tone is
realised, with the first of two potential high tones unrealised. 
There would thus be the following realisations when the words concerned 
appeared in phrase-initial position:
Variant 1: omavata 'villages' /omavata
otusadnfsu 'help' /otusad^su
/ VVariant 2: mavata —> mavata
lus^disij — > lusadisX,
*
4.6.3.2: phrase-initial sequences.
'Phrase-initial sequences of nominals are classified as concatenate, 
composite, and compound' (p. 203).
(i) concatenate*
'In a concatenate sequence, the pattern of each item conforms to the 
description made for individual items, whether initial or non-initial. 
The first realised high tone of the phrase has peak pitch* (p.203). 
That is, the .various items are merely placed side by side to give 
the whole sequence. Thus:
/¥ffu kyantsi (Variant 2) 'it is the custom of the country'
/emabuula mamyaanaT: myankhengakyaasa (Variant 1) 'the skin 
of the roots of the creeper*.
(Ii) composite*
A composite sequence shows an extension.in the domain of Rule 2 from 
one word to two words, ie, we have two words being treated as one 
composite item* Thus:
/ffiuasa-muuouo 'it is a waste of speech' < *ffujasa mv/uouo
(Variant 2), with extended application of Rule 2U
(iii) compound:
'A compound sequence is one in which the initiating item subord­
inate, component'] has no realisation of potential high tone, 
irrespective of the number it may contain* (p. 203)* Subordinate 
components cannot have an initial vowel, and have a reduced 
phonology (lack of vowel length, etc.), 'Compounds are invariably 
phrase-initial* (p.204). Thus:
/nllongo-myay^ingi 'many remedies' < *nlloongo myayifingx 
(Variant 2),
Words following the locatives kuna-, muna-, vana- are compounds, thus: 
/kuna-mazaandu 'to the markets'.
'Compounds are of immense frequency' in Makoondekwa's idiolect (p.194),
4.6.3.3: sequence and cohesion.
Composition seems to express 'a closer relationship between the 
exponents of the sequence, in contrast to concatenation, which marks a 
looser cohesion' (p.198). This is supported by the fact that certain 
morphologically bound items appear only as composite (pp. 195-7).
However, certain sequences may appear as concatenate or composite, eg.
■tfffu kyantsi 'it is the custom of the,* country' (concatenate
I ^iffu-kyantsi 'it is the local custom' (composite) (p.197),
Carter considers that compounding signals a very high degree of 
cohesion between the components, even dependence of the subordinate 
component on the other, dominant, component (p.204). Certain sequences 
may appear as composite or compound, eg.
nttongo-myayYingi 'many remedies' (compound) 
nlloongo-myaynfilngil (composite) (p.189) 
aBadisi-^mmbote 'they are good helpers,' (compound) 
asadisY-ammbote (composite, or concatenate) (p.185).
5
But in some cases the sequences may be analysed in either way , eg.
vata-dyammbote (composite) 'it is a fine village' 
or uata-dyammbote (compound) (p,192)~
where the distinction marked is, purely orthographic, and the sequences 
are homophonous.
It is possible to find the same sequence with all three types of 
modification, which may signal slight differences of meaning# Thus:
snkkuumbu tnysy^ilngi 'on many occasions' (concatenate) 
nkkyumbu-myaynf’CngiL 'many times' (composite) 
nkkumbu-myay^Tlngt 'often, frequently' (compound) (p.201)#
However, Garter does not consider that the existence of compounding 
provides 'grounds for postulating a parallel with different degrees 
of emphasis in English, in whatever ways signalled* (p.201),
4,6.4: Carter 1980#
The revised version of the analysis embodied in this work incorporates 
several additions and amendments#
4*6.4,1: phrase-initial realisations.
Phrase-initial modification (Rule 1, Rule 2) and sequence (concatenatic 
composition and compounding) are conflated to give four realisations in 
phrase-initial position. Carter notes that these 'may finally be further 
reduced' (p.4), Non-initial items, as in the 1973 version, have all 
basic tones fully realised.
(i) initial cancellation plus bridging: . /
This replaces 1973 Rule 1; the first high tone is unrealised, and 
the next two high tones in the phrase (if such exist) are realised 
on a bridge at peak pitch, for which the marking v.,.v (a divided 
peak mark v) is used, Thus (using previous examples):
emabuula mamyaanzl myankhengakyaasa (4.6.3.2.i).
v * ■
This realisation is proper to the pre-predicator subject,
(ii) initial bridging:
This replaces 1973 Rule 2, and also composition; the first and 
second high tones in the phrase are realised at peak pitch. 
'Statistically, bridging is the most frequent initial sequence' (p#10)f 
and it is the realisation proper to the predicator. Thus;
ffiuasa mvvouo (4#6.3.2#ii, formerly composite)
nlloongo myay^'i.ngi (4,6.3.3, formerly oomposite)
\ffu kyantsi (4.6.3.3, formerly Rule 2 concatenate or 
composite)»
Carter notes that it is ’difficult to defend the distinction 
between cancelled plus realised high tone [previous section], and 
bridged high tones £this 
4)• This is because the actual phonetic difference between the two 
realisations is slight, eg,
edyaambu dyankhuumbu [ - - ' - ' - I
’the matter of the name’, initial cancellation + bridgin
but idyaambu dy^mmbTl
'it is a bad affair', initial bridging.
Even this difference between 'concave' and 'convex' contour is
'no more than a tendency, Moreover, in the case of 
'convex' contours, there is no consistency as to the 
point at which the rise occurs; it may be before, on, or 
after the vowel with which potential high tone is 
associated. For instance, comparison of five occurrences 
of the phrase
\ntsil annene k^kilu 'it is an extremely large 
country'
show rise on the first vowel (•£-) twice, and on the 
second vowel (-ntsi-) three times', (adapted from 
Carter 1973, p, 301)
However, adoption of initial bridging makes for a much better
system, not only because of/comparability with the work of other
researchers such as van den Eynde (Carter 1973, p,302), but also
because it resolves some difficulties in the original analysis.
Firstly, some sequences which could be taken as either concat-
-enate or composite (4,6,3,3) are no longer a problem, since the
same analysis holds for both (see, for instance, the third example
in this section). Secondly, we can account for such pairs as
v
wasala 'he worked' versus 
v
wasala-ssalu 'he did (lit* worked) some work'
(1973, p,221) by simple bridging from high tone to- high tone, giving 
wasala ssalu. This solution also obviates the need to extend Rule 2 
to give a composite sequence.
More important, bridging also neatly accounts for certain other 
instances where a similar process of composition seems to occur. In 
these cases, however, the original formulation would have caused 
difficulties, since Variant 1 occurs instead of the usual Variant 
2. For example, we have
section], on pitch grounds alone' (footnote
baboong' onkkele (concatenate) 'they picked up the guns' 
but baboong'-onkkele (composite) (1973, p.259)#
Both instances would now be marked baboong1 Onkkele.
(iii) concatenation:
What is included here is much less extensive than in the 1973 
analysis; it is proper only to direct WH~ questions.6 The first 
high tone is realised at extra-high pitch, and there is no bridge 
with any following high tone, eg. (p.14)
nkh¥ anthaanguia bes^nga kuml^za? 'what time are they coming?' 
In 1973 (p.294) nkhi-anthaanguja was analysed as a compound,
(iv) compounding:
Here the subordinate element has no high tone. Carter 1980 seems 
less certain about compounding than Carter 1973, but it is retained 
for two reasons*
Firstly, this type of realisation has to be distinguished from 
initial cancellation plus bridging, in which there is an optional 
initial vowel on the first item: the first item of a compound 
never has an initial vowel.
Secondly, 'the maintenance of compounding as a special type of 
syntactic unit seems necessary if the'hypothosis^that phrasing is 
determined by syntax - a.supposition too well attested to jettison 
lightly - is to be preserved1 (p.16). Otherwise, there would be the 
problem of accounting for the differing realisations in
yayenda kuffuaandu 'they went into recess' 
and muna kiueanda /kuna fftaaandu 'in order to go into recess'^.
(v) remaining difficulties:
\ / /(a) such forms as tuuka 'from' (4. *tuuka) look like Variant 2 with
cancellation, but must be analysed as Variant 1 with dropped 
initial vowel (ie. tuuka) - 'any alternative involving class- 
-ification of the forms as Variant 2 results in collapse of the 
system as at present formulated' (p.20). In 1973 these forms were 
classed as compounds.
(b) the 'unstable' negative kemu-..*-ko must be analysed as Variant 
1 when it occurs in phrase-initial position, since it shows 
cancellation and bridging, eg.
kemusseva-ko 'without laughing'.
(c) in direct WH- questions initial stable nominals (Variant 2) 
show concatenation, not bridging, eg.
muv/tuaatu my^nant emyoomyo? 'whose are those clothes?'
(lit. they are clothes of whom, those?)*
/
Carter notes: 'If the association between variant and initial
sequence is to be preserved, it is necessary [here]| to establish
a special category, *.. although [the words concerned^ are
undoubtedly in Variant 2 form* (p.21).
These difficulties are probably less important than Carter fears;
for (c), for instance, we can simply specify that extra-high pitch
occurs on the first word of the WH- question (cf. (iii) above), even
if this is not itself the question word, and that this over-rides
the requirements of the variant. Moreover, if concatenation is
analysed as a subset of bridging (cf. endnote 6), the problem is 
8minor,
4,6.4.2: variant and sequence.
Carter concludes: 'In sum, the correlation of variant and sequence 
(ie. type of realisation) is considerably weakened, but still substan­
tially holds good. As with so many other facets oP* the Koongo tone- 
phrasing system as described here, there seem to be more difficulties 
involved in rejecting the present approach than in retaining it' (p.21)
4,6.4.3: remaining problems.
In Carter's opinion, two problems still remain. The first is the 
relationship between tone and stress. Carter notes that stress is 
associated with realised high tone, but not always directly - 'in 
general, for a nominal, the stressed vowels are those which have high 
tone in Variant 2, thus not only ngudi ['mother1, with underlining 
denoting stress]] but also engudi' (p.28). We also have, for '(the) help
Variant 1 Variant 2
phrase-initial olysadfsu^ lusadisu
non-initial olusad^su lusadisu^.
Carter notes: 'Stress indeed seems to be a substitute for high pitch 
as an exponent of high tone realisation in some cases' (p.29), eg.
tuyaantikja ’let us begin*.
Since this always occurs finally, Carter suggests that it may possibly
11
be a sentence-final feature.
The second problem is the behaviour of v/a 'that*. Carter notes that 
there is often fa pitch-rise associated with it* (p.29) but there are 
the variants
Vssya i/o , but \ssya vo [ / ~ ]  1 that is1.
Carter suggests that perhaps vo is so often rising or high in pitch
that it has attained the status of a high-toned element, and can
12therefore be bridged in some cases,
4.6.4,4: Carter's summary.
Carter notes that in relation to her earlier work 'the analysis and 
description of the tonal system shows advance on some fronts and retreat 
on others'. Some details, such as the behaviour of object suffixes, 
have been added. But 'the correlation of syntax and phrasing is not as 
clear-cut as it once seemed to be, and formidable problems of data 
interpretation still remain' (p.30).
4.6.5: conclusions. ^
Carter's systematisation is probably the most extensive and detailed 
to date, and is certainly adequate for the areas it sets out to describe, 
(cf; endnote 1, chapter 16), as is witnessed by its ability to predict 
contours with a high degree of accuracy: see 4.7 and 6.7, where we 
compare actual contours with those predicted by Carter's analysis.
However, it is a little 'complicated'' (Carter 1973, p.154), and there 
are minor difficulties such as those in 4.6.4.I.V. Moreover, there are 
still a few cases whei'e the analysis does not account for all the 
possible pitch patterns heard, eg,
... uo /eamona nkkssnto 'that you saw a woman' 
auo /ujamona nkkeento 'if you should see a woman'
(adapted from Carter 1973, p.156), where ^nkkeento has two different 
realised patterns in virtually the same context. This example might 
be accounted for in terms of the very slight difference between bridged
and cancelled high tones (4,6.4.1,ii), ie. we could tonemically mark 
nkkeento in both cases, with a slightly different tonetic realisation 
in both cases. But this does raise the question of why we should 
interpret the data in two different ways (initial bridging, and 
cancellation plus bridging) when there is so little phonetic difference 
between them, and when indeed marking of the first high pitch in the 
bridge seems to be somewhat arbitrary (4.6.4.1.ii).
4 ,6 .5.1: words without high pitch.
The phenomenon of compounding is of some interest. In Carter 1973 
we have such instances as
nllongo-myay^ingi < *nlloongo + myayilingi ‘many remedies' (p.134
Carter quite reasonably anayses this as showing cancellation of high pitch 
on the first element, and realisation of that from the second. Other 
examples, such as
yandnl-ngudi -4 *yaandi + (e)ngudi 'she the mother' (p.187)
ngudx-zaau < *ngudi + (e)zaau 'their mothers' (cc. ... engudi 
zeau the non-compound) (p.187)
can be similarly analysed. Though the high pitch is realised on the 
final vowel of the first element, this is clearly due to the deletion 
of the pitch-bearing initial vowel of the second, ^
But there are compounds which this analysis does not fit so well, eg.
mpfiTLnda-zaandi 4. *mpfnl^nda + (e)zaandTl 'his forest' (J.H. Carte
mooyo-muuntu <l*mooya + muuntu 'living person* (p.130), —
where it is the second element, not the first, on which the high tone is 
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cancelled.
There is also the interesting case of Variant la (4,6.2), where in 
some instances the net result is to produce a contrast of high pitch 
versus no high pitch, eg0
•nkkaanda (Variant la without initial vowel)/nkkaanda (Variant 2) 
'book',
Moreover, if, for the enkkuumbu myayiingil triplet in 4.6.3,3, we can 
assume that Variant la may occur in the concatenate (= 1980 initial 
cancellation plus bridging) version, we would have
ankkuumbu myayxingi
which differs only in vowel length from the compound version
nkkumbu**my aye'll ngi.
There is a similar small difference between the concatenate and the 
composite ( = 1980 initial bridging) version - the slightly different 
realisation of the first high tone of a bridge (cf. 4.6,4.1.ii):
nkkuumbu myay^ ingnl (1980 marking).
14The difference between the three may therefore be questioned.
If we see the contours of compounds purely in terms of the tonal 
system, with a selection of tone-classes and typical variants within 
those tone-classes, then it makes sense to analyse compounding, in 
which one word has high pitch and another does not, using those 
concepts. We might sketch this as follows:
primary importance: moved pattern <---> basic pattern
(Variant 1) (Variant 2)
$ t
secondary importance: cancelled pattern cancelled pattern
(no high pitch) (no high pitch).
However, there is a slightly different way of losing at the same 
phenomena:
primary basic pattern <— > cancelled pattern
importance: (high pitch on root-syllable) (no high-pitch)
t
secondary moved pattern
importance: (1. shift of high pitch leftwards,
2. movement of high pitch rightwards ).
Such a system is less specific as to the type of shift involved, but 
may provide a better general framework. In this case, underlying high 
pitch would be the basic element, but this might be conditioned by 
certain factors into changing its position, or into being cancelled. 
Sometimes the two, move and cancellation, may occur together in one 
phrase, eg. yand-f ngudx, where both words show anomalous patterns in 
that neither has high pitch on the root-syllable (cf, 3,4.2); yand-if 
shows movement of high pitch rightwards, while ngudi shows cancellation.
It should be emphasised that I am not suggesting that either way of
looking at things is 'better' than the other, but merely that each 
approach has its advantages, and both might profitably be examined.
It is the second view, though, which will be explored in greater 
depth in the rest of this thesis. It shows some promise of providing 
a unifying feature for all previous systematisations of kiKongo pitch, 
as well as accounting for a large proportion of the pitch contours in 
new data.
Both views, however, must suggest some reason for the non-occurrence 
of high pitch on certain items - merely naming this 'compounding' or 
'no high pitch' is not fully satisfactory. While Carter 1973 considers 
compounding merely as an exponent of dependence of relationships within 
the group (4.6,3.3), I would go slightly farther and say that no high 
pitch on a word signals the placement of emphasis or focus within the
phrase. This is in fact inherent in what Carter says: a greater
dependence of one component on the other automatically implies a 
lessening of the 'individuality' of the one component, and therefore 
some degree of focus on the other. At present, however, it is unclear 
what factors govern this focus, ie. when and why the speaker uses it,
how he uses it, how it is signalled, and what it means; there must,
presumably, be some slight differences of connotation between
(a) no high pitch on the first element, eg. llumbu-i^ilmos^ 'one day',
(b) no high pitch on the second element, eg. mpfTl^nds-zaandil 'his forest
(c) no high pitch on the second element, plus rightward movement of high
pitch on the first, eg. ysnd-{-ngudi 'she the mother' (though Carter 
would class this with the first group).
The question of focus and emphasis will be considered more fully in
chapter 12.
4.6.5.2: typology. t
Finallyi we must consider the typological classification to which 
the kiKongo pitch system may belong, since this may well influence the 
way the raw data are segmented and systematised. When Carter 1973 was be 
being written, there seemed to^be two main groupings in the typology: 
tonal languages and intonational languages (cf, 1*6,3 ff., 13.2). The 
question to be asked at that time, therefore, was simply: 'Is it feasibl 
or evext better, to describe Zombo as intonational rather than tonal?' 
(Carter 1973, p.255)
Carter discusses both sides of the question: on the one hand, 'the 
tones of Kongo, viewed as a classic tonal system, do not make sense* 
(p.vi). Yet although it is 'true that over large areas of the language 
tonal distinctions are neutralised, ... this need not be regarded as a 
bar to describing it as tonal. There are other cases of tone-languages 
in which the distinctions are masked under certain conditions, while the 
homophonous items can still be described as having different basic tonal 
structure' (p.255).
On the other hand, 'on the level of phonetic pitch, there is undoubt- 
-edly a very strong superficial resemblance to languages such as 
English' (p.256). Yet intonation seems to be ruled out by the fact that 
'the Zombo speaker has in my opinion no choice at all' in the pitch- 
patterning of the sequence - this is 'pre-determined by the lexical 
and syntactic choices already made' (p.256).
She concludes that 'it is not possible to describe Zombo in terms of 
an intonational system; the superficial resemblances are accidental, 
and description in tonal terms is the most satisfactory approach' (p.257) 
Because there are only two terms, and description in one is ruled out,
the other must be used, even though it is not totally adequate either.
<h*
The conc.ept of a continuum (1.6.3) allows us to use an intermediate 
classification, that of pitch-accent, which may fit kiKongo better. This 
is not a simple trading of one label for another - as mentioned above, 
awareness of different possibilities may well have a bearing on the 
analysis. If we view tone/intonation as discrete categories, the subject 
in question is dealt with on a yes/no basis; eventually it must be 
assigned, even if only tentatively, to one or other of the classes. 
However, if we recognise the existence of a continuum, we can afford 
to take whatever features from each extreme seem suitable, while yet 
preserving a distinct identity for the subject.
For example, kiKongo can probably not be described in the same way 
as a'classically' intonational language such as French or English*, there 
must, nevertheless, be (as in all (?) languages)■certain intonational 
features, conveying emphasis, surprise, questions, etc. In fact, it
would seem, from the Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga's comments (see 4.5 and
following chapters, especially 12) that kiKongo has quite a wide
range of these features, though their precise outlines cannot as yet
be completely clarified. As for possibility of choice, the possibility
of having alternative contours for virtually the same sequence surely
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amounts to some degree of conscious control.
Again, purely tonal analysis is not ruled out by wide neutralisation 
of tonal distinctions, though if these are very widespread, we might 
begin to think of revising the classification: there is no point in 
setting up distinctions if these are going to be neutralised in many 
cases. It may even be that a tonal interpretation hampers development 
of an adequate analysis of pitch contours, since phenomena will tend 
to be considered in terms of tones only - this may be the case with 
the tssya uo phrase (4,6.4.3).
It therefore seems best to keep an open mind on the type of system
to be adopted. Previous analyses have been tonal in one way or another,
while this thesis will see hoW useful a pitch-accent approach might be.
4.6.6: Carter's tone-classes.
Carter 1973, pp.113-140 discusses the' tone-classes proposed to deal 
with the totality of pitch-patterns, but at the end of this section . 
the author admits that 'the attempt to sort nominals into tone-classes 
breaks down. ... In a few cases ... it is to some extent helpful, but 
in very many it is not. The exercise has not been without benefit, 
however, in showing general groupings of items and relationships of 
patterns' (p.139).
The preliminary classification in Carter 1973 crystallises in Carter 
and Makoondekwa 1975,1977 into the following schema:'
I e-v/ata/i/ata 'village'; ens-sadTlsif/ns-sadisx 'worker*
I z  o u - u a a n g a / u - u a a n g a  ' t o  d o '
II (e)l-ludi 'truth'
III (e-)bay^ 'plank'; (e)v-\/aava 'to need, seek*
IV end-zaambf/nd-zaanibi 'God'
V ent-soompeto/nt-soompelo 'marriage'.
Tone-classes I and III are the most numerous, while II is 'an extremely 
small class' (p.116),
Apart from some uncertainties of classification (cf. Carter 1973, 
pp. 124, 131), there are three main difficulties with this systematis- 
-ation. The first is the surprising point that paradigmatically related 
items are not necessarily in the same tone-class. Thus:
(e-)yak^la 'husband', III, but (a)ma-akala 'husbands', II;
(e)s-soompa 'to marry', III, but ent-soompelo/nt-soompelo V;
□1-la/l-la 'to be long', I, but (e)rm-da 'length', II.
This type of 'unstable assignment' occurs most often in classes II-V, 
and is difficult to account for.
The second difficulty is that the differences between the classes
are very slight - they tend to overlap with one another. Thus a Iz word
without initial vowel has the same pattern as a II word (eg. vvaanga,
lludi), while a IV word without initial vowel has the same pattern as
a III word (eg. ndzsambil, uuaaua), etc. Carter 1978 makes use of this
fact to support an interesting, but not entirely convincing, derivation
' 17of these pitch patterns from those established for Proto-Bantu,
The third difficulty is the question of vowel length. Is the contrast 
between a long and a short syllable significant? If it is, should such 
long syllables be interpreted as a single long vowel, or as a double 
vowel? This point is discussed in Carter 1973, pp.121-131. It turns 
out that 'there is no phonetic difference whatsoever' (p.124) between 
'long' and 'doubleV vowels, but both analyses must be considered. 
Analysing all vowel length as double vowels gives the six tone-classes 
above. However, if we allow some vowel length to be analysed as long 
vowels, it is to some extent possible to subsume IV under II, and V 
under III. It is, though, impossible to analyse all vowel length as 
long vowels, since this would interfere with the formulation of I, Iz, 
and III. Thus, Carter concludes, we either use one analysis and have 
more, yet minimally differentiated, tone-classes, or two analyses, 
with their domain defined in an ad hoc fashion.
Before a nasal combination, vowel length occurs 'in the overwhelming
majority of cases' (p.126). Yet Carter refrains from saying that such 
vowel length is a conditioned variant because (i) not all vowel length 
occurs in this position, (ii) some vowel length in this position is 
more amenable to analysis in terms of double vowels, and (iii) not all 
vowels in this position are long. She concludes that 'while examples 
disconfirming the V:NC hypothesis are not as numerous as those which 
tend to support it, they are nonetheless .sufficient to make its adoption 
difficult* (p.127).
This is an interesting point, and I will return to it in 14.4. For 
the moment we may note (cf. Carter 1973, p.136) that Iz seems to be a 
conditioned variant of I:
uu^imba 'to swell up1, Iz, shows a pattern different from 
vvilisa 'to authenticate', I, yet similar to 
uv4ma 'to throw1, I, which suggests that the base form‘is 
*vvimba, with vowel length conditioned by the nasal combination,
Moreover, many instance of vowel length occur on the penultimate syllable, 
or where NC has been reduced to C, eg.
emm-beete 'knife'
ent-soopelo 'marriage' (p<4mp, cf. the variant ent-soompeto
/
While not all vowel length is conditioned, and therefore non-sig- 
-nificant, there does seem to be a case for suggesting that it is not 
of primary importance in setting up the tone-classes. We find such 
non-significant variation as
ent-sangala ^ ent-saangata '.basket* (cf. endnote 13, and 14.4).
If we arrange the example words for the 1973 tone-classes without 
initial vowel and ignoring vowel length, we find two main classes. The 
first has high tone on the first stem syllable, with another high tone 
if the stem is long enough:
vita (I), ux/angs (Iz) , nssadis-il (I), ludi (II).
The second has high tone on the second stem syllable:
baya (III), \j \ j b v b  (III), ndzamb-if (IV) , ntsompelo (V) .
Each of these classes can be subdivided according as to whether the high
■^2.
tone 'moves' (see 4.6.2) when a pre-prefix occurs (I, Iz, IV, V), or 
not (II, III). For further discussion see chapter 14. It is signif- 
-icant that in verbal stems only two classes (I/Iz and III) are 
represented (Carter 1973, p.136 ff.), as is the case with nominal stems 
longer than five moras (p.131).
Carter 1980 adopts the idea of moving versus fixed tone as the main 
basis for sorting the tone-patterns, and says: 'It is possible, but not 
very useful, to set up more refined tone-classes' (p.18). We therefore 
have the divisions: first syllable high tone, first syllable high tone 
(moving), second syllable high tone, second syllable high tone (moving), 
plus a few anomalous and some uncertain patterns (cf. also chapter 14). 
This classification is the one used in Carter 1980b, and is perhaps 
more useful than the earlier version - for further comments see chapter
14.
4.6.7: conclusions.
It is possible to see the development of Carter's ideas between 1973 
and 1980. The earlier work was an Interesting and original way of 
segmenting the data, but there were some shortcomings due to complexity 
and lack of flexibility in dealing with alternative patterns. The later 
work, although the theoretical background is less cfear-cut, is simpler 
in many ways, more intuitively satisfying, and can probably deal with 
a larger variety of patternsthan the earlier work.
4 .7 : comparison of passages.
It is Interesting to compare the patterns of a piece of the text as
spoken by the Rev. D* Ntoni-Nzinga with those predicted by Carter's
systematisation. There are of course good reasons for divergence, since
two different idiolects are concerned, but such an exercise will be
useful in that it will enable us to see how well the systematisation
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captures the features of the text.
4.7.1: same contours.
Of the 83 v/ords (excluding proper names) in the comparison passage 
(see Appendix 3), about 46 (55%) show a coincidence of high pitch, eg. 
ovavele. uo 24 'he said (that)', okeembeele Nzaambi 26 'he praised God',
bauutukxdil 29 'they returned', etc. In some cases, C (Carter's version)
(
has a bridge while N (Ntoni-Nzinga's version) does not, eg. muna-mooko 
maaku 24 'into your hands', yalungalakan1 omona 28 '(which) had gathered 
together to see', y'-evangu dyau 33 'and their deeds', etc. Occasionally 
the occurrence of vowel length causes slight differences in the place- 
-ment of high pitch, eg.
C imuuntu ansoongi / N imuntu ansongi 27 'he was a righteous man 
eTaats / eTaata 24 'Father' 
tuasoonga / uiasoonga 32 'of justice* *
4.7.2: similar contours.
In 14 words (17%) the contours are very similar;
(i) C andyooyu / N andioyu 27,33,35 'he' 
ouju / owu 26 'how'
ooiuu / ooiulj 28 'how1.
The last two pairs seem comparable, especially since the Rev. D. 
Ntoni-Nzinga said that opuju 28 was a mispronunciation of oouju.
(ii) there are two instances of a word occurring inside a bridge in N, 
but not in C :
C tuaau / N waau 25 'this'
nkuumbu / nkumbu 31 'name'.
*
The Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga commented that the colour on omuntu 
nkumbu andi Vosefe 31-32 *a man called Joseph' was due to fast 
reading - the contour in slow speech would be omuntu nkumbu andi 
yosefe, which is more directly comparable to Carter's version 
(cf. also 4.7.3.i).
(iii) there are two cases where the N version has a rising bridge, and 
the C ‘version cancellation plus bridging:
C endoonga yamoonso / N endoonga yauioonso 27 'all the crowd
akuundi aandi atuoonso / akundV*andi atu^ nso 29 'all his 
friends'.
This is merely a case of two different markings for the same contour 
/— / (cf. 4.6.4.1.ii).
(iv) there are two cases in N where a word has high pitch in one instance 
but no high pitch in another; the word has high pitch in both 
instances in C:
uaaua C23, CN25 / uaav/a N23 'when'm * *
kwaandi C27,34, kiuaandi N34 / kuiandi N27 'indeed'.
xcf
4.7*3: different contours*
There are 22 words where the contours in the two versions differ 
more than in the previous two sections, though even here some recurrent 
patterns can be discerned:
(i) N has high pitch, C does not:
C ana / N aana 30 'who* 
on(a) / oon(a) 34 1who' 
omuuntu / omuntu 31 'a person*
♦ X • •
tuuka / tuka 30 'from*.
The patterns of the latter two pairs are probably related to the 
rising bridge phenomenon noted in 4.7,2.ii; the Carter unrealised
mark does not rule out a slight pitch rise, non-significant in her
systematisation, thus omuuntu /—
(ii) C has high pitch, N does not:
C dyaadx / N dyaadi 28 'this* 
tulu / tulu 29 'chests' 
maama / mama 31 'these (things)1 
kuuna / kuna 35 'there*
Line / ame 25 'my' 
ambote / ambote 32 'good' 
also: oku uo / oku uo 25 'saying' P
-ko / -ko 33 'noifc'.
(iii) N has high pitch on the root-syllable, C has it elsewhere:
C kyeleka / N kyeleka 26 'truly'
V / /
muna-uala / muna-uala 31 'at a distance'
eutimbu / eunftmbu 36 'the body' 
evata / euata 34 'town' 
angoto / Angola 24 'loud'
^ngyekuieele mooyo / fngyekiueele moyo 24-25 'I commend (my) 
also: ekintfnu / ekifntxnu 35 'the kingdom'. /spirit
(iv) other different contours:
C ombut' ankama / N omb^t' ankama 25 'the centurion' 
y'-akeento / y'-akeento 30 'and the women'.
4.7.4: conclusions*
Taking words in 4*7.1,2 it therefore seems that in 70% of cases
(60/86) the fit between the two versions is close, if not exact. The 
differences suggest a greater importance of the root-syllable in 
Ntoni-Nzinga's dialect, and a tendency for different types of word 
in the two versions to appear without high pitch,
4.8: summary.
This chapter has examined one text in terms of an approach which takes 
the root-syllable as the norm for occurrence of high pitch. This provides 
a useful general basis for predicting the pitch-patterns (4.4.8), though 
there are certain aspects of pitch placement which present some problems 
(4.4.5), Other anomalous patterns such as words without high pitch, and 
variant contours for the same word or phrase, may be ascribed to intonation 
modifying the basic pitch-accent system. The Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga's 
comments (4:5) may be helpful in coming to a preliminary understanding 
of this overlay.
A synopsis of Carter's systematisation shows that many of the features 
of the text are also present in her dialect, though described in different 
terms (cf. 4.6.5.1). A comparison of her 1973 and 1980 formulations 
shows an evolution towards greater flexibility (4.6.7) and some simplif-
V
-ication (eg, in tone-classes). It may therefore be possible to reconcile 
both approaches in a general description of the kiKoftgo system; many 
stretches fit both descriptions equally well (4.7, and cf. endnote 13).
Successive chapters will follow the same outline as this one, covering 
three basic areas: (i) testing the usefulness of the 'high pitch on the 
root-syllable' rule, with comments on apparent exceptions; (ii) examin- 
-ation of other analyses of kiKongo pitch to see whether similar features 
are noted or discussed there; and (iii) comparison of passages, to test 
the extent to which these analyses are compatible*
Endnotes to chapter four,
1. The Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga preferred to reserve this term for dialects 
spoken farther east - see Appendix 1.
2. The Rev, D. Ntoni-Nzinga said in comments (cf. 4.5) that the form 
eu^mbu in 41 was emphatic, but that luilimbu in 102 put the emphasis 
on the preceding verb kB-bstueene-dyo-ko 'they did not find it*. Note 
also that ey^mbu and ev^imbu occur after elision, while ^ul'Cmbu 
does not.
3. From various comments by the Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga, it appears that 
lower key denotes seriousness, gravity, a private matter of some 
importance, sadness, or a parenthetic comment. Higher key denotes 
anger, an exclamation, or the introduction of a new episode in a 
story or a new topic in a discussion.
4. Carter notes that Rule 1 could also be extended to operate over two 
words, but that this has the same net result as if it were taken to 
apply only to the first word - that is, in the case of Rule 1 there 
is 1a masking or neutralization of the concatenate/composite 
distinction' (p.203).
5. Compare the neutralisation of the concatenate/composite distinction 
(endnote 4). 'It will be appreciated that initial modification ... 
results in the neutralisation of tonal distinctions over a large 
area of the language*. (Carter 1973, p.194, cf. liso p.255)
6. It is probable, though this is not explicitly stated by Carter, that 
concatenation could be analysed as a subset of initial bridging, 
since in an indirect WH- question the realisation takes this latter 
form: kizeeye-ko kana /nkhil anthaangwa bes^nga kuK^za 'I don't know 
what time they will come' (Carter 1980, p*14).
7. Note that in terms of the description put forward in this thesis, two 
separate high pitches (as in 'the second example) would be considered 
'basic', while a bridge between them (as in the first example) would 
be ascribed to the speaker's wishing to mark a close relationship 
between the words concerned (cf. 6.4.11.1,2). The applicability of 
such a description to the two examples here would depend primarily 
on whether the first example was ever found to occur without bridge, 
and, to a lesser extent, on whether the second was ever found to 
occur with bridge.
8. It may be that an ordered rule approach would find fewer difficulties 
here.
9. 'Cancellation of high tone seems to equal cancellation of stress 
too' (J.H. Carter, p.c,).
10. It is significant to our analysis to note that in three of these 
four cases the root-syllab/le is stressed, and in three out of four 
cases high pitch and stress coincide - compare 3.5.4. Also, there 
was some evidence In our tracings that the next but one syllable 
following a root-syllable might receive stress, eg. (Appendix 2) 
yekubazodxtanga 9, basoonganga. 10, mukxtuka 12,19, muyiilndula 20, 
though this was not common and occurred only with verbs.
11. This pitch/stress relationship is very noticeable in kiLeta - see 
chapter 11.
12. For another explanation of these variants, see 10.4.v.
13. Recent revisions In the analysis (J.H. Carter, p.c.) mean that these 
examples are now considered as 'complexes*, where the two items 
behave as If they formed one word - to some extent a return to the
1973 idea of composites. In Carter's dialect there seems to be a
rule such that, if high pitch occurs on the second syllable of a word,
a further high pitch on the word is barred - this applies, for
example, when the negative affix -ko is suffixed to a noun, and also 
'in certain verbal inflections (see Carter 1980 for examples). If, 
however, the high pitch occurs on the first syllable of the word, a 
further high pitch can occur later in the word/*
This rule applies in. the case of complexes of the form 'noun + 
possessive pronoun1, though not, apparently, in those of the form 
'noun + genitive1. There is also a tendency for the first item of 
a complex to undergo vowel contraction, ie. W N C  — > VNC. Thus the 
examples would now be marked:
ntlongo-myay(iIngi (the 'no further high pitch' rule does not apply 
to the genitive)
yand^-ngudx (?)
ngudi-zaau (the 1973 pattern is now regarded as a mishearing; Carter 
1980b also gives corrected patterns for the possessive 
pronoun: ezaau/zaau)
mpfiTlnda-zaandi (or mpfinda-zaandi)
mooyo-muuntu (or moyo-muuntu ?).
If this analysis can be more comprehensively formulated, it will 
provide a more effective explanation, in terms of Carter's system- 
-atisation, for the occurrence/non-occurrence of high pitch on 
certain words, and would certainly be an advance on the 1973
/
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analysis discussed below (4*6,5.1). (The same sequence of, in terms 
of my systematisation, two anomalous contours (usually word with 
high pitch on the last syllable + word without high pitch) also 
occurs in the texts in this thesis, and has been noted several 
times (eg. 7.4,7, 8,4,2, 9,3,8). The pattern does, however, seem to 
occur on a wider range of items than Carter's complexes, including 
verb + object.)
14. A similar problem arises when we consider
omuuntu /wakala ... 'the person was ...' 
but mooyo-muuntu 'living person'.
Here the same pattern on (a)muuntu is accounted for in two different 
ways: initial cancellation in the first example, and occurrence as 
part of a complex (see endnote 13) in the second (in Carter 1973, 
p.130, fn» the pattern on muuntu was held to be a'fossilised' form 
without high pitch).
15. Rightward movement of high pitch does not occur in Carter's system.
16. This applies also to the enkicuumbu myayTlilngi triplet in 4.6,3,3.
Carter (1973, p.201) suggests that there may be slight differences
of meaning between the three, signalled by the different realisations.
If this is the case, it implies some choice on the part of 'the 
speaker.
17. Very briefly, Carter 1978 tries to explain the Erratic correspond- 
-ences' between CB and kiKongo nominal tone-patterns by a sort of 
chain reaction:
CB 11 (-jada 'hunger')----lh (e-ndzala) / lh (ndzala)
CB lh (-gudij 'pig')-^----- hi (e-ngulu) / lh (ngulu)
✓ ^ i ^*lh (e-ngulu) / lh (ngulu)
^  l------ ----------- 1
CB hi (-sadu 'work')------>K (h)ll (e-ssalu) / hi (ssalu) T(Cf 14 2 4
CB hh (-susu 'chicken') ^ K (h)ll (e-ntsusu) / hi (ntsusu)J
The sequence begins with CB 11 —  ^K lh, which in Carter's opinion is 
due to the fact that to maintain the distinction between the three 
realisations of high tone (full, cancelled and bridged), the item 
must have at least one high tone. This, however, gives rise to a 
series of clashes (marked above by dotted lines), with corresponding 
changes (solid lines) to preserve distinctions.
I find this derivation unconvincing for a number of reasons:
(1) patterns with pre-prefix clash with patterns without pre-prefix
(K lh 4 CB lh, K hi 4 CB hi, K hi ^ K hi); since these items are 
already morphologically differentiated, it seems unlikely that 
the situation for a phonological clash could arise.
(2) patterns with pre-prefix are taken as the base forms, whereas it 
makes better sense to take patterns without pre-prefix as basic 
(which, in fact, is what Carter does in 1980b), The above 
derivation means that, for example, . CB -gudilj must develop to
K e-ngulu via K e-ngulu; this is possible, but it is surely more 
likely that e-ng(jtu is a secondary development from CB -gudu — > 
K e-nguld, particularly since the pattern without pre-prefix is 
in each case ngulu.
(3) taking patterns without pre-prefix as basic, we would then have
CB 11, lh K lh; CB hi, hh K hi.
This bipartite division may be compared with chapter 14, where, 
on other grounds, two main pitch-pattern groups ('rising! and 
'falling') are postulated for kiKongo.
(4) patterns with pre-prefix would then be considered secondary, and 
indeed there seems to be some reason to suppose that leftward 
shift of the high pitch here depends on what pitch-group the 
item belongs to. In a sample from Carter 1980b (14.11), 7% of 
items in the rising group were found to show shift with the 
addition of a pre-prefix, whereas the percentage in the falling 
group was 79.5%, Exceptions such as e-ngulu might be due to a 
certain overlapping of the two groups.
To sum up: the postulation of two main groups, each with specific 
pattern behaviour where pre-prefixes are concerned, seems to me 
simpler and more adequate than Carter 1978's system of clashes*
Such comparative experiments will form an integral part of chapters 
6, 7 and 9, where the contours of a text as given or predicted by 
Carter, Daeleman and Laman will be compared with those of the text 
as read by an informant.
CHAPTER FIVE 
Further Material - kiWaka/kiNtandu
5*1: introduction.
This chapter will examine a slightly longer passage in more detail, 
and discuss another researcher’s systematisation of the pitch system 
of the neighbouring, closely-related language kiYaka (see van den 
Eynde 1968)*
5.2: the text.
The text, from Struyf 1936, pp. 104-111, is a folktale on the theme 
of gratitude. It was said by the Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga to be in the 
kiNtandu dialect, but with a certain admixture of kiYaka.
5.3: sample passage.
The passage chosen for discussion is 11. 52-83. Omitting patterns 
on the names NaNgundu-Nkunga 'Mr. Nightingale* and NaFunguta ’Mr. Owl* 
(see 5.4.7), there are roughly 159 high pitches in the passage, and 
of these, 97 (61%) occur on the root-syllable.
5,4: patterns in the text.
This section examines instances where the high pitch does not occur
on the root-syllable; it will be seen that there are certain recurrent
patterns here.
5.4.1: nominal patterns.
5.4.1.1:mpe 'also*.
mpe ^  mpi 'also', as in Carter's dialect (1973), seems to entail a 
high pitch on the preceding syllable: .
mono mpi 75 'and I* 
mpiimpa mpe 52 'evening also'
In one case mpi seems to 'spread the high pitch :
NaFuungwa mpi 57 'Mr. Owl too' (< *NaFuungwa mpi ?; cf.
x ft .
NaFuungwa mpi ubakidi 53—4)
5.4.1.2: -ko 'not'*
The same processes occur with the negative affix -ko;
... madya-ko 64 '(no) food1 
... nzlmbu-ko 78 '(no) money' 
ka-dyaambu-ko 76 'no matterl'
NaNgundu-Nkunga-ko 82 *(no;fc) Mr. Nightingale'
1
5.4.1.3: long locatxwes.
2
'Long* locatives (ie. with muna-, kuna-) seem to shift the high 
pitch one syllable leftwards in most instances:
muna-yeemba 53 'in the funeral chamber'
muna-nkutu 64 'under the cloak' (cc. muna-nkutu 59)
kuna-kizitu 74 'at the in-laws"
kuna-gata 77,83 'to the village'
kuna-mfuiila 58 'at the feet*
kuNaFunguia 55,80 'to Mr. Owl*
All but two of the above locatives are in bridge with following items, 
while muna-yeemba and kuNaFunguia are followed by a pause. Bridging 
(see 5.4.6.ii) would therefore seem to be a feature of locatives in 
this dialect. ?
In a few cases the high pitch remains on the root-syllable:
rauna-nz-£la 83 'on the way' 
muna-nkutu 59 'in the cloak*
kuna-nkunku 70 'at the perimeter* (cc. muna-nkunku 87)
The length of the following stretch may have something to do with 
variation in high pitch placement. Compare, for example,
muna-nkutu kansuieeka 64 'under the cloak where he had hidden him*
with muna-nkutu mukala NaNgunda-Nkpunga 59-60 'under the cloak where
Mr. Nightingale was*
and muna-nkunku 87 (pre-pausal) 'at the perimeter’
with kuna-nkunku gata dyau 70 'at the perimeter of his village'
However, this would still not account for phrases like
kuna-mfuiila maalu manzitu aandi 58 'at the feet of his father- 
in-law's corpse'
where, despite a long following stretch, there is a shift of high pitch.
5.4,1.4: short locatives.
'Short* locatives (ie. with mu-, ku-) usually retain high pitch on 
the root-eyliable:
The example manzitu 58 'of the father-in-law* occurs inside a bridge.
5.4.1.6: vouiel-commencing stems.
The patterns on vowel-commencing stems are ambiguous:
baakulu 57 'the elders'
Occurrence as the last element in a bridge may tend to move the high 
pitch leftwards - see also 7.4.8*
5.4.2: verbal patterns.
In verbals, the high pitch is most commonly on the root-syllable, 
and is often the first high pitch of a bridge with following items.
5.4*2.1: bridges on verbals.
In a few cases the bridge is only on the verb itself:
muns^ 54,56 'under* 
mukkuma 73 'for the reason' 
mubbaka 80 'to get*.
But there is one case of no high pitch
mubilumbu 65 'after the days*
and one of penultimate high pitch:
musiind^ka 66 'to give a send-off to'
5.4.1.5: genitives.
The genitive element also seems to condition a shift
k^dya 74 'of food*
zimfundi 68 'of manioc' 
k^seenda 82 'of paying* (see also 5.4.6)
7
biima 66 'things' 
but kiima 74,81 'thing*
bes^-gata 52 'villagers'
\ / 3yiboonga 56 'I will sing
kayungasa 81 'he shook*
weele 7^,8? 'he came' (cc. beele kkota 53)
\ / —>
bayxmbixdi 62 'they sang*
ukweeleele 75 'so that you could marry'
kageene 63 'he (didn't) give* (pre-pausal — cc. bageene 69).
There are also two examples where the first high pitch is on the syllable
preceding the root-syllable (cf. 5.4.2.2):
bu-katuuki^si 70 'he then took out' 
yakuboongilla 75 'I sang for you'.
It will have been noticed that the second high pitch is always on the
last syllable of a disyllabic verb or on the penultimate of longer 
verbs. In two cases there is a high pitch on this syllable, but none 
on the root-syllable:
musiindika 66 'to give a send-off to'
teele 55 '(if) you click (your fingers)' (cf. meta kindodya 59)
5.4.2.2: preceding element + shift. *
A preceding element may shift the high pitch of the verb:
(i) bu- 'when, then': bu-kasa 55 'he had then said*
bu-baluiaaka 69 'when they arrived' 
bu-katuukiilsi 70 'he then took out'
In one case the high pitch occurs on the preceding element itself: 
bu-ngwidi tanda kuiame 73 'I am as thin as a rake'.
This may be because the sentence is exclamatory - see 5.4.6.
(ii) 2PS os 'you': yakuboong^la 75 'I sang for you'
yikufuta 79 'that I may pay you' (cc. ikufuta 78)
(iii) relative prefix: bi-bayundula 66‘'which they gave'.
5.4.2.3: shift.
There are a few examples of Bhift with no preceding element:
uiakota 58 'he entered'
weta 59 'he clicked'
//
wabonga 60 'he sang' 
tualembuia 74 'you failed'.
It is unclear why these occur; they may possibly be instances of an 
emphatic past tense such as occurs in Makoondekwa*s dialect (Carter 
1973, p.311),
5,4,3: words unlthout high pitch.
In some cases no high pitch at all occurs on the word;
(i) objects:
(ii) subjects:
(iii). adjuncts:
(iv) verbs:
kindodya 55,59 'clicking of fingers' 
mbeembo 57,62,75 'lament'
bantu 62 'people* 
bazitu 65 'in-laws'
NaFunguia 80 'Mr, Owl* 
mono 56,72 'I* 
nge 73 'you' 
yani 77 'he'
—^
bilumbu 62 'days' 
mubilutnbu 65 'after the days'
benda 69 'they went*
bayenda 69 'they went' (cc, uiayenda 58) 
ngyenda 76 'so that I can go* 
uutuka 80 'returning* 
dila §3 'lamenting'.
The sequence noun-possessive seems in five instances to have high
4
pitch on the possessive only:
/  — ■
nkas' andi 66,69 'his wife'
/ *— ■
nkas' aku 75 'your wife' 
nsendo andi 80 'his fee* 
nsendui-ame 76 'my fee' 
ntu ani 81 'his head',
5,4,4: high pitch on the last syllable.
There are a very few cases where a word has high pitch on the last 
syllable. Some of these have already been mentioned in other contexts 
mono, mpiimpa (5.4.1,1), bu-balwaaka (5,4.2.2), teele (5.4.2.1). But
baana 6& 'they*
mbeembo nde 60 '... the lament, saying .
5.4.5: conclusions.
We may sum up by saying that the majority of high pitches occur on 
the root-syllable of the words concerned, Where this is not the case, 
the examples mostly form well-defined subsets - for instance, many 
anomalous nominal patterns can be described in terms of preprefixation 
conditioning a shift of the high pitch (5.4.1.3,5).
5.4,6: bridges between uiords.
Most of the bridges on individual words have been indicated in the 
above discussion (eg. 5,4.1.1,2; 5.4.2.1). However, there are quite a 
few bridges between words, showing recurring patterns of occurrence:
(i) noun/pronoun + following item:
ye-b^u banz^enza 53 'and they the guests'
kkota kuiau baakulu 57 'the entrance of they the elders'
kiima k^dya 74 'something to eat*
kiyunga kyandi 54 'his cloak'
nsusu makumatanu 67 '30 chickens'
ye-nkomba makumoole 67 'and 20 goats'
ye-ntongo zingulu k6umi 68 'and 10 fine pigs'
\ / 5
ye-nkama ntaba 68 'and 100 roots'
nlbngi wunu 78 'in a week from now*
NaFuungwa mpi ubakidi 53-4 'Mr. Owl grabbed'
(ii) locative + following item:
kuna-gata dyame 77 'to my village' 
kuna-gata dyandi 83 'to his village'
kuna-kizitu kyaku 74 'to your in-laws'' / in-law's corpse'
kuna-mf uiila maalu manzitu aandi 58 'at the feet of his father-
kuna-nkunku gata dyau 70 'at the perimeter of their village'
muns^ kinkutu ng'fna 56 'under the cloak where I am*
muna-nkutu mukala NaNgundu-Nkuunga 59-60 'under the cloak where 
Mr. Nightingale was*
muna-nkutu kansuteeka 64 'under the cloak where he had hidden him'
mukkuma nk^ 73 'for what reason'
(iii) verb + following item:
batuukidi b^ima 65-6 'they,brought out things' 
k'iuBjVidi nzimbu-ko 78 'I have no money*
uiAidi taanda 65 'he got very thin* (cf, uunL^di taanda 71)
bu-ngwidi tanda kutame 73 'I'm as thin as a rake'
yikufuta kuiaku 79 'I will indeed pay you'
nzayidi kiuame 56 'I will fully understand'
bakese k6ko 63 'they remained there' / weele dila 83)
beele kkota 53 'they came and entered* (cc, uieele vutuka 79-80,
lualembwa kungana 74 'you failed to give me',
(iv) exclamations:
ee mpaang-£ 77 'hey, my friend!' 
e nkaandi yaya 61 'hey, palm-nut, hooray!' 
nkaandi yigana ngaanu 61 'the palm-nut confers talent!' 
kileleleeee 61 'hip hip hooray!' 
cf, also: karri 74 'at all'
kyeleka 73 'indeed'
There are three instances of 'broken' bridges, long bridges which 
have a structure similar to one of those above, but are broken by a 
pause (see also 6,4.11,1):
kageene • NaNgundu-Nkunga madya-ko 63—4 'he didn't give Mr, 
Nightingale any food' (cf. (iii) above) 
ye-nkama ntaba . z-imfundi 68 'and 100 manioc roots* (cf.J * t
(i) above)
kaviAfdiL kuianil nkutu kiima • k\seenda NaNgundu-Nkunga-ko 81-2 
'he had nothing whatsoever to pay Mr, 
Nightingale with* (cf. (i) above)
These examples could be considered as two consecutive bridges, and are 
so marked. However, with two consecutive bridges we expect the high 
pitch to end and begin respectively on the root-syllable. With these 
bridges, the high pitch of -the first half continues right up to the 
last syllable, and the high pitch of the second half starts right from 
the first syllable; there therefore seems to be good reason for 
considering these sequences as two halves of one bridge rather than 
as two bridges. The sequences could then be marked
kageene * NaNgundu-Nkunga madya-ko, etc
5.4*7: patterns on names.
(i) NaNgundu-Nkunga 55, 602, 64, 71^ 'Mr. Nightingale' 
NaNgundu-Nkunga 60^, 82^
NaNgundu-Nkuunga 54, 79
NaNgundu-Nkuunga 71^, 72^, 82^
\jt a
Ngundu-Nkunga 72^
(ii) NaFuungiua 59, 63, 66, 70, 77, 53, 57 'Mr. Owl' 
kuNaFunguia 55, 80
NaFuungiua 73 
NaFungiua 80
Apart from noting that NaNgundu-Nkunga and NaFuungiua are the most 
common forms, there is little to be said about these.
5.5: comments on variant contours.
(i) NaFungiua mp? 7 'Mr. Owl also' and NaFungiua mpt 57: there was 
'little difference' between these - the latter was said to place 
more emphasis on NaFungiua, while the former was more narrative, 
continuing the story, with the emphasis, if any, on the preceding 
ibuuna 'then'. It was noted that the difference really depends on 
the context, and on what the speaker wants to emphasise.
(ii) gogele nde 21 'she said' and kuNaNgundu nde £—> 'J28 '(he 
said) to Mr. Nightingale’: the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said that the 
extra-high pitch on nde in the latter was a 'special kiNtandu 
accent', which underlined here that the Owl was asking a favour. 
It would not be right, he said, to use this 'strong* form in the 
first example, because the speaker was a lady, and also because 
there was no discussion in what she said, just simple agreement. 
However, since the pausal upturn is the contour given to nde in
Q
all but one other example in the text, it seems safer to assume 
that this is the usual form, and that nde with extra-high pitch 
is a marked form. We may compare the two patterns for issya vo 
'that is' noted in the previous chapter (4.6,4.2).
(iii) kuna yakundxm^na 16 'there where I am buried1 and kuuna ...
uiakundiLnnltfa 27 'there ... where he lay buried (?)': the Rev* D. 
Ntoni-Nzinga suspected that the final position of the latter 
might condition the contour; for example, we could say 
tuakundiLni^na if the word were not in final position. On the other 
hand, the fact that the two words refer respectively to 1st and 
3rd person may, he said, affect the contours*
(iv) nkutu-ko 25 'at all' and nkutu-ko 34: after some hesitation and 
difficulty, the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga finally decided that the 
former was more emphatic,
(v) kadyaambu-ko 19,76 'no matter!' and kadyaambu-ko 43: these were 
characterised as'different types of reply'. The latter is a reply 
to someone from whom you have received something, and the former 
a reply to someone who wants to do something for you. It is clear 
that these explanations do not entirely fit the contexts, but it 
seems likely that there is some sort of difference. This may, as 
suggested by P.R, Bennett (p.c.), have something to do with the 
relative value of the components and the degree of their lexical- 
-isation. We may compare the English 'how-do-you-do?' as opposed 
to 'how do you do that?' We might suppose that the 43 example is 
a polite (and therefore marked) form, while the other example is 
the more usual one; the high pitch on the syllable preceding -ko 
is certainly more usual (cf. 5.4.1.2).
(vi) kitumbu kimosi 2 'one day' and bitumbu b\tanu 62 'five days': the 
Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said that the first example would be used 
when setting the scene at the beginning of a story (rather like 
•once upon a time'), while the second emphasised the time lapse
by means of the high pitches on the numeral. Again, lexicalisation 
may be a factor. We might compare uiaantu uioale/uiaantu ujoole in 
4.5.iv.
(vii) kuna-gata dyaandi 23 'to his village' and kuna-gata dyandi 83: 
the extra length and falling pitch on dyaandt in the first 
example were said to convey an impression of sadness, or an 
attitude of aggressiveness, as when giving an order; the second 
example is the usual form. Compare the comments on kuiaandi in 
4.5.iii.
(viii) yituukaanga lunswa 84 'when the termites come out' and
mumbaamtAsa lunsiua / 85—6 'to use the termites as bait for him': 
the contour differences were ascribed to position in the sentence; 
we could have yiituukaanga lunsiua f and mumbaamb^sa lunsiua ... . The 
Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga drew attention to the way the contours of both 
words, not just of lunsiua, changed; 'if you change one word, you
must change another*. This variation is difficult to account for;
no other examples of this kind have been found.
(ix) kuntfj nanf 105 'on whose head is it?' and kuntu VaFunguia 105 'on 
Mr. Owl's head'; the first example was identified as a question 
form: the higher the pitch, the more forceful the question.
(x) asked about the differing contours on kaansi (passim), the Rev.
D. Ntoni-Nzinga said that basically this depends on its function 
in the sentence, a form like kl^nsi being used to 'reply', for 
example, but one like kans'i being used to 'explain'. He seemed 
to mean here that kaansi 'but' was neutral, in its ordinary 
function of introducing information contrary to that previously 
presented, while kans-( introduced what might be considered a 
cautionary note; 'but, however, ...'. Compare also 10.4,v.>
5.6; other research: van den Eynde.
We have seen that there are certain recurrent patterns both in
the contours of individual words and also in the structures associated
with pitch bridges. We will now compare the systematisation proposed 
by another scholar to see whether similar tendencies can be discerned 
there. Either Daeleman 1966 or van den Eynde 1968 would be appropriate 
for this dialect, but I will deal here with the latter, since I 
propose to discuss Daeleman 1966 in chapter 7,
5 .6 .1 : pitch features.
5.6 .1.1; tonemes.
Van den Eynde distinguishes two tonemes, high (marked v) and low 
(unmarked). Thus:
mutu 'it is a man' 
uiuusidi 'it has arrived’ 
khoombo 'goat'.
7But 'in fact tonal realisation is more complicated' , since there are
also ‘slightly rising* and 'slightly falling' pitches, and a 'tonal 
break *•
5 .6.1 .2 ; 'slight rise'.
The slight rise seems to be a variant of the level contour (class C, 
see 5.6.2.1), and words may have either pattern. Thus;
ngoomba 'cow' £ J or {]“ “ J  
yakala 'mein, husband'[ J or f~ ~ .
The items are marked with high tones because this is 'the simplest from 
the tonal point of view', and also, it appears, to keep two of the 
nominal tone-groups (B and C, see 5.6.2.1) clearly distinct. There is 
'a certain risk of confusion’ with these two groups when the words 
occur in self-standing or phrase-final position, because it is then 
that the falling realisation for class C usually occurs. But the choice 
of the two realisations, level or falling, may even depend, 'for the 
same syntactic position, £on whether]] the informant speaks in a more, 
or less, emphatic manner, slower or faster'.
5.6.1.3: 'slight fall'.
As for the slight fall, we have
kulundzi 'cross' £ “ - J  
kuulu 'leg' J  •
That is, although we would expect from the marking that the contour 
is it is actually Here we are given no reason for the
marking adopted, and the exact phonetic difference between -vv- and 
-vv- with slight fall is not explained. It is noticeable that just 
as the slight rise tends to blur the distinction between groups B and 
C, this slight fall would tend to merge.groups B and A (cf. 4.6.6).
5.6.1.4: 'tonal break*.
The tonal break involves an extra-high tone, thus:
^tutala 'we will work'J] *”"]]•
However, 'this phenomenon has been systematically omitted, although 
it seems to play a distinctive role in the language'•
I l l
5.6 .1.5: tone-bridge.
Van den Eynde notes that in connected speech a *tone-bridge1 is 
sometimes formed between the high tones of two words, eg.
with v marking high pitches due to bridge. It is interesting that 
in his examples bridging mostly seems to occur with nouns in his 
•definite* case (see 5.6.2.3). Van den Eynde gives few details on 
where and when bridging is used. If it occurs at all frequently, it 
surely obscures many of his tonal distinctions, and it would therefore 
be interesting to know how he arrived at his underlying forms.
5.6.2: cases and moods.
Van den Eynde describes kiYaka tone-patterns in terms of three 
nominal 'tone-cases* and three verbal 'tone-moods' (cf. Daeleman 1966).
5.6 ,2.1: tone-classes.
•At first sight, one has the impression that substantives behave 
according to a very irregular tonal scheme, even when occurring'in 
the same case.* Nouns are therefore divided into three 'groups’ or 
tone-classes, each with specific tone-patterns for the various cases 
(see 5.6.2,3). Thus:
It will be seen that in the qualified case there is no tonal differ- 
-entiation of the words. The comments in 5.6 .1.2,3 above about the 
distinctiveness of the tone-classes should also be borne in mind when 
considering the definite case.
5.6 .2.2: tone-types.
Verbal behaviour also necessitates a division into two 'types', 
each with specific tone-patterns for the different moods. The types 
are not tonal classes of the radical, as we might expect from other 
Bantu tonal systems. Rather, they seem to be determined by the tense. 
We might say that there are not two, but three types, since the tenses
batad-{d-{ b^khoo'mb^* bapfumu 'they saw the chief's goats' 
A
B
C
yf-sengele
ma-kulundzi
/ /„ /
ba-yakala
ma-kulundzf
ba-yakala
qualified meaning
yil-sengele *axe' / marks'
ma-kulundzil 'cruciform tattoo 
ba-yakala 'husbands'
of type I have very different patterns according to whether the 
subject prefix is lst/2nd person or 3rd person. Thus:
absolute
I (i) tutadid^. 
(it) batadidi
II
selective relative 
tutadidi tutadidi 
batadnld-f
ttuatad^d^ twatadidi 
See also 5.6.2.4 and 5.6.5 .
batadidi
tiuatad^d^
meaning tense
’we have looked' perfect 
•they have looked1 "
•we had looked' pluperfect
5.6 .2.3: the three cases.
Van den Eynde says of the cases: (pp. 16-7)
(i) with the neutral case, 'the substantive ... expresses only its 
own lexical content* - ie. this is the unmarked form.
(ii) with the definite case, 'the accent is placed on the substantive, 
in its own right, or in comparison with another'.This form is 
therefore marked and emphatic,
(iii) the qualified case 'signifies that ... the attention ... is 
deflected from this substantive to the profit of its determining 
[ie. qualifying] form*. We might call this a 'de-emphasised' form,
and it is mostly found in first position in a nominal group.
5.6 .2.4: the three moods.
Of the moods, van den Eynde says: (p.19)
(i) the absolute mood 'is neutral*.
(ii) the selective mood 'focusses attention on the complement. The
presence of the latter is obligatory ... When the selective 
mood is used, it is desired to clearly indicate that the
complement is the main area of attention, not something else.
An exclusive choice is being made among various possibilities, 
the chosen complement is being opposed to others'•
(iii) the relative mood 'can be translated most adequately in French 
by a relative construction, although the frequency of its use 
far surpasses that of the relative in French’.
5 ,6 .2 .5: relationship.
The moods and cases therefore seem to correspond as follows:
(a) marked: definite case, selective mood; (b) unmarked: neutral 
case, absolute mood; (c) 'de-marked': qualified case, relative mood.
5,6.3: interaction of cases and moods.
•The sense of syntactic groups and of the phrase in Yaka is 
determined by tonal characteristics, which express the different 
possible links between one or more nominal forms and between one or 
more verbal forms', (p.11) Van den Eynde examines this interplay 
between mood and case in the phrase from the point of view of where 
each case may occur.
5.6 .3.1: definite case.
The definite case occurs when the noun
(a) stands alone as a predicative or vocative, eg.
maheembo 'they are shoulders' 
a nge miuaana! 'hey, you, child! 1
(b) is preceded by the genitive element, eg.
k^rna kyaphuieenya 'it is a thing of beauty'
(c) is preceded by kwa-Aune-, ye-/ya-, eg.
tiueele kuna-ns^tu 'we went to the forest' 
tuusid^ ya-maama 'I/we have come with mother* >
(d) appears as object of a verb in the selective mood, eg.
tuniimblnl hathaangi 'we slept on a bed (not on the ground)'.
5.6 .3,2: neutral case.
The neutral case occurs when the noun
(a) occurs before numerals, -ooso 'all', or -4^ngi 'many'
(b) appears as subject of a verb in (i) absolute, or (ii) selective 
mood, eg.
(i) yisengele kyalala 'the axe was lost*
(ii) maheembo mamween^ ph^sl ' my shoulders are really sore*
(c) appears as object of a verb in (i) absolute, or (ii) relative 
mood, eg.
(i) tumuieene kabuluku 'we saw an antelope' / is dead'
(ii) mutu uiad^ ildi makhondo, fuudi 'the person who ate the bananas
(d) appears as complement of an indirect relative, eg.
mwaana kavwaat^sTL maama 'the child whom dresses the mother'.
5.6 .3.3: qualified case.
The qualified case occurs when the noun
(a) is first item in a nominal group (ie# when it occurs before a 
genitive, possessive or demonstrative), eg#
lusiimba maheembo mamaama 'hold mummy's shoulders!' 
mitoombo myaami myambiimbi 'these manioc roots are bad*
(b) is qualified by a relative, whether (i) direct, or (ii) indirect, eg.
(i) ngaandu uiazyoonda mumaamba, luukidi 'the crocodile which
dived into the water was evil'
(ii) ndaanda yitheetele ndzyoko, yitoombokele 'the path which
the elephant was looking for sloped upwards
5.6.3.4: contextual variation.
Van den Eynde points out that 'in certain contexts either the 
qualified or the definite case may occur' (pp. 22-4), eg.
hathaangi tun^mb^ni (def + rel) 'it was on a bed that we slept
cf. tuniimbini hathaangi (sel + def) 'we slept on a bed*
but hathaangi tuniimbini (qual + rel) 'the bed on which we slept ..
maheemb$ maama (def) 'these are my shoulders' 
but maheembo maama (qual) 'my shoulders •••'.
5.6.4: range of patterns.
The range of patterns for a simple sentence with three slots then 
seems to be something like this:.
subject
neut 
qual-def 
qual-re1-neut
predicator
def
def-rel-neut
abs
sel
object
neut 
qual-def 
qual-re1-neut 
def 
def—def 
de f-re1-neut (?)
Thus we have (p.12):
(i) baphaangi (def) 'they are brothers'
(ii) baphaangi bahoondele bakhaombo (neut + abs + neut) 'the brothers
killed the goatB'
(iii) baphaangi bahoondele bakhoombo (neut + sel + def) 'the brothers
killed the goats (and not the sheep'
(iv) bakho^rnb^ bahoondele baphaang^ (def-re1-neut) 'it is the goats
that the brothers killed'
(v) bakhoombo bahoondele baphaang^, bafuudi (qual-rel-neut + abs) 'the
goats which the brothers killed have died',
5.6.5: verbal patterns.
Not all of van den Eynde's verb forms show the patterns predicted 
by his formulations (5.6.2,2). For example, in 5*6.3.2 the form 
k a v u i a a t ^ 5 - { ,  said to be a relative, has a pattern which is supposed to 
appear on relatives of type II only, whereas this verb form appears 
to be a perfect tense, not a pluperfect, and therefore type I,
Again, in 5.6.3.4 we have!-two different patterns for the relative 
tuniimbiml: tu^n^Tjnb^ml and tun^imbini. The form here is definitely 
type I, so the second pattern does fit van den Eynde's formulations.
The first pattern, however, is not included in those given for either 
type. We might postulate tftn^mb-fn^, with lowered pitch on the last 
syllable because of pre-pausal occurrence (as happens to nopns - of.
5.6.1.2), but this pattern only occurs on type II relatives.
There are two more contradictory patterns for a relative in 5.6.4: 
bahoondele (iv) and bahoondele (v). All other patterns for bahoondele 
in these sentences except that in (v) seem to mark it as a type II 
verb (ie. pluperfect). But bahoondele seeras closer to the pattern for 
a relative of type I (ie. perfect). Either the glosses for these 
sentences are misleading (since none of them reflects the pluperfect 
meaning), or the patterns displayed on verbals are not fully described 
in vein den Eynde*s formulations.
5.6.6; further problematic examples.
(i) katolula meenu maandil but telele baantu baanc^ (both abs + qual- 
def): -aandi is in tone-group A, so the first example shows a 
definite case pattern, while the second shows a neutral case 
pattern. Yet from the information presented, the neutral case 
does not occur on a word in this context.
(ii) a nge mwaanai 'hey, you, child!' but a ngel 'hey, you!': this 
implies either that there is a hierarchy in the application of
high pitch (perhaps on the lines of only one substantive in the 
group being in the definite case, or of only one item in a given 
slot having high pitch), or some sort of focus or emphasis#
(iii) tumweene bangoomba bapfumu (abs + qual-def) 'we saw the chief's 
cows' but tumweene bangodSmba bapfumu (sel + def-def) 'we saw the 
chief1s cows': such pairs suggest clearly that focus may be a 
relevant factor in the realisation of the pitch contours.
(iv) lutufuula kheenda (abs + neut) 'have mercy on us (on all occasions, 
in general)' but lutufuula kheenda (sel + def) 'have mercy on us 
(on one particular occasion)': here the pitch patterns provide 
connotative contrast. We might note that in Carter's kiMbanz' 
aKongo (Carter 1973), where the initial vowel acts to some extent
as a marker of definiteness, the patterns for the noun would be
/ / 9nkheenda (less definite) and enkheenda (more definite).
5*6.7: conclusions.
Despite its internal inconsistencies, van den Eynde*s study shows 
a number of parallels with, tendencies noted in the text (5,4). In 
many cases there is only one high pitch on a word, and in some cases 
none at all; in addition, words may have a variety of contours in the 
same context. There are variant realisations for some words (5.6.1.2) 
depending on position in the utterance, and also on speed of utterance 
and emphasis. The fact that there are discrepancies between the posited 
verbal contours and their actual forms in the examples suggests that 
there may be a certain amount of flexibility here, which would make 
verbal patterns hard to categorise. Finally, pitch may be used to 
signal a close relationship between items in a nominal group, or 
between a verb and its object, and to indicate various degrees of 
markedness or focus,
5,7: summary.
Analysis of the text (5.4) has yielded more information on the 
occurrence of bridging (5.4.6) and of anomalous patterns (5,4,5). 
Comparison with van den Eynde's work (5.6) suggests parallels with 
the system I am postulating: one of minimal tonal differentiation, 
but with a certain amount of optional contour variation (5.5) — 
a fairly flexible system which accounts for the bulk of the data.
i n
Endnotes to chapter five.
1. Terms such as ‘locative', 'genitive', 'connective', etc. are used 
as shorthand for 'noun with prefixed locative element', 'noun with 
prefixed genitive element', 'noun with prefixed connective element', 
etc.
2. Such expressions as 'locatives shift the high pitch' are used as 
shorthand for 'nouns with prefixed locative element are associated 
with shift of the high pitch*. It is not necessarily intended to 
suggest a causal relationship between occurrence of the locative 
element and shift of the high pitch, though such may well be the 
case.
3. Henceforth, an arrow over a line number will indicate an anomalous 
pattern on surrounding words.
4. It will be noticed that in all these examples elision has occurred 
or could occur. The analysis here would be one of non-occurrence 
of high pitch on the first word, with expected high pitch on the 
second. Note that Carter (p.c.) would analyse the forms as, for 
example, *nkhase-aandi (a possessive complex) —  nkhas* aandi 
(with elision causing the high pitch to move one syllable to the 
right). That is, her analysis would be one of non-occurrence of 
high pitch on the second word, with expected high pitch on the 
first, although this high pitch is in fact realised on the second 
word because of the elision.
5. Other instances of ye- show no shift, eg. ye-bes^gata 52 'and the 
villagers', ye-bau 53 'and they'. The shift of high pitch onto' the 
connective element in the three examples in 67-8 may be due to 
their being in a list: the speaker is enunciating them carefully, 
emphasising the number of the gifts. Compare also bu-ngiuidi ... in
(iii), which also has high pitch on the prefixed element and is 
also emphatic, being an exclamation.
6. nde 93, but the high pitch may be due to the fact that it is elided 
with the vocative element e.
7. All extracts from van den Eynde 1968 are translated from the original 
French.
8. Van den Eynde's names for the cases and moods are related to each 
other in four instances out of six, and are therefore difficult to 
remember. In my translations, therefore, I use slightly different 
terms, as fo1lows:
tone-cases 
determinant: definite 
indetermine: neutral 
determine: qualified 
We might also compare the Tonga 
tuiakayandaula mulimo 
but tuiakayandaula mulimo 
(Carter 1971—2), See also 13*3.3
tone-moods 
absolutif: absolute 
selectif: selective 
determinatif: relative.
'we looked for work*
'we looked for work'
CHAPTER SIX 
Three tensions - kiZombo
6*1: introduction.
This chapter will examine three versions of the same text in the
1 ' 
kiZombo dialect f; to ascertain their degree of difference or similarity
in terms of pitch features. A portion of the text will then be compared
with the patterns predicted by Carter’s systematisation (cf. 4.6,7) .
6.2; the text.
The first text (version A) was a spontaneous one spoken by the Rev.
D. Ntoni-Nzinga into a cassette recorder. Version A was then examined 
in two following sessions; it would be played for a phrase, the Rev. D. 
Ntoni-Nzinga would repeat the phrase more slowly and clearly perhaps 
two or three times, and I would check this against version A. This 
slowed-down, 'exploded' version (B) showed some variations from A in 
both wording and contour. Finally, one session was devoted to explaining 
the exact meaning and reference of the text. During this, the Rev. D. 
Ntoni-Nzinga would frequently repeat phrases or whole sentences from 
my written version of the text (especially the middle portion) for the 
purposes of translation and explanation. This explicatory version (C) 
was also recorded. ^
6.3; sample passage.
The passage chosen for examination is 11. 33-58, About 60% of high 
pitches in versions B and C occur on the root-syllable; the proportion 
is slightly lower in A (about 52%).
For the sake of simplicity, we will describe the patterns with 
reference to A, only noting patterns in B and C when they diverge from 
those in A. This approach has been found, after trial ‘and error, to 
be preferable to describing the patterns in three parallel columns, 
or to describing each version individually and then comparing them.
6.4; patterns in the text.
The patterns in this text (version A) are strikingly different 
from those of the texts previously examined. The patterns in those
texts could be categorised in terms of 'basic* (ie. high pitch on the 
root-syllable) or 'anomalous* (ie. (i) high pitch elsewhere, or (ii) 
no high pitch), with the 'basic* and 'anomalous (i)' categories 
containing the greatest number of items.
In this text it is the 'basic* and 'anomalous (ii)' categories 
which contain most items - a very high proportion (about 28%) of 
words have no high pitch, and words vdth prefixed elements tend to 
retain the high pitch on the root-syllable, instead of shifting it 
as in previous texts.
6.4,1: long locatives.
Long locatives do not shift the high pitch:
6.4.2: connectives.
Connectives also retain high pitch on the root-syllable. Thus:
muna-maentu 42 'for people' 
muna-kuma 52 'for the reason' 
muna-yaayi 57 'in this' 
muna-maa 45 |B muna-maamaj 'because 
muna-lumbu 39 [absent in B, C muna- 
muna-dyaadi 33 [absent in B, C muna
Note also kujamuuntu 35 'to someone'
kmaphill(a) 46 'by a type', which might be better, classed 
with the genitives in 6.4.3.
ye-muuntu 34 'with someone'
ye-mbundazyaanu 48 'with a joining together' 
ye-ujoonga 49 'with tear' 
ye-nani 50 'with whom'.
But note also ye-kyavoonzB 51 'and of danger' 
and ye-thaangu 55 'with a time'.
6,4.3: genitives.
Some genitives shift the high pitch:
kyanene 47 'of largeness' 
kyaphasi 50 'of difficulty'
mand2a 40 ‘of the world'
mlnkaka 37 [absent in b] 'of otherness1
dyankaka 56 'of otherness'
kysthaangu 44 'absent in C 'of time’
ethangu 36,56 'of time' (cf, ys-thaangu 55, thaangu 330, 34C) 
ye-kyat/aonza 51 'and of danger' 
idyamona 57 'it is of seeing'.
But others do not:
zaziingi 45 'of manyness' 
ay\ing(i) 51 ditto 
aujoonsono 42 'of all' 
rrtaujoonsono 45 ditto 
aujoonga 46 'of fear' 
kyedyaadi 52 'of this' 
avuvu 48 'of hope'
avuuvu-ko 48 [jp 3vuuvu“ ko] 1 (not) of hope '
dyamfunu 33 [C dy^mfunu] !(it is), of importance' (cf. mfunu-ko 
\ /
Note also edyaambu 35,36 'of matter'
ky^lumbu 34 [absent in B, 0 kyalumbu] 'of days'.
There is no visible conditioning factor which would account for shift 
in some cases but not in others.
6.4,4: stabilised items.
Some stabilised items shift the high pitch:
Tlboosi 36 [absent in Be] 'then' (cc. iboosi 43,46)
t /  r  \  /  "” i(e)isya vo 40 JJB isya vcj 'that is*
yi-mlkala 42 'they are [things] which are'.
But others do not:
/ / \ / *1ikya' kyesya uo 47 |J3 ikyaaki kyesya uo, C ikyaaki ...J 'it is
inkuundi 50 'It is a friend'
\
intaantu 50 'it is an enemy'
im^ama 53 'it is these [things]
Note also £se- (?) in 11.43-4, though the patterns for this differ.
6.4,5: initial vowel.
The initial vowel shifts high pitch in some cases:
ephasi 56,57 'difficulty' (cf. kyaphasi 50, cc, ephasi 52) 
elumbu 57 'day* 
ephila 57 'the manner1 
ezaya 35 [c zaye] 'to know'
[ekhuumbu 45c](a khuumbu, absent in b] 'names'.
But in other cases there is no high pitch:
eludi 43 'truth'
eluvunu 43 'lies'
euiaantu 46 'people'
eyaatu 47 ditto (cc. eyaatu 39C)
ephasi 52 'difficulty' (cc. ephasi 56,57)
emaambu 55 'things'
esikila 53 £bC sikila] 'become right* 
ekurna 49,51 [b ekuma] 'the reason'.
We might also note here
dxmosi 38 [bC dim os’?] 'one'.
6.4.6: high pitch on the last syllable. p
A few words Jiave high pitch on the last syllable, usually as part 
of a bridge:
kina 47 'which'
mans 41,41(A here actually has mana),42 'which'
[konso 33B,34B| [a koso, C ko^nso] 'every*
muuntu muuntu 40,49 [.40B muuntu muuntu] 'everyone'.
6,4.7: -ko.
The negative affix -ko seems to cause spreading only on verbs:
kazeye-ko 49 'he doesn't know'
•katuzeye-ko 52 'we don't know'
\ /kufwiila-ko 54 'despite'.
Note also ioaatu“ko 51 [jB waatu-ko] '(not) people).
There are three examples with no spreading:
mffunu~*ka 38 '(not) useful'
avuuvu-ko 48 [p avuuvu-kcQ '(not) of hope'
jvava-ko 36Bcj [a vova-kcQ '(not) say',
6,4.8: anomalous verbal patterns.
maleenda 35 ^absent in Bc3 'you should be able'
kulendil 36 (perhaps an emphatic pattern) ^BC kulendi] 'you cannot1 
tunaanga 54 jjC tunaangaj 'we have' 
ditwatoma 38 'which is constantly very much' 
d^toma 56B [AO dttomaj 'which is very much' 
kaena 47G ^AB kaena^ 'they do not have' 
kamena 37BC £a kamena] 'which are not'
-drmonekaanga 43 jy-c&monekaang*a 6(6)] ’it is being seen' 
kak-Ltmavuuvtka 51 £c(?) kak\.tiuaviljuvtka^ 'it is not peaceful* 
atmazil^ngnlla 58 'they are living'
atuiamon(a) 52 £b atwamon(a), C atujamon (a)] 'they are seeing' 
yi-malola 42 'they are [things] which are'.
Only anomalous patterns are noted here; other.’examples in this text 
have high pitch on the root-syllable. Note particularly the high degree 
of variation from one version to another in verbal patterns*
6,4.9: tone~cl35ses.
As with previous texts, it seems difficult to account for categories 
where there is shift in some cases and not in others (eg, 6.4*3). There 
seem to be no conditioning factors in the surrounding environment.
Should we then postulate tone-classes? There is one argument for this 
view, namely, that the patterns of some groups (eg* 6,4,2) mostly 
coincide with those assigned to them in Carter 1980b, However, there 
are several arguments against tone-classes:
(a) some prefixes do not shift the high pitch as Carter predicts, eg.
6  ^
muna-lumbu 39, Carter predicts muna-lumbu (see also 6.7);
(b) one word may have two different patterns,, .eg. dyamfunu/dyamfunu 33;
(c) the above variation is due more to simple difference in the placemen" 
of high pitch than to a series of different tone-patterns for the woi I:
(d) the postulation of even minimally-differentiated tone-classes has 
not proved useful for other texts.
lacf.
There is therefore a dilemma: a few pieces of evidence for tone- 
classes, but nothing definite. Perhaps the best approach is merely 
to note the possibility of lexical conditioning of contours in some 
cases , but to continue with the description in terms of morphological 
and semantic conditioning, as has been found most useful for the 
majority of the contours in all the texts. It has already been noted
(6,4) that the patterns in this text are 'somewhat different from those 
of other texts, and we might add the possibility of residual tone- 
classes as one of those differences, I will return to this question 
in 6,7,4.
6,4.10: words without high pitch.
(i) adjunct: iboosi 43,46 ‘so1
kana uo 52 'whether1
kikilu 50 [c kxkilu] 'real' (cc. kxkilu 33) 
w a u 49 * now1
euo 56 youo, C yovoj 'or'
\ r \ / \ "s
koso thaangu 33 [C koonso thaangu,B konso thaanguj 'every i: 
m^ambu ne 53 jj3C maarabu nej 'tilings like'
(ii) object: khy' 35,36,36,53 'what'
phasi 39 'difficulty' .V4'
ephasi 52 ditto (cc, ephasi 56,57) 
ngindu 34 jjj3 ng^ndu^j 'ideas' 
ndaanu 38 jj3 ndaanduj 'wise' 
dyoodyo 54 'this* 
yaayi 40 ditto 
jj<yau 54b] |ac kyatTj 'It* 
ye-thaangu 55 'with a time'
jjnbundanu 48(5] [a  mb^ndanu,B mbundanuj 'joining*
(iii) verbs: kamena 37[bc kamenaj 'which are not' (cc. kaena 47)
tutadidi 39 'we have looked'
(jlenda 35BC^] [a lenda] 'you can'
malenda 53 [c malenda]] 'they can*
afwete 45 |j3C afwete^j 'they are (as a rule)'
makwenda 55 [c makwenda] 'they will become'
uova-ko 35 (j3G uoua-ko] '(not) say'
(e) silk-illa 53 'be put right' (cc, s\kila 55) 
jjpikicK 55BCfJ Ja s^ kidifj 'righted'
kuphaangaang (a) 56 [b kuphaangaang (a)^ j 'causing me' 
kuphaang(a) 57 'cause me' 
note also the relative pronoun dins 35,36 [absent in BCfj 'which'
(iv) subject: aatu 40 'people'
eyaatu 47 ditto 
etuaantu 46 ditto 
eludi 43 'truth' 
eluuunu 44 'lies' 
emaambu 55 'things' 
msambu 37 [absent in B^ ditto 
[maambu 53BCj [A maambuj ditto 
dyaambu 55 [c dyaambuj 'matter' 
ekuma 49[b ekuma], 51 'the reason' 
muuntu muuntu 4o{jB muuntu muuntu],49 'everyone'#
It is noticeable that, as in 6.4*8, these anomalous patterns show a
great deal of variation between versions. It is interesting that 
some words appear more than once, eg. waantu 'people' and maambu 
'things'. We might compare these to English 'weak' forms, eg. 'people 
say that but they don't really mean it1 .as opposed/bo the 'strong' 
form 'people are important'#
In general, words without high pitch seem to occur in 'de-emphasised' 
or de-stressed position: for example, tutadidi 39 occurs as a 
parenthesis, 'if we care to look'; ndaanu 38 'wise' is a kiNdibu 
synonym for mfdnu, so It loses its high pitch in favour of mfunu - it 
is interesting to note that in the B version, ndaandu is said after 
mfunu, and here it is presumably meant to reinforce mfunu, so it is
\ /Vgiven the emphatic pattern ndaandu. It is likely that other instances 
of no high pitch (though perhaps not all) could be accounted for in 
this way, by postulating a manipulation of the contours by the speaker 
to focus attention on certain parts of his utterance (see also chapter 
12). This would be particularly likely to occur in this text, since 
the speaker was emotionally involved with his subject.
6*4.11: bridges between words.
(i) noun + following item:
muna-lumbu kyalumbu 39 |[c muna-lumbu * kyalumbu, absent in B^J 
'all the time 1
[maambu mand2 a 39-40Efj [X maambu A mandza, C maambu mandzaj 
'the events of the world'
thaangu kyethaangu 44 [absent in cQ ’the whole time'
kwaph\l' awoonga 46 ’by a great fear’
evuoonza kyanene 46-47 [c ev/uoon2 a kyanene]] ’the greatest danger*
\ ff r \ / // / m
mbundanu auuvu 48 [B mbundanu avuuu, C mbundanu avuuvuj
•a joining of hope*
ye-mbundazyaanu auuui/u-ko 48 [unbridged variants in B and c]]
'nor a joining together of hope'
teezo kyaphasi 50 [B teezo A kyaphasij '(it is) a difficult 
situation'
muna-kuma kyedyaayx 52 jj3C muna-kuma kyedyaadifj 'on account 
of this'
xnkuundi ant 50 'it is his friend'
\ ixntaantu ant 50 'it is his enemy'
muna-yaayi elumbu 57 'in this day and age'
dyambu d^mosi 38 |jBC dyambu dimosx]] 'one thing'
dyamfunu kxkilu 33 [c dyamfunu k^kilu]] '(it is) of great 
importance'
\ / j  ^ ^
muna-dyaadi naanga 33 [B muna-dyaadil * naanga, C muna-dyaadi• 
naangaj 'on account of this, perhaps'
koso th^a ngu uouaanga 33-34 jj3 koonso thaangu v/ouaanga,
• \ / i
G koonso thaangu ^uouaangaj 'every time you 
speak'
jjconso thaangu ssoongaanga 34BJ [a koso thaangu A ssoongaanga,
C koonso thaangu ssoongaanga]] 'every time 
you explain'
ayxxng' atwamon(a) 51-52 [BC ay^ingx Jatwamon (a)]] 'many are 
experiencing1
[dyaambu dyankaka ditoma 55-56C] [AB dyaambu dyankaka diltoma^ 
'another thing which really
\ /note also katu dyaka 48-49 'no longer at all'
(ii) verb + following item:
afwete vewa khuumbu 45 [b afwete uewa, C bafwete u'eiua* 
ekhuumbu] 'they are given names' 
lenda voua 35 [BC lenda uous] 'you can say1
\ / \ / “1ksena dyaka 47-48 |_C loena dyaaksj 'they no longer have'
jjornena kwaant 37Bc] £a kamena kiuamfj 'which are not entirely*
note also z\na zinaanga 37 £c zilna ztnaanga, absent in b]J 'which are'
kina kisuundidi 47 'surpassing' 
mans kenaanga 41 'what he has* 
mana kauaangaanga 42 'what he is doing'
mana kayyi^ndulaanga 41 j*BC mana kayyi^ndulaanga^] 'what he 
is thinking'
and y\na yaatu 58 ^absent in cf] 'in which people'.
Here again there is a good deal of variation among the three
versions, which suggests that bridging depends very much on factors 
such as speed of utterance, sequence of words, occurrence of pauses, 
and perhaps to some extent on the speaker's intentions (ie, whether 
he wants to emphasise the close relationship between certain items 
by bridging them) - see 6.4.11.2.
6.4.11.1: formation of bridges’.
The variant contours of some sequences allow us to draw some 
important conclusions about the formation of bridges.
There are a few instances of 'broken'• bridges, two consecutive 
bridges which can be regarded as one bridge with a pause in the 
middle (see 5.4.6), eg.
m^ambfi . mandza 39—40A 'the events of the world',A
\ /This could be marked maambu.^ mandza, and in fact in 39-40B a similar 
pattern (without pause) does occur:
maambu mandza.
Compare teezo A kyapha'si 50B '(it is) a difficult situation'
and teezo kyaphasi 50C.
The A version here shows a bridge with final extra-high pitch:
teezo kyaphasi.
It is also possible to find examples where, although there is no 
pause between the two words, the first word has'the bridging pattern 
(ie. could be taken to constitute the first half of a broken bridge),
but the second word does not continue this bridge* Thus:
mbundanu auuuu 48B 'a joining of hope1*
This may be taken as an intermediate stage in the formation of a
bridge, and in fact the full bridge occurs in
mbundanu avuuu 48A,
where the first syllable of the second word has been raised to form 
a bridge proper.
The examples suggest the following steps in the expansion of a 
bridge:
(i) / ! \  / ~> / \ /Vie. bridge on first word + pause +
unbridged pattern on second word -4 full bridge;
(ii) / _Tv_/ — * / \ / t ie. bridge on first word + unbridged
pattern on second word full bridge (with extra-high final).
Considering now the contour on the first word, we can see that 
syllables following the first high pitch are consecutively raised.
The complete sequence is seen in:
V f f(unbridged) ■' maambu *• mandza 39-4QC
(broken bridge) maambu A mandza 39-40^
(full bridge) maambu mandza 39-40B,
Note also (unbridged) evvoonza kyanene 46-47C 'the greatest danger1
(full bridge) evuoonza kyanene 46-47AB
and ' (unbridged) muna-kuma kyedyaaynl 52C ‘on account of this'
\ /
(full bridge) muna-kuma kyedyaayi 52A.
6.4*11.2: conclusions.
These examples seem to suggest that in bridging the voice remains 
high after the first high pitch, in readiness for the second part of 
the bridge. In fairly slow speech, however, there may be a pause 
between the two parts, or syllables of the second part before the 
next high .pitch may not be assimilated, ie. the second part has the 
unbridged pattern* In fast speech, or where there are no pauses, a 
full bridge is formed - the high pitch is run on from the end of the 
first part to the beginning o^  the second. The stages can be shown
as follows:
/ A A . /  -4 / J * A /  -4
We might now ask why bridging occurs. It would seem that certain 
syntactic sequences (such as noun-qualifier or verb-object) are more 
likely to occur with bridging. They have a close grammatical relation- 
-ship, and the speaker may choose to signal this relationship, and/or 
its importance, by putting the two items in bridge. In fast speech 
bridging may even be obligatory. There may be an element of conscious 
focus by deciding to bridge two items (see also 7,6.3 and 12.4), and 
the rising bridge appears to be a marked form of bridging. This 
syntactico-semantic phenomenon of bridging seems to have parallels in 
at least three other Bantu languages, as I will show in 13.3.
6,5: variation in the three versions.
Investigation of inter-version differences is also interesting. As 
noted above (6.4), in the spontaneous A version there is a large 
proportion of words with no high pitch. The number is somewhat less 
in the slower versions B and C, which tend to have high pitch on the 
root-syllable of many words which in A have no high pitch (cf, 6,4.10). 
This may be ascribed to a tendency for slower speech to retain a greater 
number of basic patterns (cf. 6.4.11.2).
Areas of anomalous patterning, especially words or sequences which 
in A have no high pitch or are in bridge, are especially prone to 
variation over the three versions (cf. 6.4.8,10,11). Bridges are very 
slightly more common in A, and are usually slightly longer than those 
in B or C, Phrases in A are also generally longer than those in B or C, 
though of course this is to soirie degree accounted for by the nature of 
the secondary versions. For example, the sequence dyambu dimosil 
dftujatoma vvaang(a) aatu phasi muna-lumbu kyalumbu 38-39 'one thing 
which constantly causes people great trouble all the time* is one 
phrase in A, two phrases in B (where the last two words are also absent), 
and four phrases in C.
We may quantify the actual divergences of B and C from A as follows:
B % A C ^ A BC % A total
words 9 12 14 35 (out of 177)
0//O 5% 7% 8% 20%
This may be drawn as a Venn diagram:
7%
B C
13% ... 15%
It thus seems that there is a 20% level of variance from A, Expressed 
individually, B differs from A by 13%, and C from A by the slightly 
higher 15%, ie. there is a high degree of similarity between the three 
versions.
6.5.1: variance in versions of the same text, from the same speaker.
Version A was the primary version, and B and G were secondary versions 
bases on it. If we were counting merely the number of different contours 
in all three versions, we would add the variance percentages for B 
(13%) and C (15%) to give 28%, But since we are counting the amount of 
variance from the A version in other versions, places where B and C
both have different contours are counted as one, giving the figure of
520% .
(
If A is taken as zero, then the amount of variation when A is 
compared to one other version (A+l) is 15% (taking the figure for C, 
the version showing greatest divergence), and when A is compared to 
two other versions (A+2) the figure is 20%, If we can assume that this 
text is representative, it would seem that there is an exponential 
decrease in variance, so that eventually we would expect the amount 
of variation not to exceed a certain figure, no matter how many 
versions were compared. This assumption seems reasonable, since, as 
pointed out several times above (eg, 6.4.8,10), the variation generally 
occurs in'certain areas, ie. it is non-random. We would at any rate 
expect a finite amount of variation, since no language has yet been 
discovered which shows Infinite variability. An ultimate figure of 
around 25% variation seems appropriate.
It appears, then, that we might predict a sequence such as
A: 0 (within limits of)
A+l: 15% 
A+2: 20% 
A+n: 25%
13-17% 
17-23% 
20-30% (?).
6,5.2: variance in versions of the same text, from different speakers.
This hypothesis becomes more attractive when we remember the level 
of correlation with patterns derived from other systematisations, In
4.7 I compared a text from the Rev. D* Ntoni-Nzinga and the same text 
marked as predicted by Carter's systematisation. The two showed a 
correlation of about 70%, ie. a variability level of about 30%. The 
same exercise has been carried out for this text (see 6.7), again 
showing 70% correlation. In later chapters it will be shown that there 
is a similar level of comparability with other systematisations (chapter 
7 and 9), and between two versions of the same text from two different 
speakers (chapter 8).
6.5.3: variation and focus.
It therefore seems likely that there are certain possibilities of 
variation in the kiKongo system: the expected patterns may be varied 
by the speaker to give anomalous patterns which possibly convey 
differences of focus or emphasis (see also chapter 12). It is 
interesting that in one comparability study (see 9.6) it was found 
that the system I am postulating here, and -that proposed by another 
researcher, both had difficulty in accounting for the same phrases 
where the speaker had used anomalous contours; this suggests that at 
a certain level systems based on linguistic features excluding focus 
and emphasis break down, and we must postulate some system including 
these.
Although not all variation in contours can be ascribed to focus 
or emphasis (some variation may be due to misreading, or to a slightly 
different choice of words or phrasing), nevertheless it seems 
reasonable to attribute the bulk of the variation to focus. As a 
working hypothesis, then, we may use the figures in the previous 
sections as a rough index to the amount of focus, while bearing in 
mind that the actual amount may be slightly less than that given.
I 3>2_
6,5,4: conclusions.
To sum up, therefore, we might say that there is a very high degree 
of similarity between versions A, B and C, which suggests that the 
basic system is similar in all three. On the other hand, there is 
also a fairly high level of variation, which suggests that the basic 
system is being conditioned in some way. This variation tends to occur 
in the same phrases, suggesting that such variation is the exponent 
of emphasis or focus. The fact that the figures for the degree of 
variation are comparable to those obtained for a text from two different 
sources suggests that the possibility of variation may be an integral 
part of the system itself. (
I would suggest that variation between two versions of the same 
text by the same speaker would typically be about 15%, and that this 
would increase the more versions were compared until we found a general 
level of about 25% variation. If we were to compare two versions of the 
same text by different speakers we would find a further increase to 
about 30% variation. It is uncertain what would be found if several 
versions of the same text by different speakers were compared. However, 
if we assume that there are structural limits as to how much variability 
is possible, and that certain structures are more likely to permit 
variation (as seems probable), the level'should not*be too high: we 
might estimate 40%. Thus:
same speaker different -speakers 
two versions 15% 30%
more than two versions 25% 40% {?).
6.6: comments on uorfant contours.
(i) discussing 52-53, the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga gave the pair 
katuzeye-ko, kana vo ekhy1ethaangu ... 'we do not know whether 
some time and katuzeye-kft, kana uo ekhy'ethaangft ... ; 
katuzeye-ko was said to be the neutral form, suggesting that 
what follows is not very important, but katuzeye-ko is much 
more emphatic, implying that something very important, eg. an 
opinion dearly held by the speaker, is about to follow.
(ii) in 58, B has a neutral ephila yilna yaatu, but A has a more
emphatic ^eptfila y\n.a yaatu (Ithe way in which'pepple *.*'),, .-with 
the high key emphasising yaatu. The speaker ‘feels■strongly about 
the subject, and this is ^lso signalled by the three pauses in 
• jtbis Part of the sentence, which help to'emphasise ehchpphrase
(iii) discussing 75, the Rev* D. Ntoni-Nzinga drew attention^to two 
possible patterns for a noun in final position. When the same 
syntactic pattern is repeated, as here, it tends to have its high 
pitch suppressed, with no pausal upturn: aatu alutildt uouel' 
eluvuv/amu, aatu alutidf voveU ezota 'people often talk about 
peace, people often talk about love'. However, as a paratactic 
addition, the noun has high pitch and upturn: aatu alutidi uoyel' 
eluuuuamu, ye-zali ... 'people often talk about peace, and love'. 
The first form was compared to one before a comma, and the 
second to one before a semi-colon*
(iv) in 95-96, kaleendele ^  uuluziua ye-maambu maandi-ko 'he cannot be 
saved with all his problems' would be a neutral form with no 
emphasis, but the actual kaleendele ^vulu2iua ye-maambu maandi-ko 
emphasises maambu, implying that the Church has a responsibility 
to save not only a person’s soul, but his whole being, problems 
and all.
(v) discussing 55, emaambu was said to be a neutraf form, but a form 
such as maambu would be emphatic.
(vi) discussing 32, the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga gave the pair -muna-kati 
ktuaandi 'inside him' (cf, the actual muna-kati kuiaandt) and 
muna-katil kiuaandt; the first is neutral, but the latter would be 
used when the speaker was angry, or wanted to emphasise that he 
was talking about one thing in particular.
(vii) in 2, yTlilndujTlildil 'you \tfere thinking' is a statement, but the
A  / /
question form would be T yiindui-ifdil?
/ O
(viii) discussing 7, the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said that tngrindu zaame 
would be a non-final form, while ilngilndu zaame is a final form.
Ingindu zaame implies a feeling of sadness, while ingnhdu zaame 
is impossible, or at any rate would be used only by missionaries. 
(It seems, though, that ingi^ndu zaame is possible in Makoondekwa's 
idiolect, as a possessive complex - J.H. Carter, p.c.). Discussing
ngindu zaaku 34, the Rev, D, Ntoni-Nzinga said that extra-high 
pitch on zaaku and fast rate of delivery would imply that an 
opposite idea was to follow, as in ngindu zaaku z^mbot(e)/ 
kaasi ... 'your ideas are good, but
/ \ t
(ix) in 90, the low key of muna-phuja yaphila yaayi 'in a situation 
of this kind' was attributed in part to its occurrence at the^,. 
end of a sentence, but it is also the result of a conscious 
attempt to give the impression of an open question - the speaker 
is pondering. This is not an ordinary question (cf* (vix) above), 
but, in the speaker's own words, a 'thinking* question, so the 
speaker must 'go low', ie. use a low key. Moreover, the low key 
will emphasise what is being said, because everyone will listen 
attentively to hear better what the speaker is saying,
6.7: comparison of passages.
The patterns on a portion of the text (11. 33-50) will now be 
compared to those predicted by Carter's systematisation.
6,7.1: same contours.
Of 123 words in the passage, 66 have identical contours, sometimes
/ t  ■ t  /over ►fairly long stretches: /muuntu muuntu una ye-woOjpga, ekuma kadi 
kazeye-ko ,,, 49 'everyone is afraid, because he doesn't know is
a case in point, as is afrn’ete a khuumbu zaz^ngi 45 'they are given
many names'. There is sometimes slight variation due to vowel length:
Cr (Carter) zaaku N (Ntoni-Nzinga) zaaku
7 7
. dyaaka dyaka
v ' 7 /  ,avuuuu-ko auuui/u-ko
kuiamuuntu kuiamuuntu
and so on.
6.7.2: similar contours.
Other words have similar, though not identical,contours, which are 
relatable in many cases:
(i) N has high pitch on the root-syllable, while Cr has it elsewhere:
Cp’ aatu / N aatu 39 'people'
maambu / maambu 39 '’things'
34 'your *
48 '(no) longer'
48 '(not) of hope'
35 'to someone*
Cr dyamfunu / N dyamfbnu [dyamfunuj33 '(it is) of importance' 
muna-dyaadi / muna-dyaadi 33 'therefore' 
muna-llumbu / muna-tumbu 39 'in the days'
muna-maama / muna-maa £muna-maama^j 45 'because of these £thingsj ' 
Tlkya' / ikya' 47 'it is this'
\nkkuundi / inkuundi 50 'it is a friend'
nhttaantu inttaantu / intaantu 50 'it is an enemy*
V . /
-lussengomonujaanga / -lusengomoniuaanga 44 'what is becoming commor
bakoteto / bakotela 46 'they are entered',
\ / Vnote also ye-mbundazyaanu / ye-mbundazyaanu 48 'with a joining together'
(ii) there are two cases where the N patterns can be derived from the
y
Cr patterns by processes of assimilation (peak pitch v —  high 
pitch in bridge v) and elision;
Cr nkhnl adyaambu —> nkh\ adyaambu (n)khy‘ adyaambu — >
N khy'edyaambu 35,36 'what thing'
Cr nkhY athaangu —> nkh\ athaangu — > (n)khy' athaangu -■>
N khy'ethaangu 36 'what time'
(iii) Cr has no marked high pitch, N has:
Cr (konso) thaangu / N (koso) thaangu £(konso) thaanguj 
33,,34 'every time'
' ojalenda / tualeend(a) fujaleendal 335 'you should be able' 
y I ft
uo / uo £yo] 41 'that'
(xsya) up / (-£syaj uo (^*ifsya) uo^ 40 'that is'
dyaambu / dyambu 38 'thing*
euuoonza / euuoonza 46 'danger*
kisuundidi / kisuundidi 47 'surpassing'
zina / znlna 37 'which*
mana / mana, mana 41,41,42 'which'
(iv) N has' no marked high pitch, Cr has:
Cr konso (thaangu) / N koso (thaangu) £konso (thaangu)^
33,34 'every time'
ngiifndu / ngindu (jicjTnduj 34 'ideas'
■ ndaandu / ndaanu [VidaanduJ 38 'wise'
phasi / phasi 39 'difficulty'
yaayil / yaayi 40 'this'
kyesya / kyesya [kyesya^ 47 'of saying'
tuaau / wau 49 'now'
(3 £
Cr kxkitu / N kilkiltu jj<£knlluJ 50 'really1 
uo / auo 39 'if
kamena / kamena [kamena^ 37 'which are not' 
note also v/u£ua-ko / uoua-ko [yova-koj 36 '(not) to speak1
(v) N shows no high pitch on -ko, while Cr does:
Cr mffunu-ko / mffunu-ko 38 '(not) useful'
vvoua-ko / uova-ko £youa-ko^J 36 '(not) to speak'
kazeeye-ko [kazeeye-ko (?)"J / kazeye-ko 50 'he does not know'.
6.7.3: different contours.
The rest of the words in the passage show more divergent contours in 
the two versions:
(i) Cr has two high pitches on the word, N only one:
Cr uouaanga / N vovaanga 34 'you are speaking'
soongaanga / ssoongaanga 34 'you are explaining'
kav/uaangaanga / kavaangaanga 42 'that he is doing* 
ye-mbundazyaanu / ye-mbundazyaanu 48 'with a joining together1 
but note the opposite in
Cr yi-makala / N yi-makala 42 'they are tilings which are'
(ii) other different contours:
Cr zzaaya / N ^zaya [zaya^ 35 'know' ^
kulendi / kutendi [kulendnQ 36 'you cannot'
-dimmonekaanga / -dTLmmonekaanga 43 'it is being seen' 
iboosi! / iboosi, ^boosf 36,43,46 'so' 
dimosil / d^mosi 38 'qrie'
kyallumbu / kyalumbu [kyalumbu} 39 'of days' 
and note also the differing contours on ise- in 43-44.
6.7.4: conclusions.
If we take words with the same or similar contours ‘in Cr and N, those 
due to elision (6.7.2.ii), and those which have variants in N similar to 
the Cr contours, there is a 70% (88/123) correlation of the two versions.
This figure matches well with other data (cf. 6.5.2), It is interesting 
that Cr seems closer to B or C than to A, This is natural, since 
Carter's systematisation is based on slow speech,- and may be less 
applicable to faster, spontaneous speech. To deal with the latter, we 
may need additions to Carter's systematisation.
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Though recognising tone-classes (see 6,4.9) would help to account
for contours in certain cases, it would he counter-productive to
/
introduce them as a basic part of the description. In this text they 
would create more problems than they solve, and they seem unnecessary 
when dealing with other texts,. Carter's 1973 systematisation, based 
on tone-classes, does not achieve a full fit with the contours , 
and finds it difficult to account for cases where the same sequence 
has two different contours. On the other hand, Carter's systematisation 
does predict many of the basic contours, and chapter 14 will show that 
there is good evidence for postulating underlying tone-classes, though 
these may be merged in actual speech. On balance, however, the concept 
of tone-classes seems of little practical use in the prediction of 
contours in running text, The description proposed in this thesis will 
therefore not assign an important role to tone-classes, preferring 
to approach the texts from the point of view of establishing the. 
possible range of contour choice for a given sequence.
6.8: summary.
This text shows considerably differences from those previously 
discussed, which might be attributed to its spontaneous nature (6.4). 
Comparison with other versions of the same text provides information 
on variant contours: these are especially common where the A version 
has what I have called an anomalous contour, suggesting that 
spontaneous speech departs further from the 'basic* patterns than 
slow speech (6.4.8,10,11). Comparison of the versions also throws 
some light on bridging (6.4.11) and on general level of variability 
(6.5). The conclusions about the latter agree to a large extent 
with data from other texts (6.5.2), and with comparison with Carter's 
systematisation.(6.7)• This final comparison indicates certain basic 
differences between Carter's description and the one suggested here
(6.7.4).
1 3<?
Endnotes to chapter six.
1. This should not be confused with Carter's kiZombo - see 4.2.
2. The passage ip. chapter 4 was a rather short one on which to base 
final conclusions, hence the repetition here. Moreover, although 
the two dialects in question (kiMbanz' aKongo and kiZombo) are 
both southern, Carter's systematisation may apply slightly 
differently to each of them, and this requires testing.
3. The question of whether traces of tone-classes exist will be taken 
up in chapter 14.
4. The reason for the occurrence of the extra-high pitch is unclear: 
it may just be that in some cases, perhaps articulated more slowly, 
the ear perceives the lack of downdrift between the two marked 
syllables as extra-high pitph on the second,' ie. a phrase may 
usually show downdrift, /, but in a bridge / Ji L/ (as
here) the lack of downdrift may be perceived as /J  / - cf.
3.5.3.2. The bridge with extra-high final will be considered as 
a variant of the ordinary bridge,
5. The differing implications of the.two figures (20% v. 28%) may be 
more readily seen in the following diagram, where a staight line 
stands for 'same contours', and a toothed line for 'variant 
contours':
Here, using the first approach, we would count four variant contours, 
but using the second, we would count only three, since two of the 
variants occur in the same place relative to A. This latter approach 
is chosen, since, as already pointed out, a large proportion of the 
variance from A occurs in certain areas where the patterns in A have 
been classed as anomalous, ie. the variation occurs in the same phrase 
in B and C. To count such variation in both versions as two instances 
rather than one would mean that we are not measuring variation from 
A in subsequent versions, but merely number of variant contours.
6. Carter's 1980 systematisation does in fact recognise that tone- 
classes are inadequate, and discards them for the most part, retain- 
-ing them only for verbal inflections,
7. The .southern dialects may be a possible exception, since there may hero 
be slightly less neutralisation of tonal distinctions in certain 
contexts,
A
B
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Other Systematisations - kiNtandu
7.1: introduction.
This chapter discusses the pitch features of a kiNtandu text 
(Nsuka 1968, pp. 70-78) as read by the Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga, and 
compares them with Nsuka's marking of the text. Since this seems 
to owe a good deal to Daeleman, his description of kiNtandu tonal 
features (Daeleman 1966) will be examined and compared to the system 
proposed here. Finally, I will look briefly at an interesting 
treatment (Byarushengo et al. 1976) of apparently comparable 
phenomena in Haya.
7.2: the text.
The text is an amusing story about three fools who each tried 
to prove themselves more foolish than the others. The Rev. D, Ntoni- 
Nzinga enjoyed the story and became greatly involved in it; towards 
the end he was frequently convulsed by laughter. This may account 
for the many bridges in the text (7.4.8), which I have suggested 
elsewhere (6.4.11.2) are associated with animated speech.
7,3: sample passage.
High pitch occurs on the root-syllable in 112 out of 196 instances 
(57%) in the sample passage, 11. 79-109. It would seem as if a major 
tendency noted for previous texts, that is, to shift the high pitch 
of the word one syllable leftwards when certain pre-prefixes are 
added, hardly applies here. On the other hand, there is a marked 
tendency to have high pitch on the last or penultimate syllables of 
the word,
7.4: patterns in the text.
7.4.1: locatives.
Most instances show retention of high pitch on.the root-syllable:
gana-loi^nga 84 'on the plate' 
gana-meesa 84,103 'on the table' 
gana-mtueelo 108 'to the door' 
gomeesa 98 'at the table'
tt+&
fnudyasmbu 89 'because1.
But several examples show shift:
gana-nzo 100 'to the house' 
kondzo 101 'to the house' 
nuinta angu 85 'at the time'.
The word mombaombo 103 'in the vicinity (?}' shows a bridge from 
prefix to root-syllable, while muuna-nsuunga 83 'in the herbs' shows 
high pitch on the first syllable, perhaps as a mark of emphasis.
Three examples have no high pitch:
4— X /
kuna-zaandu 79 'to the market' (cc. kuna-zaandu 44)
kunkeento 'to the wife1 (cc* kunkeento 47)
momwaamba 82 'in the sauce' (cf. rmuaamba 90, cc. mwaamba 81).
7.4.2: other pre-preflxed normlnals.
(i) stabilised items: ebuuna 104 'so'
yi-buuna 85 'so'
(ii) genitive: dnlnsusu 104 'of the chicken'.
Note also k^isalu 92 'work'.
7.4.3: pronouns.
A few pronouns have high pitch on the root-syllable:
yau 80 'it'
nge 94 'you' (cc. nge inside a bridge in 88)
nge {jnpif]97 'you also'
ka-nge 97 '(not) you'
ngeye 90 'you' (cc. 92,93,88)
boo 108 'they*
ayuna 101 'he' (cf. yoona 99)
m&no 95 'I*
ka-mono 96 '(not) I'.
Others have high pitch on the last syllable:
mono 79,87,88,89,90,93 'I' 
mono jjnpiQ 96 'I too* 
mon& 92 'I' 
ngeye 92,93 'you1
n g e ye 88 'you' 
yaandi 100 'he1
baauiu 101,104,109 'they' (cf. bawu 106).
There is one example without high pitch: 
beeno 106 '{to) you1.
It is unclear whether high pitch on the last syllable is due to 
a specific tendency in this dialect to have high pitch there (see 
7.3), or to such factors as focus or emphasis 'disturbing' (see 
chapter 12) the basic contour of high pitch on the root-syllable.
In view of the patterns on other words (eg. verbs - see 7.4.4), the 
first view is perhaps more likely. However, such patterns as yoona 
99, mono 95, mono 92 and ngeye 88 may well be emphatic.
7.4.4: uerbs.
Most verbs have high pitch on the root-syllable, although this is 
very often in bridge with another high pitch later in the word, usually 
on the penultimate syllable.
ntsuumbild^ingil 79 'I bought' 
tufwoongele 86 'we sat down' 
zxbxka 87,89 'shut'
z\bxk^ 93 'shut'
\ t —^*bayindeleleenge 101 'they sat on'
\  / — ^kaundtktla 103 'he smelt'
ffumbanaanga 105 'watching' 
y\indwele 107 'he thought' 
kengeleele 108 'it was silent* 
bacAngalele 109 'they were silent'.
Note also yilugaanBanga 109 'I am giving you'
zzib^ka-ko 94 '(not) to close'.
It may be significant that four of these verbs have flanking words 
with anomalous patterns, .and that four more (those in 86, 109 (2) 
and perhaps 107) are clause-final. Moreover, all are three syllables 
or more in length.
Several verbs show high pitch on the last or penultimate syllable:
/ — >
(i) last: ngyeele 79 'I went'
/ — *
ngeene 80 'I gave'
ndeembe 9* 'I cooked1 
/ ^
ndTlkidi 90 ’I made' 
ntekele 91 'I fetched'
uiilsi- 100 'he came' (an auxiliary verb) 
baujnldi 105 'they were' (cc. ujfdil 82)
(ii) penultimate: bbotula 82 'bake'
tomene 84 'she did well' (cc. bu-katomene 82) 
zib^ka 88 'shut' (cc. zxb^ka 87,89) 
nsuktueele 91 'I washed'.
It is noticeable that all these verbs are of three syllables or less 
in length. Note that the first five are followed by an item without 
high pitch: the resulting sequence 'anomalous pattern + anomalous 
pattern' suggests that the two items are bound together to form a 
complex in these cases. The alternation between final and penultimate 
high pitch recalls that of Carter's kiMbanz' aKongo (Carter 1973, 
pp. 117-8).
In some cases there is shift of the high pitch; this often happens 
with a preceding verbal element (cf. 5.4.2.2), and in this case a 
bridge may occur as well:
kudya 85 'to eat' (cc. kudya 86) 
kumbhakha 102 'to seize him'
i Q
mu goga 99 'to speak'
bayindalala 99,99 'they sat*
bu-katoombula 83 'she then took out'
ko-katuuka 102 'where he came from'
bu-kaAkanikiml 81 'she then cooked'
\ /si-tuyaantika 86 'we will begin'.
Not all instances of preceding verbal elements show shift, however:
bu-ntsuumbidi 80 'when I had bought' 
buHotomene-yo 82 'she then did it very well' 
bu-barmueene 101 'they then saw him' 
kiz^bfka-ko 88 'I won't shut it' 
kanVkuna-ko 98 'he should not move'
t(<-Z
ka-kyaz^b'tka-ko 95 'I won't close it1 
kuz2TlbTlka-kyo-ko 96 'you won't close it'.
There are a few instances of verbs where no high pitch is marked:
uKcH 82 'she had' (cc. bauKdi 105)
nteele 87 'I said'
nsadtcH 92 'I've done work'
—^■
lutila 100 'passing'
muytta 99 'he should speak' occurs inside a rising bridge.
The verbal patterns in general suggest that in this dialect there 
is a tendency to have high pitch on the later syllables of the word,
7.4.5: high pitch on the last syllable.
Apart from instances noted above, we also find:
muaamba 81 'sauce' (cc. mmaamba 90) 
kyeelo 86 'door' (cc. kyeelo 93,99)
A  v ^ ^
mbote 106 'good wishes' (cc. mbote 108, mbote 106)
mbuta 106 'gentleman'
mbuta fmpi} 102 'the gentleman also'
meesa [mpi] 85 'the table also'
fufu £rnpe] 85 'kitchen also'
nzala (jnphij 102 'hunger also'
nkeento 88,94-95 'said the wife' (cc, nkeento nde 90)
yakala jjide^] 69,93,96 'said the husband' (c£. gakala 100) 
baanti^-e 108 'people, are they?' 
kiima-ko 93 '(not) a thing'
7 — >
kikiingi 92 'a great deal'
/ — ^  /
kani 105 'but' (cc. kani 97, karn! 97)
yina 80 'that'
yoonso 98 'whoever'.
It will be noticed that in all but four of these words there is a 
following element (mpe, nde, -e, -ko) which seems to attract the high 
pitch rightwards, or an anomalous pattern on a following word. These 
considerations, plus the fact that in some cases there is an alternative 
example without high pitch (eg. miuaamb^, kyeelo, mbote, kanx) suggest 
that final high pitch is not a basic pattern, but a morphology- or
lkJ+
focus-conditioned variant of the basic 'high pitch on root—syllable' 
pattern.
7.4.6: words without high pitch.
Not counting the examples noted in 7.4.1,4, the following words 
occur without high pitch. Since they cannot be grouped by pre-prefix, 
etc., they are grouped by function. Also included here (in brackets) 
are words occurring inside a bridge.
^ — ■ < —  { — *
(i) object: ntsusu 79,80,91 'chicken'
mwaamba 90 'sauce' (cf. momwaamba 82, cc. mwaamba 81) 
masa 91 'water'
kyeelo 93,99 'door' (cc. kyeelo 86)
< ■ —
ntsuunga 103 'herbs' 
mwiisi 104 'steam'
(kiingi) 89 'much'
t / ■'
(ii) adjunct: kani 97 'moreover' (cc. kani 97, kani .105)
nkatu 87,105 (post-verbal) 'completely' (cc. nkhatu 107,
i \ i-ui* rn\ i / pre-verbal)(yaa) 81 'then (?)' —
(kaka) 83,104 'just'
K" —
(iii) subject, muuntu 105 'person'
complement. £ancje]] mbote 106 'sez he, "greetings (cc. ane mbote 108)
(mbuta) 100 'gentleman*
(nge) 88 'you'
(taata) 95 'father'.
7.4*7: conclusions.
The patterns suggest that it is more common in this dialect than 
in others previously examined to have high pitch on the last or 
penultimate syllable. However, there are also suggestions (for nouns,.
7.4.5, and some verbs, 7.4.4) that this final high pitch pattern is 
due either to morphological features or to focus on the words 
concerned, ie. that it is a perturbation of the basic pattern. We 
might therefore conclude that there is no need, for most words, to 
postulate an underlying final high pattern, but that if there is
going to be an anomalous pattern it is most likely in this dialect
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to be one with final high pitch - other anomalous patterns, such £ 
shift, or zero high pitch, do not occur with such frequency.
There is one interesting case in this text of a sequence showing 
the basic pattern in one occurrence, and an anomalous pattern in 
another. The phrase ngyeele kuna-zaandu 'I went to the market' occurs 
in 1.44, and has the expected patterns of high pitch on the root- 
syllable of the first item, and shift of high pitch (due to prefixation 
of kuna-) in the second. But later in the text (presumably once the 
speaker has settled in to his reading and is involved in the story),
the pattern is ngyeele kuna-zaandu 79, with zero high pitch on the
second item and final high pitch on the first. This latter sequence 
seems to reflect the speaker's increased involvement in the story by 
using the anomalous patterns on both items to signal the close relation-
-ship between them, thus drawing attention to the beginning of the new
story about Makengo and his wife. If this interpretation is correct, 
it also suggests that the domain of pitch has expanded from word to 
phrase - when patterns are modulated they tend to be altered over the 
whole phrase rather than on one particular word (cf. 5.5,viii), Compare 
also ngeene kunkeento 46-47 'I gave it to the wife1, but ngeene kunkeento 
in 1.80.
7.4.8: bridges between words,
(i) verb + following item:
bu-katomene-yo bbotijla 82 'she then baked it very nicely'
yitomene kumbhakha 102 'it had really seized him'
tomene yala 84 'she laid (the table) very nicely*
dyeete gaana 85 'it went there'
kilendil zzib4ka-ko 94 'I can't close it'
ta kaka zita 83 'it kept emitting (the odour)'
toka kaka ditoka 104 '(the steam) kept coming out'
bu-ntsuumbildi yilna ntsusu 80 'when I had bought that chicken'
ngmilsildTl yau 80 'I came with it*
kusadidi kima-ko 92-93 'you haven't done anything'
uiuzxbika kyaaiuu 94 'you close it*
s^idi dyaaka 84 'she placed (it) again'
kiffwa taata IHandyaangu 95 'may I die, by my father M. '
(ii) .noun + following item:
nkeento yaa kagoondete 81 'the wife then killed it' 
yoonso* wuytta mugoga^ 98-99 'whoever speaks first'
salu kiingi nsadidi 89 'I have done a lot of work'
kxisatu kikiingTl nsadidi 92 'I have done a great deal of work*
nge mmasi 94 'you alone'
gakala mbuta mb£si 100 'a certain gentleman* 
baauju baboole 104-5 'the two of them* 
mwaamba nguba 81 'peanut sauce'
mxnsuunga 82-83 'a sprig of herbs' 
loonga d-ifnsusu 104 'the plate of chicken1
[zxbxkaj kyeelo nge nkeento 87-88 'close you the door, wife* 
gana-nzo bau 100 'to their house'.
It may be that for such cases as bu-ntsuumbidi yina ntsusu 80 and
kxisalu kikiingx nsadidi 92 we could propose intermediate sub-surface
7  7forms *... yina ntsusu and *... kikiingi nsadxdi respectively. The
surface forms would then be due to a contraction of the bridge such as 
has been noted by Carter (p.c.) for certain forms in kiMbanz' aKongo* 
Such a formulation would answer several questions, such as the absence
7
of high pitch on ntsusu and nsadidi, and the final high pitch on yina
7  v  /,
and kikiingi, as well as leaving kxisalu kikiingi nsadidi more compar- 
-able with the almost identical s'alu kiingi nsadidi (though see also
7.5.v).
7.4.9; conclusions.
All in all, this passage may be characterised as showing a greater 
number of anomalous patterns than previous texts, but yet displaying 
a certain regularity in these patterns in that 'final high pitch' is 
the most common anomalous pattern, and is more likely to recur in a 
given environment. Nevertheless, the 'high pitch on the root-syllable' 
rule still provides a useful basis in terms of which to describe the 
contours.
7.5: comments on variant contours.
(i) yakala d^mono 10 'my husband' and yakala dirnono 13: the latter
\*is in a slightly lower key. The former also occurred as yakala 
dirnono ntootxla wungeene mbota 'it was my husband the king greeted' 
The difference between them can therefore be represented as
lt£l
Ntoni-Nzinga's comment that 13 was 'an answer - we stop there; 
that's why we don't go up, we go down', ie. the slightly lower 
key is because of occurrence at the end of an unmarked declar- 
-ative sentence. However, the pattern of 10 was said to be due 
to the fact that it is a preposed object, and that this made it 
'stand out more'. If it were in normal postposed position, we 
would have ntootila t ngeeni mbote . ^yakala dimono 'the kingA 4 A •
greeted my husband', ie. the same pattern as 13. The Rev. D. 
Ntoni-Nzinga noted that this was *the same dimono* as in 13. It 
would seem therefore as if the rising contour is a marked one, 
as noted previously.
(ii) bu-kataombula 47 'when she dished (itO out1 and bu-katoombula 
83: the former is apparently a pre-pausal form. When no pause 
occurred in 47 we had bu-katoombula gana-meesa,.and when a pause
\ / o
occurred in 83, we had bu-katoombula A yau.
(iii) a pre-pausal pattern on ngeye occurs in zibika ngeye 88 'close 
you' when compared with znlbxka ngeye nkeento 89-90 'close you 
(it) wife'. When in a repetition a pause occurred in the latter
phrase after ngeye it had the same pattern (ngeye) as in the
former,
/ — \ / O
(iv) nkeento nde 88 'says the wife' and nkeento nde 90: the latter 
was classed as a mistake, and the form in 88 was said to be 
correct. The fact that 90 is anomalous was pointed out above 
(7.4.5, cf. also 7.7.5).
(v) mono salu kiingi nsadidi 89 'I did a lot of work' appeared in 
repetitions as mono kisalu kiingi ntsadidi, kiisalu kiingi 
ntsadidi, [mono] kisalu kiingi ntsadidi, kisalu kiingi ntsadidi. 
This was compared with kiisalu kikiingi nsadidi mono 92 'I did
a great deal of work', which also appeared as kiisalu kikiingi 
ntsadidi mono, kisalu kikiingi ntsfdidi manu, kikiingi ntsadidi, 
kikiingi ntsadidi monu. In the repetitions of 89, nsadidi had 
no high pitch, whereas it had in the text, and the opposite 
applied to 92. Likewise, in the repetitions 89 was uttered in 
a slightly lower key than 92, but the opposite occurred in the 
text. This variation is difficult to account for. However, judging 
from the majority of examples, we could associate post-posed mono
with a high pitch on nsacKdi, as the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga suggested. 
He noted that if mono in 89 were right-shifted, we would have 
mudyaambu kisalu kililngi ntsadidi monu, or mudyambu kisalu 
kik^ingi nts^adidil monu. The latter shows aspiration of nts, which 
may mark emphasis, and the extra prefix kn> in kikiing-il, which 
certinly marks emphasis: 'a lot of work - she wants to emphasise'.
/ O \ / —
(vi) mtueene ntootilla 38 'you see, king', mtueene ntootila 72 (also said 
as 38 in repetition), and mwene ntootila 130: the Rev. D, Ntoni- 
Nzinga said that the pattern in 130 could not occur in the other 
two contexts. Whether this should be ascribed to a syntactic 
feature (the examples in 38 and 72 are followed by stabilised 
nominals) or to some such factor as emphasis is uncertain.
(vii) yaandi si-wuz^bika kyeelo 121-2 'he would have to shut the door' 
and nge s\-ujuz^bxka kyeelo 126 'you have to shut the door': the 
latter was pronounced in repetition as nge si-tuuzib-ika kyeelo.
Since the former was also given the same pattern, yaandi si-umzilbxka 
kyeelo, it may be that 121-2 shows emphasis, while 126 shows the 
basic pattern before bridging* This is, however, tentative.
(viii) batata 6 'they saw1 and katala 103 'he saw': the Rev. D. Ntoni- 
Nzinga said that the latter could also be pronounced katala. This 
seems to be correlated with a feature of 'continuity': 1 kauAdik-(la
ntsuunga momboombo A comma A katala gana-meesa ^loonga d-(ntsusu 
.... katala gana-meesa, you can say that. But you can also say 
kaiuudilk\la ntsuunga momboombo A colon A katala gana-meesa ^loonga 
dxnsusu .... Now the sentence becomes two.' That is, katala seems 
to imply connection or continuity with the previous clause (which 
the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga symbolised by 'comma'), whereas katala
or katala seems to imply forward rather than backward reference
(which he symbolised by 'colon'). 'Katala gana-meesa because you 
put comma, only ... [it]] is not G O  full stop ... but if you put
D O  colon here, you must stop, and go on, and you can separate ...
the two sentences.' He also noted that 'this is the grammar, but 
in kiKongo JjLtJself, it doesn't matter', ie. these are fine 
distinctions which do not alter the basic meanings of the words.
When asked if katala was possible, he was at first uncertain 
whether this was kiNtandu, but then said it could be used, but
not in the context of 103 above; it would be used rather in a 
sentence like 'Nkaambi kakota muna-ndzo katala - Nkaambi to 
enter tin] the house and to see, and to look1, ie. Nkaambi 
entered the house and looked* Katala therefore seems to imply
subsequent action which is expected and need not therefore be
/ / omarked by high pitch - compare kavuumbula meeso katala 'he
raised his eyes and looked' in 118-9.
(ix) the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga gave examples of mpi altering the pitch 
pattern: (a) mfw^idi, mfiAid't mpi 'I [also] died'; (b) eyaau 
ayoole, eyaau mpe ayoole 'the two of them £also^'; (c) eyaau
avouele, ey^au mpe auov/ele 'they £also^ | spoke'; (d) bau batatu
/ V-* / / r n
bafukamene, baau batatu mpil A bafukamene 'the three of them ^alsoj
knelt down'.
(x) other comments on patterns produced conflicting information. 
Insufficient examples mean that no conclusions can be drawn, and 
they are simply listed here: (a) mannuia 31 'in his mouth', but
monntua 123 - in repetition the latter was also given as munuja;
(b) beto boole 129 'the two of us' was repeated as beto boole - 
cf. 127; (c) tusiildnl munzala 129 'we remained hungry' was said to 
be a mistake - 'this is mixed, my dialect with another thing' - 
and the correct form was given as tusx-fdi munzsla, comparable to 
smidi munzala in 38^: (d) ^ndaa mono taata mfu^di 124-5 'aiee, byr #/ /tmtiitftf — w
my father, I'm dying' was also given as ndaa mono taata mfunlidm,° u ih itnuntit
where the bridge and final fall seem to denote emphasis: 'an 
exclamation - he's crying'.
(xi) as on previous occasions, the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga noted that it 
was difficult for him sometimes to explain what differences in 
pattern meant: 'You can see the difference there, but I can't 
explain any other thing ... I can't explain |[it toj you, because,
I can think, but I am not sure that I can explain [to] you why 
they are different'. He was also aware that he might be influenced 
by his own dialect: 'It is possible, my friend, it is not my 
dialect, it is possible for me to ... go wrong'.
The above comments suggest that rising bridges are associated with 
emphasis, but that there may be pausal patterns and 'continuous' patterns 
as well as those associated with focus or marking. This would mean that
the suprasegmental system might well be more complex than previously 
thought.
7.6: other research.
It may be interesting to compare Nsuka's (1968) marking of the 
same passage discussed in 7.4 above. However, this seems to be very 
similar to the marking used by Daeleman 1966; in fact, 14 tales in 
Nsuka's total corpus were lent to him by Daeleman (Nsuka 1968, p.ii), 
and this text is one of them (ibid., last page). It will first be 
necessary, therefore, to give a brief description and discussion 
of Daeleman's systematisation of the pitch features of the kiNtandu 
dialect of kiKongo.
7.6.1: nominal patterns.
Nominal tone-p.atterns are described in Daeleman 1966, pp. 73-90 
(English summary pp. 383-5). Nominals are classified in five tone- 
classes, each with a series of six tone-cases (ie. variations of the 
basic pattern used in particular semanto-syntactic environments - cf.
7.6.1.1). Thus, where v = high tone, and low tone is left unmarked;
tone-clasai: a b c d e
tone-case I kisakala makyeleka dilalansa . /m a k a a s u makekese
tone-case II kisakala makyeleka dilalansa . /makaasu makekese
tone-case III kisakala makyeleka dilalansa / fmakaasu makekese
tone-case IV ^sakala 'I /n/.makyeleka J-* /dilalansa /, /makaasu makekese
tone-case V kisakala makyeleka dilalansa , // /maka asu i^ i 1 /makekese
tone-case VI kisakala makyeleka dilalansa makaasu makekese
meaning 'thicket' 'truth 1 'orange' 'kola nuts' 'termites
underlying ktsakala makyeleka dillalansa makaasu makekese
pattern L.. .L H. . .L L___H L. .H H.. .H
It should be noted that more recent work (J. Daeleman, p.c.) has 
shown that two of the tone-classes (c and d) are in complementary 
distribution and can therefore be conflated, and also that the tone- 
cases have been revised to make them simpler. Comments below, however, 
will refer predominantly to the published work.
7.6,1,1: tone-cases.
The six tone-cases are:
I: absolutive, occurring with a verbal in what Daeleman calls the 
absolutive mood;
IX: predicative, ie. stable, 'it is a 'the most easily obtainable
as an isolated form';
III: determinative, occurring before a qualifying genitive or relative;
IV: selective, occurring on a genitive or relative after a determinative 
noun, and on a noun after a selective verb;
V: negative predicative, 'it is not a 
VI: negative selective, 'none, without any
It is interesting to compare these tone-cases with those of van den 
Eynde 1968 (see 5.6), where their reference is described in somewhat 
more detail.
7.6,1,2: reduction of the tone-cases.
There are a number of points about these tone-cases:
(1) III and IV are secondary formations from II: their only differentiating 
features are a bridge from the first high pitch to the end of the
word (III), and a bridge from the beginning of the word to the 
first high pitch (IV), eg.
makaasu II, makaasu III, makaasu IV,
However, elV does show a difference from ell - the high pitch is 
moved one syllable rightwards, eg.
makekese II, makekese III, makekese IV,
(2) V and VI are also secondary formations from II:
(i) in V classes (a,b) have the same patterns as II, and (c,d,e) 
have a bridge to the end of the word from the first high pitch,
eg, makyeleka II, makyeleka V,
makekese II, makekese V.
(ii) in VI there is a bridge from the beginning of the word to the 
last high pitch of case V, eg.
makyeleka V, . makyeleka VI, .
I / , / f W  'l 'x ' f U Tmakekese V, makekese VI,
(3) in deriving I from II, tone-class (c) poses some problems. However, 
if we postulate two rules deletion (ie. 'delete the last or only high 
tone') and shift (ie. 'move the tone-pattern rightwards so that the 
last or only high tone is on the last syllable'), all the patterns
can be derived as follows:
kisakala II — > (deletion) — > kisakala I 
makyeleka II -4 (shift) — > makyeleka I
dilalansa II — 4 (shift) — > *dilalansa -4 (deletion) — > dilalansa I 
makaasu II -4 (shift) — > makaasu I 
makekese II — > (shift) — > makekese I.
The six cases can therefore be reduced to one basic pattern: that of 
case II. The simplified tone-cases referred to by Daeleman (see 7.6.1)
may well be along these lines.
7.6.1.3: dichotomy among the tone-classes.
There is also a dichotomy in the five classes. In case I, (a) deletes
the high tone of II, but (b,d,e) shift the high tone - the remaining 
class (c) is ambivalent, since it does both. In cases V and VI, (a,b) 
have a final low tone, and (c,d,e) have a final high tone. It therefore
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seems that there are two main groups of nouns as far as tone is concerned.
What does the dichotomy among the classes imply? To examine each 
class more individually, we may note that one of the reasons which 
may have prompted Daeleman's conflation of (c) and (d) is that in his 
lists of minimal pairs (pp.81-90) class (c) does not contrast with any 
other, (cf. also its ambivalence, noted above).
The number of minimal contrasts is as follows: a/e 132, a/d 60, 
a/b 3; e/d 45, e/b 3; d/b. 2. It is notable that in seven cases out of 
the eight where (b) is concerned, the contrast is between stems, ie. 
the word is already differentiated by some morphological marker. The 
total number of items concerned is as follows: a 195, b 8, d 107, e 180.
Not only does this distribution imply that class (c) is not a separate 
entity, it also suggests that class (b) is becoming obsolete (or is 
newly emerging). The fact that this class shows only 8 contrasts, with 
all but one of these already morphologically differentiated, suggests 
that, even though it may still exist in the language, it will eventually 
be absorbed into one of the other classes. This may in fact account for 
its ambivalence in the dichotomies pointed out above: (a) v. (b,d,e) 
and (a,b) v. (c,d,e).
Secondly, we may note the preponderance of items in classes (a),
low on first syllable, and (e), high on first syllable, showing 
contrasts: 132 - 54% of the total number (245) of minimal contrasts. 
These two classes also show more contrast with each other than with 
any other class, suggesting that kiNtandu nouns are polarising (or 
have been polarised in the past) into two main groups, low initial 
and high initial. There is a sizeable proportion of words in class 
(d), but it will be remembered that this class is differentiated 
from class (e) in only one of the six cases: case VI, where (e) 
shows a rightward shift of the high pitch. Class (b) seems to be 
approaching (a) or (d), as I have suggested above. Class (c) may 
now be conflated with (d), but it is interesting to speculate on its 
past history - conflation with (d) means it is more difficult to 
establish underlying forms for the new (c/d) (cf. endnote 5), and 
it does show many resemblances to (b). It may well be that it was 
once an independent class, but is now defunct and has been absorbed 
by (d), much as I have suggested might happen to class (b).
The situation therefore seems to be comparable to that in Carter's 
1973 systematisation of the kiMbanz' aKongo noun classes - a number 
of classes, each differing only minimally (and which might possibly 
be classified in a number of ways), with two classes at the 'extremes 
and the other classes arranged in a spectrum between these two 
extremes (Carter's I and III, Daeleman's a and.e). Moreover, these 
classes at the extremes seem to comprise the bulk of the vocabulary 
items. It is also interesting to compare here Laman's (1922, 1936) 
division of his vocabulary items into two main groups, rising and 
falling (ie. low initial and high initial), with some other groups, 
such as 'acute', between these extremes. For a full discussion of 
vocabulary correlations between Laman, Carter and Daeleman, and the 
implications of this, see chapter 12.
7.6.2: v/erbal patterns.
Daeleman has two main verb-classes (high and low), though some 
tenses may have no tonal distinctiveness in the verb stem (1966, 
p.256, 6.2, 6.3). He also distinguishes four tone-moods (pp. 256,396) 
I: absolutive, '.the common structural form';
II: determinative, referring to a preceding determinative, the
pattern being a bridge from the beginning of the verbal inflection 
to the last high of the absolutive pattern;
III: indirect relative, which seems (?) to have the same tone-pattern 
as the absolutive;
IV: selective, which ’selects something excluding all else', for which 
the pattern is a bridge from the first high pitch to the end of the 
verbal inflection.
For the various verbal tenses Daeleman gives tonal formulae (p. 329 
anlpreceding sections) - note that some tense formatives are purely 
tonal, with no segmental carrier. There are two formal divisions: 
'tabular' forms, ie, those exhibiting the four categories of polarity, 
mood, tense, and aspect; and 'non-tabular' forms like the subjunctive, 
imperative, infinitive, etc., which operate only the categories of 
polarity, mood and aspect (pp. 396-8). Each division has associated 
preferences for the moods they may occur in: tabular forms usually 
show all four moods, non-tabular forms are usually in the absolutive, 
less often in the selective, seldom in the determinative, and rarely 
in the indirect relative.
The tense formulae are related to the surface patterns by nine
realisation rules, though it must be said that these are more in the
nature of collections of descriptions of occurrence than rules
7predicting realisation (pp. 330-40). These are finally conflated 
into four rules (pp. 341,400), but unfortunately these do not seem 
to give all the correct realisations from the formulae (eg. the 
personal forms of tense 9 for high verbs).
7.6.3: focus and bridging.
7.6.3.1: tone-cases,
I have shown in 7.6.1.2 that cases III-VI can be derived directly 
from II, the predicative. It is interesting that in this case, in 
which we might expect a certain affirmation of the existence of the 
object in question, all five classes have at least one high pitch, 
in four instances on the root—syllable. In I, the absolutive, 
however, the neutral form used in most contexts, the high pitch 
moves towards the end of the word, and class (a) has no high pitch
at all. Again, we might expect this: pitch prominence is reserved 
for the verb, the core of the neutral sentence (cf. Bennett nd.).
It is worth comparing here the kiMbanz' aKongo neutalisation of the 
first high pitch of the word when it occurs as a subject (Carter 
1973), and it will be remembered that in this and previous texts 
there were several instances in which a subject showed no high pitch.
Case III, the determinative, emphasises the connection of the 
item with the following qualifier and is therefore in bridge with it. 
Case IV, the selective, emphasises the connection of the item with 
the preceding word, and again is in bridge with it. Case V, the 
negative predicative, might be expected to affirm the non-existence 
of the item, and so we have a form very similar to II, but with 
spreading of the high pitch in classes (c,d,e) - again, this is 
comparable to the spreading before -ko noted many times in this and 
previous texts. Case VI, the negative selective, is a more emphatic 
version of V, so again we have bridging, this time with the preceding 
verb (cf. case IV). This correlation of bridging with close connection 
of the items concerned (so that they form a type of complex), or with 
emphasis, is another feature which has been commented on in previous 
texts.
This correlation may be made clearer if we consider the part the 
verb plays in the sentence.
7.6.3.2: range of patterns.
g
The following chart , as for van den Eynde's systematisation (see 
5.6.4), shows permitted cases and moods for items in a simple sentence 
with three slots: (+ = bridge between the two items)
subject predilcator object
pred 
neg. pred 
det + sel
abs abs abs
abs ind. rel abs
det + det abs
abs sel + sel
abs sel + neg. sel
We can see that there is indeed a complementary distribution of 
the cases and moods. The deterimlnatiue case + selective case (called 
the 'connective* by Daeleman) in the predicator slot needs little 
comment - the bridge links the two items together in a complex. But 
in other cases of bridging, we note that the bridge occurs on the 
items on which the speaker is focussing: if he is emphasising the 
subject, there is a bridge between subject and verb (determinative + 
determinative); if he is emphasising the object, there is a bridge 
between verb and object (selective + selective). In other words, the 
bridging would seem to be a direct consequence of the prominence 
given to a certain item, and Daeleman's characterisation of it as 
'tonal concentration' (p.396) is most apt.
7.6.3.3: conclusions.
It is conceivable, therefore, that the concept of tone-cases and 
tone-moods is unnecessary, and could perhaps be replaced by a simple 
statement to the effect that the greater the prominence given to a 
particular item, or the greater the degree of cohesion the speaker 
wants to assign to two items, the more likelihood there will be of 
a bridge.
It may, of course, be that a bridge is more likely to occur with 
certain collocations than not, eg, in the determinative + selective 
case complex above; moreover, it might be difficult to argue that 
every single instance of bridging carries added emphasis - in some 
cases the bridging may merely be a characteristic of fast or animated 
speech. But it is probably fair to say that bridges, at least 
originally, carry some connotation of prominence - they are, after 
all, anomalous patterns* If kiKongo is, as seems probable, incorpor- 
-ating them into the basic system of suprasegmental contours and 
regularly associating them with certain syntactic/semantic functions, 
It is in any case developing away from having a tonal system,
7.7: comparison of passages,
7,7.1: same contours.
Comparing the passage as read by the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga with 
the marking given in Nsuka 1968, we find that of the 219 words,
about 130 (59%) have identical patterns, sometimes over fairly 
long stretches, eg. ... yala meesa mpi; fufu mpe dyeele yaana 
84-85 'laid the table as well; there was also fufu on it'.
Included in this figure of 130 are words which have different 
patterns in each version due to the occurrence of bridging. These 
instances are as follows: (D = Nsuka's text, N = Ntoni-Nzinga)
D n_keento yaa kag^ondele / N nkeento yaa kagoondele 81 
'the wife then killed it'
mono kizibika-ko / mono kizilbika-ko 88 'I won't shut it'
go kuzibika-kyo-ko / go kuzzxbika-kyo-ko 96 'if you don't 
close it'
bayxndele gomeesa / bayoAndete gomeesa 98 'they sat at 
the table'
toka kaka ditoka / toka kaka ditoka^* 104 'it kept coming out
mon^i kifwa taata IHandyaangu / mono kiffwa taata ffiandyaangu
95 'I swear by my father Mandyaangu'
yuziba kyaaus / yuz^ba7 A kyau 87 'it was open'
kugogi dyaaka / kugogi A dyaaka 97 'you're not to speak again
\ , .... . /  / \ / . V., . / 10nge mosi ujuzxbxka kyaaum / nge mrnosx A wuzibika kyaamu
94 'you alone will close it'
7.7.2: similar contours.
(i) N has a falling pitch where D has a high level pitch:
D uia / N ui3 79 'listen' (cc. wa/ma 90)
mono / mon6 92 'I' (cc. mono/mono 90, mono/mono 95)
mbote / mbote 106 'good wishes' (cc. mbote/rnbote 106).
In each of these three cases the word is sentence-final.
(ii) a bridge between words in one version is confined to one word in
the other:
D krima-ka / N kima-ko 93 '(not) a thing'
7 \ /fumbanaanga / ffumbanaanga 105 'watching'.
(iii) D has pre-pausal final high pitch, N has no high pitch:
D nsusu / N ntsusu 79,80,91 'chicken' 
kudya / kudya 86 'to eat' 
n1 / na 87 'said'
ndc / nde 88,89,93,95,96,107 'said'
miuaamba / mwaamba 90 'sauce' (cc. mwaamba/mujaamba 81)
/sa
mass / mssa 91 'water1
kyeelo / kyeelo 93,99 'door' (cc. kyeelo/kyeelo 87) 
minis'? / mints'll 104 'steam1
note also nsuunga / nsuunga 83 ‘peanut1 (cc. nsuunga/ntsuunga 103)
bauiiuu / bainu 106 ‘they* (cc. baawu/baatnu 101, baiuinu/bainu 109).
(iv) D has pre-pausal final high pitch, N has high pitch on the root-
syllable:
D yaaw / N yau 80 'it1
ntuutu / ntutu 87 'open'
pit-? / pnlll 106 'silent'
yugoga / yugoga 107 '(nary a one) spoke'
note also klgog{ / klgogl 97 'I won't speak'
gana-meesa / gana-meesa 84 'on the table' (cc. gana-meesa 103)
and mugoga / mugoga 99 'to speak' (this might be better classed
under (i) above).
7.7.3: different contours.
(i) D has final high pitch, N has high pitch on the root-syllable:
D ngiisld^ / N ng^lsidi 80 'I came'
kyeelo / kyeelo 87 'door' (cc. kyeelo/kyeelo 93,99)
katala / katala 103 'he saw'
ngaatu / ngaatu 107 'surely1.
{ii) D has high pitch on the root-syllable, N has high pitch elsewhere:
D nkeento / N nkeentci 88,94 'wife' (cc, nkeento/nkeento 90)
V "7klkxlngl / kikllngi 92 'very much1
kanl / kannl 105 'yet' (cc. kanl/kanl 97)
uAsl- / tuis4- 100 'he came*
bauAdl / baiuldl 105 'they were'
ngeye / ngeye 88,93 'you'
tomene / tomene 84 'she did very well1
bu-katVombula / bu-katoambula 83 'she then dished (it) out*.
Note the reverse in
mxnsuunga / mlnsuunga 83 'of herbs'.
(iii) D has high pitch, N has no high pitch:
D kun^-zaandu / N kuna-zaandu 79 'to the market'
mominaamba / mominaamba 82 'in the sauce'
D kujnkeento / N kunkeento 80 'to the wife' 
uAdi / unldx 82 'she had (put)'
nsuunga / ntsuunga 103 'herbs' (cc. nsuunga/nsuunga 83)
nsadidi / nsadidi 92 'I worked'
kaml / kani 97 'nor' (cc. kani/kan\ 105)
nkatu / nkatu 105 'at all' (cc. nkatu/nkh^tu 107)
mbote / mbote 106 'greetings' (cc, mbote/mbote 106)
b^eno / beeno 106 '(to) you'
muuntu / muuntu 105 'nobody'
lutila / lutila 100 'passing'
nteele / nteele 87 'I said'.
(iv) N has high pitch, D has no high pitch:
D muntaangu / N mifntaangu 85 'at the time' 
nti / nt^ 82 'a sprig' 
loonga / loonga 104 'dish' 
maloonga / maloonga 91 'dishes'
nkeento / nkeentD 90 'wife' (cc. nkeento/nkeento 88,94)
kisiicK / kiaxildil 86 'it remained'
kusadid-i / kusadidi 92 'you didn't do'
ina / ws 90 'listen' (cc. wa/uia 79)
zita / zita 83 'it emitted'
zibika / z^b^ka 89 'close' (cf. 87,88,93)
yakala / yakala 89,93 'husband' (cc. yakala/yakala 96)
mono / mon^ 90 'I' (cc. mono/mono 92, mono/mono 95)
ndiklml / ndikid-? 90 'I cooked'
baauiu / baawu 101 'they' (cc. bawuiu/baiuu 106, bawuju/bauiij 109)
nzala / nzala 102 'hunger'
mmaamba / mwaamba 81 'sauce' (cc. muiaamba/mwaamba 90).
(v) D has one high pitch, N has two:
D bu“kan\kini / N bu-ka^kan-ilk^ni 81 'she then cooked'
yuuna / yoona 99 'he'
nsuktnele / nsukweele 91 'X washed'
tufoioongele / tufuAongele 86 'we sat down'
mono / mono 95 'I'
ziblka / z^bika 93 'close'
zibika / z^b^ka 87 'close' (cf. zibika/zibnlko 88).
(vi) N has one high pitch, D has two:
D ko-katuuka / N ko-katuuka 102 'where he came from1 
gana-mujeelo / gana-mtueelo 108 'to the door' 
yu-wuzxbilka / uz^bnlka 99 '{it is he who) will shut1 
bu-bay\ndalala / bayindalala 99 'they sat on'
V f  /  2 . 1
bayindalala / bayindalala 99 ditto .
(vii) other patterns:
D zilbika / N zib-(ka 88 'close' (cf. zlbilka/z^bxka 87)
ktsalu / kxisalu 92 'work'.
7.7.4: conclusions.
It is clear that the contours of the two passages are broadly 
similar, in spite of certain individual differences (eg. Nsuka's 
version has more final high pitches, has fewer words without high 
pitch, and tends to have slightly longer bridges). Counting the 
words in 7.7.1 and 7.7.2, there is a 73% (160/219) level of
similarity between the two versions. This figure is very slightly
higher than the figure of 70% given by other comparisons (4.7.4, 
6.7.4, 9.6.4), and this may perhaps be due to the fact that the 
Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga lived for ten years in the kiNtandu dialect 
area (1.8.3), and was therefore familiar with this dialect.
7.7.5: variation in Nsuka's text.
Although some contour variation, due to the effects of different 
tone-classes, tone-cases or tone-moods, is allowed for in Daeleman's 
systematisation, there are a few cases where the same item appearing 
in the same general context has a different contour in each instance. 
This is not allowed for in the systematisation, and, if there are no 
misprints in Nsuka's marking, we must assume that a type of contour 
variation exists which has not been described by Daeleman. The 
examples are as follows: (giving least common pattern, when this can 
be determined, first)
ngixsidTl yaaul 80 'I came back with it', but bu-katoombula
yaau 83 'she then dished it out*
zibika ngeye 89 'open (it) you', but zTlbika ngeye ... 88
nkeento nde 90 'sez the wife', but inkeento nde 88
mono ndikxni ... 90 'I cooked', but mono ngyeele ... 79 
'I went1
baatuu bayilndeleleenge 101 'they sat on1, but bauiiuu 
badilngalele 109 'they remained silent1 
yakala nde 96 'sez the husband', but yakala nde 89 
uja 90 'listen', but wa 79
gana-meesa 84 'at the table', but gana-meesa 103 
nsuunga t^ ... 83 'the herbs emitting', but kauiVdik-illa 
nsuunga ... 103 'he smelt the herbs'.
There is also the example (not in the sample passage):
si-wuzib-uka kyeelo 121-2 'he will have to shut the door',
but nzibikidi kyeelo 128-9 'I had to close the door'.
7.8: Haya pitch.
Daeleman's systematisation as it stands, although it provides a 
good description of the patterns in the text, is rather clumsy. However, 
it does have one very important feature built into it which Carter's 
systematisation lacks - that is, the conpept that patterns may be 
conditioned by prominence or focus as well as by purely syntactic or 
lexical factors (the selective case and mood are an especial example 
of this). His systematisation may therefore be characterised as one 
having a tonal basis, in which pitch patterns are originally conditioned 
by lexical/morphological considerations (eg. tone-class of verb, tones 
on verbal elements co-occurring with it), but which leaves room for 
accentual variation (eg. tone-mood of verb, tone-case of noun).
A similar attempt to include non-tonal features within the frame­
work of a tonal analysis is that by Byarushengo et al. 1976. This 
analysis seems to be midway between Carter and Daeleman: the authors 
conclude that 'tonologists may have to spend a lot more time and 
effort examining ..• syntax', but the phenomenon of assertion seems 
to have many similarities with that which Daeleman tries to describe 
in terms of tone-cases and tone-moods.
7,8.1: patterns and preliminary rules.
Haya, the authors say, has two tones: high (h, marked v) and low 
(1, unmarked). A consideration of possible tone-sequences in the Haya 
noun in isolation reveals that:
(i) h never occurs on a final syllable, occurs initially only in
disyllabic nouns, and on the third syllable from the end in 
only a few words (often loans);
(ii) f(ailing pitch) occurs only penultimately;
(iii) there is only one mark of prominence (ie. h or f) per word.
However, in context the pattern of the word can vary considerably: 
omutil (lhl) 'tree'
okubon' omutil (hhl) 'to see a tree1
omut\ gwange (llh) 'my tree'
okubon1 omut'i gtuange (hlh) 'to see my tree'
omutil giua Kato (111) 'Kato's tree'
okubon1 omutil gwa Kato (hll) 'to see Kato's tree1
abon' 6miit^  Kato (hhh) 'he sees the tree, Kato'.
The 111 and hll patterns are not dealt with in the article.
The authors go on to establish preliminary rules:
(a) hl^ — > fl^ (where ^ denotes pause);
(b) lh^ — > hl^ (in footnote 6 it is said that non pre-pausal hi (and 
also fl) may surface as 11, depending on the underlying tone of 
the following syllable);
(c) hh --> lh (instances of hh^ — > hl^ can be accounted for by a 
sequence hh — » lh -4 hl?0;
(d) the pre-prefix has high tone except after pause (this exception
does not apply to disyllabic nouns).
7.8.2: phrase-boundary and revised rules.
Haya does not seem to have the phrase-penultimate accent the authors 
consider typical of many Bantu languages, yet the widespread fl and 
hi finals give penultimate prominence. The alternations hi —> fl and 
lh —> hi are 'unnatural from a tonetic point of view [ie. tonal 
assimilation is unlikely to give these patterns], but natural from an 
accentual one'. Since examples occur of words having a 'pausal' pattern 
even when there is no following pause, the authors postulate a phrase- 
boundary (denoted by %) which assigns or conditions a penultimate 
accent, the one they claim is reconstuctable for Proto-Bantu. This 
phrase-boundary may or may not coincide with pause. The earlier rules 
(a-c) are revised to give (1) hl% — > fl%; (2) lh% -4 hh%; (3) h^ — > 1^
(4) lhh — > llh, The authors then go on to propose rules for the 
insertion of this accent-conditioning phrase-boundary,
7.8.3: focus on object, uerb and adjunct.
The authors note that tonal alternations in sentences with a right- 
dislocated noun recapitulating old information can be accounted for 
by postulating a phrase-boundary preceding this noun, eg.
abakazil babon' omw^ana 'the women see the child1 
but babon' £rmu^n' abakazf 'they see the child, the women'.^
Compare the pattern on amwaana in
ah' omui^an' obugolo 'he gives the child snuff,
where there is no following boundary. Sentences with right-dislocation
they characterise as having an element of assertion, contrast, surprise
or contradiction on the item preceding the right-dislocated noun, and
a certain 'de-focussing' of the right-shifted noun itself. We could,
in fact, describe the above sentences as showing focus on the object,
/
and represent them, after the authors, as SVO — > VO,S.
When focus occurs on the verb, there are two markers: tonal 
alternation, and an object substitute (os) agreeing with the object, eg.
bamubon' ^bakazy1 Amwaana 'they see him, the women, the child' 
bamubon' ormuaan' abakazil 'they see him, the child, the women' 
abubona Kakuliu' obugolo 'he sees it, Kakulu, the snuff' 
abubon' obugolo Kakulu 'he sees it, the snuff, Kakulu',
/ / 13
We can represent these as SVO ~ > Vos, S, 0 / Vos, 0, S. Verbal focus
can also occur where there is no subject noun, eg.
bamubon' omwaana 'they see him, the child'
(cf. babon' omwaana 'they see the/a child') 
bamujunla nyilna 'they help her, his mother'
(cf. bajun^ nyilna 'they help his mother'). 
t 14
These can be represented as VO — > Vos, 0.
Focus may also occur with two post-verbal items, eg,
nilbajuna Kakulu mbweenu 'they are helping Kakulu today'
mlbaj'un^ Kakulu mbweenu 'they are helping Kakulu, today* 
mlbamujuna Kakulu mbweenu 'they are helping him,Kakulu, today*
mlbamuj'una mbweenu Kakulu 'they are helping him, today, Kakulu'
f , ' , /These can be represented as VOA — > VO,A / Vos, 0, A / Vos, A, 0.
7.8.4: process.
The authors note that left-dislocation is not characterised by a
phrase-boundary and the resulting tonal alternations. They propose
boundary insertion, therefore, (i) after the assertion of an utterance,
and (ii) after each recapitulation. In sum, then, we might suggest
that the process is as follows: the speaker's decision to assert or
focus on a particular item in the sentence means that a phrase-
boundary will be inserted in the appropriate place, and this boundary
15
then conditions certain tonal alternations.
7.8.5: conclusions.
This study is therefore interesting for showing that 'syntactic 
variations not only affect the tones of Haya, but that the tones may in 
turn reveal the nature of these variations.' Tone is linked to the 
syntax, as in Carter's analysis of kiKongo, yet these tono-syntactic 
alternations reflect focus or 'assertion* in the mind of the speaker, 
as occurs in Daeleman's analysis discussed above. There would therefore 
seem to be several similarities between the suprasegmental systems of 
Haya and kiKongo.
7.9: summary.
Patterns in this text are similar to those of texts previously 
discussed, but there are many more instances of high pitch on the 
final or penultimate syllable (7.4.9), However, it seems adequate 
in most cases to treat these instances a perturbations of the basic 
pattern, particularly since the same word or phrase can sometimes 
show two patterns (7.4.7,5). A consideration of Daeleman's system- 
-atisation (7.6) shows that although his analysis is based on 
lexical tone, it leaves a good deal of room for conditioning of the 
pitch-patterns by focus or emphasis (7.6.3.3). A similar situation 
of tonal base and subsequent conditioning by 'assertion' seems to 
exist in Haya (7.8). A comparison of Ntoni-Nzinga's and Daeleman's 
patterns in a portion of the text shows a,large degree of correlation 
between them (7.7.4).
Endnotes to chapter sev/en.
1. .'As usual, the arrow ^ 7 marks anomalous patterns on neighbouring
words.
2. I postulate a base form *mu-goga, with shift (mugoga) and final 
fall to mark emphasis - note that the item occurs in a rising 
bridge, which seems to be associated with emphasis.
3. It is interesting to compare this situation with that in kiZombo, 
where zero high pitch seems to be the single most common 
anomalous pattern (6.4).
4. It is sometimes difficult to hear the final fall on the last item 
in the sentence, and it may even be deleted in some cases: cf, 
mbote 20, but mbote 10,
5. In the revised version, we require three rules: shift as above, 
deletion, revised to read 'delete the only high tone1, and lowering 
(ie. 'lower the second of two high tones'). For the conflated (c/d) 
we must specify a basic pattern (h)h on the penultimate syllable, 
ie. a high tone on the first mora of the penultimate, with another 
high tone preceding this if there is another stem syllable to bear 
it, thus ma-kaasu, di-lalansa. I is then derived from II by deletion 
for (a), shift for (b,e), and shift followed by lowering for (c/d).
6. This does not imply complete absence of differences between 
Daeleman's (a) and (b), or between his (c),(d) and (e) - never- 
-theless, these differences do seem to be subsidiary to the main 
bipartite grouping. We might symbolise the situation in diagrams 
as follows:
Daeleman's system proposed
system here
Here, although we end up with five classes in each diagram, the 
picture of their relationship to each other is markedly different.
7. This tendency, which occurs also with the nominal underlying forms,
is probably due to the fact that Daeleman's thesis was a fairly 
early attempt at morphotonemic analysis.
8, This chart may not of course be entirely correct, because there
is no detailed statement in the thesis on co-occurrence of tone-
l£ff
cases and tone-moods, but it is broadly correct, and it greatly 
clarifies what was said above*
9. Compare D ta kaka zita / N kaka zit§ 83 'it kept emitting'*
10. There are in addition instances of bridging in one version but
not in the other where most of the word-contour differences
cannot be attributed solely to the occurrence of bridging, and
the individual words have therefore been listed separately in 
subsequent sections. These instances are as follows:
D bu-nsuumtnldTl y£na nsusu / N bu-ntsuumbidil yilna ntsusu 80
ngiisid^ yaaw / ng^isidi yau 80
ngeene kunkeento / ngeene kunkeento 80
kisalu kik^tngi nsadfdi / kilisalu kikiingx nsadidi 92
kusadildi k\im^-ko / kusadidi kima-ko 92-93ti •
\  / t / V* / Ayoonso imjyita mugoga / yoonso utuyita mugoga 99,
11. It is possible that the sequence bu-bayxndalala, bayxndalala in D 
should be interpreted, not as two distinct verbal patterns, but
as a bridge from root-syllable to root-syllable, ie. bu-bayilndalala 
baytndalala,
12* An acute indicates the accentual locus in the English translation, 
while a comma indicates the phrase-boundary.
13. The authors do not say whether there is any difference between 
these two marked ('asserted') patterns.
14. The authors do not discuss the possibility of there being special 
tone-patterns for a verb containing an object substitute.
15. It could be argued that we could have direct accent assignment 
without reference to the intermediate phrase-boundary by having 
the rules (1) 1 +accent -■> h, eg. obugolo -> obugolo (underlining 
marks the accented syllable), and (2) h +accent —> f, eg. Kakulu 
-■> Kakulu,
CHAPTER EIGHT 
Two Speakers - kilfHanyanga, part one
8,1: introduction.
This chapter deals with material from two informants - the Rev, D. 
Ntoni-Nzinga and Mr. A. Ndolo Menayame, A portion from a text read by 
the former will be compared with two versions of the.same portion read 
by the latter, in order to ascertain the degree of pitch-pattern 
similarity or difference between the three. The results will then be 
used to test the conclusions drawn in chapter 6 (6.5).'
8.2: the text and sample passage.
The text consists of Luke 23:32-24:39 in Laman's kiManyanga translation 
which is also used by some of the baNdibu. The passage chosen for examin- 
-ation is 11. 43-77. In the following discussion Mr. Ndolo Menayame's 
first version will be referred to as A, his second version being labelled 
B, while t^e Rev, D. Ntoni-Nzinga’s version will be called Z, Following
S' ■ \
the convention of chapter 6, all three versions will be discussed together
giving patterns occurring in all three versions first (unlabelled), and
then going on to patterns occurring in only one or two versions (labelled
X
with the above letters A, B or Z).
28,3: patterns in the text (omitting those on names).
8,3,1: locatives.
Most locatives show shift of the high pitch:
kundyamu 44 'to the tomb* (cf. 55)
mundyamu 45 'from the tomb1
mulumbu 54 'on the day*
/
kuvata 61 'to a town' 
mumoomo 63 'about this'
A mulumiingu 43 [b mulumiingu, Z mulumiingLf] 'in the week 
AB valise 59 [z valuse] 'in the opinion1 (cf. 72) 
AB mubafiua 50 jjZ mubafwa^ 'among the dead'
B vantoto 49 [A uantoto, Z vantiSto] 'on earth'
B munzeengolo 74 [a mun2eengolo, Z munzeengolo] 'to a verd; 
B vakulunsi 75 [AZ vakulunsi] 'on the cross' (cf. 54)
BZ kundtiamu 55 £a k^ jnd-^ amu^ | 'to the tomb*
Z mynkyaama 49 j^ AB munknlama] 'why?'
Z mum«3vaanga 72 £a mumavaanga,  B m i m a v a a n g a ]  'in deeds'
Z mumaambu 55 £ab mlimaambu] 'in matters'.
Some locatives show shift, plus another high pitch: 
mubyaabnf 70 'in these'
B vakulunsi 54 [A vakulunsi, Z vakulunsi] 'on the cross'
Z mubaftua 50 ^AB mubafuia] 'among the dead'.
However, other locatives show a bridge between prefix and root-syllable; 
valuieeka 48 'to the side'
\ / r / jl <1
A vantoto 49 [_B vantoto, Z vantotoj 'on earth1 
A kundyamu 55 £bz kundiamu] 'to the tomb*
A vaktilunsi 54 [b vakulunsi, Z vakulunsi] 'on the cross'
AB munka!ama 49 £z mynkyaama] 'why?'
AB mumooko 53 £z mumooko] 'into the hands'
AB mumaambu 55 [z mumaambu] 'in matters'
A(B) ye,-Amumaambu 72 ][z ye-mumaambu] 'and in matters'
Z munzeengolo 74 [A munzeengolo, Z munzeengolo] 'to a verdict' 
also: A kuiayaandi 68 j~B kiuayindi, Z kuiayaandi] 'to him'.
Other locatives show a retention of the high pitch on the root-syllable; 
A munzeengolo 74 |j3 munzeengolo, Z munzeengolo] 'to a verdict* 
AZ vakulunsi 75 Jj3 vakulunsi] 'on the cross'
Z vakulunsi 54 £a v^ki^lunsi, B vakulunsi] ditto
AZ mublau 61 [b mubaau] 'among them'
Z vantoto 49 [A vantoto, B vantoto] 'on earth'
Z ye-mumaambu 72 |a (B) ye^mumaimbu] 'and in matters' 
kuiab^au 49,66,70 'to them'
kiuabeeno 51 'to us'
kuiayandi 71,68B j~A kuiayaandi, Z kuiayaandi] 'to him'
kuiakum^ 56 'to ten*,
A number of locatives where the word has a syllabic prefix show shift 
of the high pitch over two syllables (to the first syllable of the word) 
instead of over one* These examples can probably be consido^d a subset 
of the usual one-syllable shift, conditioned by the syllabic prefix.
There are also examples of words with bridge between the first syllable 
and second syllablej again, this would probably best be considered a 
subset of words showing bridge between prefix and root-syllable.
Z mulumiingu 43 (a mulumiingu, B mulijmlf ngu] 'in the week'
Z valuse 59 £AB valuse] 'in the opinion'
\ f f* / / n
B mulumiingu 43 J_A mulumiingu, Z mulumiinguj 'in the week'
\ / r  t \  ( / -
A mumavaanga 72 IB mumavaanga, Z mumavaangaJ 'in deeds'
\ f r / /Z kuiazintumtua 59 [AB kuiazintumuiaj 'to the disciples'*
Some words show two separate high pitches:
i f  r*  \  /  **i
AB kwazintumuia 59 j_Z kuiazintumuiaj 'to the disciples*
B mumavaanga 72 £a mumavaanga, Z mumavaanga] 'in deeds'
Z y e-kuibboonsono 56 £a ye-kuia ^ babo^lnsono, B ye-kuAaboonsono]
'and to all'.
Only one locative shows no high pitch:
j Z kuiayaandi 68 [*A ktuayaandi, B kuiayandi] 'to him'.
3
8.3.2: genxtxves.
Most genitives show shift of the high pitch: 
kyantete 43 'first' 
myansuunga 44 'of the herbs' 
afflfumu 46 'of the Lord* 
bcinkeka 58,56A 'other1 
A amuuntu 52 jj3 amuuntu, Z amuuntu] 'of a person'
A mamoonsono 77 ][B mamoonsono, Z mamoonsono] 'all'
AB mamoonsono 63 £z mamoonsono] 'all'
B mamoonsono 56 £az mamt^nsono] 'all'
A baboonsono 73 |b baboonsono, Z baboonsono] 'all'
A kyantatu 77 [b kyantatu, Z kyantatu] 'third' (cf. 54)
A uialuieendo 72 [bz uialuleenda] 'of power'
AZ avata 61 jjB avata] 'of the town'
9 F*" \ / "I
B myamasumu 53 [A myamasumi, Z myamasumuj 'of sins'
Z y^nkatu 60 {AB yankltu] 'of nonsense*
Z alekuia 70 [AB alekuia] 'of things'.
Some words show shift plus another high pitch:
A amaambi^ 66 £b amaambu, 2 amaambu] 'of things'
A z a n g a n g l  74 [b z a n g a a n g a ,  Z zang aanga^ 'of priests'
Z aluftua 74 [a alufuil^ , B aluftuaj 'of death1.
Some genitives show a prefix to root-syllable bridge: 
kyantatu 54,77B 'third*
AB yankltu 60 'of nonsense*
AB IwaNdzaambi 73 fz ImaNdzIambi! 'of God'
\  f i“ ( / \ / tA mastadiya 62 mastadiya, Z ma^stadiiyaj 'of stadia*
B aulta 61 'of the town'
B mamoonsono 77 'all'.
Other genitives show retention of high pitch on the root-syllable 
AZ mamoonsono 56 'all'
Z mamoonsono 63 'all'
Z mamoonsono 77 'all*
B baboonsono 73 'all'
AB alekuia 70 'of things'
AZ byanayembele 67 jj3 byanayeembele^J 'of sadness'
Z amuuntu 52 'of a person1 
Z luiaNdzaambi 73 'of God'
Z zangaanga 74 'of priests'.
As with locatives, there are a few words with high pitch on the 
first syllable:
A mabankiua 53 JjBZ mabankma] 'of possessors'
AZ maluse 72 jjB maluse] 'before'
Z myamasumu 53 'of sins'
B maltjse 72 'before'
A alufui^ 74 'of death*
B byanay^embele 67 'of sadness*
BZ uialuleendo 72 'of power*.
There are several genitives with no high pitch: 
B amuuntu 52 'of a person*
A myamasumi 53 'of sins'
B amaambu 66 'of things'
B zangaanga 74 'of priests'
B alufuia 74 'of death'
Z baboonsono 73 'all'
Z kyantatu 77 'third'.
8.3.3: connectives.
Some connectives show shift:
AB ye-mosi 56 \z ye-mosi^] 'and one'
AB ye-bakeenta 58 £z ye-bakeentoj 'and the women'
. A ye-ndiingi 61 jjB ya-And^ingl, Z ye-ndiingi^ 'with sadness(?)' 
Z ye-komuia 53 (AB ye-Akomtna'] 'and be crucified'
Z ye-fuluka 54 (A ye-fuluka, B ye-fuluka! 'and rise' 
also: B ye-zi.z^ 67 [AZ ye-z-lz-ij 'with (their) faces'
AZ ye-bakuluntu 74 £b ye-bakuluntuj 'and the leaders'.
There is one example of a bridge from prefix to root-syllable:
B ye-fuluka 54 'and rise’*
Others Retain the high pitch on the root-syllable:
AB ye-Akotmua 53 'and be crucified*
A ye-fuluka 54 'and rise'
i 1*~ \ / m
A(Z) ye-yuv(ul)asana 64 |B ye~Ayuvu Alasanaj 'and talking to each 
AZ ye-zizl 67 'with (their) faces' —
BZ ye-b^antu 73 £a ye-baantu^J 'and the people'
B ye-^nd^ingi 61 'with sadness(?)*
Z ye-bakeento 58 'and the women'
AZ yeeno 52 jj3 yeenoj 'with you'
AB yaau 65 £z y a a u j  'with them'.
A few connectives show no high pitch:
A ye-baantu 73 'and the people*
Z ye-mosi 56 'and one'
Z ye-ndiingi 61 'with sadness(?)'
B yeeno 52 'with you'
Z yaau 65 'with them'*
8.3.4: anomalous patterns on verbs.
Most verbs show a shift of high pitch (here and below, a hyphen 
preceding the word indicates a preceding verbal element): 
mabuia 63 'which had happened'
/
mabuiildi 70 'which have happened'
AB lubambuka 51 \z lubaambuka! 'remember*
AB tuilsiidi 75 |[z twas-lidi! 'we had left'
/ r* \ / ■ /' ,i*iA makana 76 JB uiakana, Z uiakanaj 'who would ransom'
B wav/ova 68 [A tuavlva, Z wav/lva^ 'he said'
BZ bavova 71 [A bavova! 'they said*
/ r \ / / -i
Z -kavova 51 |A -kavova, B -ksvovaj 'he said'
BZ -bakala 48 [a -bakalaj 'they were1
Z bakala 58 [a bakala, B bakalaj 'they were*
Z btuakala 46 £a btuaklla, B biuakalaj 'it was when'
Z bavuiata 48 fAB bavwatal 'they, were wearing'
/  r \ / / 4
Z makakuia 65 [A makakuia, B makakuiaJ 'they were deceived’
Z buianyyekole 73 £a b bwanyekole! 'how (they) handed him over'
Z bankkamisa 75 [AB bankomisa! 'they nailed him'
Z yavaanguia 77 j~A yavaanguia, B ylvaanguia! 'it was done*
Z -kakedi 52 [a -kakedi, B -keked^! 'he was*
■^Z -babuiaana 46|a b -babtuaana! 'they found'
Z kuzeyl 69 [AB kuzey^J 'you do not know'
1 // r \ / / 1
Z kunzaya 65 j_A kunzaaya, B kunzaayaj 'to recognise him'.
A similar number of examples show a bridge from prefix to root-syllable
A2 myaseema 48 [B myas'fema’] 'which were shining'
A -kavova 51 [b -kavova, Z -kavova] 'he said'
A uiavova 52 Jbz tuavova! 'he said'
A - uiavova 68 |jB uiavava, Z uiavova! 'he said'
B bavlva 49 £AZ bavova! 'they said*
B uiavova 66 uiauoi/1, Z rnavova! 'he said'
A makakuia 65 'they were deceived’
A -kakedi 52 'he was'
A —bamokasana 63 j^ BZ —bamokasana! 'they were talking*
A kunzaaya 65 'to recognise him'
AB buianyekole 73 'how (they) handed him over*
B uiakana 76 'who would ransom'
B y a vl angina 77 'It was done'
B uiavutula 68 [AZ m'avutula] 'he answered'
B (ma-)luieti 66 Ja Z (ma-) luieti] 'which you are ...'
Z bakaamba 58 [AB bakaamba] 'they told'
\ /
Z tuiasildi 75 'we had left'
Z -bakldila 47 [a -bakadlla, B -ba^kadlla] 'they were*.
One or two verbs retain the high pitch on the root-syllable, even 
though we might expect a shift due to the occurrence of a preceding 
element:
-b-£di (?) 65 'they came'
A -bakadila 47 'they were'
BZ -bamokasana 63 'they were talking'
BZ -kayekutwa 53 \A -ka^yekulwa^J 'he (would) be delivered'.
A few verbs show no hijgh pitch:
AB wakedi 72 fz wakldil 'lie was'
-  _
AB dyaata 67 |_Z dyaataj 'walk'
B bwakata 46 'it was when'
B bakala 58 'they were'
Z wena 50 (inside a bridge) [AB wena^ J, 69 [AB wena^J 'he who has' 
Z -bakubika 45 £AB -bakubtka^J 'they had prepared'
Z ban^ta 44 |[AB banataj 'they carried*
$L babuiaana 46 'they found'.
There is a bridge on some verbs:
futukid-£ingi 51 'he’has risen'
AB (bu“)lwet-( 67 \z (bu-)lwetij 'as you are*
A utauova 66 'he said'
B kuzey( 69 'you do not know'
I t \ /
Z babaambuka 54 j^ AB babaambukaj 'they remembered’
cf. also: B -kakedi: 52 'he was'.
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8,3,5: words without high pitch,
(i) adjuncts: lumbu-ko 70 '(not) days’
AB tumbu 43 £z lumbu 'day'
r / 7 "lZ lumbu 60 [A lumbu, B lumbuJ 'day'
AB nabu 44 jz nabu] 'very'
AB kansi 46 J[z kansiJ 'but'
B kansi 65 |a kans\, Z ka^ nsi^ j 'but*
—^ r" \ / "i
AZ ntaangu 76 ntaanguj 'time*
BZ kaka 69 [a kaka] 'only'
A myamasumi 53 'of sins'
A ye-baantu 73 'and the people'
B yeeno 52 'with you1 
B alufuia 74 'of death'
Z ye-mosi ^6 'and one'
Z ye-ndiingil 61 'with sadness(?)* 
Z yaau 65 'with them*
Z ktuayaandi 68 'to him'
Z babaonsono 73 'all'.
(ii) objects: AZ tadi 45 [b tadilj 'boulder'
AZ moomo 59 [» moomoj ' th&'se1
Z moomo 56 [A
f nmoomo, B m ^ m o ] 'these
B moomo 69 [AZ moomoj 'thdsd'
A nlele 48 1—
I
CO ISJ nlele] * clothes'
B mooyo 50 Faz mooyo] 'life'
Z moayo 54 [AB mooyoj 'mind'
Z ndzeenza 44 [AB ndzeenzoj 'perfume'
Z ztzi. 49 [AB z*zt| 'faces'
^ Z nit if 46 [AB n-£tuj 'the body'.
(iii) subjects: boole 47 'two'
B boole 61 |AZ booleJ 'two* 
yaandi 64 'he'
nkumbu 68 'name' (inside a bridge in Z)
BZ rmuaan(a) 52 {a fmuaan(a)J, 'the child'
AZ beeto 74 [b beetoj 'our'
AB beeto 75 [z beetoj 'we'
BZ andi 68 (inside a bridge in Z) [A sndij 'his' 
B amuuntu 52 'of a person*
B meeso 65 [AZ meesoj 'eyes*
B yaandi 75 [AZ yaandij 'he'
B zangaanga 74 'of the priests'
Z moo 59 (inside a bridge) [AB moomo] 'these'
Z kibeeml 64 [AB kibeeml] 'himself'
Z kyaki 77 [AB kyakt] 'this'
Z kyantatu 77 'third'*
(iv) predicators: moomo 71 'these'
v j j M
B moomo 66 \A moomo, Z moomoj 'these*
B amaambu 66 'of things'
Z nki 70 [AB nk-J] 'what kind of?'
Z mpova So (AB mpoua] ’words5*
(v) verbs: see 8.3.4*
8,3.6: high pitch on the last syllable,
/
B -kakedi 'he was5 52
A moom^ 56 ’these*
AB minu-ko 60 [z mn^nu-ka] '(not) trust'
B lumbu 60 'day'
Z kina [AB k^ina] ‘that*
A kans^ . 65 'but*
A amaambu 66 'of things'
AB mos*i 68 [z mt^ si] 'one'
A moomo 66 'these*
AB kadi* 68 [z kadi] 'because'
ngeye 69 'you'
B ndzeenza 69 [AZ ndzeenza] 'visitor*
f mubyaabT! 70 'in these'
AZ ye-bakuluntu 74 'and the leaders*
/ /A 2anganga 74 'of the priests’
A kaans^ 75 [BZ kaansi] 'but*
AZ tuuka 76 [b tb(jka] 'from*
A kans4 76 jj3Z kansi]'but*.
8.3.7: high pitch on the penultimate syllable,
BZ mastadxya 62 'of stadia'
B ye-b^kuluntu 74 'and.the leaders' 
B uakulunsi 54 'on the cross'.
8*3.8: bridges on tuords,
Z bonns^ 59 [AB bo^nso] 'like 
Z kakl 53 [AB kaka] 'only' 
kmakumn? 56 'to ten'.
See also 8.3.4 for bridges on verbs.
8,3.9: other anomalous patterns,
BZ kildunga 47[A k^duunga] 'hesitation( 
BZ babakala 47 [A babakala] 'men*
AZ bangudi 74 [b bangudi] 'the elders' 
lumbu 77 'it was the day'
B bengudi 74 ’the elders’
^ndyena 76 'it was he'
AB makumasaambanu 62 [z m\kurnasaambanu] ’sixty'
A babakala 47 ’men’
vo 75,52Z [AB vo] 'that',
8*3.10; bridges between words,
(i) noun + following item:
Z 1 (Haifa mtuisi-ng^da ..» [a (Ral^ a * mwisTl ,,,, B ifflalnla muiis^  ... 
57 'it was Mary, an inhabitant of ...'
Z ingudi aV^kobi 57 [A ingudi aVakobi, B nlngudi ayakobi"] 'she 
was'the mother of Jacob'
\ ^  ’p* V / f f
Z maambu moo mamonika 59 [AB maambu moomo • mamonikaj 'these 
things seemed'
Z nkuumbu ivata 61 [A nkuumbu ^avata, B nkumbu Aavata] 'the 
$ . name of the village'
Z mosi nkumbu andi Kleopa 68 X A mosTl nkumbu andi A Kleopa,
B mosi nkumbu andi Kleopa] 'one, whose name (was) Cleopas*
Z kuula Isayeli 76 [a kula • Isayeli, B kuula Isayeli] 'the 
tribe of Israel'
note also: (A)B bo k*{dunga 47 [z ...bo • k-fdunga] 'in hesitation(?)'
(ii) adjunct + following item:
Z nssuuka nabu 44 [AB ntsuka nabu] 'very early'
AB kwakumi ye-mosi 56 [z kwak^umx ye-mosi] 'to the eleven'
\ / r \ I ( ” i
(A)B kifna lumbu ... 60 [cf* A kitna lumbu Z kina lumbu ., .J
'that day*
A boole mubaau 61 [B ...boole • mubaau, Z ... boole K mubaau 
'two of them'
B ye-^ndiingi kuuata 61 [A ye-ndiingi kuvata, Z ye-ndiingiA 
kuvata] 'with sadness to the town'
B(Z) kad^ ngeye A kaka ... 68-9 [of. Z kadi ngeye kaka, A kad-£ 
ngeyk k£ka ...] 'surely you (are) just'
Z boonso buianyekole 73 [AB boonso . buianyekole 'how he was 
handed over'
A(Z) ... vo yaand^ 75 [cf. Z ... vo yaandi, B ... vo yaandi]
'that he'
(iii) verb + following item:
Z bu-b^kala uioonga 48 [a bu-bakala woonga, B bu-bakala woonga] 
'they were afraid'
 ^ / r \ / / / n
B lutoombele uiena mooyo 50 (_A lutombele A wena rnoayoj 'are
you looking for the living?'
\  ^  / /
Z lutoombele wena mooyo 50 ditto
\ - * /  r \ / \ f i n
Z bu-kaksdi yeeno 52 [ A bu-kakedi yeeno, B bu-kakedr yeenoj
'when he was with you'
// p* \ m
Z wavova vo 52 [_A utavova « vo, B wavova voj 'he said that'
Z bamokasana mumoomo 63 [AB bamokasana ^mumoomo] 'they were 
talking about this'
\ / f-1 / X / 1 //B ka-brdi kunzaaya 65 LA ka-bidi kunzaaya, Z ka-brdi kunzayaj
'so that they did not recognise him'
B ... rnena ndzeenza ... 69 [a ... wena A ndzeenza, Z ... wena 
ndzeenza *..] 'you are a stranger!
Z wakedi mbxkudi'72 [AB wakedi ^mbilkudi] 'he was a prophet',
8.4: discussion of the patterns.
The above layout, while exhaustive, makes it difficult to draw 
conclusions* The material will therefore be re-arranged in subsequent 
sections in order to discuss several main points,
8.4*1: pitch patterns in each version.
It will be helpful to list together the number of various patterns 
for each version:
A B Z
shift 34 37 42
prefix to root-syllable bridge 23 20 9
retention on root-syllable 18 17 27
on first syllable 3 0 3
first syllable to prefix bridge 2 2 2
two separate high pitches 5 7 4
on last (penultimate) syllable 14(0) 8(3) 5(1)
no high pitch 18 28 32
total anomalous patterns 117 122 125
A has 3 bridges on individual words , B 4, and Z 7,
The most noticeable feature of this table is that Z has very few 
bridges from prefix to root-syllable, and shows mostly a two-way 
distinction between shift or no shift. With versions A and B, on the 
other hand, the 'half-way-house*of prefix to root-syllable bridge is
very common. The tendency in Z to have some words with this bridge 
may be an attempt to imitate the features of ltiManyanga, since such 
a bridge does not occur frequently in the texts previously examined 
(see also 8.4,5, 9.3*6).
Version A shows the greatest number of high pitches occurring on 
the last syllable of the word. Eight of these words occur in contexts 
where surrounding words also have anomalous patterns, and in 3 other 
cases the equivalent word in version B shows no high pitch (ie. also 
has an anomalous pattern)» This suggests that the rising pattern in 
words with high pitch on the last syllable is not a basic pattern, but 
merely an anomalous pattern used in certain phrases where there is 
general perturbation, perhaps for focus or emphasis, of the expected 
contours on a particular portion of the utterance. That these patterns 
are in fact variants of the basic pattern can be seen from the fact 
that they need not occur in both versions A and B, eg.
kansnl tuuke ntaangu 76A 'but from the time*
but kansi tLJiika ntaangu 76B,
This suggests that the rising pattern is a manipulation of the expected
pattern, for general effect. Moreover, different perturbations can occur 
in each version, eg. ^
nk^ amaambu moomo 66A 'what are these things?'
but nkn! amaambu moomo 66B,
which reinforces the idea that these anomalous patterns are not an 
underlying pattern of the word concerned. A special rising pattern 
therefore does not seem to be required to account for these cases, though
of course this does not rule out the possibility that such patterns may
exist (see chapter 14).
Version B shows the greatest number of words with two unbridged high 
pitches. The second high pitch in most cases is on the root-syllable, 
which suggests a tendency for the root-syllable to retain its prominence 
in this idiolect. The frequent occurrence of prefix to root-syllable 
bridges may support this (see 8.4,5).
It is notable that all three versions have roughly the same number
of anomalous contours. The number is smallest in A, and this may be 
because A was read hesitantly, so that words tended to retain their 
basic pattern rather than show the anomalous patterns associated with 
faster, more spontaneous reading, Mr, Ndolo Menayame tended to read 
in a more restrained fashion than the Rev, D. Ntoni-Nzinga, so the 
same comment also holds true of B to a certain extent. The difference 
in reading is reflected in the number of pauses or gaps in the passage 
(excluding full stops):
A 113 B 96 Z 77,
8,4,2: uiords without high pitch (see 8,3,5),
As in previously examined texts, many words without high pitch occur 
in contexts where the preceding or following word also has an anomalous 
contour, eg,
bu-kakedil yesno 52B ’when he was with you1.
In many cases the preceding word shows a bridge, as if the word without 
high pitch had transferred this to the preceding word, eg.
babaambuka mooyo 54Z 'they called to mind'.
As pointed out previously, therefore, (eg, 6.4.10) it seems best to
consider non-appearance of high pitch .to be a means ,of focussing
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attention on something else in the phrase.
We might then postulate the following interpretation of such phrases 
as mosT? nkumbu andi Kleopa * [wauutulaj,,, 68B 'one whose name (was)
Cleopas answered ,,.':
(a) mos-i with rising pattern intimates that more information is about to 
follow; this comes in the appositive phrase nkumbu end! Kleopa, 
which gives the name of the most, the individual;
(b) nkumbu andi is devoid of high pitch to convey that the name Kleopa 
is the most important part of this appositive phrase;
(c) the sentence then continues, with the verb telling what this person 
did.
Note that pause can affect the realisation of ’the pattern: 
mosi nkumbu andi ^ Kleopa 68A,
Bridging seems to achieve a similar focus on the name:
However, focus need not occur in all instances, eg.
nkuumbu aandi Woosefi 33B(A) 'his name (was) Joseph'.
8,4.3: bridges between words (see 8.3,10),
Version Z has 16 bridges (4 of them rising bridges), while A has 4, 
and B ahs 8. The less frequent occurrence of bridging in versions A 
and B may represent a fundamental difference between the two idiolects, 
but it is more likely to be due to Mr. Ndolo Menayame's restrained 
reading of the passage - as I have previously suggested, bridging seems 
to be frequent only when the speaker is reading fairly quickly, and 
with a certain degree of animation. The manner of reading may also account 
for the fact that neither A nor B has any examples of a rising bridge, 
the marked form of bridging.
8.4.4: other features.
In version Z, involvement or excitement may be conveyed by several 
means, including change of pattern, key and rate of delivery:
(a) ^yaandi kxbeeni ytisu 64Z 'he himself Jesus' has no high pitch, but 
the syllables where we would expect high pitch are given extra stress; 
this, and the fact that the phrase is in lower key, may be intended
to express gravity or seriousness;
(b) ^kadi ngeye kaka wena ndzeenza ... 68-9Z 'surely you are indeed a 
stranger' shows anomalous patterns on the middle three words; the 
phrase is also spoken in a higher key and faster than usual, presum- 
-ably to indicate the surprise of the speaker. Note that the fast 
rate and anomalous contours (on 4 out of 5 words) also apply to the 
second half of the sentence (69-70Z);
(c) ^ka^nst  ^nd?ena 75-76Z 'but we had not left off hoping that
he was the one' shows lower key and a 'crescendo' pitch-pattern 
(cf. 2.2.24), ie. each high pitch is successively louder and higher 
than the previous one: (cc. the rising bridge /— --- L/);
(d) ^lumbu kyantete 43Z 'on the first day1 is pronounced in a higher key 
to indicate that a new section of the story is beginning; this phrase 
also has a more forceful delivery than normal in versions A and B.
Versions A and B show no special manipulation of the contour for 
effect (except for the example in 43); again, this may be attributed 
to Mr. Ndolo Menayame's restrained reading of the passage.
There are several examples of final falling pitch, which seems to 
be emphatic:
Z alufujEs 74 'of death*
A atufuia 74 ditto 
Z mubafuja‘ 50 'among the dead*
B ye-zizx 67 'with faces'.
There seem to be two instances in version Z of a shift of high pitch 
conveying emphasis:
munkyaama 49Z 'why?' (note extra stress and extra-high pitch)
kuzeyil 69Z 'you do not know' (note that this occurs in a 
phrase with a fast rate of delivery).
8,4.5: prefix to root-syllable bridges.
This pattern poses some problems of interpretation. If an item *v-cvcv 
(prefix separated by hyphen, root-syllable underlined) shows a pattern 
v-cvcv, should this be taken as the realisation of an underlying form
*v—cvcv (with anticipation of the high pitch on the prefix), or of one
*v-cvcv (with continuation of the high pitch to the root-syllable)? Is
there a shift here or not? Moreover, if *v-cvcv and *v-cvcv can both
appear as v-c^cv, the distinctiveness between shift and non-shift would 
be cancelled.
There are two possible explanations for the 'half-way house' of 
v-c^cv: either it is a stage in the development of shift, or it is a 
stage in a development away from shift. The former implies a derivation 
v-cvcv i-~cvcv —> v-cvcv, thus accomplishing a shift of the high pitch.
The latter of the two views implies a derivation v-cvcv —> v-cvcv — > 
v-cvcv (cf. base form cvcv). That is, the root-syllable has come to be 
the most prominent syllable of the word, and resists the shift of high 
pitch to the affix.
We will label the two derivations respectively (s) and (r), and we
will now see whether the figures for occurrence of prefix to root-
syllable bridges in the three versions of this text support one or
*other of the two derivations.
The arguments for (s) and (r) may be set out in parallel columns, 
as follows:
in favour of (s)
(1) such a sequence is a phonolog- 
-ically natural explanation for 
shift.
(3) (r) cannot be true, as it
implies that the dialect with the 
greatest number of v-cvcv
patterns is moving towards having 
most high pitches on the root- 
syllable. But this is not the case:
in favour of (r)
(2) such a sequence would be system- 
-atically consistent; the importance 
of the root-syllable has been pointed 
out all through this thesis.
(4) (s) cannot be true, as it implies 
that the dialect with the greatest 
number of V-c^cv patterns is moving 
towards having most examples of shift.
Z, withBut this is not the case: 
fewer v-cvcv patterns, has more
Z, with fewer ^--c^cv patterns, has examples of shift than AB, and in 
more root-syllable high pitches general shift is the most common 
than AB, and in general the south- 
-ern dialects have more of these 
than kiManyanga (cf, chapter 15).
anomalous pattern even where v-c^cv 
is rare (cf. chapter 15).
(5) if we take the patterns v-cvcv 
and v-clrcv, AB shows 57 examples, 
while Z shows only 51; ie. there 
is a forward tilt of the high 
pitch in kiManyanga (which is also 
clear from chapter 15).
(7) if we take the patterns v-cvcv 
and v-cvcv, the figures from each
(6) AB show fewer examples of shift 
than Z, yet more examples of v-c£cv; 
ie. there is a tilt of the high pitch 
towards the root-syllable.
(8) the same reasoning holds, but
speaker (AB average 39, Z 36) are 
closer together than the figures 
for t£-c v c v  and v-cvcv (AB 57, Z 
51). This suggests that the patterns 
v~c£cv and ^-c^;cv may be variant 
realisations of one underlying 
pattern. Taking the first two 
steps of (s) and (r), this argues 
in favour of (s), since if v-cvcv 
and v-c^cv are related in this 
way, the connection between them 
is closer than that between v-cvcv 
and V-c^cv.
... taking the last two steps of (s) 
and (r), this argues in favour of 
(r).
(9) in chapter 14 it will be shown 
that about 60% of CB lh patterns 
are realised as hi in Laman 1936, 
compared to 30% in Carter 1980b. 
This suggests that the shift *lh 
— } hi has progressed farthest in 
kiManyanga. If this is true, we
(10) the same reasoning holds, but
might expect that the same could 
be said for the shift 1-hl -4
h-11 (ie. v-c£cv — > v-cvcv). This ... this is not the case: if it were,
is the case: taking high pitches we would expect the v-cvcv pattern
occurring before the root-sylla- to be found most commonly in kiManyanga
-blef kiManyanga shows the (with v-cvcv, the earlier stage, of
greatest number of these (see infrequent occurrence) and that v-cvcv
chapter 15, and cf. 5 above), would be more common in the southern
while the v-c£cv pattern is most dialects (with v-cvcv, the later form,
common there, yet least common in infrequent, since the shift has not
the southern dialects. advanced so far -there). But instead
we find that V-cvcv is most common in 
kiManyanga, and least common in the 
southern dialects, while v-cvcv is 
the more common of the two in all 
dialects (see chapter 15, and cf. 4 
above)•
(12) there are quite a few examples in 
this text of words showing two separate
(11) these examples amount to high pitches which are not in bridge -
about 2% of the total, and are one on the affix and one on the root-
insufficient on which to base' syllable. This may suggest a greater
firm conclusions. prominence of the root-syllable in
kiManyanga.
As can be seen, we can argue equally well for either derivation. (5) 
is a good argument for (s), but (10) is a good argument for (r), and 
otherwise there seems little to choose between either point of view -
(12) would perhaps clinch the argument for (r), if there' were a few 
more examples of this kind. However, we can only deduce that the place
7
of the prefix to root-syllable bridge is unclear.
It may in fact be best to consider v-cvcv as a variant of v-cvcv 
(cf. 7 above), one which is more likely to occur in kiManyanga than 
in other dialects. This would in effect be midway between (r) and (s): s
v-cvcv would be closest to v-cvcv (as in r), but the net effect of 
having such a variant would be to have a greater number of high pitches 
occurring before the root-syllable (as in s). We must also note the 
fact that instances of V-c£cv occur in Leman1s work of the twenties 
and thirties (Laman 1922, 1936); if we consider v-c£cv to be a variant, 
then this is evidence that it is widespread in kiManyanga; if we consider 
it to be a stage in one of the above derivations, then we must conclude 
that the pitch-shift (in whatever direction) has been in progress for 
at least 50 years.
8.5: us ml at "Con in the three versions.
The amount of pitch variation between all three versions is shown 
below. Numbers indicate number of words in each pair of versions 
which show different contours.
section A / B A 4 Z B zf. Z
8.3.1 9 5) 15 16
CM•CO•CO 15 11) 15 17
CO•CO•CO 7 5) 7 10
8.3.4 20 7) 33 32
8.3.5 17 17) 21 26
8.3.6 4 4) 6 6
8.3.9 3 3) 4 3
total
(out of 208 words)
75 52) 101 110
Leaving aside for the moment the bracketed figures under A ^ B, the. 
percentage variation is as follows:
A 4 B 36% A / Z 49% B 4 Z 53%.
These figures can be laid-out as a table:
same speaker different speakers
h*
two versions 36% 49-53%.
Compare this to the table suggested in 6.5,4:
same speaker different speakers 
two versions 15% 30%
more than two versions 25% 40% (?),
The differences are clearly significant: what could account for the 
much larger percentages from this text?
The ambivalent status of the prefix to root-syllable bridge, which 
is very common in versions A and B, may be affecting the figures. The 
figures in brackets under A 4 B above do not count instances of prefix 
to root-syllable bridge: that is, where this pattern occurs in one 
version, and the other version has shift, or retention on the root- 
syllable, the two versions are considered as having the same pattern. 
This seems reasonable, since (as pointed out above) the prefix to 
root-syllable bridge seems to be a 'half-way house', and could be
counted in either category. The adjusted percentage A ^ B is then 25% 
(previously 36%). There are difficulties with applying the same method
g
to A 4 Z and B 4 Z , but if we can assume a comparable decrease, their 
percentage variations would be A ^ 2 34% (previously 49%), B ^ Z 37% 
(previously 53%).
These adjustments bring the figures within the range of the table 
constructed in chapter 6, but they are still slightly higher than.their 
equivalents in ’that table. This might be accounted for in two ways:
(a) the figures in the table in chapter 6 could be revised upwards, 
particularly for the 'same speaker' column. This implies that the 
text of chapter 6 may not have been fully representative. On the 
other hand, the table as suggested makes a fairly good system -
if the figures are raised too much, the level of possible variabil-
-ity might go over 50%, and we would surely then have to consider
an intonational system; moreover, the table must be drawn in such
a way as to take in lower levels of variability as well as higher 
9
ones ;
(b) the figures for this text could be revised downwards. In my opinion, 
this would be the best solution; versions A and B, as noted several 
times above, were read hesitantly, and some obvious differences of 
pitch patterning were pointed out in 8.4. It is' not unlikely that 
this hesitancy also had an effect on the contours of individual 
words, and if the number of words affected were .even as few as 10, 
this would bring the figures down 5% and place them within the range 
of variability predicted from the table.
The second suggestion gives the following revised table (figures for 
this text first, general figures in brackets):
same speaker different speakers 
two versions 20% (10-20%) 30% (25-35%)
more than two versions (20-30%) (35-45%).
8.6: comments on variant contours.
8,6.1: the Rev. D, Wtoni^Nzinga,
(i) The concept of relative importance of the items in a sentence or
phrase influencing the pattern came up several times, but only
seemed to be verifiable when discussing bankaka mubau 81 'some
of them*: *...» we are talking about some people, and one part of
this people; now the most important word is b^au ... we want to
accentuate one part, and ... one part is bankaka. But can we
know what are ... these bankaka? There can be another group
different from the group which we are talking [[about] here, and 
/ 0we say baau, and there is a reference to the same group which I
r “T / /[_amj talking about Bankaka mubaau is the pattern given in 
discussion, but in view of the mention of accentuation it is
\jf //
interesting to note that in the text the pattern is bankaka mubau, 
a rising bridge (which I have suggested is associated with emphasis), 
and that the words appear in a 'crescendo* phrase.
(ii) Comparing batelama 6 'they stood* and batelama (which occurred when 
discussing batelamene in 32), the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said that in
6 'I can't say baantu batelama batata ... [[’the people stood and
^ " 1  \  / /  o /watched'] because we have a comma: baantu batelama, batata'. Since
the form in 32 occurs without a following pause (batelama ntama
'they stood at a distance'), we might conclude that batelama is a
pre-pausal form. Yet batelama ntama also occurred in the discussions.
From other comments it seemed that a difference in emphasis was also
involved,
/ oIt was said of 6: 'batelama is the most important word here. The 
writer wants to give us the impression that the people were there 
standing - the standing is very important for us, no? - and because 
there [were] two actions, standing and seeing, ... This is the 
beginning of a sentence, •** and we want to make emphasis about the 
people, and the two actions'. The fact that batelama was said when 
speaking about batelama (see the first word in this quotation) might 
suggest that the former is unmarked, the latter marked.
Of the other form, batelama, the Rev, D. Ntoni-Nzinga said: 'here 
we are talking about people who see the [[saddest thing[J about Christ, 
and ... they are sad; ... batelama is important, but we talked about 
[[it] (earlier?) ... and now it is not very important - [[what] is very- 
important [[is what precedes[]. ... I can't say [[batelama] strongly, 
[because it] is a sad story - my voice needs to be sad also'.
The reference to not being able to say the word 'strongly* because
the story is sad is perhaps significant.
It is notable that in a repetition of the sentence containing 
batelama all the verbs were given a high pitch on the prefix 
syllable, although in the text the high pitch was on the root- 
syllable. Since this repetition was the last of the section of 
comments dealing with this question, it might be that by this time 
the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga was unintentionally emphasising the words 
to bring out the point he was making. Conversely, discussing 
batelama, the verbs in the text have high pitch on the prefix 
syllable, but .in the repetition have high pitch on the root-syllable,: 
perhaps because this instance was among the first repetitions, and 
was therefore neutral in pattern. However, the evidence is conflict- 
-ing, and it is uncertain whether we should' attribute the difference 
between batelama/batelama to pause, emphasis, or even dialect 
interference (see (xi) below).
(iii) Discussion of malunuungu 28 'of righteousness1 and malunuungu 33 
brought more comments on relative emphasis, and its relation with 
downdrift.
/ O 4 r  \  /  /
Comments on 28 were as follows: 'kedika, ndyeu * imuuntu malunuungu 
... Kedika, ndyeu *imuntu ^malunuungu £'truly, this was a righteous
^ \ f / X  „ -
man'J ... here ndyeu »imuntu malunungu is [an] exclamation, ... he 
said [what] he had in his heart, and I irant to give the impression 
to people who can't read, how was the situation: kediki • ndyeu*
/.  ^ f f
ilmuntu malunungu. Emphasis (is on] malunuungu, malunuungu. ... I
\ /talk very slowly, but all the emphasis is there, not with kedika, 
not with ndyeu. ... Because we have two kinds of emphasis: I can put 
the emphasis if ... talking strongly, or talking very slowly - [it] 
is the music. For example, [talking] very slowly is very good emphasis 
because all the people will [become] quiet, you see? ... And I am 
calling [them to] ... reflection'.
This seems to suggest that a word may be emphasised by putting 
the high pitch in an unexpected place: eg. in (ii) above, batelama 
might be the expected form, so this was emphasised by shifting the 
high pitch: batelama. Here, the shift is expected because of the 
genitive prefix, but instead of malunuungu (cf. 33), we find 
malunuungu, with no shift (cf. chapter 12 for a development of this 
point). Moreover, it seems that having no high pitch on a word (eg.
malunungu) may also emphasise it. This seems to be comparable to
the fact that both speaking in a higher key and speaking in a
lower key are devices to emphasise what is being said, as the
10Rev, D, Ntoni-Nzinga noted several times. To get the full meaning 
of what is being implied (emphasis or reduction of emphasis), he 
repeatedly affirmed, we must take the whole context into consid- 
-eration•
Of the second instance (ye-tualunuungu 33), he said: ’the emphasis 
is with kyambote, ••• Yes, [there] is difference when I want to 
put the emphasis with tuambote - irtuiuntu uiambote ye-tualunuungu 
['he was a good and righteous man']j. [The^anomalous pattern here 
may serve to focus on the words concerned.]] Every time when [i am]] 
talking, if ... I said the first word strongly, the second I need 
to [gesture for 'lower']] ... and you see the music: imu^ntu tuambote
[gesture for 'high']] * ye-tualunuungu [gesture for 'low']], I can't
t . \W/ * IJ . . / , // .« T . W 1/ . // . Asay imuuntu tuambote ye-tualunuungu - if I say imuuntu tuambote
} If r'e-iualtinuungu I need to say something again lie* continue with
another modifier]] •*. to go down. ... Every time when I am speaking, 
when I speak strongly I need to go down, I can't go up and finish'. 
This suggests that height is associated with phrasal 'unfinished- 
-ness', ie. denotes continuity.
Other phrases came up in discussion: ^imuntu 'ambote ktuaani; 
imuntu tuambote kifkiilu. The latter seems to be a marked contour, 
but.its exact significance is unclear.
) kyantatu 54 'third' and kyantatu 77: both examples were at first 
pronounced kyantatu. But some thought produced the comment that 
in 77 the 'people are sad, are talking ... about the man; ... they 
believed him, ... that he would be a saviour, but he didn't, and
now they are very sad - kyantatu; ... I can say that ... c'est
,/ „ t ,une action desesperee’.
Discussing kabammtueeniing-f-ko S3 'they did not see him', it was 
said that such a pattern in this context was a mistake, and that 
the correct pattern here should be ka-bammtueeniingi-ko. Further 
questions revealed that this was because of the pre-posed yaandi: 
'the emphasis is with yaandi. ... When I say ka-bamtueeniingi-ko,
I haven't the yaandi, you see? ... I suppose yaandi in the verb 
[ie. as an object substitute]] ... yaandi*ka-bamtueeningi-ko; I can't
/  e \  /
say yaandi- ka-bamiuee.ntilngx-ko, it is impossible in this context's
This is reminiscent of some phrases in kiNtandu where marked word-
order was accompanied by pitch-pattern differences (7a5,i,v).
Asked about the pattern in 83, the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said: *1
can say that, I can say it, but not in this context. ... For
example, you ask me, ... "did ... the travellers come back?" X say
"Yes". "Did they see their mother?" I say, "ka-bamiiieenililng^-ko",
you see?' This may suggest different patterns for verbs with and
without the object substitute, but it may also have something to 
11do with focus.
Asked about the difference between -ko in ka-bammiueeniingi-ko 
83 and -ko in ye-msvanga mau-ko* 34 'and their actions', the Rev. D 
Ntoni-Nzinga replied, '-ko? Yes, it is a music; I want to ...
A
emphasise the negative -ko'.
(vi) ma-luieti mokiria . bu-luieti dyaata 66-67 'that you are talking about 
as you are walking along': it appears that mokina can also occur 
without high pitch 'to make a distinction between the two actions' 
but the comments were not very clear.
(vii) kakiluulusa 8 'let him save himself and ukiuulusa 11,13 'save 
yourself: the Rev, D* Ntoni-Nzinga said that ukiuulusa could also 
be pronounced ukiv/ulusa in order 'to oblige hint', ie. to emphasise 
the imperative to the person being spoken to.
For 8, kakivulusa occurred once in repetitions, and kakivulusa 
six times. When it was pointed out that kak^vulusa occurs in the 
text, he thought for a while and came to the conclusion that 
kakivulusa was not a kiManyanga form, but a form from his own 
dialect. The two forms quoted at the beginning, -therefore, might 
suggest that kiManyanga has different pitch-patterns for 2nd and 
3rd person imperatives, though no evidence of such variation was 
found in other dialects.
However, it is also possible that we have in 8 another case of 
relative emphasis: the Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga noted that both 
commands were mocking Jesus ('joking'), but that in 8 the speaker 
•was not talking directly to Jesus, he was talking to the people'. 
In a rhetorical command of this nature the .speaker might choose to 
place the emphasis on -ki-: 'he has saved others, now let him save 
himself.
n o
(viii) ma-bBveengi 5 'what they have done' and muma-tuiaueeng^ 17 'for 
v/hat we have done': the latter occurred consistently in repetitions 
as muma-tujBi/eengi, which is similar to 5* 17 is possibly emphatic*
(ix) Of pitch patterns in general, he said: 'All lecture [ie. reading^] 
... is accompanying the story - I need to change the voice in 
the different place, .*» to apply my voice to the story, to express 
well the opinion with the accent1.
(x) Of kiManyanga pitch patterns he said: 'If somebody from Manyanga is 
reading this, you will [get] more [of an] impression, 'cos it is a 
good music, a very nice music that one, yes. ... They have a good 
music ••• when they are reading. ... I like it myself - ... I like 
reading the music with somebody from Manyanga who is reading 
himself'.
(xi) As always, he was well aware of the possibility of dialect inter- 
-ference: 'The problem is, sometimes I can't be very ... faithful 
to th& ... situation - I get some jinfluence*]from my dialect, you 
know?' His advice was, 'If you hear some slight nuance [ie. some 
small variation^, it is because it's not my dialect, ... but if I 
repeat the same, that one is right'.
8.6,2: nir. A. Ndolo [ftenByamB,
(i) muntoto A uiBiuoonsono 22 'over all the earth': when asked if muntoto
ujauuoonsono was ever possible, the reply was, 'That would be due to
idiosyncracy, ... not really characteristic to a whole region,
maybe to one individual. ... People who use that sort of language
are just pastors - they try to make their language a bit different
12
from ordinary people'.
(ii) Discussing yeesu-ko 46 'not Jesus', Mr. Ndolo Menayame said that
ysesu-ko was not likely for two reasons: (a) yeesu was a name
(which seems to imply that proper names may have different real- 
-isations from ordinary nouns), and (b) 'if you use a rising
intonation, you have this tendency to ask a question instead of
r -i \ / A
I having] a negation - negation is falling’. Asked if yeesu-ko were
possible, he said this 'would be a sort of exclamation of astonish- 
-ment' (cf. the Rev, D, Ntoni-Nzinga's comment in (v) above that 
-ko denotes emphasis).
i n
(iii) by-liuetTl dygsta 67 ’as you are going along': bu-luieti dyata was 
said to be also possible, with 'a rising intonation at the end of 
dyata because there is a question there'. However, the precise 
difference in significance between the two forms is unclear.
S.6.3: conclusions.
It would therefore seem that at least some of the variation in the 
texts must be ascribed to differences in focus or emphasis, though 
individual speakers may vary greatly in how coherently they are able 
to verbalise these differences, and most likely also in the extent and 
type of these differences*
8.7: summary.
The versions discussed in this chapter show slightly more examples 
of anomalous patterns than texts previously considered (8,3). Even 
among themselves, each version shows several differences from the other 
two (8.4), and the level of variation among them is higher than that 
encountered in other texts (8*5). There is also the problem of how to 
interpret the pattern of prefix to root-syllable bridge, which occurs 
here much more frequently than in other texts (8.4.5), Nevertheless, 
discussion of all these points shows that the text does not diverge so
t*
widely as might be thought at first sight from the System established
for other texts: the root-syllable. is of prime importance, and the
problematic v-c^cv pattern may even be a variant of the pattern with .
high pitch on the root-syllable (8.4.5); differences between the versions
may be ascribed to idiolectal features or to hesitant reading (8.4.1,3);
and the high level of variation may be due to the ambivalent nature of 
\ /
the v-cvcv pattern and perhaps to the effects of hesitation (8.5). 
Comparison of the 'three versions allows us to draw further conclusions 
about the function of anomalous contours as markers of focus (8.4.2), 
and in version Z we can distinguish several phrases where a variety of 
means is used to draw attention to v/hat is being said (8.4.4). The same 
point is taken up in several of the Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga’s comments on 
the text (8.6.1).
iEndnotes to chapter 8,
1. As noted in 6.3, this method has been found the most useful of 
several tried. On the other hand, it involves the presentation of 
an excessive amount of data at one time, especially in this text, 
where there is a large variety of pitch-patterns, Nevertheless, it 
is essential to give a complete listing of the data on which 
conclusions are to be based; the reader who wishes to omit section 
8.3 may therefore proceed to section 8.4, where the data is discussed.
2. There seem to be no syntactic or phrasal factors conditioning, eg. 
shift v. non-shift, etc,
3. In this and following sections patterns from other versions will only 
be given when, they have not already been previously noted.
4. Words without high pitch are listed here by function of the phrase 
they occur in merely as a convenient method of sorting words which 
have no pre-prefix; there does not seem to be any syntactic factor 
conditioning the contours (cf. endnote 2),
5. This is supported by the fact that the word without high pitch often 
appears in a phrase that has been given extra prominence by means of 
adjustment in key or fast rate of delivery - see 8.4,4,
6. In examining these figures it will be useful to remember that 
version A and B are from a kiManyanga speaker, while version Z is 
from a speaker of the southern dialect, kiZombo. M/'ersion Z therefore 
provides a useful midway point between kiManyanga proper and the 
southern dialects k.iMbanz1 aKongo and kiZombo; while not showing 
exactly the same features as Versions A and B, it is nevertheless 
closer to them than it is to the southern dialects (see also 9.3.6 
and chapter 15).
7. The only alternative to the two derivations above is to consider 
\  J t /v-cvcv to be a falling together of v-cvcv and v-cvcv; however, 
there seem to be no good arguments for this solution,
8. For example, given Z munzeengolo, A munzeengolo, B munzeengolo *to 
a verdict1, do we count the Z pattern with the A pattern, or with 
the B pattern?
9. For example, similar studies of variability (J.H. Carter, p.c.) in 
different versions of the same text as read by the Rev, Joao 
Makoondekwa showed very little contour variation, perhaps lower
than 5%. Most of that variation consisted of occurrence/non-occurrence
mof bridging, and realisation/non-realisation of high pitch on the 
subject, eg, (using Garter's notation)
\ I \ I/ntsx gNgola /yivwxildx mphe 'the country of Angola
i i / * ■  / . V . . < . also has *., 'but /nts-i aNgola /ynvwxndu mphe ♦
There were also examples of such a type as :
/evvuuuu /ikyassya vo 'the hope is that . 
but /evuLJiiuu /ikyassya vo.
The realisation evvuuuu tended to occur when there was a following 
pause *
10, Exactly the same tiling may happen in English. Consider the following 
sentences (marked using the conventions of chapter 2):
/ ° ^ \ /
(1) 1 told him to do it/ and he didn’t do itj
“ - -
(2) I told him to do ^t, ^and he didn't do it!
(In my idiolect, this sentence requires a longer
pause at the comma than sentence 1.)
The second clause of both sentences conveys emphasis, although in 
(1) it is in what I have called 'higher' key, while in (2) it is in 
'lower' key. Just as in kiKongo, however, (see ^ndnote 3 to chapter 
4) the emphasis has a slightly different connotation in each case.
In (1) there is a sense of indignation and frustration that the 
person has not done v/hat was asked of him. In (2) it is implied that 
the speaker did not really expect the request to be obeyed; there is 
a sense of 'well, that's typical! ...*.
11, The sequence might also be stable noun + relative verb, rather than 
subject + indicative verb, as assumed here, (J.H. Carter, p.c.)
12, The Rev. Joao Makoondekwa, Carter's informant, also referred to a 
'parsonical voice’. (J.H. Carter, p.c.)
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CHAPTER NINE
The Earliest Research - kxfflanyanga, part two
9.1: tntroduction.
This chapter continues the discussion of kiManyanga pitch features 
by considering two texts recorded by Mr, A. Ndolo Menayame, along 
with a series of minimal pairs given by him. The earliest research 
on kiKongo pitch, that of K.E. Laman, will then be discussed, followed 
by a comparison of pitch patterns on a portion of the text with those 
predicted by Laman's systematisation,
9,2: the text and sample passage.
The first text (11* 1-38) seems to have been composed first and 
then read into the recorder, while the second (11* 39-46) is a portion 
of a letter, also read. As with all Mr. Ndolo's texts, these were read 
much more haltingly, in a lower key, and with much less animation than 
those contributed by the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga. Stress in some cases 
would seem to be as important an exponent of prominence as high pitch, 
and in general the pitch range (ie. the distance between high and low)
is smaller than in other texts.
Since a certain amount of intensity seems to occur automatically on
the root-syllable, it is sometimes hard to decide on the marking to be
used. For example, the marking ^cvcv suggests the contour / “ ' /, but 
in the texts it often had to be used to mark a / J / contour, eg.
^toonta 10 'try' f
^yaandi 29 'she'
^miuaana 29 'the child'•
0) o
and note myeena 19 'are'.
Another instance of uncertainty as to whether the prominence involves 
high pitch occurs with the marking cvcv, suggesting the contour / \ /.
In the texts the second syllable often seems to drift down to give the 
contour / '"""'I /, which might instead be marked cvcv, eg.
beem! 20 ’very much'.
In some cases it is difficult to know whether the first syllable is 
indeed high, eg.
loonga or loonga 23 'dish'
It is noticeable that in all these cases the syllable in question has
a long vowel; it may be that the second mora of a long vowel tends to
be slightly lower in pitch than the first.
These features are again reminiscent of kiLeta, but there is also 
one last similarity - the distinctly rare occurrence of bridging. In 
the 24 lines of text sampled, only three examples of a bridge between 
words was found (11. 16,31,42) - see 9.3.11. This lack of bridging 
may be due to the manner in which the texts were read, but the resem- 
-blance to kiLeta is interesting.
The sample passages are 11. 11-23, 30-38, and 42-46.
9*3: patterns in the text.
9.3.1: nominals with syllabic prefixes.
In most instances these show a shift of the high pitch:
bankaka 12 'some'
muniingu 20,22 ’tone1 
rnxniingu 22,34 ’tones 
mxtatu 12 'three'
(cc. miniingu 11,19; miniingu 13;
/ miniingu 30)
mxya 12 'four'
b^fwaani 19 'examples 
b^fwaadi 16 'examples 
b^zizi 43 'pictures'.
There are some examples of a prefix to root-syllable bridge:
mTlnTlingu 11,19 'tones' (cc. 22,34; 13; 30) 
4Ab\fwaani 23 'they are the examples' 
note also k^tflanyaanga 11 'kiManyanga'.
There are two instances of high pitch on the root-syllable:
babnlingi 35 'many* (cf. 8) 
miniingu 13 'tones*.
9.3.2: locatiues.
(i) shift: va$^mosi 38 'together'
note also
(ii) bridge:
note also
9.3.3: genitives.
(i) shift:
note also
(ii) bridge:
note also
(iii) retention:
9.3.4: connectives:
(i) shift:
(ii) bridge:
note also
(iii) retention:
mum^loonga 32,33 'in sentences' 
munki 33 'in what' (cf. kunki 28) 
m(jsonga 16 'to show1
mumuuntu 13 'from person' (cf. ye-muuntu 13) 
muzuunga 14 'from area' (cf. ye-zuunga 14) 
mubiuuvu 37 'to the questions' 
mupoostye-ko 44 '(not) in the post' 
mu^lujaaka 45 'on arriving'.
byanda 19 'longer' 
myanda 32,33 'longer'
zankaka fmpej 14 'some (also)' (cf. bankaka 12) 
zak^fllany^anga 36 'of kiManyaanga*
zampova 18 'of the words' (cf. ye-mpova 18) 
bandzeendza 37 'foreign* 
amin^ingu 14,32,17(7) 'of tones' 
kyaAntsobolo 34 'of changes'
andz^la 33 'of a way' 
afxla 44 'of sending' 
gambote 45 'alright'.
ye-tuku 34 'and the origin'
ye-kudikila 15 'and nourish' (cf. ye-kudikila 9)
ye-muuntu 13 'to person' 
ye-zuunga 14 'to area' 
ye-mpova 18 'with words' 
ye-bandweenga 37 'and scholars' 
ye?-^[Ani^ngu 11 'with tones*
ye-toonta 33 'and try' 
ye-sonika 35 'and write up' 
ye-bwaabu 43 'to now' 
ye-ntangu 13 'and times' 
ye-minx^ngu 12 'with tones'.
m9.3.5: anomalous patterns on verbs.
(i) shift: tusobele 20,20 'should we change'
tubeki 31 'should we take1 
sx-twabaka 38 'we will get' 
m^lenda 15,30 'they can' 
balenda 21 'they can1 
tuleenda 36 'we can'
(ii) bridge(?): zas^killa 38 'which are correct*.
9.3,6: conclusions.
As in previous texts it must be admitted that it seems hard to 
find any recurrent system in the data. There seems to be no common 
factor among words showing different pitch-patterns: placement in 
the sentence, position of pauses, function, and even tone-marking 
in Laman's dictionary (Laman 1936) all vary. Setting up tone-classes 
would in any case be open to the same criticisms as were discussed 
in 6.4.9.
General frequency of each pattern is, however, comparable to 
figures from the previous chapter (8.4.1). In the table below, the 
number of words with a certain pattern is given, and then expressed 
as a percentage of the total number of words in the passage:
this text AB (average) Z
shift 30/169 18% 34+37/416 17% 42/208 20%
prefix to root-syllable bridge 20/169 12% 23+20/416 10% 9/208 4%
retention on root-syllable 9/169 5% 18+17/416 8% 27/208 13%
on last syllable (see 9.3.7) 15/169 9% 14+8/416 5% 5/208 2%
no high pitch (see 9.3.8) 22/169 13% 18+28/416 11% 32/208 15%
The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from the above table is 
that in four of the five categories this text most resembles versions 
A and B of the chapter 8 text. This is hardly surprising, since the 
same speaker is responsible for all three. The resemblance of this 
text to the Z version of the chapter 8 text, from a speaker of a 
southern dialect (cf. chapter 8, endnote 5), is not so close, but as 
will be seen in chapter 15 the two are closer to each other than
to any other text discussed in this thesis.^
It will be noticed that in this text there are 30 instances of 
shift, 20 of prefix to root-syllable bridge, and only 9 of retention 
of high pitch on the root-syllable. This last figure is lower than 
the equivalent figure for versions A and B, but in general the patterns 
in this text shed no light on the problem of the V-cvcv pattern, and 
do not affect the arguments put forward in 8,4.5. The conclusion 
reached there, that v-d/cv may possibly be a variant of the high pitch 
on root-syllable pattern, may apply here as well. If they are variants, 
it seems clear that in this text the prefix to root-syllable bridge is 
by far the commoner of the two. In fact, retention of high pitch on the 
root-syllable of an inflected word only occurs to any great extent with 
the connective prefix (9.3.4).
9.3.7: high pitch on the last syllable.
nzailu 17 'knowledge'
— ^ —^ 
ntaangu 44,45 'time'
mosi 18,31 'one'
/ — ^
mboki 19 'afterwards' 
buna 38,36(?) 'then' 
nate 43 'until'
kaansi 44,45 'but' (cc. kaansi 12,21) 
kyena 11 'it has'
bana 38 'they will' (cc. bana 9,35)
/ '— ^
lenda 17 'it can*
tulenda 3^,32 'we can*
/ / — >
note also balenda 21 'they can'
t  l —^ 
milenda 15,30 'they can'
/ — 'tuleenda 36 'we can' (see also 9.3.9.iii).
9.3.8: wards without high pitch,
subject: miniingu 30 (cc. 11,19; 22,34; 13)
bisi-nsi 37 'the inhabitants of a country*
^ —  4—
object: mosi 18,31 'one'
adjunct: kaansi 12,21 'but* (cc. kaansi 44,45)
vava 16,23 'now1 
boonso 30 'as' 
kuAnvers 45 'to Anvers'
verbs: zeti 18 'which are'
ngina i9 'I will'
bana 9,35 'they will' (cc. bana 38)
4— *—  
sobs 17,31 'change'
kaamba 21,22 'to say'
<—1
zaaya 21 'know'
4— ■
mona 30 'see'
ngyetnl badika 18 'I am going to begin'.
It is noticeable that most of these words are components of a verbal 
complex (auxiliary verb + main verb); the anomalous patterns may 
therefore signal the close syntactic relationship of the items (cf. 
7.4,7).
9.3.9: auxiliary verbs,
(i) -eti 'am, are, is':
An examination of all instances in the text shows that -eti occurs 
10 times, and can thus be taken as the base form, -eti occurs twice, 
in ngyeti badika 18 'I am beginning' (which may have an element of 
assertion) and in zeti vovwa 18 'which are being spoken', -et^ occurs 
once in tweti kumuloombila 7 'we are praying for him'; this may be 
contrasted with tweti loombila 'we are praying* in 5.
(ii) -(i)na 'have' + nominal, 'will' + verbal:
Whereas -eti is always followed by an infinitive, -(i)na may be 
followed by a nominal or a verbal. It is followed here by a nominal 
in 7 cases, and in 6 of these the pattern is -(nl)na. The exception 
is kyena y'e- 11 'it has', which seems to be due to unusual pause 
placement - we would expect kyenaA ye-miniingu. When -(i)na is followed 
by a verbal (5 cases), the pattern is -(i)na in four cases (with 
exception bana 38 'they will'), ie, where -(i)na is an auxiliary 
verb, it seems to have no prominence.
(iii) -lenda 'can':
The patterns on this auxiliary pose some problems. On the basis of 
lenda soba 17 'it can change', tulenda mona 30 'we can see', and
*ZPO
tulenda mpe 32 'we can also', we might postulate a base form *-lenda, 
with subsequent shift of high pitch rightwards and deletion of high 
pitch on the following main verb to form a complex. But balenda zaaya 
21 'they can know' and mxlenda soba 30 'they can change' seem to imply 
two shifts of high pitch leftwards, eg. a base form *ftnLlenda soba. Yet 
while tulenda mpe 32 suggests that we have *-lenda with shift rightwards 
because of mpe, mulenda mpe 15 ’they can also1 suggests a high pitch 
appearing from nowhere; if we have base form -lenda with shift right- 
-wards, where does the high pitch on m£~ come from?; and if the shift 
is leftwards, where does the high pitch on -nda come from? We might 
assume mpe to have underlying high pitch, but why does it not show up 
in other cases, for example in 32? (See also 9.3.10.) Postulating 
-lenda with rightward shift for persons and leftward shift for classes 
is also impossible: we have tulenda mona 30 but tuleenda baka 36 'we 
can take'. It appears that the only way of reconciling these examples 
is to postulate a base form *-lenda, with a high pitch on the prefix 
when this refers to one of the classes, and often with no high pitch 
on the following main verb. Tuleenda remains anomalous, but may be 
emphatic. Here then is a further similarity to kiLeta (and perhaps 
kiNtandu) - we may have to postulate a few words (perhaps residual 
items in the lexicon) with final high pitch.
9.3.10; other items.
We may note that uo in this idiolect seems always to have high 
pitch (16,20,31,38,44) - in other dialects, including Carter's 
kiMbanz' aKongo, it varies. Note, however, ev/o 'if1 in 17 and 22.
are
Instances of mpe^as follows:
zankaka mpe 14 'some also'
m^lenda mpe 15 'they can also'
tusobele mpe 20 'should we change also'
tulenda mpe 32 'we can also'
dyaaka mpe 7 'also again'
baau mpe 9 'they also*
mbokn! mpe 10 'and afterwards'.
The first three examples suggest that mpe has a high pitch of its own,
but it is probably better to think of it as shifting the high pitch
rightwards on most occasions, though, as with -lenda, it is difficult
to come to firm conclusions because of the conflicting examples.
Examples of relative prefixes are as follows:
ma-tuzolele 21 ’what we want*
bu-^yxkoondol^ 45 'which suits £you]'
bx-tuveenx 37 'which we have given'
\~> /
bu-tubbakaaga 31 'when we take'.
It would seem that in these constructions there are two high pitches, 
one on the relative prefix and one on the root-syllable of the verb, 
though this basic pattern may be altered slightly by occurrence before
pause, by emphasis, etc. Compare also
ka-byaliueeki-ko 43 'they have not arrived', 
with the same pattern of high pitch on negative element and root-syllable.
There is one example of a final falling pitch, possibly for 
emphasis: beenx 20 'very much*.
9.3,11: bridges.
Most bridges on words are associated with occurrence before pause, 
eg. tsobalo 14, mun^ingu 17, mpova 31,31, ttoomba 33, zaau 36, sals 42, 
^smbote 45, yikoondolo 45. Baka in 44 occurs before ntaangu - the fact 
that both words have 'anomalous1 patterns may be significant.
Taking 'bridge' in its usual sense here of 'an assimilation of a low 
pitch to surrounding high pitches', there are only three real bridges 
between words in the sample passages:
uana b^fiuaadi 16 'give examples' 
mpova mos^ most 31 'individual words' 
betx ttoma 42 'they are doing very much'.
There is one instance of a 'broken' bridge (see 6.4.11.1):
tsobolo . amxnxxngu 14 'the variation of the tones'.
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There are three instances of 'bridges' between uo and an initial
high pitch on the following word, though these are better described 
as juxtapositions than as true bridges:
uo ntsoboto ’that the variation' 16
uo tubeki 31 'if we take'
v/o kutubaka 44 'if you don't get'.
The low frequency of real bridges is reminiscent of kiLeta (cf. chapter 11).
One rising bridge occurs in 
V-* /bu-tubbakaarja 31 'when we take1.
In a few other instances we find an 'up-step', ie. a lower high pitch 
and then a high pitch, which may be related to the phenomenon of 
rising bridge. Thus:
bun"a tuleenda baka ... 36 'then we can obtain'
... ntaang"u muA 44-45 'time on 
... ntaangu buA45 'a time that
9.3.12: conclusions.
All in all, the text can be described in the terms used for previous 
texts, though the occurrence of prefix to root-syllable bridge is much 
more frequent than elsewhere. If it is considered a variant of the 
pattern high pitch on root-syllable, as suggested in 8.4.5, we have 
the usual variation between shift and retention of high pitch common 
from other texts. It would seem that retention of high pitch on the 
root-syllable and/or bridge from prefix to root-syllable are the most 
common patterns where affixes are concerned (9.3.2-4), while shift of 
high pitch is most common with syllabic prefixes (9.3.1) and verbs 
(9.3.5). However, as in other texts, exceptions are difficult to 
account for. The anomalous patterns of high pitch on the last syllable 
(9.3.7) and no high pitch (9.3.8) correspond to those seen in previous 
texts, though they are proportionally rather fewer. The language of 
this text shows few bridges or emphatic patterns, and shows some 
interesting similarities to that of the specimen of kiLeta (chapter 11).
9.4: minimal pairs.
There is one interesting part of this text (11. 23 ff.) where the 
speaker gives examples of minimal pairs. In the text as written by the
speaker, the words of each pair were written in black ink, while 
their meanings were entered in red ink; further, length was not 
distinguished. The speaker was also asked on a later occasion to 
repeat these examples, reading from his text. In the table below,
the above are given in columns 2, 1 and 3 respectively. Column 4
contains the corresponding items from Laman 1936 (marked according
to my notation, except that his 'acute high
,U.
' mark (v) has been
retained). Column 5 gives equivalent items :from Carter 1980b.
1 meaning 2 text 3 rep'n 4 Laman 5 Carter
la under ,<Sk A kuunsr kunai kunsi kuntail
b pillar . 1kunsr , Akuunsx kunsil —
2a plough, cultivate / .v/ata
A
v/ata v/ata -v/ata
b village <$.A\j ata (/>'vats v/ata / .v/ata
3a dish J» Aloonga -i Aloonga longa loonga
b educate, teach n Along a n Alonga longa - /-loonga
4a village bula bula bula/bula —
b distance, length bula bula la/bula nnda
5a weapon buta buta buta/buta —
b give birth to bu tEi « buta buta
/ . 
- uju t a
To facilitate discussion, it is best to simplify the marking of 
Ndolo's items, and we will do this by adopting the convention that 
^  will be re-written as v, and v as v (ie, v is taken as a conditioned 
variant of final high pitch). Thus (la) k'uunsx will be re-written as
kuuns^, and (4b) bula as bula.
Having done this, we notice one interesting point: pairs 1,2 and 5 
in columns 2 and 3 have opposite patterns, thus;
5a buta —  J>buta
/ /
5b buta--- 7^ — ?buta.
The patterns are the same, but seem to have been switched. It is also 
noticeable that column 3 items la, lb and 5b show more resemblance to 
the equivalent patterns in columns 4 and 5 than the same items in 
column 2 do.
We might therefore suggest that there is a discrepancy between
2.0
the items of the text and the meaning assigned to them. When putting 
these items into longer sentences, Mr. Ndolo may have forgotten which 
item of the pair came first; he then went back to the pairs and added 
the meanings of the words (as mentioned above, these are entered in 
ink of a different colour) following the order of the longer sentences 
(11. 25-30). When he was asked to repeat the minimal pairs, he followed 
the order of the meanings, and this accounts for the switched patterns 
of pairs 1, 2 and 5.
The table can therefore be revised as follows:
1A under kunsi kunsi kunsi kuntsi
B pillar kuunsu kuunsT . t.kun5^ —
2A plough, cultivate Juata uata*
Auata -uata
B village 1 suata (0us to *
I .uata uata
3A dish n t loonga loonga longa loonga
B educate, teach longa - /longa longa n / -loonga
4A village bula bula bula (bula) —
B distance, length bula bula bula (la) nnda
5A weapon buta buta buta (buta) —
B give birth to b u ta buta buta% - uju ta
We can now see the obvious correlation with Laman * s and Cart<
patterns. Only two contours appear on the words: rising (low pitch 
on the first syllable) and falling (high pitch on the first syllable) - 
see chapter 14. Strong stress coincides with high pitch except in two 
instances: 2B uata (but note ua*ta in column 3), and 5B buta (but note 
buta in column 3). There would thus seem to be a good case for 
suggesting that these pairs show, not tonal contrast, but pitch-accent 
contrast2 (cf. 3.5.4.2),
The fact that uata ’village* and uata ’cultivate* both have the 
pattern uata in Laman*s and Carter’s versions suggests that there the 
two patterns may have fallen together, or that there is a certain 
amount of variation in the particular class to which a word may be 
assigned (this is already apparent from other comparative data - see
3
chapter 14) .
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Perhaps most intriguing of all is the question of why these two 
patterns should not appear consistently in the text. This is especially 
obvious when the words cited occur in longer utterances (11. 25-30) - 
here they all have high pitch on the root-syllable, with the exception 
of 3B longa. As it seems otherwise unnecessary (and even impossible) to 
distinguish between falling and rising word-classes (cf. 6.4.9), we 
must conclude that words in isolation may be distinguished as to falling 
or rising class, but that this distinction may disappear when the words 
are placed in context in connected speech: their contours are then 
conditioned by external factors such as occurrence with certain prefixes, 
occurrence in a certain syntactic environment, focus, emphasis, and so 
on. These points will be more fully discussed in chapters 12 and 14.
9.5: other research: Laman.
Since kiManyanga is the dialect in which Laman did most work, it
will be of interest to see if there are any correlations between his
work and the text as discussed above. Laman 1922 has been discussed
in depth in an unpublished paper, of which Donnelly 1980 is an
abbreviated version. Brief references only will therefore be made to
Laman 1922, and the main emphasis here will be on discussing Laman1s
view of kiKongo pitch as set out in the ’Musical Tones' section (pp.
xii-xxxvii) of the introduction to Laman 1936. What he says here is
4a summary of his earlier work , but there is some revision and advance, 
mainly in the area of general formulations. All quotations are trans- 
-lated from the original French.
9.5.1: pitch features.
Laman first describes what he sees as the role musical tones play 
in a language. In European languages, he says, we can speak of 'an 
emotive tone or a syntactic tone serving to modify the sense of a 
word in a certain position, to accentuate the expression of one thought 
at the expense of another', (para.9) In most African languages, however, 
the tones 'serve also to distinguish different fundamental ideas 
expressed by the words of the language ... We can therefore speak of 
a tone of signification (a semantic or etymological tone), and also of 
a grammatical or syntactic tone', (para.10) Laman seems here to be 
trying to express the difference between what we now call intonation 
and tone.
He notes that pitch is relative - a great advance on Laman 1922, 
when he held that it was absolute, (para.13) He also recognises 
downdrift, though he does not use this term - a hi pattern usually 
extends over 5 or 6 semitones, while a lh pattern extends only over 
3 (para.14) - cf. also 9.5.4.3. He contends that tone is an integral 
part of the syllable (para.17) and concludes that 'the semantic tone 
of a word seems to be the same in all dialects, even the a [acute]] 
tone, in spite of the variations which it undergoes according to the 
various spoken forms' (para.18) -cf, chapter 14,
9.5.2: intensity.
There is 'an intimate correlation between the tone of a syllable 
on the one hand and its intensity and duration on the other ... A 
final syllable with a tone higher than the preceding syllable always 
has great intensity ... A syllable, even a prefix, with a tone higher 
than the following syllable is often the most intense j]in the word]] ', 
(para.19) Laman seems to be saying that intensity is usually associated 
with high pitch, but he also cautions us that 'this melodic intensity 
should not be confused with what is called in general the accent of 
intensity, or even, quite simply, the accent', (para.19) 'In Kongo, 
words have, as a rule, the principal (etymological) accent ^primary 
stress, called root-stress in Laman 1922]] on the root-syllable, and 
a secondary (rhythmic) accent, fairly strong, on the penultimate J]perhaps 
penultimate length]] . The melodic intensity can more or less weaken the 
etymological accent on the root-syllable, but this latter can never 
become atonal [ie. totally without accent]'. (para.20)
It is unclear what exactly Laman means here. Perhaps he is saying 
that there is an expected pattern of intensity in the word, but that 
where this 'clashes' with the pitch pattern the place of intensity 
is moved to coincide with the high pitch. This seems apparent from 
para,21, where he gives the examples kibe C - - 1  'walk' and kiba tm -3 
'wound'. Here the intensity is on the root-syllable in the second 
example (where it happens to coincide with the high pitch), but in 
the first example the root-syllable intensity has been 'weakened' by 
the 'melodic intensity' of the rising 'melody', so that it is the 
final syllable (which also bears the high pitch) which is the most 
intense. This interpretation would also account for Laman's comment
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in para.21 that 'the melodic intensity has a semantic and grammatical 
function', for the rising and falling contours do of course have these 
functions. The three paragraphs 19-21 are an example of Laman's 
tendency (frequently apparent in Laman 1922) to establish various 
categories, related by 'rules', for particular parts of the data, 
rather than trying to formulate general principles that would hold 
good over several parts of the data. However, it does seem clear that 
his comments agree with the findings of 3.5.4.
9.5.3: tonal classes.
In para,22 Laman distinguishes 'four very characteristic tones 
j^whichj serve to form the four principal tonal classes, which are the 
origin of the semantic tones and the grammatical tones. They also 
constitute the principle for the melodic notation in the dictionary'. 
These four tones are:
(1) af 'low tone1, 'indicating the grave class with rising melody';
, C-"]!(2) a, 'stongly accentuated high tone', 'indicating the double acute
(4) a, 'mid tone', 'indicating the mid (mid-acute) class with uniform
9.5.3.1: the acute pitch.
Laman discusses the 'double acute tone' (called the 'acute pitch' 
in Laman 1922) in paras.23 and 24. This pattern is interesting in that 
it straddles the boundary between rising and falling classes. Laman 
had had occasion to refer to it many times in the earlier work, but 
now he seems to have a better idea of how it might fit into his 
classification of the patterns. 'The double acute tone (a) is a 
constant tone. The ordinary acute tone (a) is on the contrary a 
variable tone. The difference between the two tones is often very 
difficult to grasp. But in inflection and in derivation this difference 
is apparent in the variations of the acute tone1, (para.23) In other 
words, Laman sets up the two different classes on the basis of the 
different behaviour of the words in context, even if in isolation 
there is little difference in the contour.
class with falling melody'; ["*— []»
(3) a, 'high tone', 'indicating the acute class with falling melody';
jjie. levelj melody'; [ " ]
He attempts to account for the double acute tone by reference to 
dialectal variation, ’The double acute tone is a grammatical tone as 
well as a semantic tone. It should be understood that it constitutes 
a variation of the grave tone £ie, the rising pattern, (1) above].
This noteworthy double acute tone is produced - for grammatical 
reasons as often as semantic ones - by a replacement of the original 
rising melodic intensity [_-] ... by a falling one for
example, nlongf [ - “3 'schoolmaster', longi [ - J  'lesson', 'In Bembe, 
verbs and substantives have retained the same strongly accentuated 
and falling acute tone, £eg. lands [ \ - J   ^follow * But in otfiGn 
dialects: landa It seems that, in some dialects of the North
and South, the fall of the tone has disappeared and the grave tone 
only remains', eg. lands (para.24)
The number of possible patterns here for words in the same tone- 
class is striking, especially when we consider that this same tone- 
class shows most variation in the vocabulary lists of other researchers 
such as Daeleman and Carter (see chapter 14, and Appendix 5/3). In this 
paragraph Laman has referred to the following patterns:
<!)[_“ ], ( i i i ) [ T ] ,  (iv)[-^_]f (v) [- _] .
His comments on Bembe and the Northern and Southern dialects suggest 
that Laman thought of the acute falling contour6 as 'original', and 
that this developed into the rising contour. However, a number of 
factors in his own work (eg. the lesser frequency of the acute falling 
contour as opposed to the rising contour, the fact that the rising 
contour is subject to further variation while the acute falling contour 
is not -cf. 9.5.6.1,2) actually suggest the opposite, and the rare 
occurrence of the rising contour in the texts I have analysed would 
tend to support this. We might therefore picture the arrangement of 
patterns above as a development, resulting in a transference of the 
high pitch from the final to the first syllable (though the place of 
(iii) in this derivation is arguable, and may in fact represent a 
divergent line of development). This derivation would also account 
for the lack of further variation with the acute falling contour, 
since it is already a derived contour.
The fact that Laman considers the complex of patterns related to
the acute pitch as dialectal variants is some advance on his earlier 
work. It shows, not only that he now has some idea of underlying 
forms (cf. my comments on Laman 1927 in Donnelly 1980), but that 
kiKongo words may have a variety of surface patterns (cf. the example 
vembo 'shoulder1 or £ \  -3 -^n para.17). If there is this variety
of realisations for the rising class, it would mean that it would be 
more open to influence from the falling class, which has only two 
realisations, falling and level (see 14.3). The shift of high pitch 
resulting from the (i-v) development above would also mean that there 
was some precedent for the convergence of the rising and falling 
classes. I have argued for both these points in 14.13.
9,5.4: function of pitch.
Laman considers 'tones' (ie. pitch) to have four main functions: 
'According to their use and their signification, we have the following 
tones: (i) semantic or etymological tones indicating a determinate 
meaning for the isolated word; (ii) grammatical or syntactic tones 
indicating a grammatical relationship for the word in the phrase;
(iii) emotive tones indicating various sentiments; (iv) tones of the 
phrase, indicating at the end of the phrase the desired effect,
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either greatly rising or greatly falling*. (para,30) Again, the 
paragraph shows that Laman had a clear idea of the different possible 
uses of pitch in the language, and it is a pity that he did most of 
his work on (i) and (ii) only, and wrote little about (iii) and (iv),
The four functions Laman distinguishes will be discussed in turn, 
drawing on his comments.
9.5.4.1: semantic and syntactic pitch.
Laman has assigned each word to one of four tone-classes (see 9.5.3), 
and since minimal pairs occur (eg. kiba 'walk', kiba 'wound'), pitch 
can be said to play a semantic role in differentiating meaning. Table 
I (Laman 1936, pp. xix-xxiv) 'Comparative Tables of the Semantic Tonal
Classes and their Tonal Forms' gives a more detailed description of
8
the four tonal classes than was possible in para*22. The various 
contours occurring in each class over words of different length are 
exemplified and marked using the basic system of four diacritics.
However, the 'semantic tonal classes are subject to numerous
^fO
modifications, because there also exist grammatical and syntactic 
tonal classes in the inflections as well as according to the position 
of words in the phrase', (para.31) That is, in Laman's opinion, 'The 
tone of a syllable and the tones (melody) of a word or group of words 
depend, leaving accent [ie. intensity] and duration out of consider- 
-ation, on the following four facts:
(a) the tonal class in question;
(b) the position in the word or in the phrase;
(c) the initial phoneme and the internal one [ie. elision];
(d) the neighbouring tones.' (para.26)
He believes that 'one can indicate fixed rules for the musical tones 
of Kongo1, (para.25)
In the context of Laman's systematisation (and to some extent outside 
that context) these comments seem to be true, and Laman discusses them 
in succeeding paragraphs. The tonal class (a) is obviously of importance 
in determining the final pattern of the word, and elision (c) may 
condition this pattern, as indeed it does in Carter's dialect (Carter 
1973, pp. 150-1). Para.28 shows the effects of elision on the contours.
The reference to 'position' (b) may be a reminder that significant 
pitch is relative and not absolute (cf. para.13), but it is also 
possible that Laman may be using the word to mean 'sequence' or even 
'function'. In simple terms, a noun occurring before a verb is a 
subject, v/hile a noun occurring after a verb is an object; likewise, 
a syllable occurring after, for example, the genitive element, may well 
have a pitch other than it would normally have, as Laman endeavours to 
demonstrate in para,27. Here he gives some examples of the 'tonal laws' 
referred to in para.25 as they apply to the genitive, their function 
being to 'harmonise and assimilate'. Dealing first with the a tone- 
class, Laman gives four rules: assigning a high pitch to the genitive 
element, lowering a high pitch after a high pitch, raising a low pitch 
after a high pitch, and lowering all syllables after a raised pitch.
The four together can be simply rephrased as 'the genitive element 
moves the high pitch of the word one syllable leftwards', eg. kala 
'coal', makata 'coals', -akala 'of the coal', -amakala 'of the coals',^ 
This may not be exactly the reference we would give to 'position/ 
sequence/function' nowadays, but the general idea does seem to be
valid: Carter (1973) made syntactic sequence a cornerstone of her 
systematisation, and position relative to certain items such as 
predicator is of some importance in describing bridging in Daeleman's 
(1966) and van den Eynde's (1968) systematisations.
By his reference to 'neighbouring tones' (d) Laman may again be 
referring to relative pitch, but it is more likely that he means the 
general 'texture* of the language, or the dialectal accent, in view 
of his comments in para.29. Here he discusses 'intonation', by which 
we should understand, not intonation in the modern sense, but the more 
original meaning of 'melody'. 'As for intonation, it is not the same 
in all the dialects. In the speech of Kingoyi, for example, one 'sings' 
- in other words, the voice rests for a longer time on certain tones 
in the melody of the words, such that the intonation becomes more 
marked and approaches a chant. In the Mazinga dialects, on the other 
hand, the usual melody of the words becomes a richer modulation, 
which renders the tones of this dialect hard to grasp. [of. Laman 
1922, articles 19,20,126,128*3 ... In the Northern dialects the tone 
of the prefix has a greater influence than in the other [dialects^ .' 
(para.29) Laman is therefore trying to say that the realised pitch 
pattern of a word depends to some extent on the general pitch system 
in the dialect in question, which is unarguable. Unfortunately, his 
tantalising comments give only a glimpse of the possibilities - for 
example, how far are the variant patterns discussed here a case of 
intonational perturbation in the dialect concerned, and how far a 
case merely of variant realisation for the same underlying tones?
In the context of the systematisation proposed in this thesis, the 
four facts listed in para.26 are of some relevance. Tonal class (a) 
has not been a major part of this analysis (see 6,4.9, 14.13), and 
there has been no cause to propose special realisation rules for (c) 
elision. However, tonal classes for words in isolation, are quite 
likely (see 9*4), and (b) position in the word or phrase and (d) 
influence of neighbouring tones have both been taken as integral 
conditioning factors for the realised contours. It has been suggested 
many times (in 8.4.2 to take just one example) that to account for 
the patterns fully we must take into consideration the phrase as a 
whole, and not just the individual words.
9,5.4.2: emotive pitch.
Para.33 repeats what was said in para.18 about the ’onomatopoeic 
nature’ of the tones; Laman considers that this has an effect on the 
intonation or melody: 'Concerning the emotive tone in Kongo, where 
affection [ie. emotion^ does not play the same role ah all as in 
European languages, we consider that the intonation has entirely 
different causes'. Laman seems to imply that the intonation of the 
sentence does not depend,on the emotional state of the speaker at the 
time of the utterance, as in European languages, but on the semantic 
reference of the words. It is difficult to see how this interpretation 
differs from the previous descriptions of lexical and grammatical 
tones - indeed, examples of the latter are included in this paragraph: 
genitive, locative, imperfect, future, and even the imperative, eg. 
tala ’to look', talai 'lookJ'. It may be that Laman was hampered by 
the difficulties of conceptualising tonal phenomena at the time he was 
writing, for it is plain that he means something more, otherwise he 
would not discuss it in a separate section.
The clue may be that he talks of a 'raised melodic intensity [ie. 
pitch contour] ... serving to express, for example, a rapid movement, 
... great intensity, ... a shout', etc., eg. maalu 'quickly', but 
maalu-maalu 'very quickly', Likewise, 'the weakening of the melodic 
intensity [ie. a lowering of the pitch contour] expresses, for example, 
a slow movement, ... an order',etc., eg. kunu 'nearby', but kunu-kunu 
'very close by'. It will be obvious that these comments are reminiscent 
of phenomena already discussed in previous chapters: bridging, use of 
different keys, and relevance of these to emphasis.
Laman may here be struggling to express the fact that there is a 
type of 'emotive tone1 in kiKongo, used in limited contexts, even if 
there is not the full range of emotionally-based intonation found in 
some European languages. The texts I have previously discussed are 
certainly amenable to this interpretation. The only way he can express 
this is to say that the 'emotive tone' is due to a certain 'melodic 
intensity' or pitch contour associated with qualities possessed by 
the words in the phrase. But of course he then has the problems of 
trying to explain (i) why a similar 'melodic intensity' (eg. on verb 
forms or the genitive) should not have a similar effect, and (ii) how
the 'melodic intensity' associated with qualities the words express 
is different from the semantic tones of the words (cf. also 12.4).
These difficulties perhaps explain why his comments are hard to 
understand. His ideas here are a slight advance on those in Laman 
1922, since here he refers to whole contours, not just specific pitches 
such as high, low or acute, having the 'emotive1 effect, but all in all 
his statements are still not clear enough.
9.5.4.3; phrase pitch.
Laman next discusses the 'phrase tone' (para.34): 'This tone is 
modified according to the contents of the phrase as well as according 
to the different tonal classes* UJe have already said that one can make 
certain words in the phrase stand out by giving them raised or lowered 
tones, a richer modulation, [italics mine7] These emotional tonal 
groups are however influenced and modified by the neighbouring tonal 
groups in the same way that the tone of one syllable influences that 
of another. Thus the tones of the phrase progressively approach each 
other^(lit, become equal), except at the end [of the phrase^, where, 
rising very high or descending very low, [the tonesj arrive at a 
culminating point, which consequently indicates the desired effect',
Laman seems to be describing here something like the pausal 
phenomena mentioned by the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga (see 8.6*1.iii). 
According to the latter, high pitch at the end of the phrase (of which
pausal upturn is the most common example) denoted continuity or
'unfinishedness', whereas low pitch denoted finality or completeness. 
Such an interpretation would fit Laman's comments, though of course 
it should not be ruled out that he has in mind some other type of 
contour, denoting emphasis.
He refers to a transcription in Laman 1922, pp. 135-40 of a quarrel 
between two women: 'The study of these examples shows us (i) that one 
tonal group is easily distinguished from others; (ii) that, in accen- 
-tuated words, the interval [ie. the pitch range) is greater; (iii) 
that the tones of the phrase have a levelling influence on the tonal 
groups to render the tonal effect at the end [of the phrase] so much
the greater'. He gives the sample sentence
2J<c.
I \ / //eh/ mama nge fflasumbu ksmba makutu maku teele?
'hey you, Mrs. Masumbu, tell me, are you listening properly? {?)*.
The paragraph again raises echoes of phonological phrases, Carter's 
tone-phrases, pausal phenomena, emphasis, and neutralisation of tonal 
differences (perturbation). The last part of the paragraph definitely 
suggests that the contours of words in context may be significantly 
different from those of the same words in isolation,
9,5.5: conclusiDns.
Laman's essay might have been better if it had been a new work,
instead of simply a re-working of Laman 1922. It follows the plan of
the earlier work fairly closely, and this means that little space is
given to aspects such as emotive tone or phrase tone. Laman's theories
are a little muddled by modern standards, but are still serviceable,
and with a little interpretation can tell us a lot about the kiKongo
11pitch system as he has abstracted it. His comments in para.24 on 
pitch variation according to different dialects is interesting, since 
it shows the variety of contours possible in one tone—class. This may 
have relevance in discussing vocabulary comparison, though his 
terminology is not so precise as we might perhaps wish. His references 
to intonation, emotive tone and phrase tone all bring to mind comments 
by other researchers, as I have pointed out above. The existence of 
these similarities in the descriptions implies that there is indeed 
a certain core of features in the kiKongo use of pitch which has been 
apparent to those who have worked at different times with different 
dialects, even though they have chosen to put this core in the context 
of different systematisations.
9.5.6: Table IM.
Further evidence that kiKongo, even in Laman's systematisation, may 
have unexplained contour variation becomes apparent when we study 
closely Table III, 'Comparative Tables of the Tonal Declensions of 
Substantives' (Laman 1936, pp. xxxiv-xxxv). This table gives examples 
of words from the three tone-classes a, a, and a (which includes a) - 
cf. para.22. Examples are then given of the contours of these words in 
the genitive, with a possessive pronoun or demonstrative, and in the
2. IS
locative. Some interesting variations in the contours of individual 
words are noticeable, about which there are no explicit rules in 
either Laman 1922 or 1936.
9.5.6.1: the a class.
Taking the rising (a) class first, we notice toko ’young man’, but 
-atoko 'of the young man' and “amatoko 'of the youpg men'; also ngonda 
'moon', -angonda 'of the moon'. It will be recalled that Laman refrains 
from proposing rules for the rising class genitive in para.27, but the 
impression he gave in Laman 1922, article 82 was that the contour was 
almost level. With the toko examples, this can be seen to be a partial 
description, but for the ngonda example it is plainly not even that.
In my examination of Laman 1922 (Donnelly 1980), I came to the conclusion 
that the genitive element tended to shift the high pitch one syllable 
to the left - again, this partially explains -atoko but not -amatoko 
or -angonda. The question is not a simple one, but it is revealing to 
note the general similarities to various contour patterns in the text 
by Mr. Ndolo discussed above. There is a further similarity in that 
many locative examples in Laman's table have high pitch on both locative 
prefix and root-syllable, eg. in this class, mongo 'mountain', kumongo 
'to the mountain', vamongo 'on the mountain'}^ngo 'leopard', mungo 
'about the'leopard'; dyambu 'matter', mudyambu 'about the matter'.
Other examples of unexplained variation are muntu 'person, man', but 
kuiamuntu 'to the person', muntu ami 'my husband (?)', muntu mau 'this 
man', wau muntu 'the man (?)', muntu 1j 'that man (?)'. Note again the 
apparently varying length of the root-syllable. Also kanda 'family', 
but dyadi kanda 'the family (?)'. This is comparable to mau muntu in 
that the preceding demonstrative attracts the high pitch one syllable 
leftwards, but note the bridge in the second example. Note also the 
differing contours of kanda dyami 'my family' and muntu ami, showing 
that the pitch behaviour before possessives cannot be predicted with 
the rules Laman has given us.
9.5.6.2: the % class.
Going on to the acute class (a), it is clear that what Laman says 
about it being more 'stable' is very true. Nevertheless, there is 
the interesting point that he cites kanda dyami 'my palm-tree' when
talking about the a class in para.27, but that this appears here as 
kanda dyamx 4 kanda 'palm-tree'. It may be that kanda dyamt in 
para.27 is a misprint (cf. kanda dyami <  kanda 'family'), but if 
it is not, it suggests that the acute falling and the rising contour 
are not only variations, but interchangeable. This in turn raises the 
question of how important the rising contour is. It will have been 
noticed that in most of the inflected examples cited in 9.5.6.1 the 
rising contour is replaced by a falling one; as I have suggested 
elsewhere (eg. 14.13, cf. 16.3.2.2, 9.5.3.1), this may have been the 
original reason for the convergence of the falling and rising classes. 
The place of the acute class in such a development is intriguing - 
is it a distinct class, or an intermediate stage? Arguments for the 
second view are easy to find, but in favour of the first view we must 
note that the rising and acute falling classes show different behaviour 
with locative and genitive prefixes, in that these prefixes do not 
have high pitch in the latter class.
9.5.6.3: the a class.
Anomalous variation is also manifest in the falling class (a). It 
will be remembered that we concluded from Laman's para.27 that the 
genitive contour for this class could be accounted for by postulating 
a shift of the basic high pitch one syllable leftwards (9.5.4,1). But 
this does not happen in muiana 'child', -amiuana 'of the child'. There 
are also the examples -akooko 'of the arm' and -adr-Lsu 'of the eye'. 
Note that these nouns all have vowel-commencing stems; Laman may also 
have been uncertain about their classification - diisu, for example, 
is marked with the acute pitch in Laman 1922. There are further 
examples of high pitch on both prefix and root-syllable, as often 
occurred in Mr. Ndolo's texts: kufula 'to the path', kunkenge 'to the 
market', usmuiane 'on the child', munkumbu 'in the name', mulanda 'in 
order to follow*.
An interesting set of examples is mfumu 'king', mumfumu 'about the 
king', dysmfumu 'of the king', mfumu yi 'that king (?)', mfumu ysayi 
'this king’, yeayi mfumu 'the king (?)'. The pairs yaayi mfumu/iuau 
muntu and mfumu ysayil/muntu tuau suggest that succeeding demonstratives 
are less prominent and therefore have no high pitch of their own, 
while preceding demonstratives (= definite articles?) are more
prominent and do have a high pitch.
9.5,6.4: other examples.
Two miscellaneous examples are babonsono ’all1, and -abakento ’of 
the women1. Note that the latter has two high pitches, as happened 
once or twice in Mr. Ndolo’s text in chapter 8, This suggests (along 
with other similarities pointed out above) that Laman’s data and Mr. 
Ndolo’s speech are broadly comparable (see also 9.6),
9,5.6,5: conclusions.
It can therefore be seen that the examples in this table provide
some good evidence for a large degree of overlap for the tone-classes
in context. In the face of this evidence, it would seem that there
are only two choices to be made: either (1) we must postulate more
tone-classes (in fact, Daeleman and Carter could be said to have taken
this approach), or (2) the factors conditioning pitch contour changes
have not been fully described. In turn, when we consider the correl-
-ations of vocabulary items (see chapter 14), and see that there is
a recurrent two-fold grouping, it would seem that the second choice
is the most likely one. It is this that I would argue for, suggesting
that factors of emphasis or focus (’emotive tone’ and ’phrase tone’,
as Laman calls them) may have played a part in the realisation of the 
13contours in Laman’s examples, though he never described these phen- 
-omena systematically.
9.5.7: other tables.
9.5.7.1: Table 1 I.
Table II, ’Comparative Tables of the Tonal Conjugations of Verbs'
(Laman 1936, pp. xxv-xxxiii) sets out the tonal behaviour of various
tenses and verbal forms in 8 sections, the first six of which deal
with 'primitive verbs', and the last two with 'derived verbs'. These
tables are a great advance on the way the data were dealt with in
Laman 1922, though it is only the first three sections, dealing with
the most common tenses, that contain enough examples from which to
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draw firm conclusions about verbal contours. There is a major 
difference between rising and falling/level classes in that the 
former has a high pitch on the prefix only very rarely, whereas in
the latter class this or the root-syllable is the most common place 
for the high pitch.
Examination of these first three sections of the table show that 
where verbal inflections of disyllabic radicals are concerned, there 
is no real difference between falling and level classes, so that there 
is really only a two-way distinction between rising and falling classes 
(later researchers such as Carter and Daeleman have come to similar 
conclusions in their systematisations), Laman may have realised this, 
because in the next four sections of his table he makes no reference 
to the level class* Section 4 deals with interrogative forms, while 
Section 5 gives examples of various negative forms. Section 6 exemplifies 
the infixed object substitute, and the last two sections deal with what
Laman calls 'derived verbs': relatives in Section 7, and passives in
Section 8.
Laman concludes with some examples which he quoted in Laman 1922, 
and which, I argued in Donnelly 1980, imply contour variation due to 
focus:
mskaya ma-nkombele 'the leaves that I swept away’
makaya ma-nkombele 'the leaves with which I swept'
mbekil nganga 'I caught the doctor1
nganga mbekil 'I caught the doctor'
mbend^ nganga 'I hit the doctor (?)'.
9.5.7.2: Table IV.
Table IV, 'Comparative Tables of the Tonal Formations of Words'
(Laman 1936, pp. xxxvi-xxxvii) gives examples of extended verbs
(Section 1), deverbative nouns (Section 2), and derived nouns (Section
3). The secondary formations seem to follow fixed patterns: thus, 
falling verbs longer than two syllables have a level contour in the 
infinitive (which again shows that falling and level classes are 
merely two parts of one larger grouping); in derived nouns, the prefix 
has low tone, unless it precedes a nasal (augment), in which case it 
has high tone. More information and examples are given in Laman 1922, 
chapter 5.
9.5.7,3: conclusions,
Much more could be said on the data in these two tables, but this 
much is included to show that Laman's systematisation takes account of 
most of the grammatical areas of the language. The main shortcoming of 
these sections of the analysis is that Laman makes little attempt to 
formulate general rules for the patterns, and does no more than list 
the examples.
9,6: comparison of passages.
Following the practise of other chapters, a portion of Ndolo's 
text (N) will be compared to the same text marked according to the 
priciples outlined in Laman 1936 (L).
9.6.1: same contours.
Leaving aside conditioning of contours by pausal features, etc.
(eg. L mpova / N mpoy^ 31 'words*), we notice that there is a high 
degree of correlation between the two sets of contours. Of the 142 
words in the passage (11. 11-23,30-38), almost half (70) show a 
coincidence of high pitch,eg. ndtuenga z E e t o  15 'our knowledge*, nkx 
t u z o l e l e  21-22 ’what we want', gvd (passim) 'whether', ua bana sala 
uaknlmosi 38 'if they will work together', etc.
In several cases one of two high pitches in L matches one in N, qg.
L zampova / N zampoua 18 'of the words'
mubyuuuu / mubyuuuu 37 'to the questions' 
muzuunga / muzuunga 14 'from area*
ye-banduieenga bandz^endza / ye-banduicenga bandzeendza 37 
'and foreign scholars'.
It would seem that these could easily be accounted for by postulating a
difference in tonological rule between the two dialects (where L's
dialect says 'shift the high pitch leftwards', N's says 'spread the
high pitch leftwards1), and so examples like these have been counted
in this section.
9.6.2: similar contours.
There are also about another 50 words where the contours are very 
similar, and where recognition of certain simple principles produces 
more coincidence:
(i) although L's dialect regularly has final high pitches, these are 
much less common in N - we must postulate a tendency in the latter 
for the high pitch to 'gravitate' towards the root-syllable, eg.
L bazonsaanga / N bazonsaanga 12 'they speak'
maambu / maambu 20 'things'
baantu / baantu 21,35 'people'
longuka / longuka 32 'study*
vuuv/u / uuuv/u 35 'hope*
ndongokolo / ndongokolo 36 'researches'.
(ii) this tendency in N to avoid final high pitch leads to monosyllabic 
stems having their high pitch shifted to the penultimate (this may 
also apply in L, but since this is uncertain the words have been 
marked as if it does not apply), eg.
L milya / N m(ya 12 'four' 
byanda / byanda 19 'longer' 
munk^ / munkil 33 'in what*
(?) ngyetx / ngyeti 16 'X am'.
(iii) in N such verbal contours as mxsobaanga L13,34 'they change' are 
realised as mxsobaanga N13,34; again, the high pitch seems to 
gravitate to the root-syllable. There is also a parallel in the 
fact that verbs with level basic contour appear to be a subset of 
the falling class - cf. 9,5.7.1.
(iv) also in this section are:
(a) L amxmlingu / N Bminxingu 32 'of the tones', which appears to 
be a variant of the spreading rule mentioned in 9,6,1;
(b) L mum'iloonga / N mumxloonga 33 'in sentences', which implies 
stating that the acute pitch does not exist in N, or at any rate 
is not so stable as it is in L (this is already implied in the 
spreading rule (9.6.1) above, cf. L bandzeendza / N bandzeendza 
37 'foreign');
(c) L bifmaani / N bifwaanx 19 'examples'; L munx(ngu / N munixngu 
22 'tone'; these imply that in certain cases a syllabic prefix 
can trigger a high pitch shift.
(v) there are a few examples which seem to be related, even though it 
is not entirely clear how we might account for them, eg.
balenda zaaya / balsnda zaaya 21 'they can know'.
9.6.3: different contours.
In the third section are 22 words whose contours in L cannot really 
be related in any consistent way to their contours in N. It is 
intriguing to note that these are almost the same sequences which 
were difficult to describe in my discussion of the text (9.3), and 
which necessitated the postulation of some non-tonological factor 
such as emphasis to account for them. It would appear that Laman's 
systematisation too would find these sequences difficult to deal with.
Eg. L zetx vouwa / N zetil vovwa 18 'which are being spoken'
ngyetil badika / ngyeti badika 18 'I am going to begin1
kaamba / kaamba 21,22 'to say'
/
vaua / vava 23 'now'
boonsa tulenda mona rnxningu / ^boonso • tulenda mona • minlngu 
30 'as we can see, the tones ...' (note that this 
sequence occurs when the speaker is launching into 
a new part of his text, after giving the examples).
9.6.4: conclusions.
The degree of close correlation between the two texts is therefore 
in the order of 70%: 70 examples from 9.6.1 + at least 30 from 9.6.2 
= 100/142. This is no small proportion when we consider the time 
difference (about 50-60 years), the fact that Laman's systematisation 
was not based on Ndolo's idiolect, and the fact that Ndolo's contours 
may have been influenced somewhat by emphasis. The differences between 
the two texts are also illuminating since they suggest that slightly 
different tonological rules apply in each text: spread of high pitch 
instead of shift, rarity of final high pitch, greater tendency for 
high pitch to occur on the root-syllable, apparent lack of acute pitch, 
etc. all mark off Ndolo's idiolect as opposed to Laman's systematisation.
9.7: comments on variant contours.
In general, Mr. Ndolo said, he tends to use French more now than his 
native language. He speaks the Nsundi-Lutete dialect of kiManyanga, but 
there are other dialects in Luozi, Kibuunzi and Mongolwala. The last 
seems to be furthest away from his dialect - 'that is the worst; they
speak like a kind of Cockney, you can’t really understand [it]. But 
still they say they are speaking Manyanga. They have a tendency to 
drop consonants.' When told of Laman's northern dialects, he said,
'I know Kingoyi, but I don't know what he means by Mazinga.1
(i) When some of Laman's phrases were repeated to him, Mr. Ndolo in 
most cases did not show the same contours or distinctions. For 
example, Laman differentiates between k^mfumu 'authority' and 
kimfumu 'kingdom', but Mr. Ndolo knew only knlmpfumu for both 
meanings. He noted, 'The problem is, it is a long way since he 
did his work ... it may be just one word now'.
(ii) Laman also gives ku-y.^zolele 'where it wants' and ku-bazolele 
'where they want' - these should theoretically have the same 
pattern, since they are both third person forms* It appears that 
the difference is correlated with tense, Mr. Ndolo immediately 
recognised ku-bazolele, and when asked if ku-ba2olele was 
possible, said that it implied past time. Thus: beelenge ku- A ku- 
bazolele, beele ku-bazolele, beele ku-bazolele: 'that's saying 
just today, the present ... they are going where they want1. But: 
bayele ku-bazolele, bayele ku-ba2olele, mbeele K ku-bazolele, bayeleA 
ku-bazolele: 'that's in the past ... they went where they wanted
to go'. It is probable that the two forms have different morphol- 
-ogical structure: *ku-ba-zol-ele for the present, and *ku-b(a)-a- 
zol-ele for the past. Note that the relative prefix in the examples 
has high pitch in most instances (cf. 9.3,10), and that a high pitch 
often occurs on the penultimate syllable, especially when the 
preceding syllable is low-pitched.
(iii) There do seem to be similar emphatic processes in Mr. Ndolo's 
dialect as in that of the Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga. Asked about the
o
phrase 'since that time', Mr. Ndolo produced tuuks ntaangu yttna, 
^tuuka ntaangu yooyo, Asked if tuuka ntaangu yooyo was possible,
Mr. Ndolo said, 'tuuka ntaangu yooyo means you are a bit surprised 
... tuuka ntaangu yooyo - since I left you, you haven’t done that'. 
Note that the first instance shows a bridge between the two high 
pitches of the second instance. It will be remembered that for the 
Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga the phrase with contour /J V  also had an 
element of emphasis associated with it. Asked if tuuka ntaangu 
yooyo was possible, Mr. Ndolo said, 'I don’t think so, but you
-2J2J
could use it in joking, just changing your way of speaking', again 
showing that pitch contours can be varied for effect.
(iv) Mr. Ndolo gave one further example of a possible minimal pair.
He said that makabu meaning 'groups' and meaning 'shares, gifts’ 
differed by'a slight variation in the tone'. But the examples are 
hard to interpret: makabu (3 instances) 'groups'; makabu, m‘akfabu 
'shares'. However, in the phrase makabu mamoonsono 'all the groups' 
the pattern was makabu.
9.8: summary.
The text is amenable to description in the terms used for previous 
texts (9.3.13), though it does have the noticeable individual feature 
of prefix to root-syllable bridging (9,3.6), also seen in the chapter 
8 text. The patterning shows some general similarities to that of kiLeta 
(9,2). The five minimal pairs in the text suggest that words in 
isolation may be distinguished by pitch, but that these distinctions 
are obscured when the words are placed in context (9.4). The system- 
-atisation proposed by Laman (1936) is discussed (9.5), and found to 
be internally consistent and remarkably advanced in scope for a work 
of that period. His examples show some interesting parallels with other 
work on the kiKongo pitch system, especially in the area of variability 
of contour on the same utterance (9.5.4,2,3;. 9.5.6). The patterns 
predicted by his systematisation correlate to a large extent with those 
found in the text (9.6).
Endnotes to chapter nine.
1. A rough method of measuring similarity would be to compare the ratio 
for each dialect of words showing shift of high pitch to words 
showing prefix to root-syllable bridges. The figures in the table 
above may be used for kiManyanga, but for the other dialects the
figures in Appendix 7/1 will be used, 
(a) shift (b) bridge ratio (a/b)
kiManyanga 2 (ch.9): 30 20 1.5
kiManyanga 1, A: 34 23 1.5
(ch.8) Bj 37 20 1.8
Z: 42 9 4.7
kiMbanz' aKongo (ch.4): 8 1 8
kiZombo (ch.6): 24* 3 8
kiNtandu (ch.7): 14 1 14
kisiNgombe (ch.10): 29 1 29
kiYaka/kiNtandu (ch.5) has no instances at all of a prefix to root- 
syllable bridge, but 27 instances of shift of high pitch.
As can be seen, version Z is midway between the other specimens 
of kiManyanga and those of the remaining dialects. This suggests 
that although it may show some features of the speaker's own dialect, 
kiZombo, it is sufficiently close to kiManyanga as evidenced by the 
other speaker to be classed along with it.
2. In the case of pair 3, the contrast actually seems to be between 
long vowel and short vowel.
3. Compare such CB items as 'path', with two tone-patterns: *-zfda 
(CS940) and *-zida (941). Guthrie refers to such items, 'where the 
divergence between starred forms or meanings is slight, or in other 
words where most of the features of two or more [comparative series^ 
are coincident', as showing 'osculance1. (Guthrie 1967-71, vol.2,
p.Ill)
4. He admits that this 'seemed to lack coherence a little and to be 
difficult of comprehension' (para.11). There is also a difference 
in the system of notation used in the two books: that in Laman 1922 
was based on musical scales and had syllable-by-syllable marking of 
6 different pitch-levels, whereas in Laman 1936 examples in the 
introduction are marked with Meinhof's system of raised dots, and 
the words in the body of the dictionary use a marking 'illustrating 
all the tones or the whole melody that a word can have* (para.12). 
See also 9.5.3.
2^S
5, This is actually given in Laman 1922 as a variant of (i) (cf.
Donnelly 1980, p.6), so I have listed it here.
6* To facilitate discussion, Laman's classes will henceforth be referred 
to by more mnemonic titles. Thus:
(1) a (lamanrs grave class): rising class;
(2) a (Laman’s double acute class): acute falling class, or simply,
acute class;
(3) a {Laman's acute class): falling class;
(4) a (Laman's mid class): level class.
Moreover, all subsequent examples from Laman 1936 will be marked in 
my notation, with the exception that Laman's mark v will be retained 
for the acute falling class.
7. It is interesting to compare this section with Laman 1922, article 
79, which is an earlier version of it.
8. In Laman 1936, the author prefers to present his examples in tabular 
form (pp. xix-xxxvii), reserving discussion for his more general 
findings on pitch. In part this was no doubt due to lack of space,
and also to the fact that a large selection of data is more clearly
presented in tabular form. On the other hand, this type of present- 
-ation may be due to the fact that Laman had not succeeded in 
progressing beyond a partial formulation of rules, and therefore in 
many cases could do no more than list the data,
9. As for the a class, the high pitch is fixed, eg. kanda 'palm-tree', 
-akanda 'of the palm-tree1. Laman gives no rules for the a class, 
perhaps because the rules that would be required are rather more 
complex than those previously given - see 9.5.6.1.
10. This seems to be the phenomenon nowadays referred to as 'downdrift'
- I am grateful to P.R. Bennett for pointing this out to me.
11. Van Spaandonck 1973 has noted that many early tonal studies are 
virtually unintelligible nowadays because of obscurity of explanation, 
advances in tonal concepts, and changes in technical vocabulary. This 
seems to me a. rather extreme view to take, and it is my opinion that 
early studies can be valuable if we take the trouble to try to under­
stand the data from the author's point of view, and to interpret his 
writings on this basis.
12. Note that the different pitches on the root-syllables in these two 
examples seem to show free variation in vowel length before -NC-, as 
I have suggested elsewhere (4.6.6, 14.4).
13, In fact, it would have been interesting to have had more information 
on how the examples were collected - whether they came from a text 
or were elicited, and so on; -amatak^ is remarkably reminiscent of
a pausal form, for example.
14, Interestingly, the patterns abstracted from these tables for the
imperfect, future, perfect and pluperfect bear a very close
resemblance to the patterns I tentatively abstracted from the
more scattered examples in Laman 1922 (see Donnelly 1980),
CHAPTER TEN 
Chapter Three Revisited ~ kisiNgombe
10,1: introduction.
This chapter returns to the text discussed in the preliminary 
investigation of chapter three. It will be remembered that that text 
showed a high frequency of variant contours occurring on otherwise 
similar sequences (3.2.2), and it was attempted to account for the 
patterns in terms of the syntactic environment of the item concerned.
For this the syntactic parsing system developed by Guthrie and Carter 
(3,2,4) was used, and applied to 11. 1-58 of the text. While this gave 
fairly good results for some categories (eg. locatives, 3.2.5.2), as a 
whole it was of little help in describing the contours, and this became 
obvious when it was attempted to apply it to a further portion of the 
text (3.2.6).
In this chapter, the original marking of the text has been revised 
to accord with the conventions of chapter 2 (3.2,1), and the terms of 
description used in chapters 4-9 will be applied. It should be noted, 
however, that although possible conditioning factors for the contours 
can be adduced (10.3), these can be no more than statements of general 
tendencies, because it would seem that in this text there is a great 
deal of individual intonational contour variation (10.4).
10.2: the text end sample passage.
Although most of the high pitches in this text occur on root-syllables, 
as usual, there is sometimes extreme variation about which syllable the 
other high pitches occur on, to the extent that very frequently we find 
the same phrase (eg. matoko ye-zindumba 'boys and girls') with two or 
even three different contours. The sample passage is 11. 128-167.
10,3: patterns in the text.
10.3.1: shift.
In this passage there are remarkably few instances of a high pitch 
shift leftwards. They are as follows:
(a) genitive: zankaka 138 'other'
dyankaka 145 ditto
by^nkkaka 151 'other' 
asambu 141 'of prayer' 
zandzeenza 142 'foreign* 
kyasaabala 149 '(the day of) Saturday' 
mankookila 161 'of the evening' 
yampiimpa 161 'of the evening' 
ak^ese 162 'of happiness' (cc. dyakiese 160) 
aBiibila 167 'of the Bible* (cc. aB^bila 140) 
andza 153 'of the world' 
note also: lasalu 136 'of work'
z^ambote-mbote 162 'beautiful'.
There is also mulukkanu Iwasika fllvvaangi 163 ’with the object of 
praising our Maker *, which contrasts with mulukanu liuasMka Ndzaambi 
mpe 'with the object of praising God also’ in 165.
(b) locative, etc.: mumpila 146 'in kinds'
kusaambu 160 'to the church* (cc. kusaambu 158, 
k&nbu 148 'in the sea* / cf. asambu 141)
muiuuia 162 'to hear* (cc. mutta 148 'to do').
ye-zhan££5 130 'and youth' 
ye-ndzo 143 'with a house'.
mnLtadidi 136 'which are concerned with' 
ujasaia 153 'he worked'.
ilfulu 133 'it is a place* 
kalumbu 149 'it is not a day(?)'
^ssya 133,135,143 'it is to say'.
10.3*2: high pitch on ths first syllable.
In a few cases the high pitch is moved onto the first syllable of a
1
word with two syllabic prefixes , suggesting that in the case of shift
the high pitch tends to associate with the preposed element conditioning
the shift. Thus:
(a) genitive.: aminkuunga 142 'of hymns'
kmiamatoko 163 'by the young men*.
(b) locative: mulukanu 132,165 'with the aim of' (see also 10.3.l.a
mtidiBuundu 136 'in the Church* 
vvakimosi 134,135 'together*.
(c) connective:
(d) verbs:
(e) others:
(c) verb: kukiuaana 137 'to give themselves*.
10.3*3: retention on the root-syllable.
In most instances, the high pitch does not move as predicted:
(a) genitive: liuasakana 132 'of relaxing'
kyalumbu 149 'of a day*
aBnlilbila 140 'of the Bible' (cc* aBiibila 167)
abyuuvu 141 'of questions'
byalumbu 151 'of days'
ma^ntsemono 153 'of the creation'
kyaiuoonso 154 'all*
kyaLum^ingu 157 '(the day of) Sunday' 
dyakiese 160 'of happiness' (cc. akifese 162) 
anaana 161 'of eight'
Ituas^ka 165 'of praising' (cc. liuasika 163) 
kyanta^ngulu 166 'of a reading' 
lujamu^mba 137 'entire' 
makimpeeve 145 'of the spirit1 
kyabatxxsta 158 'Baptist'.
(b) locative: muluzxxngu 137 'in life'
musadxla 138 'to work for' 
muntsx 138,138,141 'in countries' 
musalu 141 'about the work' 
muzuga 164 'in the area*
mulukkanu 163 'with the aim o f  (cc. mulukanu 132,165)
mun'ooiuu 153 'concerning'
\ /musuumba-myo 144 'to read them' 
mutuunga 144 'in strengthening' 
mumaambu 145 'in matters'
mutta 148 'to do' (cc. mutuuta 162 'to hear') 
mulumbu 150 'on the day' 
mummanisa 154 'to finish' 
munsyuuka 157 'in the morning' 
mukyantsamburadi 154 'on the seventh (day)' 
munkookxla 159 'in the evening* 
mu?ool(a) 161 'at the hour' 
vakati 129 'among*
2L3o
VBsambu 145 'on the side'
\ / /
kusaambu 158 'to the church' (cc. kusaambu 160)
kwebaloongi 129 ’of the teachers'
muB^Tlbila 152 ’in the Bible' (cf. aBiibila 140)
(c) connective: ye-longoka 133,135 'and study' 
ye-sosa 136 'and examine* 
ye-u32\mumlna 148 ’and moreover’ 
ye-zinduuraba 163 'and young women’ 
ye-ng-£mbudulu 167 'and singing’ 
ye-bslseke 134 'and the young people',
bamoonsQ 151,158 'all'.(d) others:
10.3.4: conclusions.
The above data suggest that phonological phrasing may be a factor 
conditioning the placement of high pitch. In the first group, with 
shifted high pitch (10,3.1,2), nearly all the examples in sections
(a), (b) and (c) occur with following pause, but with no preceding pause, 
ie. in an environment /...x ^ /. On the other hand, in the group with 
high pitch retained on the root-syllable (10,3.3), only 5 examples from 
those sections occurred in this environment: the rest occurred in envir­
onments /... x .../, /?£x ^ x ^ /. That is, the shift occurs
prepausally, but not when the word is preceded by pause as well. It 
will be remembered that this type of variation occurred with at least 
one unit (the locative) in the first analysis of this text (3,2.5.2). 
Moreover, Carter's (1973) analysis of pitch-patterns in kiMbanz' aKongo 
is based on syntactic phrasing. There would thus seem to be a general 
pattern here which suggests that the composition of the phrase conditions 
the pitch contour; this pattern in turn suggests a pitch-accent system.
10.3.5: wards without high pitch.
These will be listed in terms of the function of the phrase in which 
they occur. Arrows, as usual, indicate that the pattern on surrounding 
words is also anomalous.
(i) subject: dyaadi 129 'this'
 ^ r
kyokyo 156 'this'
moole 134 'two'
mambu 133 'things'
(ii) object:
(iii) predicator:
(iv) adjunct:
tents 147 'tennis'
baantu 157 'people'
mphtl(a) 162 '(it is) a type'.
myaau 145 'their*
<■*—
maambu 139 'matters'
ntsaka zampila 146 'games of types'
< "
saambanu 153 'six'
salu kyandt 154 ’his work'
kyavuundu 155 'of rest'
Ndzaambt 165 'God* 
zola 129 'love'.
ndzolele 13^ 'I would like* 
balenda 145 'they can’ 
dyor-zaya 152 'know it' 
kena 158 'it is' 
is(sy)a vo 166 'that is'.
ye-ftdiBuundu 130 'and the Church'
ye-bapastoon 130 'and the pastors’
kyabamfsy3n££i£ 141 'of the missionaries'
aau 138 'their*
kyokyo 150 'this*
yaau 165 'with them'
luaau 150 'now'
boonso 146 'like*
kadi 144 'for'
kaka 132 'only*
edt vo 160 'it (is) that'
evo 131,138,143,163 'or'
buna 139,161,166 'so'
taandila 152 'following' (cc. laandila 160) 
teektla 166 'preceding1.
As has been suggested for other texts, the absence of high pitch on 
a word may be correlated with focus on another word in the phrase: some 
of the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga's comments (10.4) will make this point.
10.3.6: other anomalous patterns.
There are two instances of high pitch on the last syllable:
kaansx (mpe) 132 'but (also)' 
mphas^ 155 'so that' (cf. mphasx 137),
In seven cases there is a bridge on the first two syllables of a word:
ka7 —(fulu 131 'it is not a place* (cf. ^fulu 133)
kulusoonga 139 'to tell you'
amilnkaanda 142,143 'of books*
xlusadisu 144 'it is a help'
dyaKlf-fsto 136 'of Christ*
kumosi 165 'in one place'.
10.3.7: bridges on tuords.
There are many instances of bridges on an individual word:
dyaambu 12^,160 *a thing'
mfunu 131 'the purpose*
\ / — 
mau 134 'they'
bambuta 134 'the adults'
mphasx vo 137 'so that' (cc. mphas^ 155)
baleenda 137 'they can' (cc. balenda 145)
\ l
vaava 139 'now'
\ / — tmaka 139 'some'
mana 139 'which'
nthaangulu 140,142 'the reading'
mp'Adilu7 140 'the leading'
nd^ilu 141 'the asking (lit. eating for)'
\ / — ^
musalu 141 'about the work*
vena (mpe) 143 'there is (also)'
musuumba-myo 144 'to read them'
mutuunga 144 'in strengthening*
baloongukaanga (mpe) 148 'they (also) learn'
salu 149,151 'the work'
mulumbu 150 'on the day'
b^ka 151 'let's*
beto 151 'us'
tuttanganga 152 'we read'
*23.3
lumbu 156,153 ’days' (cc. lumbu 155)
munsyuuka 157 'in the morning'
V I '—^
bakweendanga 158 'they go'
V I
kusaambu 158 'to the church' 
kyabatTlxsta 158 'of the Baptists' 
kxilna 158 'which' 
lukufu... 159 'near'
munkookila (mpe) 159 'in the evening (also)' 
bawoons^ 159 'all' (cc. bawoonso 151,158) 
zikubikw^nga 162 'which is organised' 
bes*(- 164 'the members' 
vaambana 166 'dispersal'.
In most cases these bridges occur as the result of hesitation, but in 
several instances there is a neighbouring word with anomalous pattern, 
suggesting that the two words are in a complex. In other cases, the bridge 
is due to the spreading of high pitch associated with following items 
such as mpe^.
10,3.8: bridges between words.
The number of bridges between words is smaller than might have been 
expected: again this shows some similarity to kiManyanga.
(i) noun + following item:
\ //dilBuundu ye-zhan££s 130 'the Church and youth'
kyalumbu kalumbu 149 'from day to day*
kyawoonso mvvimba 154 'completely entire'
nssamu mitadidi 135-6 'subjects concerned with'
^Ndzaambi wasala 153 'God made'
munts*^ zankaka 138 'in other countries'
mumaambu makimpeeue 145 'in matters spiritual*
mulukkanu Iwasika 163 'with the object of praising'
muzuqa kyasama-skuul 164 'in the neighbourhood of the summer
ansana yampTLimpa 161 'of eight in the evening*. / school'
3
Most of these are locatxve + genitive sequences.
(ii) verb + following item:
z^tisa lumbu 155 'honour the day' 
ye-sosa ndzilla 136 'and examine ways' 
musadila Ndzaambi 138 'to work for God'.
(iii) adjunct + following item:
beeni k^ killu 157 'very much indeed'
laandila madya mankookila 160-1 'following the evening meal'
10,3,9: conclusions.
This passage shows features broadly comparable to those discussed in 
previous texts, especially instances of words without high pitch, and of 
bridging. However, it has some individual features, notably the tendency 
to retain high pitch on the root-syllable, and the phenomenon of phon- 
-ological phrasing as a factor conditioning the pitch contours,
10.4: comments on variant contours.
Since the original text was spoken by someone else, the Rev. D. Ntoni- 
Nzinga found it hard at times to explain exactly what the differences in 
pitch contour signified. Sometimes he attributed the differences to the 
fact that his friend the Rev. A. Komy Banzadio was a 'very fantasy man', 
by which he seemed to mean that Mr. Banzadio sometimes varied the pitch 
contours simply for effect, rather than to alter the meaning of the 
phrase in any substantial way. Nevertheless, the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga 
had no difficulty in accepting that pitch contours could be varied in 
this way, even if the variation was at times slightly different in type 
or extent from what he himself might have used. The fact that two speakers 
use such a system, and that it can be explained to a foreigner, suggests 
that the system is fairly widespread, and also standardised to some 
extent, even if the exact mechanisms cannot be fully described at this 
early stage (see also chapter 12).
(i) kulenda momlka 122 'there can be seen' and tulenda mona 124 'we 
can see': the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said at first that the former 
pattern emphasised momlka, but then he became uncertain and said 
that since monika ends in -ka and not -na (ie. because it is one 
syllable longer than mona) this affects the pattern on -lenda.
(ii) ntete 2 'first' and twaffx^mpa ntete 5 'let us examine first*: the 
high pitch on the former was ascribed to the fact that it occurred 
sentence finally, whereas the example in 5 did not. But if the 
latter had occurred in final position, it would have been possible 
to say tuiaffil^mpa ntete.
(iii) kumbazil 19 'outside' and kumb^zi7 aluz^ingu 69 'outside life': the
Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said 'this is Banzadio kiKongo: he says it,
I remember, but it is not very good - it is the accent in kiNgombe 
or something. As I say, [hej is jV] very fantastic man - he talks 
very well. When he speaks £any^ language he is very sensitive, he 
has ... good expression, more fantasy'. The informant therefore 
seems to attribute this difference in contour to idiolectal 
accentuation, and it may well be that we have here an instance of 
phonological phrasing conditioning the pitch contour (cf. 10.3.4).
(iv) ndzolele kulusoonga 1 'I would like to tell you' and ndzolele 
kulusoonga 89: the pattern on the latter was said to signify that 
the speaker was moving on to a new topic, while the pattern in 1 
signified that the speaker was actually starting the new topic, in 
this case introducing the talk. We might also compare ndzolele 
kulusoonga 139 with the pattern in 1; again, the speaker is launching 
into a new topic.
(v) discussing ilssya vo (passim) 'that is', the Rev, D. Ntoni-Ozinga
said that the exact pattern varies and depends on who is speaking.
Sometimes, he said, there is a slightly different connotation
according to the pattern, but it is impossible to describe this
/ 6outside the context. In general, issya vo is the usual pattern, 
while Tlssys vo is not normal, and might be used to signal contrast.
(vi) mulukkanu Iwasika [Duvaangi 163 'with the object of praising our 
Maker' and mulukanu ltuas\-£ka Ndzaambi mp'e 165 'with the object of 
praising God also': the fact that no high pitch occurred on Ndzaambi 
was said to be due to the following mpe. This probably means that 
the speaker was here emphasising mpe at the expense of Ndzaambi.
In general the phrase in 165 is a repetition of the one in 163, but 
the speaker wishes to emphasise in 165 that the praising of God took 
place here also - this may account for the general difference in 
pattern between the two phrases. See also 12.3,
(vii) discussing musama-skulz zantete 54 'in the first summer-schools', 
the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga said that this pattern emphasised the 
word zantete. It is possible, he said, to have musama-skulz zantete, 
but in that case the sentence structure must be different: 'I can’t 
begin ... that time with musama-skulz; I will begin with another
_ / O / O /
[word]». Thus, dyamomlka, musama-skulz zantete, vo p^og^am ... ,
instead of (as in the text) musama-skulz zantete, dyamonilka vo *
/ O /
P£og_ram ... . In the latter, 'dyamonilka is lower down; if it 
starts the sentence [as in the former], it is higher. I told you 
before: our music conditions the meaning’. These comments suggest 
that bridging, as I have suggested in previous chapters, is 
associated with emphasis - we would expect a certain amount of 
emphasis at the beginning of a new topic.
(viii) madya mankNookilla 117-8 'the evening meal' and laandilla madya 
mankook-Cta 160-1 'following the evening meal': the pattern in 117-8 
was characterised as placing emphasis on mankookila. In 160-1, on 
the contrary, there was said to be no emphasis on the phrase:
'every time in kiKongo when we use laandilla, the emphasis is not 
there - it's at the end of the sentence, or in the middle; laandilla 
introduces, it is not very important - we could even leave [the 
phrase containing]] it out, or put it at the end'*
/ \ / & \ f  ^ \
(ix) vakatil kwabaloongil ye-AdilBuundu, bilseelo ye-bapastoor, diBuundu
ft Oye-zhanees 129-30 'between the teachers and the Church, the domestics 
and the pastors, the Church and youth': when the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga 
read this sequence, he said vakatil kujabaloangi ye-dilBuundu, bilseelo
ye-bapastoor, ^dilBuundu ye-zhan££s. When it was pointed out to him
ft o  o
that the Rev, A. Komy Banzadio had said ye-zhanfEs and not ye-zh-anEEs,
he said, 'Aa, ... it is the music... . In the first two places, he
put the emphasis on the first word, but in the third citation he put
the emphasis on the last word: dilBuundu • ye-zhanEEs ... . Also, we
can understand something: he [is making]] some accusation ... [with
this way of talking]] he [is pointing out that]] the baloongil are the
people who sometimes have problems with the Church, not Church with
baloongil; ... he wants to [say that]] sometimes the bilseelo have
problems with the pastors, not the pastors with the biseelo. Also,
[using]] the accent we can make many interpretations • •. [thus we can
say in the third case that]] now it is the Church [which has] problems
with the Youth4. ... The Kongo music is sometimes very complicated
- without the background we can't understand'. These comments indicate
very clearly that the pitch patterns can be modulated to convey
differences of focus, according to the intentions of the speaker.
Moreover, this focus may involve a whole complex of associations
which are not immediately obvious, but are implicit in the pitch
contours.
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(x) tuuk^ ntangu yoyo 47 'from this time on' and tuuka ntaangu yoyo 57: 
the first pattern was identified as the usual form. The Rev, D, 
Ntoni-Nzinga said, 'It is not a very important difference, but ... 
^depends on]] the idea. ... You need to have the background to 
understand why he said that, and this is very usual in kiKoongo: 
sometimes you can't understand it, but kiKoongo people understand 
why he said that. []The second pattern would be used when the speaker]] 
was talking about something, and he wanted to give £someJ idea about 
the difference between the first time and the time following. ... 
j]or]j maybe he was ... accusing someone, maybe he was talking about 
changing the situation, and he wanted to help the people to 
understand ... the serious matter. |]as if he were saying]] "Since 
that time the matter [has^ j become very serious". And he didn't say 
J] directly J "Now the matter |]is} becoming serious" - no, he only 
said tuuk^ ntangu yoyo ... and jjiis listeners]] say, "Oh, what is 
this?" ... f]and they} will listen about the explanation, to 
understand why he said tuuka ntangu yoyo with a different intonation*. 
Again, these comments bring out the fact that pitch patterns may be 
modulated according to the 'background' (ie. context), and that 
this pattern variation conveys a great deal of unspoken information 
about the relative importance of items, the speaker's opinion on 
the subject, and so on.
We may sum up with another of the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga's
comments: he said that kiKongo music is very common - a person may not 
say something directly, but the music he uses will show you exactly 
what he is thinking. BaKongo elders especially do not like to say 
something straight out - they use proverbs. But the music they use 
helps the listener to understand: he still has to figure it out himself, 
but the-music and the proverb taken together should leave him in no 
doubt as to what is meant.
10,5: summary.
In the texts discussed in this and previous chapters, I hope to have 
shown that there is one general principle which is widespread, namely, 
that high pitch occurs on the root-syllable of the word. Deviations from 
this may be due to morphological and perhaps syntactic or phonological
factors, or to features of emphasis or intensity affecting the contours. 
I have also tried to show how this analysis would dovetail with previous 
studies. The main point I have been arguing for is that we must, in 
discussing kiKongo pitch contours, give much more weight to the part 
played by emphasis, etc., and consider the phrase rather than the word 
as the domain of pitch. That is, kiKongo has more of a pitch-accent 
system than a tonal one.
Endnotes to chapter ten.
1. Compare a similar phenomenon in one of the kiManyanga texts (8.3,1,2),
2. Note also kasnsx mpe 132 'but also' and Ndzaambi mpe 165 'God also'.
3. It is interesting to note that if we postulate for several of the 
above examples an underlying form with high pitch on the root-syllable, 
followed by bridging with a preceding high pitch, followed by a 
contraction of the bridge (cf. 7.4.8), we have an explanation for
some anomalous patterns, eg. *Ndzaambi luasala -> *Ndzaambil uibsbIb 
Ndzaambi was ale. It will be remembered that masala is one of only two 
verbs in this passage showing shift of high pitch (10.3.1. d) - the 
other is mxtadildil, which also occurs here. Whether the contraction 
should be considered automatic or conditioned by focus is unclear.
Note, for example, *mulukkanu luj3s\ka *mulukkanu liuss-fka 
mulukkanu liuasilka, but (165) *mulukanu Ituas^ka -4 mulukanu ItuasV^ka, 
where the first high pitch is shifted to give an anomalous pattern, 
and no bridging occurs. It therefore seems likely that if the phenom- 
-enon of contraction does exist, it is conditioned by focus, since it 
is secondary to bridging, which may itself act as a marker of focus 
(cf. chapter 12). More information, though, is required before firm 
conclusions can be drawn.
4. I suspect that the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga really meant to say that 
'youth has problems with the Church', as his other comments imply 
that this is the meaning intended. He may by this time have been 
unintentionally emphasising the words to bring out his point (cf.
/ o8.6,l.ii) - his repetition of the phrase at this juncture (dilBuundu . 
ye-zhan££s) shows what may be an emphatic contour on dilBuundu (earlier 
diBuundu).
While on this subject we may note other variant contours which 
occurred on repetitions of the phrases. Most of these show a high 
pitch on the prefix syllable, and since the pattern in question 
(yfr-zhsnaes) is similar, these repetitions may also show a certain 
degree of emphasis:
(a) dilBuundu (*ye-zhanccs)
(b) (uak^ti kwabaloong?*) ye-d^Buundu
(c) (bilseelo*) ye-bapastoor
/ o °(d) bilseelo (•ye-bapastoor).
The last two examples suggest differential emphasis: on the second 
item in (c), and on the first item in (d).
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
Creole kiKongo - kiLeta
11.1: introduction.
This chapter discusses pitch features in creole kiKongo, a language 
with, in Fehderau's (1962) words 'a kiKongo-like vocabulary, with an 
essentially Lingala-like grammar, lined with French borrowings'. This 
language has many names: Kikongo, Kikongo vehiculaire, Kikongo simplifie, 
Kikongo commercial, Kituba, Kikwango, Kingala, Ikeleve, Monokutuba, 
Kibulamatadi, etc., but the name most often used now seems to be Kikongo 
ya leta ( < Kikongo ya l'etat), and I will refer to it by the abbreviated 
version of this title, kiLeta. For some comments on the possible devel- 
-opment of the language, see chapter 16,
11.2: kiLeta grammar.
KiLeta differs in some important respects from kiKongo, and it may be 
well to give here a short list of the more obvious differences to prevent 
confusion in the subsequent discussion. The following notes are based on 
the sketch of the language in Fehderau 1967, pp. 46-57,
(1) There are 5 main genders: (a) 0 ^ n— ■ mu- / ba-; (b) mu- / mi-; (c)
0 di- / m3-; (d) ki- / bi-; (e) ku-. These are obviously relatable 
in form to the general Bantu prefixes, but the system has been 
considerably simplified. Moreover, ba- is widening its application, 
often reducing other prefixes to augments, eg. bamambu 'things', 
bandzo 'houses'.
(2) Personal pronouns are much more widely used than in kiKongo: mono, 
nge, yandi, beto, beno, bau 'I, you, he/she, we, you, they1. There
is also the impersonal yau 'it*. These pronouns are often abbreviated,
eg. mono —> mu or even m, bau -•> bo, yau yo; nge seems to be a
short form of the older (now emphatic) ngeye.
(3) na + pronoun = possessive, eg. tata na yandi 'his father'; 
na + noun = locative, eg. na mesa 'on the table';
ya + noun = genitive, eg. munkanda ya muntu yai 'this person's book'.
(4) Demonstratives: yai 'this', yina 'that', yango 'this/that already 
referred to*. Vina is also the relative pronoun, apparently often 
shortened to ya — cf* 11. 35,74,75 of the text.
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(5) til 'with, that, or, and’ (though ye also occurs for 'and'); 
sambu (na) 'because (of)1.
(6) Verbal inflections have been greatly streamlined, though with 
apparently no diminution in the range of time reference of which 
they are capable. The basic pattern is (pronoun +) + formative + 
base + suffix. The formatives are ke- (probably from ke Jje^  'is, 
are'), me- and ta- (cf. Swahili me- and ta-, with similar meanings). 
Fehderau refers to these as auxiliaries. The habitual suffix is
-ka , One-word tenses are as follows: 
present indefinite: (nge) sala past indefinite: (nge) salaka
'(you) must work' ’(you) worked’
present progressive: (nge) kesala present habitual: (nge) kesalaka
'(you) are working' '(you) work’
present perfect: (nge) mesala past perfect: (nge) mesalaka
'(you) £have^j worked' '(you) had worked'
future indefinite: (nge) tasala future habitual: (nge) tasalaka
'(you) will work' '(you) will work'
Fehderau notes that an alternative form of the past indefinite, nge 
kuselaka, which occurs several times in the texts, seems to be an 
older form, but is still much used in the eastern (Kwilu-Kwango) 
region.
For the verb 'to be' the eight tenses above are:
(nge) uanda (nge) vandaka
(nge) ke le (nge) kevandaka
(nge) mevanda (nge) mevandaka
(nge) tavanda Fehderau gives no examples.
Note also the form ikele 'it is, there is'.
These forms may be combined with the verbal noun to give 
periphrastic tenses, eg. nge tavanda kusala 'you will be working',
nge vandaka kusala 'you were working (continuous)'.
The negative marker ve is placed at the end of the phrase or 
sentence to be negated, eg. nge salaka ve 'you did not work1.
11.3: variation in kiLeta.
It should be emphasised that a great deal of variation occurs even 
in idiolects; no doubt the fact that kiLeta speakers come from widely 
different linguistic backgrounds contributes to this situation. Some 
examples of phonological variation in the texts are:
(a) y, 1 and sometimes k seem to be unstable and are often elided, eg. 
milele pronounced r^mlleej 6 ’clothes'; bantu ya jjDantu a^j 30a 'the 
people of'; kelongukaka £kelongwskaJ 71 '(they) learn'; kubulukaka 
JjcubulwakaJ 76 '(they) have congregated';
(b) nd is often simplified to n, eg. takuienda |jtakijena]| 32a '(you) will go'
(c) mb is sometimes simplified to m, eg. kuyambaka j^ kuyamaka^ j 14a '(they) 
received', and sometimes to b, eg. mbala [bala] 75 'times';
(d) o often approaches eg. kusDnga mono tku sung a munu^ 20a 'teaching
me' ;
(e) nasal + s,z is usually pronounced as a prenasalised affricate, but 
not always, eg. mbandza 13b / mbanza 13a 'town'; yontso 54 / yonso 
83 'all';
(f) voicing sometimes occurs, eg. matonsi jjnatonz-ij 18 'marks'; ntsiua 
jVidzwaJ 23a 'permission';
(g) a nasal is sometimes inserted, eg. most ^monsij 18a 'some'; mukanda 
jjnunkanda^j 21b 'paper';
(h) miscellaneous: kezaba j^kaizabaj 70 '(he) knows'; makambu yina 
jjnakambo yenaj 72 'these difficulties';
(i) a final vowel is sometimes elided and replaced by aspiration, eg. 3,
18, 38, 45.
The language system is therefore fairly fluid.
11.4: other research: Fehderau.
11.4.1: Fehderau 1969.
The author describes 'word tone and stress' on pp. xxix-xxx. He
1 /describes five 'word tone-classes' , marked using v to mean 'high pitch' 
and v to mean 'low pitch/stress'. These are variously called 'tone-marks' 
and 'accent-marks', as if Fehderau is uncertain how to classify the 
suprasegmental features; it may be that his marking owes something to 
Laman, whose dictionary he cites on p. xxxv as being 'most helpful'. The 
five classes are as follows:
Is high pitch on the penultimate syllable, marked v, eg. bamagazin'i 
•shops'. If the stressed syllable is not the penultimate, it is 
marked V, eg. kupes^la 'to give for'.
II: high on the last syllable, marked v, eg. yange 'yours'. If the
stressed syllable is not the last, it is marked v, eg. bibende
'metal'.
Ill: all low, marked v on all syllables of the root, eg. kupola 'to rot'.
IV: all low, except that the prefix immediately preceding the root is
N \ \high; marked v on all syllables of the root, eg. baminganga
'doctors'. Fehderau warns that this marking is therefore the same 
as for III, because the distinction between the two classes was 
discovered too late for the dictionary marking to be revised. A 
revised marking for IV would be 'v on the root-syllable', eg. 
bamingsnga.
V: all high, marked v on all syllables of the root, eg. mpembe 'white'.
Fehderau's examples of IV are items including what we might call an 
•augment' (though bamindele 'Europeans' occurs in I) - cf* 9.5.7.2.
The examples cited for II,III,IV and V seem to have no-more than two 
syllables in the stem, and to some extent this is borne out in the 
sample analysed below, though its significance is unclear,
11.4.1.1: class frequency.
To test the distribution of these classes, it was decided to count 
through a random sample from the dictionary - words beginning with k
p
(pp. 69-117)“. There were 33 items in II (high on last syllable),
3
including 25 French loanwords. There were 53 items (including one
4
Portuguese loan), 16 of which were monosyllabic roots, in III (all low).
There were roughly 555 items in I (high on the penultimate syllable),
including 3 loans from English (kamela, koma, kisikitl), 4 from
Portuguese (kaualu, kisabala, koloa, kwartu), and 16 from French (kalaka,
kalasi, kamaladi, kan£fu, kantiml, kapiteml, katolika, kifiualansa,
kilometa, Klisto, komisele, kltansil, and the less certain karte, kin£ni,
/ / 5kipil, kansansa). There were no items in the sample from V, and if we 
are correct in assuming IV to occur only where there is an augment, there 
were no items from this class either. We note therefore that in this 
sample at any rate class I overwhelmingly outnumbers all the other 
classes put together by more than 6 to 1.
11.4.1.2: French loans.
For French loans, it would seem that the high pitch goes on the last
syllable of the word as pronounced in French; if this last syllable 
ends in a vowel sound {which will therefore be the last syllable of 
the kiLeta version, since no epenthetic vowels will be added), there 
will moreover be stress on the root-syllable,^ eg. cadeau -■> kado, 
commenper — > komanse. If however the last syllable ends in a consonant 
sound (which will therefore be the penultimate syllable of the kiLeta 
version, since an epenthetic vowel will be added), the stress will 
co-occur with the high pitch, eg. camariade kamaladi, catholique -$■ 
katolxka. That is, -cv^ -^cv^ , while -vc^ -vc(v)^.
11.4.1.3: stress.
Fehderau says that stress 'usually' occurs on the root-syllable* but 
in actual fact in this sample it was found to occur there in all but the 
following cases: kafuktisu (from Portuguese?), kan^ki (from Swahili?), 
kapilta (from French?), ki (a) ma (n) kulu. However,
(i) in compounds it seems that the first element is devoid of stress 
and high pitch, eg* kalakala, kati-kati, kifwa-makutu, kosa-koso, 
kifiuanf-fwarn!, kitata-tala, etc.;
(ii) monosyllabic roots tend to have high pitch and stress on the prefix 
syllable (Laman noted the same phenomenon), eg. ki-nzu, k£-til; where 
they have low pitch, however, the stress remains on the root- 
syllable, eg. kt-niue;
(iii) loanwords with high pitch on the penultimate syllable have the 
stress on that syllable (cf. previous section), the only two 
exceptions being k^tmLseLe and kfsabala*
11.4.1.4: conclusions.
This sample seems to show that since stress is largely predictable, 
and since so much of the lexical stock belongs to just one of the five 
classes, it might perhaps have been more concise for Fehderau to have 
set up one 'canonical form' for lexical items in general, only marking 
in detail exceptions or deviations from this. This is reinforced by 
the fact that two of the classes (IV and V) seem to have so few items 
that there were no examples of them in this sample. Moreover, the 
comments made above about high pitch on French loanwords suggest that 
high-pitch assignment follows a fixed pattern in all loanwords, and that 
we can consider those in class II (high on the last syllable) as a 
subset of those in class I (high on the penultimate syllable).
Z(S
11.4.2; Fehderau 1962.
11.4.2*1: stress.
On p.6 Fehderau notes that stress can have a connotative function, eg*
miuana na mono 'the child and I'
miDana na mono 'my child1,
beto lenda kusala 'we can work'
• « •
7
beto lenda kusala 'we were able to work' *• ► <
He draws attention (this is developed at greater length in the dictionary) 
to the fact that high pitch and stress are independent of each other - 
we could express this by saying that stress is morphologically determined 
(occurring on the root-syllable), while high pitch is phonologically 
determined (occurring on the penultimate syllable), though of course 
these syllables may coincide. It is interesting to note that Fehderau
has some difficulty distinguishing stress and high pitch: on p.91
komanse (< eommenfer) is marked komanse, with stress on the last syllable, 
while in the dictionary it is marked komanse, with stress on the first
and high pitch on the last syllable (cf. also 11.5).
11.4.2.2: sentence contours.
One or two references are made to pitch patterns on sentence-length 
stretches. On p.6 we are given
yandi kete kusadxsa 'he is helping',
• * *
which suggests that the last item of this particular sentence is the 
only one to have high pitch - the other two, if they ever had it, seem 
to have it suppressed here. On p.200 Fehderau discusses interrogative 
intonation, giving the following examples:
'is he working?’
'did he work?1 
(cc. yandi salaka _ \ 'he worked')
“ t “ J
yandi salaka ue?il--------- 'did he not work?'.
Again, these show a distinctive pitch pattern for the sentence being 
realised on the last word in that sentence. See also 11.6.7.
i
yandi ke sala? * 
yandi salaka? I3 i
11.5; the texts: general features.
The texts obtained from Mr. Katesi were (i) a letter read on two
different occasions (referred to as a and b), (ii) a spontaneous 
description of the language situation in Zaire, and (iii) a translation 
of a very short English text.
The marking conventions used for kiKongo (chapter 2) seem to be 
applicable to kiLeta as well. There is, however, one exception* The
o 8
place of the pausal upturn (v) is uncertain, and the mark has been 
used here only when the word already has a high pitch, ie. in 5 cases: 
3ujb 16a, (ilobutu 89, m£ng\ 101, Bandundu 58,63, Where the word has no 
other high pitch, high pitch on the final syllable (even when occurring
9
pre-pausally) is marked with an acute.
Although v has been used, as in other chapters, to denote 'pitch
higher than that on surrounding syllables', it must be said that high
pitch in these texts is not so clearly perceptible as in previous ones.
The canonical form for phonological phrasesin other texts was /,
but in these the general key is much lower, and downdrift within the
,10phrase is less apparent, giving a canonical form more like /S— / - 
cf. 9.2, Most of the high pitches seem to be at the same height, and 
indeed it is sometimes uncertain whether we have two high pitches, or 
merely one accompanied by a 'lead-up' or 'lead-off rise in pitch, eg. 
vandaka/vandaka 7, kubikala/kub'ikala 24, where each of the versions has 
a different marking.
The position is complicated somewhat by the phenomenon of stress.
By far the most common thing in these texts is for high pitch to occur
on t±ie penultimate syllable of each word (except for certain formatives
11such as ya or na - cf. ll,2.iii). This high pitch is usually accom- 
-panied by stress. However, in a few cases it is difficult to decide 
which of the two (high pitch or stress) is most prominent, eg. 
penepene 99/penepene 104 'up, over'.
As mentioned above, not only is the general key much lower than in 
previous texts, but the overall range of key is much smaller as well, 
so that lower and higher key occur much less frequently than in other 
texts. High key appears in 20,25,35,40,46 in the b version (which seems 
on the whole to have a greater variety of pitch features than the a
version - cf. endnote 8), and appears to have the function of emphasis 
or the introduction of another aspect of the subject under discussion. 
Low key occurs in 53, in a parenthetic comment.
There are instances (all in the b version) of a stretch with extra 
emphasis (ie. more intensity and greater pitch height) in 31-32, a 
stretch with slow rate (35), and a stretch with rising contour (36-37), 
These all seem to be for the purposes of emphasis. There are two
instances of a contour /---' / in 32b and 72, both of them what we
might call parenthetic comments.
Extra-high pitch occurs in several instances and seems to have two 
main functions:
(i) as an optional pause marker when the syllable preceding the pause 
has high pitch (in the kiLeta system this is not very frequent), 
eg. with ue 'not* in 7a,23a,25a,30a,64, and with Zair in 51;
(ii) for emphasis, eg. 19a,32b,35b (note that these last two appear in 
stretches which have additional special pitch features), 53. It 
also occurs in Kistuahxli ketubamaka 60 'Kiswahili is spoken', 
sa^mbu 65 'because', and ntangu 102 'time'.
11.6: patterns in the text.
Since the formulation 'high pitch on the penultimate' is of such 
wide application, no 'sample passage' will be taken as in previous 
chapters; instead, reference will be made to exceptions throughout 
the text.
11.6.1: high pitch on the last syllable.
This occurs with:
(i) French loanwords:
auiD 5 'aeroplane'
yuniuersit^ 17,78 'university'
bapantalo 38 'trousers'
tn?liko 39 'cardigan (?)'
kaminyo 43 'vehicle*
/
fekujator 57 'equator'
/
guv/crnsmo 70,94 'government' 
prezids 89 'president'
bamuzisy? 91 ’musicians1 
basolo 92 ’soloists’
Zaun (passim) ’Zaire’;
(ii) miscellaneous:
Kiv/u 88 ’Kivu1 
(m)penza 8 ’really’
minkanda 19 'books’ (there may be some influence from
/ >. ,/ , Lingala with this word - cf.mu(n)kanda 21 ’paper* ,endnote 1)
mucidi 103 ’bank’ (cc. mucidi 101, mucidi 100);
(iii) there are two words which seem to be treated as both monosyllables 
and disyllables. The word for 'also' was presumably originally 
*mpi, a monosyllable. However, syllabification of the nasal seems 
to have produced two competing forms: m-pi (eg. 2a,Sb,30a,61,71, 
etc., cf. also 58 -£mpi), where the pitch has been assigned as 
usual to the penultimate syllable, and m-pu (eg. 30b,33b,63, etc., 
cf. impu 91), where the pitch has been retained on what is now 
the last syllable. Note also the forms Vmpu 56,60,61 and mpi 33a, 
76. The same variation occurs to a lesser extent with n-tsioa 23b 
’permission’ versus n-dziua 23a (with voicing). Compare also n-dzo- 
44,45 ’house’, where the form with penultimate high seems to be 
usual - note what seems to be a transference of this high pitch
in na ndzD-nkanda 48 ’to my studies (lit. to the library)’,
11.6,2: words without high pitch.
These may be grouped as follows:
(i) showing no high pitch in most of the recorded instances:
kantsi 6,29a,40b,58,63,81,86 ’but’
bantu 21a,30,52,56,57,58,62,64,70,73,82,86,87,91 ’people’ 
(but note bantu1 in 21b and 74)
mbala 25,31,66,75,78,93,94 ’occasion’
kana 2b,33,59,70 ’i f  /” 29a,75)
nde 11a,29b,52,59,61,72,78,85,89,93 ’that1 (cc. nde lib, 
makulu 43 ’feet’ 
kundima 89 ’agree’
ndeke 5 'bird, plane1 (this was pronounced ndeke during 
the discussions of 11.7; the use of this 
word rather than the now archaic n(y)uni 
was said to be due to the influence of 
Lingala);
(ii) occurring both with and without high pitch:
awa 3,24,27,35,48 (cc. 1,31) 'here' 
go 33 (cc. 31,43) 'or'
(na) yandi 68,90 (cc. 60) 'his*
(na) mono 104 (cc. 1) 'my*
Lingala 88 (cc. 85) ‘Lingala1
takuma 93 (cc. 85) '(it) will become*
penepene 99 (cc. 104) 'over, up'
mucidi 101 (cc. 100,103) 'bank*
yee 17b 'and'
ti 28b,34a,37b 'and*
yo 36b 'it (is)'
bo 31b,33b (cc. 30) 'they'
nge 38b 'you'
beto 50a 'us'
pipi 45a 'close'
mbote(-mbote) 19b 'very good' (cf. 45a,59,87 with this 
basic pattern, but mbote-mbote in 45b)
ata fyoti 46a 'the slightest'
ikele 2b,45b 'is, are'
kei/andaka 37b '(it) is'
kekumaka 42a '(they) become'
kupesaka 47a ’(which you) gave'.
Note also the interesting kiaiiuo yar 49a 'this dry season' versus
kis\ujo yai 49b, where in each case only one word in the group has
high pitch.
These examples suggest either (i) that certain words usually have no 
high pitch, or (ii) that words may lose their high pitch in certain 
contexts. However, a combination of these ideas of no high pitch 
basically, and suppression of high pitch, may best account for the 
above examples, the former applying perhaps to the words in section (i) 
and the latter to the words in section (ii).
11.6.3: bridges on words.
There are a number of cases where words have high pitch on both
rootf
syllables of a disyllabic^ although very often another instance has 
the usual high pitch on the penultimate syllable. The phenomenon seems
to be more common in the passages that were read from a prepared text.
The resultant contour is very similar to the hesitation bridge, and 
indeed with mlma 15 'afterwards1, mosi 27 (cf. 65) 'a', mpembe'1'^  41 
’white1, ya nkakl 42 (cf. 35) 'some' and nAngi 50 (cf. 77) 'greatest'
version b has a following pause, though version a does not. In other
cases there is no following pause, but one might be expected to occur;
bamindele 3 'Europeans' occurs at the end of a parenthesis; 
fyoti 34a 'youth* occurs before til 'and, or'; 
impi 56 (cf. 60,61) 'also'
bandzo-nkanda 77 (cf. 45) 'schools' both show final hesitation 
nAngi 77 (cf. 50) 'a lot' occurs before e 'er, um*.
However, not all instances of the pattern can be accounted for in 
terms of hesitation, and the remainder (all but 3 of which occur in the 
read passages) seem to fall into two main groups:
(i) the word in question is the subject of the clause or sentence:
mbuula 5b 'rain'
yoontso 7b 'either*
yandl 32b 'he*
ntatu 35a 'the price'
k\ma 35a 'a thing'
yankaka 35 (cf. 42) ’another'
mono 14,35a,46a,92 'I'
macAdi 37b 'the cold'
ndzo-nkanda 44b '(my) studies'
be to 48 ' we 1.
The fact that for most of these examples the other version has the 
more common form with high pitch on the penultimate syllable 
suggests that the form with two highs is a free variant.
(ii) the word occurs in close proximity with the connective na: 
after: n\ma 15a 'afterwards'
zulu 39b 'top' 
ntangli 47b 'time'
bandzo-nkanda 77 (cf. 45) 'schools' 
before: barmlndele 3 'Europeans'
kuna 9 'there' 
mono 14 'me'
2^1
2 ole 15a 'tv/o'
mingi 50a (cf. 77) 'greatest'
Ikele 67 (cf. 27b) '(he) has'.
As can be seen, this group crosscuts the previous two groupings 
to a large extent.
(iii) other examples:
balongyx 19a 'the lecturers' 
tkele'1'4 27b (cf. 67) '(they) are' 
mos-i 65 (cf. 27a) 'one'.
Although this pattern sometimes occurs several times on the same 
word (eg. mono, mingi), there does not seem to be enough evidence here 
to postulate a class of words with high-pitched roots, especially since 
many examples have variants with only one high pitch. Of course, this 
is not to say that such a class does not exist, but merely that the 
evidence here, when taken in conjunction with the very common pause- 
marking function of the plateau pattern, seems to point more towards 
hesitation with the words concerned, even if no actual pause follows.
It may be that there is a tendency for the pattern to occur in certain 
syntactic (eg. subject) or morphological (eg. with na) contexts, but 
the evidence even for this is not conclusive. The fact that most 
examples occur in the read passages, where we would expect a certain 
amount of hesitation, is another factor in favour of a description in 
terms of hesitation-conditioned variants.
11.6.4: bridging between words.
Bridging as hitherto defined (ie. where the high pitches of two 
contiguous words are pronounced on the same pitch, sometimes with 
raising of intervening low pitches) occurs only in 9 of the 22 cases 
noted below, since many of the words concerned are monosyllabic. 
Bridging in general seems to be much less common than in previous 
texts (cf. 9.3.11), and in fact seems to take a slightly different 
form, since there are variants in which the high pitch seems to fall 
before rising again to complete the bridge, eg. bo k^nwa [ J  31a 
'they drink', but b& kenwa - J  33a. Compare also yoo y{na 24a 
'that is why' (cc. yoo y-fna 24b), bspantslo 2ole 38 'two pairs of 
trousers'.
It is uncertain how these instances should be treated; we might 
suggest that two contiguous high pitches, when occurring on different 
words, have two possible realisations; h-h h-h (bridge) or f-h.
But this variance seems to suggest that the high pitch entity possesses 
some component such as a fall, ie. that the drop in pitch after a high 
pitch is just as important as the high pitch itself (cf. Carter 1973, 
p.13, and also 4.6.1 of this thesis), though at times this drop may 
be so short as to give the impression of two successive high pitches.
If this view is correct, it would mean that bridging in kiLeta is 
rather different from that found in kiKongo. This might be supported 
by the two facts mentioned above; that bridging is much less common, 
and that it mostly applies only to two successive high pitches, with 
the raising of intervening low-pitches syllables comparatively rare.
Instances of bridging are as follows:
(i) subject + verb:
bo kenma 30,31a 'they drink1
bo ketubaka 76 'they speak'
bo kijkotaka 77 'they have entered'
bo kezota 85 'they want'
nge tala 87 'you look'
nge kezola 33 'you want'
mu kemona 85 'I see'
ntalu ya makaya meluta 35 'the price of tobacco exceeds' 
KTl5tuah\lTl k£t ubamaka 60 'Kiswahili is spoken'.
(ii) verb + object:
tayula nge 32b '(he) will ask you'.
(iii) adjunct + following item:
go kafe 31b 'or coffee' (cc. go ^kafe 31a, go kafe 33)
yoo y^na 24b 'that is why'
yo yai 36a (cf. 81) 'it (is) this'
yo m^ngyf 34 '... it a lot*
t\ bayakal^ 34b 'and men'
ti! ba-Za^n 58 'or Bas-Zaire'
ue aiua 40b 'not here'.
(iv) noun + qualifier:
ndzo-nkanda na mono 45b 'my place of study*
t \ / Onote also ntangu mwa mingi 101 ’a long time'.
To sum up: the concept of bridging does not seem so helpful here 
as in kiKongo, since in many cases the bridges might be described as 
the mere juxtaposition of two high pitches. Further, they do not seem 
to occur in positions where we might expect emphasis, or in one type 
of passage more than another. It might therefore be best to consider 
bridges in kiLeta as variants with no special significance, though 
reserving full judgement on bridges over several syllables until more 
examples present themselves.
11.6.5: falling pitch.
Apart from those examples noted under 11.6.4, falling pitch also 
occurs in mb^ 28a 'badness', bo 76 'they', t\ 33a 'or1, ue 31 'not'. 
Note that these are all monosyllabic, and all except bt] occur pre- 
pausally*
There is an interesting set of words which have two high pitches, 
the last of which is pronounced with a fall: munkanda 21b 'paper', 
bantu 21b,74 'people', m\ngr 37b 'great', kaantsx 53 'but*, cf. also 
1ankakaa 66 'some*. Note that these all occur pre-pausally, except 
the last. Moreover, they all occur in the b version (which I have 
already suggested (11.5) may be more 'vivid' than the a version) and 
the spoken passage, which seems to characterise them as typical of 
more lively monologue. When we note that they all occur in contexts 
where the speaker might be expected to use a certain amount of emphasis, 
it seems reasonable to suppose that we have here a marked form (hf 
instead of the usual pausal hh), used to highlight what the speaker 
is saying. This gains credibility from the fact that in the great 
majority of other instances of bantu (11.6.2.i), it has no high pitch, 
so that the difference between marked and unmarked forms for this item 
is more obvious.
11.6.6: verbal patterns.
Verbal forms show a variety of patterns. In most cases there seems 
to be a majority form, but there also seem to be fairly numerous 
exceptions to these. Moreover, it may be that in some of the patterns 
stress has been confused with high pitch, so the following listing is 
not final.
(1) past indefinite (base + -ka, sometimes ku- + base + -ka): the 
majority form is penultimate high, eg. lombaka 21 '(I) asked', 
kupelisaka 10 '(they) lit'. But note:
(i) high on antepenultimate and penultimate, eg. kukulumukaka 5b 
'(I) disembarked', kupolaka 5b '(they) got wet', kubuyaka 
23b '(they) refused', monaka 24b '(you) have seen'. Note 
that these all occur in the b version. It is possible that 
the first high is actually stress, especially since in 3 of 
the cases it occurs on the root-syllable,
(ii) high on penultimate and final, eg. vandaka 7b,9b,10,99 '(it) 
was', kulalaka 8b '(it) set', zolaka 36a '(I) want',
kubulukaka 74 'who have congregated', kwisaka 103 '(he) came'.
(iii) kukotaka 77 '(they) have entered'.
(2) present habitual (ke- + base + -ka): the majority form has high 
pitch on ke- and on the penultimate, eg. ketubaka 64,73 '(they) 
speak'. But note:
(i) kebingaka 21b '(they) call'.
(ii) kebingaka 21a, kelongukaka 71 '(they) learn'.
(3) present progressive (ke- + base): the majority form seems to be 
high on the penultimate, eg. kebansa 93 '(I) think', though this may 
occur pausally (38b,70) or in bridge (33,74,85), But note:
(i) high on ke-, eg. kezola 29a '(they) like', kenuia 30,31 '(they) 
drink', kebtuaka 41 '(it) falls', ketula 48 '(I) am devoting', 
kendxma 86 '(they) agree1, ketuba yo 58 '(they) speak it'.
(ii) high on ke- and penultimate, eg. kezola 26a '(I) want', 
ketuba 65,66 ''(they) speak'.
(4) present perfect (me- -f base): there are not enough examples to say 
which is the majority form. There are three patterns:
(i) high pitch on me- and the penultimate syllable, eg. mekatuka 
74 'who have come', mekutama 75 '(they) meet* (pre-pausal); 
the two highs may be in bridge, eg. meluta 4b 'which has 
preceded', melala 11 '(it) has set', mektuenda 70 '(he) has 
gone'.
(ii) high on the penultimate, eg. meluta 4a,25 'which has preceded',
memona 28 '(I) have seen', mesala 28b '(they) have done',
meluta 35b '(it) has exceeded1.
/ „ _  /
(5) future indefinite (ta- + base): the majority form has high pitch 
on the penultimate syllable, eg, tatuba 78 '(they) will speak'.
But note takuma '(it) will become'.
11,6,7: conclusions.
It appears, therefore, that in the great majority of cases in these 
texts, high pitch occurs on the penultimate syllable, though a few 
words seem to have high pitch on the last syllable, or no high pitch 
at all. Hesitation or pause may raise the final syllable of the word.
It seems possible to discern some differences between each text: the 
b version is slightly more vivid than the a version (having extra-high 
pitches and fewer hesitation bridges), and the read passages have 
distinctive features when compared with the spoken passages (loss of 
high pitch, high pitch on both syllables, hesitation-conditioned 
bridges). Moreover, the emphatic hf contour occurs only in the b version 
and the spoken passage.
It can be seen that there is a very large degree of correlation 
between Fehderau's description and the contours of the texts discussed 
above. There are three main similarities:
(a) the frequent occurrence of high pitch on the penultimate syllable 
In the texts is similar to Fehderau's most common class (I), with 
penultimate high pitch;
(b) stress is commonly associated with high pitch in the texts - indeed, 
as noted in 11.5, it is sometimes difficult to say which is which.
In Fehderau's description stress usually occurs on the root-syllable, 
but this very often coincides with the high-pitched penultimate 
syllable anyway. Moreover, he notes that in class II, with final 
high pitch, the root-syllable stress tends to move to the final 
syllable to coincide with the high pitch. We might also note 
Fehderau's uncertainty in the case of komanse/komsnse (cf. 11,4.2.1); 
this may have to do with the development of his ideas, but it does 
show that high pitch and stress in kiLeta are easily confused;
(c) the lenda/tenda variance noted in Fehderau 1962 (11.4.2.1) may bear 
some relationship to a possible neutral/marked pair lenda/lenda (cf. 
11.6.5). (But note the alternative explanation in endnote 7.)
Nevertheless, there is one important difference; there seems no
reason to posit special tone-classes for the words in these texts 
(though it may be that a small minority depart from the general pattern). 
I have suggested above (11.4,1.4) that Fehderau's description does not 
make it plain enough that one class far outnumbers all the rest, and 
that there seems to be a simple rule governing stress-placement in his 
data. His methods of description could therefore be misleading when 
applied to the texts here.
11.7: comments on variant contours.
Detailed discussion of a few key sentences revealed several poss- 
-ibilities for contour variance,
(i) With regard to the general idea of intonation, Mr. Katesi said 
that the contours depended on 'the emotions, and the attitudes 
towards a person I am talking to, and then I think that the voice 
or the intonation depends on that. I might be angry and raise my 
voice when I use one word or a phrase or sentence, ... In some 
sentences, for instance, you would notice that you don't have a 
word like nani Jj'who'J which might introduce a question, or inki 
kima^^what'] there, but you will notice just by the intonation 
that there is a question'. On the difference in contours when 
reading and when speaking spontaneously, he commented, 'When I am 
reading I think that I am a little bit conscious that I'm reading, 
and I have to read in such a way because the sentences are [already^ 
there of course. When I speak, you see, at the same time the 
sentences come, and the attitudes - there are a lot of factors;
but here I've just got the text there I have to read'. Of emphasis 
he said, 'When the emphasis is on one word, it means that the 
information provided by the word has not been given - maybe the 
person got some cue, but he didn't get the exact information'. He 
added, 'This question of intonation - sometimes it is not conscious'.
(ii) 'Who is there?' This was given in a series from slow and unelided
to fast and elided: nani ikele kuna?, nani kele kuna?, nani ke kuna?, 
nani ke kuna?, nani ke kuna? Nani ke kuna? and nani ... kele kuna? 
also occurred. For emphasis, 'who is over there? ', nani ke kuna? 
was given.
Since -kuna also means 'sow', the sentence could also theoretically 
mean 'who is sowing?', as Mr. Katesi pointed out; nani ke kuna?, nani
ke kune? Since there is no difference in the contour, 'it depends 
now also on the context, the situation, and so on'. However, he 
noted that this sequence would almost always be used as a minor 
sentence, if the speaker 'told you for instance that somebody is 
sowing': nani ke kuna? or ^naml ke kuna? In most other cases 'I 
think that we need a complement': nani ke kuna matatm? 'who is 
sowing the grain?'^
(iii) 'Who saw you?' Nani monaka nge?, nani monaka nge?, nani monaka 
nge?, nani monaka nge? The exact difference between these four is 
unclear. The first may be slow, distinct speech, and the third may 
be a variant of this, suppressing the high pitch on monaka to give 
more prominence to that on nge.
The second tends to emphasise monaka.
The fourth would tend to emphasise nani {'you want to know 
chiefly "who?" '), and this may be reinforced by pronouncing nani 
slowly and with emphasis.
However, nani monaka nge? or nani monaka nge? can also emphasise
, . , / . , i  t . A t in • unge, while nanm monaka nge or nani monaka nger again emphasise nge,
but convey an element of surprise (though Mr. Katesi was not entirely
sure about this).
When replying 'X saw me' the high pitch was usually on the X item, 
eg, ndzendza monaka mono 'the visitor mbuta-muntu monaka mono
'the gentleman tata na nge monaka mono 'your father etc.
t t i f t t(iv) 'Do you want me to eat rice?' Nge kezola munu kudya loso?
The statement form would be nge kezola munu kudya loso (the same 
contour, but in a normal key) or nge kezola munu kudya loso.
Nge kezola munu kudya loso? sounds 'a bit awkward', though some 
people (eg. missionaries) might use it, or it might occur If the 
speaker was angry - 'the tune is not common'.
Nge kezola munu kudya loso A go nyama? 'do you want me to eat rice 
... or meat?'
Nge kezola munu kudya loso? would have somewhat the same connot- 
-ation, emphasising loso.
Nge kezola munu kudya loso? could mean the same, but might also 
imply 'I see that you want me to eat rice, you are forcing me to eat 
rice'.
Nge kezola munu kudya loso seems not to be possible, though nge
kezola yandi kudya loso, kansil munu ue 'you want him to eat meat, 
but not me' did occur (with a few variants), 'emphasising - not 
in the sense of "him, not me" ... yes, it might mean so, but I
think it can also mean in the sense of "must" - it might introduce
a sense of obligation'.
'I came to London'. fHono kwisaka na Lond£3.
Ngyeele kuLond£3 was what Mr. Katesi learnt in school - 'when
these people speak kiNtandu or the other [dialects]] you notice that 
there is a lot of intonation or tones'.
Ulono ktuisaka na Lond£3 sounds like a question, but is not normal: 
'maybe someone asking a question where he is surprised ... in answer 
to a statement made by somebody else'.
fllgno kiuisaka na Londr;a might mean something similar, as if you
queried somebody's statement that you had been in London, or that
he had seen you in London.
(Dono kuKsaks na Lond£9 is possible, presumably to emphasise
kujisaka.
(Hono kuisaka . na Loondra 'might be a question of hesitation, or
A  —
you don't know what you're going to say afterwards. Or a pause to
make this kind of thing important, so people would expect to know
where you came [to] ... maybe the person wants people to ... guess
what is coming next'.
fflonoAktuisaka na Lond£3 is possible, 'but not very usual, unless 
there is a hesitation'.
mono kiuisaka na Londra . sambu na kutala nge 'I came to London
—  A
in order to see you' is a neutral form.
fllono kmisaka na Lond£a sambu na kutala nge is possible, emphas- 
-ising London, 'not somewhere else. But it means that we are not' in 
London, maybe 1,
Ulono kiuiLsaka na t\>nd£3 sambu na ky_tala_ nge (kutala pronounced 
slowly and emphatically) 'won't sound quite normal unless somebody 
wants to insist, or he is a little bit angry, or he has got a 
special attitude. Unless you are maybe angry, or someone asks you 
to repeat again and again and you say mono kmisaka na Lond£3 sambu 
na kutala nge ... he is insisting that he came to see him. Chiefly 
when people have arguments they try to insist like this'.
) 'Did I come to Kinshasa?' Asked if there was any difference between
mono kwisaka na Kintshasa? and mono kwisaka na Kintshasa? Mr. Katesi 
said that the second would be the more natural of the two, though 
the speaker would be surprised in both cases - in the second that 
his interlocutor was referring to him, in the first that his inter- 
-locutor was referring to Kinshasa. 'There is a very slight difference 
in meaning ... In the second one I think that it is maybe "you saw 
somebody else, but not me": [the speaker]is surprised that you are 
saying that you saw him or that he went to Kinshasa, but it is 
definitely not him. But in the first one maybe [the speakerj went 
somewhere, but not in Kinshasa. Maybe you saw him somewhere [else[j, 
but according to [the speaker] it seems unlikely to be Kinshasa’.
(vii) 'Your brother will not be coming to Kinshasa', fllbuta na nge takwusa 
ue na Kintshasa. A pause is possible after ve, but in such a case 
the word seems to have no high pitch. A pause after the first three 
words gives them the contour mbuta na nge?.
fflbuta na nge takiuxsa dyaka ve na Kintsyasa 'your brother will no 
longer be coming to Kinshasa [[as expected^] 1. Asked whether it were 
possible to pronounce the ve here as ve, Mr. Katesi said that this 
emphasised the negative: 'I haven't said it myself many times, but
I have often heard people insisting like this jjln arguments^'.
(viii) 'My father £ works hard[] ' . Tats na mono kesala kisalu ngolo (note 
the cognate object, again showing a dislike of ellipsis ).
As a minor sentence in answer to the question nani kesala kisalu
ngolo? 'who works hard?' we might have tata na mono.
Tata na mono? would imply that 'I want to make sure I got what 
you said'.
Tata na mono? implies that 'you are maybe surprised, you didn't 
know what he was saying, or maybe you just want to check'.
When mono was given the 'hesitation' contour noted earlier (v), 
tata na mono kesala kisalu ngolo, Mr. Katesi said, *1 don’t actually 
see a great difference 1.
Tata no mono A kesala kisalu ngolo (mono pronounced slowly and 
emphatically): 'maybe you want to correct what somebody said before;
maybe he implied that it is his father, and now you want to say it 
is your father who is doing it - in this case the person might be 
a bit excited anyway': tata na mono kesala kisalu ngolo, tata na nge 
ve, tata na mono 'my father works hard, not your father, my father'.
2 ^ 0
(ix) 'Is this the book belonging to this person?' Inkx*15 yax munkanda
W  . M + / ,„17ya rauntu pax?, xnkx yax munkanda ya muntu yax?
fflunkanda ya muntu yarn is possible, but 'I think [hen] there is
definitely an emphasis on yarn,
fflunkanda ya muuntu yarn may possibly emphasise muntu: 'not other
people's, or not ours, but it belongs to this person*.
(Hunkanda ya muntu yax also occurred (giving prominence to munkanda?).
(x) 'My father's chair1. Kxtx ya tata na mono, k^tx ya tata na mono.
Kxtx ya tata na mono or kxtx ya tata na mono would imply, that
the speaker was pointing out the chair and saying not to touch it.
Kxtx ya tata na mono (spoken fast) would imply that the speaker 
'is a bit angry maybe'. It might be said as a minor sentence answering 
the question ya-f kitx ya nani? 'whose chair is this?' ('maybe the 
person is inquiring where people are going to sit down'), 'but it 
sounds a little bit that the person who is answering is less polite, 
anyway, to insist like this: "not of your father, not of somebody 
else, but of my father", because I would say that the idea is, even 
if the father' is yours he belongs to the society, he is the father 
of everybody, anybody will call him tata, so why should you emphasise 
on that? 1
Kxtx ya tata na mono seems to be impossible.
Kxti ya tata na monc4 would indicate surprise.
/ / \ I(xi) 'My older brother'. fflbuta na mono, mbuta na mono - the latter 
implies that the speaker is 'a little bit happy'.
dlbuta na mono 'doesn't seem to be quite regular, but if somebody 
says it maybe he is very very happy ... chiefly between children'.
fflbuta na nge would denote surprise, and emphasise nge - 'I mean 
the person is maybe surprised to hear that [the other person's] 
brother is coming, and he wants to know even more'.
mbuta na mono (spoken slowly and emphatically) would denote that 
' [the speaker] is very happy - "you must know that it is my brother 
who is coming" '»
fflbuta na nge sounds 'very awkward - perhaps na nge could be a 
kind of humour, but not a normal pattern'.
(xii) During discussion of the translated passage (11. 96-104), a 
seeming tonal minimal pair appeared: m(jtambi 'fishing-net1, but 
mutambx 'fisherman [with net]1. However, on further investigation
it turned out that Mr, Katesi used only mutambt with any frequency, 
preferring p£sh&_r (-^pecheur) for the personal noun, and that this 
applied to most people - in fact, he sometimes had great difficulty 
in remembering to say mutambx for the person. It is therefore a 
moot point whether we actually do have a pair mutambx/mutambx - it 
seems rather to be mutambx/pesher.
Enough recurring principles can be discerned (eg, extra-high final
bridge denoting a surprised question, high pitch on every word denoting
insistence and even impoliteness) to suggest that we do indeed have here
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a fairly well-developed system of intonation. The main method of
altering the connotation of various stretches seems to be the suppression
or raising of the high pitches on various items in that stretch. Very
oft.en, this amounts to v/hat we might call a ’moveable peak', though
there does not seem to be enough information at present to say much
19about the relationship between place of peak and connotation. Moreover,
the difference between, or factor governing, right-hand suppression in
/ 20a nominal group (which seems to be the most usual), eg. mbuta-muntu 
'gentleman', as against left-hand suppression, eg. tats na mono ’my 
father', is as yet unclear.
When comparing the notes above with what Fehderau 1962 says about 
intonation (11.4,2.2), it must be admitted that the two sets of comments 
show few points of contact. We might suggest that Fehderau's informant 
merely used stress (instead of high pitch) for non-final words, reserving 
high pitch for the final word of the sentence so as to give specific 
sentence finals.
11.8 : summary.
This chapter has examined earlier work on kiLeta (11.4), and suggests 
improvements in the systematisation that work proposes (11.4.1.4), though 
recognising that the work forms a very useful basis for future research. 
Analysis of the texts (11.6) shows that it is most common for kiLeta to 
have high pitch on the penultimate syllable, and that there are some 
differences between spoken and read versions of the language. Finally, 
the comments on variant contours (li.7) show that kiLeta seems to be 
well on the way to systematising several intonation features.
^ 2 ^
Endnotes to chapter eleven.
1. Fehderau 1967 pp. 46-47 notes that there seems to be tonal contrast, 
eg, mukongo 'back', mukongo 'Kongo person',
mukanda 'skin', mukanda 'book'.
In 1969 he marks these examples
, \  / . /mukongo, mukongo
mukanda, mukanda
[ -  - ]
Fehderau does however note that this contrast seems to carry little 
functional load. Are the examples given real minimal pairs, or are 
they accidental? (Cf. 11.7.xii.) fllukongo 'back' looks like a loan­
word from Lingala (cf. mokongo in Dzokanga 1979), and no kiKongo 
cognate is given in Laman 1936. In the case of the second pair, the 
cognate nkanda in Laman 1936 is given for both meanings. The Lingala 
mokanda (Dzokanga 1979) means 'letter', but the pattern seems to be 
closer to the pattern given by Fehderau 1969 for 'skin'. Compare the 
CB -kanda 'letter', -kanda 'skin', where the patterns and meanings 
are also switched. All in all, it would seem that we require many 
more examples before we can suggest that there is tonal contrast in 
kiLeta.
2. The layout of the dictionary leaves something to be desired, as prefix 
and stem are not segmented, eg. -kumxsa 'finish' is followed by 
ku-mona 'to see'.
3. Kafumba, kaka, kxbende, kxbukxlo, kxndumb^, kxtemwe, Kongo, kuna, and 
loans kabxne, kado, kafe, kaleso, kamxnxo, kane, kaoto, kaiuusu, kaye, 
kxleso, kxlo, kxmaso, koma, komanda, komanse, komx, kompanx, kontxne, 
kontra, konze, kreyi^n, kurtye, kupe, kuse, kwaken.
4. Kana, kansx, kasilnd-i, kett, kxbuka, kxdxkxdnl, kxdxba, kxdxnga, kxfu, 
ktkodt, kflanga, kxlungi, kilunzx, kimbiua, kxmia, kimpa, kimuntu, 
kxmununu, kindokx, kilnduku, kxnganga, kinsuml, kxnunu, kiLnuie, 
kxn2ana, kxpesil, kxpxka, ktpubu, kxnxkiln, kiLsungi, ktsx, kisoml, 
kxta, kxtemba, kttende, kxvumu, kxya, kxztba, kxzxtu, kubtua, kudxa, 
kufiaa, kuka, kukxa, kukusa, kumana, kunda, kundxma, kunrna, kusa, ktua, 
kmanga, and loan kopa.
5. There are three items which belong to none of the classes described 
by Fehderau: the indigenous kekete, the English loan kl-£m, and the 
French loan katek^sima. These pose some problems of classification, 
ie. what status do we assign to epenthetic vowels? To a certain
*Z£3
extent these problems also occur with kwartu, Klxsto and kaote in 
class I. We might rewrite these words k(x)lxm(u), katekxs(x)ma, 
kwar(u)tu, K(x)Ixs(x)to, kar(e)tE, and we then note that the high 
pitch occurs on the penultimate or only syllable which has a 'full* 
vowel. It therefore seems reasonable to put these words in class I. 
Kekete, however, is still problematic.
6. Fehderau notes, though, that this stress tends to move to the last 
syllable (ie, the high-pitched syllable) in speech.
7. It is possible that we do not have here a distinction Lenda (present)/ 
Lenda (past), but in fact one Lenda/Lendaa. The regular past formation 
from lenda 'can, is able' would be Lendaka 'could, was able' (11.2,6); 
however, as noted in 11.3.a is often elided. This would mean that 
we do not have here a minimal pair distinguished by stress placement, 
but a regular present/past alternation, with lenda(k)a being heard by 
Fehderau as having final stress when it has in fact final length. But 
see also 11*6.7.
8. The hesitation bridge (2.2.6.b.ii) is by far the most common pausal 
marker, though it should be noted that it does not occur before all 
pauses. There are several instances of one of the versions of the 
letter (11. 1-50) having the bridge, and the other one not, eg. 
kuL^La 9a 'going down', ya mbvuLa 17a 'of the year', ya mbote 27b 
'good', ya madxd-( -40a 'of coldness'. The fact that the a version 
seems to have more examples of the bridge may be an indication that 
it is less spontaneous than the b version. In quite a few cases the 
pause has no special pitch indication, eg. na beto 26b 'our', 
kuvxLa 36b 'to note', yai 64,82 'these', na kumona 82 'on seeing*.
•9. The reason is that most of the handful of words with final high pitch 
are French loan-words; since some of these do not occur pre-pausally 
and yet have this final high pitch, it seems best from the point of 
view of systematisation to mark it in all cases with an acute.
10. This may be due to the influence of Lingala, whose pitch system shows 
virtually no downdrift (J.H. Carter, p.c,).
11. This is in contrast to kiKongo, where it is most common for high 
pitch to occur on the root-syllable. It should be noted though that 
in many cases root-syllable and penultimate syllable coincide (see 
also 16.3.2).
12. It will be remembered that there is a sizeable number of words in 
Fehderau 1969 which have no high pitch (class III) - see 11.4.1.1.
13. Note tiiat Fehderau lists this as being an all—high stem (class II).
14. The example xkele 57 may be a variant of xkele.
15. [1] nki seems to' act as a question marker (cf. ge in Swahili), eg. 
nki bo kekwxsa na Londjns? ’do they come to London?'
16. It is to be noted that Mr. Katesi did not seem to like ellipsis or 
indefiniteness in the sentences he discussed. Nouns were almost 
always made specific, eg, nkento na nge 'your wife', mpfumu ya buala
'the chief of the village', muntu most 'a man', etc.
17. Note the variant patterns on munkanda; the latter pattern may owe 
something to Lingala influence (cf. endnote 1). Note also the use 
of ink! as a question marker (cf, endnote 15),
18. It might be said that, apart from a rising contour in 36-37, and a 
low contour in 32b and 72, the texts themselves do not show much of 
what we would term intonation, ie. pitch differences applying over 
sentences to give varying connotations. However, we must remember 
that these texts were mostly neutral as regards contour.
19. This method of altering connotation could be said to stand midway 
between word-pitch (tone) and sentence-pitch (intonation). The units 
used to alter the contour are words (by suppression or raising of th 
their high pitch), the domain of this contour is the phrase, but 
since the effect of suppressing or raising certain high pitches is 
to give a different contour over the phrase, this contributes to 
the contour being associated with the phrase rather than with the 
words, thus making it easier for the phrasal contour to be used as
a unit when the idea of sentence-contours develops.
20. Historically mbut' amuntu (noun + genitive), but now best treated 
as a compound.
CHAPTER TWELVE 
The mechanisms of Contour Uariation
12.1: introduction.
In chapter 11 it was noted (11.7) that kiLeta seems to be developing 
an intonation system, though no more than the outlines can be discerned 
at present. 1 Can anything similar be said about kiKongo? Chapters 4-10
included informants' comments on variant contours, and it is the aim of
2this chapter to assemble and summarise these comments so as to give a 
preliminary systematisation of variant contour types and their function. 
The summarised comments, all from my main informant the Rev, D, Ntoni-
3
Nzinga , are collected in Appendix 4, to which the numbers in the rest 
of this chapter refer.
12,2: difficulties.
There are several difficulties inherent in any such attempt to 
investigate contour variation:
(a) the informant may be unable to vocalise his ideas of nuances of 
meaning;
(b) he may misunderstand what he is being asked to comment on;
(c) there is some difficulty in separating the effects of suprasegmental 
markers from those of other markers such as variant word order;
(d) there is a dearth of examples in exactly comparable environments;
(e ) the investigator may misunderstand what the informant considered 
significant;
(f) he may tend to see things from his own point of view rather than 
from that of the informant;
(g) there is a great amount of wastage in examples presented for comment, 
the comments on perhaps only a quarter overcoming the above diffic- 
-ulties and seeming relevant to the inquiry.
Nevertheless, it is imperative that some account be given of these 
phenomena of contour variation if we are to begin to approach a full 
description of the kiKongo pitch system. It will become apparent in the 
rest of this chapter that, contrary to what might be expected, we are 
in fact presented with a remarkably consistent picture of the form and 
function of variant contours.
"2j£G
12,3: emphasis.
Most of the examples show a neutral/marked or normal/emphasised 
distinction. It would seem that such examples could be summed up as 
follows: 'emphasis may be achieved by the use of the non-expected'.
That is, a sequence may be emphasised by one or more of the high pitches 
in that sequence being in a position or having an attribute that would 
not occur in the normal, neutral sequence.
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Exponents of emphasis seem to be as follows:
(i) high pitch when none is expected, eg, 20b, 21b, 50a, 36c (cc* 5a),
42a(?), 49a, and perhaps 36a (cc. b). Thus: imuntu ambote 'he is
a good man* 5a neutral, imu^ntu uiambote 36c emphatic.
(ii) suppression of expected high pitch (cf. (vii) below), eg. 3a, 24c,
33b, 37b. Thus: kyontatu 'third' 37a neutral, kyantatu 37b emphatic.
(iii) unexpected shift of high pitch, eg, 35a, 40a, 38b(?), 33b(?), and 
note rightward move in 10a, 29a. Thus: batelams 'they stood* 35b 
neutral, batelama 35a emphatic,
(iv) non-shift of normally shifted high pitch, eg. 49a, 36a (cc. c)(?), 
and note no rightward move in lib. Thus: ... madya mankookxla 'the 
evening meal’ 49b neutral, madya mankookxla 49a emphatic (for the 
pattern on madya cf. (i) above).
(v) falling pitch instead of low pitch, eg. 17b, 39b, 41b, 21b, 33b.
The first three could also be classified under (i) above. Thus: 
yeesu-k£ 'not Jesus' 41a neutral, yeesu-ka 41b emphatic.
(vi) higher key, or extra-high pitch, eg. 18a, 22b, 25b, 36c (cc. 5a).
Thus: muna-katx kwaandx 'inside him' 22a neutral, muna-klrtx kuiaandx 
22b emphatic.
(vii) lower key, eg. 26, 36a. Thus: ^muna-phwa yaph^la yaayx 'in a 
situation of this kind' 26 emphatic.
(viii) bridging, eg. 7b; 16b, 46b, 9b; 45a, 48a, 4a, 12a (these four are 
all at the beginning of a new topic); 51b, 27b, 34b, 31a, 33b, Thus: 
bankaka mubaau 'some of them'34a neutral, ban k». mubaau 34b emphatic.
It is noticeable that one example may occur in several of the above 
categories, eg. 21b in (i) and (v); 36c in (i) and (vi); 49a in (i) and 
(iv); 36a in (i), (iv) and (vii); 33b in (ii), (iii), (v) and (viii).
This suggests that several parameters of emphasis may intersect in a
given case to convey the desired effect. Thus in the last example mentioned,
33b, we have: 
raon
t^eta for taata in a (iii above)
mfuKidx for mfu^cH in a (v above)
taata mfunltd^ for taata mfu^di in a (viii above).
morm for mono in a (ii above)
This concept of the simultaneous occurrence of several markers of 
emphasis may help to account for sequences where the patterns pose 
problems of description. Such a sequence is 47b (cf. 10.3,l.i). Looking 
at this in terms of emphatic parameters, we can say we have:
mulukanu for mulukkanu in a (iii above)
lioas^ka for lujasiLka in a (iv above)
Nd2 aambi (no high pitch) for fnuv/aangi (high pitch on the root- 
syllable) in a (ii above)
mpe with falling pitch (v above).
The extra vowel-length in liuas^ka may also have an emphatic function 
(cf. 3b and 13a).
However, in putting forward this interpretaion we are faced with one 
problem: namely, why is the reverse not possible? That is, since the 
above categories mostly fall into opposing pairs (i<=>ii; iii<=>iv; vi 
<=>vii), we could just as well work the other way, and say we have:
mulukkanu for mulukanu in b (iv above)
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liuBBilka for luiasttka in b (iii above), etc.
We would then be arguing that 47a is the marked phrase, and this view 
would be reinforced by the fact that 47a has a bridge (viii above), 
while 47b does not. Yet are the parameters of emphasis outlined above 
of any benefit if we can use them to argue both ways?
The point is that these parameters are purely descriptive; they are 
not prescriptive. We cannot use them by themselves to decide whether a 
given sequence is emphatic; however, once we conclude that this sequence 
is in fact emphatic, they can be used to describe how this emphasis is 
conveyed. In example 47, we conclude that 47b is the marked version on 
the basis of three considerations:
(1) 47b was said by the informant to be marked;
(2) 47b fits less easily into the description proposed here than does 
47a, ie. from the point of view of systematisation 47b is the odd 
one out;
(3) 47b shows the distinctive falling pitch, which in other occurrences 
in the texts indicates emphasis.
On these grounds, 47b is considered the marked version, and it is only 
then that the above parameters may be applied.
12.4: -intonatTlonal overlay.
The previous paragraph raises the question of how to fit the idea of 
exponents of emphasis such as those listed above into the systematisation 
put forward in previous chapters. How, for example, do we differentiate 
between high pitch shift with, say, a genitive element, and high pitch 
shift for emphasis (12,3.iii)? On what basis do we say that one conveys
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no connotation of markedness, and yet hold that the other does?
The only answer seems to lie in suggesting that this system of
emphasis is an overlay to the pitch-accent system. We might visualise
the above parameters of emphasis as a disturbance of the expected
contours, and this would unite the opposing pairs in one whole. Thus
we would have the parameters
A B A B
   « » —   ■1 »
high no high shift no shift
pitch pitch
If the word was'normally1 at point A, there would be the option of
emphasising it by moving it to point B, and vice versa.
We therefore envisage a three—tier system, as follows:
level one: word-contour (tone)6 - tone-classes of the isolated word
(for a full discussion of this see chapter 14)
(tone-class differences merge in connected speech - 14.13)
level two: phrase-contour (pitch-accent) - the system discussed in
chapters 3-10; this is where the primary (main) conditioning 
of ’normal’ contours takes place, by means of such factors 
as: (i) upturn, etc., due to pause (phonological),
(ii) shift of high pitch due to occurrence of pre-pre-
\J/
-fixes such as the genitive element (morphological),
\/
(iii) bridging due to close association of items 
(syntactic), etc.
level three: connotation (intonation) - this is where the secondary
conditioning of the contours established at level two may 
take place; the same mechanisms are used for the most part 
as at level two, but in this case to disturb, not to fix, 
the 'normal' contours.
We can now see why the parameters of emphasis cannot of themselves 
be used to decide whether or not a given sequence is marked - they are 
dependent on the contours conditioned at the lower level, two. That is, 
emphasis can be signalled only by modulating the 'normal' level two 
contour, and not by creating an entirely new emphatic contour based on, 
say, level one. In other words, a level three contour does not exist as 
an independent entity, but implies a pre-existing level two contour on 
which it is based. Since level three is strictly secondary to level 
two (the word 'overlay' is therefore apt), and yet uses much the same 
mechanisms, it cannot be used alone as a deciding factor for markedness.
This brings us to the question raised at the beginning of this 
section - on what basis do we distinguish, say, shift at level two and 
shift at level three? The result in each case is exactly the same - high 
pitch is moved one syllable leftwards. However, the significance in each 
case is different. At level two shift is, we might say, automatic; 
indeed, if the mechanisms at level two were not automatic, if they could 
not be taken for granted as the normal, neutral, expected pattern, then 
they could not be manipulated at level three for the purposes of 
emphasis. At level three, shift seems to be much more a conscious 
modulation of the expected contour by the speaker. In other words, 
therefore, we distinguish shift at levels two and three on the basis 
of the part it plays in the system as a whole: if a speaker attributes 
no special emphasis to a word with shift, then it is at level two; if, 
on the other hand, he does say it is emphatic, then the shift is at 
level three. The fact that the same mechanisms can occur at two 
different levels is significant; it is inherently likely that when a 
system develops it would do so by the extension of existing mechanisms, 
rather than by the creation of totally new ones.
It would therefore seem that to describe kiKongo contours fully 
we must look not only at the word, but also at the phrase and the 
whole context: all of these factors are crucial in conditioning the 
pitch contours.
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12.5: contxnuxty.
There seems to be one other main level three grouping in the examples 
besides that of emphasis - final versus non-final. It is more difficult 
to organise these examples, partly because there are fewer of them, but 
also because the final/non-final distinction cuts across the level two 
feature of pausality, eg. it is quite possible to have a non-final form 
occurring pre-pausally. Accordingly, the examples will merely be listed 
here.
8Exponents of finality seem to be:
(i) move of high pitch towards the beginning of the word, eg, 44a, 8b 
(but see also 12.6.b) [cf. 12.3.iii],
(ii) move of high pitch towards the end of the word, eg. 29a (though this 
may be more a matter of emphasis than finality) [cf. 12.3.ivJ,
(iii) suppression of high pitch, eg. 24b (though the absence of high 
pitch on ingindu may be a variant, and the real marker of finality 
the absence of pausal upturn on zaame) [cf. 12.3.ii[|,
(iv) high pitch when none is expected, eg. 43b, 14b [cf. 12.3. i].
These categories are less clear-cut than those for emphasis, but it 
is notable that again we have a system of oppositions (i) <==> (ii), (iii) 
<=>(iv). Moreover, the categories are directly comparable to those 
suggested for emphasis. The possible significance of this appears when 
we examine one example in greater depth.
In example 32 we have  katala, katala , and  (katala). The
third instance (32c) shows no high pitch, in this case de-emphasising the 
word, since the action expressed is expected and therefore needs no 
attention drawn to it. 33a and b are interesting since they are very 
similar to 35a and b, and yet were explained differently by the Rev. D. 
Ntoni-Nzinga. He explained 33a/b in terms of continuity, but 35a/b in 
terms of emphasis. The syntactic context is of ocurse different in each 
case, but even so, the examples pose a problem: why should the same
features be explained in different ways? The answer may be that
continuity and emphasis are in fact related; the final/non-final 33a/b
is comparable to the emphatic/neutral 35a/b, and, as noted above,
continuity and emphasis seem to be similarly expressed. We might
therefore suggest that these two phenomena are subsets of a single
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category 'marked* on level three (cf. also 7.6.3).
12.6; other examples.
A few other examples are worthy of comment:
(a) examples 6a, 15a, and 23b are questions, from which it would seem 
that question intonation includes high pitch on the final syllable,
(b) examples 5 and 8 show third person forms with high pitch nearer the 
beginning of the phrase than first person forms; since these are the 
only examples in the whole corpus (other than, possibly, 40 - cf.
8.6.1.vii) where there seems to be a distinction of this nature, 
it seems somewhat suspect* The different contours may be due to 
some other feature, eg, in 8 the distinction final/non-final is also 
adduced as a conditioning factor.
(c) examples 19b and 36c show a paratactic connective - note the high
pitch on the connective element ye- in each case (cf. 50a).
(d) examples 30b and 38b show marked word-order, which interacts with
pitch features to give an emphatic connotation.
12.7: summary.
I have suggested in previous chapters that the occurrence of sequences 
with variant contours implies a certain degree of variability in the 
kiKongo pitch system (cf. 4.5). In spite of the difficulties involved 
in investigating variant contours (12.2), certain recurrent features 
can be discerned, and a consistent picture emerges of a relationship to 
emphasis (12.3) or continuity (12.5). Further examination suggests that 
there is an intonational overlay to the pitch-accent system, where 
varying connotations can be signalled by perturbation of the normal 
contours of a sequence (12,4). Although this formulation is tentative, 
the outlines are sufficient to suggest that this overlay plays an 
important part in the kiKongo pitch system.
272.
Endnotes to chapter twelve.
1. KiLeta will not be dealt with in this chapter, as it has already 
been discussed at some length (11.7), and in any case seems to differ 
fairly markedly from kiKongo in terms of its pitch system.
2. These are as follows: 1-6 (chapter 4.5), 7-16 (chapter 5.5), 17-27 
(chapter 6.6), 28-33 (chapter 7.5), 34-41 (chapter 8.6.1), 42-51 
(chapter 10.4). For full information on the examples reference should 
of course be made to the relevant portions of the chapters concerned.
3. There are very few comments by Mr. A. Ndolo Menayame (chapters 8 and 
9), since he was not so forthcoming about these variant contour 
features as my main informant. It was therefore considered best to 
exclude Ndolo Menayame’s comments altogether in order to concentrate 
on those from Ntoni-Nzinga. It is not impossible that Ndolo Menayame 
may have a different or less extensive system of contour variation in 
his idiolect, though on the one occasion when both he and Ntoni-Nzinga 
commented on the same phrase (example 51), their comments were almost 
identical.
4. Simplified examples are given to illustrate each exponent; the syllable 
in question is underlined.
5. The problem is remarkably similar to that faced by Laman in the same 
context — see 9.5.4.2.
6. The use of the word ’tone1 here is not stictly accurate, because I 
have argued in chapter 14 that since only two main patterns can be 
discerned, the contrast is really one of pitch-accent rather than of 
tone. However, the term is retained since Carter 1973 and Daeleman 
1966 distinguish several patterns which seem subsidiary to the 
bipartite division of chapter 14, and also because the term draws 
attention to the fact that the domain of pitch in this case is the 
word,
7. It should be noted that this term does not refer to an action taking 
place uninterrupted over a period of time, as when we speak of a 
certain tense as being 'continuous', but rather refers to the presence 
or absence of a subsequent entity related to the one in question, as 
when we speak of 'continuity' between successive regimes.
8. In two instances (lb, 28a), the variant contours seem to be due merely 
to the occurrence of hesitation bridges before pause.
9. It seems reasonable to consider politeness as a form of markedness
also, and if this is accepted we can then refer to another Bantu 
language where continuity is related to another subset of 'marked'. 
Recent work by Mateus Katupha on Makua (P.R. Bennett, p.c.) shows 
that there exist two indicative verbal suffixes -a and -aka; -a 
implies that the verbal item is final or independent, while -aka 
implies that it is conjunct or related to some other clause* In the 
subjunctive we can distinguish cognate suffixes -e and -eke, but 
there, -e is a neutral form, while -eke has an implication of 
politeness, eg.
kililnie ettiLma * I ought to hoe the field*
kiHnlmeke ettima 'may I hoe the field?'.
CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
Coda - Bantu Parallels
13,1: Introduction.
This chapter is devoted to general discussion of two main areas:
(i) is there any precedent for a pitch-accent description of Bantu
pitch systems, ie. is the description proposed for kiKongo in this
thesis paralleled by other work in the Bantu field?; (ii) does the
most distinctive feature of the kiKongo pitch system, bridging, have
1
any parallels in other Bantu languages , whether in form or function?
13.2: pitch-accent,
I have defined what I mean by 'pitch-accent1 in 1.6.5 (see also 
Carter 1980c for a general discussion of 'tone', 'pitch-accent' and 
'intonation'). In my opinion, the features present in the texts I have 
discussed are quite capable of being interpreted in terms of a pitch- 
accent system, and therefore the only point that needs to be established 
is whether it 1b reasonable to expect that such a system could occur 
in a Bantu language.
13.2.1: developing ideas.
With the great increase In suprasegmental studies over the past 
few years (90% of all work on tone, etc, has been done in the past 
10 years), our ideas on pitch features and their function in language 
has been crystallising, so that it is now possible to publish general 
introductory works on, for example, tonal theory (see Fromkin 1979).
The suprasegmental systems of a great many languages have been studied, 
leading to useful advances in description and analysis. The descriptions 
of a few languages (eg. Tonga - see Goldsmith 1980) have been revised 
and recast In terms rather different from those of the original 
description. Most of this new work will contribute to the development 
of pitch typology, though no doubt a certain amount of it may just be 
due to the 're-writing mania' which strikes linguistics every now and 
again (such that all previous descriptions must be re-written to 
accord with the latest revealed truth).
At one period Bantu languages were being described in terms of a
^sis
fair number of discrete tone-levels (eg, Doke's 9 for Zulu, Leman's 
(1922) 6 for kiKongo), From the 1940s onward, however, it began to be 
realised that most Bantu languages could be described in terms of two 
tonemes, and many descriptions were published in the fifties and early 
sixties which took advantage of this (see especially the works of the 
Belgian Bantuists such as Meeussen), It was recognised that some 
languages, such as Swahili, could not be described as tone-languages, 
and they were classed separately as intonation languages. Further 
research in the late sixties and the seventies has led to a further 
extension in our understanding of pitch phenomena, and this time 
American scholars have taken the lead, arguing that the pitch typology 
should not be limited to two divisions, but is much more flexible, 
and that there is a variety of gradations of pitch system. Arguments 
have been given for regarding certain languages as having unorthodox 
tonal systems in one way or another, eg, Johnson 1976, Byarushengo et 
al, 1976, Cheng and Kisseberth 1979-60, Goldsmith 1980, Voorhoeve 1973, 
Schadeberg 1973, Stucky 1979, while Kisseberth and Wood 1980-81 argue 
for Digo having residual tone, and Bennett 1974 suggests that there 
are elements of intonational overlay in Kikuyu,
Thus, due to growing awareness of and interest in pitch systems, 
the suggestion that kiKongo might have a pitch-accent system would 
by no means be a unique one. Apart from the evidence put forward by 
the analysis of texts earlier in the thesis, however, are there any 
general considerations which might Bupport the suggestion of a pitch- 
accent system?
13,2,2: PB stness-accent.
Bennett nd. puts forward several arguments in favour of there 
having been some sort of stress-accent system as well as a tonal 
system in Proto-Bantu, Although the evidence is circumstantial, he 
makes a strong case. The variety of existing pitch systems in Bantu 
languages would then be due to the interaction of those two systems 
and the progression towards dominance of one of them. This would 
lead to various types of tonal system, and perhaps in certain cases 
to a pitch-accent or even intonational system.
13.2,3: variation in tonal systems.
Tonal systems do certainly vary. In some languages (eg. Yao) there 
is a loss of tonal distinctiveness on verbal stems, and in other 
languages (eg. Kikuyu) the tones of the verbal stem are not associated 
with individual syllables, but rather are patterns which may expand 
or contract to cover verbs of varying length. Moreover, in most 
languages nouns do not have the full complement of possible patterns: 
there are usually several 'holes', and the tendency is to enlarge 
these holes, especially since most nouns of three syllables or more 
are verbally derived and therefore have often only a two-way tonal 
contrast on syllables up to the final suffix. Even disyllabic nouns 
have often only three, or sometimes even two, of the four possible 
patterns, hi often merging with hh, and, less commonly, lh with 11.
There is also a general tendency to lose tonal distinctiveness at the 
edges of the subject-predicate complex: for example, noun.class prefixes 
and verbal extensions are usually not tonally contrastive.
In general it may be said that Bantu tonal patterns are more loosely 
associated with the segmental level than are those of, say, Chinese.
Such things as pattern expansion or contraction, tonal shift and tonal 
displacement are widely documented throughout the Bantu area. In many 
languages a certain syllable of the word is prominent, sometimes by 
extra length (as with the penultimate syllable of many south-eastern 
Bantu languages), sometimes by stress, and we may find high tones 
becoming associated with this prominent syllable by, for example, 
being moved from a syllable of less prominence (eg. Zulu .—
The situation may therefore develop into one amenable to an 
interpretation in terms of pitch-accent or phrase intonation,
13.2,4: intonational overlay.
It may even be questionable whether anything recognisable as a 
Bantu language ever had a fully tonal system in which each syllable 
was tonally distinct (see Bennett nd.). A type of phrase-intonation 
may be present in many languages and yet go unnoticed. For example, 
in unpublished work Bennett and others found that in spontaneous 
Kikuyu narrative, volume/intensity tracings showed recurrent patterns 
of 'humps', eg.
Closer study showed that these were bursts of speech separated by 
pauses of variable length* There were three types of pause - short, 
medium and long (cf. kiKongo gap, pause and long pause, 2.2.2) - 
and three types of hump - J ™ \  level or ’molar* and falling
or ’canine* were the most common, occurring with about equal frequency, 
while the third, rising, was very rare. The tracing also showed
downdrift over several humps (indicated by lines in the invented 
example above), with periodic 'hoists* back to higher level - these 
hoists served as markers for what would in written text be called 
paragraph-beginnings• Inside the humps themselves, it was found that 
the peak usually occurred at the beginning of a word or phrase (not 
necessarily initially, but usually no more than three words from the 
beginning), and usually on a predicator such as a verb. The length 
of the humps varied from around 3 to 30 syllables, though each hump 
occupied roughly the same amount of time. It should be remembered 
that these phrasal features were in addition to the tonal features 
of the text.
13*2.5: conclusions.
There would thus seem to be a fairly strong independent theoretical 
and observational basis for the suggestion that kiKongo may have a 
pitch-accent system, and that this type of system may be much more 
widespread than generally realised, perhaps even going back to a 
feature of Proto-Bantu itself.
13.3: bridging.
The usefulness of the analysis in this thesis for comparison purposes 
comes when we are able, using also data from other languages, to point 
out one aspect of the system which may go back to the parent language. 
The general features of bridging, to which I have drawn attention 
several times, are reminiscent of intonational overlay features in 
other languages, especially where the sequences noun-qualifier (n-q) 
and verb-object (v—o) are concerned.
13.3.1: Kikuyu.
In Kikuyu, for example,(Bennett 1974) there is the phenomenon of
'tone reversal': underlying LLLHH may be realised in certain contexts 
as 11111, but when occurring in the above environments is realised as 
hhhhl (ie. all syllables up to and including the first underlying high 
are raised). This raising may extend over several words (as in kiKongo 
bridging). Sequences of v-o where the raising does not occur are in 
most cases cognate objects, where o has reduced prominence and where 
we would therefore not expect a great deal of emphasis anyway.
13.3.2: Southern Sotho.
In Southern Sotho, Kunene (1972) finds that 'downstep* (by which he 
means 'a downward tonal transition ... bringing the total set of 
contrasting syllable pitches to a lower key') does not occur between a 
noun and its first qualifier or a verb and its first modifier, but does 
occur between these sequences and additional qualifiers/modifiers. Thus
i i i | i
we have Xn-q1-#q2“*(l3 etc.) * (v-n^- m2-*m3 etc.), where the n-q and
v-m sequences are marked off by lack of downstep. It should be noted,
though, that these sequences have a potential downstep, and this is
converted to a realised downstep in emphatic constructions. Thus:
* t i , / , / I /guiana ma ka n-q wa ka guiana q-n
'my child' (unmarked) 'as regards my child1 (marked)
Downstep, therefore, like bridging in kiKongo, is connected with the 
phenomenon of emphasis,
13.3.3: Zambian Tonga.
In Zambian Tonga (Carter 1962) certain items have two tone-patterns. 
Carter calls these 'strong' and 'weak' patterns, based on their 
capabilities of occurrence: a stong pattern 'require [s] no support 
and may stand at the end of an utterance', while a weak pattern 
•require[s] the support of a following item'. We might say that the 
sequence 'weak pattern + following item' is a complex, and indeed the 
function of this weak pattern seems to be to increase the focus or 
emphasis on the following item; the strong pattern, on the other hand, 
retains emphasis on itself. Thus:
kujaya 'to kill', but kujaya mbeba 'to kill a mouse'
ndak«3tola nyama 'I took meat', but ndak^t*ola nyama 'I took meat*
The second example in each case shows the weak pattern on the first word.
(Cf. also endnote 9 to chapter 5) The weak pattern can usually be 
inferred from the strong one - 'the typical relationship is that 
syllables bearing low tone in the strong pattern have high tone in 
the weak, with tone-slip between the 'raised' tones and preceding 
high tone, if any1. The domain over which the weak pattern operates 
is again n-q and v-o.
In later work (Carter 1971-2), the same phenomena are dealt with 
in terms of complexes (part 2, pp. 69-82). The 'weak' variant is now 
described as a 'verb in D-link with the following item'. 'D-link 
[[marked by +] implies emphasis of O(bject) as against V(erb); absence 
of D-link, with or without transference [[marked by *"[] , implies 
emphasis of V(erb)'. (pp. 82-3) Thus:
D-link: uj^ksyandauli + 'miis^ne 'he looked for the ox (not
something else)'
transference: uiakayandauta musijne 'he looked for the ox (but
didn't find it)'.
Carter notes (p.83) that 'complexes abound in Tonga', and concludes 
(p.87): 'One is left with the growing conviction of a prevailing 
principle: the signalling of syntactic relationships by means of the 
tonal system, even at the expense of its functions in lexis'.
13.3.4: conclusions.
The similarities between the above three intonational overlay 
phenomena and bridging in kiKongo are very marked, not only in the
domain where each phenomenon applies, but also to some extent in the
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mechanisms by which the phenomenon is realised. In Tonga, and to a 
lesser extent in Sotho, there seems to be some connection with 
emphasis, while in Kikuyu the phenomenon seems to be more automatic. 
KiKongo bridging seems to be somewhere between these two states - in 
some cases it may be automatic, in others emphatic. It would appear, 
therefore, that the existence of a special pattern for n-q and v-o 
sequences can perhaps be reconstructed as a Proto-Bantu intonational 
feature•
13.4: summary.
Consideration of other research in the field of Bantu suprasegmentals
shows that the pitch-accent description proposed in this thesis is by 
no means unique. Recent advances in suprasegmental study, and evidence 
from other areas, suggest that pitch-accent descriptions may be more 
widely-applicable than previously realised (13.2). Moreover, one 
particular part of the kiKongo pitch system, bridging, seems to be 
directly comparable to phenomena in three other widely-separated 
Bantu languages, thus suggesting that similar features may have been 
present in the parent language (13.3).
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Endnotes to chapter thirteen*
1. I am grateful to P.R, Bennett for drawing my attention to relevant 
material on this subject.
2. Despite similarities in domain and mechanism, there does however, 
as P.R. Bennett has pointed out in a letter to me, seem to be one 
main difference between 'the Kongo type (pitch-accent with bridging) 
and the Kikuyu/Tonga type (tone-spreading or popping), for which 
see Bennett 1970, Given a sequence , the Kongo style tends
to fill in the gap under the right conditions, thus 
the Kikuyu style preserves the contrast in levels with downstep, 
thus [ ”{]or (in Kikuyu) [_” “]• The next question is
why? Down drift is at least as important in the Kongo type, and is 
supposed to be the mechanism facilitating downstep. The result, of 
course, is to work toward tone-class merger in Kongo and maintenance 
in Kikuyu £see 14.13.4j, but I can't think of a source. That it is 
linked with an increase in the relative role of clause intonation 
at the expense of lexical suprasegmentals is, however, clear.' See 
also 13.2.2.
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PART III
Patterns and Snlrmllanlttes
CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
Lexical Pitch Correlations
14.1 : introduction.
This chapter discusses several aspects of the correlations 
between the various tone-classes to which researchers have assigned 
kiKongo lexical items, and attempts to draw some conclusions from this.
14.2 . : 5ou rce5 ,
The chapter is based on a list (Appendix 5) of 236 cognates'1' 
from four sources: Laman 1936 (abbreviated henceforth as L), Carter 
1980b (C), Daeleman 1963 and 1966 (D), and Guthrie 1967-71 (B), Some 
comment on each of these sources is necessary.
14.2.1: Laman 1936.
L was chosen as the base-list since this dictionary is by far the 
largest corpus of tone-marked items in kiKongo, Items given by Carter 
or Daeleman are not necessarily to be found in the other, but always 
have a cognate in L. The items have therefore been arranged according 
to L's tone-class system, so that there are two main groups: falling 
(which includes L's a and a tone-classes), and rising (which includes 
L's a tone-class).
L's remaining tone-class, a (acute), posed some problems, since 
it is not distinguished in the other sources. Eventually the following 
procedure was adopted. Where cognates from C and D showed a falling 
pattern, or where only one cognate (from either C or D, the other 
not being represented) showed a falling pattern, the item in L was 
counted as belonging to the falling class. In all other cases (ie.
C and D rising, C or D - the other not being represented - rising,
C rising D falling, C falling D rising) the item in L was counted as 
belonging to the rising class, since Laman does say several times 
that the acute class is a variation of an underlying rising contour. 
Nevertheless, the fact that he does seem to have changed his mind 
over a period about the class assignment of certain words (eg. drsu 
'eye' 1922, but dxtsu 1936) provides justification for assigning 
some of his acute words to the falling class. Where it is of some
interest to compare these varying assignments, the tone-pattern 
in Laman 1922 is given in square brackets after the entry for L. 
Thus the above example would read: £d^sifj'eye'.
14.2.2: Carter 1980b.
C is a conflation and revision of previous vocabulary lists 
(Carter and Makoondekwa 1975, 1977, lD^l) and uses 'direct1 marking 
of the pitch patterns instead of the assignment to tone-classes 
used in the earlier works, eg. zzeenga 'to cut off instead of 
zzeenga III. A capital M following the entry indicates that with 
the addition of a pre-prefix the high pitch Moves one syllable 
leftwards (cf. 14.11), eg. kiinzu fl *pot', but eki^nzu. If only the 
form with initial vowel is known, that Is the only one given, eg. 
endzaonzi ? 'type of fish'. A question-mark following the entry 
indicates that it is unclear whether the high pitch moves or not, 
ie. whether we have here a base form ndzoonzi or ndzoonzx. A double 
question mark indicates that the tone of the entry is uncertain, 
eg. kkiueela ?? 'to marry'. For the sake of completeness, in this 
list the tentative marking when given in the earlier works is put 
In brackets on the word, thus kkti/eela. Occasionally cognates were 
not to be found in Carter 1980b; in this case they were taken from 
the earlier works and given in square brackets, eg. [ngultT] 'pig'.
14.2.3: Daeleman 1963, 1966.
D is a collection of cognates from two sources. It is difficult 
to locate cognates easily in Daeleman 1966, since they are not 
listed alphabetically. The main source here was a list of minimal 
pairs (Daeleman 1966 pp. 81-83 )t and cognates from C were noted 
when these could be found. When seeking cognates for those words 
taken from C, however, Daeleman 1963 was used, since this is an 
alphabetical list of nouns.
The two Daeleman sources hardly vary, if at all, in the tone- 
class to which they assign a word, but their marking of the tone- 
classes differs, and it is the marking of Daeleman 1963 that I 
have used here, since it is the easiest to read. In this 1963 
presentation, Daeleman distinguishes three tone-classes: first
mora high, eg. mfumu 'chief; first two moras high, eg. munsanga 
'type of tree1; all low, eg. nzsu ’elephant1, The first two will 
be considered as belonging to the ’falling’ class, and the last to 
the ’rising’ class. It is interesting to note the resemblance of the 
second class to Laman’s ’level’ (a) tone-class; this second class 
is much less common than the other two.
In his 1966 presentation, Daeleman distinguishes five tone- 
classes; some of these (eg. D and E) are distinguished only by 
differing contours in certain tone-cases (see chapter 7). In the 
two most common tone-cases, absolute / predicative, we have:.E 
last mora high / first mora high; D likewise; C,B last two moras 
high./ first two moras high; A all low / penultimate mora high.
The relationship to the 1963 classes is clear, but it does raise 
some difficulties about marking. A later personal communication 
from Daeleman (1979) brings the number of classes down to four:
A, B, C/D (now called C), E (now called D),
In view of all this, I decided to mark the 1966 data using 
the 1963 conventions, but giving the 1966 tone-class letter after 
the item, eg. mfuiTl^ la B ’manner of dying’* The 1966 A is therefore 
marked all low, B is marked with the first two moras high, and 
D and E with the first mora high (C does not occur). Again, A is 
counted as belonging to the rising class, and the others to the 
falling class.
14,2.4: Guthrie 1967-71.
B is a list of cognates from CB, for which the English-CB index 
in Mann 1976 was found useful. A few tentative cognates are 
included as well as the obvious ones - the former are marked by 
a question-mark, eg. kyoz£ ’coldness’, -cKdi ?. There is some 
evidence (P.R. Bennett, p.c.) of ambivalence between Guthrie's CB 
hh and hi patterns for nouns, so that in this discussion words having 
these patterns will all be counted as being in the ’falling’ class - 
note the resemblance here with Laman*s a (falling) and H (level) 
tone-classes. However, only words with 11 pattern will be counted 
as belonging to the ’rising’ class. This seemingly counter-intuitive
omission of lh patterns from the rising class is due to the fact 
that the kiKongo reflex of CB pattern lh seems to be hi (ie. falling) 
in most cases - this will be discussed more fully in 14.12.
14.3. : defining the tmo classes.
More should be said about the general concept of the two classes. 
The terms 'falling' and 'rising' are merely mnemonic, and should not 
be taken as a totally accurate description. Basically, 'falling' may 
be defined for kiKongo as 'high on the first syllable or mora (with 
succeeding syllables or moras low)', while 'rising' may be defined 
as 'low on the first syllable or mora (with succeeding syllables or 
moras high)'. There are several intentional ambiguities here - 
'syllable/mora', 'first', 'succeeding' - which are necessary to leave 
the definition flexible enough. These ambiguities require some 
discussion.
14.3.1. : syllable vt mors.
First of all, it seems that for L the pitch-bearing unit is the
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syllable , while for C and D it is the mora. Thus, for example, in 
the rising class L has the second syllable high, while C and D have 
only the second mora high, eg. nsangu 'news', ntsaangu, nsaangu A 
(as noted above, this tone-class in Daeleman 1966 has the pattern 
nsaangu in the predicative case). This is not because L ignores 
vowel length (cf. eg. tuula 'to put', d^inu 'eye', etc.), but 
because he considers vowel lengthening before a nasal compound to 
be non-significant, while C and D do consider it significant. The 
difference is also evident in examples such as mbungu 'beaker', 
mmbuungu (11, mbuungu E, where L marks the first syllable high, but 
C and D mark only the first mora high. Therefore, the terms 'falling■ 
and 'rising* when applied to L refer to the contour over the whole 
word ( C" and [— ~J )» but when applied to C and D refer only to 
the contour over the first two moras ( -3 and [J  ) .
14.3.2. : 'level1 patterns.
This view still presents difficulties, the most notable of which 
is the place of items such as leeka 'to sleep', lleeka (11, which
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either show no fall as defined above, or show a subsequent rise .
However, since the researchers themselves have said that these 
patterns are a subset of those discussed in the previous paragraph, 
it seems reasonable to put them in the falling class, even if they 
do not exactly fulfil the criteria for that class.
14.3, 3 : acute pitch.
A similar difficulty arises with the acute pitch. As described 
above, in some cases items in L with the acute pitch are put in the 
falling class, and this is reasonable, since they have an overall 
fall. But in most cases, where the items with acute pitch are 
retained in the rising class, the overall falling contour contradicts 
the basic criteria for that class. We can do no more than say with 
Laman that they are 'variations' of an underlying rising contour.
This too seems reasonable in view of such examples as bundu/bundu 
'fruit'.
14.3.4; stem v. word.
As for the word 'first' qualifying 'syllable or mora', we must 
specify that for C it is the first mora of the stem, whereas with 
L and D it is the first syllable or mora of the whole word, prefix 
included. Thus L and D dxxnu (dx—tnu) 'tooth', but C dxxnu (dx-(nu); 
L and D maazTl/tnaasf 'fat', but C maazi. With vowel-commencing stems 
in the falling class, therefore, C has a pattern superficially 
similar to that of an item in the rising class.
14.4: vowel length in C.
While on the subject of syllables and moras, it should be noted 
that C fairly often shows variance in this regard, such that if a 
syllable is shortened so as to contain only one mora instead of 
two, this has a corresponding effect on the pitch contour of the 
word, eg. mx-nilxtx 'minute(s) ' rml-nitx, -maanta 'climb'^  -mata, 
ma-kuulu 'dysentery'~ ma-kulu. Such examples provide solid evidence 
for relating Laman's rising contour to Carter's 'second mora high' 
contour, but they also raise questions about the significance of 
vowel length in kiKongo.
Other variations are also interesting. For example, Carter's
pattern hlh M on verbs is a variant or subset of hi M, occurring
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when the verb is three moras or more long , eg. -sadita 'work for' 
-sala 'work'. But, again relating to the significance of vowel 
lengthening before a nasal compound, if the second mora of the verb 
is followed by a nasal compound, the pattern is not hlh M, but 
hll M (= hi M ?), eg. -koole fO 'extract', but -koonda HI 'hunt*.
It is also possible sometimes to find the hlh M and hi M patterns 
on the same verb, dictated by the length of the first syllable, eg. 
-sola m 'choose1'- -soola fTi. Again, such variations provide good 
evidence for the relationship of 'level' contours to 'falling' 
contours. They also suggest, however, that vowel length in certain 
contexts (before an NC compound, and perhaps even in penultimate 
position) may be conditioned, and therefore non—significant.
14.5: correlation of tone-classes.
The computations that follow were undertaken to test the theory 
that there is a large degree of correlation between the tone-classes 
occurring in L, C, D, and even B, provided that we take defining 
criteria for the classes general enough to apply to all the sources. 
Hence the reason for the broad rising/falling dichotomy, the basis 
of, and justification for, which I have outlined above. If a 
correlation does exist, it will raise certain important questions, 
but consideration of these will be deferred until after the figures 
have been evaluated.
14.6. : method.
The method used is as follows. Each of the four sources L, C, D, 
and B will have three relationships, one with each of the other 
sources. This gives six relationships in total: L/C, L/D, L/B, C/D, 
C/B, D/B. To judge the degree of each relationship equally, we can 
express it as a percentage figure, using the formula n/t x'100%.
Here t stands for 'total number of cognates in the two sources 
being investigated', while n stands for 'number of those cognates 
displaying the same falling (rising) contour, as defined below*.
14.6.1: assignment of items.
We must now define, bearing in mind the earlier discussion,
define, not what constitutes the falling and rising classes, but 
what criteria are to be used in assigning items from each source 
to those classes. We will therefore propose that
(i) in the falling class be counted items from L having a high 
pitch on the first or only syllable; items from C having a 
high pitch on the first or only mora; items from D having a
high pitch on the first or only mora; items from B having a
high pitch on the first or only syllable. Note that such a
definition allows us to include not only the items with
’obvious' falling contour, but also such items as tuula (L) / 
ttuula (1 (C) 'to put, place', munsanga B (D) 'type of tree', 
-dungu (B) 'pepper', and se (all sources) 'father'.
(ii) in the rising class be counted items from L having a low 
pitch on the first or only syllable (and those having the 
variant realisation of acute pitch there, provided this is 
reinforced by the item appearing in the rising class in either 
C or D or both); items from C having a low pitch on the first 
or only mora; items from D having a low pitch on the first or 
only mora; items from B having a low pitch on all syllables.
In effect, it would seem that all monosyllables in C and D 
have a high pitch (and would therefore be in the falling class), 
so the qualification 'or only* may be unnecessary.
14,6,2; reckoning the correlations.
Where an item line like mfumu 'chief, mpfumu (H, mfumu, -kumy is 
concerned, the situation is simple - the n number of each of the six 
relationships will have a unit added to it. But what about item lines 
like mbundu 'heart', mbuijndu, mbuundu fl, 0 ? The situation here is 
rather more complicated. L obviously has an item in the falling 
class, but both C and D have it in the rising class, and there is no 
cognate in B, This immediately means that this item line cannot 
contribute anything to finding the degree of correlation in the 
three relationships L/B, C/B, and D/B.
Where L/C and L/D are concerned, the item line will count in the 
t number for the falling class (since the cognate occurs in both 
sources), but not in the n number (since both cognates do not belong
to the same class) - the net result would be to lower the percentage 
degree of correlation for L/C and L/D in the falling class.
But what about the relationship C/D? In neither of these sources 
does the item occur in the falling class, so we must transfer this 
particular pair of cognates to the rising class. This means that for 
the falling class this pair will not exist and cannot be counted there. 
However, they will be counted in the t number of the rising class, 
and also in the n number (since they both have the same pattern) - 
the net result would be to raise the percentage degree of correlation 
for C/D in the rising class.
This 'transfer necessity' occurs only a few times: mbundu 'heart* 
(D/C), mbamba 'type of snake' (D/B), ntentu 'bridge' (D/B), taata 
'father* (D/B) must all be transferred from the falling class where 
they are listed, and counted in the rising class for the relationships 
shown; ngo 'leopard' (C/D), znlku 'certainty* (C/D), nkasa 'bean* (C/D), 
bundu 'group' (C/D), yukuta 'to be sated' (C/B) must all be transferred 
from the rising class where they are listed, and counted in the falling 
class for the relationships shown.
14.7. : which base-list?
Obviously, the layout here is not faultless - it takes L as the 
base-list (since L has most cognates with all other sources, and 
also has the simplest system of tone-classes), but the picture thus 
gained would presumably be slightly different if, say, Daeleman's 
five tone-classes were to be chosen as the base-list, or Carter's 
(earlier) five tone-classes. The cognates from other sources would 
then be mapped onto these, such that, say, Daeleman's tone-class A 
had x% cognates in Laman's falling class, and y% cognates in Laman's 
rising class. In spite of small differences, however, I am convinced 
that the general picture would remain the same no matter which 
source we took as the base-list, and for the reasons above L seems 
to be the most useful in this preliminary investigation. The ideal, 
of course, would be to do the calculations using each source in turn 
as the base-list, but then it would also be ideal to use a much 
larger corpus of cognates than is given here.
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14,1X : □ as base-list.
Nevertheless, to give a very rough idea of a small area of the 
problem, let us see what order of difference might be expected as 
a result of taking different base-lists. We will use cognates from 
L and from D 1966, The calculations are rough, and only the most 
common classes A, D and E are used in referring to the data from 
Daeleman 1966,
(i) taking L as the base-list:
rise ---87% --- » A (33 out of 38 in the rising class)
fall *cr^-24% --» D (16 out of 67 in the falling class)
5 8 % ^  E (39 out of 67 in the falling class)
(ii) taking D as the base-list:
A --- 73% — > rise (33 out of 45 in the A class)
D --- 84%jr=^ Tali (16 out of 19 in the D class)
E 95% (39 out of 41 in the E class)
.Taking 'fall^DjE' first, it can be seen that fall — > D,E = 82%, 
while D,E fall - 89.5% (84+95,-r 2), so that the difference is 
small. With 'rise-'A’, the difference is almost twice as much, and 
may be accounted for only because a fairly large group of words.in 
Daeleman's A class (12 here) have cognates in Laman's falling class.
On the whole, though, it can be seen that taking different base-lists 
would still give the same general results.
14,7,2; eueryday frequency of Items.
One further factor that might have a bearing on the results of 
the calculations is the question of how far the items listed here 
would be heard in daily speech, ie. how typical they, and the patterns 
associated with them, are, (P.R. Bennett, P.c.) It is of course 
true that the items were taken from linguistic studies and 
pedagogical material, and therefore might not be entirely represent- 
-ative of everyday speech. But on the other hand all the authors 
have based their analyses on many texts and/or a great deal of 
experience in the field. Furthermore, the fact that consistent 
correlations exist at all tends to point to a basic system in the 
language. The question of frequency, therefore, does not seem at 
this stage to be an important one, though the related question of
how far the differences between falling and rising classes are 
realised in connected speech will be taken up again in 14.13. 
14.8: correlation figures.
14*8.1: correlation figures for the full count.
The correlation figures for the two classes are as follows:
L/C L/D L/B C/D C/B D/B (L total)
falling 79/83 88/99 54/63 47/50 51/55 28/35 (136)
95% 89% 86% 94% 93% 80%
rising 70/79 55/66 35/40 34/41 31/39 18/24 (100)
89% 83% 87% 83% 79% 75%
The figures can be put into 'webs' to display them more effectively 
falling rising
L L
c c
B
• It is immediately noticeable how uniform the various figures 
are; for example in both classes L, C, and D vary by no more than 6% 
for any one relationship against the other two. The figures where 
B is concerned are more variable. For C/B and D/B in the rising class 
the total number of items was rather small, and moreover, items with 
pattern lh in B were not included in the count: This may explain the 
low percentages for these two relationships. The total for D/B in 
the falling class was also small.
The average web correlation is 89% for the falling class, and 83% 
for the rising class* If we take only L, C, and D the figures are 
93% and 85% respectively. This level of correlation is very 
interesting, since it suggests that a basic falling/rising dichotomy 
in the pitch contours of kiKongo lexical items is very widespread.
It is also noteworthy that in each case the percentage for the 
falling class is higher, which might suggest that it has a slightly
greater 'cohesion1 and 'identity* than the rising class* This also 
applies to the basic percentages given in the webs above, except in 
the case of L/B.
The average of the correlation figures for each source ('the 
average individual correlation') is as follows:
(i) all sources:
L C D B
falling 90% 94% 88% 86%
rising 86% 84% 80% 80%
igo sources only:
L C D
falling 92% 94.5% 91.5%
rising 86% 86% 83%
Again, the level of correlation is exceptionally close, particularly 
when B is not taken into account. The higher level of correlation in 
the falling class is again noticeable, being in the 90s in table (ii), 
while the level for the rising class there is in the 80s.
14.8,2: correlation figures for the reduced count.
It will be noticed that in the computations above the number of 
items occurring in each relationship varies, from the lowest of 24 
(D/B rising) to the highest of 99 (L/D falling). It is conceivable 
that this could distort the correlation figures somewhat, so as a 
check on this we will now give the correlation figures (reduced 
count) for the 90 items occurring in all three kiKongo sources (B 
will not be counted for these figures):
falling rising
L/C L/D C/D L/C L/D C/D
43/47 45/47 46/50 37/43 34/43 33/40
91% 96% 92% 86% 79% 82,5%
(95%) (89%) (94%) (full count) (89%) (83%) (83%)
Here and subsequently the reduced count figures will be followed by 
the full count figures in brackets.
If the reduced count figures are put into webs, we have:
falling
L
C D c ■D
It can be seen that while the L/C and C/D correlations are very 
similar in both counts, the L/D correlation in the reduced count 
goes up 7% for the falling class, to make it the closest correlation 
of the three (whereas previously it was the least close), and down 
4% for the rising class, to make it the least close correlation 
(whereas previously it had the same correlation as C/D). These 
movements may be balanced in some way.
This becomes more likely when we consider the average web 
correlation for each class: falling 93% (93%), rising 82.5% (85%). 
The correlations for the two counts are almost the exact same.
The average individual correlations are as follows:
Although the ranking of the three sources differs slightly in 
the two counts, it is significant that there is no more than 3.5% 
variation between them for each source.
14.8.3: conclusions.
The figures for the reduced count therefore support the conclusions 
drawn from those for the full count: (1) there is an extremely high 
degree of correlation between the pitch-patterns given for the 
same items from different sources, suggesting that there is a basic 
dichotomy in the lexicon between items with a falling contour and 
items with a rising contour, and that this dichotomy is widespread 
throughout the kiKongo area; (2) the correlation figures for the 
falling class are consistently and significantly higher than those
falling
L C D
93.5% 91.5% 94%
(92%) (94,5%) (91.5%)
rising 
L C D  
82.5% 84% 81%
(86%) (86%) (83%)
D
for the rising class, which may suggest greater 'cohesion' in the 
falling class,
14.9. : preponderance of the felling class.
What are we to make of this cohesion? It is conceivable that it 
could represent a situation where the falling class is expanding 
its influence at the expense of the rising class, but this seems 
unlikely in view of the facts that (l) the degree of correlation 
for items from L is close to the mean even though his work was done 
50 or 60 years before that of C and D, and (2) there is a large, 
though more variable, degree of correlation with the patterns 
proposed for Guthrie's CB constructs.
We might therefore ask whether the slightly greater number of 
items in the falling class is reflected in B, and whether we might 
be able to say that this in turn is reflected in kiKongo itself.
To answer this question, samples were taken from the four sources 
L, C, D, and B, and the number of words with the patterns concerned 
were counted. Naturally, this is only a tentative exercise, and for 
L, C, and D the samples could be expanded. For L and C the samples 
were taken from glossaries, which has the disadvantage that derived 
forms must be included in the count, which may slightly distort the 
result. On the other hand, the lexicographer presumably included 
only those derived forms which were most common, or which diverged 
from the base meaning of the root, so that this provides some sort 
of balance. The situation also raises the interesting theoretical 
question, which will not be discussed here, of whether the contours 
counted (in samples of speech, for instance) should be based on the 
total number of items (even if some of these are repetitions), or 
only on the number of distinct items.
14.9.1: B sample.
The first sample consists of the contours on items from B. The 
index in Mann 1976 giving the tonal contours of all CB items was 
used here. The results were as follows:
2S(C
1 2 3
1 (verbs) 577 lh ... 211 h (verbs) 662
1 . . . . lh . . . 5 h . . . . 138
1 1 . .  . . 340 llh . 2 hi . . . . 402
Ill . . . . 11 lhh . 1 hi . . . . 22
lhl . 1 hll . . . . 4
hlh . 17 hh . . . . 158
hlh . 1 hhl . . . . 2
hlhl . . 1 hhh . . • . 2
total . , 979 total 239 total 1,390
Column 1 gives items in what I have termed here the'rising' class, 
while column 3 gives items in the falling class. The place of column 
2 is uncertain - as mentioned above, I will later discuss reflexes 
of this group as they occur in L - and it seems best not to assign 
the group to either class yet. It is noteworthy that this group is 
fairly small numerically.
The total number of items is 2,608, and the percentage of the 
rising class (column 1) is 37.5%.
14.9,"2: L sample.
The second sample consists of words from Laman 1936 beginning 
with sa- (pp. 861-882). In this sample the contours were as follows: 
rising 279 acute 29 level 298 falling 178 total 784 
The percentage of the rising class (rising + acute) is 39%.
14,9.3: C sample.
The third sample consists of words from Carter 1980b beginning 
with s- (pp. 29-36). The figures were as follows: (1 = high on first
mora of stem, 1+ - 1 plus another high later in the stem, 2 - high
on second mora of stem, M = moving, ? == movement uncertain, .?? = 
exact contour uncertain, pre = high on prefix)
(I) falling:
1 15; 1M 58; 1? 11; 1+ 7; 1+M 70; total 161
(ii) rising;
2 98; 2? 12; 2M 8; total 118
(iii) others: pre 8; ?? 22
These groups may seem more formidable than Carter's previous 5 
tone-classes, but in fact they show much more clearly than the 
tone-classes the basic dichotomy between rising and falling in 
the lexicon.
The total number of items is 309, so the percentage of the 
rising class is 38%.
14.9.4: D sample.
The fourth sample consists of all words from Daeleman 1963 
except those beginning with m- and n~. The contours for the first 
two moras are as follows:
11 105; lh 1; hi 153; hh 22
The total number of items is 281, so the percentage of the 'rising' 
class (11 + lh) is 38%.
14.9.5: conclusions.
The percentage of items in the rising class is therefore as 
follows: B 37.5%, L 39%. C 38%, D 38%. The correlation
between the four figures is extremely close, and suggests that an 
imbalance in the numbers of items belonging to the two main classes 
is indeed a basic feature of kiKongo, and may in fact reflect a 
similar situation in CB. Voorhoeve 1973 (fn. 4, p. 4) suggested a 
similar result for CB, based on work by Schadeberg on a much 
smaller database, and this is confirmed here.- However, the reasons 
why this situation should be are not clear - Voorhoeve's suggestion 
•that in CB the low pattern (the rising class here) was the marked 
pattern is debatable in view of the fairly high ratio of rising 
class to non-rising class words (3 : 5).
Of course, if further and longer samples were taken from L, C, 
and D it is quite possible that the figures would be slightly 
different, but I firmly suspect that the general picture would 
remain the same: the rising class items are slightly less numerous 
than those in the falling class.
While we would expect the figures to be roughly similar because 
of the large degree of correlation for each class, this cannot be 
the whole story: because of the different lengths and fields of
the samples the smaller number of rising class items must be
7attributed to a basic feature in the language.
14*10. : measure of opposedness.
The figures given above in the correlation webs (14.8) suggest 
another interesting point. The average individual correlation for 
L, C, and D was obtained by taking each source in turn and finding 
the average of its correlation with the other two sources. Thus, 
for the average individual correlation (reduced count) of L in the 
falling class: L/C (92%) + L/D (96%), 4- 2, = AIC 94%. It is 
interesting that of the four AIC figures (2 counts x 2 classes) for 
D, three (the exception being the reduced count, falling class 
figure) are the lowest in their series. Granted that for the full 
count this result may perhaps be due to the fewer items from D in 
the list, yet its recurrence in at l ^ t  some of the reduced count 
figures suggests that there may be some special feature associated 
with D.
Suppose that each AIC is compared to the web correlation ’opposite' 
to it, ie. the AIC of D, for example, would be compared with the 
correlation L/C. This should give some indication of the relative 
'distance' or 'opposedness’ between the source whose AIC is under 
consideration and the other two sources considered as a unit.
14. 10.1: full count.
The figures for the full count (omitting B) are as follows:
L v. C/D C v. L/D D v. L/C
falling 92% 44* 94% 94.5% 44* 89% 91.5% 44* 95%
rising 86% 44- 83% 86% 44- 83% 83% 44- 89%
combined 89% 44- 88.5% 90% 44- 86% 87% 44- 92%
The arrow 44- indicates 'is opposed to the following unitary figure'. 
It can be seen that the AIC figure for D is lower than the 
corresponding opposite correlation figure - this is most noticeable 
when the mean of the rising and falling class figures (shown above
as 'combined1) is considered. The only other instance in the nine 
series where this happens is with L v. C/Dt falling.
14.10,2: reduced count.
The figures for the reduced count say much the same thing:
L v. C/D C v. L/D D v. L/C
falling 93.5% 44- 92% 91.5% 44- 96% 94% 44- 91%
rising 82.5% 44- 82.5% 84% 44- 79% 81% 44- 86%
combined 88% 44- 87% 88% 44- 87.5% 87.5% 44- 88 . 5%
Although the figures are not so clearcut in the falling/rising series, 
The combined figure gives the same result, though less striking, as 
before - the AIC for L and C is higher than the opposed correlations, 
while that for D is lower.
14.10.3: prisms.
The correlations may be taken as a measure of 'connectedness', 
while the AIC opposed to any particular correlation may be taken as a 
measure of the 'opposedness' of the source in question to the other 
two sources considered as a unit. Both the connectedness and the 
opposedness may be displayed more effectively for the combined 
figures above by putting them in 'prisms' in which the inner triangle 
shows the connectedness of the three sources, and the outer one shows 
their opposedness.
The degree of relationship in the correlation figures may be shown 
by taking the lowest percentage as 1, giving the relationship showing 
it one line, and then giving an additional line for each unit or 
half-unit above the base percentage. To show the degree of relation­
ship in the AIC figures, the same principle of 1% - 1 line is used, 
but, the AIC figures are compared to the corresponding correlation 
figures, not to any base percentage. Therefore, when the AIC figure 
is lower than the correlation figure, the result is negative, and 
this Is shown by broken lines. This difference in counting had to 
be used to show opposedness rather than connectedness for the outer 
triangle. V/e thus have:
full count reduced count
D
L
c
c
L_
14,10.4: conclusions.
It can be seen that connectedness in terms of the full count is 
L/C first, then C/D, then L/D, and in terms of the reduced count is 
L/C first, then L/D, then C/D. On the other hand, opposedness 
(taking both counts) is D first, then L, then C. It would therefore 
seem that the correlation L/C is closest, while D is farthest removed 
from this correlation.
This suggests that the kiNtandu dialect diverges more from the 
other samples of kiKongo discussed. Since this dialect is spoken 
nearest Kinshasa, the capital of Zaire, it has probably been slightly 
more under the influence of various other languages than C or L, and 
has therefore been more prone to change. It is especially interesting 
that it is spoken near the area where we might presume kiLeta to have 
come into existence.
Since by these counts C and L are closer to each other than either 
is to D, it is possible that we can see here a hint of conservatism 
at the edges of the kiKongo-speaking area. Of course, taken against 
the background of similarities between L, C, and D, the differences 
between L/C and D are minimal, and have in fact been emphasised in 
the discussion above. But it does seem clear that a slight difference 
exists, and should be noted.
14.11. : shift of high pitch.
In connection with relationships between L and C, the most immed- 
-iately obvious morphological difference is the presence in C of an 
initial vowel (IV), which the northern dialects (L and D) do not
possess. Carter (p.c.) has pointed out that the pattern with IV 
(eg. empfumu ’chief) would be most directly comparable to Laman's 
pattern with the genitive element prefixed (ie. -amfumu), since in 
the dialect she has studied the pattern with IV and the pattern with 
the genitive element (or indeed with any pre-prefixed element) are 
the same. This raises another interesting area of comparabilitj' 
between C and L.
It would seem that the locative element, the genitive element and, 
in southern dialects, the IV (to take the most common pre-prefixed 
elements) have similar effects on the pattern of the word, so that 
we have a set{loc, gen, ivj. For L, these effects (see chapter 9) 
can be summarised as ’the set usually moves the high pitch of the 
falling class one syllable leftwards, but the set's effects on the 
rising class are less predictable'.
In the sample vocabulary count from C (14.9.3), it was found that 
there were eight groups of patterns which could be divided into two 
main classes. Three of these groups had the property M, ie. the high 
pitch moves one syllable left when the IV, genitive element, etc. is 
prefixed to the word. It is revealing to consider the distribution 
pattern of this property: out of 161 items in the falling class, 128 
(79.5%) were marked M, while out ,of 118 items in the rising class,
8 (7%) were marked M. This obvious imbalance (ratio 16 : 1 that an 
item marked M will be in the falling class) suggests that the property 
M belongs primarily to the falling class.
In other words, we have for L £loc, genJ usually shifting the high 
pitch in the falling class, with variable effects in the rising class, 
while for C we have {loc, gen, IV, etc •} usually shifting the high 
pitch in the falling class, with (in most cases) no such shift in the 
rising class. The comparability is unmistakeable*
Again, the result seems to show that the falling class has more 
cohesion over the whole area in that it behaves similarly in different 
dialects, while the rising class does not - indeed, we could say that
the only area of similarity it has over different dialects is that 
it behaves differently from the falling class. The greater varia- 
-bility in the rising class patterns in L is possibly indicative 
of a certain state of 'flux', where inflected patterns are not so 
'settled' as in C. The 8 M items in the rising class in C might be 
similarly accounted for by influence from the more numerous 
falling class, or they might be grouped on their own as a borderline 
class. This is in fact what Carter did in earlier research, referring 
to them as TC IV - the same applies to those 33 items in the falling 
class which are not marked M; these were called TC II . Finally, 
the result may have implications for the earlier morphological 
status of the initial vowel.
14.12. : CB Ih patterns.
It has been said several times before that CB Ih was not counted 
in the rising class, and some discussion of the reasons for this 
is required. Since Carter and Daeleman have both contributed their 
own studies of CB reflexes in kiKongo (Carter 1973, 1978, Daeleman 
in press), it was felt reasonable to base decisions in this area 
on the patterns of CB reflexes in Laman 1936, This may have led to 
some very slight distortions where 'the other two sources we re 
concerned, but these would be minimal; in any case, there are
Q
complications no matter what system of correspondence is used.
It seems likely in any case that it was Laman's patterns that 
Guthrie took into account when considering the tone-marking of his 
CB items.
14.12.1: reflexes in L,
To test the kiKongo reflex of CB lh, 35 items were taken at 
random (see Appendix 6). Of the 35 items, 23 (66%) occur in L in 
the falling class, 3 (8%) in the acute class, and 9 (26%) in the 
rising class. It seems therefore that in two out of every three 
cases CB lh is realised in L as hi (the proportion is more if we 
take the acute tone-class as also counted in the falling class).
On this basis, it would be unwise to count CB lh among rising 
class items, since we could expect only 1 out of 3 accuracy in 
this assignment.
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14.12.2: *lh hi.
However, that is not the only piece of information to emerge from 
Appendix 6. Granted that what follows must be tentative because of 
the small number of items involved, an interesting pattern emerges 
when we compare the reflexes in C and D with those in L, For C, 
there are 18 reflexes in all, 12 of which (67%) are in the rising 
class, with 6 (33%) in the falling. Out of a total of 13 reflexes 
in D, 4(31%) are in the rising class, and 9 (69%) in the falling 
class. We therefore have:
L D C
falling 66% 69% 33%
rising 26% 31% 67%
If we compare the patterns occurring on reflexes common to L and D, 
we find that they are the same in 12 out of 13 cases (92%). However, 
patterns on reflexes common to L and C are the same only in 9 out 
of 18 cases (50%).
There may therefore be some reason to postulate a shift *lh —} hi, 
which, however, does not occur in all cases. It would seem to be at 
least twice as common, though, in the northern dialects. It is 
noteworthy that this seems to be an example of the falling class 
extending its domain at the expense of the rising class; it is most 
interesting that the shift appears to have progressed farthest in the 
northern dialects, which were the most influential in the formation 
of kiLeta, and where we know (from Daeleman), or assume (from Laman), 
that we must postulate contour variation due to focus or emphasis.
14.13. : realisation of the classes in connected speech.
This brings us to the last point, which I have avoided raising 
until now. If this bipartite grouping of lexical items is so 
all-pervading, why has there been no evidence of it in the texts 
discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis? At first sight, 
since the class correlations are so obvious, and yet absent from my 
discussions, the question would appear to be a very serious one.
But on reflection, several items of circumstantial evidence, most 
of which have also been outlined above, add up to give, in my view, 
a fairly convincing answer.
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14.13.1: rexnterpretatxon of patterns.
First of all, let us consider patterns on the individual item.
It will have been noticed that for C and D there is in many cases 
only a difference of one mora between the classes, eg. falling 
mboongo 'cloth1, but rising mboongo 'harvest* (this latter would 
be the pattern in C, and in D's predicative case). C and D 
mboongo may be compared with L mbongo. It is already significant 
that for C and D the pattern seems tied to moras rather than 
syllables, since we find, not ^mboongo, with the high pitch on the 
second syllable, but mboongo, with it on the second mora. Since in 
this (and perhaps many other items) the vowel length may not be 
significant (see 14.4), there exists the possibility that such 
structures could be reinterpreted as showing a high pitch belonging
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to the first syllable , giving *mboongo. In L this in fact seems 
to occur, since he gives variant pairs such as bundu/bundu 'fruit1; 
the above process seems the most likely explanation for the 
variation between his acute and rising tone-classes. That it is 
possible for the high pitch to change moras like this is shown by 
C dixsu tfl 'eye1 versus L, D dxfsu; note that Laman 1922 marks this 
dxsu, and that in C the pattern is prone to move the high pitch in 
any case.
In fact, several examples can be found in Appendix 5 of a word 
in L and C having two contours, one rising and one falling. In L 
there is bundu/bundu 'fruit'; zilku/ziLku 'certainty'; and kosx/ 
makosx 'headache'; note also jjikokxlaJ/nkookila 'evening'. There 
are also instances of the item occurring in both the falling and 
the acute class, showing that this variation is also possible: kuulu 
'leg', dxilsu 'eye', d^xnu 'tooth', kyelo 'door1, nuuxml 'sunshine*, 
maazi 'fat', and taata 'father1. In C there is mmbaanza/mmbaanza fl 
'city'; nthalu/nthatu 'fl 'price' ;-nios^  fil/-mo5i fl 'one1; and kyoozx ID/ 
kyoozx fl 'coldness' - note that in the last two there is again the 
additional factor that the rising pattern may move the high pitch.
There is also the fact that reflexes of CB lh have the pattern 
hi in % (C) or % (L, D) of the instances. This points to a general 
tendency to reanalyse rising patterns.
It is interesting to note that in C and D the high pitch does 
seem to be moving, or to have moved, leftwards in the rising class.
In L the high pitch occurs on the last syllable, even in a word of, 
say, four syllables; in other words, the first syllable defines the 
falling class, while the last syllable defines the rising class.
In C and D there is a distinct difference in that the high pitch 
in the rising class occurs on the second mora, ie. whereas in L 
we counted from the end, in C and D we must count from the beginning. 
This means that the first mora is the critical one in deciding the 
class affiliation - if the first mora is low, the class is rising, 
but if it is high, the class is falling. In such a situation it is 
possible that the class affiliation, and in certain contexts the 
classes themselves, could become blurred. This is already clear 
from the verbal system, where the tone-classes are differentiated 
only in a minority of tenses in all three sources, even those 
differences being slight*
It would seem that in monosyllables in C and D the two classes 
have already fallen together - each monosyllabic noun must have a 
high pitch; thus ng^ 'leopard' in C and D, but ngo in L - note 
however that even L has the variant ngo. Again, there is a reflection 
of this in the verbal system - in L and D all verbal inflections 
must have at least one high pitch.
14.13.2,: predominance of the falling class.
Going on to the classes as wholes, the greater 'cohesion' of the 
falling class has already been pointed out several times. This is 
apparent in the consistently higher correlation figures for that 
class, and also in the more predictable contour behaviour after a 
pre-prefixed element. The variability of the rising class in this 
context is especially noticeable in L, as also is the overlap between 
the two classes in this context; for example, unless we were told 
elsewhere in Laman 1936, we could not tell from looking at the 
examples kumango 'to the mountain' and kufule 'to the path' that 
the first noun was in the rising classj and the second in the falling. 
Of course, I am not arguing that such a difference does not exist, 
but merely that in some contexts it is obscured. This phenomenon
probably occurs to a certain extent in all tone-systems, but if it 
happens at all widely or regularly, then it becomes of special 
importance, since it could lead to the classes themselves falling 
together.
It is noteworthy that, just as the leftward move of the high 
pitch in the C and D rising class citation form has led to a fall 
over the word as a whole, ie* , so the net result of the
prefixation of a genitive or locative element to a rising class 
item in L is to change the rise to a fall. On what syllable the 
fall will occur is rather unpredictable, and here it is noticeable 
that Laman 1936, para. 27 refrains from giving rules about this, 
though he has already given several for the behaviour of falling 
and acute tone-class words in the same context (see chapter 9).
This net result is interesting when we consider the general 
preponderance of items in the falling class. This, as noted above, 
is probably not a feature just of kiKongo, but may reflect a 
situation in CB (see 14.9). While there may therefore be no compelling 
reason to postulate here an expansion of the falling class, it is 
certainly the case that this is the most common class numerically.
The rising contour would thus be more likely to assimilate to the 
falling contour, rather than vice versa.
We may note that in one of the dialects discussed in Laman 1922 
this state of affairs does seem to have resulted in the coalescence 
of the two classes* In discussing his selection of pitch-marked 
items from the Bembe dialect (art. 132), one of the northernmost 
dialects, Laman notes that 'all the words in this table have the 
grave pitch fie. a short falling con tourJ except a few nouns, 
numerals and pronouns ..., and that there are no primitive words 
fie, rootsJ with a ... rising intonation.'
14.13.3: PB accent.
Finally, there is Bennett's well-argued suggestion (Bennett nd.) 
that it is possible to discern certain features in various present- 
day languages which may have to be ascribed to an accentual or
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intonational system in Proto—Bantu. He finds that there is a general 
tendency in Bantu languages for tonal distinctiveness to shrink from 
the edges of the utterance (cf. such common tonal alternations as 
Zulu llh^ lfl?£), and to gravitate towards the predicator in the 
sentence. This is probably reflected in the fact that in kiKongo 
(as in many other languages) a rise over a pre-pausal word implies 
a continuation of the utterance, whereas a fall in the same context 
implies the end of the utterance.
14.13.4: conclusions.
I would therefore argue that although tonal (or perhaps we should 
say, accentual) contrasts can be found in words in isolation, the 
differentiation between the two classes is often meagre; given the 
greater cohesion and frequency of the falling class, those differences 
may merge (as in monosyllabic nouns and in Bembe). When the isolated 
words are placed in context there may be a certain amount of overlap 
in the contours of inflected forms, which is most noticeable in 
Laman's examples. Added to this, there is the phenomenon of bridging, 
which would tend to obliterate distinctions even if they had been 
previously maintained, and whatever intonational overlay there may 
be - I have suggested that for kiKongo this is fairly extensive.
The differences between the kiKongo system and that of kiKuyu are
10interesting in this regard* In the latter language, words m  
isolation show minimal contrast, and the full range of tonal contrast 
only appears in connected speech. In kiKongo, on the other hand, it 
would seem that citation forms show most contrast, while with words 
in context many of the contrasts seem to be merged. The situation 
may be tabulated as follows:
(a) kiKuyu citation form in contexts
form A B c D
X X X y X
X X y y y
(b) kiKongo citation form in contexts
form A B C D
X X X X X
y X X X y
Oncea .language has reached the stage shown by kiKongo here, there is 
a tendency to reduce the tonal contrasts even further; a word is more 
likely numerically to occur in context than in isolation, and since 
most contextual forms show no contrast, the tendency is to assimilate 
those remaining forms which do. Through time this could well lead to 
the complete collapse of tonal contrast in the language. The opposite 
situation holds in kiKuyu, where the occurrence of most contrasts in 
contextual forms tends to maintain the tonal system.
All in all, therefore, it is not inconceivable that some speakers, 
but not all, may maintain accentual differences at word level, but 
that these become largely obscured in connected speech, though again 
this need not apply to all speakers. Thus Mr Ndolo gave some minimal 
pairs, but in spite of extensive testing Rev. Ntoni-Nzinga showed no 
consistent tonal differentiations, while Mr. Makoondekwa (Carter's 
informant) seems to maintain tonal distinctions even in connected 
speech. There is doubtless a good deal of dialectal and idiolectal 
variation in kiKongo, and it is for these reasons that I think it 
important to concentrate on areas of general similarity rather than 
on idiolectal details; in this way, paradoxically, we may be able to 
proceed to more detailed work for each idiolect from our clearer 
understanding of how the system works as a whole.
14.14: summary.
I have tried to show that for all of the kiKongo sources considered 
there are two main word-classes, falling and rising, the first of 
which is more common, even in CB. Consideration of the individual 
sources may give some clues to development in different dialect areas. 
£or example, taking the vocabulary list as a whole, L and C seem 
closer together than either are to D; taking reflexes of CB lh, L 
and D have most in common since they have more instances of *lh 
hi than C has; taking contours of words in context, C and D seem 
closer together than they are to L, since the latter shows more 
contour variability and overlap of the two classes. However, although 
two classes can be distinguished in citation forms, it is likely that 
in connected speech the contrasts between them merge to a greater or 
lesser extent, depending on the dialect and on the speaker.
Endnotes to chapter fourteen.
1. 'Cognate* is used here in the sense of 'descended from common
ancestor ... representing same word or root*. (Concise Oxford
Dictionary, 6th. ed. 1976)
2. Describing the all low pattern as 'rising* (previous paragraph), 
therefore, does not seem so arbitrary, since in some contexts 
this pattern does show a rise.
3. It must be born in mind, of course, that this matter is not
entirely beyond doubt; Laman's work is not as sophisticated as
that of later researchers, and he may not have consistently 
differentiated syllable and mora.
4. It is interesting to speculate on the relationship of the tonal
patterns lleeka and Lseka (ie. teeka).
5. There thus seems to be a shift to a word contour, as has happened
in Luganda and other languages in that area. (P.R, Bennett, p.c.)
6. All nouns in citation form in C and D must have at least one high 
pitch - see also 14.13.1, last paragraph.
7. While the reason for the class imbalance in either kiKongo or CB
cannot as yet be known, the situation provides telling evidence 
that if tone-classes (or indeed, any classes) are to be set up 
for a language, some indication should always be given of the 
general size of each tone-class, ie. how many items (roughly) it 
contains. Knowledge of the relative size of each class may 
suggest something about their relatedness, but even if the 
information cannot immediately be put to use, it may fall into 
place at a later date.
8. For example, Carter 1973, p. 41: 'No very regular correspondence 
of Common Bantu patterns with those of Zoombo is discernible. 1
9. This is doubly likely since in other Bantu tonal systems, and 
indeed in Classical Greek, there is a tendency for rising 
syllables to be reanalysed with level high pitch. (P.R. Bennett, p.c.)
10. This paragraph is based on an idea by P.R. Bennett.
CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
Dialect Similarities
15.1: introduction.
1
This chapter tries to quantify the differences noted between the 
texts of chapters 4-10. In those chapters general comments on the 
individual features of the texts were given, such as, 'kiNtandu shows 
many penultimate or final high pitches'. In this chapter we attempt to 
define this judgement in numerical terms, such as, 'kiNtandu shows 68 
out of 196 high pitches (ie. 35%) in this position'. It then becomes 
possible to compare this figure with those for other dialects, eg. 
kiManyanga with 7 or 8% of high pitches in this position.
2
The figures for each dialect are first discussed m  general terms, 
and then used as the basis for various mathematical computations 
designed to bring out their significance as fully as possible. A wide 
variety of graphic display is also used towards the same end. Since 
much of this display takes up a good deal of space, it has been grouped
3
together in Appendix 7.
15.2: full pitch-count.
The sample passages of chapters 4-10 were examined to determine (i) 
place of high pitch, and (ii) type of word on which the high pitch 
occurred. The results are given in 7/1. It should be noted that the 
numbers in the tables are those of high pitch as marked - other syllables, 
eg. those inside a bridge, may be high in pitch, but are not marked as 
such and are therefore not counted.
There are 80 possible combinations in the tables in 7/1, but in
4
practice less than half of these are ever filled. Some dialects show a
greater spread of possibilities in that they fill more positions than
other dialects, thus:
Ml 39, S 37, N 33, Z 32, B 29, Y 29, M2 26.
Y, N and S show a sizeable number of penultimate high pitches (9, 25
and 7 respectively), while other dialects show only 1 (Ml, Z) or none 
(M2, B). We might therefore say that the north-eastern dialects have 
a tendency to penultimate high pitch.
High pitch on the first syllable of the word is very common in Ml,
M2 and S, and this may be a dialectal characteristic, since it occurs 
with three different speakers. Again, a prefix to root-syllable bridge 
is most common in Ml and M2, and indeed seems to mark kiManyanga off 
from the other dialects.
Some dialects show very few (Z, S) or no (M2) words inside a bridge. 
The reason in this case may be that longer bridges are more likely to 
occur when reading from a book - these three texts were all speaker- 
composed.
15.3: collapsed pitch-count.
To use the tables in 7/1 for the later calculations of this chapter 
would mean that categories would be distinguished which would have too 
low an incidence for significance within the texts used. To avoid this, 
the tables in 7/1 have been collapsed to give the grosser, but more 
manageable, figures of 7/2.
To make each set of figures comparable, they were expressed as
percentages. That is, the figures in the first three columns of each
table in 7/2 were calculated as a percentage of the total given in the
5
fourth column. The resulting percentages are given in 7/3 (with graphic 
display in 7/4), and it is these figures which will be used in the 
rest of the chapter.
In each dialect a high proportion of pre-prefixed items show high 
pitch before the root-syllable. This is especially pronounced in 
kiManyanga, where the proportion of items with shift is actually greater 
than that of items with high pitch on the root-syllable: Ml 49% v. 44%; 
M2 55% v. 43%.
The proportion of nominals with high pitch after the root-syllable 
is exceptionally high in N, while Y also has a high figure here (49% and 
28% respectively). On the other hand, M shows a high proportion of 
nominals with high pitch before the root-syllable (M2 33%, Ml 14%).
The same pattern holds for verbals: N has a larger proportion with
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high pitch after the root-syllable (32%)f while M has a higher proportion 
with high pitch before the root-syllable (Ml 30%, M2 29%).
For other items, B shows an exceptionally high proportion with high 
pitch not on the root-syllable (43%), in opposition to Y, with only 4%,
S and Z also show high proportions - 35% and 23% respectively.
15.4: measures of correlation.
A simple consideration of 7/3, therefore, shows that certain dialects 
have well-defined features which mark them off from other dialects. This 
section will try to reprocess the information given in 7/3 in order to 
produce a measure of the correlation of each dialect with every other, 
that is, a 'similarity coefficient'. The object of finding these 
coefficients is to produce a classification of the dialects in terms of 
similarity (cf. Henrici 1973, p.92). The methods used are derived from 
the field of numerical taxonomy (see Henrici 1973 for an excellent intro- 
-duction to this subject, and Sneath and Sokal 1973 for a full and lucid 
discussion), though with some individual adaptation.
15.4.1: first method.
The first method is a measure of dispersion, taking the mean absolute 
difference between the 11 pairs of basic figures in 7/3 for each pair 
of dialects, ie. the formula is
*[p(rs) -p(rs)'] -f^jnfrs) -n(rs)'J+ ...*[o(b) -o(b)*]
C =
11
Note: * indicates that the number in square brackets was 
always given positive polarity.
For each of the 11 positions a list was made ranking the dialects in
descending order. The difference in percentage points between each pair
of dialects was then displayed in a matrix. Ranking and matrices are
shown in 7/5. The matrices were then conflated and averaged to give
the following matrix:
Ml M2B Y Z N
Y 19.2
Z 13.3 7.3
N 21.1 9.9 12.4
Ml 18.5 12.1 9.0 16.2
M2 24.4 11.8 12.6 15.0
S 9.7 11.0 5.4 13.0
7.7
12.1 16,9
Each of the above figures is a dissimilarity coefficient for that pair 
of dialects, ie, the higher the figure, the more dissimilar are the two 
dialects.
Using group average classification (Henrici 1973, p.96, Sneath and
7Sokal 1973, pp.230ff.) this matrix can be converted into a phenogram 
(for matrix sequence see 7/6):
III.
14.0
19.9
11.3
9.2
7.7
B S Y N Ml M2
The numbers on the crossbars indicate the relative levels at which the 
clusters join. We can see that Z and S are most similar. Ml and M2 
cluster at a slightly higher level of similarity. ZS then clusters 
successively with Y and N, and the resultant complex then clusters with 
kiManyanga. B is last to cluster with all the other dialects.
However, it is well known that phenograms are liable to oversimplify
the picture. In Henrici's words (1973, p.100):
'Once a tree structure has been imposed on a set of languages 
then any grouping of them based on this tree is necessarily 
into non-overlapping clusters. ... It may be a useful corrective 
to consideration of these uncompromising pictures to compare them 
with a similar diagram generated by a method which allows clusters 
to overlap.'
One possible way of achieving this is to recast the matrix in terms
of a series of 'linkage diagrams', showing the situation
'as the criterion for [dialects^ linking up is gradually relaxed.
A difficulty of this approach is that in order to get an under- 
-standing of the relationships of an entire taxonomic group one 
needs to have in front of one the various layers or cross-sections 
of the taxonomic hierarchy, which requires a fairly large number 
of successive graphs [in the graph theoretical sense! showing the 
increasing interrelationship of the set of [dialectsT] ... Ideally 
the clustering process should be shown as a continuous series of 
images as in a moving picture.1 (Sneath and Sokal 1973, p.264)
The dissimilarity matrix above has been converted into a series of 
linkage diagrams in 7/7. Here heavy lines indicate links that changed 
the previous diagram to the present one (ie. connect previously 
unconnected groups), and light lines represent internal structure 
that existed in the previous diagram (after Sneath and Sokal 1973, p.267).
A consideration of these diagrams shows clearly that much of the 
information in the matrix does not come out in the phenogram, although 
of course the general outlines are similar. The central cluster SZY has 
appeared by level 2, and Ml and M2 cluster at the next level. But M 
joins the central cluster SZY much sooner than the phenogram suggests 
(Ml level 4, M2 level 8). The same applies to B, which clusters with S 
at level 5. It is interesting that B and Z do not cluster until level 
14 - we might have expected this to happen earlier, since they are both 
southern dialects. The phenogram gives the impression that N is a fairly 
central dialect, but in fact it is last to cluster, joining the closely- 
related Y at level 6, and not clustering with another dialect until 
level 11, when it joins Z. Moreover, the phenogram does not bring out 
the fact that although Ml and M2 cluster at level 3, Ml bears more 
resemblance generally to SZY, and M2 to YN* Although N is the last to 
join the cluster (level 6), it integrates more rapidly (by level 20) 
than M2, which clustered first at level 3 but only integrates at level 
21. Again, although B joins at level 5, it is last to integrate (from 
level 18 on). These facts are reflected in the phenogram.
If we take the average of the figures in the above matrix for each
dialect, we can obtain a rough idea of how far each dialect is from a
8centre containing the 6 remaining dialects, ie. its average distance.
B Y Z N Ml M2 S
17.7 11.9 10.0 14.6 12.6 14.7 11.4
Drawing these on a spectrum gives:
1 Centre ^  s  Y Ml Nm. B;  j...
« i i i \ i t t l
o X 4 - 6  S 10 IV Ifl ao
As might be expected, this spectrum shows the central dialects as 
being less distant from the Centre than the peripheral dialects.
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15.4.2: second method.
The second method is a measure of dispersion, taking the root mean 
square difference between the 11 pairs of basic figures in 7/3 for each 
pair of dialects. That is, the dissimilarity coefficient C for each 
pair is found by the formula
/£p(rs) - p(rs)'][a + Jn(rs) - n(rs)'3^ + ... jjo(b) - o(b)’^ p
We obtain the following matrix:
11
B Y Z N
Y 22.2
Z 15.0 9.6
N 24.6 11.1 15.2
Ml 21.2 13.6 9.4 20.9
M2 27.0 14.4 14.5 19.7
S 11.5 14.8 6.6 16.8
Ml
10.3
13.2
M2
18.2
This matrix converts by group average into the following phenogram 
(for matrix sequence see 7/8):
18.9
13.3
.6 |
17.2
11.1
10.3
B Ml M2
This phenogram shows one main difference from that in 15,4.1: the 
placement of Y and N. It shows Z/S and M1/M2 clustering early (as in 
the previous phenogram). However, instead of ZS clustering progressively 
with Y and then with N, Y and N themselves cluster. Moreover, they then 
cluster with M* Again, instead of B clustering last with all the other 
dialects, it clusters first with ZS. Then the two main groups (BZS and 
YNM) join.
The previous phenogram suggested the sequence Z S + Y + N + M + B .  
However, this phenogram suggests four main groups clustering into two 
complexes, which in turn join each other.
This phenogram seems to reflect the series of linkage diagrams (7/9) 
more faithfully than the one in 15.4.1. The main discrepancy is that 
the close relationship of Z/Ml (level 2) and Z/Y (level 3) is not 
made clear in the phenogram.
The average distance for each dialect is as follows:
B Y Z N Ml M2 S
20.3 14.3 11.7 18.1 14.8 17.4 13.5
Drawing these on a spectrum gives:
Centre. X  £ yMt MJN 6
i i i \ » i r  \ t \ i : — ■
o a. i*. 6 8 lo ta ii+ t6 is ao aa.
The main difference between this spectrum and the one in 15.4.1 is that 
N has here moved farther away from the Centre, and is now positioned 
between M2 and B. Otherwise, the relative positions of the dialects 
are exactly the same.
15.4,3: thi>d method.
The third method is a measure of correlation using Pearson's 
coefficient of correlation (r) between the 11 pairs of basic figures 
in 7/3. The formula for r is:
n.Ixy - £x.£y
/{n.Ix* - (Zxf) {n.Iy5 - (ly)1]
where n = total number of items in the sample (11 in this case), Z  = 
sum of ... , x = figure in dialect a, y = corresponding figure in 
dialect a '.
Pearson's coefficient gives 'a numerical value to the correlation 
present between two sets of data' (Gregory and Ward 1978, p.109). 'The 
value of r varies between +1 and -1. Perfect correlation is represented 
by unity. (The sign indicates whether it is positive correlation or 
negative.) A value of 0 indicates no correlation', (ibid., p.119) That 
is, a value for r approaching unity shows a high degree of unity. 
However, 'the value of r is very much affected by the size of the 
sample (ie. the number of items) and for small samples it should be 
■treated with great reserve1 (ibid.). Since the sample here consists
only of 11 variables, it is plain that a high value for r will be 
required if we wish to say there is a correlation. We will therefore 
increase the area of no correlation from 0 to (-0.5)-(+0.5), and say 
that if we obtain a value below + 0,5 it is not significant, ie. it 
could have arisen by chance, and there is consequently no correlation. 
The calculations yield the following matrix:
B Y Z N Ml
Y 0.751
Z 0.889 0.946
N 0.663 0.932 0.838
Ml 0.769 0.891 0.945 0.699
M2 0.592 0.874 0.854 0.683 0.935
S 0.950 0.865 0.972 0.778 0.888
It v/ill be noticed that each pair of dialects shows a positive 
correlation, each of which is above the limit of 0.5. The higher the 
figure, the closer the correlation between the dialects concerned; 
that is, B/M2 (0.592) show least correlation, and Z/S (0.972) show 
most.
The matrix converts by group average into the following phenogram 
(for matrix sequence see 7/10):
'0.776
0.920
go: 972“]
0.785
0.932
0.935
N Ml M2
Interestingly, this shows exactly the same cluster pattern as the 
phenogram in 15.4.2. Z/S and M1/M2 cluster first, then Y/N and B/ZS, 
to give three major groups. It is noticeable that all these clusterings 
take place above a level of correlation of 0.900. The next clustering 
only occurs below a level of correlation of 0.800: the two northern 
groups cluster first (YN/M), and then the northern and southern groups 
(BZS/YNM). There is thus a clear division between what we might call 
narrow clustering and extended clustering.
However, on comparing the series of linkage diagrams (7/11) drawn 
from the same matrix, we see that the phenogram presents an oversim- 
-plified picture. S/Z cluster at level 1, as suggested by the phenogram, 
but B/S cluster at level 2, much sooner than suggested. The dual 
division into northern and southern dialects is not reflected to the 
same extent in the diagrams, where Z/Y and Z/Ml cluster early (levels 
3 and 4). N is the last to join the cluster (N/Y, level 6), and only 
clusters with dialects other than Y from level 13 on (cf, 7/7). Even 
then it joins Z (level 13) and S (level 14) first, not Ml or M2 as 
implied by the phenogram. In fact it is noticeable that the northern 
dialects N and M2 cluster with the central dialects Z (levels 13, 12) 
and S (levels 14, 17) before they cluster with each other (level 19), 
and then with B (levels 20, 21).
The average distance for each dialect is as follows:
B Y Z N Ml M2 S
0.769 0.877 0.907 0.766 0.855 0.781 0.866
Drawing these on a spectrum gives:
Centre. 2- Y  S  Ml M l  B N
t i i
1*00 o* 9£ 0,<10 0,85 °,£v c*^ °*®° ° ' 7 S
Compared to previous spectra (15.4.1,2), S and Y have transferred 
positions, and N has moved to become the farthest dialect from the 
Centre,
We will also use a slight variation on this theme by taking the 
standard deviation of each set of dialect figures, ie. how far the 
set deviates from its average. The formula for the sample standard 
deviation (0h-l) is:
Ex* - n
0h-l -
n - 1
where abbreviations are the same as those used in the formula for 
Pearson's coefficient. The resultant figures are as follows:
B Y Z N Ml M2 S
0.134 0.069 0.055 0.105 0.099 0.130 0.091
Drawing these on a spectrum gives:
5/?
Centre
o*ol
i i  i i i t
O' 00. 0*03. 0'Olf 0»0S 0 ‘M  0*07
I
O'Ot
M l H
0*0*1 0 *1 0  0 • It
1
0*10.
rin 6
0*15 ©Ml*
This spectrum resembles that in 15.4.1 in that N occurs between Ml and 
M2, not at the end as in the average distance spectrum above. However, 
it does resemble the latter in that Y and S have transferred positions 
in comparison to the other spectra. The fact that Y and N, related 
dialects, vary in their placement with regard to the other dialects may 
be significant.
15.4.4; linkage diagram correlation.
There are several minor differences between each of the three series 
of linkage diagrams 7/7, 7/9 and 7/11, but all three give the same 
general picture of the central dialects clustering earlier and the 
peripheral dialects later. In each series stages can be discerned where 
the dialect clustering is similar, thus:
7/7 1 4 6 - ~ 14 17 18 19 20 21
7/9 1 4 6 12 13 14 17 18 19 20 21
7/11 1 _ 6 12 13 14 — _ 19 20 21
The first method (7/7) has 9 stages in common with the second method 
(7/9), and 6 with the third (7/11); the second method has 8 stages in 
common with the third method. This seems to suggest that the results 
given by the first and second methods are most similar, then those 
given by the second and third methods, and least similar are the results 
given by the first and third methods.
This is borne out when we examine the linkage diagram sequences in 
greater depth. Ranking the dialect pairs in terms of the level at 
which they cluster, we have:
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd
Z/S 1 1 1 N/Y 6 5 6
Z/Y 2 3 3 S/Y 7 11 11
M1/M2 3 4 5 M2/Y 8 9 10
Ml/Z 4 2 4 Ml/Y 9 8 7
B/S 5 6 2 Ml/S 9 7 9
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd
Z/N 11 13 13 M2/S 17 15 17
Z/M2 12 10 12 Ml/B 18 18 15
N/S 13 14 14 Y/B 19 19 16
B/Z 14 12 8 N/B 20 20 20
M2/N 15 16 19 M2/B 21 21 21
Ml/N 16 17 18
previous table showed stages in each sequence where the 1
dialect situation was the same; this table shows the level in each 
sequence where a specific pair of dialects cluster. If we calculate 
Pearson's coefficient r for each pair of rankings above, we have:
1st/2nd 0.968 lst/3rd 0.924 2nd/3rd 0.948.
This suggests that there Is a high degree of correlation between all 
three rankings, though those given by the first and second methods are
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most similar. This is somewhat surprising, since judging from the
phenograms we might have said that the second and third methods gave
most similar results.
15.5: scattengrsms.
The calculations of 15.4 give a detailed picture of dialect simil-
-arities, but there is one further representation of the data in 7/3
which gives a less detailed, though more graphic, display of the 
correlation between two dialects. A pair of dialects is selected, and 
the figures for dialect a are then mapped along the x axis of a graph, 
while those for dialect a' are mapped along the y axis. The result is 
a diagram showing a scatter of points - this is called a 'scattergram'.
If the points tend to lie along a line, this shows a strong correlation 
between the two dialects. Normally, at least a hundred points are 
required for a scattergram to have statistical validity, but even 
though the ones given here (7/12) show only 14 points, they are effective 
illustrations of the conclusions reached in 15.4.
Rather than give a scattergram for each of the 21 pairs of dialects, 
which would take up too much space, 4 pairs have been selected on the 
basis of the third method ranking (cf. 15.4.4) so as to give a picture 
of the changing configurations as we progress fi*om least correlation to 
most correlation: M2/B (21st in the ranking), N/S (14th), Ml/Y (7th) and
Z/S (1st). A 'central area of greatest correlation* has been assigned 
on an ad hoc basis, taking in the region between x = y + 10 and y = x +
10. On either side of this (as far as x = y + 20 and y = x + 20) has 
been marked an 'extended area of greatest correlation1.
The scatter of the points in the scattergrams may be tabulated as 
follows:
central extended total
(a) M2/B 4 0 4
(b) N/S 6 4 10
(c) Ml/Y 5 8 13
(d) Z/S 12 2 14.
The first scattergram shows a wide scatter of points, only 4 being in 
the central area, and none in the extended area. The second shows the 
points coming closer to the central area and beginning to form themselves 
into a line, only 4 being outside the central or extended areas. In the 
third scattergram the process continues, all but one point being inside 
the boundaries of the extended area. In the last scattergram the process 
is complete - all but 2 points are in the central area, and none are 
outside the extended area.
15.6: multi-dimensional scaling.
In addition to taxonomic methods such as those used in 15.4, modern
numerical taxonomy also has access to several more complex classification
methods, usually requiring the use of a computer for their application.
Such a method is that of local order non-metric multi-dimensional
scaling, run by a program known as MDSCAL (Version 5M). The data on the
entities to be compared (in this case, the 7 dialects) is prepared in the
form of matrices such as those in 15.4, and fed into the computer. In
Henrici*s words (1973, p.89):
•Consider any three languages A, B and C. If A [shows greater 
correlation]] with B than with C then the program will attempt 
to position A nearer to B than to C. The data is likely to be 
such that this cannot be done completely consistently for all 
the languages. The end result produced is a configuration in 
which as many as possible of such relations are reflected 
correctly in the final positions [of the languages on the 
printout]. The method is called multi-dimensional since it can 
be used to arrange objects along one dimension, or in a two- 
dimensional map as here, or in three or more dimensions. The
term 'non-metric1 signifies that no use is made of how much 
larger the AB overlap is than the AC one, merely the fact that 
it is larger. And finally 'local order' specifies that only 
comparisons containing one item in common are made. Thus AB 
versus AC is considered, but not AB versus CD.'
The three matrices in 15.4.1,2,3 were used as input.
'The MDSCAL program first arranges the points randomly in 2 
dimensions, then compares the distance-rankings between each 
pair of dialects on this map with the distance-rankings 
extracted from the input data. It then calculates by a trig- 
-onometric algorithm how to improve this correlation by moving 
the points around. It then compares the new map distance-rankings 
with the input distance-rankings and so on cyclically. During 
each cycle it prints one line of 'iteration figures', representing 
a 'history of the calculation'. The program gives up after some 
value has reached a satisfactorily low/high level, or after 50 
cycles. The map represents the state after the last iteration.'
(M. Mann, p.c.)
The program also measures how much distortion is involved in trans- 
-ferring the correlations shown in the input matrix onto a two- 
dimensional map. This is known as the 'stress' of the map. The satis- 
-factory stress level for MDSCAL Version 5M is <0.010, calculated using 
Formula 2, the most recent stress formula for the program.
15.6,1: first method.
Using the first method matrix (15.4.1) there were 50 iterations (the
maximum possible in the program), and the stress was 0.023 (above the
'acceptable' level of 0.010, but still low). The final configuration,
10ie. the grid references for the points on the map, was as follows:
x y
B 0.102 -1.596
Y 0.109 0.404
Z 0.015 -0,117
N 1.040 0.657
Ml -0.837 0.178
M2 -0.644 1,084
S 0.215 -0.610
The resultant map is shown in 7/13,
15.6.2: second method,
Using the second method matrix (15.4.2) only 12 iterations were
required to reach a stress of 0.006. The final configuration was:
x y
B -0.020 -1.619
Y 0.298 0.541
Z -0.112 -0,126
N 1.099 0.754
Ml -0.605 0.131
M2 -0.673 0.968
S 0.012 -0.648
The resultant map is shown in 7/14.
15.6.3: third method.
The third method (15.4.3) gave 9 iterations leading to a stress of 
0,007. The final configuration was:
x y
B -0.454 -1.351
Y 0.379 0.352
Z -0.182 -0.364
N 1.336 0.258
Ml -0.584 0.442
M2 -0.276 1.281
S -0.218 -0.619
The resultant map is shown in 7/15.
15.6.4: conclusions.
A simple examination of the three maps reveals that they are very 
similar. Calculating Pearson's coefficient for each pair of final 
configurations gives:
lst/2nd 0.985 lst/3rd 0.908 2nd/3rd 0.923 
(cf. 15.4.4 and endnote 9). All three maps show Y and N in the north­
eastern quadrant, Ml and M2 in the north-western quadrant, while 2, S 
and B occur in the southern half, close to the y axis. To some extent 
this reflects the phenograms of 15.4.2,3. However, the maps avoid the 
phenograms1 tendency to oversimplify in that they show the proximity 
of Z and S to Y and Ml (cf. the phenogram in 15.4.1). It is in fact 
noticeable that, contrary to the phenograms and linkage diagrams, the 
maps do not necessarily show Z and S as the two most similar dialects
in 7/13 Z is closest to Y, and in 7/14 to Ml. However, they do reflect 
the linkage diagrams in that B is shown, paradoxically, as closer to 
S than to Z, and conversely Ml is shown as closer to Z than to S.
The three maps therefore give a consistent picture which supplements 
those obtained from the measures of correlation in 15.4. But there are 
two important points to be noted.
The first is the relationship of these maps based on pitch features
to the actual geographical situation.
'It is not surprising that some sort of recognisable map should 
appear - one would not have expected closely-related languages 
to have dispersed to opposite sides of the continent. But the 
accuracy of this one is a trifle disconcerting. Does it show 
that all the purported measures of linguistic relationship are 
merely reflections of geography, so that the figures ... only 
reflect distances between language communities and can tell us 
nothing about their evolution? This would be an unduly defeatist
view since £7/3^ contains much more information than can be
displayed in any single map. But the map should serve as a 
warning that the table is by no means purely linguistic.1 
(Henrici 1973, p.89)
As Henrici says, to consider pitch-pattern differences merely ds a
function of geographical distance is an oversimplification. The linkage
diagrams in 7/7, 7/9 and 7/11 show clearly that a multiplicity of
relationships is involved. Nevertheless, it is probable that whatever
differences exist between dialects may be accentuated by distance, and
this factor should be taken into account in any study of the evolutionary
relationship of dialects.
The second point is that one obvious departure from the geographical 
position of the dialects does occur: namely, Z has moved much closer to 
the centre than we would expect in terms of its location. (This fact was
also apparent from the spectra in 15.4.) There are two possible
explanations for this, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive:
(i) the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga had lived for some time in other areas,
so that what he called Z was in reality rather mixed (as he himself 
averred on a few occasions);
(ii) the fact that he spoke Z as his mother-tongue means that this would 
tend to be the central point for the other dialects Y, N, Ml, B, 
rather than an abstract 'origin1.
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15.7: other data ,
There are some remaining data in 7/3 which have not yet been utilised. 
These, involving the ratio of high pitch to word, are fully set out below.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
t z % % w h h :w r % %
B 135 27 20% 108 123 1.14 95 88%
Y 218 44 20% 174 165 0.99 112 64%
Z 177 49 28% 128 139 1.08 94 73%
N 219 48 22% 171 196 1.15 112 65%
Ml 208 33 16% 175 201 1.15 125 71%
M2 142 27 19% 115 141 1.23 78 68%
S 237 54 23% 183 221 1.21 142 78%
Column 1 gives the total number of words in the passage (abbreviated t). 
Column 2 shows the number of words without high pitch in that passage 
(abbreviated z for 'zero'). Column 3 shows the number of words without 
high pitch as a percentage of all the words in the passage (z/t%). In 
column 4 is listed the number of words with high pitch (abbreviated w), 
ie. t - z. Column 5 gives the total number of high pitches occurring in 
the passage (abbreviated h). Column 6 shows the ratio of high pitch to 
word (h:w), where the figure for w is set at unity; this should be read, 
'for every word on which high pitch will occur, there are likely to be 
x number of high pitches on that word'. Figures above unity imply that 
there will be more than one high pitch per word, ie. in a sequence of 
words with high pitch, one may have two high pitches; figures below 
unity imply that there will be less than one high pitch per word, ie. 
in a sequence of words with high pitch, one may have no high pitch.
Column 7 shows the number of words with high pitch on the root-syllable
(abbreviated r). Column 8 shows the number of words with root-syllable
11high pitch as a percentage of words with high pitch (r/w%) ; this should
be read, 'when a word has high pitch, in x% of cases the high pitch will
occur on the root-syllable1.
If we rank the figures in Column 3 in descending order, we have Z, S,
N, Y + B, M2, Ml. Z and S show the highest frequency of words without
high pitch. It may be significant that these texts were composed by the 
informant; on the other hand, the same applies to M2, which occurs at
the opposite end of the list. Different reading styles may therefore 
also have played a part (cf. 9.2).
Ranking the figures in Column 6 in descending order gives M2, S, Ml +
N, B, Z, Y. The highest ratios are shown by M2 and S, and since we know
from the previous studies that these two dialects do not show an
especially close affinity, perhaps their separation from the other
dialects here may be accounted for by the fact that both these texts
were from informants other than the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga. The figures in
this column support the suggestions in 6.5 and 8.5 that there may be a
fair amount of variation in the frequency of the high pitches of
12individual speakers; the variation level here, 14.5% , correlates well
with the estimates of 8.5, though it is slightly lower than predicted 
there»
Ranking the Column 8 figures in descending order gives B, S, Z, Ml,
M2, N, Y. B is set off from the other dialects by its very high figure. 
The lowest figures are in the north-eastern dialects Y and N ; this 
correlates with the fact that they have a large proportion of high 
pitches after the root-syllable (cf. 15.2,3).
13These data fill out the picture given earlier, but are less reliable 
since they are perhaps more prone to show variation with the content of 
the text: for example, if words without high pitch signal emphasis, 
focus or complexes (as I have argued), their frequency of occurrence 
depends on the type of text and the level of the speaker's involvement 
with it.
15.8: summary.
This chapter has discussed the implications of the differing pitch- 
pattern distribution in samples of the kiKongo dialects discussed in 
chapters 4-10. A pitch-count was first made to determine the placement 
of high pitch in each of the 7 samples (15.2), and this brought out 
preliminary differences and similarities among the dialects. A 
collapsed version of the pitch-count was then drawn up (15.3) and 
used as a basis for more detailed analysis of the correlation between 
the dialects. Three measures of correlation were used (15.4), giving 
matrices from which phenograms, linkage diagrams, spectra and 2-D maps
could be derived. All these methods give a consistent picture of 
dialect similarity, though they may differ in some minor details.
This picture is filled out with scattergrams (15.5) and other data 
from the original pitch-count (15.7).
The evidence suggests four main dialect areas:
(a) NE: comprising kiNtandu and kiYaka/kiNtandu, characterised by a
tendency for high pitch to move towards the end of the word;
(b) NW: comprising kiManyanga, characterised by a tendency for high
pitch to move towards the beginning of the word;
(c) SW: comprising kiMbanz' aKongo, characterised by a tendency for
high pitch to remain on the root-syllable (?);
(d) SE: comprising kisiNgombe and kiZombo, characterised by no
discernible tendencies.
The first three areas' distinctiveness is reinforced by the differing 
lexical pitch-pattern behaviour, discussed in chapter 14. The fourth 
area might well be called SE/Central, since it is less homogeneous than 
the other three areas, and indeed seems closely-related to kiYaka/ 
kiNtandu in the NE area - it might even be best to consider this 
dialect as belonging to both the NE and SE areas.
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Endnotes to chapter fifteen.
1. I am grateful to Michael Mann for his helpful advice on this chapter, 
and for running the MDSCAL program of 15.6.
2. In this chapter the dialects will be referred to by abbreviations:
B kiMbanz' aKongo (chapter 4)
Y kiYaka/kiNtandu (5)
Z kiZombo (6)
N kiNtandu (7)
Ml kiManyanga 1 (8, Ntoni-Nzinga)
M2 kiManyanga 2 (9, Ndolo Menayame)
S kisiNgombe (10).
Compass directions will refer to the following diagram of the 
geographical distribution of the dialects:
M2' N ^ north
Ml S Y
B Z
3. All references of the form '7/n' should be read as 'the nth section 
of Appendix 7'.
4. Three of the unfilled positions (oth/prs; oth/sh; oth/lst) are ruled 
out by definition: the first syllable of conjunctions, etc., is taken 
to be the root-syllable (3.2.3.4), and since they cannot take pre­
prefixes (note, however, uo/evo 'if, buna/ibuna 'then, so'), there 
cannot be any syllable of the word before the root-syllable.
5. In a few cases, because of rounding off to the nearest whole number, 
the rows add up to 99% instead of to 100%.
*■**
7. 'The terms phenogram and cladogram ... have come into general use to 
define dendrograms £ie. tree-diagrams^J representing phenetic and 
cladistic relationships, respectively.' (Sneath and Sokal 1973, p.58) 
The terms 'phenetic' and 'cladistic' are roughly equivalent to the 
linguistic terms 'synchronic' and 'diachronic* respectively; that is, 
a cladogram displays ancestor-descendant relationships, while a 
phenogram displays similarity based on the characteristics of the 
objects under study. Sneath and Sokal (1973, p.29) note that, 'While 
phenetic similarity may be an indicator of cladistic relationship it 
is not necessarily congruent with the latter.' It should be noted that 
this whole chapter is concerned with phenetic (ie. present-day) 
resemblances only; it is not necessarily the case that these resem- 
-blances reflect evolutionary development, though of course we would
*** For endnote 6 see p.
like to assume that they do (cf. Henrici 1973, p.88).
It should be noted that this spectrum does not show relative 
closeness of each dialect. Thus the proximity of N and M2 on the 
spectrum does not mean that they are closely-related, nor does the 
fact that Z and Ml are separated by S and Y mean that they are not 
closely-related. The position of each band on the spectrum 
shows the distance of each dialect from all the other six dialects 
considered as a unitary Centre.
The concept may be illustrated by referring to a standard deviation 
curve, a symmetrical curve about the average, showing deviation from 
that average:
Points A and B are equidistant from the average, yet they are actually 
farther from each other than are points C and D, which are at 
different distances from the average.
Likewise, in the spectrum N and M2 are at almost the same average 
distance from the Centre, yet are not necessarily of close affinity, 
while Ml and Z are farther away from each other on the spectrum, but 
are yet of closer affinity.
Likewise, Pearson’s coefficient for the basic matrices of each pair 
of methods gives similar results:
lst/2nd 0.979 lst/3rd -0.922 2nd/3rd -0.960.
The negative values are due to the fact that the first and second 
methods are measures of dissimilarity, while the third is a measure 
of similarity - any correlation between them would therefore have to 
be negative (see 15,4.3).
In this and subsequent configurations the figures have been adjusted 
so as to make the computer-produced map comparable to the actual 
geographical positions of the dialects (cf. endnote 2). All that 
was involved was changing the polarity of the x figures so as to 
produce a reflection along the y axis and bring east and west the
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right way round. On the actual maps (7/13,14,15) the positions of 
the dialects have been shown to only 2 decimal places, instead of 
3 as here.
11. It should be noted that in 7/3 the total percentage in the root- 
syllable column is that of number of high pitches on the root- 
syllable expressed as a percentage of the total number of high 
pitches in the passage, ie. r/h%. The figures therefore differ 
from those given here, which show r/w%.
12. This figure was calculated as follows. We have two groups of dialects: 
B, Y, Z, N, Ml from the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga, and M2, S from other
informants. The outer limits for the possible variation in the first
group are Y 0,99 and N,M1 1.15, giving a difference of 0.16. Expressing
this difference as a percentage of the figures for the first group of
dialects (average 1.10) will give an idea of the amount of possible 
variation in that speaker's high pitch occurrence: the answer is 14.5%.
13. The data could of course be used as additional variables when 
calculating Pearson's coefficient r (15.4.3). Taking the dialect 
pairs in 15.4.3 showing the highest (Z/S) and lowest (B/M2) values 
for r, the figures were re-calculated to include the three sets of 
variables just presented. The results were:
Z/S 0.977 (formerly 0,972)
B/M2 0.693 (formerly 0.592);
that is, the higher limit shows little change, but the lower limit
is significantly raised. The net result would probably be to raise
the values for the bottom half of the ranking of the 21 pairs (cf.
15.4.4), while yet retaining the major features of the ranking as 
already established,
6. It must be emphasised that although three methods are used, this is
only in order to examine the figures from all sides; minor differences 
in the results for each method do occur, but it should be remembered 
that the main object of the exercise is to group the dialects, not 
to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each method.
CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
Coda: Historical Development
16,1: introduction.
This chapter has two purposes. Firstly, it will give a few 
suggestions on the evolution of the kiKongo pitch system, and what 
this might imply for the systematisation of pitch features. Secondly, 
it will examine the kiKongo and kiLeta pitch systems to see whether 
any relationships between them can be discerned, and what these might 
imply.
16,2: kiKongo pitch.
Chapter 14 discussed lexical correlations among three kiKongo 
sources (Laman 1936, Daeleman 1963 and 1966, and Carter 1980b). It 
was concluded that, despite a number of features peculiar to each 
dialect, the three agreed in differentiating two main tonal classes 
(rising and falling).
Chapter 15 discussed relative similarities between the six kiKongo 
dialects of this thesis, based on pitch features, and distinguished 
four main dialect areas: NW (kiManyanga), NE (kiNtandu, kiYaka/kiNtandu), 
SW (kiMbanz1 aKongo), and SE/Central (kiZombo, kisiNgombe). It was 
noted that there was a tendency for the central dialects kiZombo, 
kisiNgombe and kiYaka/kiNtandu to show most similarity.
The picture is therefore an expected one of individual dialectal 
differences, which must, however, be seen against a background of 
wider general similarity. It remains now to try to integrate this 
information with the picture given in part II of the thesis concerning 
the various systematisations of kiKongo pitch features.
16.2.1: development of research,
Guthrie 1967-71 has abstracted four tone-classes for Proto-Bantu, 
and although some of the tone-class distinctions (eg. *hl v. *hh, see
14.2,4) may need revision, it is clear that PB showed tonal features. 
However, Bennett nd, has argued that we may need to posit accentual 
features as well for PB (see 14.13,3).
Carter, Laman, Daeleman and van den Eynde describe kiKongo, with 
varying degrees of success, in terms of a tonal system. However, all 
four authors admit that this tonal system shows some additional non- 
tonal features, and, to account for these, bring special features 
into their descriptions: Laman refers to 'phrase-tone' and 'emotive 
tone', gives a few intriguing examples, and leaves it at that; Carter 
develops the idea of tone-phrases and syntactic conditioning of the 
tonal contours; Daeleman and van den Eynde resort to 'cases' and 
'moods'. The last two also refer to pitch patterns being conditioned 
by focus (eg. Daeleman characterises bridging as 'tonal concentration’) 
This implies a clause-level (ie. intonational) accent supplementary to 
the word-level (ie. tonal) system (see also 12.4),
In this thesis I have taken the view that tone-classes figure very 
little in connected speech (for arguments in favour of this, see 14.13) 
and have given them a subordinate position in the description. I have 
described pitch-patterns in terms of high pitch normally occurring on 
the root-syllable of the word. Certain affixes such as genitive, 
locative or connective elements condition other patterns, such as 
'shift'. Other anomalous patterns such as high pitch on the last 
syllable of the word, bridge on the word, or no high pitch on the 
word have been considered as exponents of a system of focus or emphasis 
which has been taken to be the main system governing realisation of 
pitch patterns in kiKongo. It has been suggested that bridging between 
words is another marker of focus (or at least close relationship 
between the words concerned), and similar structures from three other 
Bantu languages have been discussed (13.3). A preliminary attempt has 
been made to classify mechanisms by which contours may be varied for 
effect (chapter 12), and general arguments for a pitch-accent system 
have been put forward (13.2).
The preceding paragraphs might be summarised as follows:
(1) PB: tone-classes + accent (?)
(2) C,D,L,E: tone-classes + something else (accentual?)
1
(3) here: pitch-accent + residual tone-classes .
(2) and (3) reflect merely a difference of emphasis, though it may be 
that a similar increasing importance of accentual features over tonal
features was an actual historical fact in the language. It will be 
remembered that in 14.13 I gave reasons for why the tone-classes might 
have merged in connected speech, and how this would have led to pitch 
becoming increasingly linked to the phrase, with the possibility of 
modulating phrase contours for effect.
16.2.2: -implilcat-Lons,
Consideration of the system proposed in this thesis, and of previous 
systematisations, leads to several conclusions.
If non-tonal factors are subsidiary to tonal ones in a language, it
is probably better to deal with the suprasegmentals in terms of a tonal 
analysis - it may even be easier to describe the non-tonal features in 
the same set of rules as the tonal ones (cf. Bennett 1974 for Kikuyu).
As non-tonal factors assume increasing importance, however, it may 
become more difficult to deal with them in this way, especially if the 
tonal factors are simultaneously altering their domain from morpheme/ 
syllable to word/phrase. It may then be necessary to link tonal realis- 
-ations to their surrounding syntactic environment (cf. Carter 1973).
In McCawley's (1968) terms, we still have to ask to some extent, 'What 
type of high pitch is this? What sort of matrix does it occur in?'
rather than just 'Where is the high pitch?'.
If the sequence continues, though, we may have to admit specifically 
non-tonal factors to the analysis; their occurrence may be fairly 
predictable, but to describe them we may need to introduce special
concepts such as tone-cases or moods (cf. Daeleman 1966) or assertion
(cf. Byarushengo et al. 1976).
The next step may be for high pitch to become associated with one
particular syllable in the word, usually with accompanying stress (cf. 
the system postulated in this thesis, cf. also 4.6.4.2; compare 
Johnson 1976 on Low Runyankore). The model here is an accentual system, 
with possible further development of structures for determining prominence 
or cohesion within a group (eg. bridging). Such a system would eventually 
lead, via modulation of contour for special effect, to an intonational 
system.2
Tonal systematisations for a language in the early accentual stage
may be descriptively and predictively adequate, as are Daeleman's and
Carter's, but if the language passes beyond a certain point, such
systematisations will end up describing only a minor portion of the
system. It is, unfortunately, difficult to conduct investigations
Into marking of prominence, particularly if the language is in a
transitional stage, but in part II of the thesis I have tried to
present evidence that the development of kiKongo has proceeded to a
3
stage where this sort of work must be undertaken , and have made a
4
few suggestions as to the type of system which might be in operation.
16,3: relationship between kiKongo and kiLets.
Previous chapters have dealt mostly with kiKongo, though kiLeta has 
been described in chapter 11, Before discussing the relationship 
between the two entities, it is necessary to summarise the main- 
conclusions reached in the most important work on the subject - 
Fehderau 1967.
16.3.1: Fehderau 1967,
Fehderau bases his suggestions about kiLeta on geographical, 
historical and linguistic data. Chapter 2 of his book gives a brief 
history of the area in which kiLeta i-s spoken, while chapter 3 gives 
a sketch of the language.
16.3,1.1: linguistic evidence.
In chapter 5 Fehderau discusses borrowing in kiLeta, and concludes 
that Portuguese has only affected kiLeta to the extent that there were 
some Portuguese loanwords in kiKongo, a major component of kiLeta. 
(Fehderau 1967, pp. 77-78) Lingala, about 40% related to kiLeta by 
cognation (in Fehderau*s words), is also about 10% related by borrowing
5
of some of its lexical items and grammatical features into kiLeta 
(ibid. pp. 78-80). French is playing an increasing role in the 
development of kiLeta, again donating lexical items and a few sporadic 
grammatical features (ibid. pp. 82-87).
Chapter 4 gives Fehderau*s evidence for the relatedness of kiLeta 
with other kiKongo dialects and other Bantu languages in the area.
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Comparing the phonological inventory of kiLeta with that of five other 
languages, Fehderau arrives at the following tree diagram:
I
kiLeta kiManyanga 
(kiKongo)
giMbala kiNgwana 
(kiSwahili)
kiTeke liNgala
(upper)
He then examines the lexicon of the 17 languages/dialects of his study.
He takes 60 cognates occurring in all the languages, and, using a
6
measure of similarity developed by Gleason , ends up with a numerical 
indication of how similar each language is to kiLetai
(M) kiManyanga 
(YN) N. kiYombe 
(L) Ladi
513
508
489
(K) kisiKongo 473
(N) kiNtandu 465
(YS) S. kiYombe 444
(Z) Zombo 443
(S) kiSolongo 436
(Ka) kiKabinda 423
(V) kiVili 394
upper liNgala 276
lower liNgala 261
kiLuwa 251
giMbala 233
kiNgwana 164
kiTeke 159.
The 10 kiKongo dialects obviously show greatest proximity to kiLeta. 
Fehderau groups them (M-K)(N-S)(Ka,V), giving picture (i) below. 
However, it is also possible to group them (M,YN)(L-N)(YS-Ka)(V), 
giving picture (ii) below.
YN
KaKa
YSYS
YN
picture (i) picture (ii)
Both groupings are based on an arbitrary selection of cutoff points, 
but have slightly different implications. Fehderau*s segmentation of 
his table (picture i) implies a fairly wide central area, then a wider 
area taking in all the other dialects except kiKabinda and kiVili. My 
segmentation (picture ii) implies a small central area, then a wider 
area taking in up-river dialects, then a wider area still, taking in 
the down-river dialects, with kiVili last. Fehderau concludes from 
picture (i) that the central dialects of kiKongo are more similar to 
kiLeta than the peripheral dialects (p.76).
16.3,1.2: historical evidence.
He then proceeds (chapters 6 and 7) to trace the development of
kiLeta as he sees it. He refutes suggestions that Portuguese, English 
or French provided the impetus for the growth of kiLeta: (i) most 
Africans learnt Portuguese proper, rather than pidgin, to communicate 
with the Portuguese merchants; (ii) English trading companies tended 
to hire workers from the West African coast, so that there was no 
contact situation with the local people; (iii) missionaries usually 
learnt the local language properly rather than try to communicate in 
pidgin; (iv) French was not widely introduced until after WWII, when 
kiLeta was already in existence (pp. 89-92). Fehderau therefore 
concludes that since none of the above groups could have been 
responsible for the formation of kiLeta, it must have arisen independ- 
-ently. He also postulates a unitary origin for kiLeta because it 
possesses almost the same features regardless of region (pp. 93-98),
In Fehderau's opinion, therefore, kiLeta started as 'a koine based 
only on African dialects and languages' (p.99), which first came into 
existence 'as a contact language of the native traders in the Lower 
Congo region west of Kinshasa' (p.vii). He quotes Eliet (1953) as 
reporting that two old men had told him that kiLeta was already in use 
in the Kinshasa area by 1881, having come from the SW via Manyanga. 
However, he contends that Eliet's suggestion of Boma as the contact 
centre where kiLeta arose is not convincing, since it involves contra- 
-dictory dates (p.100). He suggests rather that the contact centre was 
in fact Manyanga, a convenient switchover point for the local trading 
caravans, whether going upriver or coastwards (cf. pp. 24-8).
Apart from agreeing well with his linguistic data, such a centre
is attractive from a historical point of view. The whole Lower Congo
region was a trading area as early as 1600 (p.99), monopolised by the
baKongo, baZombo and baTeke, so that such centres as Manyanga had
7become focal points by, perhaps, 1750 , bringing together speakers 
of various dialects of kiKongo and of other related languages. A
g
pidginised version of kiKongo presumably took shape , and was perhaps
7
established in that area around 1800(?) . Thereafter, as the trade 
routes pushed farther up the R. Kongo, the pidgin language expanded 
its sphere of use.
After European exploration of the R. Kongo and the establishment
of direct trading with the peoples of the interior, the old ’ivory 
road' system was phased out. Nevertheless, the infrastructure of the 
Congo Free State ensured the continued use of kiLeta (1870-90) (p.108), 
Probably by the turn of the century, increased contact with Lingala 
speakers led to that language influencing kiLeta (p.109). Then came 
an eastward expansion of use to the Kwango-Kwilu region (1910-20)
(p.110). In the thirties and forties the language began to be creolised 
(ie. people began to speak it as a first language), with borrowing 
from French to fill gaps in the lexicon (p.110). Finally, Fehderau
notes the beginnings of dialect differentiation into a western and an
g
eastern form (pp. 111-3).
16.3.2: -indications from pitch features*
It now remains to be seen whether evidence from the pitch features 
of kiKongo and kiLeta can be fitted into Fehderau’s fairly detailed 
scheme. The main difference between the two pitch systems is that 
kiKongo tends to have high pitch on the root-syllable, whereas kiLeta 
usually shows penultimate high pitch. How might these two be recon- 
-ciled?10 There are three ways in which this might be done:
(i) suggest that the kiLeta pitch system is not derived by inher- 
-itance from that of the kiKongo source dialects;
(ii) postulate a development of the kiLeta system from the kiKongo one;
(iii) postulate divergent development of both systems from a common 
source•
In view of the many other relationships between kiKongo and kiLeta, 
it is difficult to believe that the kiLeta pitch system is completely 
innovative and independent of the kiKongo one. The first position, 
therefore, will not be considered here unless the other two positions 
are found not to provide a reasonably coherent explanation of the 
data.
16.3.2.1: evolutionary development.
The second position would suggest a sequence along the following 
lines: (1) in kiKongo, high pitch became increasingly linked to the 
root-syllable around the time a stable pidgin kiLeta was developing
11
(c. 1900?); (2) in kiLeta this high pitch was reinterpreted as stress
(3) owing to influence from another source, high pitch was reintro- 
-duced on the penultimate syllable; (4) the stress on the root-syllable 
then becomes associated with this new high pitch.
The second step in this sequence would account for the fact that 
out of 644 items in a sample from Fehderau 1969, only 4 (0.6%) did 
not have stress on the root-syllable (see 11.4.1.3). Step 4 accounts 
for stress and high pitch usually occurring on the penultimate in Mr. 
Katesi's speech, and in any case Fehderau (1969) notes that stress 
tends to move to the high-pitched syllable in one of his tone-classes
(II) - cf. 11.6.7.
However, we have still to find the 'other source' specified in 
step 3. A perfect example of the same type of language as kiLeta, 
with penultimate stress/high pitch, is Swahili, However, it is unlikely 
that Swahili would have had enough influence this far west at an early 
enough period (cf. Fehderau's (1967) conclusions about kiNgwana, 
16.3.1,1 above), though it has no doubt exerted some such influence in 
more recent years (Mr. Katesi, for example, knew a few Swahili words). 
There is, however, one other source closer to kiLeta which might 
possibly fit the bill - kiNtandu. If we can assume that the pitch 
features of modern kiNtandu are comparable to those of a century ago, 
it is possible that the common tendency in kiNtandu to have high pitch 
towards the end of the word (see chapters 7 and 15) may have influenced 
the developing kiLeta. KiManyanga also may have played a part - it will 
be remembered that the early work of Laman, done in the 1920s, showed 
a final high pitch for the rising class, no matter what the length of 
the word, thus cvcv, cvcvcv, etc, (9.5). This feature does not appear 
in modern kiKongo (cf. chapters 9 and 15), where the high pitch seems 
to have been moved leftwards, but its presence in kiKongo at one stage 
may have influenced kiLeta.
16.3,2.2: divergent development.
The third position mentioned above, that of divergent development 
from a common source, suggests the following sequence: (1) at a certain 
stage in its development, pidgin kiLeta interpreted kiKongo pitch 
patterns in a fundamentally different, though superficially similar, 
way; (2) the two languages continued an individual, but parallel,
development.
The most obvious way in which the differing interpretations referred 
to in step 1 could arise is based on disyllabic patterns. Take the 
kiKongo patterns
(a) *cvcv (falling) and *cvcv (rising).
As long as the interpretation is 'high on first syllable’ and 'high on 
last syllable' respectively, there will be trisyllabic forms
(b) *cvcvcv and *cvcvcv (cf. Laman).
But if the domain of pitch increases from syllable to word, ie. if the 
patterns in (a) are seen as unitary wholes, trisyllabic forms may be 
seen as ’falling pattern + syllable’ and 'rising pattern + syllable’ 
respectively, giving
/ / 12(c) *cvcvcv and *cvcvcv
This starts the leftward movement of the high pitch in the kiKongo rising 
class, and further development, as outlined in chapter 14, may leave 
only one mora distinguishing falling and rising classes (cf. Daeleman’s 
and Carter's forms). Eventually even this distinction may disappear, 
leading to a complete merger of the classes (cf. 14.13).
If we assume, as we did for the first step of the previous position 
(16.3.2.1), that stable pidgin kiLeta was developing at a time when 
kiKongo high pitch was becoming increasingly linked to the root-syllable, 
a similar reinterpretation could account for the different contours in 
both languages:
kiKongo *cvcv *cvcvcv 
kiLeta *cvcv — » *cvcvcv.
KiKongo here counts from the beginning of the word, and kiLeta from 
the end. That this became the usual pattern in kiLeta was probably due 
to the kiManyanga and kiNtandu patterns mentioned above (16.3.2.1), 
the rising pattern in (c) above, and the greater frequency in kiKongo 
of the falling pattern which begins the sequence.
16.3.2.3: conclusions.
The third sequence (16.3.2.2) might account for penultimate high
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pitch more easily than the second one (16.3.2*1) - the high pitch 
arises from different placement of the same basic feature in each 
language, and does not have to materialise from somewhere else. On 
the other hand, the third sequence does not account so well for 
Fehderau's stress patterns. Both sequences must be considered tent- 
-ative, and perhaps further research will throw more light on the 
matter.
We may summarise as follows:
second sequence:
kiKongo (high pitch/stress . , Swahili (?)
Zl. j. 11 vi \ kiNtandu /on the root-syllable)------ -- *--------- — — r
v kiManyanga /
high pitch reinterpreted penultimate high pitch
as stress introduced
kiLeta (stress on root-syllable, 
penultimate high pitch)
(penultimate high pitch/stress)
third sequence:
kiKongo
/ v /cvcv -*> cvcvcv
kiNtandu -> kiLetakiManyanga
cvcv — > cvcvcv
16.3.3: kiNtandu influence.
The pitch system of kiLeta does therefore seem to be relatable to 
that of kiKongo, either by derivation or by independent development* 
The northern dialects of kiKongo seem closest to kiLeta: kiNtandu 
shows a tendency to have high pitch towards the end of the word, and 
kiManyanga shows a somewhat similar, though not at all so marked, 
tendency in some cases (Laman's patterns, and possibly a few words 
with underlying rising Contours - cf. 9.3.9). KiManyanga also showed, 
in one idiolect, patterns of bridging similar to those of kiLeta: 
bridges were not so common nor so long as in other dialects studied 
(9.2, 9.3.11).
In chapter 11 it was suggested that kiLeta was on the way to 
developing an intonational system. It may not be coincidence that 
the dialect between kiManyanga and kiNtandu, kisiNgombe, shows 
development towards phrase-pitch (ie. pitch patterns may be 
determined by length of phrase and placement of pause - 10.3.4), 
and also shows most contour variation.
Fehderau did not take pitch features into account in his study 
(1967, pp. 46-47), but it will be noticed that the above observations 
agree substantially with his conclusions. However, on one point there 
is an important difference. On pp. 92-93 Fehderau says, 'Those who 
point to kiNtandu as the kiKongo dialect which has most influenced 
j^ kiLeta^ j13 must contend with linguistic evidence that does not give 
a special place to it. It is rather a cluster of central dialects 
that proves to be most closely related - see picture (i)
under 16.3.1.1. However, as picture (ii) illustrates, the segmentation 
of the data may be done in several ways, and in this latter picture 
kiNtandu could be said to have a special place, since it can then be 
considered as one of the 'cluster of central dialects’.
Fehderau seems to want to discount kiNtandu because that might 
suggest Kinshasa as the contact centre rather than Manyantga. However, 
the two views can be reconciled easily enough by agreeing with 
Fehderau that Manyanga was the contact centre that gave rise to kiLeta, 
but suggesting that once kiLeta came into existence it was influenced 
to some degree by kiNtandu. It is in any case surely counter-intuitive 
to rule out the neighbouring kiNtandu as an influence when kiZombo 
influence, from much farther away, is implied in at least one passage 
(p.100). Moreover, kiNtandu is the main dialect near the Stanley Pool 
area, and Leopoldville had been established as an important inland 
depot by 1885 (p.31), so kiNtandu influence is chronologically 
possible in Fehderau's scheme (16.3.1.2). Further, since he accepts 
that in this period liNgala could have influenced kiLeta (p.109), it 
is difficult to see how kiNtandu influence can be ruled out. Finally, 
this sequence of an original centre in Manyanga, influenced by 
kiManyanga, and then a spread upriver to Kinshasa, influenced by 
kiNtandu, fits well with Fehderau's linguistic evidence as segmented 
in my picture (ii) under 16,3.1.1.
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16.3,4: conclusions♦
Evidence from pitch features thus seems to support Fehderau's
conclusions, though I would prefer to give greater weight to the
northern dialects (kiManyanga, kiNtandu, and perhaps kisiNgombe) in
15the formation of kiLeta. However kiLeta develops in the future, it 
does seem to show a clear relationship to kiKongo. We may characterise 
both languages as following different, though parallel, paths: both 
show the development of word-contours modified by focus and emphasis. 
There is an echo here of the 'notion that creolisation is merely 
accelerated natural change', as Hancock nd. paraphrases van Name 1870, 
and he also notes that some modern scholars also see this process as 
'not very different except in intensity' (Goodman 1964) from ordinary 
linguistic change. It may indeed be that the kiLeta pitch system has 
merely accelerated certain tendencies inherent in the kiKongo pitch 
system.
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Endnotes to chapter sixteen.
1. A very crude characterisation of the different levels described 
by different researchers might be as follows:
contour variation - I
J
patterns on phrases - 
lexical patterns -
E C D L H
where E « van den Eynde, C - Carter, D = Daeleman, L = Laman, and 
H = this thesis.
2. This sequence suggests an increasing importance of pitch. Pitch 
starts out as a segmental feature differentiating lexical items; 
as an expansion of this, it starts to delineate function, which 
puts it on the suprasegmental level (cf. Knappert, nd.). Pitch may 
then extend its domain from syllable to word to phrase to sentence, 
and has by this time only vestigial remains of its earlier segmental 
nature. Both high pitch and stress indicate prominence, so at some 
stage in the preceding sequence they may begin to regularly co-occur.
If ‘this 'prominence complex' becomes the main suprasegmental feature 
of the language (eg. in a stress-timed language), it may lead to 
certain segments having reduced phonetic features in some environ- 
-ments. In this view, therefore, pitch would begin as a segmental 
feature and evolve into a conditioning factor for other segmental 
features.
3. Malcolm Guthrie once said of kiKongo, 'It's got too complicated 
and has broken down as a tonal system.' (J.H. Carter, p.c.)
4. Compared to Carter's and Daeleman's systematisations, the system I 
have used to describe the patterns of the various passages can be 
considered only vaguely predictive (prescriptive?) - rather in the 
nature of 'contour x is more probable in this context than contour 
y'. On the other hand, for a language in the state I postulate,
we can no longer predict how a passage Will be read - we can only 
predict the parameters within which it will be possible to read it; 
we can only regress from the spoken contours to determine which 
rules the speaker followed, though not necessarily why. In any case, 
the rule for determining the basic patterns of a stretch ('high 
pitch occurs on the root-syllable') is very simple, and there is 
more scope for dealing with patterns that are anomalous in some way.
5. Some of the features attributed to liNgala influence (eg. the
habituative suffix -aka, p.80) are however also found in such
kiKongo dialects as Ladi (eg. p.104).
6. The method is as followsr each set of cognates is given a weight
of 100 points; each language which shows a cognate with kiLeta is
given an equal share of the points. For example, if 10 of the 16 
test languages show a cognate with kiLeta, these 10 are given 10 
points each, and the other 6 are given none. Finally, all the points 
are added up for each language.
The main drawback to this method is that it is weighted so 
heavily in favour of (perhaps chance) similarities. For example, if 
kiLeta, Ladi, and kiNtandu had all happened to borrow the same loan­
word, which did not occur in any of the other languages, Ladi and 
kiNtandu would receive 50 points each, yet actually the fact that 
they both showed the same 'cognate' (in this case a loan-word) would 
not necessarily imply that they were genetically related. Such non- 
genetic interpretations are inherent in all forms of lexicostatistics, 
and the example given is extreme, but nevertheless Fehderau's 
figures may well be skewed in some such way.
7. These two dates are my own suggestions, not Fehderau's.
8. Several dialects of kiKongo (eg. some kiManyanga dialects and kiZombo) 
are mutually intelligible only with difficulty (Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga, 
p.c.) - cf. also 9.7.
9. It may be that Fehderau is rather premature in doing this; as noted
in chapter 11 (11.3), there seems to be a good deal of variation in
one idiolect. For example, Fehderau considers a syllabic nasal in 
words such as mpi 'also' to be characteristic of the eastern region, 
and forms with prefixed vowel (impi) as characteristic of the 
western region, but Mr. Katesi used both.
10. Similar problems are encountered when discussing languages such
as Lozi. P.R. Bennett (p.c.) says: 'Material being used in Mukumbuta 
Lisimba's PhD dissertation here £in Wisconsin] indicates that the 
system of Lozi (already shown by me as it could have been derived 
by evolution from the Sotho system - see Bennett 1970) is matched 
reasonably well by some dialects of the Luyana group, which form 
the substrate for Lozi. Question: did Lozi borrow from Luyana?, did 
Luyana borrow from Lozi?, did both evolve from the earlier systems?, 
and in the last case, was the evolution independent or did
interaction precipitate it?'
11. A similar thing happened in Ancient Greek: 'In Hellenistic times 
the Greek pitch accent changed to a stress incident upon the same 
syllable as that on which the pitch had previously been.1 
(Atkinson 1933, p.62) The change was complete as early as the 
third century BC.
12. The leftward movement seems to have already happened in connected 
speech in Laman's time (cf. for example, 9.5.6,1), but citation 
forms may not have shown this*
13. It is unfortunate that Fehderau gives no source for the suggestion 
that kiNtandu may have influenced kiLeta*
14. Fehderau here gives a rather opaque example 'to illustrate the 
above point'. He seems to be suggesting that if we can find in 
kiLeta certain words which are common there, but are different 
from the cognate items common in the neighbouring kiKongo dialect, 
this proves that kiLeta cannot have been influenced by that 
neighbouring dialect. Given the nature of kiLeta, this is a rather 
dubious line of reasoning, especially since only four words are 
given, from Brazzaville kiLeta and the neighbouring Ladi:
kiLeta Ladi
tuba 'talk' zonza
z a b a 'know' z a y a
fcnuata 'village' uata
ue 'no, not' kani.
The kiLeta words, he says, 'are all characteristic of the more 
western kiKongo dialects'. However, this is not entirely true: 
ue is of common occurrence all over the kiKongo area, including 
such distant dialects as kiMbanz' aKongo; zonza occurs in the- 
kiManyanga text of chapter 9 (as zonsa), and Fehderau would 
presumably count kiManyanga as a 'western' dialect. At least two 
of the words given cannot therefore be reliably marked off as to 
district or dialect, and Fehderau's examples do not disprove Ladi 
influence on kiLeta. In any case, some common kiLeta words may 
have been borrowed from sources other than kiKongo.
15. It is worth noting that the influx of French loan-words may
possibly change the suprasegmental pattern of kiLeta (penultimate 
— > final high pitch/stress? - cf. 11.4.1.2). The development of a 
more elaborate intonation system also seems a distinct possibility.
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PART IV 
RetrDspec tilv/G
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
Summary and Conclusions
Now that we have come to the end of this thesis, it will be helpful 
to summarise its main ideas and recapitulate the conclusions reached.
The thesis has several equally important aims:
(a) to make a suprasegmental comparison of several dialects, or at 
least idiolects, such as has not been attempted since K.E. Laman's 
work of the 1920s/30s;
(b) to demonstrate that in certain cases the pitch features of kiKongo 
are difficult to analyse in terms of tone, and may therefore warrant 
a pitch-accent description;
(c) to show that there may be an intonational overlay in kiKongo;
(d) to consider the relevance of the conclusions reached in the previous 
two sections to the development of kiKongo;
(e) to critically summarise previous work on kiKongo suprasegmentals, 
attempting to abstract common elements in a range of different 
systematisations.
The important point of the meaning of the terms to be used is taken 
up in chapter 1. It should be noted that 'pitch-accent' is not used here 
in precisely the same sense as what seems to be the typical one in current 
American publications: it refers to a system 'in which pitch plays some 
role in distinguishing morphemes or grammatical categories, but this is 
secondary to its affective and syntactic roles' (1.6.5), This loose 
definition means that the pitch-accent systematisation proposed in this 
thesis does not predict, by means of formal rules, what pitch-contour 
will appear in what context; rather, it describes the range of possible 
pitch-contour choice. (This point is extremely important when considering 
chapters 4-11.) It is my belief that the nature of the kiKongo system 
precludes the establishment of predictive rules (or in any case that 
formulating them would not be worth the trouble), and that it seems to 
be more a question of establishing descriptive guidelines such as 'contour 
x is more probable in this context than contour y '.
There is usually (but not always) only one high pitch per word (15.7). 
64% (on average) of all high pitches occurred on the 'root-syllable*, the
first syllable of the root or stem, while 72% (on average) of all 
words had high pitch on the root-syllable (see Appendix 7/3 and 15.7). 
Pitchmeter tracings, apart from validating the pitch-marking used, 
showed that in 84% of all words in a sample passage highest intensity 
occurred on the root-syllable. Moreover, highest intensity and highest 
pitch coincided in about 65% of cases (3.5.4).
These facts suggest that we can postulate a simple, yet comprehensive, 
rule for high pitch occurrence, namely, ‘high pitch usually occurs on 
the root-syllable'. This is taken as the basic pattern. However, other 
patterns also occur, of which by far the most numerous are:
(a) high pitch occurs on the syllable before the root-syllable (this 
pattern is referred to as 'shift');
(b) high pitch occurs oh the last syllable of the word;
(c) no high pitch occurs on the word.
These are considered 'anomalous' variants of the basic pattern, derived 
from it by, respectively:
(a) shift of the basic high pitch leftwards;
(b) move of the basic high pitch rightwards;
(c) suppression or deletion of the basic high pitch.
Shift is usually morphologically conditioned in that the affixation of 
certain elements (eg. locative, genitive, connective) to the noun 
conditions a shift of the high pitch one syllable leftwards. In some 
cases where these elements appear, however, the expected shift does not 
actually occur. This may be connected with focus or emphasis, especially 
since the other two anomalous patterns seem to signal close relationship 
with neighbouring words, ie. a complex, and therefore act as mechanisms 
for focus or emphasis. It is also significant that items with anomalous 
patterns usually occur in groups (ie. *basic + basic anomalous + 
anomalous), suggesting that pitch variation operates over the phrase 
rather than over the word. Tonal distinctions as a major conditioning 
factor for the pitch patterns seem to be ruled out by the fact that 
the same word may have different pitch patterns in essentially the 
same environment.
One particularly important feature of kiKongo pitch is 'bridging', 
ie. where lower pitches between two high pitches are raised so that a 
high pitch 'plateau' is formed. This occurs especially with the sequences
noun-qualifier and verb-object, and seems to indicate the close rel- 
-ationship of the items concerned. It may even signify focus or 
emphasis, since similar phenomena, over the same sequences, can be 
discerned in Kikuyu, Zambian Tonga and Southern Sotho, and these all 
have some connection with focus. The fact that these sequences have 
special patterns in four widely-separated languages suggests that we 
may be dealing here with a PB intonational feature.
In an effort to clarify the points raised in the previous two 
paragraphs, the main informant was asked to comment on certain phrases 
in the texts where the same words showed different pitch contours. His 
answers indicate that it is possible for the kiKongo speaker to modulate 
or condition the pitch contours in certain ways so as to emphasise or 
focus on certain aspects of his utterance. An examination of these 51 
comments leads to a preliminary description of the mechanisms of this 
contour variation. It seems that 'emphasis may be achieved by the use 
of the non-expected1 (12.3); that is, if, for example, a word might 
normally be expected to have its high pitch shifted, it can be emphasised 
by not shifting this high pitch, and so on. Continuity/finality and 
emphasis seem to be related in that they both use these same mechanisms 
of 'markedness1.
Comparison of several versions of the same text show certain differences 
in pitch patterning. If we can assume that these differences may be due 
to differing patterns of emphasis and focus in each version, we then have 
a crude means of measuring roughly how much emphasis and focus is 
'permissible' in the language. For one speaker reading several versions, 
the answer seems to be about 15% (6.5); for two speakers reading one 
version each the figure seems to be around 30% (8.5). Comparison of 
textual patterns with those predicted by the systematisations of previous 
researchers (4.7, 6.7, 7.7, 9.6) again shows a variability level of 
about 30%.
A consideration of previous studies of kiKongo (4.6, 7.6, 9.5, and 
cf. 5.6) reveals that although each systematisation deals with the pitch 
features in terms of tone, they all agree that certain of these pitch 
features require additional non-tonal elements in the description (eg.
Carter's tone-phrases, Laman's emotive tone, Daeleman's tone-cases/-moods) 
- see 16.2.1. The idea of focus-based conditioning of contours provides 
a unifying factor for all the systematisations, and, as I have tried 
to argue, such an interpretation can be read into each one without 
undue difficulty.
Comparison of the lexical tone-classes established by Laman, Daeleman 
and Carter reveals a large degree of correlation between the three 
sources, and suggests that we can abstract a further unifying feature: 
in each source two main tone-classes can be distinguished - rising (ie. 
low initial) and falling (ie. high initial), though of course there 
may be a few patterns on the boundaries of these two main ones. The 
same outlines can even be discerned in CB, though to a lesser degree. 
Moreover, the falling class is the predominant one, even in CB - the 
rising class accounts for only 38% of items in samples from the four 
sources. There is also some evidence of a shift *lh — > hi, which has 
progressed farther in the north than in the south.
As to why these two tone-classes (or, to be perfectly consistent, 
accentual classes) do not appear in the texts, evidence is adduced to 
argue that although they may exist for words in isolation, once these 
words are placed in context the distinctions disappear (cf. also 9.4).
This may be due to the fact that: (cf. 14.13)
(a) the falling class is most numerous, and would therefore tend to 
assimilate the rising class;
(b) there is in some cases very little difference between the classes, 
thus leading to possible merger;
(c) PB, as Bennett persuasively argues, may have had some sort of 
stress-accent, so that the kiKongo system may be a development of 
that.
The conclusions of the preceding paragraphs lead to the postulation 
of a three-tier system for kiKongo (12.4):
(a) accentual classes on words in isolation;
(b) pitch-accent on words in context, conditioning 'normal' contours;
(c) possible intonational variation, conditioning emphatic contours.
An examination of the pitch patterning in sample passages from the
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individual dialects allows us, by using a variety of numerical taxonomic 
methods, to distinguish four main dialect areas:
(a) NW: kiManyanga;
(b) NE: kiNtandu, kiYaka/kiNtandu;
(c) SW: kiMbanz1 aKongo;
(d) SE/Central: kiZombo, kisiNgombe.
KiLeta (creole kiKongo) tends to have high pitch on the penultimate 
syllable of the word rather than on the root-syllable as in kiKongo 
proper - of course, in many cases (eg, disyllabic stems) these two 
syllables would coincide. It also has a fairly well-developed range of 
intonational variation, similar in some respects to that of Swahili. 
After consideration of Fehderau 1967, the most detailed work on the 
subject, we conclude that kiLeta probably developed around Manyanga and 
Kinshasa from 1800 onwards, and that its pitch features have been based 
on/influenced by kiManyanga, kiNtandu, Lingala (?), Swahili (?) and 
lately French.
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The following section contains seven appendices:
1: map of kiKongo area (chapter 1)
2: pitch-meter graphs (chapter 3)
3: texts, translations and comparison passages (chapters 3-11) 
4: summarised examples of variant contours (chapter 12)
5: comparative list of cognates (chapter 14)
6: reflexes of CB lh (chapter 14)
7: dialect similarity: data and displays (chapter 15).
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Appendix 1 
fllap of kiKongo Area
The map below shows the relative positions of the kiKongo dialects 
discussed in this thesis, as given by the Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga. It 
also shows a few other dialects and languages mentioned in the course 
of the thesis.
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Pitch-meter graphs
The following pages represent pitch-meter tracings of two extracts 
from a passage read by the Rev. A. Komy Banzadio.
2/1-2/9: 11. 115-121 of the text for chapter 10 (Appendix 3) 
2/10-2/21: 11. 193-201 of the same text.
The results are arranged as follows:
(a) frequency (measured in Hertz), with my marking;
(b) logarithmic amplitude (measured in number of 5mm units from the 
base line);
(c) text and marking;
(d) duration of utterance and ^duration of pause"^ (measured in seconds);
(e) translation#
Stretches where the results are uncertain (eg. 2/5) are placed in 
brackets.
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Appendix 3
Texts, translations and comparison passages
This section contains the texts (with interlinear translation) which
form the basis for the discussions in chapters 3-11, Comparison passages,
where they occur, are given after the texts concerned. Slashes ( / )
indicate paragraph beginnings in the original texts.
chapter 3: the text is the same as that for chapter 10, The original 
marking for the sample passage (11. 1-58) is given on the 
lower line of the chapter 10 text, 11. 1-58.
chapter 4: in the comparison passage, C stands for Carter's version, 
and N for Ntoni-Nzinga's.
chapter 6: version C does not occur for all of the text - where it is 
not written down, this means that there is no version C for 
that portion of the text, eg. 1-32, 58-67, etc. Likewise, ve 
version B does not occur for some stretches, eg. 37, 39.
In the comparison passage, C stands for Carter's version, N 
for Ntoni-Nzinga's. For ease of comparison, pausal upturn 
marks have been omitted in N except where they seem to be 
reflected in the patterns of C, eg. C iboosx / N iboosi 36.
chapter 7: in the comparison passage, D stands for Daeleman's version 
from Nsuka 1968, and N for Ntoni-Nzinga*s, D is re-marked 
for easier comparison with N, such that bridging is more 
obvious, eg. s^ xd-{ dyaaka is re-marked sxidil dyaaka 57.
chapter 8: Z stands for Ntoni-Nzinga's version, A for NdoloMenayame1s 
first version, and B for his second version.
chapter 9: in the comparison passage, the first line gives Laman's
base forms as listed in Laman 1936. The second line, labelled 
L, gives his realised forms, insofar as these can be deter- 
-mined. The third line, labelled N, gives Ndolo Menayame's 
version, in which pause marks have been omitted for ease of 
comparison.
chapter 11: in 11. 1-50, version A is the upper line, and version B the 
lower.
Text for chapter 4.
Dialect: kiMbanz* aKongo,
Informant: Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga.
Source: Bentley 1926, pp. 83-84.
A \ / vf-/ \ / O \ /
1. UJantu moole * akak' amtmpanga-may'L » batueso yaandi beenda
Two other wrong-doing people were brought out with him and went
2. voondwa. Baliueeke vana-fulu kyat/alanganza, vaana bankomene
to be executed. When they arrived at the place of the Skull,
there they nailed
3. van -ekuluzu oyaandi, ye-mxmpanga-mayx, omoosx kuna-kooko 
him on the cross, and the malefactors, one on the right
4. kuialunene, omos-f kuna-lumoonso. OW^su ov^vste vo: ET^ata, 
hand, one on the left. Jesus said,'Father,
5. ubayambultuxla, kadi ke-bazeyi kuiau-kp otuu bevaanga.
forgive them, for they do not know at all what they are doing.'
\ / q \ / /6. Bakayamlni mvwaatu myaandi, bateelsl' enkas1 amyeenze.
And they shared out his clothes, and cast lots.
/ ^ \ \ / V* /
7. Dwaantu 1 batelamene vaavana, batadidxxnge, Akuluntu
The people stood in that place, watching. And the rulers
8. bankenonokeen1 ooku va: UJavulEuixz 1 akaka; mbula kayxvuluza, 
derided him, saying, 'He has saved others, let him save himself,
9. ovo yaandx iKl^xstu ai\)zaambil, ujand^imbukil. Awakes! mpe
if he is the Christ of God, the Chosen One. The soldiers also
/ O \ / \ / / D /
10. bansbkeele, beezxdx bantambiLdxcK dikaya, oku vo: Ovo nge
mocked him, coming and offering him vinegar, saying,'If you
/ / _  / \^t i f  /
11. xlMtfnu aAyuda, luiyxvuluza. Uakala ye-sono vana-ntaandu antu
are the king of the Jews, save yourself.' There was a notice above
12. aandi: Qndxoyo » ^  ^ Nttnu a'yuda. Oiuaaka mumpanga-mayx<
his head: 'This is the king of the Jews.' One of the wrong-doers
2>X
13. ujam^nams untyangw(n1 oku vo: Nga ke-ngeye iKlT^stu-ko e?
hanging there railed at him, saying, 'Are you not the Christ?
/ 4- \ / \ / o //11. UKyivuluza • yo-yseto mpe. Dona luakak1 ovutujTlidi, untuumbidi
Save yourself, and us too.1 But that other one answered and rebuked
him,
15. oku vo: Kuvumina IMzaambi-ko e? li)au vo ntuumbtua mosil tuttjumbwa.
saying, 'Do you not fear God?, seeing as we have received the
same sentence.
I..W. W . / . , , . / . .V * , / . /16. Hlaatu eyeeto yansaongi; kadi yeeto, tubakidi nsendo ansoongi*
And we indeed justly, for we, we have received a just punishment
17. ^mun'-ouju tuvangidi; ... kaansi ndxoyu, kavangid'f kwandil 
for what we have done; but he, he has done nothing
18. dyambu dy ambnl-ko. ^  Ovovele mpe vo EV^ ilsu, ungnfindula vav* 
wrong whatsoever.1 And he said, 'Jesus, remember me when
19. olmaaka muna-k^ntinu kyaaku, ^Umvovese vo Kyeeleka Isamu muting 
you arrive in your kingdom.' He replied, 'Truly I say,
^  } i20. vo * ouiuunu * okala yaame- muna-paladisu. / Seteezo kyaola
that toda3r you will be with me in paradise. It was now the
/
21. ina ye-saambanu, storpbe kibukamene ensi yaiuoonso * yamuna 
sixth hour, and darkness covered the whole earth until
on t n * \ , t. A , ✓ . * /22. oola ina ye-vuia, omujimi ukxxndamene; onlel' angubanzD*
the ninth hour, for the sun was dark. The veil of the temple
f o l i  / \ /
23. avauka utxazukini vana-kati. Oyifsu vaava kabookeele mbook'
was torn in the middle. When Jesus had called out in a loud
0/l Vv / / _  c J i  . / . t , . \, „ ■21. angola, ovovele vo ETaata, muna-mooko maaku xng-yekweele
voice, he said, 'Father, into your hands I commend
25, moyo 'ame; vaava kavovele maau oyambtuidi omooyo. Ombut' ankama
my spirit1; and when he had said this, he gave up his spirit. The
centurion
\ / C > \  f I O f26. omujeen' otuu uvangamene, okeembeele Nzaambx oku vo: Kyaleka,
saw what had happened, and he praised God, saying, 'Truly,
3 eP7
. \ i // / ^ / o
27. *andiooyu ilmuntu ansongi kwandx. Endonga yawoonso, ina
this was indeed a righteous man/ All the people who had
t / o \ / / o
28. yalungalakan1 omona dyaadi ‘•bamtueen1 ootuu uvangamene,
gathered together to see this, when they saw what had happened,
* \ / /_ 4, / \J» //
29. ba^buundidi * tulu yau, bauutukidi. Akundx andi awoonso
beat their breasts and went back home* All his friends,
30. y'-akeento mpe, ^aana baleendeenge yaandi tuka kuna-Ngalitx,
and also the women who had followed him from Galilee,
I f iir \ / , \
31. batelamene muna-vala, batadidi mama. / Omuntu nkumbu andi
stood at a distance, and watched these things. One man called
32. Vosefe, luambanda-mbanda wamuuntu ambote, wasoonga mphi -
Joseph, a member of the Council, a good man, and also just -
33. andioyu kakur^kila muna-l'tjkanu tiuau, y'-evangu dyau-ko -
he had not consented to their intention or deed -
h / o / X \ / / t \
34. muiisi Alimataya * kuiaandi, v euata dyaflyuda, oon1 otalaang*
a native of Arimathea actually, a town of the Jews, who awaited
■ • /
35. ekiintinu kyaNzaambi; andioyu weele kuna kusaP-(latu, oloombel1
the kingdom of God; he went to Pilate, and asked for
36. eu^imbu dyaynlisu. OktjlumiuiinTl'-dy'o, obuundidx-dyo muna~nlete» 
the body of Jesus. He took it down, wrapped it in a cloth
/ ^ \ / l i b /  o
37. aliinu, osxidi-dyo muna-nkkala watozwa . muna-nsenzele,
of linen, and placed it in a tomb hewn in the rock,
38. muna ke-miuas^iua nkutu muntu-ko. Selumbu kyaNkubama, elumbu
in which no-one else at all had been laid. It was now the
day of the Preparation, and the day
39. kyavuundu sekxkya. flkeento, ... ana beezxdx yaandx tuuka
of rest was beginning. The women who had come with him from
-10. kuna-Ngalil?, baleende kuna-n-fma", ... bamweene nkala, ye-ns^uua .
Galilee followed along behind, and saw the tomb, and the way
V/ 4, / o \ / o
41. dyasiw* eutxmbu dyandi. Bauutukidi, bakubikidi nduumbu*
his body was laid. They returned home, and prepared spices
nn  I /  O. 4f /  /  , . \  , /  | \  /  , V /  . . .  . . / -42. y,-oma^2^» mansunga. / ... Elumbu kyauuundu * bavuundidx kwau, 
and perfumed ointments. On the day of rest they rested completely,
/ / \dr H — t \ A43. mun'-ouju mankanikinu. Elumbu kyantete kyalun^ingu, una nsiue,
according to the commandment. On the first day of 'the week, very
early in the morning,
44. beezidi kuna-nkala, banete nduumbu • z\na bakubikidi, Bameen'• » a
they came to the tomb, bringing the spices they had prepared.
They saw
45. etad^ . dyanengomoka * kuna-nkala. Bakoteli, ke-baweene-dyo-ko •
the stone rolled away from the tomb. They went in, but could not
see
/ / / V» /- t W46. euiimbu dyafflfumu yiisu. En^ma myau * una miyaangamene
the body of the Lord Jesus. As their hearts puzzled
47. dyambii dyadi, waantu woole babatelameene, emuiuatu myau 
over this matter, two men stood by them, their garments
/ / e , \ / —
48. myelszi-lezi; tuau bammene waonga, ... y'-obbokeka tuss •
shining; they were afraid, and bowed their faces
/m / -r u .V I - f 1 n I V 1 / -49. muna-nsx, babauouese ud: fldyeeyx ... muu^aw^l, oona una raooyo*
towards the ground, but they said to them, ’Why are you looking
for a living person
50. uana-mafiua? Kena-mo-ko, afulukidi kmaandi. Mubbakula mpauesa’a*
among the dead? He is not here, but has actually risen. Remember
the words
/ — t v /  / O \ t51. kanuuouesa « uaaua kakals kuna-Ngalili oku uo: Of^ uJ^ an, amuuntu
that he spoke to you when he was in Galilee, saying, “The Son of
Man
\ I t \ / o / o , /
52. ofwste yekoluia muna-mooko maasumuki, kakomiua • uan '-ekulu2u,
must be delivered into the hands of sinners, and be nailed to
a cross,
\ / t  V / \ / / / /53. kafuluka kwandi * elumbu * kxna kyetatu. Babakwiidi maambu
but rise again on the third day.111 They remembered his words,
54. maandi, bauutukidi kuna-nkala, basamuntuiini 'maambu mama maiuoonso « 
and returned from the tomb, and recounted all these things
I f  O  \  f / \ /
55. kuna ktuayau ekuuiml ye-mosi, yo^kuna-kiuaakaka yauioanso, I Maria*
to the Eleven, and to all the others. It was Mary
56. rmuisi Hlandala • yooyo, yo-yoana, yo-IHap^a * tuangiu1 andi aVakobo, 
of Magdala, and Joanna, a'nd Mary the mother of James,
57. y'-akak' akeento baked! yau » basamunuiiini maambu mama* 
and other women who were with them, who told these things
58. kwantuinuja, QyatJ » babeenze ud * maambu maama * mamfiuaantil kaka,
to the apostles. They thought ‘that these things were just
nonsense,
59. bauuniisi. Uo iPeetelo otelamene tueel1 Emtiinu kuna-nkala?
and did not believe them. As for Peter, he got up and went at
a run to the tomb;
/ n t  * ° j ' n ! < L  ,60. ouetamene, odyoangele, amweene nlele myat^^no * uakxkaka,
and went in, and bent down, and saw the linen cloths by
themselves,
61. ^ouutukldi kuna-nzo andi, ^os^uikidi edi dxuangamene. Ekyakin1
and he returned home, amazed at what had happened. That same
, 0 ,o \ / \ f o \ j f
62. elumbu, ouioole uana bena, aiayeeleenge kun'-euata dyaEmau,
day, two of them were going to the village of Emaus,
\ / — \ I e \ / a \ f /
63. dikala uo * kxlometa kuumx ye-zoole • tuuka Welusaleeme.
which is twelve kilometres from Jerusalem.
64. ^8amokeene .maambu maiuoonso * ^ m^na mabm^idi, Oiau bemokenanga^
They were talking about all the things which had happened. As they
were talking
65. yo-yuuuzyana, oylisu yandf kibeni ofnlnamene, ^rneele yau.
and conversing with each other, Jesus himself came up and walked
along with them,
66. Kens-f meso mau mau-flakesiua, ke-^bakuntoneoa. ^Ubauouese u d :
But their eyes were deceived, so that they did not recognise him.
He said to them,
, \\ // . / , o (/) , (/) , q n - /67. Nki amambu mama numokenenya tuau nukuienda? Badxngaleele,
‘What matters are you discussing as you go along?' They were
silent,
68. bayilndaleele. Omosx nkumbu andi Keleopa - umuutmiid-/ uo: 
looking sad. One, whose name was Cleopas, answered him,
69. Nga ng^ye k^ka wunaanga kuna-yelusaleeme, walembi zay' a 1
'Surely you are the only one in Jerusalem who does not know the
things
e> / / o 1 \ / \ /
70. mabwxxdi yaayi elumbu-ko? Ubauouese uo: Ameyi? Bamuouese uo:
that have happened [there] these [last few] days?1 He said to them,
'What things?' They said to him,
0 \ .. , ( .. / _ /. , A  / / - V /71. Omaama maUxxsu akwalMazalete, andxoona uangunza • warnama •
'These things about Jesus of Nazareth, he [who was] a prophet of
might
/ o f  o \ , / / Ot L \ I \ f
72. muna-mauangu • yo-muouo, ooku kwardzaambx, v ya-nkangu aujoonso mpe;
in deeds and words, before God and also before all the people;
73. ye-ngyekola banyekmele ambuta zangaangl »y'-akuluniu estD »
and the way he was handed over by our chief priests and leaders
74. kazeengma nzeengo afuia, ^ bamuoondele uan' eki^ luzu . ^Uo iyeto,
and was sentenced to a verdict of death, and they executed him on
the cross. As for us,
a  \  /  o /f f o f  \
75. 'vuuuu tuaiidx, uo iyandi yun'okula Isaele, Uana-ntandu amaa
we had not left off hoping that he would be the one who would
ransom Israel. On top of all
r j ,  It o &  t , \. f .  A  , /  , / .  b  /  ,76. maiuoonso, owunu xlumbu kyetatu, tuukamena kyabwxla • maambu maama. 
this, this is the third day since the doing of 'these things.
V /  6 \ t t o  t \
77. Kaansi kadi, akak1 akeento eto «• batuzengenekene, bakedi
But also, some of our womenfolk astonished us, who were
78. emene-mene kuna-nkala; ooua baleembele rnaan* euxxmbu dyaandi, 
at the tomb very early; when they were unable to find his body
/  o \  /  \  /  ^  A \  /  c
79. beezidi auoui uo mona-meeso kyambasi* barruueene, aana bauouele uo °
they came saying that they had seen a vision of angels, who said
that
80. ^una kwaandi uuna. Akaka mpe ^bena yeeto * beele kuna-nkala,
he was in fact now alive. And some who vie re with us went to the
tomb,
u \  f t  _ / .  . A  J , \ t . , . , t .81. baweens tuaau uuouele akeento, kaansx yaandx ke-bamonx.
and found it as the women had said, but him they did not see.1
82. ^Ubauouese uo: Veeno amazouia, nu akiua ntima mya^kkoomboka •
He said to them, 'You fools, you possessors of hearts slow
3T/
83. muna-kujiikTlle ^ muna-maauJGonBo •> mavova nguunza! ... QKlistu •
to believe in all that the prophets have spoken! Should Christ
I o \ / O \ I \ /
84. mpasi zazi nga * kafwete zo-mona-ko-e, kakota muna-nkeembo andi?
indeed not have suffered these agonies, and enter into his glory?’
85, Tuuka mun a-fHoase « yo-muna-nguunza vzawonso, osii.mbid-i(
Starting from Moses and all the prophets, he began
86 . kuba akila * muna-sona yauj^onso ■» omaatnbui ■ mena muna-yaandi,
to explain to them in all the scriptures the things which were
about himself.
87. Baf^namene mpata-vata \na bekmeenda; seiuadil v^oka kuna-ntu.
They approached the perimeter of the town to which they were going,
and he was about to go on ahead,
88, Bankomeenee oku uo: ^ Utunaangina, ^ kadi se-mas^ika, ^okuuma
They pressed him, saying, ’Stay with us, for it is now evening,
and the daylight
89, se-kufwa. Okotele ka-banaangina, Una kavwende yaau kuna-meeza,
is now fading,’ And he went in to where they were staying. When he
was sitting with them at the ta ■
90, oboongele mboolo asaambuK^dt-zo , obukunwini, ^ ubakayil^sx .
he took bread, and blessed it, and broke it, and shared it out to
them.
n/! fn / t  ^ , -i u \ f . f t I91, Qmeeso maau mateendokele banttonene oveempokele muna-meeso maau.
And their eyes were opened and they recognised him, and he disappear
from their sight,
92, Bauouazyanilnif vo: Nga myooyo myeeto ke-miz'il'Ln^mlinge-ko «
They said to each other, ’Did not our hearts burn [within usj
93. una katumokeseeneenge * muna-nzTlla, yo-kututeendweel1 esono?
when he was speaking to us on the road, and opening to us the
sciptures?’
^ \ / ° \ / o I / /
94. flluna-yaau ritasnguja • ina batetamene, bavutukidil muna-Velusaleeme,
It was that instant that they got up and returned to Jerusalem,
nc . , \ / ,\ I , 4 , \ /,
95, beenda maana yau ekuumi yE-mosi, ... y ’-aana bakala yau
and went and found the Eleven, and those who were with them,
\ I \L © \ // /
96. baluungilu; oyau vo: Oomfumu ofulukidi kikilu, omonekene
gathered together; and they said, ’The Lord has indeed risen, and
has been seen
97,
98,
99,
100.
101.
102.
103.
101.
105,
106.
1D7.
/ / 'M / /c. \ /  / _
kiuaSimon. Bakumbulujil'Ldil * ooma manzila, ye-ndzaya banzeye^
by Simon.' They related what [had happened^] on the road, and how
they had recognised him
\ ( , /, . . . t - .. V*. / , f *uaaua t kabukiuxnx emboolo. Una bauoueleenge maambu ... maama,A
when he broke the bread. While they were talking about these
things j
oyaandx kxbeenx otelamene uana-bena, ubauouese u o : Luuuuamu 
He himself stood among them, and said to. them, ’Peace
4* { & / / \ / \ / ooko nwifna. Babu bunlidf, bamiueene tuoonga, eedil babeenze uo •
be with you.’ They were alarmed, and felt afraid, because they
thought that
4/ u ,,, \ / - 1‘n, / j./- , / „^mmaanda bamweene. Ubauouese uo: Adyeeyxx nutelamenuj1emyooyo?
it was a ghost they had seen. He said to them, ’Why are your hearts
troubled?
4 * / o  V./ / __ t  / \ /  ' h X
Adyeeyi * zikuJXtzTl'l1 embalu muna-ntima myeeno? Nutala
Why do doubts arise in your hearts? Look
mooko maame ^ye-taambx yaame, xmano kiuaame yuyu; nunguunza-muunza, 
at my hands and my feet, it is really me; touch me,
w niuatala; kadx iruuaanda - kena ye-nxtu ye-uxsx-ko, nd2ee yaayx,
K A
and see for yourselves; for a ghost does not have flesh and bones,
in the way that
A, . \ / i -1 \ * _ /- ‘ \ _ ^ , / . . .vnumbiueene « wau. Una kauouele uiau, ubasongsle omooko ye-tambx,
you see me now.1 When he had spoken thus, he showed -them his hands
and feet.
\ f hL /  0 \L /  \  j
UJau baleembele kwikidxta * kuna-kiese, basiluilka, ubauouese \ i o i
While they were unable to believe for joy, and were astonished,
he said to them,
Nuj^na ye-ma *kyedya uaau ’e?
’Have you anything to eat here?’
{
Comparison passage for chapter 4: Carter.
23c..........Oytisu uaaua kabookeele mbook1V A
/P /M K Q
n. ..... OWiisu uaou3 kabookeele mbook1
A * * •
/ V  V \ / V
24c. angolo, ovovele uo: ETaata, muna-mooko maaku xngyekmeele
i'll /A G /A /5(c) ii /iK
n. angolo, ououele uo ETaata, muna-mooko maaku ingyekweele
25c. mooyo aame; uaaua kauouele maau oyaambujidi omooyo, Qmbut1 ankama
Q ii /U K Q /A 8+ /P ii
n. moyo ame; uaaua kauouele maau oyambwidi omooyo. Ombuf ankama
\ / \ / V  V *
26c. ommeen* owu uuaangamene, okeembeele Nzaambi oku uo: Kyeleka,
/A Q L /A Q /A G /A
n, omm^en1 ouiu uvangamene, okeembeele Nzaambi oku uo: Kyeleka,
27c. andyooyu imuuntu ansaongi kmaandi, Endoonga yamoonso, ina
/P /iA ii (H /P ii /L(c)
n. ^andioouu imuntu ansongi kiuandi. ^Endonga yamoonso, ina
28c. yalungalakan1 omona dyaad^ bamween1 oouju uuaangamene,
T Q /A Q+ L
/ / ^ \ / O
n. yalungalakan1 omona dyaadi-bamiueen1 oomu uuangamene,
29c. babuundidi tt^lu yaau, bauutukidi. Akuundi aandi amaonso
/A Q ii /A /P ii iii
n. ^ba A buundidnl ® tulu yau, ^bauutukidi. Akundx andi amoonsofi
\ / / \ / V V
30c. y'-akeento mpe, ana baleendeenge yaandi tuuka kuna-Ngalilx,
/E ■ X /L(c) Q /H /5(c)
n, y'-akeento mpe, ^aana baleendeenge yaandi tuka kuna-Ngalili,
V V  \  /  /  v
31c. batelamene muna-uala, batadidi maama. Omuuntu nkuumbu aandi1 1 * *
/A /5(c) /A 0 /P* /P ii
n, batelamene muna-uala, ^batadidx mama. Gmuntu nkumbu andi
32c.
n.
33c,
n,
34c,
n.
35c.
n .
36c.
2 ^
yosefe, ... tuamuuntu ambote, wasaong^ mphe - 
/A /A tItI /A X
yosefe, ... uiamuuntu ambote., wasoonga mpht -
andyooyu kakuiTLxktla muna-lukanu tiuaau, y ’-^uaangu dyaau-ko - *
/P /A . /T (c) til /E til
andtoyu kakurLnfktla muna-lukanu Imau, y'-euangu dyau-ko -
Altmataya kuiaandx, euata dyaAyuda, o n1 otalaang1 
/A tt lil # ? ii /L(c)
muxsx? Atxmataya » kiuaandx, ^ ei/ata dyaAyuda, 1 oon1 otalaang’
ekxntinu kyaNzaambt; andyooyu weele kuiina ktuaPxlatu, oloombeV 
Q+ tt /P /A S /S /A
ekilnttnu kyaNzaambx; andxoyu meele kuna kuiapilatu, oloombel*
euxxmbu dyaUxtsu.
Q+ xt
euxtmbu dyay^ilsu.
Text for chapter 5.
Dialect: -kiYaka/kiNtandu.
Informant: Rev. D, Ntoni-Nzinga*
Source: Sljuyf 1936, pp. 104-111*
\ / v / \ / f
1. Kimpa knlMaFuungiua. NsFuungma * ..* tualole ktuaml mpuumpa-yakala.
The adventure of Mr*. Owl* Mr* Owl was indeed an eligible bachelor.
\ / \ / CM / \ /2. Kilumbu kimosx, uiele kaangala ktoani muna-makaanga, wele tuaana
One day he went travelling, indeed, in the bush, and came upon
3. mioana-ndumba mpwena, zxna dyaandx Nlyeese. NaFuungwa A de 
a pretty young maiden whose name was Moonray. Mr. Owl
4. . muntua nde: E mbadil rmuana-nkeento, ungaanete mass, inwa
spoke to her thus: 'Hey, my dear young .lady, would you kindly
give me some water, so that I may
5. ktuamoy kilcuma kadi mbundu leema yikundeema * ye-kiunlina kilmasa.
take a drink, because my inside is really burning me with a thirst
for water•'
/ Vv / c / / ® / \
6. I buna yanx ndumba mpi » de munma nde: Nwa kiuaku taata miuana-
So the maiden also spoke to him thus: 'Drink away, my dear young
/ \ / \ / / O
7. yakata, nkal1 amo * yiyobilla mooko. Ibuuna NaFungtua mpi,
man - Qiere isj my calabash, in which I wash my hands/ So Mr.
Owl in his turn
8. ibu-kabaka-yo mpx, yxbu-kantua-mo. Nga NaFuungwa » ... kaboonga 
then took it, and drank from it. Then Mr. Owl took up
/ o / / *  ^ /
9. go dyaambu » katula * de munwa nde: E mbadi mwana-nkeento yu,
the conversation, and carried on saying, 'Hey, my dear young lady
there,
/ t f / / / / O /
10. nga nant ukuzTLtiIk"tta kiuaku? Ndumba mpi * de munuja nde: Kanx
who might it be that you are engaged to?' And the young lady said,
'In fact,
i /  / / \ / l / .
11. kxkweeletil-ko * kaansi taat' amo usftua. kiuani. Kaansx
I am under no compulsion to marry, except that my father has in
fact died. But
12. bu-kayaya nde: fllono bubu yxmfw' amo; kaansi koonso muunt'
when he was in his death agony, he said, "I am now dying; but
whoever
SRG
13. ukuieete miuaan' amo lllyeese, kaindye nziifmbu-ko , ^ kansil * mpasi
wants to marry my daughter Moonray, do not ask for a brideprice
from him, but rather
11. go unlisi boonga ... mbeembo yikiuenda kuumbwa gaga * ^  ntata
that he should come and sing a lament which should be well-thought
of here all through
\ t f % / t s
15. ntangi * yiyi yakulu, iyandi yuna ukiuela mtuaan ' amo! Kaansi
this whole area, and it is he who should marry my child! But
16. mbeembo « kesa bboong^la • ... kuna yakuundimilna « idd\dilaangaA
the lament must be sung there where I am buried, where [they] weep
/ o
amo
for me, her father." That was \vhat my father groaned to my mother
17. '^mono, ^ taat1 andi. Ibuuna taat' amo* kayays kungudi *
1B* ye-«kubambuta zsmo, ^Ibuuna HaFuungtua bu-kawa-bo, de » munwa 
and my relatives.’ So when Mr, Owl heard this he saxd,
© . \ / / f  o \
19. ndet^'Ka-dyaambu-ko'i ... Sa-yeboonga-yo * kuuna *■ ku-bakundikila 
♦That’s no problem! I will indeed sing it where they have buried
/ \ / Q \ t
20. taat* aku. ITlbadi nduumba mpe » kaniuaana muffins mpaka-ko,
5»-our father, ’ The charming young lady for her part did not
prolong the conversation;
 ^ {J \ f r  ^ ^
21. gogele nde: Ka-dina kiuandi dyaambu-ko, yikusotete kiuaku,
she said, 'It is indeed no problem, for I am in love with you;
r~
\ t © 4 ^ \  f \s t
22. itirsa boonga mbembo » kuna kukundimina taat' amo, ibuna*
so come and sing the lament where my father is buried, so that
23. ^yikiltuka nkas* aku! Ibuuna NaFuungtua tueele ^kuna-gata dyaandi.
I may become your wife!’ So Mr. Owl went back to his village.
21, QJele yiindutaanga mbeembo, ^  Iji-kakoboonga * ^  kuna-k^2itu
He kept on thinking about the lament which he was to sing there
before his in-laws,
25, kyaandi,^ kansi kasoluta-yoo nkutu-ka,^ I buna kayenda 
but he couldn't think of one at all. So he went
/ c IS) /  /  o
26. ssamuna* NaNgundu-Nkuunga, keenda kuboongila mbeembo*
to ask Mr. Nightingale to go and sing the lament [for himj
2fL. 7
\ / £> \ f f t  /27. kuuna kuna-nzitu^aandi » wakundimina. I buna NaFuungtua ... unete
there before his buried father-in-law. So Mr. Owl took along 
o \ t to \ //
28. malafu 8 kuNaNgundu-Nkuunga, yi-bu-kasa* kuNaNgundu nde: ...
some palm-wine to Mr. Nightingale, and when he got there he said 
4 to Mr. Nightingale,
t \ / \ t \ /
29. E mbadi yaaNgundu-Nkuunga, dodokolo dyaku, tiueendeete
'My, dear Master Nightingale, I beg you, come along with me
/ \ / v / ~
30. umboongila • mbeembo kuna-kizitu kyamo, ku-ikweeleele nkeento
and sing a lament for me to my in-laws, so that I can marry a
woman
3d, mumbembo kwani * ^ ka-munz^mbu-ko . ^  bu*-bantstila nde: ... Gor f »
because of this lament, not because of brideprice, as they have
promised me, saying,""If
32. tuisidi boonga mbeembo nkeento una zina dffllyeese, ^  nga
you come and sing a lament, the woman whose name is Moonray
33. kakituka nkas* akui Kaansi tuuka bantemba itembuia yixnduta
will indeed become your wife." But since they told me this, I
haven't stopped thinking
o \ / / o34. mbembo, .... kani kisolwele-yo nkutu-ko-, Dyanu ngiistdi8
about a lament, and yet I can't think of one at all. That's
why I've come
/ / o \ / o \ t o
35. kusamuna kaansi* kin. si nkatu-ko; yaani kindongo kyokyo8
to talk to you, but I haven't come empty-handed, because have
brought you this
36. ^kunat^nf» / I buuna * i\Jaf\lgundu”Nkuunga utoondele « ...
calebash.' So Mr. Nightingale accepted ■
37. malafu mandi * yibu-banujf ni-ma mpe, I buna A basr'/di kilumbu »
his palm-wine, and drank it as well. Then they set aside a day
38. ki-bakiueenda kuna-lAznltu. Kil\imbu bu-kifweens , ^  bakutidi
on which they would go to the in-laws. On the appointed day,
they gathered up
\ / — \ / — V" / C5
39. malafu kuumi ye-nkoombo ye-ttaanu «* ye-ntoongo zoote z\ngulu*
10 fcalebashesl of palm-wine, and 5 goats, and 2 fine specimens
of pigs,
u. f V / q  y'* / \  /
40. ye-nsusu makumoole. Bakutidt mpi kibu.ka*ktbaleeke bsu. Ibuuna
and 20 chickens. They also assembled a group of their friends.
Then
41. bayanda kuna-krzitu. / ^ Bu-bayenda luiaaka kuna-kilziltu «* bu-basa
they isrent to the in-lav/s'. When they finally arrived at the in-laws',
they
42. ndi: ^  Beeto * ka-tudtla mujilifnil-ko , ^  mumprmpa kaka tudilta. /
said, 'We cannot sing laments during the day, it is only at night
that we sing.'
43. ^Bazitu ride: Ka-dyaambu-ka i ^Ibuuna" babasaongele kilomba kyau.
The in-laws said, 'That's no problemI' And then they showed them to
to their room.
\ / / O \ / C> \ / \ f f
44. Ibuuna bau mpe » basilkuta biilma A br-bryeele yau A bazrtu bau. /
Then they also presented the things that they had brought their
in-laws*
\ t \ l / o
45. Ibuuna NaNgundu-Nkuunga tuaysnda lloonga ... NaFuungiua»
Then Mr. Nightingale went to tell Mr. Owl what to do,
\ / ,6 , o / , . ,\
46.' kuna-mlma nzo ndei Kansx nge, NaFuungiua, bu-sa-tiuekota
behind the house, and said, 'Now you, Mr. Owl, once we have gone
into
47. kuyeeftfba, kukundimlna A nziltu aaku A mukudilla, ibuuna A
the funeral chamber where your father-in-law is buried, to mourn,
then
— \  /  V • /  \  /  \ /!
48. sa-waboonga A mono Ngundu-Nkuunga, ojakotxsa kumuna-nsr*
you are to grab hold1 of me Mr. Nightingale, and put me below
49. k\iyuunga kyaku, buuna <* ka-balendi zzaya-ko <* go mono 
your cloak, so that they will not realise it is I
/ / % / ^ / o
50. Ngundu-Nkuunga yiboongila mbeembo. Edil sa-babaansa kaka nde:
Mr. Nightingale who is singing the lament. What they will just
think is,
51. NaFuungiua kiuanil, ^ yaandnl kibeeml boongels mbembo anil. /
"Mr, Owl himself, it is he himself who sang his lament."'
52. ibuna mpnlilmpa mpe yrbiurrdx. Ibuna baboonso ye-besi-gata*
So night then fell. So all the villagers
53. ye-bau banzeenza *^beele kkota muna-yeemba. ^  NaFuungiua mpi
and they the guests went and entered the funeral chamber. And
Mr. Owl
54. ubakidi *^NaNgundu-Nkuunga uns-fidi ■* ^ munsx kilyunga kyandi. / 
took hold of Mr. Nightingale and placed him under his cloak.
3 ? ?
A / i f  O f f  o
55* 'NaNgundu-Nkunga bu-kasa kuNaFungtua nde: Go teele kindodya*
Mr. Nightingale had said to Mr, Owl»■'When you click your fingers
V , . . . / . \ / o *  . ,, , / ^ ., v /56. munsr kxnkutu ngTna, buuna mono* nzayrdr kwame, v ye yxboonga
under the mantle where I am, then I will fully understand, and
I will sing
57. mbembo. /^Ibuuna b.atuTlidi kkota kiuau baakulu. ^ NaFuungiua mp^ •
the lament/ So the elders kept going in. Mr, Owl too
L / t \ / \ /
58. ujakota « ye ujayenda foonga kuna-mfiuita maalu manzitu aandi,
entered and went and sat down at the feet of his father-in-law*s
corpse.
■& / / \It \
59. ibuna NaFungwa ■» tueta kindadya* ... muna-nkutu mukala
So Mr, Owl clicked his fingers in the mantle where Mr.
60. NaNgunduaNkuunga, ibuna NaNgundu-Nkunga wabonga mbeembo nde:
Nightingale was, and then Mr. Nightingale sung the lament,
, saying,
/ \ / \ t f
61. E nlfaandi yayai Nkaandi yigana ngaanui Kileteteeee\ Ibuna
t t*Hey, palm-nut, hoorayi The palm-nut confers talent! Kileleleeee!
Then
62. bantu bonso bay\mbinldi-yo mbeembo, ^  ibuna bilumbu b\tanu«>
everyone joined in in singing the lament, so for five days
63. ^bakese koko, /^Kaansi NaFuungiua kageene * NaNgundu-Nkunga
they did that. But fir. Owl didn't give Mr. Nightingale
/ J, \ i t  / O
64. madya-ko, muna-nkutu kansiueeka. Ibuna NaNgundu-Nkuunga*
any food under the cloak where he had hidden him. So Mr.
Nightingale
65. "^uuAidi taanda. / ^  I buna mubilumbu b^ina * bazituA batuukidi
got very thin. So after those days the in-laws brought out
66. bilima * bi-bayundula NaFuungiua *^ musiindnlka nkas 1 andi; ibuna
things which they gave to Mr* Owl, as a send-off for his wife}iso
W  \ ; , f ° 4- v . L. , /-i67. bagoondele nsusu makumatanu* ye-nkombo makumoole.
they slaughtered 30 chickens, and 20 goats,
68. ^ye-ntongo zingulu kuumi * ye-nkama ntaba^ZT^mtundi, Ibuna
and 10 fine pigs, and 100 manioc roots (?). Then
£ 0 0
\  /  /  ( f t o /  /
69, bageene nkas' andnl benda yandi. Ibuna baana bayenda, bu-baltuaaka
they handed over his wife, and they went off with her. So they
went off, and when they arrived
70, kuna-nkunku gata dyau, NaFuungiua A bu-katuukilusi
at the perimeter fence of their village, Mr. Owl took out
71, NaNgundu-Nkuunga, ^  kanst NaNgundu-Nkuunga * u^ttnlTld-i taanda. /
Mr. Nightingale, but Mr. Nightingale was very thin.
't' / \ / o / f o f/ A
72, Ibuna NaNgundu-Nkuunga* de muniua nde: Tala mono Ngundu-Nkunga
So Mr. Nightingale said, 'Look at me Nightingale,
73, kyeleka * bu-ngtuidi tanda kuiamei fflukkuma nki nge, NaFungwa, 
truly I am as thin as a rake' For what reason, Mr. Owl,
7-1.' malembtua kungana kan-L ktima kxdya • ^  kuna-kilziltu kyaku?
did you fail to give me anything whatsoever to eat at your
in-lav/s?
75. fllono yakuboong^la mbeembo A ukiueeteele nkas1 aku . ^  Kansil
After all, X sang the lament for you, so that you could marry
your wife. But
76. ka-dyaambu-koi Kansi g'aana nsendui1 ame, ^  ngyenda kiuame
no matter! But give me my fee, so that I can go back on home
77. kuna-gata dyame! Ibuuna yani NaFuungiua nde: Ee mpaang^, 
to my village.'‘So he Mr, Owl said, 'Hey, my friend,
78. ^uunu knlumxidi nzimbu-ko^ikufuta. Kansi nlungi rnunu
at the minute I have no money on me to pay you with. But in a
week from now
79. unu/ukita, ^nga yfkufuta ktuakui ^  NaNgundu-Nkuunga tueele
come back to me, and I will indeed pay you!' Mr. Nightingale
came
80. v/utuks kuNaFungiua * mubbaka nsendo and!. ^ Kansx NaFungma* 
back to Mr, Owl to get his fee. But Mr. Owl
81. ^ntu an?* ^  kayungasa, ... kaviinlidi kmanf nkutu kilfma*
shook his head, because he had nothing whatsoever
v / \ f \\ // o
82. ktseenda NaNgundu-Nkunga-ko, Ibuuna NaNgundu-Nkuunga*
to pay Mr. Nightingale with. So Mr. Nightingale
83. tueele dila muna-nzila ye~kuna~gata dyandil. Ibuuna munsungu
went sadly on his way back to his village. So it was in the
season
\\ // e ^  f \ ;
84. yituukaanga lunsiua, NaNgundu-Nkuunga mele ssamuna
when the winged termites come out, and Mr. Nightingale went to
tell
\  / /  o /  V
85. Nafllfusil-Ntabu, keenda kumbbakrla NaFungtua * mumbaambnsa
Mr. Trapper to go and catch Mr. Owl by using as bait for him
86. lunsiua. Ibuuna (llfusu-Ntaambu ■* tueele yika mbaambTlsa ■*
the termites. So the Trapper went and set up bait for Mr. Owl
87. muna-nkunku * NaFuungiua. / ^ Ibuuna NaFuungiua « bu-kazola 
at his perimeter fence. So Mr. Owl felt like
88. • kaangala* ... nkokxla* ... mumbela gata dyarnl, wele imuaana
a walk that evening around the edge of his village, and he came
upon
,'Jt , / ‘f f °  \  / /
89* lunsuia luAbabulaanga, bu-kasa nde: Ngyeenda rmlna kiuame
termites shaking their wings, and he said, 'I’m going to gorge
myself
90. lunsiua luuna, ... luna muna-nti! Ibuuna bu-kayeenda
on those termites which are in that tree!' So as he was going
91. ttoota-lo, ntambu mpl* ... yibu-ubasuka, ^  ibuuna NaFuungiua* 
to collect them, didn't the trap spring, and then Mr, Owl
\ / / 0 / $ o \ /
92. tuekaangama muna-lusiinga; ye-fHfusi-Ntaambu * uyxsi kungiuaana
was caught in the rope; and the Trapper came and found him
93. muna-ntambuj1 ani, bu-kasa nde-E Fungiua, unu lueele kujaku
in his trap, and said, ’Hey, Owl, today you will find your way
t / / o V t f
94. mumiuaamb1 amoi Ibuuna NaFuungiua* luegaana ludokolo*
into my sauce*' So Mr. Owl begged
J. \ / O 1 / 1 / /
95. kufflfusil-Ntaambu nde K Unkutula, ngyenda kugaana nsenda
the Trapper, saying, 'Let me go, and X will then give you a fat
\  /  f c  /  S /
96. mpiuena. Kaansi fllfusH-Ntaambu nde: Go yiNaNgundu-Nkunga u una *
reward.' But the Trapper said, 'If you lied to Mr. Nightingale
tfO n_
4 f / / \ / / £
97. munsendo A go ylmono » ... nga yu-ku1una-ko? yandx nde: 
about a fee, will you not indeed lie to me as well?1 He said,
98. Kxguna-ko • ^  bonso igunTlni * ^  NaNgundu-NkuungaI Kansx fllfusx-Ntaambu * 
’I will not lie as I lied to Mr. Nightingale!* But the Trapper
99. kaiua nkutu ... ngogo myand^-ko, un2 2 ubidi kaka* ... ys-nyini
didn't listen at all to his words, he just hit Owl with the
handle
/ \ t i / j t / tf
100. mbesle • gana-mbata ntu* Fuungua; nlbuna unate ...
of his knife on the crown of his head, and then carried him
101. kuNaNgundu-Nkuunga. ^  I buna NaNgundu-Nkuunga urmuens yangi • dnfingi, 
to Mr. Nightingale, So Mr. Nightingale was overjoyed-;
\ t v /  /  •* v  t102. uiele bonga nkEento 'nil fflysBe, uknltu 1 df ■* sxnkeentuj 1 antA
he went and took his wife Moonray and she now became the wife of
him
103. NaNgurfdu-Nkuunga munsGGndiu1 ent, wu-kabaka-ko * ^  kuna-NaFtjnguia.
Mr# Nightingale in [place of] his fee, which he had not received
from Mr. Owl*
104. tita ngana, futa ngana, ^  Baangun^xngi afuj^ idil * ye-ntete
Tell a tale, ask for a tale (?), Banguningi died with a basketful
105. ngana! Kimpa zikil-^ki * kuntu nant? ^  Kuntu WaFungma!
of tales! This tale of .miserliness, on whose head is it? (?) On
Master Owl's head!
Text for chapter 6.
Dialect: kiZombo.
Informant: Rev. D. Ntoni-Nsinga.
Source: own composition.
1a. (Uau A tu2 olele mokena fyoti ► mund^ing' akxKoongo. Kizeye-ko
Now we would like to speak a little in the kiKongo language.
I don't know
2a. kana uo • khy*amaambu y£indunlidi, ekuma kadi, una ngaphouaanga«
 ^ / //
b. UnaA nga^phouanga*
what kind of thing you were thinking, because when I was
speaking
3a, kxkele ye-koonso ngxxndu nkutu * zauuoua koso dyambu
, , o / o / . ,o /  f O /  — /  —
b. kxkele*ye"»koonso * ngxxndu * nkutu <■ zauuoua * koonso * dyambu
I had no idea at all of saying anything
4a. dyaphila yiina. Keansx * ^ naanga ngindujxidx uo • kutomene
b. dya^ph^la 1ixna-ko. - Naanga *^ ngindiuxildi * uo ». kutomene *
of that nature. But it is possible, I think, that, you didn’t
\ really ■ ■
5a. kuphililsa-ko. IHudyambu kele uo uphiilsildiilng^ • ephtilpita
/ / / / o \ / o C (T o
b. kuphtisa-ko. IlluAdyaAmbu * kele uo » upbiis-ilditngx • ephxtpita*
understand me. Because, if you had understood me, the difficulty
V f / . • . * i w / o \6a, yxna miueene nga kanx kummone-yo-ko. Ve-Anaanga * madx
v f  c / \  / / / o / <>
b. yxna mujeene •> nga * kanil kurmuone-yo-ko, ye-*naanga * madx*
v/hich you have experienced, you would certainly not have
experienced it. And perhaps you didn’t
7a, lleend1 ezaya kana u o * nkhxi ing^ilndu zaame ye-kh^i
\ / O O ft ft, f \ , / <1 /
b. lleenda * zaya » kana uo ♦ nkhx » x^ngxxndu zaame » ye•
actually realise what my idea and what
8a. iltukanu lujaame. ^  Sed\mos^ kaka ndzolele toma zaya* ekkuma*
b. tukanu -luiaame. Sed^mosi kaka ^ ndzolele toma zaya* ekkuma*
my intention was. I really want to know just one thing now:
the reason
9a. Imaakxdil muna-teez’o kyaphiDi yaayx. Ekkuma kadi-
V/ O \ / / / , , / ,q
b, lujaakiidt « muna-teezo » kyaphxla yaayx. Ekkuma kadx *
you have come to a conclusion of this sort. Because
10a, 
b,
11a.
b,
1 2 a .
b,
1 3 a ,
b.
1 4 a .
b.
1 5 a .  
b.
16a.
b.
1 7 a ,  
b.
1 8 a ,  
b.
1 9 a .
b.
kisxdif-iiio yyxindula nkutu-ko * uo lenda luiaaka muphiua 
kisxdx-tuo yyixndula nkutu-ko * uo lenda Ituaaka * muphiua 
I never thought that you would come to a position
, . i 4* in * . t . ft , p * A  . ,yaphxla yooyo. UJau A ed* xyyxndulaanga * naanga * fxxpha
^ yaphila yooyo. UJau * ed' tyyxndulaanga * naanga * fiLiLpha
of this kind. Now what I am thinking is that perhaps
dyaaka tufiuete toma f??ph' eyant dyaambu* kinumaana
dyaaka • tufiuete toma fxipha * eylnx dyaambu * kinumaana*
we ought to examine this matter in detail once more, so that
tmazaya kana uo » uenaanga ye-koonso kunra kyankaka*
o o / c / / o  o 4- t
tmazaya * kana uo * uenaanga * ye-*koons© * kuma • kyankaka* 
we may know whether there is any other reason
kfttueese emaambu ne xmoomo. filuna-zaame engxxndu mono*
. tJV / , Jr W  . / . V f m V t  \  t ~kxtwees emaambu-ne xmoomo. lHuna-zaame Aengxxndu mono*
which might cause such anxiety. In my own opinion,
/ o V  / a / o
ekkuma * kakxna kyankaka-ko • ekkuma xsya uo * kxnaanga*
ekkuma * ^  kalAna kyankaka-ko * ekkuma ilsya uo kinaanga *
the reason is no other than - that is, the reason is to do
a  \ / / ^ / . c \ / ^ *
'muna-mana A matuiamoneka A ye-muna-mana mattuauaangama.
\\ // . N . / ., ° 4 V / X  \ /muna-mana matiuamonxka * ye—muna—mana A matiuauaangama•
with things which can be witnessed, and with things which
are happening.
^ Kfzeye-ko kana uo ^ .mateka rnuja kala dyaambu diphxla yayil, 
Kizeye-ko * kana uo tuateka tuiua kala
I don’t know whther you have already noticed something of
this nature,
kaans? * laandxla mana mbiueene kala A ye-laandilla mana
\ / C,' A  o A  \ , | m f -t \ t
kaasi * laandxla * mana tnbujeene kala * ye-'mana
but according to what I have already seen, and according
to what
mbiufidf kala * muuuxisa ngxnaanga uo * vena y^-thaangu
\ t V , / A  Q  /  ft m i .mbunlidi kala • muuuxxsaA ngxnaanga • uo * uena ye-uhaangu*
I have already heard, I understand very well that there are
times
20s,
b.
21a, 
b.
22a * 
b.
23a, 
b.
24a.
b.
25a. 
b.
26a.
b.
27a.
28a.
b.
29a,
b.
NB:
faos
zankaka zxna zxnaanga uo * maambu mana menaanga uo * nga
t  o  \ ~  . / c  4,. © \  f  c i t
zankaka * ztna zxnaanga uo »• maambuA mana menaanga vo » nga
occasionally when things £happenj which are not indeed
ka-mafu/aene moneka-ko ^  kaansi mumoneka menaanga, Ifiuna-dyaadx*
, • #. V t  . f  i / , \ , t  / m . Nka-mafuieene/'-moneka-ko A kaansx mumoneka menaanga, ffluna-dyaadx*
fit to be seen, and yet you see them. And so
\ /[ / A / W  /
thaangu zixngi immiueenanga phasi. ‘ Utueyil muuntu kalenda 
thaangu zaziingnl xmmweenang1 ephasi. Umeyil omuuntu kalenda 
I often experience some difficulty. How can a person
kadila * wazz^kuka * muna-z-£ngu kyandi • ye-muna-ngnlindu 
kadila * mazzilkuka » ^  muna-zxngu kyarnl * muna~ng\indu 
be truly honest in his life and in his thoughts,
/   ^ t  \  t  0 ^  /
zaani ye-vvisakana ktuaaatu. I boost* kakalanga dyaaka
/ (j \ f / & /
zaaiVt * ye-vutsakana kiuaaatu. I boost* kakalanga dyaaka* 
and be correctly understood by people? Then again he has
U V' H . / L.. I 11- N *ye-maambu mana mauiua kunkkakamakala A muna-mena ma~
f  , \  t  , — . . - , J s  f >
ye-maambu * mana ♦ mauiua kunkakalakyana * y 1 ouo *
problems in which he is entangled, £or] by which
kumzzf ngalakyan"a muna-katt ktuanttm1 aane . + KwitlAtd’f-tyQ
/ i t / /  t (  c
kumztngAalakyana * muna-nkatt kwanttm* aant. Kmttkttdx-dyo*
he is assailed in his innermost heart. Do you believe
t  f t  / j- \\ ,
ua muurhu kadema kaa ye-luuuuamu muna-phma yaphxla yaayx.
u o » muuntu?kalenda kalaAye“luuuuamu » muna-phtua yaphtla yaayt. ■
that someone can have peace of mind in a situation of this
nature?
\ / / \ / / 4 jf „ \ i
lyttndulanga uo kadtlenda kant-ko. Ekuma kadi** dyaphasf 
1 yTl^ndulanga uo kadtlenda kan^-kc. Ekuma kad^ •* dyaphast
1 think it is utterly impossible. The reason is that it is
a little difficult
fyatt kiuamuuntu A uo una ye~Amaambu mena matujakumuaang *
* / .  W  , 0 f  / \ / , e  \ / , N, / t
fyaott * kiuamuuntu *• uo una ye-maambu * mena•matmakumuaang
for a person, if he has problems causing him
26-27a: fast. 28a: + + fast.
30a,
b,
31a, 
b,
32a.
b.
33a,
b.
c.
34a*
b.
c.
35a.
b,
c,
36a.
b.
c.
37a.
b,
c.
38a.
b.
c.
NB:
4-C5S
/ \ / o e / f
ephasi muna-katx kwantima * ilboosi kaleenda ekala tuazzikuka
, ephasi » muna-kati kwantfma * iboosi * kaleenda A ekala - mazilkuka *
anxiety in the depths of his heart, for him then to be able to
be honest
thaangu kyethaangu uena-tete aiuaantu. Ise-d\monekaanga
/ o \ f \\ //
thaangu kyenthaangu * uena-thadisil aiuaantu. I sg-drmonekaanga 
all the time with regard to people. It will be quite obvious
f / O t / / f
nkutu uo * eluuunu » ise-lukotarja muna-kati ktuaandi,
/ O o  /  /  o  /
nkutu uo * eluuunu « ise-lukotanga * muna-katil kujandi.
that lying will enter into his very core.
filuna-dyaadi naanga « dyamfunu k^kilu uo * koso thaangu
o / o  - \ f, o  \
(lluna-dyaadt <* naanga * dyamfunu kikflu uo * konso thaangu
flluna-dyaadi * naanga dyamfunu k^kilu uo koonso , thaangu A
It is therefore perhaps of great importance, every time
ft v t +. . ,,v / ft . , \ t.uaua.^ figa ys-muuntu.» koso thaangu A ssoongaanga ngindu zaaku
tl ^ 1 x. I ' u, f* < ’ j t 1 «“uouaanga ye-muuntu * konso thaangu ss.oongaanga A ngrndu zaaku*
uouaanga ye-muuntu * koonso thaangu ssoongaanga ngrndu zaaku
you are speaking to someone, every time 3'ou are explaining
your ideas
\ / / // \ / i g > \ /
kmamuurtu* sualeend' ezayaA khy*edyaambu * dfna,-A lenda uoua
kiuamuuntu • tualeenda * ezaya » khy'edyaambu » lenda uoua*
kiuamuuntu . tualeenda zay' ekhy' edyaambu * lenda uoua.
to someone, to be able to know what sort of thing you can say,
1e-khy1edyaambu dtna kulendi uoua-ko xboosr khy'etbangu
ye-khy ' edyaambu *  ^kulendt. uoua-ko ye-khy'ethangu*
ye-khy'edyaambu * kulendt uoua-ko * ye-khy'ethangu*
and what sort of thing you cannot say, and also on what
occasions,
v. i t  o / ^ t , , ,z m a  smaanga uo A naanga maambu mankaka kamena ktuam.
•J, \ t o,
kamena ktuaanx
. \ . / e. / . / , , e , \ | / ,<!
zina zilna uo * naanga maambu mankaka * kamena klu^^nd^*
since there are perhaps some things which it is not entirely
ndaanu mffunu-ko.+*Dyambu d^mosi ditotoma uuaang'
mffunu-ko ndaandu. Dyambu dimos? » ditiuatoma uuaang'
^ndaandu - ^ euo mffunu-ko, Dyambu dtmosTl A ditiuatoma uuaanga* 
wise or useful £to sayj . One thing which constantly causes
33-39a: +  + fast.
3 9 a .
b.
; C.
40a,
b,
c»
41a.
b.
c.
4 2 a . 
b.
4 3 a .
b,
c,
4 4 a .
b.
c*
45 a ,
b.
c.
4 6 a .
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407
aatu phast muna-lumbu kyalumbu+* euo tutadtdt * maambua
aatu phasil • uo tutadtdt - maambu
eyaatu phast » muna-lumbu*kyalumbu .* uo tutadtdt maambu 9
people great trouble all the time, if we examine the events
/ . V ( f  ^ A /
mandza yaayx tutiuazT.xngT.la ♦ etsya uo aatu • muuntu mutu
f t _» o. a. -1 . V / o ./ Amand2a yaayx tutiuazxxngxla * xsya uo aatu * muuntu muntu
/ o / \ / / o © / e
mandza yaayt * tutusaziingila * tsya uo * aatu * muuntu muntu*
of this world we are living in, is that people - everyone
' ■ / * f v , /, . , „zolete uo mana kenaanga maauA mana kayyxxndulaanga A
/ o V / \ f \ /
zolele uo •* mana kenaanga maau • mana kayyxxndulaanga «
/ - 1  c* \ / W o  . / . _ o
zolele uo * mana kenaanga maau » mana kayyxxndulaanga *
wants [to believe] that what he is involved in, what he is
thinking,
v < / • x. i / /mana kauaangaanga yx-makala muna-iuaantu aiuoonsono........
mana kauaangaanga « yx-makala muna-aatu aiuoonsono. .....
/ O- . \ / w  /
mana' kauuaangaanga • yx-makala muna-aatu atuoonsonoi ....
what he is doing, has to hold good for everyone else.
t \ / o / $
Iboos1. xse-dtmmonskaanga uo^ellud1 xse-ktsiueekiuaanga *
0 / V /  c 4- o X  / /
I boost * tAse-dxmoneka3nga uo • sludx * xse-kxsweekiuanga *
A. / , / e _ .<> . ✓ . . ✓ .I boosx A xse-dxmonekaanga uo * eludx * xse-kxsmeelciuanga *
Then what is happening is that the truth is being covered up,
eluuunw1 Tlse-lusengomoniuaanga * ^thaangu kyethaangu.
^'sluuunu » ^  tse-lussngomontuaanga * ^ thaangu kyethaangu. 
eluuunu * tse-tusengomonuiaanga * 
and lies are becoming common the whole time.
V / / t / c
Afuiete ueiua khuumbu zazxxngx - muna-maa maiuoonsono *
\ t t. . v / *Afuiete uEiiia * zazxxngx • muna-maama A maawoosono *
/ \\ A / \ / f oBafiuete ueiua • ekhuumbu zaytxngx » muna-mana maiuoonsono *
They are given many names, and because of all these things
© \
ewaantu * bakotelo kiuaphxl! aiuoonga. ! boost * suuoonza
eiuaantu * bakotelo * ku)a»phxl' aiuoonga. I boos^ -euuoonza
eiuaantu * bakotelo * kiuaph\l' aiuoonga. Iboos^ * euuoonza
the people are seized by terror. So the most dangerous
t£®&'
/in i ^ i ■  ^ i ■ f _i 1 I • - i  ^ i © ^ , © *f* \47a. kyanene A kxna kxsuundxdx xkya kyesya uo * eyaatu * ’ kaena ■ •
b. kyanene * kina kisuundidi * ikyaaki kyesya uo * eyaatu •* kaena
/ c  , , * , . t  , ,  A  Q  o  V
c, kyanene * kxna kxsuundxdx 6 xkyaakxA kyesya uo • eyaatu * kaena
thing is that people 
48a, dyakaA ye-mbundazyaanu auuuuu-ko • mbundanu auuvu katu
• , -  / . \ . / c ^  / , A  , / // \
b, dyaka * ye-Ambundazyaanu * auuuu-ko * mbundanu auuuu katu
/ o A / \ f H  / O 't \
- c. dyaaka » ye-mbundazyaanu auuuuu-ko * mbundanu auuuuu * katu
now have a mutual lack of trust - there is no longer any
/ A. / Q / / / \ /
49a, dyaka mau, ffluuntu muuntu * una ye-uioonga * ekuma kadi kazeye-ko
/ I % f /  / / o \ /
b. dyaka yuau, filuuntu muuntu » una ye-moonga * ekuma kadi • kazeye-ko*
. f m J  Jc / f i .  ^ . V / .c. dyaaka mau. muuntu muuntu a una ye-tuoonga A ekuma kadx A kazeye-koA
confidence at all now. Each person is afraid because he doesn't
know
50a.
/ ,
nanx inkuundi ft ,anx okikxlu / .* ye-nanx intaantu anx. Teezo kyaphasi
b.
/ , 
nanx inkuundi ft .anx kikilu / .■* ye-nanx intaantu / . T v /anx, Teezo / OA kyaphasi*
c . nanx^ inkuundi t c. . anx » kxkilu / .* ye-nanx intaantu t ,anx. Teezo kyaphas^A
who is his real friend and who is his enemy. It is a very
distressing
54a, ye-kyauoonza * ekuma kadi * kakitiuauuuuika maatu-ko. Ayxing*
b. ye-kyauoonza • ekuma kadx • kaAk,uAtiua^uu/vuiAka * maatu-ko. Ay^ing^A
c, ye-kyauoonza A ekuma kad^ * kakitmauuuuika aatu-ko. Ayxingn^ A
and dangerous situation, because people can have no peace of mind.
Many
A \ / V / O
52a. atiuamon' ephasi muna-kuma kyedyaayi, Katuzeye-ko • kana uoA
b, atuamon* ephasx • muna-kuma kyedyaadi. Katuzeye-ko • kana uoA
\ / t /  . \  f oc. atuiamon* ephasi * muna-kuma kyedyaayx. Katuzeye-ko kana'uo A
are suffering because of this. We do not know whether
53a, nateye khy'ethaangu * maambu ne imaama malenda lleend' esikila.
b. nateye khy'ethaangu * maambu ne imaama* malenda .lleenda sikila.
e, nateye khy'ethaangu * maambuA ne imaamaA malenda sikila.
at some time things like this can be righted.
54a. ^Kaansi kufiueela-ko dyoodyo uuuuu tunaanga kyau uo •
b. Kaasii kuf unlila-ko dyoodyoA uuuuu wuna A tunaanga kyau uo*.
c. Kaansi kufuiVtla-ko dyoodyo * uuuuu tunaanga kyau uo *
But despite this we still hope that
55a.
b.
c.
56a.
b.
c,
57a.
b.
c.
58a.
b,
59a.
b.
60a, 
b.
61a. 
b,
62a.
b.
63a. 
b.
it-CK
/ X a 1  ^  ^ / , "tvena ye-thaangu* emaambu * stkila makuienda stkidi, Dyaarnbu
/ o \ / , ,
vena ye-thaangu * emaambu * sikrla makujenda srktdi. Dyaambu
/ o o \ / / /
vena ye-thaangu * emaambu * sxkxla A maktuenda sxkidi. Dyaambu
there will be a time when things will in fact be put right.
dyankaka ditoma kuphaangaana* ephasi yevo ... dilutidi 
dyankaka ditoma kuphaangaang1 ephasi * yovo * dillutidi 
dyankaka ditoma kuphaangaang1 ephasi» yovo A dillutidi 
Another thing which causes me great difficulty, or which often
kuphaang' ephasi muna-yaayi elumbu . idyamona * ^ ephila
/ \ / / e /
kuphaang1 ephasi mun^-y^ay^ elumbu idyamona - ephila
kuphaang' ephasi * muna-yaayi elumbu * idyamona ^ ephila
causes me difficulty in this day and age, is seeing how
V , A  < o <?, 3 - A.yrna yaatu * atiuazrxngxla. I baosr rnau* aay^^ng^* azolele zrxnga
V N, / ,, I  * A,  9 N- -y^n^ yaatu v atujazxxngila. Iboasx mau * ayxxngr • azolele ztinga
people are living. I mean now, many want to live
muna-lukunlnlkilu liuau ye-Ndzaambi, Kasi vathadisl
^muna-lukuiTlik^lu lujau * ^ ye-Ndzaambi. KaantsTl . uena-thadisi 
in their faith in God, but on account
amaambu maama mamoonsono * ^  lukiuiiknllu liuau* ..^ ye-tukwiikTllu 
amaambu maama matuoonso * lukwTikTllu liuau * yovo tukunlik'flu
of all these things their faith or their beliefs
ttaau*..,*^ lumens vwa* baka phil1 aphuta * isya uo * kaalendi 
tiuau • lumene viua bbaka phill* aphuta » kaalendi
have in a manner of speaking been seriously wounded, that is,
they cannot
lleenda » kkala avuuvama-ko * ekundaambu-nga uioonga •** ekundaambu-ng
n /  V 1 * W  . I ? i A  f  \ \  > /( . / . A  /lleenda - kala avuuvama-ko * ekundaambu-nga moonga » ekundaambu-nga
really be at peace - on one side fear, on another
\ / / \ / o £
lukatikisu * ekundaambu-nga A nddiimbu liuavuuvu • rsya . uo *
lukatikisu * ekundaambu-nga luv^imbu liuavuuuu • isya vo * 
doubt, on another lack of hope - that is, •
OJ V
64a. 
b.
65a. 
b»
66a. 
b.
67a.
b.
68a,
b.
c.
69a.
b.
c.
70a.
b.
c.
71a.
b.
c.
72a.
b.
c.
NB:
kayenaanga syaama-ko A ay\xngr kayena syaama-ko « muna-kuma
. W  4  a  I . . . ^ / . o . \kayenaanga asyaama-ko • ayx^ngx kayena syaama-ko * muna-kuma
they cannot be confident; many are not confident on account
kyesya u o A etteembo esakidr * emauuku masakidi » ajaau poodt*
, 1 0 +4. L f -  ^ / .«Skyesya uo A etteembo esaktdr • emauuku masakxdx * maau podr*
of the constant outside pressure (lit. winds), and then the
unfortunate people
V / <= / , 0 { o
ene enaanga uo * myaanzr kamxnaanga myetoma syama-ko * isys uo *
\ f c A  . J./ , o . \ /ene enaanga uo » emyaanzx A kammaanga myetoma syama-ko * n.sya uo *
are in the state of having no really firm roots, that is,
atiuazilxngtia kaka muna-phwe yoyo »^enaanga muna-lukun^kxlu
atiuazTl^ ngilla kaka A muna-phwe yoyo * enaanga muna-lukiuTkikf tu
their just exist any old way - they have faith,
/ Q , V / 4.S f , C \ /kaansi • se-keena zatoma zaya kana uo»wuna enens
, / o ,  , t . \ / , , * v tokaan5^ * se-keena atoma zaya-ko - kana uo tuuna enena *
\ / o \ t / \ I o O \ t \ t c
kaansi * se-kaana atoma zaya-ko » kana uo » muuna * enena *
but they don't really know whether they
\ / o + ^
maafiuete kadtla • ye-ka
ujaafiuete kadtla * ye-ka
ought to stay as they are (?), or whether there is something
else
dina afuiete uaanga - ye-kana uo uena ye-dyaambu dukondele
. / t _ / /  ^ , ,f\ . . t
dxna afmete uaanga - ye-kana uo uena ye-dyaambu d\koondelei / / o f / /  o
dina A afoiete uaanga * ye-kana uo A uena ye-dyaambu dvkondele »
which they ought to do, or whether there is something lacking
/ o f  / \ /
muna-yaau-e - marmLingi may'll^^g^ afmete ktyuuula.
muna-yaau-e « mam^tngTl A mayrnlngi afmete kuktyuuula.
to t/ , . / o / ,
muna-yaau ♦ mayn.ngx • afmete • kuktyuuula.
in them - they have to ask themselves many things.
\ / / t V . / , \ t
Uena uenaaga emaa matuoonsono • uaxtmarmueena u* edtBuundu A
V J o  / o / V .  / ®Uena uenaanga * emaama A maaiuoonsono ■> uartujamweena uo • edrbuundu •
\ / / o \ / O V .  ^ ° ^  j -n J 6Uena uenaanga emaama A maamoonsono * uartuamujeena uo • edxBuundu •
It is because of all these things that I have come to see that
the Church
/ / , H i , /uo uena ye-dyaambu d y a n
\ / W// i , /uo uena ye-dyaambu dyan
o / it
uo • uena ye-dyaambu dyan
69-72a: ++ fast.
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73a
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7da. 
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75b .
b,
76a.
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77a.
b,
78a.
b.
79a.
b.
BOa. 
b.
81a.
b.
82a, 
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' NB:
1. . . ^ — , \ , Jt. . /salu kyam'iueena dyaka kenaanga kyau. Ephasr zantatu H^na
' . / . J r * t . r . a/'t. V 1salu kyam'tueena- dyaka * kenaanga kyau. Ephasi zantatu z m a
^  i 1 u ° i f . /  _ . jr  V /salu kyamphuieena * dyaaka * kenaanga kyaau. Ephasi zantatu»zma
has got an immense task before it. The three difficulties that
, I A f O ^ f  t
mbtueen' • izaa zasya uo * mundza yatuoonsono eyaatu
. / 6 / ✓ . O t  ^ t
mbmeene dyaaka ^  izaazi zasya uo * mundza yaujoonsono « eyaatu *
I perceive now are these: that in the whole world people
\ / v /
alutidi uouel' eluuuuamu • aatu alutidi uouel* ezola *
\ / / \ i
alutidi uuouel' eluuuuamu * eyaatu alutidi uouel' ezola *
often talk about peace, people often talk about love,
\ / i  \  f V / /
aatu alutidi uouel' elludi * loans! maau maambu mama matatu
i' * • j • 1 i * j • . w  • W  u S Jaatu alutxdi uouel' eludi * loansi maau maambu mama matatu^
people often talk about truth, yet these three things
/ V / 4 f / \ /  t +1' \ /
u'itefisya uo karmat-mamtnoneka » eluuuuamu kaluna-ko \ yamuna-ntsi
u'ikasya uo ka-matwamonika-ko• eluuuuamu kaluna-ko * yamuna-ntsi
are in fact not in evidence; there is no peace, even in the
countries
. V  ^ / S i  + , . u N • f °nkutw ina ziyiindiuilui'isya uo naanga A kiphujaanza zinaangaA
nkutu » zina ziyiindmiilu uo » kiphiuaanza 2inaangaA
usually considered as being independent,
\ t ° * n \ ^ // ,eaatu auuuuama yenaanga » isya uo luuuvamu kaluna-ko
eaatu auuuuama yenaanga * isya uo luuuvamu kaluna-ko
with their inhabitants at peace ~ that is, there is no peace
there,
t i t
muna-uouel' eludi. Aatu ena kaka abaangama . uena kaka
muna-uouel1 eludi. Aatu ena kaka abaangama * uena kaka
if the truth be told. People are just being victimised; they
still
ye-dyaambu ditiuaktuaabaangika A ditujakmaauaang ' ephasi......
W (l t o t /
ye-dyaambu ditwakiuaabangika • ditwakwaauaang1 ephasi.......
have something-persecuting them, causing them distress.
Kani tutatamana kuieeto • yambuleeti • otuatete nkuunga uiaau ...
Kani tuttatamana krneeto * yambuleeti* tuowo tete nkuunga maau ...
Before we continue with our discussion, let us first hear this
hymn now: ....
77-78a: fast.
83 3 *
b,
c.
84b .
■ b. 
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8 5 a .
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c.
86b ,
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c.
8 7 a .
b.
c.
88a.
b.
c .
8 9 a .
b.
c,
9 0 a .
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4-lZ.
IDaau A muna-leend' etataman' emmoko kyeeto: phoueleenge uo
UJaau A muna-leGnd' etataman' emoko kyeeto: phoveleenge uo *
U  ‘ f . i ff. . , /. , f elllaau muna-leend1 etataman' emoko kyeeto: phoueleenge uo «
Nov;, to continue with our discussion: I said earlier that
phast zinaanga mulumbu kyawuunu • ekuma kadi ■* eyaatu 
\ , / / / — o
phasx zxnaanga mulumbu kyawuunu » ekuma kadi A eyaatu A
. N . / .o , V (phasx zmaanga mulumbu A kyawuunu *
there are difficulties nowadays because people
, \  / . m \ . . / \ / o
kayenaanga auuuuama-ko........ (Huna-kuma kyamaa mawoonsono •
kayenaanga auuuuama-ko........ ffluna-kuma kyamaama maawoonsono*
fnuna-kuma kyemaama maawoonsono* 
have no peace...... Because of all these things,
\ f .  , I  . . V / . \ f ©zxxngu kyau * kadxlu kyau * uuuuu kyau • yaawoonsono yaayx *
\f. , , \ . L  . w  // , \ tzxxngu kyau « kadxlu kyau ° uuuuu kyau * yaawoonsono yaayx *
U  , /- ' , \ J .1 I /- x , tc \ / O.ezxxngu kyau * kadxlu kyau * uuuuu kyau • yaawoonsono yaayx * 
their life, their existence, their hope, all of these things
Enaanga muna-lukatikisu 'sya uo kayenaanga asikila-ko*
iLnaanga ■ muna-lukatfktsu ■* isya uo kayenaanga asxkila-ko *
, t 0 ^ . f J. .. • H °  ^ , oxnaangaA muna-lukatxkxsu xsya uo • kayenaanga asxkxla-ko»
are in doubt, that is, they are not confident,
, \ / V / W // . <| - - ,Akayenaanga asyaama-ko « kayenaanga • ye-vuuuu kyasxkalala-ko.
' t , , \ ( o \/-v / n I
kayenaanga asyaama-ko • kayenaanga A ye-uuuuu A kyasxkalala-ko. 
kayenaanga asyaama-ko* kayenaanga ye-uuuuu kyasxkama-ko. 
they are not optimistic, they have no firm hope.
\ / c A  \ / o , c / o
Kizeye-ko kana, uo » muna-kala mukwttkfzx » dxQuundu • kxx •
Ktzeye-ko A kana uo * muna-kala mukuunkfznl • ed^Buundu * kxx *
\ f 6 X / S / D / ,
Ktzeye-ko kana uo A muna-kala mukuunktzx • edfBuundu * kxx
I don't know whether, being.a Christian - what is the Church's
^yil-mbebaani *^muna-phwa yaphxla yaayi, Uo tuuouelaanga1*
yi-mbebaan^. *^muna-phwa yaptiila yaayil. Uo tuuuouelaanga»
yi-mbebaanx A muna-phwa yaphila yaayi. Uo tuvovelaanga
responsibility in a situation of this kind. If we are speaking
91a.
b.
c.
9 2 a .
b.
c ,
9 3 a .
b.
9 4 a .
b.
c .
9 5 a .
b.
c.
9 6 a .
b.
c .
9 7 a .
b.
9 8 a ,
b.
99a.
b.
Cf. (3
\ / /  ^  ^ / \ / aluuuluzu Ituena muna-yiisu . lyyindulaanga uo luuuluzu loolo *
\ / V / i / O / o
luuuluzu A lutena muna-ytfsu . iyyindulaanga uo » luuuluzu loolo *
\ i \ (  ^ c  ^ o /  Q
luuuluzu A luna muna-yiisu * iyyindulaanga uo • eluuuluzu loolo* 
about salvation in Christ, I think that this salvation
kalunaanga „. mundznLla yankaka-kD . uo kailluteenda * e v u l u z 1,
kalunaanga A mundz^la yankaka-ko - uo A ka\luleenda - euuluza
S tikalunaanga mundzila yankaka-ko •
is in no other sense than that it ought to save -
/ i feyaatu * muna-maatuoonsono mana makubauaangaang' ephasi ►
, Ji o \ i i  i ^ u -aatu • muna-maatuoonsono mana A m a k u b a u a a n g a a n g1 e p h a s i »
people with regard to all the things which are causing them
distress,
i \K/i <» f . \ t'sya urn 1ibaanztlaanga-dyo uo A eluuuluzu Iwayiisu.kalubbakaanga
isya uo ibaanzilaanga-dyo uo A eluuuluzu liuay^isu*kalubakaanga
Si <> /, o \ /ibaanzilaanga-dyo uo » eluuuluzu liuayiisu * kalubakaanga *
that is, I consider that the salvation of Jesus cannot take place
fulu mumuuntu-ko A uo muuntu ndyooyo kaleendele - uuluziua 
ffulu m u m h u n t u - k o A uo muuntu ndyooyo A kaleendele A uuluzuta *
\  /  \  /  C -  /  / O \ i  c
fulu * mumuuntu-ko . uo muuntu ndyooyo A kaleendele uuluziya A 
place in someone if this man cannot be saved
\W/ , T  \  , /  % , t  1 ^ .ye-maambu maandi-ko* maambu mana makumuaangaang e p h a s i <■
\ W/  , J . )  'f' \  , /  /  | V i * iye-maambu maandi-ko * maambu mana.makumuaangaang1 ephasi*
ye-maambu maandi-ko *
with all his problems - things which cause him distress,
maambu mana makumtueesaang' ekyeese. maambu mana
4* v ./ t A , ■ f 'f’V A  /maambu mana makumtueesaang1 ekyeese • maambu mana
things which give him joy, things which
m a k u n k a t u l a a n g1 eluuuuamtj * maambu mana makunttuaasilaang' 
makunkatulaang' eluuuuamu •'^maambu mana makuA kunttuaasaang 1 
give him riches, things which give him
eluuuuamu A maatuoonsono moomD mafmete A uuuIuzujb kumosi 
eluuuuamu * maatuoonsono moamo » mafmete uulU2tua ♦ k u m o s i A 
poverty - all these things have to be saved, along
100a.
b.
101a .
b.
102a.
b.
1 0 3 a .
b,
1Q4a.
b.
1 0 5 a .
b,
1 0 6 a .
b.
1 0 7 a .
b,
1 0 8 a .  
b,
1 0 9 a .  
b.
U o -f
i t  f t  v / \  /
ye-nitu aandi klbeeml. OJau K aouo ^  muna-yaayi elumbu akoondeleA
 ^y f U*  ^ ^
ye-nltu aarnl. OJau * quo  ^  muna-yaayx elumbu • azolele
with his body,itself. Now, if people nowadays who lack (b: like)
I f f  f if 7euuuuuA kyasnlkalala * oziingilaanga muna-lukatikTlsu, kyaxkhil A
uuuuu kyasikalala • azVnlngilaanga muna-lukatilk^su, kh£
a firm hope are living in doubt, what kind
iluuuluzu •'k tukubauaanaanga? ^  Ekyaaki^ ^ nlk^uuuu kyame, 
iluuuluzu * tukubauaanaanga? ^ Ekyaalct • ^ ikijuuuu kyaame.
rV «V
of salvation are we giving them? This is my question,
ephasi zaame • \ngiindu zaame * ekuma kadi nga ^ dyaambu
4-V  ^ f * i / . ' i • / j v um g i i n d u  zaame * ekuma kadi nga dyaambu
and my difficulty, and my opinion, because something in fact
dxfwete uo kala. iilau A nldiB^jundu a to# ngaanga lumbu kalumbu* 
difiuete uo kala. * DiBuundu atoongaanga • lumbu kalumbu •
ought to be £done for theinj . Nov;, the Church is indeed teaching
the whole time,
'JW / , • i  \  f - Is ■ J - a ' -.Akaantsi natee ye-iuaauju • matoongi madiBuundu *> makinuuezeliua >
o, a / \ i a . ,/jfn ,o , . \ - a1 kaantsi * natee ye-ujaamu ^  maloongi madiBuundu • makinuuezeliua •
but up until now the teaching of the Church -fias been ignored,
ye-yyilfndutiuiiluja nkutu kwawaantu ankaka • auo naanga A imaau
tt. . , _ . . //. \ f . . . 6- . f &ye-yyTlxnduliDixltua nkutu ♦ kwatuaantu ankaka * uo * imaau*
and even considered by some people as perhaps being
malutidi fmas' eenkaangu......... Kiz\ye-ko » kh^ ing'iltndu
Eiujlutid^ fiuasa »^enkaangu........ Kize'e-ko ^^khx Tlng\ilndu
what'has often devastated the population I don't know
what your opinions are,
ft  , . V . . / . . / - , tzeenu » auo khi ingnndu zaako ngeye * muna-tteezo kyemaa
t / e» , . / . . /. t A / , V / ozeenu • youo » khi ingitndu zaako ngeye • muna-teezo A kyemaamaA
or what your own views are as regards all these 
i
mamoonsonD.
/
maiuoonsono. 
things.
Comparison passage for chapter 6: Carter.
33c.
n*
34c.
n.
35c.
n.
36c.
n.
37c.
n.
38c.
n.
39c. 
n.
40c.
[Huna-dy E3adil naanga dyamfunu k^ktlu uo konso thaangu
/T(c) • X /fl X G /U (c)
ITluna-dyaadt naanga » dyamfunu kikitu uo * koso thaangu
lc dyamfunu kiktlu uojJ [fi konso-' th'dangu]}
uouaanga ye-muuntu konso thaangu soongaanga ngt^ndu zaaku 
l< /l\i /V(c) K Q til
uouaanga ye-m\iintu * koso th^angu^A ssoongaanga ngtndu z\aku 
£b konso thaangu ssoongaanga A ngtndu zaaku
v  v  / y  / \  /
kiuamuuntu tualenda zzaaya nkhi adyaambu dtna lenda uuoua
/J /fl F /fl tt /K (c) F
kiuamuuntu •lualesnd' ezaya A khy'edyaambu * dtna A tenda uoua 
fc tualeenda 2 aya khy1 edyaambu -J
v f \ / / y v /
ye r>&ht adyaambu dtna kutendt uuoua-ko tboost nkhi athaangu
//& /A if /K(c) F /fl /fl ii
'e-khy'edyaambu dtna kulendt uoua-ko iboosi khy'Ethaangu 
£BC 0 kutendt uoua-koQ
znlna ztnaanga uo naanga maambu mankaka kamena kuiaandi 
/L(c) G X /P it /fl ID
zilna zilnaanga uo A naanga maambu mankaka kamena km anil
[B ^kamena ktuaandi
ndaandu mffunu-ko. Dyaambu dtmosV dnltuiatoma uuaang1 
C /C /P ill! L F
ndaanu mffunu-ko. ^Dyambu dilmost dittuatoma uuaang' 
mffunu-ko ndaandu/]
/ / \ / V
aatu phast muna-llumbu kyallumbu uo tutadtdt maambu
B . Q / \ J (c) ■ ft /G /A Q
aatu phast muna-lumbu kyalumbu • euo tutadtdt.* maambuA 
[C muna-lumbu A kyalumbu*}
mandza yaayi tutiuaz^tngtla ilsya uo^ aatu muuntu unuuntu
tt ttt tu /tA G /P /P(c)
mandza yaayf tutuiaz\4ngtla e^sya uo aatu -^muuntu mutu
[C ^sya uo - aatu *j[
41c 
n .
42c
n.
43c.
N
44c.
n.
45c.
n.
46c.
n,
47c.
n .
48c,
n .
49c.
tf-lG
zolele u o mana kenaanga maau mana kayylnfndulaanga
/fl G /K(c) Q /K(c)
zolele uo mana kenaanga maau A^*mana kayyiflndulaanga A 
[BC zolele uo *] jj3C manaj
mana kauuaangaanga yl-makala muna-iuaantu aiuoonsono. 
/K (c) / tlA /S(c) 11
mana kauaangaanga yx-makala muna-iuaantu aiuoonsono.
v \ / v
Iboosl Ise-dlmmonekaanga uo elludl Ise-kxsiueekiuaanga
Jp /!A G /P / 1A
I boos 1 x 
£BC I boos^
s se-d^mmonekaanga uo * ellud1 xse-klstueekiuaanga
v \ /
eluuunu ise-lusengomoniuaanga thaangu kyethaangu.
/P /ifl /Ii 11
\ / / -1 S /
eluuuniu1 Ise-lusengomoniuaanga A thaangu kyethaangu.
flfiuete uu^wa khuumbu zazxlngl muna-maama maiuoonsono 
/fl F Q /T(c) 11
flfiuete ueiua khuumbu zaz^lngl ■ muna-maa-* . matuoonsono *
£b m'una-m'aama A maauiaansono */}
V S /  v
eiuaantu bakotelo kwaphll1 aiuoonga. Iboosl euuoonza * *
/P /fl /J 11 /p /P
/ \ / o \
eiuaantu « bakotelo kuiaphll* aiuoonga. Iboosl* euuoonza 
kyanene kina klsuundldl ilkya* kyesya uo eiuaantu ‘ kaena
/L(c) /Ifl 11 G / P  /fl
kyanene kina klsuundldl Ikya1 kyesya uo .^eyaatu - k a e n a
[c Ikyaakl kyesya uo .J
d y a a k a  y e - m b u n d a z y a a n u  a u u u u u - k o  m b u n d a a n u  a u u u u u  k a t u  
X /l\l 11 /fl . 11 /fl
dyak"a A  y e - m b u n d a z y a a n u  a u u u u u - k o  * m b u n d a n u  a u u u u  k a t u
/ ) i v v V V S f// /3
d y a a k a  uiaau. ffluuntu m u u n t u  u n a  ye-uio o n g a  e k u m a  k a d i  k a z e e y e - k o
X \J /P(c) /fl /N /P /fl /A
d y a k a  u j b u . ^  filuuntu m u u n t u  * u n a  y e - w a o n g a  * e k u m a  k a d i  k a z e y e - k o
v \ t / v W  / ,, <1
5 0 c .  naml inkuundi aandi kikilu ye nam intaantu aandi.
/P /ifl ill X / / P /ifl it
/ , . >  It , . f . . A  + / .n. nani inkuundi a m  kikitu * ys-nani intaantu am.
f -
|jp * kikitu »J
Notes:
1. Broken bridges have been marked as full bridge with pause.
2. isya uo also occurs with patterns isya \jq, \sya uo.
3. kazeeys-ko is the form given in revised notes, but since final 
highs in Makoondekwa1s idiolect can also appear on the penultimate 
(eg. nssadisi-ko or nssadis^-ko}, kazeeye-ko, more comparable to 
Ntoni-Nzinga's version, is also possible.
4. Since nttaantu is in two classes (1M, as given, or 2), inttaantu 
is also possible.
Text for chapter 7.
Dialect: kiNtandu.
Informant: Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga*
Source: Nsuka 1968, pp.70-78*
\ / V / f \ / /  o \1. Bambuta batatu mazowa kutau. Kilumbu kxmosi muna-gata - mukala
The three men who were fools. There were once in a village
2. bambuta batatu, mazouia kwau. Ka-bazaaya kiuaau kisalu-ko; kisalu
three men, all of them fools. They didn't know any trade; their
3. kyau kuyamb^la lumbu* muna-lumbu: bau batatu A bafwoongeleengiA 
trade was to fool about each day, all three having gathered
1 \ / . f  O  \  , /  / O \<v
4. kifulu kimosi. / yibuuna, kllumbu ktmosx befwoonga • gana-mpaambu 
at the same place. So one day they had met at the cross-
5. nz^la: bau laatatu mukuyamb\la gana. Bu-bayambila bayambila,
roads, all three to fool about there. When they had been playing
about for some time,
6. batala kuna-fula, ^  n^ootlla liuekil. Bau batatu* bafukamene.
they looked at the road and saw that the king was coming. All
three knelt down.
o / o / o ^ V* / 1
7. Ntootila * umbageene mbote; bau mpil * batambulweele. Ntootila
The king greeted them, and they also replied. The king
8. l\jtid-£ kwanil. /^Bau bu-basaala, bau ye-bau « bamuiaangene mpil 
went on his way. They stayed behind, and then they also left,
l> . , * n J  . V /- \ / . a f9. beele kmau. Bu-bayenda muna-nzo zau# muuna nkeento • k\sema
and went home. When they each went home they told their wives
10. kibakidi. / + ^ Ande: Vakala d\mono ntoot^la+A umngeene mbote!
the news (?). [jEach wife] said [to herself), 'The king actually
greeted my husband!'
11. / yibuuna bu-bayenda munzila masa, baau bakeento • mukujateesula•
So when they were on the way [[to fetch] water -fthe women went on
thinking
12. ujankeenda muuna, /^Nkeento yuumosi nde kata, buuna bankaka 
about this favour. When one woman said it, then the others
Nfc, I01 Cast.
u - n
o \N f \ / \ i o A \
13. tide: / Ka-yakala dninge-ko A yakala diLmono! yuuiumosx nde: Ka-yakala
said, 'It wasn't your husband, it was my husbandi' And the first
one said, 'It wasn't your
14. dinge-ko yakala dimonoi Buuna A bau ye-bau • yyumana 5T>bayumana,
husband, it was my husband!' Then among themselves they started
arguing,
/ \ / / - / f / e
15. Buuna maambu maana banete * kubaau baksla. Bau bakala mpi *
So they took this matter before the husbands themselves. The
husbands also
16. bau ye-bau • yumana mpx st-bayumana; bantueene nkxxndu yxngolo.
began to argue among themselves as well; they had a terrible
quarrel.
17. Wilbuuna • beete dyaka kuntootila. / Bu-bayenda kuntootiila,
So they went back to the king. When they had gone to the king
\ / IS / \ / © / // \ /
18. banyuuieele: E ntootila, ganagena beeto • ngeye nani ugeeneenge
they asked him, 'Oh king, who among us did you yourself
X \ /  d f \ f o \ f
19. mbote?^Ntaotila ... ubayuvumle nde: Beene baantu * ngaatu
greet?' The king answered them, 'You people, indeed
„n , ^  ./ , _V / \ / A \20. lu ma2oba luna! Ganagena beeno * yungeeneenge mbote A yoonso
you must be idiots! Among you I greeted whoever
21. ytlluttdil mubuzoba,^ yiyuuna ngeeneenge mbote. ... Buun1TA 
has excelled in foolishness, it is him I greeted,' There was
22. gakala zoba dimosi, ... zilna dyaann^ A fflbakTl. fllbak^  nde: ... 
one foolish man, [and] his name was Mbaki. Mbaki said:
23. yunddutildTL mubuzoba ntoot^la, mono! Buna ntoot^la nde:
'I have excelled in foolishness, king, me! So the king said,
* V / / \ / .  a / /
24. Sx-teeti biuabuzoba biuabu, ketil-bme lutiidi!! Nde: UJa ntootila
'Say first all about this foolishness, and how you have excelled!
fMbaki] said; Listen, king
\ / W  — t o / t /
25. yita! Kllumbu kimosi, ngyeele • mukuteenga-muna-magata, ' ylbuna
and I will tell! One day I went on a visit to the villages, and
26. bampaangx zame * bangeene maakx • kuumx ye-zoole. Buna muna-nzo 
my brothers gave me twelve eggs. Now in my house
• i
27. aamo •'^ mviA'Ildi baana kuumi, buna nkeento mosi A ye-mono; mpila 
I have ten children, then one wife and myself; one family
/ «  \ / \ / „/ ,\, / W
28. mosiA beeto kuumi ye-boale baana. Buna m a a ^  maana • ngeene
[of] us twelve [counting] the children. So X gave these eggs
/ / o / \ / / o
29. kunkeento. Bu-kalaamba, nkeento ... bu-kasa maau gana-meesa;
to the wife. When she had cooked them the wife placed them on
the table;
/ O / O / /, o 4 w  t
30. bu-yiyisa maaki A maakulu A badiidi, basisidiA dyaaki dimosi.
when I came in [to ©at] they had eaten Hall] the big eggs, and
left one egg.
31. ^o\^na bu-yiboonga, bu-ntubidi dyau A monniua, ... by-nsiidi
This one I took, and put it in my mouth, and held it
f a  \ / , / / .
32. kobuundx, ka-dyau kinyaakuna. ... / Abu-nzitu bu-kayxsa,
in my cheek, and did not chew it. My father-in-law arrived
f  f  \ / o / V / \
33. bu-kamona buundi diviimbidi nde: Aai nge nzitu, nguulungu
and saw my swollen cheek and said, "Ah, my son-in-law, this
34. zozo wubeela.^ Nde Ttuaala yuuuza diina diinu • d\tatatika •
toothache is hurting you." Says he, "Let me examine that
decayed tooth,
35. banyoka bangulunga, buundiA nga wubeeluiia. Nzitu ...
so that the toothache may be cured (?), and your cheek will
then get better." The father-in-law
**\ / f t  t A / o
36. bu-kansiimbidi-wo laka, bu-kata nleembo*... muna-nnuia,
then seized him by the throat, put his finger into [jdbaki's] mouth,
37. dyaaki dibuj^idi. Anzitu boongeele dyaakil dVidi, BuunaA
and the egg fell out. The father-in-law took the egg and ate
it. So [Mbaki]
\ / . * / /  , o >L f  ,
38. yaani siidi tnunzala. / Ande muieene ntootxla, yxyx
he was left hungry. Says he, 'You have seen, king, this
/ x  / \ / a, t if) \ /
39. yibuzoba • bumono buuna. Ntootila nde Aa kyeleka . ngaatu
is that foolishness of mine.1 The king said, 'Ah, indeed it
was perhaps
40. nge * yungeenee mbote! Buna ... gakala yumosi nde: M e  ntootila, 
you whom I greeted.' Then one Qothei] man said, 'No, king,
C&-1
41. ^ka-yaand^-ko! (llono ndutidi mubuzoba. ^  Zina^ dyandi Pululu.
it is not him! I have excelled in foolishness.’ His name was
Pululu.
42. Pululu nde: (llono ndutidi mubuzoba Ntootila nde: lllunteeleethi A
Pululu said, *1 have excelled in foolishness.' The king said,
•Tell us then
43. keti-bwe lut^idi mubuzob^. Ana tua ntoot^la • yikuteela* keti-buie
how you have excelled in foolishness.' 'Well, listen, king, and
X will tell you how
44. ndut^idi. Kilumbu kimosi A ngyeele kuna-zaandu;^banduku zameA 
I have excelled. One day I went to the market; my friends
/ O \ / o t  -
45. bangeene fimboongo; ye-mboongo zi\na * nsuumbidi 2au ntu ngulu •
gave me a little money; with this money I bought a pig's head
46. ye-makolo mangulu maya. Buna ngiisidif kuna-nzo, ngeene 
and four pig's trotters. Then I came home, and gave ^them]
47. kunkeento. Nkeento mpi tomene-byo laamba. Bu-katoombula*
to the wife. And the wife cooked them beautifully. When she put
_ / ♦ \ , / . O t  v / ° / , \ n .f.48. gana-roeesa, ' mono kxxma • s\-yxmonaanga • s\-makolo matatu,
[them] on the table, I for my part could see but three trotters,
A /A / / ( / )  X \ /
49. rkaka A kolo dimosi * si-dia kimoni. Ngyuula kunkeento,
only the other trotter I could not see (?). I asked the wife,
X  / f A / / /A. /
50. nkeento nde: El fKono kiima mbmeene makolo matatu. / Kuna
and the wife said, "Well! I myself have seen [only] three
trotters." "It was
51. makolo maya nsuumbid^ingi • kuna-zaandu • ye-ntu ngulul /
four trotters that I bought at the market along with the pig's
head!"
W  / f A \ / \ , \
52. Kaansi nkeento nde: El makolo matatu ye-ntu kaka mon(o)
But the wife says, "Weill Three trotters and the head is all I
53. mbweene. / Baaboole ye-nkeento ye-yakala mpaka zibw£idi,
have seen." The two of them, wife and husband both, fell to
arguing.
\ / - o w  o / , \ / \ /
54. Wakala nde: (Koono A diina kolo A go kxmiueene-dyo-ko, dyaama
The husband said, "If I don't see that trotter Qat once], then
£2.2_
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60. 
61. 
62. 
63.
6 4.
65.
66.
67.
68. 
NB.
yifiua. / Nkeento nd(e): Ulufuia • mu dyaambu dilkolo kummeene?^ Ee
I will die.'" The wife says, "You'll die because you haven't seen
a trotter?" "Yes,
mono fiua yx^fwa! Nde Kaansi koto ka-dilmonekene kwant-ko • nga
indeed I will!" Says she, "But the trotter is nowhere to be seen,
and indeed
mono kxxma * mbuieene makolo matatu Nde: Go matatu, mono fuia
X myself have only seen three trotters." Says he, "If £there are
only"] three, I am indeed going
{/) \ i t ^ / \
yxfuia • bubu yita mpil fllftuTlildili Bu-kt-dyo kuianil * gana-ntotoA
to die just as I said! I have died!'.' And at that £he fell^
the ground
o 4  1 / 4 / \ /
yani A fuiiidx. Buna bankeenge • muna-nlele, sx-bakiua-nzlika *
and he died. So they wrapped him in a shroud and went to bury
him
kumazyaamx, Bu-bannata, sx-bakweenda • mukunzxxka* ku-bakuia-
in the graveyard. They carried him along, and as they went to
bury him they had to
lutila*. muna-nz^la • ^ yi-uuyuna mbuta ... umntekila ritu ngulu*
pass along the road j[beside the house ofj that gentleman who
had sold ^ PululuT the pig's head
\ f t f / o ^  / v /
ye-makolo maya. / Buna yuna mbuta * bu-kamona mvuumbx baneti,
and the four trotters. So that man, when he saw the corpBe they
were carrying,
bu-kayuweele: Na yo banete (na)niL? Baaiuu nde: (llpululuA
asked, "Who is it Tycm"] are carrying there?" They said, "It is
Pululu
yoyoAbaneteAwufw£iLdi.+ ^  s'uuna yo nde: +  Ufai* Kyeleka fllpululu
that we are carrying - he has died." So he said, "Heavens!
Indeed it was Tonlyl 
\ / / S'* / i
zoono kil-kasuumbldi ntu ngulu * ye-makolo maya kumonoi /
yesterday that Pululu bought a pig's head and four trotters
from meI"
4 y ^ f _ / f ** \ I t o
Buuna yaaml fllpululu * bu-kawa buuna, yi-yaanx A yuumbukildi,
So when Pululu heard that, didn't he get up,
/ / • f o, f / / \
ffutumukilnii Anda UKiLdi! UKxdil! Ul'tidt mono luuunu
restored to life! Says he, "You heard! You heard! You heard
that I
/ ♦ / c o
nteeleenge! Beeno kulu goAlu bambaangxi Luiulidx*
had told a lie! You people are all my witnesses! You heard 
63-64: *f+ very indistinct. 64: ++ whispered.
4-23
\ / / — \* /
69* yu-euntekele • ntu ngulu • ye-makolo mayai tll^1Ld^ mono
[the manTJ who sold me a pig's head and four trotters! Whereas
you heard[earlier^ that X
70. luvunu yita ta. / Buuna baakulu nde: Aaa makyeteka teele*
had in fact told a lie." Then everybody said, "Ah, you told
the truth
71. ^maambu makuJ^Buuna yani nkeento yu-tuuteele tuuunu. Buuna 
("about] these things! So it was the wife who told the lie. So
t \ f t  \ / —
72. ... fllpululu nuungimi ktuaml! Buna mtueene ntootila .
Pululu is completely vindicated!" So you have seen,.king,
«L \ t t o ^ /
73. * yi-buzoba bumono buuna! Buna ntootila • bu-kayindalaa
this is that foolishness of mine.1 So the king thought [for
a while*|
74. nde: Aaa ^  kyeleka • ngaatu nge kibeeml A ujuzoba d^ntete. ...
and said, 'Ah, indeed it is perhaps you yourself [who isj the
foremost fool.
\ / A / O  ^ / o
75. Mge mpi ngeeneenge mbote! Abuuna * gakala fllakeengo nde:
And it was you whom I greeted!' Then a man [called] Makeengo
said,
76. Ka-yaanv-ko zoba d^ntete lua; yundutidt kibeeni gana
'It is not him who is the foremost fool, d'ye hear - I myself
have excelled amongst
77. tuna beeto batatu . mono! Ntootila nde S^te nge • ketiL-buieA « »
the three of us, me!' The king said, 'You tell us how
/ Jr / / \ / / —
78. lutiidil. w  yantikidi mukuta ... buzoba buiani. fllakeengo nde:
you have excelled.' Makeengo began to relate his foolishness.
He said,
79. Ilia! fllono ngyeele kuna-zaandu, ntsuumbid^ilngil ntsusu.
'Listen! I went to the market, and I bought a chicken.
f i / o \ / t
80. 1 Bu-ntsuumbidi yina ntsusu, ngiisTldi yau, ngeene kunkeento.
When I had bought that chicken, I came [back homej with it, and
gave it to the wife.
81. Nkeento yaa kagoondele, ... bu-k*aAkaniki^nx miuaamba nguba,
The wife then killed it, cooked a peanut sauce,
82. bu-kat\imene-yo bbotula momwaamba nguba. UKdi ttuula nt\ 
and baked it very nicely in the peanut sauce. She had put
CtMf.
83. minsuunga « muuna-nsuunga A t a kaka zita. Buuna * bu-katoombula yau,
herbs in it, and it kept giving off [the beautiful odourj of
herbs* Then she took it out,
84. gana-loonga, ^  s\idil dyaaka gana-meesa.^ Tomene yala
placed it on a dish, and placed [the dish] again on the table.
She had very beautifully laid
85. meesa mpx; fufu mpe dyeele gaana. Vx-buuna muntaangu kudya,
the table too; there was also fufu (kitchen) on it. So it was
time to eat;
B6. ^tufuioongele, si-tuyaant^ka kudya, ... kaansi kyeelo kis^idTl
we sat down, and were about to begin eating, but the door had
been left
87. ntutu, yuz\ba?A kyau nkatu. ^ fllono nteele na : * M k .  kyeelo 
open, it was wide open. I then said, '‘Close the door,
f  X / - X / \ / X / A88. nge nkeento. Nkeento nde: fllono kxzibika-ka, zibika ngeye •
you, wife." Says the wife, "I won't shut it, shut it you,
W  / \ \  // X \ / X V /
89. mudyaambu mono salu kting-il nsadidii yakala jide: Zxbika
because I have[already] done a lot of work!" The husband said,
"Shut
90. ngeye nkeento! Nkeento nde: lifa! ^  (llono ndilkid^ rmuaamba, 
you it, wife!" The wife said, "Listen! I made the sauce,
X / / \ / /
91. ndeembe ntsusu, ntekete masa, nsukweele maloonga;
I cooked the chicken, I fetched the water, I washed the plates;
92. k\il5alu kikiTlng^ nsadildx mono. Kaanst ngeye kusadxdx
I've done an awful lot of work, I have. But you haven't done
93. kilma-ko; ^  zxbika ngeye ... kyeelo. /^yakala nde: fllono
a hand's turn; close you the door." The husband said, "I
\ /, \ / \  / |  /
94. killendi zzibika-ko, nge mmosil • uiuzTlbika kyaatuu! Nkeento
can't [bring myself] to close it, you're the only one who's
going to close it!" The wife
95. nde: fllono kifftua taata fllandyaangu! Ka-kyaz\b-£ka-ko!
said, "I swear by my father Mandyaangu, I won't close it!"
96. Buuna yakala nde: Go kuzz\bika-kyo-ko, mono mpi, ka-mono
So the husband said, "If you don't close it, I [won't] either,
and I won't
9B.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
kxgogx, ... kanx nge mpi, ka-nge kugogi^dyaaka; ... ' kani 
speak, nor you either, you're not to speak again; and
muuntu kanxkuna-ko! Baboole bayixndele gomeesa. yoonso
neither of us is to move]" The two of them sat at the table,
[the understanding being that] "whoever
wuyita mugoga, yoona uz-rfbilka kyeelo] Bayindalala bayindalala, 
speaks first, he it is who will shut the door]" They sat on and on,
\ / ♦ / —, \ t —
* gakala mbuta mbosf, ' unlsTl-lutila*# gana-nzo bau. Vaandi
and a certain gentleman came along past their house. He
kkesa, ^  bu-bamuieene, kondzo baauiu bayilndeteleenge. Ayuna
came [[over to the house], and they saw him, but they sat on
in the house. And that
mbuta mpi • ko-katuuka nzala mphi ynltomene kumbhakha. ...
man too, where he came from £there was] a famine as well, and
it had greatly afflicted him, 
f \ / 0 \ /  / /
Kauiidikxla ntsuunga•.•.momboombo; katala gana-meesa
He smelt [the odour of] the herbs wafting about, and saw on the
table
loonga d^nsusu A toka kaka ditcfka muitist. Ebuuna baauiu 
the plateful of chicken just steaming. So those [other]
beboole ■ ...^bauKcK ffumbanssnge, kant muuntu gaga nkatu. 
two were watching, but neither said a word.
\ J o mbuta uiubageene mbote. Ande Hlbote beenoj Bauiu
The man greeted them. He said, "Greetings to you]" They were as
silent as the grave] 
t i \ / v  / o ♦  w  _  /
Nkhatu yugoga] Buuna yxinduiele nde:A Ngaatu*A biyuyu •
Not a one spoke] So [the man] thought and said [[to himself],
"Perhaps they are loonies,
i f t  / \ / / t /  v
boo baantu-e] UJeele gana~mtueelo, kengeleela; A] Ane (llbote
these people]" He went [[closer] to the door, and all was [[still]
silence. Ah] He said, "I am 
/ x / \ / i / . fv / /
yillugaanaanga] Batuu badxngalete. Wo nde: Ee] ITlaa
greeting you £- don't you realise that']" They remained silent.
He said, "Hey, these ones
mazoba ma]^ Kotele kuna-nzo. Bu-kakota, ... fuioonget(e
are real idiots]" He went into the house. When he had entered,
he sat down
111. g)ana-meesa; dya ktuairif si-kadya. flbu-kabonga nsusu, bu-kadya, 
at the table, and tucked in. He took the chicken, and ate,
/ / \ / \ / 6
112. kadya, akivumu kyaml kiyukweete. Boongele ... nyis-tl,
and ate, [until the hunger in] his belly was satisfied. He
took a bone
/ — \** / | / \
113. yiL-wa-kakeenge mo“Andzefu zayandi bakala ... . , yuuna mbuta
and entwined it in the beard of the husband. That man £who had
eaten the chickenJ
111. tuukidil kuiani; ujeele. Bakele bakele, batata A yubf d^mbuia.
went out and went away. They sat on and on, and they saw a big
brute of a dog.
115. filbiua bu-kaiua nsuunga, ^  eee! dyuu dyaaka ■^koonzo. Bu-kakota
The dog smelt the herbs, hey], and this one also [enters] the
house. When he had entered
116. kunzo, nde kafiimbakafixmba7 , kauuumbula mboombo A(g) oomeesa,
the house, he sniffed and sniffed, and smelt the odour from the
table
117. ^ntsuunga A ta kaka zita, ^ ee] ditla gomeesa] ... Bu-kadya
that the herbs were still giving off. Hey],£and there he was,]
eating from the table] When he had
\ /, f o 4, / / / /
11B. bina bisnlisa yuna mbuta, bu-yilmbana, nde kauuumbula meeso
finished whatever that other man had left, he looked up, he
raised his eyes
119. katala * mokyeefo • inyy\s^ luudyeembilaangla] flbu-kasa na
and saw in the £husband*s] beard the bone hanging] Then he grabbed
Ann , f . * N / « i V  f . 6. ^ V  ' t,120. komonkxsx, zekasaA sx-kazekasa nyyxsx. Zekese zekese, yaanx
hold of the bone, and tugged and tugged at the bone. Tug, tug,
and [the husband]
121. ka'angifdi mbuundu, mudyaambuA go tatueele, yaandi si-tuuzifbilka
held back his yells, because if he complained it would be him
who [would have] to shut
122. kyeelo. Buuna-mbwa, nanikiniL, naniklni, n^mlkini, ^  aa,
the door. So the dog yanked and tugged and heaved at the bone ,
ah],
123. bu-kamona mpas^ • zimakunttuja monuia, mudyaambu nkaand^ *
and [the husband] felt pains in his jaw (?), because the skin
a / \ // 1 / / » ♦ /
121. ' wunntua • nnanuka sx-wunanuka, yi-yani lookele: Ndaa— iM
of his mouth was beginning to tear, and he yelled, "Hiyaa]
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
/ / i f '  / V / * - ' /  / A
mono taata mfuxdt! Aa ngumuna! Nkeento nde Aaa! BuungangiL nqe! 
//✓/////v — mn
by my father; he’s killing me! Aa, the pain!" The wife said, "Aha!
You've lost!
Nge y^ tnfd-C mukugogai Ng& s^-muzib^ka kyeelo ...i Abe? !
It was you who spoke first! You have to close the door!" And
that- was that!
Gaana beto boole yil-nkeento A ye-yakala, ^  bilnlma .byaakulu
There we were, the two of us, wife and husband, our best things
/ X / / o \ / /badtildililngil, w  abe mono ngttidil mukugoga, karnl nztb\kxdx
had been eaten, and I had been the first to speak, so I  [[had
to] close
kyeelo, ank\ dyaka tudya! Beto boole tusitdt munzala.
the door, and what would we eat as well? The two of us went
hungry.
Uluiene ntoot^la, ^mono ndduttdt mubuzoba! Ntoot^la
You have seen, king, that I have excelled in foolishness!1 The
king|s
o / V / — W  o X t </>>
mudyaambu: Naaai yii-nkutu • ytleengiL KoongoA yi-fllpuumbu,
reply £ w&s|, 'I have visited my entire jjkingdom of] Koongo
and Mpuumbu,
kan^ ktmoneti-ko zoba d^mpfla yoyo! OTl^dtntete mbweene
but I have never yet seen a fool like this! The worst fool I
have seen
zoba, ^ n g e y e ! Buuna • gana luna beno batatu, yungeenee
is you! So, among you three, £the one] I have greeted
k f i t .. A _ /. . . . . ,(*},nbote, ngeye! Ngeye lut\d\ mubuzoba!
[is] you! You have excelled in foolishness!'
42J
Comparison passage for chapter 7: Daeleman (from Nsuka 1968),
79d. UJa! fllono ngyeele kuna-zaandu, nsuumbid^nlngi nsusu. 
n. Ula! fllono ngyeele kuna-zaandu, nts^umbild^Tlngi ntsusu.
BOd. Bu-nsuumbidil y^na nsusu, ngiisid^ yaaiu, ngeene kujikeento.
1* V / o \ / / “
n. Bu-ntsuumbfdx yina ntsusu, ngxfsxdx yau, ngeene kunkeento.
Bid, Nkeento yaa kagoondele, bu-kan^kilnil miuaamba nguba,
n, Nkeento yaa kagoondele, ... bu-ka^kanikiilni mwaamb\ nguba,
82d. bu-katomene-yo bbotula momtuaamba nguba. m\dil tuula ntf
n. bu-katomene-yo bbotula momtuaamba nguba. UKdil ttuula nt\
B3d. m^nsuunga muuna, nsuunga ta kaka zita. Buuna bu-katoombula yaatu,
n, minsuunga • muuna—nsuunga ^  ta kaka zxta. Buuna • bu-katoombula yau,
K . . n * V , , / , \ I ,N /„84d, snlxdx gana-loonga, sxxdx dyaaka gana-meesa. Tomene yala
n. sxildi gana-loonga, ^ s-tfdil dyaaka gana-meesa, ^ Tomene yala
85d, meesa mpi; fufu mpe dyeele gaana. Wi-buuna muntaangu kudya,
n, meesa mpx; fufu mpe dyeele gaana. Vi-buuna rnuntaangu kudya,
86d. tufluoongele, sf-tuyaant^ka kudya, kaansil kyeelo kissildi
n. ^ tuf luoongele, si-tuyaant-ika kudya, ... kaansi kyeelo kilsxildx
87d. ntuutij, yuz\ba kyaaiu nkatu. fflono nteele na; Zibtka kyeelo
n,
n,
/ \ / ,  / / A / o W  / \
ntutu, yuzibaPA kyau . nkatu. filanD nteele na: Zxbilka kyeelo
BBd. nge nkeento. Nkeento nde: fllono ktzTlbika-ko, zilbtka ngeye
nge nkeento.^Nkeento nde : ^  fllono kf z\bilka-ko, ^  ztb^ka ngeye*
B9d. mudyaambu mono kisalu knlxngil nsadfdii yakala nde: Zilbika
n. mudyaambu mono salu kilfngil nsadidili ^  yakala nde:^z\b(ka
9Qd. ngeye! Nkeento nde: tUa! fflono ndnlkiml miuaamba,
n. ngeye rikeento! Nk\ento nde: UJa! ^Ulono ndfkild^ miuaamba,
91d. ndeembe nsusu, ntekele masa, nsukiuel'e maloonga;
n. ^ndeembe ntsusu, ntekele masa, nsukweele maloonga;
92d. ktsalu kikxTlngi nsadildf mono. Kaansx ngeye kusadidi
n. kilisalu kfk^l^ng^ nsadidil mono. Kaansi ngeye kusadidi
93d. knlilma-ko; zTlbilka ngeye kyeelo. yakala nde: fflono
n. ktma-ko; ^ z\.bilka ngeye ... kyeelo. yakala nde: fllono
94d. killendnl zTlbT?ka-ko, nge most uiuzilbilka kyaauiui Nkeento
n. killendi zztb(ka-ko, nge mmost * iuuz\bilka kyaaiuu! ^  Nkeento
95d. nde: fllono kilfwa taata fllandyaanguI Ka-kyakilznlbnlka!
n, nde: fllono kifftua taata fllandyaangui Ka-ky’ez\bika-koJ
96d. Buuna yakala nde: Go kuztbtka-kyo-ko, mono mpil, ka-mono
n. Buuna yak\la nde: Go kuzz^lbilka-kyo-ko, mono mpt, ka-mono
97d. ktgog-i, kaml nge mpi, ka-nge kugogt dyaaka; . *• kaml
n. kigogil, ... karnl ngef mpil, ka-nge kugogi dyaaka; .,. ^  kaml
98d. muuntu kamlkuna-ko! Baboole baynlndele gomeesa. yoonso 
n. muuntu kamlkuna-koi Baboole bayNl^ndele gomeesa. yoonso*
99d. tuuynlta mugoga# yuuna yu-iuuzilb^ ka kyeelo! Bu-bay\ndalala# bay^ndalala 
n. tuuytta mugogsa, yoona uziibTlka kyeelo! Baytndalala baynlndalala
"IGOd. gakala mbuta most, tAsil-lut^la gana-nzo baau. Wan\
t V / 4* / \ ^gakala mbuta mbost, 1 unlsil-lut-illa* • gana-nz« bau. yaandt
101d. keesa, bu-bamuieene, konzo baaiuu bay\lndeleleenge. Ayuna
n. kkesa, ^bu-baimueen¥, kondzo baaiuu baynlndeleleenge. Ayuna
"I02d. mbuta mpil ko-katuuka nzala mpil yiltomene kumbaka.
n. mbuta mpt * ko-katuuka nzala mpht yttomene kumbhakha, ...
103d. KaiuNldtk^ta nsuunga momboombo; katala gana-meesa
n, ^Kaunldtk^la ntsuunga* ... momboombo; katala gana-meesa
1Q4d. loonga d^nsusu toka kaka dnltoka miuils^ . Ebuuna baaiuu
n. loonga d\nsusu A toka kaka dnltoka munlsil. Ebuuna baaiuu
105d. baboole baunldt •f umbanaanga, kaml muuntu
\
goga nkatu.
n . baboole t1 • • * baiuildt ffumbanaanga, kan^ muuntu
/
goga nkatu.
"106d. Vo mbuta luubageene mbote, Nde fllbote beeno! Baiuwu pnla.-^I 
n. Wo mbuta luubageene mbote. Ande Hlbote beenal Baiuu ^ pilt-il!
107d. Nkatu yugogai Buuna y\tndujele nde: Ngaatu btyuuyu
n, Nkhatu yugoga! Buuna y\tndwele nde:^NgeatuT A btyuyu•
•1Q8d. bo baantu-e! UJeele gana-mweelo# kengelele; Ane filbote
/ / t / \  ^ \
n. boo baantu-e! UJeele gana-mweelo, kengeleele; A i A Ane fllbote
"1Q9d# ytlugaanaangaI Baiuwu bad\ngalele, 
n, ytlugaanaangaI ^  Bawu badxngalele.
Text for chapter 8.
Dialect: kiManyanga.
Informants: Rev. D. Ntoni-Nzinga and Mr. A. Ndolo Menayame,
Source: L a m a r i  1 3 0 5 ,  Luke. 3 2 .  — 2 ^  3 9 .
I?, ^ B ^ l e  benkaka-^. tbsnkiua .nkanu, banatiua yaandil muuoondwa..
a. Boole-bankaka, ibankwa ^ nkanu , banatiua y'aandx . rnuuoondwa,
b, Boole bankaka, ibankwa nkanu, banatiua„yaandt muuoondwa.* * ' AJ *«
Two other men, both criminals, were taken out. with him to be
executed.
2z, Bu-balwaaka uauuma * ktbikiuaanga * Koonzongolo A kyantu,
\ / £>4“ O
a. Bu-balwaaka uauuma * kibikwaanga * Konzongolo - kyantu,
, n\ „ / . c  \ / ,V,<. A . , / ’ . , ^ 4^
b. Balwaaka A uauuma kibtkwaanga * Konzongolo kyantu,
When they came to the place called The Skull,
/ / e \ / ci / e / q  J o •
3z. bankoma uaana uakulunsf * ye-bankwa nkanu umosi. . ualubakala^
« X ■ t e,  ^ / Aa. bankoma uana A kulunsi* ye-bankwaA nkanu, umosi *ualubakala^
, A  , / \ / . / „  a, ./. ./ / Cib. bankoma uana A kulunsn. * ye-banktua nkanu, umosT. A ualubakala *
they nailed him to the cross, along with the other criminals,
one on his right,
4z. umosx , valumoonso. Visu wauoua, Taata ubayambudtla * kadiA
a.
a.
umosTl ualumoso, yesu wauoua, Taata • ubay^mbudtla - kadnl
/ A / \ / / / ^  O
b. umosr A ualumoso , yisu-nuauoua, Taata * kubayambudilla kadi •
one on his left. Jesus said, ’Father, forgive them, for
/  i W  * f / o f \ / ' a
5z» ka-.bazeeyil ma-baueengil-ko. Bakabana * muuiaatu myaandi, ...
\ / \ / / « f O
a. ka-bazeeynl ma-baueengi-ko. Bakabana • muwatu myaandi,
b. ka-bazeeyiA ma-baueeng'i.-ko • Bakabana muuiaatu myaand-L,
they do not know what they are doing.1 They shared out his
clothes,
/ / / / a { o
6z. bata-myo wa3 d^. Baantu batelama batala * kanst bakuluntu*
/ — / / o / - ' ' ? * &  /
a, bata-myo-wadil. Baantu batelama « batala ♦ kansi » bakuluntu
/ „ / v / c \ / c \ / e
b. bata-myo A wadi. Baantu batelema • batala kansi • bakuluntu-
casting lots for them. The people stood watching, but the
rulers
/ \ ■ t / / / — \ /
7 z. bannamlsa mboombo * bauoua: yaandil uiauulusi bankaka; btvka
bannaanlsa mboombo * bauoua: yaandtA wauulust bankaka; b\ika
/ \ / — \ / ' i /bannamlsa mboombo A bauoua: Vaandi wauulustl bankaka; bika
made fun of him; they said, ’He saved others; let
a.
b,
9z.
a.
b.
iOz.
a.
b.
H z .
a.
b.
12z.
a.
b.
i3z.
a.
b.
Hz.
a.
b,
15z.
a.
kaknluutusa, uo ndyeu xKli^sto, ^soolwa kyaNdzaambi.
\ A / o \ ^ o  \ / /
kakiuulusa, ' uo ndyeu , iKlxxsto, soolwa A kyaNdzaamb'x,
/ / 4^ / \ g V / /
kakiuulusa, uo ndyeu A xKlixsto, soolwa kyaNdzaambi.
him save himself, if he is the Christ, the Chosen One of God.'
^Binuianil mpe" * byansakanana, byay^za kwayaandi, bantaambika
Bxnwanxx mpe A byantsakanana, byayxza^kwayaandx, bantaambxkaA
W  — / / \ / \ / —
Binwanii mpe A byantsakanana, byayxza -kwayaandi, bantaambikaA
The soldiers also mocked him, they came up to him and offered
him
/ / x / ' h /  / /
uinya kyandeki, bauoua; Uo ngeye ilntxnu abaUudayo,
uxnya kyandekx, bauoua: uo ngeye. xntxnu A abaUudayo,
u^nya A kyandeki, bauoua: Vo ngeye \ntxnu A abaUudaayo,
wine vinegar, and said, ’If you are the king of the Jews,
, > n.j. ■ /, „c /  ^ , / ,-T L.. wukxuuluza. Ntsonokono yakala * uantaandu andx: Ndyeu*
/ / < t *  O / 4. / /
ukiuulusa. Ntsonokono * yakala •» uantaandu aandi: Ndyeu A
/ \ / / “• /  \ / «S
ukiuulusa. Ntsonokono yakala A uantaandu aandx: NdyeuA 
save yourself.1 There was a written notice above him: 'This
< * - - u m  ^  ^ ' i ^  ^xntxnu - abaUudayo. muangx mosx ankanu * wamanukwa yaandxA
\ / f \ f f /  -* / a e
intinu abaUudayo. Hluangi most ankanu ® wamanukwa A yandi *
V * ■ / ° m  ^  ^ 6 ' A  / Nxntxnu abaVudaayo, ITluangx mosx A ankanu • ... wamanukwa yaandx •
is the king of the Jews*' One of the criminals hung there with
him
/ / d r  \  /  \  /  /
wantiaka mpe: Kadi ngeye ka-iKlixsto-ka-e? Ukiuulusa
wantiaka mp3: Kadil ngeye - ka-TlKl^sto-ko-e? Ukiuulusa 
want^akaa mpe: Kad^ ngeye * ka-fijKl^sto-ko-e? Ukiuulusa 
also insulted him: ’Aren't you the Christ? Save yourself
ye-beetoJ ^Kaansi wankaka wauutula, wanseemba wauoua:
/ Q / a / / \ /
ye-beetoj Kaansi * uiankaka A.wauutula, uianseemba * uiauoua:
/ \  / / „ A /  , * \  /
ye-beeto! Kaansx wankaka uiauutula, uianseemba wauoua:
and us as well!' But the other criminal replied and rebuked
him and said,
4* / W  / «> \ /
Kadi kuvumina Ndzaambi nkutu-ko-e, bu-wena
^ t> V / X / // *
Kadi • kuuumina . Ndzambi nkutu-ko-e, bu-uiena *
o / o
' Kadi « kuuuminaarja NdzambxA nkutu-ko-e, bu-wena A
'Don't you fear God at all, since you are
162
a
b
172
a
b
18z . 
3t 
b.
192.
a.
b.
20z.
a,
b.
21z.
5 »
b.
22z.
a
b
23z
a
b
N6,
\ / / ^ A  \ j f c
mundzeengolo yilmosnl? Beeto boonso busoongele, kadi
/ t o  \ ! a o
munzzssngolo yimosi? Beeto boonso busoongele, kadiA
munzzeengolo y^mos^? Beeto boonso A busoongele, ksd?**,. 
under the same sentence? We are both justly punished, for
u n ° ' V/ . /, O, \  ^ / A , ftuttaambula.anga nseendo ufuienT- A muma’-twaueengt, kaanst
tut^tambuXaanga ntseendo A ufweni * muAma~twaueeng^, ^kaansx 
tuttaambulaanga ntseendo ufuieni 9 muma"twaueengi, kaansi 
we are getting punishment suitable for what we have done, but
ndyeu * kaueengi d^lembolo fuiaanana-k'o, ^Vandi wauoua: Veesu*
ndyeuA kaueengi A dilembolo A f wanana a-I<cj. - yandi wauoua: ^yeesu*
ndyeu A kaueengi d^Xembolo fwaananaA-ko. Vandi wauoua: v\^suA
.this man has done nothing which is wrong.'And he said, 'Jesus,
/ / / ’f* \L> / *4* V
umbambukila mooyo, bu~ulweeki mukimfumu kyaaku. Vandi
umbambukila mooyo, bu-ulweeki A muk^mfumu kyaaku. yandi
\ /f' t • / \ / t t
umbambukila mooyo, bu-ulweeki mukimfumu kyaaku. yandi
keep me in mind when you have arrived in your kingdom.' Jesus
t( , / ^  iff A M \ t i - , . I - . \wauoua kwayaandx: !<ed^k^ mono ^uouele: kyaaku Xumbu ngeye
ujauou3 kuiayaandi: Kedika A mono A -wouele: kyaak^ Xumbu ngeye 
wauoua kwayaandi: Kedika A mono A*ifuauele: kyaakx Xumbu A ngeye 
said to him, 'Truly I have said, this day you
// / /» \ /
si-ukaXa yaami mupaXadiisu. BtuakaXa kani 9 muXookuXa
/ \ / „ \ / y / \  ^ /
si-ukaXa yaami* mupaXadiisu. BwakaXa kani » mutokulaA
sil-ukala yaam£ 9 mupaXaJtI^su. BwakaXa A kanil * mulokula 
will be with me in paradise. It was now about the
kyantsaambanu * toombe kyakaXa muntoto wawoonsono natee
\ / , © .. . , . ^ \ / o \ /kyantsaambanu » toombe kyakaXa * muntoto A wawoosono « natee
kyansaambanu • toombe A kyakaXa muntoto wawoonsono • natee 
sixth hour, and darkness was over the whole land until
bu-yat\embwa
W  // , -
teenttka;t  /ye-lokula kyauwa, ntangu
ye-lokula A kyauwa, ^ ntangu A^bu-*yalembuia A ^teentina;
/ /  t c v / , o
ye-lokula kyaya * kyauwa, ntangu A bu-yaleembwa A teen^na;
the ninth hour, (since! the sun had stopped shining.
?z : ■'■+ fast.
24z.
3 .
b.
2 5 z .
3 .
b.
2 6 z .  
3 • 
b.
2 7 z .
a.
b.
2 8 z .
a.
b.
2 9 z .
a.
b.
30z.
a.
b.
31z.
a.
-t f . o / , o ,/ e 4- / . , , t o
' nguumbu A mukxnlongo A yatxasuka * mukatx. yxxsu uiabooka A
\ , / , A 0 J* ^  ]° 1  ^ LW , onguumbu A mukxnlongo A yatxasuka mukatx. Veesu wabooka ♦
L- ' I ! °  ^i / . i |i \ , / InguumbuA mxnkolongo « yatxasuka A mukatx. yeesu wabookaA
And the veil in the temple v/as torn down the middle* Jesus
called out
^mundxTlnga yayxnene wauoua: Taata mumooko maaku ntaambikxdx
\ , .A -  A \ / T / . \ /, \ , / .^ / . ,, . .-rmundxxnga A yayxnene * wauoua: Taata mumooko maakuA ntambxkxdx
V ,/ . \ / \ / T\ / . \ t. \ . / Amundxxnga yayxnene . wauoua: Taata mumooko maaku , ntambxkxdx.A A
in a loud voice and said, 'Father, into your hands I commend
mpeeu1 aannl. ^  Bu-kauoua-mo » watabuka uumunu. ^Nkuluntu*
mpeeu' aamx, Bu-kauoua-mo » watabuka ... uumunu. Nkuluntu* .,
mpeeu' aamx. Bu-k\uoua moornoA watabuka ■ uumunu. Nkuluntu*
my spirit.1 When he had said this, he breathed his last* The
\ f A 6 \ / t a / / ,
ankama A bxnwaaml * bu-kamona maueengo, wakkeembxla Ndzaambx
ankam' bnlnwa » bu-kamona maueengo, wakkembila Ndzaambx*
ankabtn ... bxnwaanx * bu-kamona maueengo, wakeembila Ndzaambil
centurion, when he saw what had happened, praised God
wauoua: Kedxka • ndyeu A xmuuntu walunuungu. fllakabu
wauoua; Kedxka ndyeu A xmuuntu A walunuungu. fllakabu
wauoua: Kedxka ndyeu A Xmuuntu walunuungu. ... fllakabu
and said, 'Truly, this was a righteous man.' All the
At - , ' ° ° I, /mamoonsono A makutakana * mumona maambu moomo, bu-bamona
t - , A, . i W  . , /mamoonsono * makutakana • mumona maambu moomo, bu-bamona
v i , A * , ° ' f u *mamoonsono • ... makutakana * mumona maambu moomo, bu-bamona 
crowds who had gathered to see these things, when they saw
o \ / _ / t \ t t
maueengo, babaanda ntulu • bauutuka. Baboonsono bazayaana
maueengo, babaanda ntulu * bauutuka. Baboonsono A bazaayanaA
maueengo, babaanda ntulu bauutuka. Baboonsono A bazaayaA
what had happened, they beat their breasts and went back |jiome].
All those who knew
\ / / o / f \ / / o
yaandil ye-bakeento* bannemiTlngx • tuka A kuNgalitt,
\ / / f \ / ^ \ / ^ \ /
yaandt ye-bakeento* ... bannemixngx* tuka * muNgalxlx,
yaandt ^ye-bakeento ♦ ... bannemnlilngx * ttuka * muNgaltlx, 
him, and the \tfomen who had come with him from Galilee,
32z. 
3 • 
b.
332. 
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34z •
a.
b,
35z.
a.
b.
36z.
a.
b.
37z,
a.
b,
3 8 z  .
a.
b.
39z,
a.
b.
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/ _  t —  4r \ / / i t i
batelameneA ntama * batala A moomo. Tala, kiuakala bakala
/ i_ \ A \ /  / < h o  t / —
batelama A ntama * batala moomo. Tala, kiuakala bakala*
batelama A ntama • batala moomo. Tala, kiuakala bakala*
stood at a distance, watching these things. And behold, there
was a man
, / u / j . .= • . 1 ^  M  * f unkuumbu andx yoseft * xmayala, xmuuntu luambote ye-walunuungu -
nkuumbu aandi yoseefi • im^yala, Xmuuntu tuarnbotee A ye-iualunuungu -
- X / ^  v / - /. . / , .* ^nkuumbu aandx yoosefx * xmayala, xmuuntu luambote A ye-iualunuungu -
and his name was Joseph, a member of the Council, a good and
upright man -
katambudxla mulukanu Iujbu • ye-mavanga mau-ko - xmujxsx
kat3mbud*illa A mulukanu A liuau ye-^mavanga mau-ko - xmuj^stA
katambudilaA mulukanu A liuau ye-mauanga mau-ko - ^miuisxA
he had not consented to their decision and actions - he was
a native of
fllxmataya, mbaanz* abayudayo, wau^ingila knlmfumu ^ kyaNdzaambi.
S / * / \  f, 0  f  i
Alimataya, ,,, mbaanz1 abayudayo, luaviingila A kimfumu kyaNdzaambi,
N|l^mataya, mbaanz' abayudayo, wauxingila kimfumu kyaNdzaambi,
Arimathea, a Judean town, and he was waiting for ’the kingdom
of God,
\-* / i —  \ t, \ t
Ndyeena ujayenda kiuaPilaatu tualoomba nitu ayxisu. UJakulumuna-yo,
Q / *—  / O / • — % / /  /  O
Ndyena * mayenda kiuaPilaatu* uialomba A nitu aVesu. UJakulumuna-yo,
\ / —* \ / o \ . / /. t °
Ndyena mayenda • kiuaPilaatu • malomba nitu ayesu. UJakulumuna-yo,
This man went to Pilate and asked for the body of Jesus# He
took it down,
' b V /  / — / W  — A \ , / ®.
1 iua2xinga-yo nleleA waliinu, ujaantuula • mundxamu •
\t e \n/, W -  f it,tuazxxnga-yo * nlele * walxnu, uiantuulaA munAdxamu • ...
\ f \ / \ / o * / « t , o
ujaziinga-yo nlele * utalxnu, iuantuulaA mundxamu*
wrapped it in linen cloth, and placed it in a tomb
 ^ X n 0 ^  t , J* I M  4. .yazzokuluia * mutadx • yx-Akaryataka tuuliua muuntu-ko.
j a / o i / / \ / t
yaAzokuliua * mutadx • ... yi-Aka-Ayateka tuuliua A'muunturko.
t . n ° * J  ^ -A n f J  \yazokuliua mutadx • yx-ka-yateka tuuliua muuntu-ko,
cut in the rock, one in which no-one had yet been laid.
i \ t / ® ^  ^ . t \ i ,
I lumbu kyankubukulu kiuaandi, lumiingu liueka lukufi.
llumbu kyankubukulu kiuaandi, lumiingu liueka A lukufi.
' llumbu * kyankubukulu kiuaandi,, lumiingu liueka lukufi.
It was In fact Preparation Day, and the Sabbath was near.
40z.
3 .
b.
41z,
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42z.
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43z.
a.
b.
44z.
a.
b.
45z.
a.
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46z,
a.
b,
47 z.
a,
b.
Bakeento bay^za yaandi batuuka muNgalili balaanda * batala
Bakento bayi’za yaand?* baAtuuk| muNgalil?A balaanda » batata
Bakento * bayxza yaandil « batuuka miiNgalil^ A balaanda A batala
The women who had come with Jesus all the way from Galilee
followed after and saw
ndyaamu ye-bonso bmatuudulma nitu aandi; bauutukiT*
, /  o \  /  /  \  / t f o
ndyamu A ys-boonso bma Atuudutuia A nxtu A aandx; bauutuka-*
ndyamu A ye-b^nso" A bwatuuduliua A n?tu aandi; bauutuka A
the tomb, and how his body was laid in it * Then they went
back home
t o  I /  Q ' A / ,  . , O
bakubxka A ... nzeenzoA myantsuunga ye-maazx; v mutumxxngu •
/  — /  o /  o /  I o
bakubika ndzeenzo A myansuunga A ye-maazi. (Uulumiingu * 
bakubxka ndzeenzo A myansuunga A ye-m83zx. fTlulumxxngu A
and prepared spices and perfume. On the Sabbath
^ bauuunda * ^  boontso biuenina ^ns^kudukusu. ...^Lumbu kyantete.^mutumiingu•
\ / sf K f ■/ a I 4- / — / c
bauuunda A boonso A biuenxna * nssidukusu. Lumbu kyantete * mulumiingu*
bauuunda boonso biuenina A ntsxkudukusu. Lumbu kyantete * mulumiinguA
they rested according to the commandment. On the first day of the week,
^nsbuka nabu * bayxza dyamuA banata ndzeenzo myantsuunga*
u V . t . o . K o ./ t /  o I ontsuka nabu * bayxza kundyamu * banata ndzeenzo A myansuunga •
ntsuka nabu » bayxza kundyamu « banata ndzeenzo myansuunga »
very early, they went to the tomb, carrying the spices
mx-bakubika. Babtuaana tad?*.., dinengomono A mundyamu; bakkotaA
m^-bakubika. Babuia^na * tadi - * dinengomono • mundyamu; bakota
mTfrbakubika. Babtuaana tad£ dinengomono ■» mundyamu; bakota s
that they had prepared. They found the stone rolled away from the
tomb; they entered,
/ —- / A / W  4 / o
kansi A ka-babiuaana nitu afllfumu yiisu-ko. Bmakala «
o / I t  \f / —
kansi * ka-babiuaana nitu afllfumu yeesu-ko, Buiakala *
kansi . ka-babiuaana nxtu afllfumu yiLilsu-ko. BiuakalaA
but could not find the body of the Lord Jesus. While
A \ / O 0 e /  / / /
1bu-bakadila-bo • kxdunga, ta'la, babakala boole batelama yaau
bu-bakadila » bo k^duungl, tala, babakala boole • batelama yaau^
bu-ba^adila -» bo kxdunga, tala, babakala boole • batelama yaau A
they were hesitating, behold, two men stood -there
NB: 43a;forceful.
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50z,
a.
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51z.
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52z,
a.
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53z. 
a * 
b,
54z *
a.
b.
55z.
b .
b.
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\ / / / \ / t \ //ualmeeka * bauwaata nlele myaseema. Bu-bakala ujoonga
ualuieeka « bauuiata nlelF * myaseema. Bu-bakala tuoonga A
ualuieeka • bauiuaata A nlele « ... myaseema, Bu-bakala uioonga
Reside them, wearing clothes that gleamed. They were afraid,'
ye bay(nika zizi kyau uantoto - bauoua kuiabaau: (Hunkyaama
ye ba^y^nika z^ zil byau uantoto • bauoua kiuabaau: (flunkiiama
°  u t M t  • U t * 4-° u' t I J  « i *  -ye< A bayxnxka zxzx byau uantoto A bauoua kiuabaau: fflunkxama
and bowed their faces to the ground, but (the men] said to
them, 'Why
1 4.V* i A // ,V, A„ A,, I , i . \ tlutoombele uiena mooyo mubafiua? Kena-uo-ko * kaansx
lutombele A mena mooyo A mubafiua? Kena-uo-ko * kaansi*
lutombele mens mooyo A mubafiua? Kena-uo-ko kaansi
do you look for the living among the dead? He is not here; on
‘the contrary,
fulukid^ingi. Lubaambuk'a mooyo A boonso -bu-kauoua A ktuabeena, 
fulukidxingi. Lubambuka mooyo • boonso ■ bu-kauoua ktuabeeno, ... 
fulukid-(ingi. Lubambuka mooyo A boonso bu-kauoua kuiabeeno, 
he has risen. Call to mind how he spoke to you,
V* / - 1 / \* // // o
bu-kakedi yeeno A muNgalili, ujauoua.-uo: Hliuaan' amuuntu •
1 bu-kakedx yeeno A muNgalxlx, mauoua uo: fUmaan' amuuntuA 
bu-kakedi yeeno muNgalili, ^ mauoua uo: filuiaan* a&uuntu A 
when he was still with you in Galilee, saying, "The Son of Man
/ , /,  ^ o \ / n . \ t o / .sx-kayekuluia - kaka mumooko mabankuia myamasumu • ye-komiua
/ / o / \ / / o
si“kaAyekuliua A kaka • mumooko mabankuia * ,.. myamasumi * ye- A kkomuiaA
/ i <> i \ / / o / a , /
si- A kayekuliuaAkaka * mumooko mabankuia A myamasumu y e - A komuia
must be delivered into the hands of sinful men, and be crucified,
// ct / O i / A M /  \ /  —
vakulunsx - ye-fulukaA mulumbu A kyantatu. Babaambuka mooyo-
uakulunsnl * ye-fulukl A mulumbu kyantatu. Babaambuka mooyo »
uakulunsi * ye-fuluka mulumbu kyatatu. Babaambuka mooyo •
, and rise on the third day."' They remembered
^mumaambu maandi, bauutuka kuiau tuukaA mundiamu, bakaamba
mumaambu maandi, bauutuka kiuau • tuuka A kundyamu, ... bakcs^mba 
mumaambu maandi, bauutuka ktuau • tuuka kundiamu, b
his words, and went back home from1.the tomb, and told
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b.
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a,
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63z • 
a.
° / o \ /, 4- / , , W
moomo A mamoonsono * kwakuumr ye-mosi - ye-kwaboonsono*
t W  ° . -X • f * . * Ju. \ , tmoomo mamoonsono * kiuakumx ye-mosx • ye-kiua^baboonsono A bankaka,
\ f / 0  | | \ i q i \ . /moomo mamoonsono • kiuakumx ye-mosr* ye-kwaaboonsono,
all these things to the Eleven and to all the others*
\ / / /  o \ / \ / 1* \ / o
l (Haifa mwisx-ngada (llangadala, y e-yoanaA ye-fDalta A ingudi ayakobt;
filal^ a • miunls^  fllang^dala, ye-yoane * ye-Hlalia * fngudt ayakobi,
ilfnaT.nl 3 monish* ... (llangadala, ye-yoane A ye-fllalVa A ilngudi ayakobi/
It was Mary Magdalene, Joanna, Mary the mother of James,
ye-bakeento bankaka bakala yaau »^bakaamba maambu moomo A
ye-bakeento bankaka * bakala yau A bakBamba maambu momo *
ye-bakeento bankaka * bakala yau A bakaamba maambu minomo *
and the other women who were with them who told these things
^ kiuazintumiaa. (Ilaambu moo mamonika A ^ ualuse lujau^boonso
, / . . / *  _V 1 u 1 0 / «. _/ _ / -  'k /kwazxntumuja. (llaambu moomo. mamom-ka A ualuse Imau boonso
. \ . . / m\ /  , / £> / .,o / \V tWkuiaz'Lntumma. fflaambu moomo A mamoni-ks A ualuse lmauAboonsa 
to the apostles. These things seemed in their view like
mpoua yankatu, ^ ka-baleekila mmnu-ko, Tala, kina llumbu
mpouaA yankatu, ... ka-baAleekila minu-ko. Tala, lAina lumbu*
mpoua ; yankltu, ka-baleekila A minu-ko. Tala,’^kVilna lumbu
nonsense, and they did not believe them* Behold, that same day
X\ # / H O ^ p ^ / c * \ /" o
boole A mubaau bayenda * ye-ndiingi-K kuuata, nkuumbu auata
boole mubaau bayenda * ye-ndiingi kuuata, nkuumbu A au3taA
boole ■ mubaau A bayenda * ye-Andi(ingi kuuata, nkumbu A auata
two of them were going sadly(?) to a village, the name of the
village
Emaus^, ^dyatatuka ye-yelusaleemf*^makumasaambanu « ^  ma A5tad-£iya.
/ / —■ - / -  ® S / o k /Emaust, ‘dyatatuka A ye-yelusalemi • makumasaambanu A mastadfya.
Emausil, dyatatuka ye-Velusalem^ makumasaambanu A mastadxya.
being Emmaus, distant from Jerusalem, by 60 stadia.
Bamokasana mumoomo * mamoonsono mabiua. Buiakala • bu-bamokassna • ... 
BamokasanI A mumoomo A mamoonsono A mabujf. Bmakala bu-Abamokasana* 
BamokasanaA mumoomo mamoonsono A mabrna. BmakalaA bu-bamokasana •
They were talking with each other about everything that had
happened. As they were talking
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a .
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65z»
a.
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66z.
a.
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67z.
3.
b.
68z.
3 •
b*
69z.
a.
b.
70z.
a.
b.
71z,
a.
b.
NB:
... ye-yuuasant, ^ yaandi kibeeni yiisu wafilnama mayenda
/ _ o , , . ,,\ / , , / o 0 /
ye-yuuulasana, yaandx kxbeenx yeesu A wafT-nama  ^mayenda
ye- ... yuuu^lasana, yaandi kibeeni yeesu A wafxnama A mayenda
and conversing with each other, Jesus himself came up and
walked along
* ..// . \ / \  t t,  , o / -  //
yaau. Kansx meeso maau makakwa, ka-bxdx kunzaya.
/ (/ V / / \ . /. , t\ /yaau. Kansx meeso maau .. makakwa, ... ka-bxdx kunzaaya.
yaau. Kans^ meeso maau ma^cakwa, ... ka-bnldi kunzaaya.
with them. But their eyes were deceived so that they did not
recognise him.
^UJauoua kwabaau: * Nky 1 amaambu moomo ma-lweti mokina,
UJauoua kiuabaau: Nkx amaambu moomo ma-lweti mokina,* 1
UJauoua kwebau: NknL amaambu moomo A ma-lweti mokina,
He asked them, 'What are these things that you are discussing
^ bu-lweti dyaata? Bas^mpama • ^  ye-z4zi • ^  byanayembelee .
... bu-lwetx dyaata? BasVxmpama A y e-znlz^ • bya ^ nayembele. 
bu-lwetx dyaata? BasVxmpama ye-zi2^ A byanayeembele.
as you walk along?' They stood still, with their faces
downcast.
(Host nkumbu andi Kleopa, ^wauutuka, wauoua kmayaandi: + Kadi 
f!los( nkumbu andi A Kleopa, wauutula wauoua kmayaandi: Kad^
filos4 nkumbu andi Kleopa, wautjtula wauoua kwayandi: Kad\
One of them, named Cleopas, answered and said to him, 'Surely
ngeye kaka wena ndzeenza m^Velusaleemi, kuzeyi momo
ngeye kaka wena A ndzeenza A muyelusalemi, kuzeyi moomo
f  \ / / o \ / o
ngeye A kaka wena ndzeenza muyelusalemi, ,kuzeyi moomoA
you must just be a stranger to Jerusalem, that you don't know
'these things
mabwiidi mubyaab^ lumbu-ko-*e?+ UJauoua kwabaau: Nky*alekwa? 
mabwiid^ A muAbyaab4 lumbu-ko-s? UJauoua kwabaau: Wk^ alekwa? 
mabwiidi A mubyaab^. lumbu-ko-s? UJauoua kwabaau: Nki alekwa?
which have happened these past few days?' He said to them,
'What things?'
Bauoua kmayaandi: f^llomo muV^isu, imwisi Nazaleti,
Bauoua kmayaandi: f^lloomo A muyeesu, imwisi Nazaleeti,
Bauoua kmayaandi: Uloomo A . •. ^  muy^isu, \mwisi ...^Nazaleti,
They said to him, 'This about Jesus, a native of Nazareth;
68-70z: +’f" fast.
44cO
72z. uiakedt mbTlkudi * lualuleendo mumauaanga * ye~mumaambu maluse
^ . , < 5 ,  O \ / O / \ / u /- , e>a. ujakedi. A mbxkudx ♦ lualuleendo A mumauaanga A ye-muAmaambu maluseA
, , c^. / _\/ / \ / / \ / \ / o
b, wakedi A mbxkudx * lualuleendo A mumauaanga A ye-^mumaambu raaluse A
he was prophet powerful in deed and word before
/ 4- \  / \ //
73z. IwaNdzaambi • ye-baantu baboonsono, boonso btuanyyekole
. 4.® L^ L. I'lA  ^ U ^a* liuaNdzaambi ye-baantu*baboonsono, ... boonso * buianyeekole •
b. ImaNdzaambi • ye-baantu baboonsono, ^boonso • bwanyekole
God and all the people, and how he was handed over
74z. bangudi zangaanga * ye-bakuluntu beeto munzeengolo alufiua,
. f J3. / f I 1 4 / 4,0 W  •> S 4= ^a. bangudvA zanganga ye-baAkuluntu beeto * munzeengolo * ... alufiua,
\ / o / / / / a
b. bangudii zangaanga A ye-bakuluntu beeto • munzeengolo alufiua,
by the chief priests and our leaders to a sentence of death,
4,, / , , , , . +’4' \ / , . \ / . \ /. . . , w  \ / . . .
75z. bankkamisa uakulunsi, Kaansi beetotuiasiidi uuuuu uo yaandi
a* bankomisa uakulunsi. Kaansi beeto ttuasiidm uuuuu uo. yaandiA
. , / . /. _ , .A/ r .  ^f \f / Ab, bankomisa uakulunsi. Kaansi beeto tiuasndi uuuuu uo yaandiA
and they crucified him* But we had not left off hoping that he
\\ // « +  / 4 \ i f  f  i
76z. indiena ujakana* kuula Isayalt; kansi tuuka ntaangu
a. *fc.ndyena ujakana * kula * Isayeli; kans4 tuuka ntaangu* ...
b* indyena ujakana * kuula Isayeli; kansi tuuka ntaangu A
was the one who would redeem the tribe of Israel; but since the
time
77z. yauaangiua moomo mamoonsono, kyaaki llumbu kyantatu, Bakeento
/ / / ° I • /-l U I ^ 4. 4. I'll I 4.°a, yauaangiua moamo mamoonsono, kyaki llumbu kyantatu, BakeentoA
V /  / \ / o , N J  4_ D , W
b* yauaangiua moomo maitjoonsono, kyaki llumbu kyantatu, Bakeento
that all this was' done, it is now the third day. Some women
f  \  I  O I  \ / 0 V , , ,
78z, bankaka mubeeto - batubiuiisisi zengele-zengele, baliueekungi
a, bankaka A mubeeto • batubiuiisisi A zeengele-zengele, ba Aliueekiing^.
b. bankaka A mubeeto * batubw^sisi A 2 engeele-zengele, balweekiingiA 
among us caused us great amazement; they arrived
// A  / \\ // / o ^  (
79z, nsuuka nabu kundyamu; bu-balembolo biuaana nitu aandi, bizi
a. nsuuka nabu kundyamu; bu-balembolo biuaana nitu and^, bizi
b. ntsuka nabu kundyamu; bu-balembolo A biuaana nitu andi, bizi
early in the morning at the tomb, but were unable to find his
body, and came
NB: 75-76z: crescendo.
. ° 'i' u V * /80z. uovi uo * bamweenx mona-meeso • mazxmbasx zauoua * uo wena
\ , / \ / O — , / — / e \
a, uoui • uo * bamwsenx mona-meeso A mazxmbasx A zauoua uo A wena
/ . ® . N / / / / , . / , /  0 \b, uoux uo * bamweenx ^ mona-meeso A maz'imbasi zauoua^vo * wena
saying they had seen a vision of angels who said that he was
■+• V* // \ / w // +
81z. mooyo. Bankaka mubau bakedx yeeto beeleenge kundyamuA
z. mooyo, Bankaka A mubau • bakedi yeeto•baleengele kundyamu •
/ / \ / o  \ / O \ / /  o
b. mooyo. Bankaka mubau * bakedi yeeto* beeleenge A kundyamu •
alive* Some of those who were with us went to the tomb
82z. babw'eniingi nadede * boontso buteelenge bakeento • kaansi yaandi
a, babweniing^. nadede • boonso A buteelenge bakeento * kaansi yaand?*
U ^  - ■ Ju , W  U Jx T t ^b* babweenxxngx nadede A boonso buteelenge bakeento A kaansx yaandx • 
and found it exactly as the women had said, but him
83z* ka-bammweeniing4-ko# Ulauoua kiuabaau: Eengwa beeno, lu bankwa
a. ka-bammweeniing^-ko, Ulauoua kwabaau: Engwa beeno, lu bankwa
' • • f* , . . . v  f . f > L tb* kB-bammweenxxngx-ka. Ulauoua kwabau: Engwa • beeno, lu bankwa
they did not see.’ Pie said to them,’You fools, you who are
84z. buzeengi ye-ffuki muntimaA muleeka+ m^nu mumaambu
a. buzeengx A ye-ffukt A muntxma A muleka A mxnu mumaambu
, / , / -.j. /. «i / . . /*. ■ /, o \ ft*b. buzeengx A ye~Affukt A muntxma A muleeka mxnu A mumaambu
foolish and slow of heart to believe all the -things
• A ft +  /  /, \ \ / a
85z* mamoonsono * mauoua bambikudi. Kadi Klxisto kafwitx luungwa*
a. mamoonsono mauau! A bambTlkudi. Kadx Kliisto kafwiti A l^jngwa A
b. mamoonsono A mauoua A bamb^kudi. Kadi Kl\^sto kafw^tnl lungwaA
that the prophets"' have spoken* Did not Christ have to suffer
86z, moomo-ko-e * ^ ye-kota munkembo aandi-e? UJabadika A .,, muHloosi*
a, moamoA-ko-e * ye-kata munkembo andx? ... lllabadxka mulUoose*
\ , / / , . / , / , W ... \ m / . o.
b. mooma-ko-e •» ye-kota muAnkembo andx? Ulabadxka A mu mg os e*.-
these things and then enter his glory?' Pie started with Moses
87z. ^ye-mb^kudi myamycjonsono, wabakangudila»mumasonukwa mamoonsono*
a. ye-mb^kudi myamyoonsono, wababangudila*mumasonukwa mamoonsonoA
b, ye-mb^kudi myamyoonsono, wababangudila-mumasohukwa mamoonsono^
and all the prophets, and explained to them from all the
Sciptures
NB: 81s:’*"4" crescendo. 84~85z: rising.
882.
a,
b,
892.
a.
b.
90z.
a.
b.
91z.
a.
b.
92z.
a. 
b *
93z.
a*
b.
94z.
a.
b.-
95z,
a.
b.
\ / — 4 ' /  f, — \ /moomo .niens • muyaandx* Baflnangana » ye-vata A di-bayende'* .
o * * D A  & \ u ^moomo ^amena yaandr. Bafrnangana • ye-yata dx-bayenda*
moomo mena A muyaandi, Baf^nangana « ye-uata A di-bayenda
those things which were about him. They approached the village
to which they were going,
 ^ j ■ ,f ^ / - 4r . \ / . „ A  , u J  -ya3nd^ tuasa boonso uo * kenr uyooka. Bau banleba bauoua:
J  ’ ' ~ U C  f A  ' D  L, .-, /  , 6  A  /yaandr tuasa boonso A uo kenr uyooka. Bau ^banlleemba * bauova:
‘ ■ 1 u' t I V < I O U 1 1 U !-> iyaandx ma^sa boonso A uo kenr uyoka* Bau banleba* ... bauoua:
and Jesus acted as if he were going further. But they begged him
saying,
Srkfla yeeto; kad-( nkookila yibtuvtld^, lumbtj kyeka munsuka,
S^kila yeeto; kad? A kookila yibuAtd^, lumbu kyeka A musuka.
S^kila yeeto; kad^ nkookila yTlbujVrdil, lumbu kyena ki,,, musuka,
•Stay with us, because evening has fallen, and the day is about
to finish.‘
^yaandi tuakota mus^kila yau. Btuakala bu-kautuaanda yaau
yandi A tuakota A m^jsi^kila yau. ^Btuakala A bu-kauuiaanda yaau^
A*. t D t, , w  , \ /yand^ tuakota musrkrla yau. Btuakala A bu-^kauuiaanda yaauA
And he went in to stay with them. While he was seated with them
t A  t j. A t\. ■ —  A* - ^ Auameeza, tuaboonga drmpa tuasakumuna A tuabukuna A tuabauaana,
\ I O V / A  t o \ J \ /
uarneeza, tuaboonga dnmpa • tuasakumuna • tuabakkuuna • tuabauaana.
/ o ,i , f, /, o' I , o ^  \ /
uameeza, tuabonga dxmpa * tuasakumuna * tuabukuna • tuabauaana.
at the table, he took bread, gave thanks, broke it, and gave
it to them.
J  o / _i,  ^ -i 4 w  ?fUeeso maau mBz^buka banzaya * yaandx tualala mumeeso maau,
' ( . 0 u' / ° J ■ l/ I*  ^ /fOeeso maau mazrbuka . banzaayaA yaandx tualaala A mumeeso maau. 
fflaeso maau maztbuka • banzaaya A yaandt tualala A mumeeso maau.
Their eyes opened, and they recognised him, but he disappeared
from their sight.
^Bauouasana W t f  ntima myeeto ka-m^kedi myaleema mubeeto-ko-e,
Bauouasana; ^Kad^ ntima myeeto * ka-m^ked^A myaleema mubeeto-ko-e,
Bauouasana: Kadnl ntims myeeto • ka-m'lked^ A myaleema ^mubeeto-ko-a,
They said to each other, ‘Were not our hearts burning within us
bu-kauouele kiuabeeto mundznlla * bu-lotuz^budidi masonuktua?
bu~kauouele kiuabeeto mund2^1 a • bu-kat(j., budid? A masonuktua?.
bu-kauouele kiuabeeto mundzila A bo-katuz^budidl masonuktua?
when he was talking to us on the road, while he opened the
Scriptures to us?1
4^3
/  / / O  / / f C\ if f
96z, Kttna lookula batelamene * bauuutuka kuyelusaleemt, babwaana 
* . *
a. K^ilna lokula A batelama * bauutuka kuyelusalemnl, babwaanaA
b. K'Lilna lokula A batelama A bauutuka«kuyelusalatmt, babwaana
That very hour they got up and returned to Jerusalem, and found
/ / + / -4- / / 4- / — /
97z, kuumt ye-moost •» bakutakeene * ye-bayaau, bauoua: ffiukedtka*
a. kumt ye-mos^ • bakutakana A ye-Abayaau, bauoua: fflukedlkaA
b« kumt ye-most A bakutakana • ye-baau, bauoua: fflukeedxka
the Eleven assembled together, and said, 'It is trueJ
*  \  li —  i /
98z. ... fflfumu fuluktdtl ngt, ye monekene A kwaSlmon. Buna
a. ITlfumu A fuluk^dttngiL, ye monekeneenge • kwaSifmooni. Buna
e \ / \ / © / o
b, fflfumu A fuluklditngt, ye monekeneenge * kwaBtmooni. Buna «
The Lord has risen, and has been seen by Simon.1 Then
99z. bazTlingula moomo mandztla* * ye-boontso • bu-kazayakana kwabaau,*
u V/ - t o  \ j \  J  O . - , ' , , \,/ Oa, bazttngula moomo A mandztla ye-boonso * bu-kazayakana kwabaau, *,
_ / o \ , \ , / o / / /
b. bazttngula moomo A mandztlaA ye-boonso * bu~Akazayakana kwabaau,
they recounted those [things that had happened^ on the' way, and
how he was recognised by them
f b f \ i f  t'lOOz. bu~A kabukuna dtmpa, Bu-bauoua moomo, yaandt ktbeent
, ,\ /, J ,  a ,\ / / © \ / , . , V, / ,a, bu-kabuukuna dtmpa. Bu-bauoua moomo, yaandt ktbeent
b, bu-kaAkabukuna d^mpa. Bu-bauoua moomo,, yaandt k-fbeent
when he broke the bread. As they spoke about these things, Jesus
himself
‘10'lz. watelama uakatt ye-baau. ^Bazakama * tuoonga • wababwttla
a, o/atelam'i A uakatt ye-baau. Bazakama * uioonga A wababwttla ■
b. watelama A uakatt ye-bau, Bazakama ui^onga A wababwttla *
stood among them. They were startled, and fear assailed them,
\ f e 4^ \ / \ f f /- /
102z. babaanza uo * bamweent mpeeue. Ulauoua kwabau: fllunktama
a. babaanza uo • bamweent mpeeue. Ulauoua kwabau: filunktama A
« , ' / °  u  '  1 • * ... / . / m \  , /  Ob. babaanza uo • bamweent mpeeue. UJauoua kwabau: fllunktama A
, for they thought that they had seen a ghost. He said to them,
•Why
/ . -r H + I ■ . . W  oA103z, luut2 uktdt nttma, 1 munktama mabaanza . matelamene
/ o f  /, o \ f 0  /  o
a, luutzuktdt A nttma, munktamaA mabaanza* ... matelameneA
b, luutzuktd? A nttma, muAnktama mabaanza matelameneA 
are your hearts 'troubled, and why do doubts rise
NB: 96-97s: ++ distinct.
44-4-
104z.
3.
b.
1Q5z.
3 .
b.
■106z,
a»
I . / fl (  ^m \ f , / • / 1 / * ^ /muntima myeeno? Luttala mooko maamt ye-maalu maamt s uo
\ \ / 0 ,\ \ /, W  . \ \ / .muntima myeeno? Lutala mooko maamt A ye-maalu maamt * uo
muntima myeeno? Lutala mooko maamt A ye-maalu maami * uo
in your hearts? Look at my hands and my feet, that (you may
seeQ
, f. . L ^  , _/ ” ,  ^ /imono kwaamt, Luntsttmba, lutala « kadt mpeeve ka-yena
V f f f o \ / f, o o
imono kujaami. Luntsiimba, lutala • kadt mpeeue * ka-yena A
/ /  / o / —  \ /  o
imono ktuaami. Luntsiimba, lutala A kadi mpeeue • ka-yena A
it is I myself. Touch me and see; for a ghost does not have
* t ' . • , & L.' J  , ' A 1nsuntA ye-utst-ko, boonso bu-lumweenx A uo ngyena.
\ t / \ i © \ / ' S  /
nsunt ye-uisi^ko, boonso A bu-lu^muieani A vo ngyena.
n s u n t  ye-utsi-ko, boonso A bu-lum.weent A uo ngyena.
flesh and bones, as you can see I have.'
<445
Text for chapter 9..
Dialect: kiManyanga.
Informant: Mr. A. Ndolo Menayame.
Source: own composition.
1. [fiambu maama - met'd » sokuj£ t mudyaambu * dyasadisa Tata Keu^n DonnellyA f\i
These words are composed in order to help Mr. Kevin Donnelly,
^  /
2. tUGti toanta longuka <* minrilngu myakifHanyaanga, ndfinga
who is trying to investigate "the tones of kiManyanga, the
language
3. yabxsi-fflanyaangaA maLwoozi A kunsi A yaZavdr. Kxfllanyaang'a A
of the Manyanga of Lwozi, in the country of Zaire. The kiManyanga
4. kyetx uouuia * ik^dlanyanga ky^aMsundi-Lutete, uula dyena-
which is being spoken is the kiManyanga of Nsundi-Lutete, a
large town which is
A  / . \ / o. / - ... / , i _ /. , _\ / , Cj5. ntama ye-Luooz% euo Kxngox. / Ttuetx loombxla Fata Keuxn »
not far from Lwozi or KIngoyi. We ask on Mr. Kevin's behalf
\ / J O /  \ / w / — -J + / 6 / ® ■
6, ngolo ye-meela • kwaTata Nzaambi» pasx * katoma* musuunga
o +
A
ability and perceptiveness from the Lord God, so that he may
do careful research
i , V * j - -r . -A * j fi ® *9*'.7. musalu k-daandx. Twetx kumuloombxla dyaaka mpe • mpasx uo *
in his work. We also ask again for him that
, /n I  ^ .YZ / , YL t J U  . 4^ ,8. kalends ♦ zayxkxsa ndxxnga yaayx • kwabaantu babxxngx*
he may be able to make known this language to many people,
9. mpasx uo * beau-mpe'* bana toontaA mulonguka-yo, ye*»kudxkxta 
so that they also will try. to:, examine it, and enlarge
\ / \ /o 4 / e \ / •» / / ,
10. d-deela diaau * mbokil mpe * toonta munenxvxsa A salu A kyetx A
their perceptions and afterwards try to extend the work which
has been
/ e / \ / , \ / © / / , o11. badukma kiuaTata Keuxin. / Kxfflanyaanga A.kyena yef-^mxnxxnguA
started by Mr, Kevin. KiManyanga has three tones (lit. sounds),
12. m^tatu * kaansil bankaka A bazonsaanga *(y)e-min\^ngu m^ya. 
but some people speak with four tones.
NB: 6: '**'** slow.
£f<f£
/ /  o  /  & \ f \  /  o  4* /
13. flliniingu myoomyo » misobaanga A mumuuntu ye-muuntu* ye-ntangu
These tones vary from pex'son to person and sometimes
/  /  j. Ar \ t **\ t \ t \ I11. zankaka mpee’r>* muzuunga ye-zuunga. Tsobolo Aaminxingu
also from area to area.. The variation of these tones
15. myoomyo A tn^lenda mpe longukiua, ye-kudikila A ndiuenga A zeeto./ 
can also be studied, and enlarge our knowledge.
o  f \ / 0  /  -> \ /  _
16. UauaA ngyeti Auana bifujaadx ^musonga A uo ntsabolo
Here I give examples to shoitf that the variation
/ \ / a / ^ \ /
17. a^ mi.mlTlngu A euo A munttngu fiends soba • nzailu zeeto* 
of the tones or tone can change our comprehension
/io S. / , / j. - U J - » ^   ^ f ^ °-18. zampoua zet*L uouwa. Ngyetr badxka•ye-mpoua mosn- rnosi,
of the words which are being spoken. I begin with single words,
/  e /  /, o /  V, /  _  e
19. mboki ngina A baka A bifiuaaml A byanda. fHniingu A myeena A
and afterwards I will take-longer examples. The tones are
on jrf uV A + . /-W . - / , . " A*. / - + W20. mfunu beenr. Uo tusobele munxxngu, tusobele mpe A maambu?A
very important indeed. If we change the tone, we change also
^ what
t \ i f o f t o f
21. ma-tu2olele kaamba, kansi baantu A balenda zaayaA nki 
we wish to say, but people can know what
u K  , t  . . * . o J22. tuzolele kaamba, peleko munixngu A euo mrnrxngu* myanswaasana.
we want to say, since the tone or tones change.
oo t,, e  ^ A\> A , / . / CvV A AM a  _ A23. Uaua A iAbrfu)aani: kuunsr, kunsr; uata, uata; loonga, Tonga;
Here are the examples; under, pillar; plough, village; dish,
£toJ educate/teach;
21, byla, bula; buta, but£. / UaauaA ngyeti tuula b^fiuaannA
village, distance/length; weapon, O ]  give birth to. Now I
give the preceding
25. b^teekidil mundloonga myanda': mbiua yiftueendi kuntsi? ameesa^ 
examples in longer sentences; the dog has gone under the table,
v /  \ / / /  / o f  \ t, 4^ /26. Klxisto ikuunsi adiBuundu; bakeentoA beti uataA mfuba,
Christ is the pillar of the Church; the women are cultivating
the field,
NB: 13-14; fast. 20: fast.
W l
27. yandi nlmpfumu auata; tuula madya muloonga, ngudtuj^^ meti
he is the chief of the village; put the food on the plate, the
mother is
2B, longa mtuan1 aandi; kunki abula keele?, ndzolele dzj$aayaA
teaching her child; which village are you from? (?), I would
like to know
/  O  \ ; Q / Cl / (K O  ~
29. bulaA bwandzila yaayx; rtuuaana A ujstx sakanaA ye-buta, yaandi7* 
the length of this road; the child is playing with a gun, she
30. mabuta mpfumu. / ^ Boonso7 A tulenda mona ■» miningu A millenda 
gave birth to the chief. As we can see, the tones cah'
31. soba^uo tubaki mpoua mos^ most - ye bu^tubbakaaga * mpoua A 
changa if we take individual words, and when we take words
32. mum^loongla A myanda. Tulen(d)a mpe A longuka A ntsobolo aminxingu »
in longer stretches. We can also study the variation of the
tones
33. mum^loonga myandya'7* ye-toonta ttoomba >. munki andzila 
in longer stretches and try to find out in what way
/ O’ /, / . . o  I /  ^. -i — f /34. mxnxxngu myoomyoA mxsobaanga, ye-tuku A kyaAntsobolo A zoozo. / 
these tones change, and the reason for these variations.
35. ** Nts d^nl uuuuu uo +A baantu babxing^ A bans longukaA ye-sonikaA
I greatly hope that many people will study, and publish
36. ndongokolo zaau A zak^ lflanya'anga, buna tuleenda baka mvutu A ...
their researches into, kiManyanga, and then we will be able to
obtain answers
37. mubiuuvu» bTl-tuveenl, ^Blsi-nsTl • ye-bandiueenga bandzeendzaA
to the questions which we have posed. If native speakers and
foreign scholars
38. vo bana salla^uag^moos?, buns si-tiuabaka Amvutu A zass^kila, 
work together, then we will get the correct answers.
\ „_i W  L , . / . _ , W  A  /.39. Kujamujsn.1 ami - Ndzaambx kakala yaakuj Tiuena kyeese beenxA
To my son - God be with youj We v/ere very pleased
40. muttaarnbula nkaand' Baku A ye-nsaangu zaaku. Tiuena mau\-£mpi
to receive your letter and your news. We are in good enough
NB: 35;+t.fast
</} ' J  3 , f s 3 “? \ t }41, fyDOtil mundzo eeto A ye-vuvu kyena yeeto uo ngsye mpe^iuena 
health at home here, and we hope that you also are
42. mauTl^mpt ... malunga   Baleeke beti ttoma sala ^mbote. /
completely well, ..... The children are working very hard.
4 3 .  B^zizil bi-mafnfla 7 A nate ye-biuaabu K ka-*by aliueeki-ko . . .
The photos that you sent, up until now they have not arrived,
44. ^kaansV mfunu af^la * bTl^ma miipoostye-ko. Uo kutubaka ntaangu
but I suppose it is. necessary to send things by post.(?) If you
don't find time [to writej
o v /  K — / \ /
45, muAlii)eaka * kuflnuens K ^ ambote A kaansi ntangu bu-^yikoondolo
when you get to Anvers, that's alright, but at a time that suits
you
/ /
46, yambula kaka,
you can just reply [thenj.
Comparison passage for chapter 9: Laman.
3 , /  . V /11. ... KxfJlanyaanga kyena ye-mxnxxngu ■
/ / /
1, ... KxWanyaanga kyena ye-mxnxxngu
n. ... Kxfllanyaanga kyena ye^miln^ilnguA
12. miltatu kaansx bankaka bazonsEaanga ye-milnilxngu milya.
1. miltatu kaansil bankaka bazansaanga ye~milmlxngu milya,
/ / / ** V / /n, miltatu * kaansx bankaka A bazansaanga * 1 e-milnxilngu milya.
13. IIlxn\ilngu myoornyo milsobaanga mumuuntu ye-muuntu ye-ntangu
1. ffHnxilngu myoornyo milsobaanga mumuuntu ye-muuntu ye-ntangu
n, flKnxilngu myoornyo * milsobaanga A mumuuntu ye-muuntu « ye-ntangu
. /. / \ i \ i T V  i , \ t14. zankaka mpe muzuunga ye-zuunga. Tsobolo yamxnxxngu
Jf . ,1. zankaka mpe muzuunga ye-zuunga. Tsobolo yamxnxxngu
n. zankaka mpee * muzuunga ye-zuunga. Tsobolo ^'amxnxxngu
15. myoornyo millenda mpe longukiua, ye-kud^killa ndiuenga zeeto.
1. myoornyo millenda mpe longukwa, y e-kudilkilla ndiuenga zeeto.
n. myoornyoA mxlenda mpe longukuia, ye-kudilkilla A ndiuenga ^ zeeto .
16. Waua ngyetx uana bxfiuaanx musonga \jo ntsobolo .h*
/ \ i / / \ t
1. Wava ngyetil uana bilfiuaaml musonga uo ntsobolo
n. Uaua A ngyetil uana bxfujaadil A musonga A uo ntsobolo
W  i W  t i \ f /
17. amilnililngu euo munililngu lenda soba nzaillu zeeto
I . - 3 n 3 , 3U 3  ^ *1. amxmlxngu euo munxxngu lenda soba nzaxlu zeeto
/ \ t / \ / i
n. aAmilnxilngu A euo A muni, tngu A lenda soba • nzaxlu zeeto.
18. zampoua zetx uouiua, Ngyetil badilka ye-mpoua mosil mos^,
1, zampoua zetx uouiua. NgyetV badilka ye-mpoua mosil mosil,
n. zampoua zetil uouiua. Ngyetil badilka -> ye-mpoua mosx mosil,
i / / if tf . V / v
19. mbokil ngilna baka bilfiuaanil byanda, [flxnxxngu myeenS
/ . % /, L / . i , / m < V / \1. mbokt ngilna baka bxfiuaanx byanda. Ilixnxxngu myeena
n, mbok^ ngilna A baka A bilfuiaanil A byanda, til^ n^ ilngu A myeena A
20. mfunu bee nil. Wo tusobele munil^ngu, tusobele mpe maambu
1. mfunu beenx, Wo tusobele munxxngu, tusobele rnpe maambu
/ \ A \  t** /  /  \  /  L_
n. mfunu beenx. Wo tusobele munxxngu, tusobele mpeA maambuA
U :S0
21. ma-tuzolele kaamba/ kansil baantu balenda
\ izaay a nkx
1, ma-tuzolele kaamba, kansil baantu balenda \ )z a a y a nkX
n. ma-tuzolele kaamba, kansil baantu „ balenda
A
zaaya nkx
22. tuzolele kaamba mpeleko munxxngu
1. tuzolele kaamba mpeleko munilXngu
n* tuzolele kaamba peleko munililngu
/ . V<euo mxnxxngu
/ . Kteuo mxnxxngu
/ / . .euo mxnxxngu
V tmyanstuaasana,
/myanstuaasana, 
/
myanstuaasana,
23. Vaua tbxftu^ant: .....
/ /1 .  Uaua x b i l f t u a a m l :  . . . . .
n. ^ Uaua A xAb^ftuaanil: .....
30......... Boonso tulenda mona milnXngu millenda
1, ..... Boonso tulenda mona rmlnxngu millenda
 .........^Boonso A tulenda mona * milnilngu A m£lenda
31. soba uo tubekil mpoua mosX mos(
1, soba uo tubekx mpoua mosx mosx
ye bu-tubakaanga mpoua
ye bu-tubakaangl mp^ua 
V* . , A V in. soba uo tubekil mpoua mosiT'mosx • ye bu-tubakaaga • mpoua
32. mumxloonga 
1. mumilloonga 
n. mumxloonga
33.
1.
n.
myanda. Tulenda mpe
myanda, Tulenda mpe
longuka
longuka
4. ^ u n * ■ V /ntsobolo amxnxxngu
  ___  t_     ntsobolo amilnililngu
i / /. / j \ /,
myanda. Tulen'a mpe Alo'nguka A ntsobo'eo amilnilxngu
mumilloonga myandC
V t Vmumilloonga myanda
ye-toonta toomba 
ye-toonta toomba
munkx andzXla 
munkx andztla
mumXloonga myandya •* ye-toonta ttoomba * munkil andzXla
34,
1.
n.
. \ t \ *mxnxxngu myoopiyo milsobaanga/ ye-tuku kyantsobolo
miln\Xngu myoornyo mxsobaanga, ye-tuku kyantsobolo 
mXmlilngu myoornyo A milsobaanga, ye-tukuA kyaAntsobolo
\ /zoozo.
/
zoozo.
/
zoozo.
35.
1.
n.
i i t
Ntsxdil uuuuu uo
Ntsxdx uuuuu uo
baantu bab^ nlngil bana longuka ys-sonxka
/ /
baantu babtilngil bana longukl . ye-sonilka
NtsXdil uuuuu uo A balntu babXilngil A bana longuka ye-sonilka
36.
1.
n.
ndongokolo zaau 
ndongokolo zaau
zakiltllanyaanga/ buna tuleenda baka muutu 
buna tuleenda bake muutuzaktfilanyaanga/
ndongokolo zaau A zakX[Dany^anga, buna tuleenda baka muutu ..
37.
n.
mubyuuuu bnl-tuueenil.
1, mubyuuuu bt-tuueen't.
D/ , t Bxsx-nsx
Esxsx-nsx
y e-bandtueenga bandz'eendza 
ye-banduieenga bandzeendza
mubnluuwu
/ / * \ / \ /
bx-tuueeml, E H s i - n s t  • y e - b a n d u i e e n g a  b a n d z e s n d z a
38.
n.
uo bans sala 
uo bana sala
uakxmosx, buna sx-tiaabaka muutu 
' buna sil-tiuabBka muutu
z a s \ k i l l a .
uaktmosi, buna sil-tiuabBka  zastktla, 
uo bana satla A ua^moosx, buna snl-twabaka A muutu za^ss^knlla
4^ 1
Text for chapters 10 and 3. 
Dialect: kisiNgombe,
Informant: Rev, A. Komy Banzadio. 
Source: own composition, .
1. UJaau * ndzolele kulusoonga maka maambu * mundzyeetolo aame muntsi7
\ / / / O / f
HJaau * ndzolele kulusoonga maka maambu-* mundzyeetolo aame muntsi
Nov; I would like to tell you a few things about my visit to the
country
2. aflngl£tie£. Ndzolele uouila * mukuma kyasama-skuul A ntete. /
f f - c / .
aAngl£t£er, Ndzolele uouila » mukuma kyasama-skuul A ntete. /
of England. I would like to talk about the 'summer school1 first.
3. Sama-skuul. fllunts^  eto aKoongo » katuuena ye-lekiua kiyxkwanga 
5ama-skuul, flluntsTl eto aKoongo * katmena ye-lekuta kiyxkuianga
The summer school. In our country of Congo we have nothing
referred to
4. nkumbu asama-skuul-ko. Inkuumbu yandzeenza muiua; xkuma, tekila
t , l , , . ,  ^ J t f °nkumbu asama-skuul-ko. Inkuumbu yandzeenza muma; xkuma, tekxla
by the name of summer school. It is a strange name to hear; so,
before
5. kota mungudi ansamu, ndzolele uo tmaffxxmpa ntete »mpil' 
kota mungudi ansamu, ndzolele uo tiuaffximpa ntete •mpil'
getting to the heart of the matter, I would like us to examine
first the kind
6. antsuungi zina zimonekene muntsi afllphutu. / I inga^jitsuungi
antsuungi zina zimonekene munis'! afllphutu. / ixnga, ntsuungi
of seasons which are seen in the land of Europe. Indeed, the
seasons
7. munts\ alTfphutu * intstuaasiuani bent kikilu * muntsuungi zina
/ o / / o /,
muntsi alllphutu • intsiuaasujani beni kikxlu • muntsuungi zxna
in the land of Europe are very different indeed from the
seasons which
/ / \ / /j O
8. zimonekene muntsi aKoongo. Beeto muntsi aKoongo * tuiena
zimonekene muntsx aKoongo. Beeto muntsx7 aKoongo • tmena
are seen in the country of Congo. We in the country of Congo
have
9. ye-ntsuungi taanu, buuna muntsx afllphutu • bena ye-ziiya. 
ye-ntsuungi taanu, buuna muntsi afllphutu * bena ye-ziiya. 
five seasons, whereas in the land of Europe they have four.
Q-53
\ / o / / .  t> / O \ / O
10. Ntsuungi zozo • ziyikmanga mundxng' akiNgelezo * otDDn, mxinta,
\ Jo / f. t  ^ / o J oN t s u u n q i  z o z o  * z i y i k m a n g a  rou nd i ng *  a k i N g e l e z o  » a t o o n ,  m i i n t a ,
These seasons are called in the English language autumn, winter,
O I f W  / O /11. sprig, ye-sama. Uakati kmantsuungi zozo zawoonso, buna samaA
^ 4. / . // O u ts p r x r ) ,  y e - s a m a .  l / a k a t x  k w a n t s u u n g x  zo z o  z a w o o n s o ,  buna  sama A 
spring, and summer. Among all these seasons, well, summer
12. intsuungi yiuyookele muwete, yaau yilutidi zzolakana, 
intsuungi yiuyookele muwete, yaau yilu\idi zzolakana,
is the season ’which excels in beauty, it is very well-liked,
13. ekuma kadx, yaau A intsuungi am^ini. / fflusama, besnl-fllphutu
\ l o / 6 \ n  , /o /
ekuma kadi, yaau . intsuungi amiini. / fllusama, besi-fflphutu
A 
A
the reason being, it is the season of sun. In summer, Europeans
// \ f \ i o \
14. bayyangalalaanga beeni kikilu, ekuma kadi, balenda yetila
bayyangalalaanga beeni kikilu, ekuma kadx, balenda yetila
are very happy indeed, because they can sunbathe -
15. mmiini, intsuungx yi-bakweenda yobilanga kumbu, ye yx-baluta
mwxini, intsuuncji ui-bakweenda yobilanga kumbu, ye yx-baluta
it is the season In which they go for a swim in the sea, and
in which they usually
\ i At u) , (/> . ,n \ i , , \ ( *16. zueetanoa mumbaanza zamphxla mumphxla, euo nkutu, kxxyaA
zyeetanga mumbaanza zamphila rnumphila, euo nkutu, kxiyaA
visit various toms, or even go
17. muntsi zankaka. / (Huntsuungi yaayx, baantu baluta bakkanga
muntsx zankaka. / (Huntsuungi yaay^, baantu baluta bakkanga
to other countries. In this season, people often go on
18. uuundu; sikoola zikaangamaanga^mbeeuo A mutup-(taalu 
uuundu; sik^ool^ zikaangameanga; mbeeuo A mutupitaalu 
holiday; the schools close; invalids in hospitals
19. ziuayikismaanga A kumbazi, mphasi uo* bayetila mmiini.
/ o ^ / K
ziuayikismaanga A kumbazi, mphasi uo * bayetila mmiini.
are taken outside, so that they can sunbathe.
2D. ^Ka-mujx-ilnx angolo been^-ko * ne7 imiAxnx antsi aKoongo, kaansx utu •
/ • • , . / , /? • V ■ / 4- V \ f, . «»Ka-nuuxxnx angolo oeenx-ko * ne xmmxxnx antsx aKoongo, kaansx utu •
It is not a very strong sun, like the sun in the country of Congo,
but yet
21. kiese kxkalanga muyetxla-uia , kemussungula kmamiuxsx-Af elxka,
kiese kxkalanga muyetila-ma, kemussungula ktuamwxsi-Afelika.
it is pleasant to bask in it, especially for an African.
22. l!!uAf elika, munts^^ ne7 intsx* aKoongo, baantu ka-bena ye-ffu
/  O /  T / f O t f
flluAfelika, muntsx A ne intsx aKoongo, baantu ka-bena ye-ffu
In Africa, in a country like the country of Congo, people are
not in the habit of
' f . \ • < i .A f + • . m u/* J  ° u 'W/23. kyayanama kumwxxnx-ko. Kaantsx kutHphutu, buuna, baiuoonso
kyayanama kummxxnx-ko, Kaantsx kulliphutu, buuna, baiuoonso
lying in the sun. But in Europe, however, everyone
/ / ^ / / °24. babindamene muyangidika nitu kumiuxini. Kadx uo miuini umonekene,
babxxidamene muyangidika nxtu kumiuiini, Kadi uo mmxnx umonekene,
feels obliged to let his body enjoy the sun. Since the sun has
come out,
/ / ,  ^ / o \ I o
25. xlau rfyadinene. / Imukuma kyokyb, muntsuungi yaayx mpe,
/ / ,  ^ f O \xlau dpadxnene. / Imukurna kyokyo, muntsuungx yaayx mpe,
it is a great opportunity. It is for this reason, in this season
also,
/  i W  o \  /  / O
26. bakkubika lekma kxbookulmanga nkuumby asama-skuul, xsya uo,
f t  i/ / / °bakkubika lekma kxbookulmanga nkuumbu asama-skuul, xsya uo,
that they prepare things which are given the name 'summer school',
that is,
\  /  /  \  /  O \ I O. /  -fN /  *> ^
27. nkuumbu yaayx yasama-skuul* yxtuukidx A musama. Imusama • baana*
nkuumbu yaayx yasama-skuul • yituukidi A musama. Imusama • baana ■
this name ’summer school' comes from 'summer'. It is in summer
that young people,
28. xsya uo matoko ye-zinduumba * bakiuendanga ulolo kusama-skuul -
xsya uo matoko ye-zinduumba • bakiuendanga ulolo kusama-skuul -
that is, boys and girls, go in a crowd to the summer school -
\ / t O , . A ,  \ f . \ /
29. mpil1 asikola • ziuaangiuaangwa ^xsxkola zamiuxxnx • kuuna baantu
® / ° K , \ /
mpxl1 asxkola » zxuaangiuaangma A xsxkola zamiuxxnx* kuuna baantu
a type of school designed to be a school jjfull ofj sun, where
people
Ce£S
\ / o / o / / ' t ' V  t o
30. balenda uuundilla, longuka* ye-sakana. / (Huntangu yasama * buuna
balenda uuundilla, longuka * ye-sakana, / ffluntangu yasama « buuna
can relax, study and play. In the time of summer there are
31. silkola 2az^tngil 2ilkubxkwaanga kwamaBuundu • mampilla mumpilla, 
silk^ ala zazTlilngil zilkubilkwaanga kwamaBuundu ♦ mampxla mumpilla, 
many schools organised by Churches of various types,
\ I  0 c / // c
32. muuuuuu kyatoma ffilnama, euo kala batx-batil ye—bantweenya A
\ / # o / . °muuuuuu kyatoma ffxnama, evo kala batx-batx ye-bantweenyaA
in the hope of truly approaching, or getting close to, the young
people,
I \ ft o \
33. yeuo baleeke, ye-mulukanu lwaAttoma kubasaansa^ mumaambu
/ \ i it ° /
yeuo baleeke, ye-mulukanu lwaAttoma kubasaansaA mumaambu
or teenagers, and with the aim of really informing them about the
matters
/ ft) t o t  \ / \ / V/
34. masalu kyaNdzaambil - konst, mantsil aau; koole, muluyxxndulu
masalu kyaNdzaambil - koos^, mants\ aau; koole, muluy(ilndulu
of the work of God - firstly, in their own countries; secondly,
in the consideration
O V / ~ / /
35. Iwasalu kyaNdzaambil A muntsx zankaka zxna zxkwendanga
° \  (0  /Iwasalu kyaNdzaambil A muntsx zankaka zilne zfkwendanga
of the work of God in other countries which missionaries
t / o / t o
36. bamfsyon<££r. Imuntaangu yoyo mpe, matoko ye-zxnduumbaA
 ^ / o / t, «
bamxsyonesr. Imuntaangu yoyo mpe, matoko ye-zxnduumbaA
go to. It is at this time also that the young men and women
/ o t ft} f o
37. bauuflukanga ntfma, ye-kota mudxBuundu, ye-bankaka mubaau-
bauu^lukanga ntfma, ye-kota mudfBuundu, ye-bankaka mubaau* 
cleanse their hearts, and enter the Church, and some of them
// o / o /, t, o
38. bakukisanilkilsaanga * ye-tapa kilmbaangx A mukxtuka semxsyone.erA
t Q \ t O £ O
bakukilsontktsaanga • y^-taga kilmbaangx A mukxtuka semxsyon^er A 
put their names down and bear witness to becoming now missionaries
V/ \/ / / / ° t  ^/ °39. muluzxtngu Iwaau IwamuiHmba. / Uaaua A nteezele kulusoonga*
t t t ° M * °muluzfilngu Iwaau Iwamuiilmba. / Uaaua A nteezele kulusoonga*
in their whole life. Now, I have already told you
CfSe
40. maka maambu mud^ambu dyasama » ye-tuku dyankumbu asama-skuul.
maka maambu mudifambu dyasama » ye-tuku dyankumbu asama-skuul.
some things about the word 'summer' and the origin of the name
1summer school'*
41. + KaTLmbut' alukanu Imaame-ko muuouila dyaambu dyasama* IJIbut*
’^ Ka^mbut' alukanu liuaame-ko muuouila dyaambu dyasama* fDbut1
It is not my main aim to talk about the word 'summer*. My
/ 6 \ / O f \ / / Q
42. alukanu liuaame • imukulusoonga • boonso bmayantikila, euo •
/ O \  /  °  \  /  /  o
alukanu Imaame • imukulusoonga • boonso buiayantikila, euo* 
main aim is to tell you how the Baptist Missionary Society
\ i t  { Q \ /«
43. luyantiku luiasama-skuul zabxyemese. Isya uo • ndzolele
/ f t  a  \  l
luyantiku Imasama.-skuul zabiyemese. Isya uo * ndzolele 
summer-schools started, or their beginning. That is, I would like
0 \ \ \ f O , /  . «
44. kuluzayisa * ntsaangu zasama-skuulz zxna zxkubxkwaanga
a / / a / o
kuluzayisa • ntsaangu zasama-skuulz zina zxkubxkmaanga
to give you information about the summer-schools which are
organised
/ , f if I o i a.
45. kwabiyemese. / Imumuu lua^funda dimosi A nkhama urna ye-kuumx»
kmabxyemese. / Imumuu tua^funda dimosi nkhama uu/a ye-kuumi »
by the B.M.S. It was in the year 1910
46. sama-skul yantete yabxyemese • yayantika. Vaau yakala mumbaanz* 
sama-skul yantete yabiyemese * yayantika. yaau yakala mumbaanz* 
that the first B.M.S. summer-school began. It was in the town
47. a .folkeston. ^ fllbbutu myakatla myamboote. Tuuka ntangu yoyo
A  * * *
aAfolk2ston. ITlbbutu myakala myamboote. Tuuka ntangu yoyo 
of Folkstone. The results were good. From this time on
48. dyamonika uo • ntombokolo7 asalu • yanungunuka k^be? kikilu.
dyamonika uo * ntombokolo7 asalu * yanungunuka kibe7 jciki-lu*
it became obvious that the growth of the work increased very
much indeed.
49. We dyabadika monika uo » baantu bana balaandila mukukisonikisa 
ye dyabadika monika uo * baantu bana balaandila mukukisonikisa 
And it began to be seen that the people who continued to enrol
^6. ** fall ivy.
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50. muku/enda kusama-skuul * ka-bakala ffulu-ko ,^ka-babaka ffulu-ko.* ♦ 9
muktuenda kusama-skuul - ka-bakala ffulu-ko,^ka-babaka ffulu-ko,
to go to the summer school were no small group, and remained no
small group,
51. kad^ • finamatu • tezo kyamafuunda matatu • euo nkkutu mafuunda
kadi * finamatu • tezo kyamafuunda matatu * euo nkkutu mafuunda
for almost the number of 3,000, or even three and a half
52. maAttatu ye-ndaambu* makisonikisa A mukiueenda kusama-skuul. / 
maAttatu ye-ndaambu » makisonikisa A mukiueenda kusama-skuul. / 
thousand enrolled to go to the summer school,
v K \  // f o / , (/) I o \ /
53. (Dbuta zabxyemese kuloond£a* bazizibula sxkola naana, euo 
(llbuta zabiyemese kulx>nd£0 - bazizibula sikola naana, euo
The directors of the B.M.S. in London opened nine schools, or
/ ° \a/ / / \ t o  /
54. nkkutu kuumi, muna-muu myomyo. / [Ilusama-skulz zantete, dyamonika
nkkutu kuumi, muna-muu myomyo. / fllusama-skulz zantete, dyamonika
even ten, in these years. In the first summer schools, it became
apparent
__ o f t> f o v { t - /. .- ^ 4: + •55. uo ■ p£ogram - xsya uo, maambu mana makubxkuia » uo ^xmafuietx
o / C, /' 0 / , 1^1*1  ^ t; . 1uo * program - xsya uo, maambu mana makubxkuia * uo A xmafuietx
that 'programmes', that is, things which are prepared as a schedule
O \ / \ / / 0
56* laandtua - makala mafuana, ye matoma laandtua, ye-baleeke^
laandtua - makala mafuana, ye matoma laandtua, ye-baleekeA
to be followed, were useful, and were carefully followed, and the
young people
57. batoma mo-yangalala^mpe. Tuuka ntaangu yoyo, buuna sama-skulz
batoma mo-yangalala mpe. Tuuka ntaangu yoyo, buuna sama-skulzA
greatly enjoyed them as well. From this time on, there were summer
schools
58. zattatamana kubikuia, ^ ye'2ittatamanaanga kubiktua, nate ye-uiaau. /
zattatamana kubiktua, ^ ye zittatemanaanga k^ ubiktua, nate ye-uiaau. /
which were constantly oyt^anised, and are being .constantly organised,
up until now.
t \ /  n / e \ / // o
fllumuu myaami mileendi, dimonekene uo . sama-skul yikitukidi*
In those following years, it became apparent that the summer school
had now become
60. semp^l* atadiya dyaminkuiiikizi, tadiya dyaAbana baNdzj?ambi,
a kind of factory for believers, a factory for children of God,
4S<?
61. t^adilya .dyafllooDyo, Kuuna. mindembi ktu-tTlkila • balendaA * ♦ i
a factory for the Soul* There, those who did not believe could
62. uangululwa » musaansiua • mumaambu maknlfllooyo . Kuuna, koonso
be taken aside to be told about matters of the Soul. There, each
63. konso nleeke » ok^tukidil senthumma, ye uiena ye-mbebe1
and every young person became now a missionary, and he had the
responsibility of
64. alonguka mambu mafllooyo, longuka ^mussxka Ndzaambi muluzitu,
learning about matters of the Soul, about praising God with respect,
/ o / t C \ / / O / O
65. musambila, ye-muy^mbil^. llnga - kuna mpe baleeke ^balongukanga•
about praying, and about singing to Him, Indeed, there too the
young people learn
66. boonso bu-bafsueti znLtisila lefctua • evo » mbuuA'ilu zabankaka.* *
how they ought to respect the possessions or the property of
others.
/  o V I 6 ■> V *  / V /67. Knga, luktuyikilu ImamunkuiiTLkfzx » ka- xfimphasi dyaambu-ko,
Indeed, the belief of the believer is a matter of no small
difficulty,
68. ngaatu vo » imp^l’ alektua k^ ilna * k^na kyaueenguliua » ye 
nor is it the type of thing which is apart from and
69. kilutidi kkala kumb^zil? aluz^ingu. Vue, lukuAfkilu• * • > J » «
is often outside life. No, the belief
/  e> /  \  / o
70. luiamunktuiTLkiztl *irr^l* adiambu dina difwete siklla *
of the believer is the type of thing which ought to be sincere,
/  ( J f o / D  /  —
71. ye-zzayikisuja * ye-mmo^^k^ • mumauaanga • ye-mukiLmuuntu kyaandx • 
and self-evident, and apparent in his deeds and personality
72. ye-mulu2^ngu Ituaandi luj^mu^imba. / * Dimonekene uo • bamatoko * 
and in his whole life. It can be seen that the young men
73. ye-zxnduumba * baana baktceendanga kusama-skuul, mumbvutuk* aau 
and women who go to the summer school, on their return
(/) o \ // o \ / /
74. kundzo zaau * bakkalanga bayukuta • mumaambu makxmpeeve ,
to their homes, continue to be steeped in things of the spirit,
(/) / o \ f  f75. mukati kwanitu zaau • ye-mungxindu zaau mpe. ye mumvu
as concerns their bodies, and their minds also. And in the
year
76. tua^funda dilmosi nkhama viua A makumasaambanu ye-ya • bu-twafxluja 
1964, when we were brought
ty I 4-ak' etc ku'
to Europe to study, on our arrival in England in this year,
77. kufilphutu mulonguka, mundui * f 7angl£i£££ • mumvu ujoujo,
v / v  o f  &  / / f
78. Tata zorz Tomatala * ye-mono • tiuabbaka lau dyakmenda
Mr. Georges Tomatala and I took the opportunity of going
79. kusama-skul. Sama-skuul K yanthete yi-tuiayenda • yakala muntsi7
to a summer school. The first summer school that we went to was
in the country
80. apei-de-gal - muzunga kya nyukasl-elm • mufiwata f % a  nkumbu A
" A
of Wales, in the region of Newcastle Emlyn, in a little village
by the name
81. ak^lgiuiin, Kuuna * tiuanaangina tum^ingu tools, laandilla dyodyo» 
of Cilgwyn. There we stayed for two weeks, and after this
82. tiuaffxluia kusuude dyaanglet€€r * kumbanz1 aboskoomb*
we were taken to the south of England, to the town of Boscombe,
83. ku-tuiakala • lumx'fngu lumosi kaka, ye-vazimunina * tiuayenda 
where we were for just one week, and afterwards we went
n / o / \ / /
84. kusama-skul yankaka *yakala kubar^toosi, lukufi ye-mbanz*
to another summer school which was at Barton-on-Sea, near the
town
\ l +* \ / - / 4* / \/
85. aAnyumxlto * muzuga kyaAhamshi$. / IHufulu byawoonso
of New Milton, in the region of Hampshire. In all the places
86. ta^-tw azyeeta, twatbma ttaam buluia, tuialoombuta muyV^mbila
that we visited, we were very well received, and were asked to
sing
. / , \ / u W) o \ / \ /87. nkunga myakxsx-Koongo * ye tuialoombuia mpe * musoonga ntsaangu
songs of Kongo culture, and we were also asked to give news
o // - \ i / o
88. zakisf-Koongo * ye-ntsatu ^adiBuundu dyaKoongo. UJaau,
of Kongo life and the state (?) of the Kongo church. Now,
C t S O
89. ndzolele kulusoonga • mana yamona * kusama-skul* / Ntuadxsil,
I would like to tell you what I saw at the summer school; The
director,
90. konso salu7 kena ye-ntsatu anttwaadxsx, ye-mu...mutwaad1sa
A * J » •
each task which is under the supervision (?) of the director, and
about the directing 
/ \ / 0 \ / \ / /
9*1. salu kyokyo. Ibobo mpe kusama-skuul* yamona ^ baantu bana
of this work. So at the summer school as well I saw people who
92. b%0 olioa * mudyaat'sa salu, baantu bobo , babookuluianga
*  •  ♦  *  A
were chosen to organise the work, these people being called
93. mund^ing* akingelezo vo Astaaf. Koonso sama-skuul A yivui^di 
in the English language *staff*. Every summer school has
94. staf zaandi. IDustafi zozo, mujenfna ye-prezido A (^evo ntuadisi 
its staff. In this staff there is a president (or director
o. \ / o , o / o £ o
95. asalu) , s£kP£t£cjn A (insoniki) , misyon££jr, kafepcsie A
of the work), secretary (writer), missionaries, conference
director
96. (intuadis^ alukutakanu), sh£f de 9£up A (imf^d^ myaAbikuunku 
(director of a meeting), group leaders (leaders of groups
97* evo7 makabu), metris dotel A (inlaambisl amadya), servantA 
or gatherings), cateress (preparer of meals), servants
98. (im^nsadisii) , ye-afinnyatr A (b v o  mffwelemi)* Kummbaninu 
(helpers), and a matron (or nurse). At the end of the s
99. asama-skuul, p£ezido . of^larja papop kyaandi * kwas£k££t&€£
of the summer school, the president gives his report to the
general
100. zhenepal * kuna-l^ondna. / Luyantiku. Bxka twavovila7 A njantiku
secretary in London. The beginning: Let us talk about the
beginning
101. assalu kusama-skul. Fis^di nga? . ^sama-skulz ziluta yantikaanaii /\ 04
of the work at the summer school. Almost all the summer schools
usually begin
v / / (0 \ / f>102. kyasaabala, laandila llumbu kyangoonda kxna kyasoolujaA
on Saturday, according to the day of the month which was chosen
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103. kujsbambuta z^baantu * baana basooluia mudyaatilsa salu A
by the senior officials of the people who were chosen to
organise
104. kyabantmeenya. (flbuta zozo • zisalanga salu kyaau mund20
the youth work* These officials carry out their work in a
building
o / o \ L /
105. yxbtkmaanga nkhuumbuAmukifuiatansa uo«depa£tma da zhanats,
which is given the name in French of 'departement de jeunesse',
106. ye-mukxngelezo yibifktuanga uo»yang p^plilz department, 
and in English is called 'young people's department',
107. fllumbuta zaaznl, zxtwadisanga salu kyabantuieenya, mumonekene 
Among these officials directing the youth work can be seen
/ \ L\ \ / / o
108. ulolo ujabapastoor, ye-ss.kjns.taen zhene^al yabanttueenya •
a number of pastors, and the general secretary for the youth
109. ipastoorj. / ^ Ntekele kulusoonga uo • sama-skuul * yilluta
is a pastor. I have already told you that the summer school usually
110. yantfkanga A kyasaabala. [fluntaangu yoyo * s£k££t£T zhenejnal* 
starts on a Saturday. At this time the general secretary
111. uuuaanaanga ki-iyekuia kyadyaat'sa sama-skuul* kwabastaaf.
hands over the responsibility of running the summer school to
the staff.
112. Ikuma, bastaf baluiaakanga kufulu kyasama-skuul • sebaantu 
Thus the staff arrive at the location of the summer school as
113. bantete, teekxla ndmaakulu ^abaleeke * ye-yabaantu bankaka.
the first comers, before the arrival of the young people or of
other people.
* o 1" \ / /. .j . * \/-114. Dyodyo • dfkubauaananga ntaangu * muteeza si.kxdT.sa maambu maau .
This gives them the time to try to arrange their affairs
115. man' ooma matadldi * ndyaatulu ^asalu. / Tuuka oola . yanzooleA 
as regards the organisation of the work. From the second hour
116. (euo doz l.r), baleeke bayant^ka luakaanga, xsalu kyasfkretQjr 
(or two o'clock), the young people begin to arrive, and it is the
job of the secretary
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
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m u k u b a k a a m b a  * y e - k u b a s o o n g a  m a s u k u  m a a u  m a n d e e k a .  f l ladya  
to welcome them and to show them their bedrooms. The
mankoo^la ^makalaanga »mu oola yantsamfeiuadx. Baantu baiuoonso, 
evening meal is at seven o'clock. Everyone,
° -jW \\ // / o i
uo baluungildt, buna mu*oola yanaana yampT-lmpa, bakutakananga
when they are present, about eight o'clock in the evening, meets
/ / / % / O
mundzo7 alukutakanu, buuna prezid o A okubakaylsaanga- 
in the assembly hall, and the president welcomes them
ye-kubazodilanga ndwaakulu amboti * kusama-skuul. / fflp^ la
and hopes they had a good journey to the summer school. The kind
zabaantu. Kusama-skuul • kulenda monfka mp^la zaujoonso zabaantu. 
of people: At the summer school can be seen many kinds of people,
\ / o W // o / /
Eedil ndzole’e voua uo * ka-baleeke kaka-ko bakuiendanga kuuna,♦ A *
What I would like to say is that it is not only young people who
go there,
kaansi . y G - b ^ a m b u t a  m p e .  f f l uba mmbut a « b i i u n a  tulenda m o n a *  
but adults as well. Among the adults, well, we can see
b a p a s t o o n ,  b t s e e l o ,  b a l o o n g i  b a s x k o o l a .  ^ ( I l u k ^ e s G  b a a n t j j ^  
pastors, domestics, schoolteachers. Joyfully
bobo bauioonso * basongazananga ng^indu, ye-bapastoo£« 
all these people exchange ideas, and the pastors
basadilsanga matoko ye-zindumba • mum^mbu makimpeeve. l-£nga, 
assist the young men and women in spiritual matters. Indeed,
ka-uena bbaka * uakatt kuiabambuta ye-baleeke*-ko\ / Dyaambu
there are no obstacles between the adults and the young people.
This
dyaadi dituunganga zola . vakati kujaau, vakatiL kuabaloongil
state of affairs strengthens love between them, between the
teachers
ye-^dilBuundu, btseelo ye-bapastbo£, dlBuundu ye-zhan£°s,
and the Church, the domestics and the pastors, the Church and
youth,
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4 -GjJ
^ euo bsntueenya. / (Hfunu? . asama-skuul. Sama-skuul* ka^-xfulu
or young people. The purpose of the summer school: The summer
school is not a place
kikiueenduluiaanga • mulukanu Imasakana kaka-ko, kaans^ mpe;
’which is gone to with the aim only of relaxing, but also,
/ .-A / ( ° / i / a
ifulu kxloongukultuanga. Isya uo, ntsakaA ye-longoka, mambu
it is a place where study goes on. That is, play and study, these
mama A mau rnoole • madyaatanga uuakxmosx, Bambuta ye-baleeke • 
two things go on together. The adults and the young people
bautuan'anga uuakxmosx * ye-longoka, xsya uo • mokxninaA nssamu 
sit down together and learn, that is, discuss subjects
, ,  , ,  , //. . - ? W  e / , , D  , K . /. . \  , /to
mxtadxdx nndyatxsulu' asalu * mudxBuundu dyaKlxxsto, ye-sosa ndzxla*
concerned with the conduct of work in the Christian Church, and
examine ways
mphasTl uo baleenda * kukiuaana ■ muluzV/ngu liuau liuamu^mba • 
in which they may dedicate themselves for their entire life
musadnlla Ndzaambi . muntsi zankaka » euo muntsi7 aau kibeeni. / 
to working for God in other countries, or in their own country.
Buna uaaua, ndzolele kulusoonga A maka maambu • mana 
So now I would like to tell you some of the things which
maloongmaanga A kusama-skuul: nthaangulu A aB^xbila; mpf\dnllu?A
are studied at the summer school: the reading of the Bible; the
leading
/ A . . , /  , \ t /asambu; ndxxlu abyuuuu A musalu kyabamxsyoncer * muntsxA
of prayers; the asking of questions about the work of missionaries
in foreign
zandzeenza; ng^mbudulu A aminkuunga; ntaangulu A am^nkaanda - 
countries; the singing of hymns; the reading of books -
^ssya uo, uena mpe ye-ndzo am'inkaanda ► (euo l^bnsni) , 
that is, there is also a house of books (or 'library*)»
baleeke*bab^ndamene * musuumba-myo, kadi * nllusadisu • rautuungax
and the young people are encouraged to read them, because it is
a help in strengthening
145.
1 4 6 .
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156,
1 5 7 .
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myoyo myaau * mumaambu makimpeeue. / Uasambu dyankaka, balenda 
their hearts in matters spiritual. On the other hand, they can
/ O / , 0 / o / o
longuka . ntsaka zampila mumpxla, boonso . futbol, uulebal,
A  ”
learn games of various sorts, like football, volley-ball,
/ O O /t o I o /
basketbal, temls, pig-pog euo t£bol-ts.nis, kriket, 
basketball, tennis, ping-pong or table-tennis, cricket,
K , . , / 4.J * / , // . /ye-\/^z^mun^^^ *baloongukaanga mpe • mutta mantsaya kumbu. / 
and moreover - they also learn to swim in the sea* 
^Salu kyalumbu kalumbu. ^Sama-skuul A yiyantikanga kyasaabala, 
Day to day work: The summer school begins on Saturday,
. - W n ® \ I \  / - \ . t . ... oye A yxlusoongelenge » maana mauaangamanga mulumbu kyokyo. UJaau,
and I have already told you what happens on that day. Now,
bilka tuiaf-(impa A salu • byalumbu byankkaka. / ^Beto baiuoonso* 
let us look at the work jjdoneJ on other days. All of us
tuttomene dyo-zaya, laandila maana tuttanganga muB^xbilaA 
know very well, according to what we read in the Bible 
mun'-oouj1 utaAntsemono andza, Ndzaambx tuasala lumbu saambanu* 
about the creation of the world, that God worked six days 
mummanisa salu kyandi kyaiuoonso mi/vnltmba. filukyantsambiuadx * 
to complete all his work entirely. On the seventh day
/ — / e V // o /
tuauuunda, ye dyasonama uo; 'Zxtisa lumbu kyauuundu, mphasil
he rested, and it is written, 'Honour the day of rest, that
uiakeba-kya A kyauauka1. / Buuna, kusama-skuul, lumbu kyokyo 
you may keep it sacred*, So at the summer school this day 
k-LZ?.tustuanga beeni kikilu. fflunsyuuka, kyalum^ingu, baantu 
is held in very great respect. In the morning on Sunday,
baiuoonso bakiueendanga kusaambu kyabatxista * kTlina kena 
everyone goes to the Baptist church which is
159,
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1 6 1 .
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lukufu...lukufi ye-sama-skul; munkookila mpe * bawoanso 
close to the summer school; in the evening too everyone
bauutukanga kusaambu, Dyambu dyakiese sdi uo . laandila 
returns to the church. A pleasant thing is that, following
madya mankookila, mu7oal' anasna yampiimpa, buna nggTfmbudulu *
the evening meal, at eight o'clock in the evening, there is a
[hymn-]singing [session]
\ A  ^ H f ° K f/J ozikubikwanga. Hlphit* akiese muimua • nggimbudulu zambote-mbote•
organised. It is extremely enjoyable to hear the beautiful singing
kiuamatoko * ye-z^nduumba • ^  mulukkanu lujasika flluuaangi euo
by the young men and women, with the object of praising our Maker,
or
Nssemi. Bes'i-diBuundu muzurja kyasama-skuul * bakmeenda
Creator. The members of the church in the neighbourhood of the
summer school go
, o  \ f , / , V/., ... . . A
buundananga yaau A kumosx • mulukanu liuasxxka Ndzaan^ mpe.
to join them in the same place, with the intention of praising
God also.
Teekila uaambana, buuna epiloag, 1 a uo, sambu kyantaangulu
Before jihe gathering]] breaks up, there is an epilogue, that is,
a prayer ^consisting]] of a reading
/ O / O / \ / o
aBiibila, ye-ngimbudulu, kiuaangtuanga. / Koonso kyamonde, 
from the Bible, and singing, is made. Every Monday,
kyazoole, kyaya > ye-kyataanu, ntsa^dulu yena bonso ebu: /
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, the schedule is like this:
^ool1 antsambuiadi ye-ndambu: ntangu7 as^kama, yayobila,
7.30: time to get up, wash,
ye-yakala bakubama. / ^ o o f  anaana • ye-m^nuta kumil ye-taanu: 
and get ready. 8.15:
saambu kyantsyuuka - saambu kyaak^ kitiuaadustiianguia A kuiabastaaf • 
morning prayer - this prayer is led by the staff,
\ / / t \ fl o U) /
kumosi ye-baleeke. Isaambu kyankufi kaka, kyaminuta kuumi
together with the young people. It is only a short prayer of
I'(££
173, ye-ta3nu. / ool' anasns ye-ndaambu: madya mantsyuuka, /
15 minutes, 8,30: morning meal.
\ / o / \ / o \ / / /  a
171. ool' autua ye-ndaambu: lukutakanu; muntaangu yaayx, baantu baiuoonso^
9.30: a meeting; at this time, everyone
175. banatanga A maB^xbila maau, ye-lekiua byantsonikina. /
brings their Bibles, and writing materials.
176. ool * akuum^: intaangu7 agrtiup da dilskusyo, ^sya uo « baantu
10.00: it is time for the 'discussion group', that is, people
177. bauaambusu mukuunku kyabantu naana euo kuumi, ye bakmeendanga 
are separated into groups of 8 or 10 people, and they go off
178. mufiimpa A ye-ddnlzazana byuuuuA ye-teeza soluta mbuutuA mumaana
to examine, and ask each other questions, and try to find answers
for what
179. baujiidnl kulukutakanu. / ool' akuumi zakoondiua minute makumaya 
they have heard at the meeting. 10.45:
180. ye-taanu: baAtuoonso • bauuutukaangaA muna-suku dyalukutakanu, 
everyone returns to the meeting-room,
\ / O \ / // 0 \ / o  \ /
101. ye-koonso kabu • disoolaga muuntu • muuaana rapo£ /\ev;o ntsaangu 
and each group chooses a person to give a report, or account,
182. zamaana ma-bafnfimpidi. / tuuka ool' akumi ye-mosi natee*
of what they have examined, from 11.00 to
183. ye-yakumi ye-zoole: nthangu A auuundu. / tuuka a d o 1 ‘ amosi •
12.00: free time, from 1.00
184. nate ye-Aool' amosi ye-ndaambu: ntaangu A adya. / muoola yazoole: 
to 1.30: meal—time. 2.00:
185. inthangu antsaka zampila mumpila; bankaka bakmeendanga kumbu 
it is time for various games; some go to the sea
186. mulonguka ta mantsaya • ^ evo yobila. / ool1 aya: tx kyankookila. / 
to learn to swim, or for a dip. 4.00: evening tea.
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187. oal* antsambmadi: madya manl<ooWla. / ool' anaana: lukutekanu 
7.00: evening meal. 8.00: evening meeting;
188. Iwankookxla; lukutakanu Ituaalu Aludyaatuswaanga kiuabamisyt>n£;££. 
this meeting is conducted by the missionaries.
\  /  o /  o I o \  /  }**
1 8 9 .  Imuntaangu yaayi * bami5yoncer A basamunanga A ntsaangu zasalu
It is at this time that the missionaries give an account of their
1 9 0 . kyaau - muntsi 2^na zi-basadxlanga salu kyaau, boonso ^  Koongo, 
work in the countries they are working in, such as Congo,
/ \ t / ° / \ /1 9 1 .  ye-lndia. Basoonganga sindxma euo fxlmz, musoonga ntsi yina
and India. They show movies or films, to show the country that
1 9 2 .  yi-basadilanga salu kyaau, ye-soonga mpe h n *yaatulu asalu
they are doing their work in, and also to show the progress of
the work
1 9 3 .  kyaNdzaambx • muntsx z q z d . / Imuntaangu yoyo mpe • basoonganga
of God in these countries. It is at this time also that they
explain
1 9 4 .  kwabaleeke* kusama-skul ♦ boonso bu-baunlla mbookolo .mukxtuka
to the young people at the summer school how they heard the call
to become
1 9 5 .  mxsyoneiP, xsya uo • bauuouanga kxmbangx kyaau. BasooQaga mpe*
missionaries, that is, they give their witness. They also talk
about
1 9 6 .  mphasTl A ye-mawete maana ma-bamonanga A munts\. zozo. /^Laandxla
the difficulties and the pleasant things which they experience
in those countries. Following
1 9 7 .  ntsoongolo antsangu zaau, baleeke bakubayuuulanga byuuuu^
the giving of their account, the young people ask them questions
1 9 8 .  ^byamph^TLa mumphila. /^Dyambu dyaadx • dyen^ dyamfunu knikillu, 
of various sorts. This event is of great importance,
1 9 9 .  ekuma kad? * dnltuuntaqa ulolo tuamartoko ye-zinduumba • mukxtuka 
because it attracts a number of young men and women to become
200. semxsyon£.££, ye dxkubauaananga A nthaangu • muy^ndula
now missionaries, and gives them the opportunity to remember
201.
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2 0 5 .
2 0 6 .
2 0 7 .
2 0 8 .
2 0 9 .
210.
211.
\ / X \f o \-* /
best- flf elika ye-I ndia A musaambu yaau. FisT.idi nga * bamisyon.£££ 
the people of Africa and India in their prayers. Almost all the
baiuoonso • ^kusama-skuul • baluta tA^langa , mbookolo „ au.A * A
missionaries, it was usually at the summer school that they heard
their call.
(Huntaangu y^y£ mpe • besT-Koongo • basoonganga ntsangu z^Koong'o- 
At this time also the Kongo people give an account of Congo
mun’-oiDu masalu kyad^Buundu • ye-kyabantureenya. ^Byuuuu mpe* 
as regards the task of the Church and of young people. Questions
bilyuvuluiangia » kuiabaau, / tuka ool1 akunnl ye-mos"^ • nate ye-^ool* 
are also put to them, from 11.00 to
akumil ye-mmosf ye-m^nuta kumx ye-taanu: ntaangulu aB^blla •
11.15: reading of the Bible
kiuamuuntu muuntu. / ool* akurrnl ye-most ye-ndaambu: nA^nda 
individually. 11*30: lights
miz^maanga » ye-batuoons'o • baleekanga. / Koonso kyatatu • ilurnbu 
out, and everyone goes to sleep. Every Wednesday is a day
\\ // / O CO / 1* \ / \
kyandzyeetolo mumbaanza • ye-kumbu. Koonso kyataanu * myool'
for a visit to the town or to the sea. Every Friday, at
/ , , — \ / // i - o 4, \ /  ^ / . ,
anaana yampx\mpa * T-lumbu kyameeza mampfumu • evo • nleekolo, /
eight o'clock in the evening, is the day for the Lord's Supper,
or Communion.
♦  / / o / / o / o /
ITlomo * •Lmaambu • malutnbu kalumbu • makalanga ^ kusama-skuul.
These are the day-to-day events which occur at the summer school.
Text for chapter 11,
Dialect: kiLeta.
Informant: Mr, Y.K. Katesi.
Source: own composition.
1. Na kuyantilka A beno yamba mbote na mono, Awa moono ikele ngoolo.
Na kuyantilka A beno yamba mbote na mono. ArnaA mono ikele ngolo.
To begin with, accept my best wishes. Here I am well.
2. fllona kezaba we kana beno kuna A ikele mpi mbote. Mono kumaka
fflunu kezaba we A kana beno kuna ikele mpi mboote, fllono kumaka
I don't know if you there are also well. I arrived
3. siua A na fHputh(u) ■ go ntoto ya bamindele na kilumbu ya kumi
awa na ITtputhu • go ntoto ya bamindele na kilumbu ya kumi
here in Europe, or the country of the white people, on the
A. na nane A ya ngonda ugusti ya mbuula meluta yai. Na ntangu
na nanaA ya ngonda ugusti ya mbuula meluta yai. Na ntangu
eighteenth day of the month of August of the year preceding this
one. And when
5. ya munu kukulumukaka na ndeke ya zulu go auio*mbuula
ya munu kukulumukaka na ndeke ya zulu A go auio * mbuula
I disembarked from the aircraft, or aeroplane, it was
6. uan'aka kunoka ■ kantsi milee na mono kupolaka we. Bama
uandaka kunoka • kantsi milee na mono kupolaka we. Bnlma
raining, but my clothes did not get wet. None of my things
7. na mono uontso kupolaka mpi we, sambu mbuula . uandaka
/ \ / / (/)./ \ / \ / \ tna munu yoontso kupolaka mpx ue, sambuA mbuulaA uandaka
got wet either, because the rain was
8. peenza * rigolo ue. Kilumbu ytna * ntangu kulalaka na ntangu*
mpenza ngolo we, Kilumbu yina * ntangu kulalaka na ntangu
not really heavy. That day the sun set when
9. ya beno uandaka ya kulala • kuna na biuala. Na mp\mpa * bo
ya beno uandaka ya kulala * kuna na butala. Na mpxmpa * b^
ours was going down there at the village. In the evening they
C&O
10. kupelisaka miuinda * no babala-bala • ye yo uandaka kumonika bontso
kupelisaka muiinda na babala-bala * ye yo uandaka kumonika bontso
lit lamps on the streets, and it was as bright as
11. nde ntangu mela'a ntete ue. Na kilumbu ya kumi na nans,
nde * ntangu nlelala ntete ue.  ^Na kilumbu ya kumi na nana,
If the sun had not already set. On the eighteenth day,
12. mono katukaka na mbandza * mono kumaka ntete* y e e A mono 
mono katukaka na mbandza ya mono kumaka ntete * ye mono 
I left the city 1 had first arrived in, and I
13. kwen'aka na mbanza mosi ya fyoti A znlna na yo stnatfad-apon-
kiuendaka na mbandza mosi ya fyoti A zina na yo A stretfad-apon-
went to a small town by the name of Stratford-upon-
11. euon. Kuna * bo kuyam'aka mono na fam^lya mosi. fflono kusalakaA
/ ,a / jn ,/. \ i / / . \ i , /
euon. Kuna * bo kuyambaka mono na familya mosi. [Hono kusalaka
Avon. There I v/as received by a family. I stayed
1 \ I f L. t ^ 1 U15, mposo zo e na buala uai, ye na nima bampfumu kuthindaka
mposo zole na biua'a qanl, ye na nima * bampfumu kuthindaka
two weeks in this village, and afterwards my sponsors sent
1 J  > n I L “ f1o. munu na mbanza mosm A zina na yo A lndz. Awa * mono
1 J  a  V 7' * 1 n j  n 1 1mono na mbandza mosi A zina na yo A lndz. Aiua A mono
me to a town called Leeds. There I
17. kulongukaka na yuniuensiti • yee na ntsuka ya mbuula A mono
kulongukaka A na yuniuensiti -yee na ntsuka ya mbuulaA mono
studied at the university and at the end of the year I
18. kuzwaka diplomi na mono A na matonzi monsi • ya mboth', sambu
kuzmaka diplomi na mono A na matunsi mosi ya mbothe, sambu
got my diploma v/ith good marks, because
19. mono uandaka kutanya minkanda mbote-mbote * na mpila ya balongyi
mono uandaka kutanga mink^anda mbote-mbote * na mpila ya balongi
I had read very good books, and [on account of[j the calibre of
the lecturers
20. uandaka kusunga munu. Na ntangu ya munu kuzuiaka lutithi •
/ / / + / / / /
uandaka kusonga mono. Na ntangu ya munu A kuzuaka lutithi
who were teaching me, V/hen I got the certificate
21. ya mukanda ya bo kebingaka diplomi, munu lombaka na bantu
ya munkanda A ya bo kebingaka diplomi, munu lombaka na bantu4 A
they call a 'diploma', I asked the people
22. ya uan'aka kup^sa munu mboongo • sambu na kulonguka dyaka smaA
ya uan'aka kup^sa munu mbongoA sambu A na kulonguka dyaka amaA
who were funding me about studying again here
23. mbuula yankaka. Bo kubuyaka ve * ye » bo kupesaka munu ndzusa
mbuula yankaka. Bo kub^uyaka ue • ye • bo kupesaka munu ntsiua
for another year. They didn't refuse, and they gave me permission
21. ya kubikal' auia na fHputu. yoo yina • beno monaka mono kuna
i A  i m i t /, / . /ya kubikal ama na fOputu. yoo yina -beno monaka mono kuna
to remain here in Europe. And that's why you haven't seen me
there
25. na buala ue A na ndzanguka* ya meluta yai. fflbala yai • mono
na bwala ue A na ndzanguka ya meluta yai, f^Tlbala yai ■ mono
at the village last Assumption. This time I
26. fwetele kuuutuka na intsi na beto Za^r, sambu munu kezola
fuietele kuuutuka na intsi na beto A Zair sambu mono * kezola
will return to our country, Zaire, because I do not want
27. kubikala A dyak' awa ue,. Bamindele A ikele bantu mosi ya mboteA 
kubikala atua dyaka ue. Bamindele Aikele bantu mosi A ya mbote A 
to remain here any longer, Europeans are good
28. ti luzTltu. mono memona ntete kima mosi ya mbi A ya bo1 mesaala ue,
ti luzitu. fllono memona ntete kima mosi ya mb^ i ya bo mesala ue,
and respectful people. I have not yet seen one bad thing that
they have done,
29. kantsi A munu len1 a kusoga beno nde * bo kezola kunwa ti mingi.
kantsi A munu lenda kusonga beno nde * bo kezola kunma ti mingi.
but I can tell you that they like to drink a lot of tea.
* 15th August, used as the name of the period June-September.
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30. Bo keniua malafu miingi ve * bontso beto bantu 'a Zaiir. filasa mpi
Bo keniua malafu miingi ue * bonso beto bantu ya Zaiin, filasa mpi A
They do not drink a lot of wine like us people in Zaire. Neither
31. bo keniua rAingi ue, k^ka t i A g o A kafe. Kl^ntsu mbala ya nge
bo keniua A yo miingi ue, kaka til A go kafe,+ Koontsu mbala ya nge
do they drink a lot of water, only tea or coffee. Every time that
you
32. takiuen'a kutala mundele A aiua na intsi yai, yandi tayuula nge A
takiuenda kutala mundele+A aiua na intsi yai, yandi tayula nge A
go to visit a European here in this country, he will ask you
33. kana nge kezola kuniua ti go kafe. fllakaya mpi bo keniua yo
kana nge kezola kuniua ti A go kafe. fllakaya mpi bo keniua yo
whether you want a drink of tea or coffee. Tobacco too they
smoke
34. miingyi, bankento ti bayakala, bana ya fyotil ti bambuta.
mingyi, bankento ti bayakala, bana ya fyoti t^ bambuta.
a lot, both men and women, young people and adults.
35. INtalu ya makaya meluta kiteso aiua. Kima yankaka ya munu
rJtalu ya makaya meluta kiteso A auja, kima yankaka ya munu
The price of tobacco here is past measure. Another thing that I
36. zolaka kuuila na kusonga beno yo yai - aiua, katuka ngonda
zolaka kuirfla A na kusonga beno A yo yai - aiua, + katuka ngonda
would like to note and to tell you is this - here, from the
37. ya kumi na zole ti ngonda ya tatu, madidi keuandaka miingi,
ya kumi na zole+ * ti ngonda ya tatu, madildi keuandaka mingi.
12th month (December) to the third month (March), the cold is
very great.
38. Bantu yankakh* A nge tamona bo kevmata bapantalo zole ti
Bantu yankakha A nge tamona bau A keviuata A bapantalo A zole A ti
Some people, you will see them wearing two pairs of trousers,
as well as
39. simisi A ti tiliko ti kazaka A na zulu ya milele yai yonso.
simlsi A ti tiliko A ti kazaka na zulu ya milele yai yontso.
a shirt, and a cardigan (?), and a coat (?) as well over all
these clothes.
NB: 31-32b: emphatic. 35b: +4" slow. 36-37b:++ rising.
47S
40. Na ntsungil ya madildr, mbuula kenokaka m^ngil ue a w ’, kantsi
^ Na ntsungil ya madidi, ... mbuula kenokaka milngil us atua, kantsil
And in the cold season there is not much rain here, but
44. mpfumpfu ya mpembe kebwaaka na ntoto, Bandzo, babala-bala A tx
mpfumpfu ya mpembe A kebwaka na ntoto, Bandzo, babala-bala f (
snow (lit. white flour) falls to the ground. The houses, the
roads, and
42. mpfxnda ke^kumaka mpembe na ntsungil yet. We ntangu yankaka
mpfxnda ^kekumaka mpemb^ na ntsungil yail. ye ntangu yankaka^
the trees as well, become white in this season. And sometimes
43. mpxla ya kutambula na makulu go kamilnyo A keuandaka ue, Bontso
mpxla ya kutambula na makulu A go kamilnyo keuandaka ue. Bontso
it is impossible to travel on foot or in a vehicle. As
44. beno memuna mono krnaku like1 e mbote. ^dzo-nkanda kedyata
beno memuna A mono ktuaku ilkele mbote. Ndzo-nkanda kedyata
you have seen, I am fine here. My studies are going on
45. mbote-mbote, ndzo-nkan'a na mono ilkele pilph 1 na kilfulu ya mono
mbote-mbote, ndzo-nkanda na mono ilkele pilphi. na kilfulu ya mono
very well; my place of study is near the place where I
46. kehilkalaka. fllono tapesa beno ntsonil ata fyotil ue, mono kelanda
kebilkalaka. fflono tapesa beno ntsonil ata fyotil ue. f^Slono kelanda
am living. I will not give you the slightest reason to be
ashamed of me. I am following
47. malongyil A ya beno kupesaka mono na ntangu ya mono uandaka
malongyi ya beno A kupesaka mono A na ntangu ya munu uandaka
the advice which you gave me when I was
48. kukiD^s1 atua, ye mono ketula ktkesa mxngx A na ndzo-nkanda. Beto
/ / I , t ^ . .i / V t / . , / . 4 ./kuktuisa awa, ye mono ketula kxkesa mxngt A na ndzo-nkanda. Beto
coming here, and I am dedicating myself entirely to my studies (?).
We
49. takutana na kilsiliuo yat; beno bilka'a mboteA ye beno pasa mbote
takutana na kilsxiuo yail; beno bilkala mbote A ye beno pesa mbote
will meet again this dry season (May-August); take care, and give
my best
50, mxngx na bambuta yontso ya dxkanda na beta,
mingiA ns bambuta yontso ’a dxkan'a na beto,
regards to all the elders of our family.
54. Bandings ya Zaxr. Na . xntsx Zaxr . beto Ice na bandxnga mxngyx • e .
The languages of Zaire. In the country of Zaire we have many
languages, um,
52. nkama zale A makumx tanu -^bantu ankaka ketuba nde beto ke na
250 ~ some people say that we have
„  . ,/ ,/ \ , / \ ,/S /.- . /, .53. bandxnga kaka nkama zo'e » kaantsx • mpxla kuzaba nthalu ya
only 200 languages, but there is no way of knowing the number of
54. bandinga yontso 'a Zaxr xkele ue. Bandxnga ya nene A xkele
all the languages of Zaire. The biggest languages are
55. Kxkongo, Lxngala, Kismahxlx A ye Cxluba. Baluba A ya KasaxA
Kikongo, Lingala, Kiswahili, and Ciluba. The Luba of Kasai
56. ketubaka Cxluba, xmpx bantu 'a ke'e * pxpx nabo * ketubaka mpx
speak Ciluba, and the people who are beside them speak
„  \( t . , \ - / \, /_ . / . . ,4-' 4. t07. ndxxnga yeno. Lxngala » xkele ndxnga ya bantu-ya A fekwator • tx
that language too. Lingala is the language of the people of ‘the
equatorial region, or of
58. Kxntsasa • kansx A bantu ya Bandundu A tx ba-Zaxr xmpx ketuba yo. 
Kinshasa, but the people of Bandundu or Bas-Zaire also speak it.
59. Kana nge kutala mbote-mbote A nge tamona nde • na»lak fUax-ndombeA
If you examine carefully, you will see that around Lake Blackwater
60. bantu ketubaka A xmpx A Lxngala. Kxstuahxli ketubamaka » na » Shaba,
the people also speak Lingala. Kiswahili is spoken in Shaba,
„\ t \ i. 7 A „/ ti 7 /. /. / , / .64. Kxuu, mpx A na A fo-Zaxr. Kuna na o-Zaxn mpx, nge tamona ndeA
Kivu, and also in Haut-Zaire. There in Haut-Zaire also, you will
see that
62. bantu yankaka mpe ketubaka Lxngala. Kxkongo ketubamakaA n a * 
some people also speak Lingala. Kikongo is spoken in
63, Bandundu, na Km^lu-Kmango, mpx na ► na • na ba-Zaxn. Kansx mpxla
Bandundu, in Kwilu-Kwango, and also in Bas-Zaire, But there
4-7 S
64. Lfa kutub’ 'a mucyeleka ue, wapx kxfulu bantu ketubaka ndxnga yax, 
is no way of stating precisely where people speak these languages,
65. saambu A nge tamona * na » kifulu mosx bantu ket^uba bandxnga m^xngyx*
because you will notice that in one area people speak many
languages -
66. nge tamona konso muntu A ketuba • mbal1 'ankakaa bandxnga zole* 
you will notice each person sometimes speaks two languages,
AX * U A f' i * / \ .t ,.w ./67. go bandxnga tatu • go bandxnga yya • yandx A xkee na ndxnga»ya • ya
or three languages, or four languages; he has the language of
68. bibutx na yandx A tata na yandx mama na yand{ * e A yandx A xkee 
his parents, his father's and mother's, urn, he has
J  Al I. . /, , / -I /69. tx na ndxnga A yxna ya bandxnga yxa *a nene A ya Zaxr * yxna ya
also that language from among (?) the four biggest languages
of Zaire, that used
70. bantu ya guvernamo kezaba * e * kana yandx mekuien'a na klas*
by government officials he knows, um, if he has gone to school
71. yandx tatuba mpx fjrose »e A bankaka mpx kelongu1 aka A angle A
he will also speak French,um, some also learn English
72. kuna A na A baklas • e na kumona makambu uxna * nge tatuba nde
there at school, um, and considering this troublesome situation,
you might say that
73. bantu yankaka ketubaka bandxnga ya kututa• mxxnj'x kxbeni.
some people speak far too many languages!
14, Kana bantu » ya mekatuka na kifulu mosx «■ go yxna ya kubulu'aka 
If people who have come to one place or who have congregated
75. na kifulu most mekutana • bala mxngi beto kemonaka nde * bo 
at one place meet, v/e often see that they
76. ketubaka » ndxxnga A ya kifulu yxna. Kana bc> kulongukaka mpx 
speak the language of that place. If they have received a
77. mxngx e bo kukotaka na baindzo-nkanda ya kuluta mxngyx - go A
lot of education as well, um, [tf^ they have been at school
for a long period, or
Cf.7G
78. bayunive rsitil, nos tamona nde mbala ‘ankaka bo tatuba •fKose •
at universities, you will see that they will often speak French,
79. go A bo tatuba A Lingala A go Kisujahiltx g^ Ciluba * ye ndxnga 
or they will speak Lingala or Kiswahili or Ciluba, and they
80. nabo ya baiala * bo tabikrsa yo » kuna na litteka - go A bo tatuba
will set aside there to one side the language of their home
town, or they will speak
 ^ A A . A / , r/ - .81. yo m p t A kansr mtngt mxngr ue. Vo yar A bampfumu * e ntoto na
it also, but not very much. Therefore, the leaders of our
82. beto A na kumona • mambu yai A ya mpasi ya ^bandtnga y'ar A bantu
country, seeing the difficulties with these languages, that
all the people
f . / a. u I A / .  / , \ / A \ /83. yonso ketuba ndrnga most eve, kesala ktkesa mtngr • sambu •
do not speak one language, are working very hard (lit. with
great courage) so that
81. bantu yonso tu ya Zailr * kutuba A ndxnga mosil * e na kikesa
the entire population of Zaire should speak one language, um,
and the hard thing (?)
85. na bau ‘a n a A mu kemona nde » bo kezola A nde Lingala kukuma*
for them is that I see that they would like Lingala to
become
86. ndunqa A ya nene na Zamir * kantsi * bantu yontso kendima ve. 
the main language in Zaire, but not all the people agree.
87. Kana nge tala mbote-mbote nge tamona nde A bantu ya ShabaA
If you consider carefully you will see that the people of
Shaba
88. til Kivu A kuna bo kezola Lingala milngi eve. Beto fuiete’e
or Kivu — there they do not like Lingala much. We should
39, kundima A nde A prczido na beto Hlobutu A ketubaka A Lingala A
agree that our President Mobutu speaks Lingala
90. na ntangu 'an'\ ketubaka ... na ntagu 'an‘i ketubilaka>A
when he speaks - when he addresses
91. bantu yontso. Na mizxki itnp^ A bamuzisye na betaA keyimbaka 
all the people. And music also, our musicians sing
93.
91.
95.
96,
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
101.
i • ^ -i 1 | i A ~ A , A ,/, , / _\ /na Lxngala * e » mu * Lxngala mpx xkee ndxnga 'a basolo. Wunu
in Lingala, um, in, Lingala is also ‘the language of the soloists. I
kebansa nde ndxnga uaxA mbala ‘ankaka takuma » ndxngaA mosx 
think that some time this language will become the main
ya nene A ya Zaxr . mbal1 'ankaka guvern^mo tasonga bantu yonso 
language of Zaire; some time the government will tell the entire
J -7 t I J, ^ L At u A ya Zaxr A na kutuba yau. 
population of Zaire to speak it.
i, A , \ I /   ^ .  A A. . \ t IKxlumbu mosx, munu uandaka kutambulaA pxpx na masa, ye mono
One day I was walking along by the river, and I
kumonaka A bwatu mosx kuna. Nanx kuvan'aka kuna? yo kuvandaka 
saw a boat there. Who was there? It was
rnutambx mosx. iflono kutelamaka ye kutalaka yandx. (Tlutambx 
a fisherman. I stopped and watched him. The fisherman
kumonaka mono, ye yandx uandaka kukiuxsa K penepene na 
saw me, and sailed over to the
mucxdx.. fllasa A kuvandaka nene A yo yxna yo kubak^ka mutambxA 
bank of the river. The river was big, so it took
ntangu A moia mxngx A s^mbu na kukuma na mucxdx. fllono uandaka 
some time to reach the bank. I was
kaka kutelama A na kutala rnutambx. Na ntangu A bwatu na yandi 
still standing watching the fisherman. When his boat
kukumaka A na mucid^ » mutamb^ A basxkaka na bmatu A ye A kiuxsaka 
reached the bank the fisherman got out and walked
A A A A /, ,penepene na mono, go A pxpx na mono,
xip to me.
APPENDIX 4 
Summarised examples of variant contours
la bayilndaleele  ^ 'they looked sad* final 
b bayilndaleele, ... non-final
2a yo-yuvuzyaana 'and conversing with each other' emphatic, exclusive
(speaker as spectator)(?)
b yo-yuvuzyaana inclusive (speaker as member of the group)(?)
Both non-final
3a ktuandi 'indeed' pity (cf. low key = gravity, seriousness) 
b kuiaandi sympathy, scorn, considered of low repute
4a ^rn^ntu ujoole 'two people' beginning the story, starting a new 
contrasting episode
b tu^an1 6 w o o l e---
5a imuntu ambote 'he/it is a good person' third person 
b imuntu ambote 'I am a good person' first person
6a kyambote 'how are you?' question
b kyambote !I am well' statement
7a NaFungiua mpx 'Mr. Owl also' emphasises preceding word, narrative 
b NaFungiua mpi emphasises NaFungiua
8a yakundim-(na 'where I am buried1 non-final(?), first person 
b luakundimina 'where he was buried' final(?), third person
9a gogele nde 'she said' weak (lady speaking), agreement, not discussion, 
usual
b kuNaNgundu nde '(he said) to Mr. Nightingale' special kiNtandu accent, 
strong, emphasises asking of favour, marked
10a nkutu-ko 'not at all' emphatic 
b nk(jtu-ko---
11a ka-dyaambu-ko 'no matteri' reply to 'someone you have received 
something from', usual(?)
b ka-dyaambu-ko reply to 'someone who wants to do something for you', 
polite/marked(?)
Both final
12a kilumbu kimosi 'one day' beginning the story ('once upon a time')
bitumbu bxtanu 'five days' emphasises time lapse (high pitch on numeral)
13a kuna-gata dy^andi 'to his village* sadness, aggression, imperative 
b kuna-gata dyandi usual
14a yituukaanga lunsiua 'when the termites come out' non-final (cc.
y^tuukaanga liinswa
b mumbaambxsa lunsuia ^ 'to use the termites as bait for him' final (cc.
mumbaambxsa lunsuia )
15a kuntu nanx 'on whose head is it?’ question 
b kuntu yaFungiua 'on Mr. Owl's head' statement
\ / ^16a kaansi 'but' replies, neutral
b kansX explains, marked, cautionary
17a katuzeyl-ko 'we do not know' neutral 
b katuzeye-ko emphatic
18a ^Gphila yxna yaatu 'the way in which people' emphatic 
b ephxla yxna yaatu neutral
19a aatu alutxdx vov/el' eluvuvamu, aatu alutxdx vouel' ezola 'people 
often talk about peace, people often talk about love' 
same syntactic pattern, emphatic (?)
b aatu alutidx uovel' eluvuuamu, ye-zola 'people often talk about 
peace, and love' tacked on, addition, afterthought
20a vuluzwa ye-maambu maandi-ko '(not) saved with all his problems' neutral
b vuluzuia ye-maambu maandx-ko emphasises maambu
21a emaambu 'matters' neutral
b maambu emphatic
22a muna-katx kuiaandx 'inside him' neutral
b muna-katx ktuaand?. emphatic, angry
23a yxxndunlxdi 'you were thinking1 statement 
b * yXindtDilxdx 'were you thinking?' question
24a xngXindu zaame 'it is my opinion' non-final 
b xngindu zaame final
c ingxndu zaame sadness 
d xngxndu zaame impossible(?)
25a ngindu zaaku 'your opinion' neutral
b ngindu zaaku opposite idea to follow ('it's a good idea, but ...')
26 ^muna-phma yaphXla ysayi 'in a situation of this kind' pondering, 
thinking, open, emphatic
27a y^kala dimono 'my husband' final(?), answer
b yakVla dimono / yakala dilmono pre-posed, stands out, marked
28a bu-katoombule 'when she dished (it) out' pausal 
b bu-katoombula ---
29a ngeye 'you' final, pausal, emphatic (?)
. Ib ngeye ---
30a mono kisalu kiingi ntsadidi *1 did a lot of work' neutral
b kisalu kik'Xingi ntsadidi monu 'I did a great deal of work* emphatic 
(cf. extra-high pitch, postposed mono, extra prefix ki-)
Several conflicting examples
31a yaandi si-uiuzifbika kyeelo 'he has to shut the door’ emphatic(?)
(cf. yaandi si-iuuz ibXka ...)
b nge sX-uiuzibXka kyeelo 'you have to shut the door' basic^pattern
before bridging (cf. nge si-uiuzibika ...)
32a katala 'he saw* continuity, connection with preceding clause, comma 
b katala (or katala) connection with succeeding clause, colon 
c katala expected subsequent action, 'and ...'
33a*ndaa mono taata mfuXdi 'aieee, by my father, I'm dying' exclamation 
b ndaa mono taata mfmiidx emphatic exclamation(?)
34a bankaka mubaau 'some of them' basic pattern before bridging, baau
most important word
f , L.
b bankaka mubaau emphatic
35a batelama 'they stood' marked(?), emphasises verb, strong 
b batelama already given, neutral(?), weak, sad
36a imuuntu uialunuungu 'he is a righteous man' 
b imuntu lualunungu
► exclamation, emphasises 
uialunuungu
c imuuntu tuambote • ye-uialunuungu 'he is a good and righteous man'
emphasises tuambote
37a kyantatu 'third' neutral 
b kyantatu sad, despairing
38a ka-bamtueenxilngX-ko 'they did not see him* verb + object substitute
b yaandx * ka-blmtueemlingi-ko 'him they did not see' verb + object
substitute + pre-posed object
39a yaandx* ka-bamweenxingx-ko 'him they did not see' ---
b ye-mauanga mau-ko1 'and (not) their actions' emphatic
40a kakxvulusa 'let him save himself' emphatic(?) (cf. kakivulusa) 
b ukfvulusa 'save y o u r s e l f ---
41a yeesu-ko '(not) Jesus' ---
\ / Ab yeesu-ko exclamation, astonishment
42a kulenda monika 'there can be seen' emphasises monika(?) 
b tulenda mona 'we can see' ---
43a ntete 'first' final 
b ntete non-final
44a kumbazx 'outside' final 
b kumbazx non-final
45a ndzolele kulusoonga / ndzolele kulusoonga 'I would like to tell you' 
beginning new topic
b ndzolele kulusoonga about to move on to new topic
/ o
46a xssya v/o 'that is’ neutral
b nlssya vo marked, contrast
47a mulukkcmu luiasika (Huuaangi 'with the object of praising (our) Maker' -----
b mijlukanu liuasXXka NdzaambiL mpe 'with the object of praising God also*
marked(?), emphasises mpe(?)
48a musama-skulz 2 antete 'in the first summer-schools' beginning sentence/
new topic, emphasises zantete
b musama-skulz zantete in the middle of the sentence
49a madya mankookila 'the evening meal' emphasises mankookxla
b ^laandxla madya mankookila 'following the evening meal' neutral
50a ye-zhan££5 'and Youth' emphasises ye-
O
b ye-bapastoor 'and the pastors' neutral
51a tbuka ntangu yoyo 'from this time on1 neutral 
b tuuka ntaangu yoy"o marked, contrast
Both non-final. Same distinction from Ndolo Menayame.
Appendix 5 
Comparative list of cognates
The first column gives items from Laman 1936; the second, items 
from Carter 1980b; the third, items from Daeleman 1963, 1966; the 
fourth, items from Guthrie 1967-71. I am grateful to Dr. Jan Knappert 
for translating the glosses in Daeleman 1966, and to Prof. P.R. Bennett 
for drawing my attention to several CB reflexes I had omitted. Note 
that Guthrie's *c is here written *s, and his *j as *z (after Mann 
1976). Brackets around a comparative series number indicate a partial 
series, and a + after a number indicates a CS marked by 1 or 2. Items 
from each source have been marked using the convention v or v = 
underlying high pitch, and no mark = low pitch. Underlining marks a 
syllabic nasal (m, n). Asterisks before an item indicate that it occurs 
in the reduced count (14.8.2).
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Appendix 6 
Reflexes of CB Ih
The first column gives items from Guthrie 1967-71; the second, 
items from Laman 1936; the third, items from Carter 1980b; the fourth, 
items from Daeleman 1963, 1966. The items are grouped according to 
the reflex in Laman 1936.
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Appendix 7 
Dialect similarity: data and displays
The following section gives basic data for chapter 15, and various 
additional data and displays which would have been too bulky to fit 
into the text. They are as follows:
7/1: full pitch-count 
7/2: collapsed pitch-count 
7/3: 7/2 expressed as percentages 
7/4: 7/3 in graphic display
7/5: ranking and matrices for the first method
7/6: matrix sequence for the first method phenogram
7/7: linkage diagrams for the first method
7/8: matrix sequence for the second method phenogram
7/9: linkage diagrams for the second method
7/10: matrix sequence for the third method phenogram
7/11: linkage diagrams for the third method
7/12: scattergrams
7/13: MDSCAL map for the first method 
7/14: MDSCAL map for the second method 
7/15: MDSCAL map for the third method.
Appendix 7/1: full pitch-count.
The pitch-count involved (i) place of high pitch, and (ii) type of
word on which the high pitch occurred.
In the first case the following subdivisions were noted:
rs high pitch on root-syllable
prs bridge from prefix to root-syllable
sh high pitch one syllable leftwards from the root-
syllable (shift)
1st high pitch on first syllable of the word (where
this first syllable is not the root-syllable fa's”] 
or the syllable preceding a root-syllable £shj)
pen high pitch on penultimate syllable
ult high pitch on last syllable
0 no high pitch
no high pitch marked, since the word is inside a
bridge
rv bridges on individual words.
In the second case the following types of word were distinguished: 
con connectives with ye-
gen genitives with -a-
loc locatives with ku-, mu-, ua-
mun long locatives with kuna-, muna-, uana-
sta stabilised items with i-
IV items with initial vowel
nom nominals with none of the above prefixed elements
pro pronouns and possessive pronouns
vbl verbals
oth other items (demonstratives, conjunctions, etc.)*
Before each pitch-count is given: the dialect abbreviation (see 
endnote 2 to chapter 15); the chapter in which the dialect is discussed 
the name of the dialect; the informant; the source of the text; and the 
line numbers of the sample passage in the text (see Appendix 3).
B : ch .4, kifllbanz 1 aKongo: Ntoni-Nzinga, Bible , 23--36,39.-46.
rs prs sh 1st pen ult 0 —^> V~7
con 3 1 1 2
gen 12 1 2 1 1
loc
mun 8 1
sta 1
IV 14 4 5 1 5
nom 10 2 1 1
pro 7 4 3
vbl 31 5 3 2 5
oth 8 6 10 4
total number of words: 135,
Y: ch.5, ktyaka/kxNtsndu: Ntoni-Nzinga, folktale, 52-83.
rs prs sh 1st pen ult 0 —^ ) \  7
con 2 3
gen 4 2
loc 4 1 1
mun 3 8
sta 15
IV
nom 19 3 3 10 13 5 5
pro 14 1 4
vbl 33 9 5 5 4 2 9
oth 22 1 10 3 1
total number of words : 218.
Z : ch. 6, kilZombo : Ntoni-Nzinga, spontaneous, 33-58.
rs prs sh 1st pen ult 0 rv
con 4 1 2
gen 8 2 7 1 2
loc 2
mun 6
sta 4 3 1 2 1
IV 2 7 7
nom 15 1 5 1
pro 5 11
vbl 28 1 5 1 6 9 1 6
oth 17 1 4 16
total number of words : 177.
SG"2-
N: ch.7, kiNtandu: Ntoni-Nzinga, folktale, 79-109.
rs prs sh 1st pen ult 0 V 7
con
gen 1 1 1
loc 2 1 2 1 3
mun 4 1 1 1
sta 1
IV
nom 21 1 4 14 11 3 3
pro 14 17 3 1 3
vbl 50 9 21 7 5 1 18
oth 18 3 16 4 1
total number of words: 219.
Ml: ch .8, ktfnanyanga: Ntoni'-Nzinga, Bible, 43-77.
rs prs sh 1st pen ult 0 i—^ V~7
con 6 3 1 1 2
gen 10 1 9 2 1 2
loc 12 2 12 3 3 1
mun
sta 1 1
IV
nom 20 4 1 13 1 1
pro 9 1 3 1
vbl 41 4 15 2 1 4 2 2
oth 19 4 7 1 1
total number of words : 208.
M2: ch .9, kifflanyanga : Ndolo Menayame, own text , 11—23,30—38,^
rs prs sh 1st pen ult 0 r~7
con 4 5 2
gen 5 3 5 3 1 3
loc 3 5
mun
sta 1 1 1
IV
nom 19 2 11 2 4 5
pro 3 1
vbl 20 8 3 7 12 3
oth 13 2 11 1
total number of words : 142.
so 3
S: ch.10, kfstNgombe: Komy Banzadio, own text, 128-167.
rs prs sh 1st pen ult 0
con 8 1 1 1
gen 17 1 13 3 2 4
loc 26 4 7 2 5
mun 1
sta 6 2 1
IV
nom 39 2 1 9 8
pro 4 2 4
vbl 31 3 2 1 4 6
oth 15 8 29
total number of words: 237.
V~*7
2
10
2
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Appendix 7/2: collapsed pitch-count.
Place of high pitch is grouped in four main classes:
rs high pitch on the root-syllable* containing 7/1 rs and prs
f high pitch in front of (before) the root-syllable,
containing 7/1 prs, sh and 1st
b high pitch behind (after) the root-syllable, containing 7/1
pen and ult
z no (zero) high pitch, containing 7/1 0 and .
Type of word is grouped in four main classes:
p pre-prefixed, containing 7/1 con, gen, loc, mun, sta, IV
n nominal, containing 7/1 nom and pro
v verbal, containing 7/1 vbl
o other, containing 7/1 oth.
In the tables below, t stands for 'total'.
B: rs f b t z
P 39 9 6 54 3
n 17 - 2 19 9
V 31 — 5 36 5
o 8 - 6 14 10
t 95 9 19 123 27
Y: rs f b t z
P 24 15 1 40 3
n 33 3 14 50 22
V 33 9 10 52 6
0 22 - 1 23 13
t 112 27 26 165 44
Z: rs f b t z
P 28 20 1 49 12
n 20 1 5 26 11
V 29 7 6 42 10
o 17 - 5 22 16
t 94 28 17 139 49
5Q-S
N: rs f b t z
P 9 6 2 17 4
n 35 1 35 71 18
V 50 9 28 87 6
o 18 - 3 21 20
t 112 16 68 196 48
rs f b t z
P 32 35 5 72 5
n 29 5 1 35 18
V 45 21 5 71 2
o 19 - 4 23 8
t 125 61 15 201 33
rs f b t z
P 21 27 1 49 -
n 24 13 2 39 4
V 20 11 7 38 12
o 13 - 2 15 11
t 78 51 12 141 27
rs f b t z
P 53 37 10 100 6
n 43 2 12 57 13
V 31 5 5 41 6
o 15 - 8 23 29
t 142 44 35 221 54
5e>6
Appendix 7/3: 7/2 expressed as percentages.
rs f b
p 72% 17% 11%
n 89% - 11%
V 86% - 14%
0 57% - 4-3%
t 77% 7% 16%
P 60% 38% 2%
n 66% 6% 28%
V 63% 17% 19%
o 96% - 4%
t 68% 16% 16%
P 57% 41% 2%
n 77% 4% 19%
V 69% 17% 14%
o 77% - 23%
t 68% 20% 12%
P 53% 35% 12%
n 49% 1% 49%
V 57% 10% 32%
o 86% - 14%
t 57%
C&CO 35%
P 44% 49% 7%
n
COCO 14% 3%
V 63% 30% 7%
o 83% - 17%
t 62% 30% 7%
P 43% 55% 2%
n 61% 33% 5%
V 53% 29% 18%
o 87% - 13%
t 55% 36% 8%
P 53% 37% 10%
n 75% 3% 21%
V 76% 12% 12%
o 65% - 35%
t 64% 20% 16%
Appendix 7/4: 7/3 in graphic display
B
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o
The first section of each line shows the proportion in the rs column,
the second (shaded) section shows that in the f column, and the third
section shows that in the b column.
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Appendix 7/E>: irani<ing an d matrices for thle fir st trle th od.
p(rs) v(rs)
B 72% B Y Z N S Ml B 86% B Y Z N S Ml
Y 60% Y 12 S 76% Y 23
Z 57% Z 15 3 Z 69% Z 17 9
N 53% N 19 7 4 / Y 63% N 29 6 12
S 53% S 19 7 4 0 \ m i 63% S 10 13 7 19
Ml 44% Ml 28 16 13 9 9 N 57% Ml 23 0 9 6 13
M2 43% M2 29 17 14 10 10 1 M2 53% M2 33 10 16 4 23 10
P(f) v (f )
M2 55% B Y Z N S Ml Ml 30% B Y Z N S Ml
Ml 49% Y 21 M2 29% Y 17
Z 41% Z 24 3
| Y
17% Z 17 0
Y 38% N 18 3 6 lz 17% N 10 7 7
S 37% S 20 1 4 2 s 12% S 12 5 5 2
N 35% Ml 32 11 8 14 12 N 10% Ml 30 13 13 20 18
B 17% M2 38 17 14 20 18 6 B 0% M2 29 12 12 19 17 1
p(b) v(b)
N 12% B Y Z N S Ml N 32% B Y Z N S Ml
B 11% Y 9 Y 19% Y 5
S 10% Z 9 0 M2 18% Z 0 5
Ml 7% N 1 10 10 i B 14% N 18 13 18
"M2 2% S 1 8 8 2 iz 14% S 2 7 2 20
Y 2% Ml 4 5 5 5 3 s 12% Ml 7 12 7 25 5
Z 2% M2 9 0 0 10 8 5 Ml 7% M2 4 1 4 12 6 11
n(rs) o(rs)
B 89% B Y Z N S Ml Y 96% B Y Z N S Ml
Ml 83% Y 23 M2 87% Y 39
Z 77% Z 12 11 N 86% Z 20 19
s 75% N 40 17 28 Ml 83% N 29 10 9
Y 66% S 14 9 2 26 Z 77% S 8 31 12 21
M2 61% Ml 6 17 6 34 8 S 65% Ml 26 13 6 3 18
N 49% M2 27 5 16 12 14 22 B 57% M2 30 9 10 1 22 4
n(f) o( b)
M2 33% B Y Z N S Ml B 43% B Y Z N S Ml
Ml 14% Y 6 S 35% Y 39
Y 6% Z 4 2 Z 23% Z 20 19
Z 4% N 1 5 3 Ml 17% N 29 10 9
S 00/o/o S 3 3 1 2 N 14% S 8 31 12 21
N i% Ml 14 8 10 13 11 M2 13% Ml 26 13 6 3 18
B 0% M2 33 27 29 32 30 19 Y 4% M2 30 9 10 1 22 4
n(b)
N 49% B Y Z N S
Y 28% Y 17
S 21% Z 8 9
Z 19% N 38 21 30
B 11% S 10 7 2 28
M2 5% Ml 8 25 16 46 18
Ml 3% M2 6 23 14 44 16
Appendix 7/6: matrix sequence for the first method phenogram.
In the original matrix (l), Z and S are most similar, with the lowest 
figure (5.4). They are therefore clustered as ZS. The average distance of 
each dialect from this new cluster is then computed; eg., for dialect B: 
B/ZS = (B/Z + B/S)/2 = (13.3 + 9.7)/2 = 23/2 = 11,5. This procedure 
gives the following matrix:
(2) B Y ZS N Ml
Y 19.2
ZS 11.5 9.2
N 21.1 9.9 12.7
Ml 18.5 12.1 10.6 16.2
M2 24,4 11.8 14.8 15.0 (7/7)
The circled :figure is lowest in this new matrix, so Ml and M2
clustered at that level and another matrix is computed:
(3) B Y ZS N
Y 19.2
ZS 11.5
N 21.1 9.9 12.7
MM 21.5 12.0 12.7 15.6
Y and ZS are then clustered, and the following matrix results
(4) B ZSY N
ZSY 15.4
N 21.1 ©
MM 21.5 12.4 15.6
ZSY clusters with N to give a new matrix:
(5) B ZSYN
ZSYN 18.3
MM 21.5
All the dialects except B cluster, to give the final matrix:
(6) B
ZSYNMM 19.9
In matrix sequences for the second and third method phenograms (7/8, 7/10), 
the matrices will be numbered 1-6 as here, with the relevant figures 
circled, but no further explanation of the method will be given there.
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Appendix 7/8: matrix sequence for seci
(l) Z and S are most similar.
(2) B Y ZS
Y 22.2
ZS 13.3 12.2
N 24.6 11.1 16.0
Ml 21.2 13.6 11.3
M2 27.0 14.4 16.4
(3) B Y ZS
Y 22.2
ZS 13,3 12.2
N 24.6 ( S P 16.0
MM 24.1 14.0 13.9
(4) B YN ZS
YN 23.4
ZS @ ) 14.1
MM 24.1 17.2 13.9
(5) BZS YN
YN 18.8
MM 19.0 ( 2 2 D
(6) BZS
YNMM 18.9
>( I
method phenogram.
N Ml
20.9
19,7 (10T3)
MM
20.3
))
I
)
Appendix 7/9: linkage diagrams for the second method
U t e u )
£/ S
Appendix 7/10 : matrix sequence for third method phi
(1) Z and S are most similar.
(2) B Y ZS N
Y 0.751
ZS 0.920 0.906
N 0.663 0.932 0.808
Ml 0.769 0.891 0.917 0.699
M2 0.592 0.865 0.800 0.683
(3) B Y ZS N
Y 0.751
ZS 0.920 0.906
N 0,663 (pT932) 0.808
MM 0.680 0.878 0.859 0.691
(4) B YN ZS
YN 0.707
ZS (0.920) 0.857
MM 0.680 0.785 0.859
(5) BZS YN
YN 0.782
MM 0.770 ( 0.785
(6) BZS
YNMM 0.776
Ml
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Appendix 7/12: scattengrams (ctd.J
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Appendix 7/13: fJlD5CAL map tor the nrsx mexnoo S / 7
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Appendix 7/14: fflDSCRl map for the second method
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Appendix 7/15: fnDSCAL map tor xne i m r a  m k u i u u
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